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Preface to the Proceedings of ICANS XXI. 
 

Since the 1st ICANS meeting was held in 1977 at Argonne 
National Laboratory in the day of dawn of spallation neutron 
technique, ICANS has been continuously held already 20 
times alternatively among three regions, Europe, America 
and Asia.  The 21st meeting was held at Mito, Japan on 
29th September to 3rd October in 2014 in a beautiful autumn 
weather with more than 250 participants from all over the 
world. 
 
In the meeting we mostly took “workshop style” session, 
which is an original and traditional way of ICANS. Actually 
2/3 of topics were discussed in the workshop sessions, which 
were essentially organized/lead by the workshop chairs. 

Plenary session shows overall issues in a relevant workshop, whose details were 
talked/discussed in the workshop. 
 
We tried a new challenge in the meeting, and we had two panel discussion sessions.  Those 
were the Integrated Interface session and the Blue Sky session.   
In the Integrated Interface session, we had a plenary session in the first morning to show how 
interface between each component is important to optimize the facility/source. One fault at a 
single interface can easily degrade the performance of the whole system. There is no unique 
way to achieve a total optimization, since it depends on different circumstances in the different 
facility.  It is not only the matter of hardware, but software aspects, even radiation safety aspect, 
can give a constraint/condition to an achievable reality.  Therefore, it is quite useful to hear a 
lesson leant in each facility.  In the whole meeting we chose “Interface” as the keyword to take 
in mind in each workshop. 
In the Blue Sky session, we made a brain storming with a free panel discussion.  Now the 
construction cost and operation cost for a spallation source has become enormous, similar to a 
large high energy experimental facility.  Only a large number of general proposals cannot 
justify the financial burden paid by tax payers, and it is becoming more and more important to 
show an obvious return/results to the society.  It is also important to save energy to effectively 
produce neutrons by means of any other innovative method.  The session participants enjoyed 
the discussion.  
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The sector of the spallation neutron is very active in these years. Two on-going construction at 
ESS and CSNS, new facilities at SNS, J-PARC/MLF and ISIS-TS2, renovation at JINR and 
rapid progress in compact neutron sources and stable operation at PSI.  Although there was an 
unfortunate shutdown for the user program at Lujan Center, LANSCE, whole community is 
rapidly growing in the world.  Therefore, it was very much informative to have an enhanced 
facility session.   
Last December, we lost very important person, who was one of ICANS initiator, Günter Bauer.  
His devotion to the development of the spallation source worldwide is extremely appreciated.  
We all give our sincerest condolence to his passing-away and gratitude for his life-time 
indispensable contribution to the world neutron science community.  
 
Apart from meeting, the participants enjoyed cultural communication.  The venue of the 
meeting was Mito city, where the 2nd Shogun Family lived for a long period of time during Edo 
era from 17th to 19th century, when the Tokugawa shogunate ruled the country.  There is 
Kairakuen park by Senba Lake, which is one of the three most famous traditional parks of Japan.  
Especially plum blossoms in early spring are very famous.  The meeting was held in autumn 
and the sky was very transparently blue, as seen in the group photo, therefore participants 
enjoyed not only the meeting but after-meeting time. 
In the excursion people enjoyed seining, caught a lot of fish and enjoyed BBQ, although the 
early weather during the event was not preferable for seaside business.  Banquet was started 
with an opening Sake-barrel ceremony followed by Japanese fine foods, Sake and a great 
Japanese drumming performance.  Everyone has very much enjoyed.  
 
At last, here, we extremely appreciate the International Advisory Committee members and the 
Program Committee members, with whom we made really very intensive communication to 
build up the scientific program.  In one hand, the Local Organizing committee members spent 
a lot of time to prepare enjoyment, comfort, convenience for participants.  We hope those were 
achieved very well and the participants enjoyed the stay in ICANS-XXI. 
 

27 February 2015 
The Chair of ICANS-XXI,  

Masa Arai 
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Blue Sky Session 
 

Panellist; Dimitri Argyriou, Jack Carpenter, Roger Pynn, Henrik Ronnow, Feri Mezei and 

Andrew Tylor(The Chair) 

 

International advisory committee had discussion that Blue Sky Session is a good idea to have a brain 

storming discussion.  

 

Colin Carlile; Probably a bigger source after ESS cannot have consensus from funding authority 

and tax payer, if we go with the same political and technical strategy as what it is. We need one 

voice to the outside world, especially governments and funding authorities. This is a sort of 

mandated task for the neutron community. 

 

Roger Pynn; The above process becomes increasingly important now that we have a number of 

expensive sources that are serving diverse science communities and politicians want to see "results". 

 

 

Therefore, we chose the people above as panelists moderated by Andrew Taylor and have started 

discussion with the following items; 

 

Andrew Taylor; We should aim to stimulate discussion over a wide range of topics including (say): 

 (un)realisable future sources;  

 desirable instrumentation;  

 exotic sample environments;  

 challenges and constrains posed by complementary probes;  

 ultimate scientific perspectives;  

 affordable facilities 

with each of us being prepared to take a lead on one or more topic. 

 

Colin; As a first suggestion, following an invitation to CERN last month to give a talk "A 50-year 

perspective on Accelerator needs for neutron sources", it might be useful for ICANS to include such 

a "blue-skies" session at Mito. It was part of the process that CERN is involved in developing an 

accelerator strategy for Europe. They are mandated to do that whereas neutrons have no such body. 

As a community we need to look well ahead and speak with one voice to the outside world, 

especially governments and funding authorities. All other big science disciplines do this 

energetically and we in neutrons should do the same. 
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Roger; I agree with Colin that it would be a good idea for the community to debate how it sees 

future sources. As Colin says, other scientific fields that depend on large facilities do this so that they 

can speak with one voice to funding agencies. This becomes increasingly important now that we 

have a number of new, expensive sources that are serving diverse science communities and 

politicians want to see "results". It is not easy to deliver an elevator speech that convinces politicians 

that neutron scattering is important (you can't mention everything in 15 seconds or less).  

 

Günter; With regards to Colin's input about a vision for the future of neutron sources, I perfectly 

agree that this is a necessity. However, I also sympathize with your and Jack's view that it is unlikely 

that the present path of going to higher and higher power dedicated sources can be carried any 

further. This seems unlikely not only for political reasons but also because of the penalty in 

efficiency one would have to pay. It appears to me that the most important thing one needs is a 

communicable science concept, which is what has taken high energy accelerators forward in the past 

and will (hopefully) continue to do so in the future. Of course, as Roger says, it is difficult to convey 

the importance of neutrons to politicians because of the diversity of fields they are used in. However, 

this is exactly the point the community has to work on. A thorough discussion about the scientific 

goals and the needs or viable routes to get there is, therefore, of prime importance. Also, there is 

nothing as sexy as success, which is why we need to find ways to communicate what has been and is 

being achieved. Politicians want to see a return for investment! Much of this may be beyond the 

traditional scope of ICANS, but we should deal with it anyhow. 

 

 
A photo of the Blue Sky Session 
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Kurt; 

1) The science case is essential even for continued operation of our existing facilities. 

2) In order to maintain the "volume" of access necessary to support a sustainable science programme 

with neutrons, we need to think about cost effective ways of replacing ageing facilities. 

 

Robert; There are many important issues to be discussed about the future of neutrons on a 20 year 

time scale. We are moving towards having a smaller number of facilities. How do we operate to 

maintain the size and scope of the user community? Energy costs are becoming prohibitive - what 

does this mean for future strategy (e.g. high power or low power)? What about completely new 

technologies, e.g. laser induced wakefield? Why not have a few short presentations (5 minutes) to 

raise the issues and provoke discussion? 

 

Roger; An issue that cuts across many of the issues you have raised is the following: various 

governments around the world have ponied up very large sums of money for neutrons over the past 

decade or so, to the point where the investment is beginning to look comparable to that on 

high-energy physics. So where is our Higgs boson or, put another way, how are we going to justify 

to the tax payers of the planet their investment? And the answer had better not be "by getting more 

users" or any of a variety of other metrics that we tend to use. 

 

Masa; As we discussed above in the meeting and through e-mails, spallation neutron facility is 

becoming one of the biggest investments not only scientifically but also nationally, regionally and 

even economically. This dramatic development was fortunately realized probably because of effort 

by each individual, development of the neutron community, acknowledgement on neutron science, 

and acceptance by the public. It is, however, very important for neutron scientists not to behave with 

hubris, and to be faithful to the society, creating innovative scientific achievements and contributions 

to society as one of responsible tax-payer.  The Blue Sky Session was the first demonstration of this 

kind in the long history of ICANS, and the panelists and audiences were attracted by their own 

discussion. Although we could not make any unified consensus from the discussions, however, we, 

the ICANS members, could fairly observe and redefine our present situation in the society and in the 

world.   

We hope this kind of initiative will be continuously pursued in the coming ICANS meetings too.   
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Integrated Interface Panel Session 
 

A spallation neutron source is similar to a series circuit; the components are connected in series 

with interfaces between them in a familiar pattern; 

Accelerator-Target-Modrator-BeamTransport-Instrument-Detector-Analysis-outcomes. 

 

Any single fault makes a bottleneck and degrades the performance as a whole. Optimization 

should be done holistically, even though there is no unique solution/way and in each case the result 

depends on constraints that apply to the facility or region. Therefore, it is a worth studying the 

lessons learned in each facility (such as ISIS, SNS and J-PARC/MLF) which could help on-going 

projects such as ESS and CSNS avoid pitfalls that have already been discovered. 

We, IAC and program committee, had intensive discussion through internet and we decided the 

keyword in the coming ICANS should be interface, which should be always kept in mind for each 

workshops. The session started as a plenary session as the first session in the ICANS-XXI to 

motivate/stimulate participants with the above concept. But this session was continued by a follow 

up session in the evening in the same day. Therefore, the program was started in the morning 

session; 

<Morning session on 29 Sep. 930-1030> 

Introduction and Provocation; 10min each without question. 

 

1. Roger Pynn presented the past experiences and lessons learned. 

2. Feri Mezei presented the past experiences and lessons learned. 

3. Sean Langridge gave a short summary of the approach and lessons learned from ISIS-TS2. 

4. Ken Andersen summarized the ESS moderator-instruments interfaces and how to best handle 

these. 

5. Garrett Granroth presented instruments - advanced modeling of neutron scattering data at SNS 

and SNS-TS2, approaching on moderator-instruments interfaces. 

6. Hiroshi Takada presented the experiences in J-PARC/MLF. 

 

And the follow up free discussion session in the evening was; 

<Evening session on 29 Sep. 1830-2030 > 

A panel discussion session 

Moderator; Roger 

Panelist ; Feri Mezei, Sean Langridge , Ken Andersen, Dimitry Argryou, Robert McGreevy, 

Garett Granroth, Masa Arai  
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<Message from the Panel moderator Roger Pynn> 

Here are some of the points I raised: 

Construction and operation of neutron facilities are both complex activities and have grown more 

complex over the past decade or so. Because they cost so much to build and to run, it is hard to 

imagine budgets going up much in the near future -- funding agencies already think they are 

spending enough on neutrons. To justify this huge expenditure, we need to be very efficient and we 

cannot afford to take a "not invented here" attitude -- we must collaborate between facilities and 

leverage our strengths. This is beginning to happen with projects such as Mantid but there are many 

more opportunities. Industry has long recognized that inefficient interfaces between organizational 

subunits result in duplication of effort, conflicts and power struggles, groups hiding information, 

poor customer service and much more. These things are evident in every neutron facility I know to a 

greater or lesser extent. Industry and the public sector have generated a vast literature on the solution 

of these types of problems (for example 

http://www.commonwealthfund.org/~/media/Files/Publications/Case%20Study/2011/Jul/1528_Edwa

rds_achieving_efficiency_synthesis_four_top_hosps_v3.pdf) 

and, as far as I can tell, we are not using it (at least not to any great extent). 

Just from my own career in neutrons I have seen many examples: fights over data formats; two 

electronics groups sabotaging each other's efforts; conflicting cultures between nuclear scientists, 

accelerator scientists and neutron scatterers; safety bureaucracy that breeds a lack of attention to real 

safety; direct reports hiding information from their boss. I have selected examples that are 

sufficiently far in the past that no individuals should feel threatened, but it would be easy to find 

many further examples. The problems that cause these inefficient behaviors are all fairly typical 

human foibles. Studies show that ALL employees believe that their own organization performs well 

and that inefficiency occurs because of poor execution by other departments. The issue always turns 

out to be communication -- often the illusion that communication has occurred when it really hasn't. 

While an industrial company’s profit may be affected by lack of communication between, for 

example, engineers and salespeople, neutron sources simply change the names of the competing 

groups to things like "target engineers" and "instrument scientists" and replace "profit" with 

"scientific output". It's time for us to make use of the industrial knowledge about these issues and to 

become more efficient. 

 

<Messages from Garrett Granroth> 

There are a few good examples where collaboration between various neutron sources has worked 

well. One is the efforts on liquid Hg targets, another is the collaborative work on moderators, and a 

third is the Mantid software collaboration. All three of these efforts benefit multiple facilities and the 

work done for each is more than could be done at a single facility. Such collaboration should be the 
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model for solving problems of critical need to the whole community, like developing non He-3 based 

detectors. 

A few points take away points from my presentation bear repeating.  

1) Beware of Panacea solutions. In software, claims are frequently made that a code will do 

everything. This rarely ends up to be the truth. However, if the code makes life easier, it is better 

than not having it. So the net goal should be maximize one’s return on software work, rather than 

expecting perfect returns. 

2) Insulate against changing hardware infrastructure as much as possible. As a community we relied 

heavily on DEC hardware and software until about 2000. However it was clear from the mid 80s on, 

that PCs would become the dominant platform. 

3) Avoid the, ”this is how it has always been done”, syndrome. Our facilities are all about science 

and innovation, but staying locked into an established way of work can stifle innovation. For 

example, sticking to histogram data seemed like a prudent idea, because it allowed the use of legacy 

software. However, moving to event data has enabled new types of experiments and is fostering new 

thoughts yet. 

 

<Short memo of the discussion and consensus in the Morning and Evening session> 

Summarised by Dr. Sean Langridge. 

 Holistic, optimised science driven design 

o Strong community involvement 

o Early & strong scientist-engineer-operational interactions 

 Active and engaged project management 

 International partnerships 

o Proactive  

 Software – a key integration technology 

 Pipelines 

 Importance of staged delivery 

o Instrument delivery into the programme 

o Importance of commissioning plans 

 Early engagement with stakeholders 

 

<Conclusion> 

We held this kind of panel discussion in ICANS for the first time. We were not aiming to have a 

consensus from ICANS colleagues, but to have a brain storming on given issues recognized in the 

community and have a good chance to foster communication and collaboration among participants 

and facilities. We could have intensive discussion not only among panelists but also with audiences. 
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We should keep this kind of opportunity even in the coming ICANS meetings to keep the 

community sincere, vital and active.  
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2. Günter Bauer Memorial 
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IN MEMORIAM GÜNTER BAUER  

Our colleague and friend, Günter Siegfried Bauer, died December 13, 2013, 72 years old. It is 
fitting to remember him here, today, as one of the most respected, beloved, stalwart, influential 
leaders of our ICANS community. 

 

Günter Bauer during the Cold Moderator Conference at Argonne in 1997. 

Günter earned his PhD in Physics at University of Bochum in 1975, spent some time at Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory, and then joined the scientific staff of Kernforschungszentrum, Jülich 
(KFZ).  There, he undertook work on the Spallation Neutronen Quelle, SNQ, conceived as a 5-
MW 1.1-GeV proton linac-compressor-ring neutron source, a joint project of KFZ and KfA 
(Karlsruhe) pursued from 1980 and presented in 1985.  Günter led the target station work, based 
on a water-cooled rotating target.  A prototype tested (without protons) successfully for 1000 
hours, which he proudly showed me once, still stands on display. 

He moved to the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in the late 1980s, where he took up work on the 
target for the SINQ neutron scattering facility, an upwardly incidence system based on the steady 
beam of protons from the 600-MeV sector-focused synchrocyclotron. The SINQ target system 
was built under his scientific leadership. A steady progression of successively more aggressive 
target arrangements, accompanied by materials irradiation tests, led to the present “cannelloni” 
Pb target, which now operates at about 1.5 MW proton beam power. Later, in support of rising 
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interest in accelerator-driven “energy amplifier” systems, Günter pushed the MEGAPIE 
developments.  The liquid Pb-Bi eutectic target operated successfully at MW power in SINQ for 
several months. 

Günter’s avid interest in liquid metal targets led him to advocate liquid mercury targets for the 
SNS at ORNL (1.4 MW so far) and for the Material and Life Sciences facility in JPARC (1 MW 
to come), which are operating successfully.  The problem of cavitation erosion in the pulsed 
source gradually became evident, and Günter worked diligently with others to develop solutions.  
Progress in that work continues. He took a prominent part in special interest meetings devoted to 
development of high-power accelerator-based neutron targets. 

He tended not only to spallation target questions, but also to moderator questions, especially 
those of cold moderators.  Günter took part in all the international meetings devoted to cold 
moderators and stimulated development and testing, promoting the building and use of a mockup 
pulsed source at the COSY synchrotron at Jülich. 

Günter did not sit still at home. In early years, he traveled, sometimes with me, to spread the 
word for accelerator-driven neuron sources.  Later, with others of us, Günter served, usually as 
chairman, on technical advisory committees on all of the accelerator-based neutron source 
projects, and some of the advanced reactor projects, some of which have been built, others not 
but not for want of good advice. In those sessions, he guided discussions most effectively, using 
his broad knowledge of the physics and engineering of sources.  If other committee members 
failed to contribute to committee reports, he himself did the job.  In these ways, Günter was a 
member of the ubiquitous “group of five,” with Tim Broome, Gary Russell, Noboru Watanabe, 
and me. We of ICANS know of all this, because Günter attended all of the ICANS meetings after 
1980, and reported there. 

Günter was devoted to his family: wife Gitti, Axel and Karin.  When he moved to PSI, he 
designed and built, doing much of the work himself, a magnificent house on a hillside in 
Waldshut, Germany, across the Rhine from Switzerland.  He equipped his Mercedes camper van 
with all the needed amenities for off-the-grid living and they traveled a lot.  He and his family 
enjoyed cruising the canals of France, and included Rhonda, my wife, and me on one week-long 
travel in Alsace; he took patient glee watching me poorly guide our boat through the narrow 
waterways.  Günter was fluent in English and French, and in German, of course, and perhaps 
also Chinese, whose country he loved and traveled extensively.   

Günter was an exceptionally kind person, not only in relation to people, but also to Nature’s wild 
creatures.  “Why did you do that?” he asked me once when I tried to kill a wasp that threatened 
us once in the PSI guesthouse.  I felt ashamed. 

And Günter had immense charm.  It was almost always Günter who thanked, and arranged 
flowers, for the hosts and assistants at our meetings. 

Now it is our turn to express our admiration and gratitude to Günter, for his long and invaluable 
service to the neutron science community.  

THANK YOU, GÜNTER! 

J. M. Carpenter 
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Progress of the Materials & Life Science Facility of J-PARC
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Materials & Life Science Experimental Facility, J-PARC Center, Japan Atomic 
Energy Agency (JAEA), Tokai, Ibaraki, Japan 

1High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK), Oho, Tsukuba, Japan, 
2Comprehensive Research Organization for Science and Society (CROSS), Tokai, 
 Ibaraki, Japan 

E-mail: masatoshi.arai@j-parc.jp 

Abstract. The facility has resumed since 17th February 2014 after reformation of operation 
safety system required from the new regulation because of the accident in the Hadron Facility 
occurred in May 2013. During eight-month shutdown period various hardware components 
have been improved; such as installation of additional RFQs in Linac to increase its energy to 
achieve higher power, repairing and replacement on the mercury(Hg) cooling loops of the 
neutron target, improvement on the cryogenic system for stable operation, etc.  In order to 
mitigate the pitting damage on the Hg-target container we have been injecting helium micro
bubbles in the target. The Laser Doppler vibrometory showed us that vibration amplitude on the
proton bombardment has been drastically reduced by the injection. 

  Twenty one instruments have been already installed.  Eighteen instruments are operated for 
user program and three instruments are under either commissioning or construction.  Now the 
experimental hall is almost full with instruments, leaving only 2 ports available for the future 
use.  Operational time for user program in JFY2014 was about 170 days, and we received more 
than 700 general experimental proposals from users.  
World-class scientific outputs have been being created in various scientific fields, ranging from 
Li-battery science to bio-molecular science.  Since J-PARC is internationally open for users, 
we have got experimental proposals from abroad more than 15% of the whole proposals.  More 
than 10% of proposals have come from industries and a half of them are proprietary use.  This 
fact has revealed a new horizon has come in the neutron scattering science in the 21 century.  

 

 

3.1.1
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1.  Introduction 
 
The J-PARC facility was funded by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 
Technology (MEXT), and was jointly constructed by the High Energy Accelerator Research 
Organization and the Japan Atomic Energy Agency. J-PARC Materials & Life Science Experimental 
Facility (MLF) is a spallation pulsed neutron and muon facility, whose final power will be 1MW, 
operated at 25Hz. It ran at 300kW until before the summer shutdown since it resumed on 17 February 
2014 from the shutdown due to the accident in the Hadron Facility occurred in May, 2013.  MLF is a 
user facility for not only domestic but international users and even for industrial researchers. Unique 
user's number will be  exceeded more than 1000 in JTY2014 with steady increase every year.  
Operation cycle is about 170days in a year and call for proposal is announced twice a year. We have 
received more than 700 general proposals in JFY2014.   
 
2.  Target Improvement for High Power 

 
2.1 Helium Bubble Injection  
As it is a well known problem, 
"Pitting Problem", on the mercury 
target container is still a key issue 
to be settled down before ramping 
up the accelerator power. (Fig.1). 
High power proton bombardment 
creates cavitation in the mercury 
target followed by an 
instantaneous shock wave, which 
makes a serious damage on the 
internal surface of the target 
container, so called the pitting 
damage.  In order to mitigate this 
problem, we have injected helium 
gas bubbles in the mercury flow 
[1].  The helium gas goes through 
a swirler making a mercury flow 

turbulence, which breaks the gas 
into small segments and makes 
micro bubbles, 100  in diameter. 
We have monitored the behavior of 
the container with a laser Doppler 
vibrometry method and found a 
drastic reduction of a vibration of 
the container on the proton 
bombardment. Figure 2 shows the 
observed vibration amplitude on 
the target container.  There is a 
clear decrease for a higher gas 
density (charging speed). 

 
Fig.2 Vibration intensity at the target container with helium gas 
bubbling in a different charging speed.
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Fig.1 The Mercury target station of MLF. 
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In order to confirm the actual status of the pitting 
damage, we cut out the top portion of the target 
container during the summer shutdown, which 
experienced 2000MWh proton bombardment.  We 
observed that the internal surface of the container does 
not have any obvious pitting damage although the 
exposed cumulated power is closing to the expected 
life time estimated from the radiation damage[2].  

 
 

2.2 Installation of an Octupole Magnet  
In order to reduce peak heat deposition in the target we 
have installed an octupole magnet which flattens the 
proton beam profile and can reduce the peak power as 

shown in Fig.3 [3].  Proton beam profile monitor has shown a flattened profile or a plateau shape 
profile modified from the original Gaussian profile by the magnet.  We are now planning to estimate 
the effect from the flattened profile on the neutronics performance by a calculation code PHITS. 

2.3 History of Beam Power at MLF 
Figure 4 shows the history of the beam power at MLF since it started its operation in 2008. The beam 
power has been ramped up in step wise and reached at 300kW although there were two long 
shutdowns due to the disaster in 2011 and the accident in 2013.  We have replaced the target two times 

to study the pitting damage 
during each long shutdown. 
We have started the gas 
injection since the end of 
2012 when the power 
increased to 300 kW.  We 
ran with 532 kW but for a 
very short period in 2012 to 
test an intrinsic ability of the 
accelerator, and it was 
successful. 
 

 
3.  Instrument Suite at 
MLF 

 
3.1 Status of Instruments 
MLF has 23 neutron beam 
ports and four muon ports [4].  
Now 21 neutron instruments 

have been installed. 18 are in use for user program.  Two instruments are under construction. Those 
are a spin echo instrument at BL06 and a polarized neutron instrument at BL23. One, an imaging 
instrument at BL22, is under commissioning.  Two beam ports are empty and available for a future use, 
BL07 (poisoned decouple moderator), and BL13 (coupled moderator).  Currently one muon beam port 
is in use for user program and three ports are under construction. Those are an ultra-slow muon 
channel, a surface muon channel and a high momentum muon channel. 

 

Fig.4 The history of the beam power at MLF.

 
Fig. 3 Octapole magnet installation 
for flattening the beam
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Figure 5 shows instrument arrangement in the facility.  The instrument suite has been selected and 
constructed according to a requirement of the neutron community.  All of the instrument were 
proposed and reviewed by the instrument selection panel.  There are four organizations to operate 
those instruments.  Those are KEK, JAEA and Ibaraki Pref., which is the local municipality, and 
CROSS. User program of the public beam lines are operated by a registered institution to the 
government (CROSS). The public beam line was built and owned by JAEA under the legislation for 
promoting user support/program of MLF, and its user support is done by the registered institution, 
CROSS.  Ibaraki Prefecture owns two instruments, BL03 and BL20, to facilitate industrial use of 
neutrons. Two instruments, BL09 and BL20, were built by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and 
Industry to promote an intensive battery study and fuel cell study.  Those are, however, opened for 
general users now. Table I summarizes the neutron instrument suit of MLF. 

9/15  
Fig. 5 Instrument arrangement in MLF
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All of muon ports have been constructed by the KEK muon group and in use for inter-university 
program, and the general user program is operated as the MLF user program. This situation is the 
same as that of KEK owned neutron instruments.  Currently only one port for decay muon channel is 
available for users.  It is either D1(+) or D2(-) channel with an energy range of 30 MeV.  Now Ultra-

slow muon (+) channel is under commissioning, which can provide very low energy muons in a rage 
from 50 eV to 60 keV to study surface magnetism.  S-line is a new beam line under construction for 
the surface +. H-line will be used for fundamental/nuclear physics experiment and under construction.  
Table II summarizes the muon channels of MLF [5]. 

Table II Muon beam channels of MLF 
Name Owner
D1, D2 lines Decay muon-channel KEK
U-line Ultra slow muon channel KEK
S-line Surface muon channel KEK
H-line High momentum muon channel KEK
 

Table I Neutron beam lines of MLF 
BL no. name Owner
BL01 4SEASONS Fermi chopper instrument JAEA Public BL
BL02 DNA Back scattering instrument JAEA Public BL
BL03 iBIX Protein crystal diffractometer Ibaraki Pref.
BL04 ANNRI Neutron cross section measurement 

instrument
JAEA

BL05 NOP Fundamental physics instrument KEK
BL06 VIN-ROSE Spin echo instrument KEK
BL07 Empty
BL08 SHRPD High resolution powder 

diffractometer
KEK

BL09 SPICA Powder diffractometer dedicated 
for battery study

KEK

BL10 NOBORU Test port JAEA
BL11 PLANET High pressure diffractometer JAEA Public BL
BL12 HRC High resolution chopper instrument KEK
BL13 Empty
BL14 AMATERAS Cold disc chopper instrument JAEA
BL15 TAIKAN Small and wide angle 

diffractomenter
JAEA Public BL

BL16 SOPFIA Horizontal surface reflectometer KEK
BL17 SHARAKU Vertical surface polarized neutron 

reflectometer
JAEA Public BL

BL18 SENJU Single crystal diffractometer JAEA Public BL
BL19 TAKUMI Engineering diffractometer JAEA
BL20 iMATERIA High intensity powder 

diffractometer
Ibaraki Pref.

BL21 NOVA Liquid-amorphous diffractometer KEK
BL22 RADEN Energy resolved imaging station JAEA Public BL
BL23 POLANO Polarized neutron inelastic 

scattering instrument
KEK
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3.2 Some Performance 
of Instruments [6] 
The target station has 
three kinds of 
moderators as shown 
in Fig.6. The coupled 
moderator is very 
intensive, but has a 
broad peak structure.  
Decoupled one is good 
for high resolution 
instrument with sharp 
pulse structure but 
sacrificing intensity. 
Poisoned decoupled 
moderator has a 

sharper pulse structure and less intensity, and it is used for extremely high resolution instrument such 
as very high resolution powder diffractometer [7].  The energy of neutron is commonly analyzed by 
the time-of-flight of neutrons going through a flight path in a pulsed neutron source.  Hence it is a 
natural consequence that a sharp pulse structure of neutron with a long flight path for instrument is 
necessary to realize a high resolution instrument.  However, this traditional concept has been 
dramatically improved in the design work for instruments in MLF. 
 

 
One of good examples has 
been demonstrated in 
AMATERAS [8], in which a 
pulse shaping chopper has 
been implemented to cut out 
an intensive peak portion 
from the broad peak from the 
coupled moderator.  This 
innovative concept has been 
firstly demonstrated by Feri 
Mezei group [9] and becomes 
a world trend for cold disk 
chopper instrument such as 
CNCS [10] at SNS and LET 
[11] in ISIS.  Figure 7 shows 
an illustration of 
AMATERAS.  A pulse 
shaping chopper makes a 
sharp and symmetrical shape 
pulse, and behaves as a virtual 
pulsed source instead of the 

actual moderator.  A monochromatic chopper makes energy selection.  Frame overlap choppers and a 
tail removing chopper suppress unwanted neutrons.  Energy resolution can be tunable by choosing a 
pulse width at not only the monochromatic chopper but also the pulse shaping chopper, hence 
instrument becomes very much flexible on the resolution and intensity adjustable for various kind of 
measurements.  A similar technique has been also adopted for the DNA instrument (Fig.8).  DNA is a 

 
Fig. 6 Pulse peak structure at 5 and 20meV for Coupled moderator; blue, 
decoupled moderator; green, poisoned decoupled moderator; black and red (font 
and back surface)

En=5meV En=20meV

 

Fig. 7 Illustration of AMATERAS. Pulse shaping chopper cut out an
intensive peak from a broad pulse of a coupled moderator.
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backscattering spectrometer and scattered neutron energy is analyzed by a crystal.  An observed 
example is depicted in Fig. 9, in which tunneling spectrum obtained from -Picoline is depicted for 
two different conditions with or without pulse shaping chopper operation.  It is clearly shown that the 
energy resolution can be also flexibly tunable in a measurement. 
 
 

We have also developed so 
called multi-Ei method, in 
which multiple incident 
energies can be utilized in 
one time for a set-up for an 
inelastic scattering 
experiment. Therefore, 
spectrum observed with 
several different incident 
energies are automatically 
obtained.  The method is 
very effective to make a 
survey in the different 
energy scales to find an 
unknown phenomena [12]. 

 
At pulsed neutron source 
we can utilize white beam 
and the neutron energy is 
analyzed by the time-of-
flight method. Therefore, 
we do not need to scan 

scattered neutrons by moving detector angle. Instead detector can be fixed at angles.  Therefore we can 
arrange detector banks at various scattering angle as much as we can afford as shown in Fig. 10 as an 
example for TAIKAN. With this detector arrangement TAIKAN can cover a very wide coverage in 
the momentum space from a small angle region to 20Å-1 in one measurement. An example on glassy 

carbon is depicted in Fig.11.  The 
result shows from the small angle 
region to diffraction range with a 
very reasonable agreement with a 
result from APS in the absolute 
intensity [13]. 
NOVA also showed a very quick 
measurement on a SiO2 glass sample.  
S(Q) ranging from 0.2 to 40 Å-1 can 
be obtained in one second with a 
good statistics at 100kW in the 
accelerator power. 
 
MLF has introduced an event 
recording data acquisition system as 
the standard system for the first time 
as a neutron facility [14].  In this 
system, neutron is counted/recorded 
with information when, where and 

 
Fig. 9 Tunnelling spectrum form -Picoline with/without pulse 
shaping chopper.  The resolution is about 3eV/15eV for each 
case.
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Fig. 8 DNA spectrometer. Pulse shaping chopper cut out a sharp peak band 
and the scattered neutron is analysed by a Si-crystal in the back-scattering 
geometry.
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how the neutron was recorded one by 
one with relevant information such as 
temperature of sample, goniometer 
angle, even a rotation phase of a 
chopper system.  Hence one event 
record contains many relevant 
information altogether.  Once those 
information is recorded with neutron 
event, therefore, experiment can be 
done even with a continuous 
temperature scan, continuous 
goniometer rotation, etc.  Data 
analysis can be done after experiment 
by choosing the data, which exist 
within  required conditional limits 
such as sample temperature, 
goniometer angle, etc.  As an 

extension, we can make a real time measurement of a transient phenomenon or an in-situ experiment 
as a routine experiment in any instrument in MLF. 

 

4.  Research and Development 
on Devices

4.1 Detector Development at MLF 
We have been developing 
scintillation detectors since before 
starting the construction of the 
facility.  One of the most intensively 
developed systems is a wave-length-
shift-Fiber system (WLSF).  
This type of scintillation detector can 
have a two dimensional array of light 
guides, which shift the wave length of 
initially created scintillation light on 
the neutron absorber, and the shifted 
light can easily transmit along the 

fiber to photo-multiplier-tube (PMT) effectively. The spatial resolution can be mainly determined by 
the separation of the light guide so that the resolution can be easily tunable and can have good 
resolution less than 1mm [15, 16]. The event position is determined by using a direct encoding 
technique with multi-anode PMT’s.  Newly developed sintered ceramic scintillator material, 
ZnS/10B2O3, improved detecting efficiency, gamma sensitivity and afterglow at the same time [17] 

We are now implemented those detectors in iBIX(1.2mm resolution) [18], SENJU(4mm resolution) 
[19] and SHARAKU (4mm resolution) [20] as shown in Fig.12 

 
Fig. 11 Example of data of Glassy Carbon observed on 
TAIKAN. The data is comparable in the absolut scale with that 
obtained in APS.
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Fig.10 Detector arrangement of TAIKAN, small and wide 
angle diffractometer. 
 
Fig. 
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4.2  3He Spin Filter Development 
We are developing a 3He Spin Filter by utilizing the spin exchange optical pumping method (SEOP) 
[21].  Our development on the spin polarization was far behind from other facilities in the past, 
however, we have recently developed a very compact setup with a compact laser-optical system, and 
the 3He polarization has exceeded more than 70%.  Hence, the equipments are now good enough for a 
practical use in experiment.  We have already tested them on TAIKAN and SHARAKU and obtained 
a very reasonable performance in the experiments. 
 
 
5.  Scientific outcomes 

 
5.1 General Proposals to MLF 
  We call for general proposals twice a year.  Since we had disaster and accident, we could operate the 
facility stably only in 2012.  In Fig. 13 we show a statistics of proposals each half year. The number of 
the proposals is steadily increasing each year regardless the difficult situation in 2011 and 2013.  Total 

number of proposals in 2014 is closing 
to 700.  The trend of the increase of the 
proposal almost follows the increase in 
the accelerator power and we expect 
that proposal will be 1500 when we 
can have 1MW in the accelerator 
power with more than 2000 unique 
users number.  Proposals from 
universities are about 45%, 16% from 
abroad, 10% from industries in 2014. 
The over subscription rate is about 1.7. 
This is a healthy competition rate, 
although a specific instrument has a 
very high rate more than 3.0. 
The number of published papers for 
each instrument is depicted in Fig.14.  
The number is not high enough in 

 
Fig.12 WLSF Detector system of iBIX V(1.2mm resolution) and SENJU (4mm resolution).

 
Fig.13 History of the general proposals to MLF. Blue; 
accepted, Brown; Reserved, Green; not accepted, Yellow; 
executed proposals.
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comparison with a benchmark in 
the world class facilities yet, and 
further effort is necessary to catch 
up with them. 

 
 

6.  Conclusion 
 
The MLF facility has been well 
developed regardless of the 
disaster and accident, and is well 
in use for a user program.  The 
ability of the facility is steadily 
increasing in accordance with the 
improvement of the accelerator 
power.  MLF has already reached 

in a world class level, although further efforts will be definitely necessary. 
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Abstract. Within the framework of fusion technology research and development, a neutron 
source has long been considered a key facility to perform irradiation tests aiming at populating 
materials engineering database – supporting DEMO reactor design and licensing. New 
Sorgentina Fusion Source (NSFS) has been proposed taking advantage of well-established D-T 
neutron generators technology, scaled in order to attain a bright source of about 1015 n/sec. The 
provision of an actual 14 MeV neutron spectrum, resembling that of a D-T fusion machined, is 
a relevant feature. In this contribution, the main facility characteristics are provided, together 
with a brief discussion on target thermal and mechanical issues. 

1.  Introduction 
Materials testing with fusion relevant neutron source is essential to DEMO design in order to cope 
with technical (nuclear damage) and regulatory (licensing) issues. In the European roadmap to fusion 
energy [1-2], testing of materials are scheduled by 2026 up to the following radiation levels: damage 
of 30 dpa for structural steels, 10 dpa for copper and tungsten. On the other hand, nuclear materials 
testing is required for a broad range of components e.g. those for auxiliaries and diagnostic.  
In this context, the NSFS project provides a potentially unique tool. Indeed, the 14 MeV neutron 
spectrum offered by Sorgentina facility will closely resemble that of a fusion machine like DEMO, 
thus providing a very important tool to calibrate and validate displacement per atom (dpa) 
accumulated in other irradiations facilities such as more readily available fission and accelerator-based 
facilities. These unique features strengthen strategic relevance for Sorgentina proposal, even within the 
framework of future powerful plants offering fusion-like spectrum but not exactly DT fusion 14 MeV 
neutron flux spectrum. The envisaged DT neutron flux spectrum of Sorgentina indeed aims at 
allowing the study of the influence of nuclear transmutation on the electric characteristics of ceramic 
insulators, optical fibers, window materials and superconducting cables, selection and test of low 
activation materials, populating nuclear database and damage cross-section data as well as validation 
of numerical model simulations. Moreover it will enable to carry out basic studies on neutron damage 
to materials irradiated with 14 MeV neutrons to validate damage calculation codes and provide a 
neutron field where damage cross-sections can be tested and/or measured. It would furnish reliable 
data about the radiation hardness of materials to be used for diagnostics and produce neutron flux and 
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spectra similar to that expected in a tokamak in order to allow for 1) nuclear diagnostics calibration 
under real spectra, 2) reliable test of electronics equipment and components to be used for diagnostics, 
remote handling etc. The intense 14 MeV neutron flux will allow to investigate tritium production 
assessing the behavior of breeding materials working under reactor-like condition as well as methods 
for tritium handling, extraction and on-line measurement.  
Neutron flux spectra and intensities required for materials irradiation must be sufficient to study 
material damage process. In fact, degradation phenomena such as irradiation creep, volumetric 
swelling and phase instabilities approach saturation at damage levels above 10 dpa [3].  
Material embrittlement onset is more difficult to define. Displacement cascade - consisting in the 
migration of vacancies and interstitials – produce segregation phenomena, micro-structural evolution, 
dislocation climb and voids creation. All these processes induce irradiation hardening and 
embrittlement at relatively low temperatures. By contrast, creation of voids and dislocation climbing 
produce swelling and irradiation creep – which occurs for doses higher than 10 dpa at higher 
temperatures.  
With a proper design and optimization of the layout, other possible activities of interest in other fields 
are, for example, irradiation of electronics chips and frontend electronics, neutron imaging (with 
proper moderation of source neutrons), materials neutron activation studies as well as tests on 
components for sources large scale neutron facilities. 

2.  NSFS main components 
Sorgentina main design and key feature is the strategy of matching a well-proven neutron source type 
with existing technology, in an innovative plant concept which makes this source much brighter 
compared to previously realized facilities [4]. Deuterium-Tritium fusion reaction is currently used in 
industrial neutron generators in which ion source and accelerator are coupled to a D-T enriched target 
which turns out to be a planar 14 MeV fusion neutron spectrum source. Sorgentina design concept 
relies upon ion source and accelerator stages from neutral beam injector devices already utilized at 
large experimental tokamaks [5] together with a properly scaled rotating target technology. Twofold 
water-cooled rotating target of about 2 m radius is operated at rotational speed of about 1000 rpm. 
Inlet fluid flow of some 110  lit/sec is inserted at about 50°C bulk temperature, 8 MW thermal power 
per target has to be removed – 16 MW total power being deposited onto the whole target. D & T ion 
beams are delivered to two rotating targets facing each other. Total ion current per each target is about 
40A, 20A from deuterium and 20A from tritium. Beam energy is about 200 keV to optimize fusion 
reaction probability following the reaction 17.6MeVnHeTD 4  . Ion beams impinge on both 
sides of a double wheel target where 14 MeV neutrons are generated. The schematic of Sorgentina is 
sketched in Figure 1. Three irradiation volumes are foreseen to accommodate: small specimens (0.5 l) 
at high flux; small material/components samples (1.2 l) at intermediate flux; larger volume (several 
litres) for small mock ups at lower flux. 
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Figure 1: Layout of double-plate target showing: ion beams on both sides, 0.5 litres irradiation 

volume in-between and larger irradiation volumes 
 

Gap between neutron source plates is intended to measure about 3 cm. Irradiation rigs are designed to 
accommodate specimens in about 2 cm accounting for rotation and mechanical fabrication uncertainty 
sizes. Sorgentina design results in a very compact layout. In Figure 2, the assembly of the Sorgentina 
system is shown. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: (a) Layout of double targets showing: ion beams on sides; (b) Sorgentina embedded in 
the primary neutron shield. 

 
 

2.1 Thermal and Mechanical Design 
Preliminarily thermomechanical evaluation of target performances were carried out analysing a slice 
of the interacting plate - using a 2D plain strain finite element (FE) model implemented through the 
free software package CALCULIX [6]. Only one half of a single tube was modelled due to periodic 
and symmetry conditions. The heat power deposited by the beam into the metal hydride layer was 
simulated by imposing a pulsed heat flux on the exposed face with a maximum value of 400 MW/m2. 
A water coolant pressure of about 30 MPa was applied on the tube internal surface, corresponding to 
the maximum pressure induced by the centrifugal forces at the top of the plate (assuming a height of 
250 mm) plus the hydraulic head of the circulation pump. A conservative value of 40 kW/m2/°C for 
the coolant heat transfer coefficient was adopted. Table 1 summarizes the geometric and operating 
design parameters. The material properties of CuCrZr-IG specified in the ITER Structural Design 
Criteria for In-Vessel component (SDC-IC) [7] were used in the analysis. The presence of the hydride 
layer was properly taken into account in the model.  
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Table 1: Geometric and operating parameters of the target 
Heat flux 400 MW/m2 

Rotational Speed 
Water pressure 

1000 rpm 
30 MPa 

Wheel radius 2 m 
Plate height 250 mm 

Tube diameter 2 mm 
Rotation period 60 ms 

Beam-plate interaction time 0.48 ms 
Heat transfer coefficient 40 kW/m2 °C 
Inlet water temperature 10 °C 

 
Starting from the initial condition, a certain number of beam pulses were applied until the temperature 
history repeated identically at every cycle. The hydride temperature evolution within the cycle once 
that equilibrium condition was reached is shown in Figure 3. A maximum value < 300 °C, well below 
the critical value of 400 °C, is found. It is acceptable from the point of view of hydride stability and 
tritium retention. 
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Figure 3:  Hydride temperature evolution within the cycle 

 
The maximum Tresca stress in the tube area is around 66 MPa (Figure 4), which is safely lower than 
the minimum allowable stress of the material at the temperature experienced by the tube (110 MPa at 
180 °C), thus proving that the global structural integrity of the plate is assured.  
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Figure 4: Tresca equivalent stress in the tube area 

 
A specific design with a conical structure of the surface exposed to the beam was adopted in order to 
reduce thermal fatigue effects. The calculated Tresca stress amplitudes at various positions of the 
considered structure are shown in Figure 5. These values must be compared with the CuCrZr fatigue 
limit that can be taken around 200 MPa [8] at Sorgentina relevant number of cycles/year (5x108). It is 
seen that fatigue limits are verified for the operating conditions considered. Thus, it can be stated that 
the Sorgentina target appears to be feasible and mechanically reliable, even under a conservative 
analysis. 
 
 
 

  

 
Figure 5: Tresca stress amplitude (right) at various positions (left) of the exposed surface 
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2.2 Irradiation performance 
Sorgentina irradiation capability is attained through two surface-emitting sources of about 20x10 cm2 
that are ion beams footprints on the rotating target (see Figure 2). Neutron production rate and then 
source evaluation is related to beam characteristics and lattice properties of the metal in which 
hydrogen isotopes are implanted. In fact, ions beam energy enhances fusion probability up to reaching 
a plateau . Different molecular and triatomic species are generated in the ion source and accelerated to 
the target as well. Neutron yield is calculated starting from design parameters: beam energy, total 
current, beam composition (monoatomic, molecular and triatomic), metal hydride [9]. 
Calculated neutron yield assumes 50% deuterium and 50% tritium beams, of monatomic composition 
(D+,T+), impinging on different target coating layers. Calculations reported hereafter considered ion 
source monoatomic production of about 100% efficiency. Actual ion sources attain performances 
higher than 95% [10]. Hydrogen-to-metal atomic ratio is taken into account - as a comparison – 
depending on hydride stoichiometric saturation. Provided implantation regime and saturation achieved, 
titanium could attain hydrogen loading of about 2 – a conservative hydrogen loading factor which 
corresponds to no on-line implantation configuration – namely 1.8 for titanium [11]. 
Neutron transport calculations were performed using the MCNP5-1.6 Monte Carlo code [12]. Each 
target is hit by the ions beam within a rectangular area which is 20 cm long on target radius and 10 cm 
in direction of angular rotation. Irradiation volume thickness within rotating targets is taken 3 cm in 
the present design in order to maximize source flux overlapping. 
In the MCNP model, neutrons before reaching the irradiation volume travel through some material 
layers accounting for both copper-chromium-zirconium alloy as piping and finally water as coolant, as 
reported in Figure 6. 
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Figure  6: Monte Carlo model for neutron irradiation evaluations 
 
Metallic structure gives mechanical frame and contains hydraulic pressure inside cooling pipes. 
Neutron flux and materials irradiation damage have been evaluated inside the gap by means of neutron 
cross section data according to FENDL-3 Starter Library, release 4, FENDL-3/SLIB4 [13]. Present 
nuclear data set is currently considered a robust approach by international agencies and research 
institutions. The Norgett, Robinson and Torrens (NRT) model [14] has been applied to calculate the 
dpa rate. Neutron flux (n/cm2/s) and displacement per atom (dpa /fpy) have been calculated in several 
irradiation volumes and these values are listed in Table 2.  Small gradients for neutron flux and dpa 
rate occur inside irradiation volume as it can be also noticed in the iso-flux maps shown in figure 7. 
This means a quite homogeneous irradiation field according to experimental purposes. This is 
perceived a relevant feature of present source design, aiming at homogeneous irradiation of samples 
for a solid analysis of future results. Materials irradiation through high energy neutrons gives rise to 
nuclear reactions (n,p), (n,α), (n,d) etc. which are not triggered in case of low energy neutrons. In fact, 
14 MeV neutron flux spectrum has an impact also in the “real” formation of hydrogen and helium 
atoms which, moving throughout the material lattice yield charged particles reactions, a not negligible 
problem for materials exposed to energetic and intense neutron flux. Furthermore, presently used 
theoretical models to predict this effect have never been validated with 14 MeV neutrons. This is 
another important goal achievable with Sorgentina as the validation of Predictive Tools for DEMO is a 
fundamental task of the present design.  
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Table-2 : Neutron flux and dpa /fpy for candidate layer hydrides 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As a matter of fact, the mechanical properties of irradiated sample are strongly modified by both 
helium and hydrogen production rates and Sorgentina has to provide irradiation consistent with fusion 
machine environments. 
 

 
Figure 7: Neutron flux distribution in test chamber 

 
 
 

Irradiation dpa/fpy values are strictly dependent on the damage energy cross sections contained in the 
available data libraries. In order to optimize the values of dpa, some parametric calculations have been 
performed by introducing different external reflectors, with the aim to increase the overall number of 
neutrons in the irradiation volumes. Materials considered for the reflector calculation were lead, 
beryllium, graphite, tungsten and depleted uranium. Calculations have been performed considering 
reflectors with different thickness. Only small differences on the dpa/fpy values as a function of the 
considered materials were found. The introduction of a reflector determines an increase of the total 
neutron flux in the irradiation zones that doesn’t give an analogous increase in the dpa. This is due to 
the fact that reflected neutrons have an energy spectrum degrading toward low energy. 

Titanium hydride
4.0 x 1013n/cm2/sec

2.5 x 1013n/cm2/sec

1.6 x 1013n/cm2/sec

1.1 x 1013n/cm2/sec

6.8 x 1012n/cm2/sec

Titanium hydride
3.0 dpa / fpy

2.1 dpa / fpy

20 cm

3 cm

1.3 dpa / fpy

0.8 dpa / fpy

0.6 dpa / fpy
150 cm3 test volume
500 cm3 test volume

 Titanium hydride layer 

Test Volume 
[cm3] 

Neutron flux 
[n/cm2/s] 

dpa/fpy 

10 2.14  1013 2.00 
25 2.1 2  1013 1.90 
50 2.09  1013 1.87 

100 2.04  1013 1.84 
150 2.00  1013 1.82 
250 1.89  1013 1.77 
500 1.54  1013 1.60 
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Achievable irradiation performances, related dpa rates and available testing volume are satisfactory 
designed features for Sorgentina, according to experimental capacity envisaged and technological 
needs for research and development activities. 
 
 
2.3 Ion Source and accelerator 
Sorgentina performances are accomplished through energetic deuterium and tritium ion beams. 
Deuterium ion beam of 20 A impinges on the target together with 20 A tritium ion beam – yielding a 
40 A total current on each plate. Let remember that two rotating plates, facing each other, are forming 
the twofold rotating target. Power delivered on each target is 8 MW – 16 MW in total. Both deuterium 
and tritium beam energy is 200 keV in order to induce an optimal fusion reaction rate. High yield 
monoatomic ion source is required as well. Large-area, multiple-aperture ion sources are currently or 
have been utilized in main fusion experimental facilities like JET in Europe and JT-60U in Japan. 
Sorgentina design is meant to utilize powerful positive ion sources developed for JET tokamak. 
Plasma heating at JET is achieved by means of Neutral Injection Boxes (NIB) in which Positive Ions 
Neutral Injectors (PINI) are installed to feed plasma through D-T ion neutralized beams. Positive 
hydrogen ions are produced in a filament driven discharge in PINI ion source and accelerated using a 
multi-aperture electrostatic accelerator. Acceleration grids are placed within vacuum enclosures; ion 
source is located on high voltage side of this extraction part. PINI ion source is magnetically confined 
bucket type with magnetic filter to enhance proton yield. Sorgentina ion source is intended for neutron 
generation through monoatomic yield enhancement and then PINI technology is expected to be 
considered in supercusp magnetic field configuration [15]. Radiofrequency driven arc formation is 
planned to be implemented as well, in order to improve both monoatomic yield of the source and 
continuous source operation lifetime, reducing maintenance [16]. PINI sources have been successfully 
operated both with deuterium and tritium ions, provided some dedicated gas loops and insertion flow 
mechanism modification. Minor design changes concerned use of all-metal seals and provision of 
pumped interspaces. Conversely, most extensive change regarded installation of a Tritium and 
Deuterium Gas Introduction System (TDGIS) supplied by a proper active gas handling system that 
share a secondary containment envelope [1719]. Assuming 200 kV the beam energy, grid gaps are 
optimized in order to reach current design levels fulfilling best beam perveance. Horizontal and 
vertical focal lengths may be optimized properly tuning aperture steering off set - in present 
evaluations they are considered as 10 m and 14 m respectively, as in JET standard configuration. In 
this regard, JET PINI injectors are currently operated at performances quite close to Sorgentina design 
parameters. In fact since 2003, octant 4 NBI has been operated with 6 tetrode 80kV/52-58A beam 
lines, 130 kV/60A and 140 kV/30A triode beam lines. Conversely, NBI at octant 8 has been operated 
with 8 triode PINIs at 130 kV/60A [1820]. Within the framework of EFDA-JET upgrade programs to 
increase neutral power injected to plasma, all beam lines are planned to be replaced with triode 
125kV/65A PINIs. The reported performances are for the neutral ions injected in the torus. Long pulse 
beam is a major concern impacting Sorgentina loading factor as well as all neutral heating systems at 
experimental tokamaks. EFDA reports advances in PINI technology as far as pulse duration is 
concerned. In fact injection time has been extended from 10 sec to 20 sec and at half power from 20 
sec to 40 sec. Studies for next enhancements proved technical feasibility of longer pulses. Critical heat 
removal reduces global availability impacting several JET PINI beam-line components as neutralizer, 
ion dumps and beam scrapers. Conversely, in Sorgentina configuration only intermediate grids failure 
may induce plant performance reduction. Upgrade to continuous pulse is then considered feasible 
provided a minimum R&D phase. PINI devices are referred to as established technology since 
installation availability is globally considered very high. PINI operational reports regard also high 
system reliability that is above 90%, taking advantage of some decades experience. Table 3 reports the 
main ion source parameters.  
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Table 3: Parameters for a single ion source and accelerator 
Parameter Value 

Extraction voltage 200 kV 
Extraction current 20 A (per beam) 

Current density 0.1 A/cm2 
Current pulse duration continuous 

Ion species D+, D2
+, D3

+ / T+, T2
+, 

T3
+ 

Ion species yield (RF) ~100:0:0 
Operational pressure 0.3 Pa 

Gas consumption 0.8 Pa m3 /sec 
Focal length in horizontal plane 10 m 

Focal length in vertical plane 14 m 
Beam divergence 0.5° 

 
For sake of brevity, the reader is referred to a forthcoming paper devoted to the thorough and detailed 
description of the facility [19]. 
 

3.  Conclusions 
Sorgentina is conceived to contribute in a valuable way to solve the issues of materials development 
and characterization. 14 MeV neutron irradiation represents a mandatory step in the path towards the 
understanding of the material damage mechanism in order to validate database derived from different 
neutron spectra. Also the possibility to make a screening of materials damage up to DEMO relevant 
dpa in few years from now gives to Sorgentina a great added value.  
The design activity made so far demonstrates the soundness of Sorgentina proposal. A considerable 
neutron generation of about 1015 n/sec is expected to be attained and irradiation performances up to 
about 2 dpa/fpy are possible inside a test volume of about 500 cm3. 
Limited specific R&D activities are deemed necessary to fix and properly validate all design elements. 
Particularly, continuous RF plasma production has to be demonstrated. All basic technology is anyway 
well established and proven since it is successfully utilized in other industrial and research frameworks.  
Rotating target seems adequate to the scope; fatigue lifetime of the substrate will be tested. 
Operational reliability is then intended to be proved through ad-hoc experimental campaigns on small 
mock-ups. Tritium reloading of titanium hydride - by means of implantation – does not present in 
principle any difficulty since it is successfully experimented in sealed-tube neutron sources. 
Calculations and test performed at JET show that necessary D-T concentration in hydride layer may be 
achieved, on average, during target thermal cycle.  
Preliminary safety analysis has demonstrated the inherent safety of Sorgentina and, therefore, no 
particular difficulties are expected in finding a suitable site. Moreover, the 14 MeV neutrons allow 
Sorgentina to provide a source for calibration irradiation and reference material damage tests. 
Sorgentina is then proposed as a strategic infrastructure within the European framework to support 
R&D roadmap towards development of a reliable exploitation of fusion energy. 
Indeed NSFS envisaged activity could be devoted to:(a) carry-out basic studies on 14 MeV neutrons 
induced damage into irradiated materials in turn validating damage calculation codes;(b) verify the 
influence of nuclear transmutation on the electric characteristics of ceramic insulators, optical fibers 
and window materials;(c) provide a neutron field were damage cross sections can be tested and/or 
measured;(d) address basic experimental information for the selection of low activation materials; 
and(e) furnish reliable data about the radiation hardness of materials to be used for diagnostics. A 
proper design of the layout and the use of moderators may be useful to obtain intense fluxes of thermal 
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neutrons enabling the test beam lines to be conceived for support in R&D on neutron instrumentation 
for large scale neutron facilities. 
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3-2. Target and Moderator Development 
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Abstract. A liquid-mercury target system for a pulsed high power spallation neutron source is 
installed at at the MLF (Materials and Life science experimental Facility) in the J-PARC 
(Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex). The moment the proton beams bombard the 
mercury target, pressure waves are generated in the mercury by thermally shocked heat 
deposition, which affects the structural integrity. The damage, so-called pitting damage, which 
is induced by the cavitation due to pressure wave propagation in mercury, is a critical issue to 
determine the lifetime and increase the acceptable proton beam power. Aggressive R&D has 
been carried out to understand and mitigate this phenomenon. As a result, a microbubbling 
system is recognized to be one of the most expectable techniques for the mitigation. In parallel, 
an in-situ diagnostic system is developed to evaluate the structural integrity. The vibrations of 
target vessel induced by the pressure waves were measured and the microbubbling was 
confirmed to be effective to mitigate the pressure waves.  

1.  Introduction 
Neutrons are used for the innovative research that will bring about breakthrough in scientific and 
engineering research fields, i.e. fuel cell, hydrogen embrittlement, protein structure, medicine, etc. 
Mercury has the benefits for spallation neutron sources because of the high neutron yielding efficiency 
and usage as a coolant, and is available as target materials to produce neutrons by spallation reaction 
that is caused by the high-energy protons bombardment in mercury. The pulsed spallation neutron 
sources are being operated at the MLF (Materials and Life science experimental Facility) in the J-
PARC (Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex) in Japan [1] and SNS (Spallation Neutron 
Source) in US [2], which are standing on the way to increase the power up to MW-class. As increasing 
the proton beam power, the structural degradation due to fatigue and cavitation associated with the 
impulsive structural behavior is enhanced and gets to be a crucial issue: i.e. at the moment that the 
proton beam bombards in the mercury, thermal shock is generated in the mercury and the pressure 
waves are induced, whose amplitude is dependent on the proton beam power. On the process of the 
pressure wave propagation, aggressive cavitation generates in the mercury and imposes damage 
repeatedly on the solid wall of the target vessel. Therefore, the structural integrity is affected by the 
fatigue damage combined with cavitation. Theoretical and experimental investigations were carried 
out to understand the relationship between pressure wave conditions, mercury cavitation 
aggressiveness and fatigue damage growth behaviors on solid materials [3,4]. 

3.2.1
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The in-situ diagnostic system on the structural integrity evaluation has been developed, which 
consists of a laser Doppler vibrometor, an impulsive sound microphone and a radioactive products 
detector. The laser Doppler vibrometor and the microphone were installed to investigate the dynamic 
responses of the target vessel [5]. The pressure waves excite the mercury target vessel and negative 
pressure that may cause cavitation along the vessel wall. The radiation detector is used to find pinholes 
resulting from the accumulated damage of fatigue combined with cavitation [6]. 

Gas-bubbles are injected into the flowing mercury to mitigate the pressure waves and suppress the 
cavitation inception [7]. The injected gas-bubble conditions were examined and the effects were 
predicted experimentally and theoretically from the viewpoints of microscopic and macroscopic time-
scales, i.e. in the former is essential the pressure wave propagation process at the onset of proton beam 
injection, and in the later is dominant the interaction between the structural vibration and the pressure 
in mercury [8]. The relationship among the proton beam, the bubbling conditions and the pressure 
waves, which is very strongly related to the structural integrity of the target vessel, was investigated by 
the in-situ diagnostic system. Additionally, the numerical simulation on the dynamic response was 
carried out using LS-DYNA FEM code and compared with measured results. 

 

2.  Pressure wave and structural degradation 
Figure 1 shows the target vessel for the spallation neutron source at the MLF/J-PARC. Mercury, 
which has high atomic number and is liquid at room temperature, has the benefits for pulse spallation 
neutron sources because of the high neutron yielding efficiency and usage as a coolant.  The mercury 
target system consists of the target vessel and the mercury circulator which are installed on the target 
trolley [9]. The target vessel is filled with mercury circulating at ca.1m/s as flowing along by the beam 
window. The spallation reaction is induced when accelerated protons (1 MW, 3 GeV, 25 Hz, and 1 µs 
pulse duration) are bombarded in mercury and approximately a half of the power is dissipated for 
rapidly heating in mercury [10]. As a result, thermal shock occurs and generates the pressure waves in 
mercury. Temperature rising ΔT in mercury is given by 
 

                                                     ,                                                      
(1)

 
 
where T is temperature, Q is heat density, cv is specific heat capacity, ρ is density of mercury.  
Pressure rising ΔP is given by 
 
                                                   ,                                       (2)  
where P is pressure, βp is thermal expansion, KT is bulk modulus.      
     Nuclear heat distributions ΔQ in the mercury target is very dependent on the proton beam profiles 

 

 
 

Figure 1   Mercury target at MLF/J-PARC. The drawing illustrates the inner wall of target vessel: i.e. the vessel 
consists of multi-wall structure to protect from the mercury leakage into the outside of vessel.   
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and the maximum peak pressure attributes to a peak heat deposition of beam profile. In order to 
investigate the pressure propagation and the dependency of pressure waves on the beam profiles, FEM 
analyses were carried out using an explicit code LS-DYNA [11]. Table 1 shows the element types and 
numbers used in the model consisting of the target vessel and mercury. The cut-off pressure model is 
applied to mercury to simulate the mercury failure due to cavitation. In the cut-off pressure model, a 
relationship between volumetric strain and pressure is assumed to be linear elastic when the pressure 
larger than the threshold, i.e. so-called the Blake threshold, whereas the mercury has no stiffness when 
the pressure is less than it. Actually, the threshold, i.e. liquid tensile strength, should be varied 
according to pressure rate as taking account of cavitation core growth that is dependent on the spinodal 
phenomena for phase changes between vapor and liquid [12]. Nevertheless, the cut-off pressure was 
assumed to be –0.15 MPa constant independently of the pressure rate as taking account of the 
numerical simulation efficiency. The boundary condition along the interface between solid wall and 
liquid mercury was tied. 

     Figure 2 shows the pressure time responses in liquid mercury nearby the beam window and the 
stresses imposed on the beam window under 1 MW power beam condition at the MLF/J-PARC. 
Nearby the window, the maximum pressure larger than 30 MPa  is caused immediately  after the 
proton beam injection with 1 µs pulse duration, and the longest period of negative pressure is 6 ms 
approximately as shown in Fig.2 (a), and then the pressure increases gradually after 8 ms. The 
negative pressure with a relatively long period is induced by the interaction between the solid wall and 
the presurre in mercury. The stresses imposing on the proton beam window are increased directly by 
the pressure wave collision agaist the beam window and excited by the interaction between the vessel  

 
 

Table 1  Elements in FEM model of mercury target.  
Structure Element type No. of elements Material model 

Mercury 8-node hexahedral solid 640,500 Bilinear with cut-off 
pressure 

Target vessel 4-node tetragonal shell 
8-node hexahedral solid 102,004 Linear elastic 

 

 
                (a)  Time response of pressure                                          (b) Time response of stresses 
 
Figure 2  Time responses of pressure nearby the beam window and imposed stress on beam window. 
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wall and the mercury. The structural degradation due to the fatigue damage up to giga-cycles has to be 
considered, because the proton beams are injected into the target at 25 Hz throughout the lifetime of 
5000 h which is defined in the target vessel design.   

     The other degradation factor related with pressure responses is cavitation damage, which is 
dependent on the cavitation bubble growth and collapse behaviors affected by the pressure wave time-
response. The cavitation inception needs a certain negative pressure to grow the cavitation bubbles. 
The fatigue and cavitation damages are accumulated on the proton beam window which is a relatively 
thin wall structure and a critical part for the structural integrity. In fact, the radiation damage was 
taken into account to decide the lifetime in the target design: i.e. the steel ductility is likely to be 
degradaed by the accumulated radiartion dose that can be estimated by  the radiation time and the 
proton beam intensity and energy. However, after reconizing the cavitation damage induced by the 
pressure waves, the fatigue combined by the cavitation got to be the most critical issue to realize the 
high power mercury target [14]. Therefore, in order to evaluate the structural integrity and keep the 
soundness, we developed the mitigation technique and the in-situ diagnostic system for the pressure 
waves.  

3.  Pressure wave mitigation by microbubbles 
We are trying to inject microbubbles into the mercury to reduce the pressure waves and the imposed 
stresses and to suppress the cavitation bubble inception and growth [7] : i.e. the initial compressive 
pressure wave is reduced by absorption of the thermal expansion in mercury due to the contraction of 
microbubbles at the heat deposited area and at the onset of pressure wave propagation; during the 
wave propagation, the microbubbles can reduce the amplitude of the compressive pressure waves 
through attenuation of the pressure waves due to the thermal dissipation of kinetic energy and the 
dispersion. The cavitation inception is not dependent on the compressive pressure itself, and needs a 
certain negative pressure to grow the cavitation bubbles, i.e. so-called the Blake threshold. As 
assuming that the cavitation intensity is associated to the bubble size, the negative pressure period is 
essential to predict the damage. It is deduced numerically that the magnitude and the period of 
negative pressures resulting from the interaction between the intensive compressive pressure and the 
vessel wall and the inertia effect followed by the propagation of intensive compressive pressure waves 
are reduced effectively by the suitable bubble condition [14].  

A bubbling element to establish the suitable bubble condition in flowing mercury; 50 µm in radius 
and 10-3 to 10-5 in void fraction, was developed and installed to the mercury vessel as illustrated in Fig. 
3. The installed location was determined as taking account of the bubble distribution under flowing 
mercury, which was predicted by numerical simulation and experiments [15]. 

 

 
 
                      Figure 3   Pressure wave mitigation technique with microbubbles in merucry target. 
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4.  In-situ diagnostic system 
The in-situ diagnostic system in terms of the structural integrity of the mercury target for the high 
power spallation neutron source at the target station in the MLF/J-PARC consists of three different 
concepts to add redundancy and enhance reliability: i.e. a laser Doppler vibrometor, a sound 
measurement and a radioactive products detector.   

     The laser Doppler system installed in MLF/J-PARC consists of the He-Ne laser generator 
(wavelength: 632.8 nm, power: 1.2 mW), the optical fiber (30 m), the X-Y stage, the mirror assembly, 
the reflexive mirror, etc. As illustrated in Fig.4, the laser beam was travelled through the optical fiber 
up to the X-Y stage fixed at the top of the reflector plug in the core vessel. The laser beam travels in 
the distance of 5 m through He gas atmosphere under high radioactive condition from the X-Y stage to 
the reflexive mirror fixed on the target vessel in the core vessel. The reflexive mirror was fabricated 
from a gold plate as taking account of radiation resistance and laser reflectance. The mirror surface 
was machined by using an advanced micro-machining technique to achieve a sufficient reflective 
efficiency. The micro-cutting reflexive mirror is shown in Fig.4 as well. The side of pyramid shape is 
100 µm with a sharp corner, so that the reflection efficiency is more than 90 %, in the range that the 
allowable angle of the injected laser beam on the reflexive mirror surface is within ca 30 degree: i.e. 
the intensity of reflected laser beam is sufficient to measure the Doppler shift, even if the injection 
laser beam is inclined at 30 degree against the reflexive mirror surface.   

     A microphone with the frequency range DC to 20 kHz for the sound measuring system is installed 
around the position with about 5 m far from the target vessel. Because of the high radiation 
environment, there are the shielding blocks between the microphone and the target vessel to protect 
from radiation damage on the microphone. The atmosphere is filled with helium gas at a room 
temperature.  

Additionally, the detection system for a pinhole-type failure due to accumulated cavitation and 
fatigue damages was developed as taking account of radioactive products in mercury. Two kinds of 
nuclei, 88Kr and 122Xe, that are originated in radioactive mercury and the most sensitive and 
distinguishable from the other radioactive products in terms of the steel vessel wall or the other 
components, were selected to detect the target failure with the pinhole-type failure penetrating through 
the vessel wall at the very early stage [6]. 
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(a) Schematic drawing of in-situ diagnostic system on structural integrity of mercury target.   

 

 
(b) Mercury target with reflexive mirror 

Figure 4  In-situ diagnostic system of a pulsed high power neutron source at the MLF/J-PARC. 

 
 

5.  In-situ diagnostic system 
Figure 5 shows the time-responses of displacement velocity measured at the upper wall of target 
vessel. The dynamic responses under various proton beam conditions were successfully measured 
under even high radiation condition by using remotely measuring system with the laser Doppler 
vibrometor. The relationship between the proton beam condition and dynamic responses was 
summarized as shown in Fig.6. The peak heat deposition was varied at 2, 4, and 5 J/cc by changing the 
beam profile. It was recognized that the dynamic behaviour is strongly associated with the proton 
beam power. The trend was confirmed numerically as shown in Fig. 7, which exhibits an adequate 
agreement with the experiment result shown in Fig.5. The most important part of the target vessel is 
the beam window because of the relatively thin wall, 2.5 mm in thickness, and severe loading 
conditions: combined static pressure with dynamic pressure due to pressure wave and thermal load due 
to proton beam heating. Figure 8 shows the relationship between the peak amplitude of displacement 
velocity at the upper wall and the imposed stress on the beam window. It is seen that there is the linear 
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relationship between the velocity v at the upper wall and the imposed stress σd (Mises stress) on the 
beam window, and is described by the following equation: 

 

                                              σd  = C v                                                        (3) 

 

Note that the velocity is associated with the proton beam condition: i.e. energy, total power, beam 
profile, etc. Needless to say, C is dependent on the target vessel structure: C=160 MPa/(m/s) in the 
MLF/J-PARC target vessel. We can estimate the stress at the beam window readily by using Eq(3) and 
the in-situ measured velocity. 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5   Time-responses of displacement velocity measured at the upper wall of target vessel. 
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Figure 6  Relationship between the proton beam condition and dynamic responses. 

 
 

Figure 7  Numerically simulated dynamic response. 
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Figure 8 Relationship between displacement velocity and imposed stress on the beam window. 

 
The stress increases definitely with the proton beam power and is estimated to be beyond the 

allowable design stress under 1 MW proton beam power with certain beam profiles [16]. In order to 
realize 1 MW power operation, R&Ds were carried out under international collaboration to mitigate 
the pressure wave imposing dynamic stress on the beam window. One of the most expectable 
technique is to inject micro-bubbles into the flowing mercury.   Figure 9 shows the effect of 
microbubbles on mitigation of the displacement velocity, i.e. the pressure wave and the structural 
dynamic response were reduced by microbubbles. The amplitude with microbubbles gets to be less 
than a half of one without microbubbles. It can be said that the imposed stress on the beam window 
under the 1 MW operation is estimated to be lower than the allowable stress and the steady operation 
might be possible even under 1 MW beam power from the viewpoint of stresses evaluation if the 
microbubbles are injected into the flowing mercury continuously. It is found from the comparison 
between wavelet analyses on the velocities with and without microbubbles that the high frequency 
components beyond 20 kHz were damped immediately by the microbubbles. Cavitation bubble 
collapsing brings about excitation with high frequency components [7]. The cavitation damage is not 
unambiguous yet until the post irradiation examination, PIE will be carried out to look into the inside 
wall surface of the proton beam window. It is, however, expected that the cavitation damage is 
mitigated effectively because the pressure waves and the high frequency components are reduced 
certainly. 
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Figure 9  Effect of microbubble mitigation on pressure waves: time responses and wavelet analyses of 

displacement velocity under the condition with and without microbubbles. 

 
     Figure 10 shows the time responses and the wevelet analyses of sound measured under the 
condition with and without microbubbles. The bubbling effect is understandable clearly: i.e. the sound 
response induced by the proton beam injection was suppressed and the sound damping was enhanced 
by the microbubbles. The structural vibration affects the sound, which corresponds to the displacement 
velocity measured at the target vessel wall. The developed diagnostic evaluation technique based on 
the laser Doppler vibrometor and sound measuring system is suitable to detect the structural integrity 
related to the pressure waves which are induced by the high intense proton beams in the mercury 
target for the neutron source. The technique might be applied as the in-situ diagnostic system for 
structural integrity evaluation under ultimate environments in nuclear reactors and/or space station, etc.   

     The background of radiation is being evaluated to recognize the radioactive products originating 
from mercury throughout the operation. The data is being accumulated to detect the pinhole-type 
failure. Fortunately, up to now the signal related to the failure has not been recognized. 
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Figure 10  Effect of microbubble mitigation on pressure waves: time responses and wavelet analyses of sound 

under the condition  with and without microbubbles.   

 
 

6.  Conclusion 
A liquid-mercury target system for a pulsed high power spallation neutron source was installed at the 
MLF/J-PARC. The in-situ diagnostic system is embedded to evaluate the structural integrity related 
with the pressure waves induced by the high intensive proton beam bombardment. The system consists 
of the laser Doppler vibrometor, the sound measuring microphone and the radioactive products 
detector. The structural integrity is very dependent on excitation due to the pressure waves. 
Microbubbles are injected into the flowing mercury to mitigate the pressure waves and the mitigation 
effect was successfully confirmed by using the in-situ diagnostic system. The imposed stresses on the 
beam window under the condition with microbubbles were estimated to be lower than a half of ones 
without microbubbles. The developed in-situ diagnostic system is very useful to evaluate the structural 
integrity of the target vessel operating under extremely high radiation environments. 
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Abstract. The on-going project for construction of the European Spallation Source (ESS), the 
5 MW long-pulsed neutron research facility in Lund, Sweden, has entered the phase in which 
design work and development are focused on realising solutions that shall satisfy well-defined 
requirements. The Target Station, which converts the pulsed proton beam delivered by the 
linear accelerator to cold and thermal neutron beams tailored for neutron science applications, 
consists of several systems. Each of these elements offers unique design challenges for the 
engineering teams both in terms of providing the necessary primary function and in satisfying 
complex requirements for physical and functional interfaces between systems. 
The monolith, which houses the target, the moderators and several other essential systems, 
shall provide sufficient radiation shielding and retain the internal helium atmosphere properties 
within specified limits. Some of the associated engineering challenges are to define and meet 
support and alignment requirements; to find solutions for safe, robust and efficient replacement 
of components; to choose appropriate yet cost effective materials for the shielding structures; 
and to create a design that allows the construction to respect a tight installation plan. Within the 
monolith, the moderator and target systems, whose optimal performance is critical to the 
overall performance of the facility, present similarly complex design challenges. 
This paper presents the progress and status of the design work for the ESS target monolith as 
well as summarising the engineering solutions adopted for the target, moderators and other 
components and parts of the monolith. 

1.  Introduction 

1.1.  Brief description of the ESS project context 
The ESS target station, being one of the main parts of the facility, is managed as a project within the 
ESS programme. Starting with the site decision in 2009, a suite of dedicated sub-projects were 
executed which through the so called Target Station Design Update (TSDU) project resulted in the 
description of the target station in the ESS Technical Design Report (TDR) [1], by April 2013. After 
extensive planning efforts the construction project started in the beginning of 2014 aiming at finalising 
the facility for delivery of the first neutrons to instruments in 2019.  

1.2.  General description of the ESS target station [1] 
The function of the target station is to convert the intense proton beam from the accelerator into 
several intense neutron beams, for use by neutron science instruments. This conversion is achieved by 
the interplay of a number of basic functions. In the heavy metal target the impinging proton beam 
radiation from the accelerator is converted via the spallation process into fast neutrons as the useful 

3.2.2
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product, while generating a large amount of heat, radioactive isotopes and prompt radiation as 
unavoidable by-products. The moderator-reflector assembly surrounding the target transforms the fast 
neutrons emitted by the target into slow neutrons, which are the final form of useful radiation provided 
by the neutron source, while further radioactive waste is produced by the absorption of neutrons by 
various target structures. These two neutronically active systems are surrounded by a radiation 
shielding system of approximately 7000 tons of steel, in order to contain the extreme level of highly 
penetrating gamma and fast neutron radiation created in the target and its vicinity. The beam 
extraction system provides intense slow neutron beams through beam guides, which traverse the target 
shielding. These neutron beam guides are accessible at the surface of the shielding, for delivery to and 
use at the neutron-scattering instruments facing the beam ports at variable distances. The proton beam 
window separates the high vacuum in the accelerator from the atmospheric-pressure inert helium gas 
inside a large container vessel, in which all of these systems are housed. They form, together with the 
tight container, the target monolith, which takes the shape of an 11 m diameter and 8 m high cylinder. 

At ESS, the proton beam will deliver 5 MW power in the form of kinetic energy. About 10% of 
this energy is converted to mass through the nuclear reactions in the spallation process that produces 
neutrons, other nuclear fragments, isotopes and gamma radiation. The energy of these particles makes 
up the remaining 90% of the proton beam energy, and it is almost all deposited within a distance of 1 
m from the site of proton beam impact in the target. Different cooling circuits in the target monolith 
remove this large amount of heat from the target itself (3 MW), from the moderator-reflector assembly 
(1.2 MW) and from the monolith shielding (0.3 MW). The proton beam window is directly heated by 
the traversing beam and requires cooling of about 6 kW, though this value is strongly dependent on 
window design details. 

Radiation damage and fatigue limit the lifetime of the three most strongly affected systems: the 
target, the reflector-moderator assembly and the proton beam window. All of these systems will need 
to be changed multiple times during the lifetime of the facility, with frequencies ranging between 6 
months and 5 years, as conservatively estimated on the basis of available experience at spallation 
sources. The removed used components represent a considerable amount of radioactive waste. The 
other part of the radioactive waste consists of gases, volatiles and airborne particles, which will be 
continuously captured by a variety of efficient filters and traps. 

2.  Progress in engineering and evolution of the system design 
The following subsections describes the current progress and evolution of the design of the monolith 
systems, the target systems and the moderator and reflector systems, compared to the design concepts 
for these systems set forth in the TDR [1]. The paper reflects the status of the engineering designs of 
the systems during the initial phases of the construction project in the autumn of 2014. It should be 
acknowledged that it is a phase of continuous development towards the preliminary design and further 
on the final design and construction of the facility. 

2.1.  Modifications to the monolith systems and choice of concepts 
The main functions of the monolith can be summarized as providing shielding sufficient for personal 
protection and for reduction of signal background for the neutron science instruments as well as 
confining radioactive inventory both during normal operation and in off-normal situations. In order to 
satisfactorily perform these main functions several additional supporting functions have to be defined 
and assigned to the monolith systems. The most important supporting functions are to remove excess 
heat deposited in the monolith structures during operation, to provide structural support for intrinsic 
components, plugs and shielding blocks with appropriate and repeatable alignment precision and to 
allow access for maintenance and replacement in accordance with expected lifetime and reliability of 
each component and part. 

Figure 1 shows the layout and configuration of the monolith systems and the intrinsic target 
components that were presented in the TDR [1]. This previous design concept featured, so called, light 
shutters internal to the a large confinement vessel. These internal shutters were envisaged to be 
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operated with drives located on top of the monolith via pull rods penetrating the confinement vessel. 
The large confinement vessel was also equipped with many other covers and penetrations, separately 
for each main internal components. Notably the target drive was to be contained in a quite tight 
housing located very near the cover above the moderator and reflector plug.  

 

 

Figure 1. Layout of the monolith as presented in the TDR [1], April 2013. 

2.1.1.  Important modifications of the confinement system. The large diameter of the confinement 
vessel was found to be inconvenient during the initial planning of the installation since it was located 
very close to the building concrete structures. In order for the monolith installation to become 
independent from the building construction works to a larger extent it was decided to consider a 
smaller diameter for the confinement vessel. The decision to decrease the diameter of the confinement 
vessel is coupled to the choice of making the light shutters external to the vessel. At the same time it 
was concluded to be advantageous to merge most of the covers and penetrations into a larger dome 
with one common vessel head and a cylinder wall with permanent penetrations for pipes, cables and 
optical paths. The diameter finally chosen for the confinement vessel is approximately 6 m, see the 
light blue structure in figure 2. 

2.1.2.  Shielding system changes. The most significant evolution of the shielding system, i.e. the steel 
shielding blocks and parts is the introduction of a lower support cylinder structures for supporting the 
mass of the upper monolith parts and distributing the forces down to the concrete foundation and base 
slab. It was decided to pursue an engineering design with well defined steel structures in order to be 
able to sufficiently predict the behaviour and qualify all parts for all events and load cases, such as 
installation and test loads, normal operation loads as well as extreme conditions like seismic events. 

The introduction of the three support cylinders, together with the central column, as can be seen in 
figure 2 leads to a significant advantage in that the permanent bulk shielding in between these 
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cylinders does not need to provide any load bearing function. The bulk shielding can therefore be 
optimized from both a shielding and cost perspective. 

An additional advantage of the decrease of the confinement vessel diameter is that requirements on 
cleanliness and corrosion resistance can be somewhat relaxed for the upper outer parts of the monolith, 
which is a quite large fraction of the permanent bulk shielding. 

Finally, after further and more detailed shielding calculations it was concluded that the optimal 
diameter of the monolith steel shielding is 11 m, complemented by half a metre of concrete.  

 

Figure 2. Status snapshot of the monolith layout during autumn of 2014. 

2.1.3.  Development status for the monolith systems. All changes and modifications of the monolith 
systems, gathered together, have resulted in a much simpler and robust design. It provides high 
flexibility and is more adapted for instance to the modified MR configuration, addressed later in this 
paper. A very big advantage and in fact a driver for some of the changes is that the presented monolith 
layout makes provisions for an installation sequence that will be as independent as possible on the 
concrete construction works. As a whole the modifications, especially the relaxation of requirements 
on permanent bulk shielding parts, are in fact part of the strategy to mitigate risks related steel cost 
variation. 

2.2.  Important changes to the target systems 
The target systems at ESS comprises two main parts. The first part is the target wheel unit which is a 
rotating disc containing tungsten as spallation material, a long shaft, a motor drive and bearings.  
Secondly the target primary cooling system that circulates helium for removal of the heat deposited in 
the wheel unit by the impinging proton beam. 

The design of the target systems have not been significantly modified compared to the TDR [1] 
description of the technical concept, but the target wheel unit as well as the target primary cooling 
system has been taken to the next level of details. In the beginning of the autumn of 2014 the cooling 
system passed the preliminary design review tollgate. Likewise, the preliminary design review for the 
target wheel unit was planned for late 2014. This means that both systems were taken to detailed 
design by the end of 2014. 
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The main change for the target systems was the decision to increase the pressure of the helium 
coolant from 0.35 MPa to 1.0 MPa. The advantages and drawbacks are described below and as a 
conclusion the benefits of the change of the pressure that has been taken credit for are summarized. 

2.2.1.  Advantages of an increased helium coolant pressure. The most significant advantages with a 
higher gas pressure is that the power consumption of the helium circulator will be reduced. It also 
means that the volume flow of helium becomes lower which can be taken credit for either as lower 
fluid velocities, i.e. lower pressure loss, in the piping system and components or as smaller dimensions 
of the pipes and components.  

2.2.2.  Drawbacks of an increased helium coolant pressure. The main disadvantages of an increased 
gas pressure that the static primary stresses of the target vessel will be higher which puts higher 
demands on the design of the target wheel unit. Also leakage rates in shaft seals, flanges and joints 
will increase. A minor drawback is that the helium inventory will be larger. 

2.2.3.  Credited benefits of increased helium coolant pressure. The current technical solutions for the 
target wheel unit as well as for the target primary cooling system, i.e. the solution that have passed the 
preliminary design review, are effectuating the following advantages of increasing the operating 
pressure from 0.35 MPa to 1.0 MPa. The circulator will consume considerably less power and the size 
and cost of the circulator will be significantly smaller. It actually means that there will be more 
possible suppliers of the circulator since a more conventional product can be chosen. 

Also smaller pipes, fittings and other components will be used in the system, keeping the total 
pressure loss at the same level as for the previous system layout for a lower pressure. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Picture showing the 
previous size of the target shaft as 
presented in the TDR [1], April 
2013. Total mass of the component 
was approximately 17 tons. 

 Figure 4. Picture of the current 
design of the target wheel featuring 
a smaller size shaft, decreasing the 
total mass to 11 tons. 
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The effect on the target wheel unit is, as mentioned, that the design of the pressure sustaining parts 
like the vessel and connection flanges will have higher design requirements. However, the increased 
pressure also makes provisions for making the long shaft much slimmer as can be seen in figures 3 and 
4. This means that the mass of this component, meaning the entire target wheel unit, can be decreased 
from 17 to 11 tons which is a big advantage for handling and disposal of a spent target wheel. 

For more information on the design changes for the target systems, see [2]. 

2.3.  Evolution of the moderator and reflector systems 
Original design and configuration of the ESS moderators and reflectors. The previous MR 

configuration had two identical “volume” moderators in one single plug. For neutronic performance 
reasons the viewing angles of each of the two sets of moderators were limited to two opposite 60° 
sectors. A picture of the original TDR [1] design of the MR plug is shown in figure 5. Figure 6 
indicates its position inside the monolith relative to the target wheel. The total mass of the complete 
MR plug was as high as 24 tons. 

Extraction of a double MR plug from its operational position, for replacement, included a 
horizontal shift of about 1 m followed by a vertical lift. Especially the horizontal shift was considered 
being a risky step in the handling procedure. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Double MR unit with 
two integrated identical volume 
type moderators as presented in 
the TDR [1], April 2013. 

 Figure 6. Location of the double MR 
unit and its configuration with the 
target wheel inside the monolith. 

2.3.1.  The flat moderator concept. During the neutronic optimization phase of the project following 
the release of the TDR a concept with a flat moderator was studied and concluded to be worth 
pursuing for use at ESS. Such a flat type moderator can serve a much larger sector than a volume type 
moderator. Thus it became an option to either use only one moderator for all instruments or to employ 
two different types of moderators above and below the target wheel. In any case it was concluded to 
be beneficial to structurally separate the upper and the lower MR assemblies. 

During the spring of 2014 the design team for the ESS target station focused on developing a good 
engineering solution for a flat moderator. These efforts have resulted in a preliminary design proposal 
that is depicted in figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Final preliminary design proposal for a flat moderator, with a central cylindrical cold 
hydrogen moderator and thermal water moderator wings. 

2.3.2.  Flat moderator impact on the MR plug configuration and design. As indicated above, the 
decision to change one of the MR assemblies to a flat type moderator led to the need of redesigning 
the MR plug(s) to be structurally decoupled and possible to handle and replace independently. In fact, 
it was concluded to be practically impossible to open up as large openings in the reflector structure of 
the previous double MR plug. 

A handful of configuration and design alternatives with separate upper and lower MR 
plugs/assemblies were studied during the summer of 2014. Several of these studied solution candidates 
included a simpler, only vertically handled (lifted), upper MR plug together with a lower MR plug 
with different access path and handling concept. Some of the alternatives that was finally discarded 
assumed horizontal insertion from one of the experimental halls, inclined insertion from an upstream 
basement room, vertical insertion to a position upstream the target wheel but offset the spallation hot 
spot and a wheel like structure that enabled the lower moderator to be rotated from its operational 
position to a replacement position.  

 

Figure 8. The chosen configuration and design concept for moderators and 
reflectors, designated with the working name “the double twister”. 

Figure 8 shows the configuration and design concept for the separated MR plugs that was finally 
chosen and decided. It features the same replacement and handling scheme for both the upper and the 
lower MR assemblies with a rotation around a common stationary axis followed by a vertical lift. The 
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upper MR unit (magenta) is connected to the outer annular shaft (turquoise) while the lower MR unit 
(yellow) is attached to the inner annular shaft (brown).  

Further details on the preliminary design for the MR plugs and the handling concept can be found 
in [3]. 
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Abstract. To mitigate the cavitation damage of the mercury target vessel operating at the 
spallation neutron source of J-PARC, a double-walled structure for the target vessel was 
investigated and designed by numerical simulation. It was found that rapid mercury flow in the 
narrow channel at the beam window and sufficient cooling performance of the target wall were 
attained. Moreover, the rapid mercury flow might be maintained even in the case of an inner-
wall fracture. These results were found to be consistent with the water experiments in the case 
of small damage of the inner wall.  

1. Introduction
In the mercury target of the pulsed spallation neutron source of J-PARC, injections of high-power (1 
MW) pulsed proton beam induce pressure waves in the mercury and cause cavitation damage to the 
target vessel wall, which is a crucial issue for stable system operation [1]. To mitigate cavitation 
damage, a microbubble injection technique, which reduces the intensity of the pressure waves, has 
been developed. A microbubble generator, also called a bubbler, was developed to generate 
microbubbles with a diameter less than 100 m in the mercury; it has been used in the mercury target 
system of J-PARC since October 2012. Using a Laser-Doppler vibrometer, it was found that the 
displacement velocity of the target vessel was reduced to 1/3 on average at the proton beam power of 
less than 300 kW, which showed the efficacy of the microbubble injection.  

For the further development of the high-power target, we focused on the mercury flow effect to 
mitigate the cavitation damage. So far, the analytical and experimental studies [2,3,4] and the 
operational experiences of Spallation Neutron Source (SNS)  [5] suggest that rapid mercury flow can 
mitigate the cavitation damage. To include these effects in the target design of J-PARC, we developed 
a double-walled structure and applied it to the beam window, which is the forefront tip of the target 
vessel. The mercury flow channel, with a narrow gap of 2 mm, was made by adding an inner wall just 
inside the beam window.  

In this report, thermal hydraulic design of the double-walled target by simulations and the results of 
the water experiments using the mock-up model are presented, including the case of failure of the 
inner wall. 
 
2. Double Wall Concept to Extend the Lifetime of the Beam Window 
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the structure of the double-walled target vessel (top view). Based on 
experimental data [6], though it is under the stagnant condition, the effect of pitting damage mitigation 
becomes better as the channel gap is smaller, because the channel walls can disturb the inflation of 

3.2.3
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cavitation bubbles before they fully expand. Moreover, the effect of the fast mercury flow to deform 
the cavitation bubbles will reinforce the performance of the narrow channel to mitigate the pitting 
damage. On the other hand, the channel gap should be decided considering the manufacturing 
tolerance. Considering these conditions, the gap of the narrow channel was decided to be 2 mm at the 
beam window.  

The mercury flow is separated into two channels at the bubbler, i.e., the narrow channel and the 
bulk channel, and they join again downstream of the beam window. Although the narrow channel is a 
straightforward channel with no obstacles, the bulk channel is equipped with the bubbler, which is the 
primary flow-resistant component in the target vessel. The maximum pressure drop at the bubbler is 
assumed to be 0.2 MPa considering the mercury pump performance. The mercury velocity in the 
narrow channel increases until the pressure drop becomes the same as that in the bulk channel, which 
makes the mercury velocity in the narrow channel faster than that in the bulk channel.  

The merit of the double-walled structure is that the inner wall is not the mercury containment 
boundary, and enough cooling efficiency is expected because both sides of the inner wall are cooled 
by the mercury flow. This merit expands the freedom of the inner wall design for applying 
technologies in order to mitigate the cavitation damage on the inner surface of the inner wall. 
Furthermore, sufficient cooling efficiency of the inner wall enables the wall thickness to be increased, 
which has the advantage of enabling an increase in the erosion allowance. In the present design, the 
thickness of the outer wall is 3 mm and that of the inner wall is 5 mm. All these merits lead to a longer 
lifetime for the target vessel. 
 
3. Target Design by Simulation 
3.1. Design requirements and concerns 
The design requirements for the thermal hydraulic design of the double-walled mercury target are as 
follows: 

 A high-velocity flow field throughout the narrow channel to achieve the pitting damage 
mitigation effect.  

--- In the experiences of SNS target operation, serious damages were not observed on the 
inner surface of the beam window cooling channel where the mercury flows at 3 m/s at 
maximum. Based on this fact, the design criterion for the minimum mercury velocity in 
the narrow channel was set at 3 m/s. 

 Sufficient cooling performance which causes no serious temperature rise throughout the 
mercury target vessel.  

--- The maximum temperature of the target in the past design was around 200 °C. The 
temperature of the target in new design should not exceed this value so much. 

There are also concerns for the fabrication and the operation of the target vessel as follows: 
 Influence of fabrication tolerance on the flow velocity in the narrow channel. 
 Influence of inner wall failure to the mercury flow and the wall cooling. 

Figure 1. Structure of the double-walled target and the 
magnified view of the beam window 
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    Evaluation results of these items are shown in the following sections.  
 
3.2 Simulation model and conditions 
The commercial base thermal hydraulic code—ANSYS FLUENT—was used to analyze the time-
averaged thermal hydraulics in the target model. The analytical model was a three-dimensional full 
model. The cell shape was tetrahedral and the total cell number was 22 million. The turbulence model 
was realizable k– model and the wall boundary condition was the law-of-the-wall. 

The inlet mercury temperature was set to 50 °C. Based on experimental data, the pressure drop 
coefficient of the bubbler was set to 8.1, which led to a mercury velocity at the model inlet of 1.025 
m/s in order to make the pressure drop at the bubbler 0.2 MPa. The volumetric heat generation was 
considered under the condition of the proton beam energy and power of 3 GeV and 1 MW, 
respectively. The proton beam profile was assumed to be Gaussian, and the maximum heat density 
was 430 W/cm3 in the mercury near the beam window. The thermal condition at the outer wall 
boundary was set to adiabatic. The buoyancy of mercury was not considered in this analysis, because 
in a forced convection flow with a high Reynolds number, which is on the order of 105 in this case, 
inertial force is the dominant factor to determine the flow field and the effect of buoyancy is 
considered to be negligible. The turbulent Prandtl number was set to 1.5. The temperature dependency 
of the physical properties of mercury and stainless steel was considered.  
 
3.3 Mercury flow field and temperature distribution 
Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the simulation results of the flow field and the temperature distribution at 
the horizontal cross section. While the mercury velocity is ca. 1.5 m/s in the bulk channel, it is almost 
4 m/s in the narrow channel at the beam window. The maximum wall temperature is 157 °C at the 
outer surface of the outer wall, which is not high enough to cause any problems. The maximum 
temperature of the inner wall, though it is somewhat thicker, is lower than that of the outer wall 
because it is cooled on both sides. The mercury temperature is around 60 °C in the area near the beam 
window and increases to 120 °C at 500 mm in the X position. Figure 4 shows the mercury flow 
velocity distribution in the narrow channel, which is in the vertical cross section at the center position 
of the beam window. Looking at the angle from −80° to 80°, we found that the flow velocity is fast 
(>3.5 m/s) at the center of the beam window, where rapid velocity is specially needed for the 
cavitation damage mitigation. The flow velocity decreases sharply at −90° and 90°. The intensity of 
the cavitation is assumed to be relatively weak in these regions. The flow velocity deductions seen at 
−30° and 30° are caused by the wake flow of the reinforcement ribs fixed in the entrance region of the 

Figure 2.  Mercury flow field near the beam 
window on the horizontal cross section 

Figure 3.  Temperature distribution on the 
horizontal cross section 
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narrow channel. 
These results show that the design requirements of the double-walled target are fulfilled. 

 
3.4 Influence of the fabrication tolerance of the narrow channel on the flow distribution 
Because the target vessel is fabricated by welding many stainless steel parts, deformation due to the 
welding heat have to be considered. Because the gap of the narrow channel is small, 2 mm, the 
influence of the fabrication tolerance on the flow distribution should be evaluated in advance. Figure 5 
shows the evaluated cases and the results. The angle in the horizontal axis of the graph has the same 
meaning as shown in Figure 4. In the simulation, two types of deformations were assumed, i.e., the 
forward and downward deformation. The models of these deformation patterns are such that the inner 
wall moved forward and downward respectively as shown in the upper figures in Figure 5. The 
channel gaps assumed in these cases are also shown in Figure 5. The flow velocity distributions in the 
vertical cross sections at three different positions were evaluated: the beam window center and 35 mm 
upstream and downstream from the center. Note that only the beam window region of the target vessel 
was modeled in this simulation to save the simulation cost, but the flow velocity distribution is well 
simulated, which can be understood by comparing Figure 4 and Figure 5 (a).  

In the case of no deformation, the flow velocity distributions are fairly uniform at all cross sections 

Figure 4.  Mercury flow velocity distribution in the narrow channel in the vertical 
cross section at the center position of the beam window 

Figure 5.  Deformation patterns of the inner wall and their influence on the flow distribution in 
the narrow channel 
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and are faster than 3 m/s. In the case of forward deformation, the average flow velocity increases at all 
cross sections because of the reduction in the cross sectional area of the flow channel. This result is 
advantageous for the cavitation damage mitigation. In the case of downward deformation, the flow 
velocity at the bottom side increased somewhat compared with the case of no deformation, but at the 
top side, where the channel gap increased to 3 mm, the flow velocity decreased to 2 m/s at all cross 
sections. This result indicates that special attention should be paid to the deformation that makes the 
channel gap broader, because it leads to reduction in the flow velocity. 
 
3.5 Influence of inner wall fracture on the flow field 
Because the efficacy of micro-bubbles to mitigate the cavitation damage has not yet been confirmed 
quantitatively in the actual mercury target, the possibility of inner wall fracture has to be considered. 
The inner wall fracture was modeled by a circular hole in the inner wall at the center of the beam 
window, and the influence of the hole on the flow fields in the narrow and bulk channels was 
evaluated. The hole diameter was assumed to be 10 mm and 30 mm. Figure 6 shows the simulation 
results. Surprisingly, the mercury flow velocity in the narrow channel at the center of the beam 
window does not decrease much, and the velocity is kept well over 3 m/s even in the case of a 30-mm 
hole diameter. The ratio of the amount of mercury flow outgoing to the bulk channel from the narrow 
channel, which is called the branch flow, is only 0.2% and 2.7% for the 10-mm and 30-mm holes, 
respectively.  

Figure 7 shows the pressure distribution at the center axis of the hole. For the 10–mm hole, the 
pressure difference in the narrow and the bulk channel is very small near the region of the hole, which 
suppresses the branch flow. For the 30–mm hole, there is a pressure gradient descending to the bulk 
channel from the narrow channel, which causes the branch flow of 2.7%. 

These results indicate that the effect of rapid mercury flow in the narrow channel to mitigate the 
cavitation damage is kept even if a damage hole penetrates the inner wall at the beam window. Of 
course, the shape of the damage hole and edge might influence the flow field in the narrow channel, 
but as a matter of fact, it was observed at SNS that the outer wall of the narrow channel was not 
damaged, and the inner wall had damages penetrating throughout the wall thickness. Thus, there is a 
possibility of double-walled target structure having a hole originally at the center of the beam window 
of the inner wall.  
 

Figure 6.  Mercury flow fields in the case of inner 
wall fracture. The fracture was modelled by a 
circular hole at the center of the beam window. 

Figure 7.  Pressure distribution along the center 
axis of the beam window (x axis is the same as 
Figure 1 and Figure 2). 
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4. Water experiments using a mock-up model 
4.1. Experimental setup 
In order to verify the simulation results shown above, water experiments using the mock-up model of 
the double walled target were carried out. The model was made of transparent acrylic resin to be used 
for the visualization experiment. The inner structure and the size were the same with the actual target, 
but the wall thickness was much thicker to ensure the structural strength against the inner pressure of 
around 0.2 MPa. The target model was set horizontally and the water flow velocity in the narrow 
channel of the double wall was measured by processing the images taken by the high speed video 
camera. Bubbles of ca. 0.5 mm in diameter were injected at the upstream of the narrow channel as the 
seeding particles to measure the water flow velocity by image processing. The high speed video 
camera was set at the upper side of the model to get clear image of bubbles as shown in Figure 8. The 
water flow velocities were measured at the areas of upstream and downstream of the beam window 
center to investigate the influence of the hole at the beam window simulating the inner wall fracture. 
The field of view was square with the dimensions of 50 mm x 50 mm.  

 
4.2. Experimental results 
When the water velocity is very high, which is more than 10 m/s, the clear image of the bubble flow 
cannot be obtained even if the flame rate of the video camera is maximized. Thus, the experiments 
were carried out with the water flow velocity of around 6 m/s in the narrow channel, which 
corresponds to the water flow rate of 1050 L/min at the inlet of the target model. The water flow 
velocity was 1.85 m/s and the Reynolds number at the target inlet was 213000, which is 1/5 of 
mercury flow condition in actual target. Just the same way as the simulation, the fracture of the inner 
wall was modelled by a circular hole at the center of the beam window. Three cases were measured, 
which are no hole, 10 mm and 30 mm in diameter. 
  Figure 9 shows the results of the water experiments. In the case of no hole, the flow velocity is fairly 

Figure 8.  Focused area of video camera on the water experimental model 

Figure 9.  Results of the water experiments 
(Water flow rate at model inlet : 1050 L/min) 
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uniform across the angle position. In the case of 10 mm, no obvious flow velocity change was detected 
at both the upstream and the downstream, which indicates that the inner wall fracture of 10 mm in 
diameter does not disturb the flow field in the narrow channel so much. These results are consistent 
with the simulation results shown in the former chapter. But in the case of 30 mm, the flow velocity 
decreased by 30 % at downstream of the modelled hole. The velocity reduction is larger than that 
evaluated by the simulation and the cause of the difference will be investigated by water simulation. It 
was found that the flow velocity in the narrow channel is not disturbed by the small damage of the 
inner wall, which suggests that the effect of cavitation damage mitigation can be maintained. 
 
5. Summary 
Evaluation of the thermal hydraulic design of a double-walled target vessel was performed by 
numerical simulations, and the items shown below were found: 

1) A rapid mercury flow velocity of almost 4 m/s in the narrow channel was attained at the beam 
window, which might lead to the damage mitigation of the wall.  

2) The effect of the double-walled structure to promote the cooling performance of the target 
vessel was confirmed, making it possible to increase the inner wall thickness. 

3) When setting the fabrication tolerance of the narrow channel, special attention should be paid to 
the deformation that makes the channel gap broader, thereby leading to the reduction in the flow 
velocity.  

4) Fast flow velocity in the narrow channel is maintained even at a fractured place open to the bulk 
channel, and the amount of mercury flowing out of the narrow channel to the bulk side is very 
small. 

The water experiments were carried out to verify the simulation results with the Raynolds number 
of 1/5 of the actual mercury target, and the items shown below were found: 

5) The flow velocity is fairly uniform across the angle position. 
6) The inner wall fracture of 10 mm in diameter does not disturb the flow field in the narrow 

channel so much. These results are consistent with the simulation results. 
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Abstract. We have developed a helium gas microbubbles injection system to reduce the 
pressure waves in mercury target of pulsed spallation neutron source of J-PARC (the Japan 
Proton Accelerator Research Complex). The reduction effect with the microbubbles injection 
was investigated to measure the displacement velocity of the target vessel with a novel 
diagnostic system using laser Doppler vibrometer. The measurement was carried out under the 
conditions that the proton beam power was from 60 kW to 300 kW and the injected gas 
fraction,  (ratio of injected gas flow rate to mercury flow rate), was from 0 to 4×10-3. As 
results, we confirmed the pressure waves measured with bubbles injection of =4×10-3 reduced 
to 1/4 of those without the microbubbles injection.   

1. Introduction 
At the Japan spallation neutron source (JSNS) of the J-PARC (Japan Proton Accelerator Research 

Complex) a mercury target system has been operated by bombarding pulsed proton beam to produce 
neutron beams for promoting not only researches of materials science, life sciences, etc. but also 
industrial applications [1]. The pulse duration and the repetition rate of proton beam are 1 μs and 25Hz, 
respectively. Hence the beam energy is 40 kJ/pulse in the rated beam power of 1 MW. Since the time 
duration is very short, mercury is rapidly heated and pressure waves are generated in mercury. They 
impose on the mercury target vessel which is made of Type 316L stainless steel, deforming it. Hence 
the reduction of pressure waves is important to reduce fatigue damage in the vessel. Furthermore, the 
deformation and inertia due to pressure wave propagation induce negative pressure at the vicinity of 
the target vessel, which causes cavitation. The cavitation induces erosion on the target vessel, 
shortening its lifetime significantly [2, 3]. At the spallation neutron source in US (SNS), the target 
vessel was damaged by cavitation induced erosion. As comparing the operational conditions between 
the JSNS and SNS, the repetition rates are 25 and 60 Hz, respectively. Therefore, since the energy of 
one proton beam pulse in the JSNS is 2.4 times higher, the target vessel in the JSNS receives higher 
pressure waves than those in SNS when the proton beam power is same.  

We have been developing a microbubbles injection technique to reduce the pressure waves which 
cause cavitation erosion and fatigue damages on the mercury target vessel. Microbubbles in the 
mercury target are oscillated by the pressure waves and this oscillation dissipates the energy of 
pressure waves by changing kinetic energy to thermal energy. The bubble oscillation depends on the 
increasing time of pressure and bubble size. That is, the smaller bubbles are favorable to reduce the 
pressure waves which rapidly increase its amplitude. Numerical calculation showed that the 
microbubbles of 100 μm in radius mitigated efficiently the pressure wave in the mercury target [4].  

A microbubble generator [5] was installed into the mercury target system of J-PARC and the 
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operation of the real target system with bubbling has been started since October 2012, which is the 
first operation in the world. During the operation, the proton beam power and beam profile, which 
change strength of pressure waves generated in mercury, and the bubbling condition were varied to 
estimate the effect under high power condition. In this report, the effect of bubble injection on pressure 
wave reduction is presented under the various proton beam and bubbling conditions. 
 
2. Mercury target system in JSNS 
Figure 1 shows schematic of the mercury target vessel of JSNS. Proton beam bombards at nose of the 
target vessel which is called as a beam window. The mercury target vessel consists of a mercury vessel 
and surrounding safety hull to prevent the mercury spill to the outside if the mercury vessel is broken. 
Figure 2 shows the heat density distribution for the 1 MW beam injection calculated with the Particle 
and Heavy Ion Transport code System (PHITS) [6, 7]. At present, the beam power has been reached to 
300 kW. The beam power, the peak heat density and the distributions of heat density in x- and y- 
direction in mercury as shown in Figure 2 were changed to investigate the effect of beam condition on 
the generated pressure waves. To remove efficiently the generated heat, there are flow guide inside of 
the mercury target vessel as show in Figure 1 (a). These flow guides have roles of not only controlling 
mercury flow pattern in the vessel but also has restriction of a deformation of the vessel due to the 
pressure wave. Mercury comes into an inlet pipe, and then it flows perpendicularly to the proton beam 
injecting direction as its flow rate is distributed to much the heat density distribution by a flow guides. 
In the case of the beam condition as shown in Figure 2, pressure of ca. 40 MPa and stress of 150 MPa 
will be generated at the peak heat position and the beam window, respectively.  

The pressure waves could be measured indirectly by the deformation of the target vessel in the 
JSNS. A laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) was installed in the JSNS. The LDV measures the 
displacement velocity in the direction of the laser beam injection. The reflective mirror is set on the 
top of the target vessel to reflect the laser beam efficiently as show in Figure 1 (b). The mercury vessel 
and the safety hull are connected by the ribs and the mirror set on the rib, so that the mirror can follow 
the vibration of the mercury vessel due to the pressure. 

Bubble generator is set in the target vessel, which injects microbubbles to mercury. The bubble 
generator was set in the inlet pipe at 450 mm apart from the beam window to realize both of many 
bubbles passing near the peak heat position and the beam window and the structural integrity of the 
bubble generator against the thermal stress due to the temperature rise in the bubble generator itself. 
This bubble generator generates microbubbles of 90 μm in radius. In this study, not only the beam 
condition but also the bubbling condition was changed to investigate the effect of the bubbles on the 
pressure wave reduction. Actually we were troubled on that injected gas could not be increased up to 
summer in 2013 because mercury came into a gas supplying line and injected gas fraction, , which is 
defined as the value of the injected gas flow rate, QHe, divided by the mercury flow rate, QHg, was 
9×10-4 in user operation. In summer shutdown 2013, a liquid-gas separator was installed and the 
injected gas fraction could be increased to 4×10-3. 
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Figure 1. Schematic of mercury target vessel. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2. Distribution of heat density in mercury under 1 MW proton beam condition;(a) Along the 
beam injection direction (z) at x=y=0 cm, (b) Along x-direction aty=0 cm z=4 cm, (c) Along 
x-direction at x=0 cm z=4 cm. 

3. Reduction of pressure wave by bubbling 
Figure 3 compares time history of displacement velocity between the cases without and with 

bubbling under the beam condition of 300 kW and 3.0 J/cm3/pulse. With bubbles injection, the 
maximum velocity decreased to 1/3 of the case without bubbling. And high frequency components 
caused by the shaking of the mirror, which appears in the case without bubble, was attenuated by the 
injecting bubbles. Figure 4 compares the maximum velocity among various beam conditions and with 
or without bubbling. Comparing with the cases without bubbling, the maximum velocity has lager 
variation in the case with bubbling. This is caused by the variation of the injected gas amount. In the 
same power, the maximum velocity increases with the heat density. The averaged maximum velocity 
generated in the bubbling condition is ca.2/3 of that in without bubble.  

Reduction of the pressure waves depends not only on the injected bubble size but also amount of the 
injected gas [4]. The injected gas fraction was changed. Figure 5 shows the reduction of the maximum 
velocity as a function of the amount of injected gas fraction. The vertical axis represents the averaged 
maximum velocity obtained with the bubbling condition, which is normalized by that obtained under 
the same proton beam condition without bubbling. It is noted that the results shown in Figures 3 and 4 
are obtained when the injected gas fraction is ca. 9×10-4. The normalized maximum velocity decreased 
with increase of the injected gas fraction. The normalized velocity was reduced by increasing the 
injected gas fraction. When the injected gas fraction was increased to 1.7 × 10-3 and 4×10-3, the 
averaged maximum velocity reduced to 1/3 and 1/4 of that without bubbling, respectively. 
4. Discussion –Estimation of bubbling effect under the high power condition- 

As shown in Figures 4 and 5, the maximum velocity induced by the pressure wave depends on the 
beam condition and the injected gas fraction. Since the beam power will be increased from 300 kW to 
1MW, we estimated the velocity for high-power beam-condition. 

As shown in Figures 4, the maximum velocity, Vmax, increases as a function of the maximum heat 
density qmax, 

BqAV maxmax                                                            (1) 
where, A is the constant depending on the beam power and B the constant depending on the bubbling 
condition. Furthermore, the constant A increases as follow; 

DWCA                                                              (2) 
where, W [kW] is the beam power in 25 Hz operation. Table 1 shows the B, C and D values obtained 
from Figure 4.  

At present, operation is possible with the injected gas fraction, , of 4×10-3. Supposing that the 
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bubbling and with bubbling under the 300 kW and 3.0 J/cm3/pulse. 
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maximum heat density, qmax, will be 0.011×W [J/cm3/pulse] in the future operation for the user 
program, the maximum velocity estimated by using the equations (1), (2) and Figure 5 is shown in 
Figure 6. In the case of =4×10-3, the maximum velocity under 1 MW beam condition is estimated to 
be 0.33 m/s which corresponds to 315 kW beam condition without bubble. This is expected to mitigate 
the cavitation induced erosion on mercury vessel. The effect of bubble injection on mitigation of 
cavitation induced erosion will be evaluated by observing the target vessel cut after its service 
operation. 
 

Table 1 B and C values for equations (1) and (2) 
B C D 

Without bubble 0.44 0.0075 0.56
With bubbles (β=9 ×10-4) 0.55 0.00096 0.8
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Figure 6. Estimated maximum velocity comparing the bubbling case to the case without bubble. 
 
5. Summary 

The effect of the bubble injection on reduction of the pressure waves was confirmed by the test 
operation in the JSNS, J-PARC. The bubble generator installed into the JSNS mercury target generates 
the microbubbles of 90 μm in radius. The injected gas fraction, , was varied from 9×10-4 to 4×10-3 
comparing with the case without bubble injection. To estimate the bubble effect under high-power 
proton-bema condition, the proton beam power bombarding the mercury target was changed from 60 
kW to 300 kW and the displacement velocity which indicates the strength of the pressure wave of 
target vessel was measured with novel diagnostic system using the laser Doppler vibrometer.  

In the case of =9×10-4, the maximum velocity of the target vessel was reduced to 1/3 of that 
without bubbling in the best case. The averaged result shows the velocity reduction of 2/3. The 
averaged maximum velocity was reduced by the increase of the injected gas fraction. That is, when the 
injected gas fraction was increased to 1.7×10-3 and 4×10-3, the averaged maximum velocity reduced to 
1/3 and 1/4 of that without bubbling, respectively.  

Effect of bubble injection on the pressure wave reduction under high-power proton-beam condition 
was estimated based on the measured result. The estimation indicated that the maximum displacement 
velocity generated in 1 MW beam operation with bubbles of =4×10-3 corresponds to that in 315 kW 
operation without bubbles. This is expected to mitigate the cavitation induced erosion on mercury 
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vessel to prolong its lifetime. The effect of bubble injection on mitigation of cavitation induced 
erosion will be evaluated by observing the target vessel cut after its service operation. 
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Abstract. High-power pulsed spallation neutron sources are being developed in the world. 
Mercury is used as a target material to produce neutrons. At the moment of the proton 
beams bombard the mercury target, the mercury target vessel is impulsively excited 
resulting from the interaction between mercury and solid wall due to the pressure waves. 
The vibrational velocity on the outer surface of the target vessel was measured by a laser 
Doppler vibrometer to diagnose the structural integrity of the vessel. Measured vibrational 
signals, were applied for evaluating the damage inside the target vessel that is induced by 
the cyclic loading and cavitation bubble collapsing due to the pressure waves. A technique, 
the Wavelet Differential Analysis (WDA), was applied to clearly indicate the effects of 
damages on the impulsive vibration behavior. Moreover, in order to reduce the effects of 
superimposed noise on the vibration signals on the WDA, the statistical methods, the 
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and the Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA), were 
applied. The lab-experimental results, numerical simulation results with manually added 
random noise, and field data were analysed by the statistic methods. The results 
demonstrated that the established in-situ diagnostic technique can effectively evaluate the 
structural integrity. 

Nomenclature 
WDA Wavelet Differential Analysis  
WDI Wavelet Differential Image  
Img Wavelet  Image  
f frequency Hz 
t time s 
Ia average intensity of WDI  
D diameter of damage mm 
V(t,f) value of intensity of the WDI at time t and frequency f dB 
SST total sum of square  
n total number of samples  
𝑦�� jth sample value of the ith group  
𝑀 sample mean of all samples  
h number of samples in each group  
𝑦�� sample mean of the ith group  

3.2.5
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X factor X that affects the vibration behavior  
Y factor Y that affects the vibration behavior  
SSb sum of square between groups of samples  
SSe sum of square within groups of samples  
SSX sum of square due to factor X  
SSY sum of square due to factor Y  
DX degree of freedom of factor X  
De degree of freedom of within groups of samples  
F calculation value of F-test  
SSnoise sum of square due to noise  
SSresidual sum of square excluding noise  
De’ degree of freedom of modified within groups of samples  
SSb’ modified sum of square between groups of samples  
SSe’ modified sum of square within groups of samples  
F’ modified calculation value of F-test  
T calculation value of t-test  
𝑦��  ,𝑦�� modified sample mean of the kth and lth group  
𝑆�������  standard error of the modified sample mean  
f(x) random function of noise amplitude  
A,-A maximum amplitude value of noise  
c, d constants  

1.  Introduction 
High-power pulsed spallation neutron sources are being developed in the world. In the Japan 
Spallation Neutron Source (JSNS), pulsed proton beams (25 Hz, 1 μs pulse duration) are injected into 
a mercury target to produce neutrons for the innovative materials and life science research. The 
mercury target vessel is a triple walled structure consisted of water shroud, helium vessel, and mercury 
vessel. The proton beam window of mercury vessel has a double-walled structure consists of inner and 
outer walls with a mercury narrow channel. However, various kinds of damages, such as cavitation, 
cyclic fatigue and proton and neutron irradiation damage, are imposed on the target vessel during its 
operation. Especially the cavitation damage caused by the pressure waves is a critical issue for the 
target vessel. Pressure waves are generated in the mercury due to rapid heat deposition resulting from 
the proton beam injection [1, 2]. The pressure waves propagate to the target vessel and impose 
cavitation damage on the inner wall, especially at the beam window portion [3]. Meanwhile, the 
pressure waves give rise to the vibration of the target vessel. 

The cavitation damage remarkably reduces the life-time of the target vessel [4, 5]. To solve this 
issue, the micro bubbles injection technique is being developed by Japan Atomic Energy Agency 
(JAEA) to mitigate the pressure waves [6~11]. On the other hand, it is also important to establish the 
structure integrity evaluation technique for the target vessel, which is strongly expected from the 
viewpoint of estimating the lifetime of the target and keeping stable operation. 

The dynamic responses of the target vessel vibration caused by the pressure waves were focused on 
to develop the structure integrity evaluation technique. A laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) was 
installed as an in-situ diagnostic system with the advantage of providing an entirely remote and non-
contact technique, which prevents the sensor from the radiation damage [12]. This diagnostic 
technique can be applied to the structural integrity diagnosis for not only the nuclear facilities but also 
extreme environments where a human activity is extremely limited, such as in the space and the 
oceans. 

In the case of numerous cavitation damage imposed on the inner wall of the target vessel, the vessel 
might be easily deformed by the thermal stress because the thickness of wall is reduced, and the gap of 
the window channel would be possibly reduced due to the deformation. The cavitation damage is 
accumulated on the inner wall and if it was severe enough, the inner wall would be broken and a 
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penetrated damage would be formed on it. The vibration signals will be affected by the deformation of 
inner wall and the penetrated cavitation damage, as shown in Fig.1. 

In a previous study, penetrated cavitation damage was assumed on the inner wall of target vessel 
[13]. The dependency of dynamic responses of double-walled target vessel on cavitation damage was 
investigated through the numerical simulation. The diagnostic technique, Wavelet Differential 
Analysis (WDA), was developed to clearly observe the differences of vibration signals that are 
dependent on cavitation damage.  

Nevertheless, the damage dependency is usually covered by the noise that appears in the lab-scale 
experimental and real system of field data which was obtained by the LDV during the operation of the 
real target. In the present study, on basis of the WDA technique, the statistical methods referred to as 
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) were used to reduce the 
noise effect on the impulsive vibration behavior. 

 

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of window 
deformation, damage scenarios and target vessel 
vibration. 

2.  Experiments 
To experimentally investigate the dependency of vibration behavior on damage, an electro-Magnetic 
IMpact Testing Machine (MIMTM) was used to simulate the double-walled structure of the target 
vessel. Figure 2 shows the schematic of detection setup of MIMTM vibration. An electro-magnetically 
driven striker impulsively impacted the mercury, which was filled in a chamber with a size of 
Φ100×15 mm3, to impose the pressure waves on type 316L stainless steel plate specimen (60×60×2.5t 
mm3), which is the same material as the mercury vessel was fixed into the chamber by bolts. The gap 
between the specimen and the upper wall of MIMTM was fixed to 2.3 mm. In order to moderate the 
penetrated cavitation damage on the inner wall, penetrated holes with diameters of 1, 2, 5, and 10 mm 
were made at the center of the specimens, respectively. Impulsive pressure signals were induced in 
mercury at a power of 560W/pulse with a repetition rate of 1 Hz. The cavitation damage occurred 
under such a condition in the MIMTM was roughly similar to that of the MW-class proton beam 
injection [14]. 

 

Figure 2. Schematic drawing of measuring system 
of MIMTM vibration. 
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The vibration of MIMTM was subsequently detected by a He-Ne laser Doppler vibrometer 
(Onosokki, LV1710). The laser (wavelength: 633 nm) was illuminated onto the center of the upper rid 
of the mercury chamber. The detectable frequency range was from 1 Hz to 3 MHz with a sensitivity of 
0.01 (m/s)/v. The detected vibration velocity signals were saved in an oscilloscope with a sampling 
rate of 1.25 MHz. The oscilloscope was triggered by the drive signal of the electromagnetic coil. Each 
signal was obtained by averaging 100 impacts in order to reduce the background noise. 

3.  Numerical simulations 
In order to investigate the dependency of dynamic responses of the double-walled target vessel on 
damage under conditions of various proton beam powers, FEM analyses were carried out using a 
conventional code LS-DYNA [13, 15]. A half model (Figure 3) for the double-walled target vessel of 
JSNS was established. The gap between the outer and the inner walls was set 2 mm. Structures and the 
mercury were meshed as a half model by the shell and solid elements, respectively. Numbers of shell 
and solid elements were 95052 and 1758852, respectively. The boundary of Z-direction of the bottom 
of the vessel was kept fixed, and that of the end of the mercury was set to be non-reflecting. 

Penetrated damage holes with diameters of 1, 5, 10, 20 and 40 mm were assumed on the inner wall 
of the target vessel at the center of the beam incident area, as shown in Figure 4. This position is most 
likely to be damaged [3]. The output node position, measuring point, is the same as the LDV 
measurement point on the real target vessel. In this simulation, helium vessel and water shroud was 
ignored, because the effects of helium vessel and water shroud on vibration signals have been checked 
and the results are unremarkable. 

 

 

Figure 3. Geometrical model of mercury vessel. Figure 4. Damage location. 

4.  Analysis methods and calculation procedure 

4.1.  Wavelet differential analysis [13] 
In order to clearly and quantitatively indicate the differences caused by damage, first, the wavelet 
differential process for the time responses of vibration velocity was carried out; the process is 
described by Eq. (1): 

WDID = |ImgD−Img0| / |Img0| ,                                                        (1) 

where WDI is the wavelet differential image, Img is the wavelet image of vibration signal, and the 
subscripts D represents the damage with a diameter of D mm, whereas the subscript 0 implies no 
damage. Then, the average intensity (Ia) of the wavelet differential image (WDI) could be calculated 
through equations (2) – (4). 

  𝐼� = ∫ ∫ 𝑉(𝑡, 𝑓)𝑑𝑡𝑑𝑓∆�∆�  ,                                                              (2) 

∆𝑓 = 𝑓� − 𝑓� ,                                                                             (3) 

∆𝑡 = 𝑡� − 𝑡� ,                                                                             (4) 
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where measuring frequency ranges from f1 to f2 (in hertz), and measuring time ranges from t1 to t2 (in 
seconds); V(t, f) is the value of the intensity of the WDI at time t and frequency f (in decibels), and Ia is 
the average intensity of the differential image. 

4.2.  Applied statistical methods 

4.2.1.  Analysis of variance  In the present study, we are very interested in the differences of 
vibrational signals caused by damage. In order to analyse the differences of groups of WDI results, the 
statistic method referred to as the ANOVA was applied. In ANOVA, the total variation of data is 
portioned into several components [16-18]. The total variation of the system, defined by the total sum 
of squares term, 𝑆𝑆�: 

𝑆𝑆� = ∑ (𝑦�� −𝑀)���   for 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, 2, 3,⋯ ,𝑝,                                                          (5) 

𝑀 = �
�
∑𝑦��  ,                                                                            (6) 

where n represents the total number of samples; 𝑦�� represents the jth sample value in the ith group; 𝑀 
is the sample mean of all samples. 

Experimental studies contain certain test error, and so it is necessary to calculate the error variance 
in ANOVA. The total sum of square can be divided into the sum of square between groups of samples, 
SSb, and sum of square within groups of samples (caused by error), SSe: 

 𝑆𝑆� = 𝑆𝑆� + 𝑆𝑆�  ,                                                                     (7) 

𝑆𝑆� = ∑ ℎ(𝑦��� − 𝑀)� ,                                                                  (8) 

𝑆𝑆� = ∑ (𝑦�� − 𝑦��)���  ,                                                                   (9) 

where ℎ is the number of samples in each group, 𝑦�� is the sample mean of the ith group. 
If there are two main factors that affect the results and the two factors have no mutual interactions 

with each other, then the total sum of square can be expressed as: 

 𝑆𝑆� = 𝑆𝑆� + 𝑆𝑆� + 𝑆𝑆�  ,                                                                   (10) 

where SSX and SSY represent variations due to factor X and Y, respectively. 
Degrees of freedom need also to be considered together with each sum of squares whilst performing 

ANOVA calculations. Subsequently, the obtained data are used to calculate the value F of F-test. The 
value of F for factor X can be expressed as following: 

𝐹 = ���/��
���/��

 ,                                                                                     (11) 

where DX and De are the degree of freedom of factor X and within groups of samples, respectively. 
The value of F for factor Y can be calculated as the same way. 

The value F represents the difference degree between the groups of samples. Larger F value means 
there are more obvious differences between groups of samples. 

4.2.2.  Analysis of covariance  ANCOVA is a statistic method that combined regression and ANOVA 
[16]. When the noise level is considerable high, it might have significant effects on the vibration 
analysis. The damage dependency might be masked by the noise. So it is necessary to remove the 
noise effects from the results. In ANCOVA, the total sum of square, SST, can be divided into the sum 
of square of noise, SSnoise,  and that of excluding noise, SSresidual, which is shown as: 

𝑆𝑆� = 𝑆𝑆����� + 𝑆𝑆��������  ,                                                             (12) 

The former part at the right hand of the equation can be removed by a regression analysis. The 
sample mean of each group is modified by the regression. The sum of square of residual part consists 
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of modified sum of square between groups of samples, 𝑆𝑆��, and modified sum of square within one 
group of samples, 𝑆𝑆��. It can be expressed that: 

𝑆𝑆�������� = 𝑆𝑆�� + 𝑆𝑆�� ,                                                                 (13) 

Subsequently, F-test was carried out (taking factor X as an example): 

𝐹′ = ����/��
����/���

 ,                                                                              (14) 

where De’ represents the degree of freedoms of modified within groups of samples. The 𝐹′ factor is 
considered to be able of indicating the differences more exactly because the noise effect is taken into 
consideration. 

Finally, t-test was carried out for multiple comparisons between the modified groups of samples. It 
can be expressed as the following: 

𝑇 = �������
��������

 ,                                                                                (15) 

where 𝑦�� and 𝑦�� are the modified sample mean of the kth and lth group;  𝑆������� is the standard error  
of the modified sample mean. Similar with the F factor, the T value represents the difference degree 
between the groups of data. 

4.3.  Calculation procedure 
In order to reduce the noise effects on the results, the WDA, ANOVA and ANCOVA were applied to 
raw data analysis, by the following calculation procedure. 

Many parameters, such as damage size, beam power, bubble condition, etc., may impose effects on 
the target vessel vibration results. At first we are very interested in the damage size effects on the 
vibration behaviours of target vessel. In the following text of this sub-section, damage size is selected 
as the parameter to introduce the calculation procedure under the condition of fixing other parameters.  

Figure 5 shows the flow chart of calculation procedure. First, one reference raw data should be 
selected, which is usually the time response of vibration signals with minimum damage among the raw 
data which needed to be analysed. The raw data should be classified into different groups, and each 
group represents one level of damage degree. The number of samples in one group, h, is the same in 
each group. Subsequently the wavelet differential images were obtained between the data in each 
group and the reference data, and then the Ia of each WDI was calculated. Through the above 
calculations, Ia of WDIs was got in each group with a number of h. The simple average value and error 
bar for the Ia of WDIs in each group can be calculated. After that, group number one that with the 
minimum damage is set as the reference group. The ANOVA and ANCOVA are carried out by using 
Ia of WDIs between other groups and group number one, respectively. The F factor of ANOVA and T 
factor of the ANCOVA can be obtained to indicate the degree of difference between other groups and 
group number one. Larger value of F or T indicates more significant differences between groups. 

5.  Results and discussions 

5.1.  MIMTM vibration 
Figure 6 shows the time responses of MIMTM vibration velocity. It can be seen that the differences 
between the dynamic responses without damage and that with damage is obvious. To quantify the 
penetrated damage size dependency, the Ia of WDI was calculated. Figure 7 shows the Ia of WDI as a 
function of the damage size. The average vale of Ia of WDI is dependent on the damage size, however, 
the tendency of Ia of WDI is unobvious, and error bar is large for each group of twelve data. This is 
because experimental results contain noise and the Ia of WDI is sensitive to noise. Therefore, the 
dependency of Ia of WDI on damage is influenced by noise. Subsequently ANOVA was carried out. 
The data was grouped by damage size. The noise in each data is different. The group of data without 
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damage was set as the reference group. Figure 8 shows normalized F factor of ANOVA as a function 
of the penetrated damage size. The damage dependency is clearly recognized by using F factor of 
ANOVA. The F factor increases steadily when the damage size trends larger. The differences between 
the time responses of vibration velocity with damage and those without damage trend much more 
obvious with increasing the damage size. From the results, it is learned that larger damage size 
imposes more significant effects on the vessel vibration. If a penetrating damage forms on the inner 
wall of the target vessel, pressure waves propagate through the damage to vibrate the outer wall of 
target vessel. When the damage trends larger, more energy will be carried by the waves to impact the 
outer wall, and thus stronger vibration of the target vessel is aroused. 
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Figure 8. Normalized F factor of ANOVA as a 
function of the size of penetrated cavitation 
damage. 

5.2.  Target vessel vibration 

5.2.1.  Beam power: 1MW  The size of target vessel is much larger than that of MIMTM, and thus the 
frequency components of the time responses of vibration are different. Besides the MIMTM study, the 
target vessel vibration also should be investigated. The damage size was controlled in the numerical 
simulations, and the numerical simulation results were used to analyse the dependency of target vessel 
vibration on damage. Random noise was manually added into the vibration signals that obtained by the 
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numerical simulations. The evaluation procedure was then applied to such vibration signals with noise. 
The noise was added by a random function that can be expressed as: 

f(x)∈(-A, A),                                                                              (16) 

where A represents the maximum amplitude of the noise and can be selected manually. Noise with 
amplitude |A| could be added to the vibration signals by using this random function. For each damage 
condition, twelve data were obtained by adding the random noise. 

Firstly, noise with maximum amplitude of about 7% of the maximum vibration velocity amplitude, 
was added to the numerical simulation signals (beam power: 1 MW). Figure 9 shows an example of 
time responses of vibration velocity for target vessel and the corresponding wavelet images before and 
after adding the noise. The wavelet image was significantly changed after adding the noise, especially 
in the relatively higher frequency range. The average value of Ia of WDI as a function of the penetrated 
damage size was shown in Figure 10. The absolute value of error bar is similar with the MIMTM case. 
Obviously, compared with results obtained by the numerical simulation [13], the added noise changed 
the value of Ia of WDI and induced large error bar. However, though the dependency of Ia of WDI on 
damage size was unobvious, the trend was not changed by the noise. Figure 11 shows the normalized 
F factor of ANOVA as a function of the penetrated damage size. By applying the ANOVA, the 
damage dependency was enhanced. It illustrates that ANOVA is effective to enhance the effect of 
damage on vibration signals for the low noise level.  

When the noise level is not strong enough to change the trend of damage dependency, the effects of 
noise on the vibrational signals is not significant and can be reduced through applying ANOVA for 
analysing the Ia of WDIs. 
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(a) Numerical simulation signals [13]; 1 MW, without damage 
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(b) Add 7% noise to the numerical simulation signals 

Figure 9. Time responses of vibration velocity for target vessel and the corresponding wavelet 
images; numerical simulation and add 7% noise. 

5.2.2.  Beam power: 100 kW Figure 12 shows one vibration signal obtained from the real target. The 
proton beam power is 100 kW. Strong noise could be viewed in the vibration signal. To investigate the 
damage dependency under such a beam power condition, numerical simulations were carried out. 
Average intensity of wavelet differential image was plotted as a function of the damage size, as shown 
in Figure 13. Independent of the beam power, the average intensity of wavelet differential image is 
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proportional to the damage size. The comparative increments of energy, which is carried by the waves 
that penetrate the damage hole to excite the outer wall of target vessel, trends larger when the damage 
size becomes larger. 
   Figure 14(a) shows an example of vibration signal obtained by the numerical simulation. The beam 
power is 100 kW without damage. To simulate the noise level of the field data, the maximum 
amplitude of added noise was increased to about 30% of the maximum amplitude of the vibration 
signal. Figure 14(b) shows the vibration signal with manually added noise. The noise level is 
comparable to the field data that obtained from the real target. Then such vibration signals with 
manually added noise were used for the analysis. 

Figure 15 shows the average value of Ia of WDI, F factor of ANOVA and T factor of ANCOVA as a 
function of the penetrated cavitation damage size. The error bar of Ia of WDI becomes much larger 
relative to the lower noise situation due to a much stronger noise level. The trend of damage 
dependency changes due to the strong noise level. In this case, the F factor of ANOVA fails to 
indicate the damage size dependency due to the strong noise. Therefore, the noise effects should be 
taken into consideration and be moved. Thereafter, the ANCOVA was applied to analyse the data. The 
dependency of T factor on damage size can be fairly observed. ANCOVA effectively reveals the 
damage dependency even in case of a strong noise level. 

Figure 16 shows the damage size as a function of normalized T factor for the experimental and 
numerical simulation results. The trends showed by the experimental and numerical simulation results 
are similar with each other, which is coincidence with the variation trend showed in Figure 13. The 
correlation between damage size and T factor could be given by: 

𝐷 = 𝑐 × 𝑇�  ,                                                                            (17) 
where D is the size of penetrated damage, unit is mm; c, d are constants related to the material 
property, structure geometry, etc. 
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differential images as a function of the size of 
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Figure 11. Normalized F factor of ANOVA as a 
function of the size of penetrated cavitation 
damage; add 7% noise to the numerical 
simulation signals. 
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Figure 12. Field data obtained from the real target and the corresponding wavelet image; beam 
power: 100 kW. 
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(a) Numerical simulation signal and the corresponding wavelet image; 100 kW, without damage 
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(b) Add 30% noise to the numerical simulation signal and the corresponding wavelet image 

Figure 14. Time responses of vibration velocity for target vessel and the corresponding wavelet 
images; numerical simulation and add 30% noise. 
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Figure 16. Damage size as a function of the 
normalized T factor. 
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5.3.  Field application 
As introduced previously, in the JSNS mercury target, Helium gas is injected into the target vessel to 
form micro-bubbles in mercury to mitigate the pressure waves [7]. The microbubbles-induced void 
fraction in the mercury is controlled by the flow rate of gas injection. The vibration behavior of the 
target vessel is closely related to the void fraction of liquid mercury [8]. ANCOVA was applied for 
analyzing the vibration signals obtained from the real target with various flow rate of gas injection. 

The vibration signals were acquired from the real target at a certain time in several different days. 
The beam power and damage degree during the data acquisition period could be considered the same. 
Figure 17 shows an example of field data detected from the real target. The noise level is considerably 
high. The corresponding noise signal was obtained by each field vibration signal minus the averaged 
vibration signal of one day. Figure 18 shows the Ia and T factor as a function of the data acquisition 
date. The Ia fluctuates slightly, whereas the T factor firstly increases quickly and then fluctuates 
slightly. It is considered that the variation trend of T factor is related to the absolute differential He 
flow rate. To check this, the absolute differential He flow rate and normalized T factor was plotted as a 
function of the data acquisition date, as shown in Figure 19. Obviously, the variation trend of the 
absolute differential flow rate and normalized T factor fits well to each other. ANCOVA effectively 
reduced the effect of noise and revealed the gas flow rate dependency.  
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Figure 18. Ia of WDI and T factor of 
ANCOVA as a function of data acquisition 
date. 

Figure 19. Absolute differential He flow rate and 
normalized T factor of ANCOVA as a function of 
data acquisition date. 

6.  Conclusion 
A laser Doppler vibrometer method for monitoring the target vessel vibration was employed to 
establish the in-situ structure integrity evaluation technique for the JSNS mercury target: 
1) Wavelet Differential Analysis (WDA) technique was developed to enhance the differences 

between vibrational signals. The vibration behavior of target vessel is very dependent on the 
damage size. 

2) Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was applied to reduce the noise effects on the vibrational 
signals, and the T factor of ANCOVA clearly indicated the damage dependency on the vibrational 
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signals.  
3) The combination of the WDA and ANCOVA could be possibly used to evaluate other parameters 

that are related to the structural vibration. 
The established in-situ diagnostic technique proposes a possible way for in noncontact and remotely 

structure integrity evaluation. 
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Abstract. In the present study, ultrasonic fatigue tests were conducted with controlling 
specimen surface temperature to investigate the effects of strain rate, temperature and 
work hardening on very high-cycle fatigue strength of 316L SS. Also, the micro-
hardness change due to cyclic fatigue was investigated. The experimental results 
indicated that the fatigue strengths of solution annealed (SA) and cold worked (CW) at 
250 ºC were reduced about 10% and 30% than that of at room temperature, and the 
fatigue strength was enhanced by the high strain rate. The cyclic hardening occurred in 
the region of very high-cycle fatigue in the case of SA 316L. In contrast, in the case of 
10% CW 316L, cyclic softening occurred when the number of cycles is below 106 and 
followed by cyclic hardening. In the case of 20% CW 316L, the cyclic softening was 
observed when the number of cycles is below 107, while the cyclic hardening occurred 
subsequently. Furthermore, the sharp increase of the surface temperature was observed 
in both SA and CW specimens just before the fatigue failure.  

1. Introduction
A high-power pulsed spallation neutron source, Japan Spallation Neutron Source (JSNS), is installed 
at the Materials and Life science experimental Facility (MLF), in the Japan Proton Accelerator 
Research Complex (J-PARC). High-power pulsed proton beams with an energy of 3 GeV and a power 
of 1 MW are injected into the liquid mercury to produce spallation neutrons [1].  An enclosure vessel 
of liquid mercury, a so-called target vessel as shown in figure 1, is made of type 316L austenitic 
stainless steel (316L SS), which has been widely used in the nuclear industry because of its excellent 
ductility, corrosion resistance, and irradiation performance. The target vessel is suffered from the 
cyclic loading due to the proton beam-induced pressure waves [1]. In the case of the JSNS, the 
repeated proton injection frequency is 25 Hz, and the lifetime is designed to be 2500 hours from the 
viewpoint of the radiation damage. Therefore, the number of loading cycles will achieve beyond 108 

cycles, very high-cycles throughout the expected lifetime. The fatigue limit of the 316L SS stainless 
steel has decreased about 40% by the peak-peak roughness of the pitting damaged surface when the 

                       
1   Graduate School of Science and Engineering, Ibaraki University, Hitachi, Ibaraki 316-8511, 

Japan.
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number of loading cycles gets to be 108 [2]. It is reported that the very high-cycle fatigue degradation 
is different from the conventional fatigue up to million cycles, and the fatigue crack initiation due to 
internal flaw and/or inclusion becomes dominant in very high-cycle fatigue [3]. The strain rate at the 
beam window portion of the target vessel is estimated to be 50 1/s at the maximum (as shown in figure 
2), which is relatively higher than that of the conventional fatigues. The fatigue strength is affected by 
the strain rate, i.e., the increase of fatigue lifetime with increasing strain rate [4, 5]. Furthermore, the 
temperature at the beam window will reach up to 250 ºC due to heat deposit at 1MW operation.  
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Figure 1. Mercury target vessel at the 
JSNS 

Figure 2. Time response of strain rate at the 
center part of the beam window 

 
The mercury target vessel is exposed to intense fluxes of protons and spallation neutrons. 

Irradiation induced defects (frank loops essentially) act as dispersed barriers to dislocation motion, and 
are responsible for the observed increase in yield stress and the ductility loss. Simultaneously, grain 
boundaries can be weakened by irradiation, and radiation-embrittlement can lead to crack formation 
when an irradiated material is subject to cyclic stress loading [6]. 

Additionally, Liquid Metal Embrittlement (LME) due to mercury immersion is concerned for the 
mercury target vessels, and is investigated through micro-hardness measurement and bending fatigue 
testing [7-9]. It was reported that the surface of 316L SS got to be harder and the crack propagation 
rate was accelerated caused by mercury immersion. 

The mechanical properties including high-cycle fatigue behavior and deformation mechanisms of 
type 316L have been reported in detail [9-11]. There are few researches on the fatigue behavior of type 
316L in very high-cycle fatigue region. In the present study, in order to investigate the fatigue strength 
of the type 316L in high-strain rate, very high-cycle fatigue tests were conducted by using an 
ultrasonic fatigue-testing machine. Also, the fatigue strength at the temperature of 250 ºC was 
investigated. 

2.  Experimental procedure 

2.1.  Specimen 
The type 316L austenitic stainless steel was used for the very high-cycle fatigue test. A part of the as-
received materials, which were heat-treated at 1055 ºC for 6 min with water quench (referred to SA), 
were subjected to different cold-rolled levels, i.e., 10% and 20% reduction of thickness (referred to 
10% CW and 20% CW).  

An hourglass shape specimen was selected for the test as shown in figure 3. In order to obtain the 
resonance frequency of the specimen at 20 kHz, the lengths of l and L were selected as 22.7 mm and 
40 mm, respectively.  
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Figure 3. Photograph of the fatigue specimen  

 

2.2.  Fatigue test  
Load-controlled fatigue tests were conducted by using an ultrasonic fatigue testing system (Shimadzu, 
USF-2000) as shown in figure 4. The specimen was loaded in tension-compression (the ratio of stress 
R = σmax /σmin was -1) with a resonance frequency of 20 kHz. Fatigue failure of the specimen was 
defined as the resonance frequency exceeded to ±500 Hz of the initial state due to the occurrence of 
micro-crack. This means that the specimen is not completely broken after the fatigue test. The 
maximum number of load cycles in this experiment was set to 109. More detailed information for the 
ultrasonic fatigue test is reported elsewhere [12]. 
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Figure 4. Schematic of ultrasonic fatigue testing machine 
 

In order to prevent an increase of specimen temperature caused by the internal heat generation 
together with high-speed deformation, loading/arresting intervals were controlled during the test in 
addition to the air-cooling of the specimen surface. The temperature rise of the center portion of the 
specimen surface was monitored by using an infrared radiation thermometer (KEYENCE, IT2-02), 
with a spot diameter of ca. 1.2 mm.  

In this research, the self-heating of the specimen during the ultrasonic fatigue test was used for 
increasing specimen-temperature in order to perform the fatigue test at the temperature of 
approximately 250 ºC. The fatigue test was carried out as follows: 1) starting the ultrasonic fatigue test 
without cooling and with the intermittent loading, where the loading time and arresting time were 
selected according to the stress amplitude; 2) applying the air cooler when the specimen temperature is 
reach up to about 260 ºC; and 3) adjusting the flow rate of the cold air to maintain the specimen 
temperature around 250 ºC. 

2.3.  Micro-hardness measurement 
In order to investigate changes in mechanical properties by cyclic loading, the cross-sectional hardness 
was measured by using a micro hardness tester with a Berkovich tip (Shimadzu, DUH-W201S). The 
fatigue-failed specimen was cut in a longitudinal direction, and a center part was used for hardness 
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measurement. The cut specimens were mounted and polished to a mirror surface by using the colloidal 
silica liquid abrasive with the particle diameter of 0.06 μm. The universal hardness is defined as the 
quotient of the test load and the surface area of the indentation under an applied test load, which is 
obtained by [13] 

                                                               
max

2
max

43.26 D
LHu  ,                                                                (1) 

where Dmax is the maximum depth, and Lmax is the maximum load.  

3.  Results and discussion  

3.1.  Specimen temperature during ultrasonic fatigue test 
Figure 5 shows the time histories of the surface temperatures of the specimens during the ultrasonic 
fatigue test under a constant loading time 0.11 s and arresting time 5.0 s. It is observed that the 
specimen failed at 7.4×106 cycles under 260 MPa for SA and 1.05×106 cycles under stress amplitude 
of 380 MPa for 10% CW, respectively. It can be seen that, in the case of SA, the temperatures of 
specimen was kept at about 13.5 °C at the maximum. On the other hand, the temperature of the 10% 
CW gradually increased because of the capacity of air cooler was not enough. Figure 6 shows the time 
histories of the surface temperatures of the specimens during the ultrasonic fatigue test under the 
loading time 0.11 s and arresting time 0.99 s for SA and the loading time 0.11 s and arresting time 
0.22 s for 10% CW, respectively. The specimens failed at 1.22×107cycles under the stress amplitude 
of 180 MPa for SA and 1.29×107 cycles under the stress amplitude of 380 MPa for 10% CW, 
respectively. It can be seen that the temperature at the surface of specimens was kept at about 250 °C.  
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Figure 5. Temperature histories of the 
specimens tested at room temperature 

Figure 6. Temperature histories of the 
specimens tested at 250 °C 

 
At the beginning of the fatigue test around 250 ºC, the temperature rising process (from 0 ºC to 250 

ºC) is much less than 1% of the total lifetime. The sharp increases of the surface temperature were 
noted in both SA and CW specimens just before fatigue failure takes place regardless of the testing 
temperature. This trend might be utilized to detect the failure just before it. This phenomenon has also 
been reported in the steels and aluminum alloys [14]. It was suggested that this sudden increase of the 
temperature allows determining the number of cycles at crack initiation, and more than 90% of the 
total life that is devoted to crack initiation. In the case of 316L SS, the temperature increase might be 
enhanced as compared with that of the other metals because of the low thermal conductivity [15]. 

3.2.  Effect of cord work on fatigue strength 
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The applied stress amplitude as a function of the number of cycles to failure (S-N) of SA, 10% CW 
and 20% CW are shown in figure 7. The fatigue data were fitted according to the Wöhler’s approach 
as follows,    

                                                              af baN loglog                                                                (2) 

where σa is the stress amplitude, and a and b are constants.  
The fatigue failure occurred beyond 107 cycles, i.e. in the very high-cycle fatigue regime for the SA, 

10% CW and 20% CW. A continuous decline, which is usually observed in the very high-cycle fatigue 
regime for carbon steels [3, 16], is observed in the 316L regardless of the degree of cold working. 
That is, the conventional fatigue limit disappears, and the fatigue limit only exists at a given number of 
cycles. The fatigue strengths of SA, 10% CW and 20% CW at the number of cycles of 109 are about 
190 MPa, 340 MPa and 390 MPa, respectively. The fatigue strength of 20% CW is higher than that of 
SA and 10% CW, and the fatigue strength increases with increasing CW level under the stress-
controlled fatigue. It was suggested that the dislocation density was increased with the CW level [17]. 
Increments in dislocation density cause the increase of the tensile strength, which will enhance the 
fatigue strength. The fatigue degradation rates, defined as the slope of the S-N curve above the fatigue 
limit, are 1/24, 1/36 and 1/117 for SA, 10% CW and 20% CW, respectively; i.e. the fatigue 
degradation rate decreases with CW level. 

3.3.  Effect of strain rate on fatigue strength 
In order to investigate the effect of strain rate on the fatigue strength of SA, the fatigue data was 
compared with the reference data [10, 11, 18]. The experiments of references and the ultrasonic 
fatigue test were conducted with strain rate magnitude from 10-3 to 10-1 1/s and 102 1/s, respectively. It 
can be seen in figure 8 that there are almost no differences in the fatigue lifetime when the frequency 
is increased from 0.2 Hz to 20Hz (equivalent strain rates from 10-3 1/s to 10-1 1/s). In contrast, the 
fatigue lifetime exhibits a great increase when the strain rate is increased up to 102 1/s. Besides, the 
effect of strain rate on fatigue limit gets to be more pronounced at high strain rate around 102 1/s.  
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Figure 8. S-N curves of the type 316 SS with 
different strain rate [10, 11, 18] 

 
Other researchers have reported similar results. In the study on 50CrMo4 [19], the fatigue lifetime 

increased with the increasing strain rate was also observed. In 316L austenitic stainless steel [20], the 
decrease of the fatigue lifetime in the low strain rate was considered due to the higher crack density 
and the decrease in crack propagation rate or cracks initiation life caused by the more pronounced 
dynamic strain aging at the low strain rate. Moreover, the dynamic strain aging range of the austenitic 
stainless steel has been proved from 200 °C to 800 °C [21]. Therefore, the increment in fatigue 
lifetime in the present research should be independent of the dynamic strain aging. Some researchers 
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suggested that the strength is enhanced at high strain rate [22, 23], which causes the increase of the 
fatigue strength. Some other researchers [23, 24] considered that the reason of the longer fatigue 
lifetime at the high strain rate is the slower fatigue crack propagation rate. From this viewpoint, the 
following model summarized from many experimental data for various materials is used to describe 
the effect of the testing loading frequency on the fatigue crack propagation rate as follows [24]: 

                                                    nKfC
dN

da
)(0                                                                            (3) 

where f is the loading frequency, n and C0 are constants related to the combination of material, 
temperature and environment, △K is the range of stress intensity factor. From this model, it can be 
seen that the fatigue crack propagation rate decreases with increasing loading frequency. In the study 
of 304 austenitic stainless steel [23], the increment in fatigue lifetime is considered due to the 
deceleration of the fatigue crack propagation and the delay of the crack initiation. Basing on the SEM 
observation, the striation spacing, which corresponds to the macroscopic crack propagation rate, 
decreased with increasing strain rate [23]. 

3.4.  Fatigue strength at 250 °C 
The applied stress amplitude as a function of the number of cycles to failure (S-N) of SA, 10% CW 
and 20% CW under room temperature (referred to RT) and 250 °C (referred to HT) are shown in 
figure 9. It can be seen that the fatigue failure occurred beyond 107, i.e. in the very high-cycle fatigue 
regime independent of the testing temperature. The fatigue strengths of SA and 10% CW at 250 ºC 
were reduced about 10% and 30% than that of at RT, respectively.  

It is well known that the fatigue strength of metals and alloys depends on their mechanical 
properties, such as ultimate tensile strength (UTS). In general, the decreasing in ultimate tensile 
strength will lead to the decreasing of fatigue strength. Figure 10 shows changes in engineering UTS 
of SA and 17% CW as a function of temperature [25]. It was indicated that the engineering UTS 
decreases with increasing temperature. Therefore, the decreasing of fatigue strength at 250 °C is due to 
the decreasing engineering UTS.  
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Figure 9. S-N curves of SA and 10% CW 
under room temperature and 250 °C 

Figure 10. Relationship between engineering 
UTS, young’s modulus and temperature [23, 
26] 

It has been reported that the reduction of fatigue lifetime at the temperature around 250 °C was 
attributed to the effect of dynamic strain aging, which occurs in the range from 200 °C to 800 °C in the 
case of austenitic stainless steel [21, 25, 26]. There are two ways of the dynamic strain aging effect on 
the fatigue resistance. One is that the dynamic strain aging induces inhomogeneity of deformation lead 
to the multiple crack initiation, which causes the reduction of the crack initiation life, that is, the 
fatigue resistance decreases in the crack initiation stage [21]. Another is that dynamic strain aging 
induced embrittlement can cause a large stress concentration at the crack tip, which will enhance the 
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crack propagation rate. That is, the fatigue resistance decreases in the crack propagation stage [25]. 
Kim et al. [27] have also noted that the increasing of crack propagation rate of 316L stainless steel in 
the dynamic strain-aging regime. In conclusion, the reduced crack initiation life and propagation life 
caused by the dynamic strain aging lead to the decrease of the fatigue resistance in the regime of 
dynamic strain aging. Srinivasan et al. [26] have suggested that the effect of the oxidation of the 
specimen will enhance the crack nucleation at slip steps. The fatigue resistant of 316L in the air was 
proved to be weaker than that of in the vacuum [28]. However, in the present research, the oxidation 
of the specimen during the fatigue tests at around 250 °C is hardly observed. Hence, the effect of the 
oxidation of the specimen on fatigue strength can be negligible. 

During the fatigue test at 250 °C, the frequency decreases with increasing temperature until it reach 
up to 250 °C, as shown in figure 11. The reduction of resonance frequency induced by the temperature 
of 250 °C is about 400Hz, which is very small compared with that of 20 kHz at room temperature. 
Therefore, the effect of the resonance frequency caused by the testing temperature should not be 
considered. The decreasing in resonance frequency can be attributed to the decreasing in Young’s 
modulus, which has been reported that the Young’s modulus decreases with increasing temperature 
[28], as shown in figure 10.  
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during fatigue test at 180MPa 

3.5.  Micro-hardness change during fatigue test 
Changes in universal hardness of fatigue-failed specimens with the different number of cycles are 
indicated in figure 12. In the case of SA, the universal hardness shows an increase with the number of 
cycles: that is, a so-called cyclic hardening is recognized. In contrast, the hardness and residual 
strength of 10% CW show the negative relation with the number of cycles in the region below 106: a 
so-called cyclic softening is recognized, and thereafter the cyclic hardening occurs. Furthermore, in 
the case of 20% CW, there exists the negative relationship between the universal hardness and the 
number of cycles when the number of cycles is below about 107, i.e. cyclic softening occurs, followed 
by cyclic hardening. A similar tendency of the universal hardness can be seen in 10% CW, but the 
break point, i.e. the number of cycles when the cyclic hardening transit from cyclic softening, seems to 
shift to 107 cycles approximately.  

The cyclic hardening for annealed materials [29, 30] and cyclic softening for the pre-strained 
materials [20, 21] in the low cycle strain-controlled fatigue have been observed. It was supposed that 
the cyclic behavior, i.e. cyclic hardening or softening, is related to the interaction between the plastic 
deformation induced by dislocation generation rate and annihilation rate [31, 32]. When the 
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annihilation rate of dislocation is lower than the generation rate, the dislocation density will increase, 
and the cyclic hardening takes place. Otherwise, cyclic softening occurs.  
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4.  Summary 
The followings are summarized from the ultrasonic fatigue tests on 316L SS: 

1) The fatigue failure occurred beyond 107 cycles, i.e. in the very high-cycle regime, independent 
of the testing temperature. 

2) The fatigue strength increases with the cold work level. 
3) The fatigue limit at a high strain rate (102 1/s) is higher than that of the lower strain rate (10-3 1/s 

to 10-1 1/s). 
4) The fatigue strengths of SA and 10% CW of 250 ºC were reduced about 10% and 30% from that 

of room temperature, respectively. 
5) The cyclic behavior of the materials is dependent on their initial state, pre-strained or not. In the 

case of solution annealed (SA) 316L, the universal hardness showed a positive relation with the 
number of cycles: i.e. cyclic hardening occurred. On the contrary, in the case of cold worked (CW) 
316L, the universal hardness showed a negative relation with the number of cycles, followed by cyclic 
softening when the number of cycles smaller than a critical value. The critical number of cycles is 
about 106 for 10% CW and 107 for 20% CW. 

6) A sharp increase of the surface temperature was observed in both SA and CW specimens just 
before fatigue failure regardless of the testing temperature. This phenomenon can be applied to detect 
fatigue failure. 
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Abstract 
The on-going project for construction of the European Spallation Source (ESS), the 5 MW 
long-pulsed neutron research facility in Lund, Sweden, has entered the phase in which design 
work and development are focused on realising solutions that shall satisfy well-defined 
requirements. The Target Station, which converts the pulsed proton beam delivered by the 
linear accelerator to cold and thermal neutron beams tailored for neutron science applications, 
consists of several systems. Each of these elements offers unique design challenges for the 
engineering teams both in terms of providing the necessary primary function and in satisfying 
complex requirements for physical and functional interfaces between systems. 

The Target systems, consisting of the tungsten target wheel, the drive, and the associated 
helium cooling system, have undergone optimisation and development during the preliminary 
design phase. Issues that have been studied include the helium coolant pressure and 
temperature level, internal flow paths and patterns, seal leak rates, manufacturability, 
integration with moderator and reflector components, remote handling strategies and waste 
management. 

This paper is a status update on the ESS Target systems development; presenting specified 
parameter values, discussing chosen design solutions and addressing upcoming engineering 
challenges. 

 

1.  General description Target Station [1] 

The function of the target station is to convert the intense proton beam from the accelerator into a number of 
intense neutron beams. This conversion is achieved by the interplay of a number of basic functions. In the heavy 
metal target the impinging proton beam radiation from the accelerator is converted via the spallation process into 
fast neutrons as the useful product, while generating a large amount of heat, radioactive isotopes and prompt 
radiation as unavoidable by-products. The moderator-reflector assembly surrounding the target transforms the 
fast neutrons emitted by the target into slow neutrons, which are the final form of useful radiation provided by 
the neutron source, while further radioactive waste is produced by the absorption of neutrons by various target 
structures. (Here, “fast” means neutrons with velocities in the range of 10% of the velocity of light and “slow” 
means velocities comparable to the speed of sound.) These two neutronically active systems are surrounded by a 
radiation shielding system of approximately 7000 tons of steel, in order to contain the extreme level of highly 
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penetrating gamma and fast neutron radiation created in the target and its vicinity. The beam extraction system 
provides intense slow neutron beams through beam guides, which traverse the target shielding. These neutron 
beam guides are accessible at the surface of the shielding, for delivery to and use at the neutron-scattering 
instruments facing the beam ports at variable distances. The proton beam window separates the high vacuum in 
the accelerator from the atmospheric-pressure inert helium gas inside a large container vessel, in which all of 
these systems are housed. They form, together with the tight container, the target monolith, which takes the 
shape of a 11 m diameter and 8 m high cylinder.  

At ESS, the proton beam will deliver 5 MW power in the form of kinetic energy. About 10% of this energy is 
converted to mass through the nuclear reactions in the spallation process that produces neutrons, other nuclear 
fragments, isotopes and gamma radiation. The energy of these particles makes up the remaining 90% of the 
proton beam energy, and it is almost all deposited within a distance of 1 m from the site of proton beam impact 
in the target. Different cooling circuits in the target monolith remove this large amount of heat from the target 
itself (3 MW), from the moderator-reflector assembly (1.2 MW) and from the monolith shielding (0.3 MW). The 
proton beam window is directly heated by the traversing beam and requires cooling of about 6 kW, though this 
value is strongly dependent on window design details.  

Radiation damage and fatigue limit the lifetime of the three most strongly affected systems: the target, the 
reflector-moderator assembly and the proton beam window. All of these systems will need to be changed 
multiple times during the lifetime of the facility, with frequencies ranging between 6 months and 5 years, as 
conservatively estimated on the basis of available experience at spallation sources. The removed used 
components represent a considerable amount of radioactive waste. The other part of the radioactive waste 
consists of gases, volatiles and airborne particles, which will be continuously captured by a variety of efficient 
filters and traps. 

 
Figure 1 Monolith with target wheel and shaft inside 
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2.  Improvements on Target Wheel, Target Shaft and Target Helium Cooling System 

 
Figure 2 Target Wheel and Shaft 

The Target consists of the Wheel, the Shaft, the Driving Unit and the Target Helium Cooling System. The design 
has been evolved since the original baseline, as described in the ESS Technical Design Report. The baseline 
target design calls for 33 target sectors, each made up of slabs of tungsten, the spallation material, held in place 
between two structural holder beams. The 33 beams delimit the target sectors and are connected to a massive 
central hub that makes the transition to the shaft, as shown in Figure 3 

  
Figure 3 Central piece, beams and bottom shroud 

The 33 sectors of spallation material and structural beams are contained between top and bottom ring-shaped lids 
welded to the periphery of the central hub, with a rim composed of the beam entrance windows and their frames. 
The target wheel rotates around a vertical axis. The shrouds and rim form the gas-tight target vessel, which, 
together with the structural beams to which it is welded, forms the target’s pressure container.  
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Figure 4 Target Wheel (pressure container) 

To improve the cooling of the spallation material in the wheel the shroud has been redesigned. The Wheel 
Shroud is now built up with two plates with cooling channels in between where the helium flows from the center 
of the Shaft to the outer edge of the Wheel (figure 5) The helium flows both in the upper part of the shroud and 
the bottom. 

 
Figure 5 Target Wheel Shroud. The rim removed and the helium 

channels in both the upper and lower shroud plates shown. 

 The helium flows then back to the center of the shaft in a serpentine pattern, cooling the tungsten (figure 6). 

  
Figure 6 Spallation material arrangement. The helium flow follows in a 

serpentine pattern through the tungsten slabs, guided by the channel 
separation walls. Blue arrows indicate direction of helium flow. 
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 A helium mass flow of 3 kg/s and an inlet temperature of 40 °C will keep the tungsten material below the 
critical temperature of 500°C and the Vessel including the internal structure below 400°C. These temperature 
limits will prevent the tungsten from oxidization in the event that air infiltrates the target vessel, and will also 
assure that creep behavior on the steel structure is avoided. 

In the baseline design the helium operation pressure was decided to be 0,36MPa based om facts at the time. With 
a mass flow of 3 kg/s this pressure level leads to high helium volume flow, which puts extensive demands on the 
helium compressor. Critical design factors has been calculated and are compiled in a parameter diagram (figure 
7) 

 
Figure 7 Critical Design Factors 

The diagram shows the decreasing need of compressor power and also the reduced pressure drop, if the 
operation pressure is increased. Of course an increased pressure will on the other hand increase the helium 
leakage and also stress to the shroud. 

To optimize the Target Helium Cooling System the critical design factors has been examined. The advantages to 
increase the operation pressure to some degree overrides drawbacks with increased stress and leakage. The 
operation pressure finaly was adjusted to 1,0 MPa. The Wheel has to fulfill stress criteria according to an 
operation pressure of 1,0 MPa. The concept design of the Wheel, composed of two plates welded together with 
ribs in between, forms a solid structure to meet those stress criteria. Final thermal-mechanical calculations are 
ongoing and minor design adjustments are foreseen. 

The pressure drop in the Target Helium Cooling System is calculated to be just around 0.06 MPa. With an 
operation pressure of 1.0 MPa the helium compressor can by this figure be more considered as a circulator than a 
compressor. The increased operation pressure, from 0.36 MPa to 1.0 MPa significantly reduces the helium 
compressor power. A preliminary investigation of possible compressor vendors indicates that the cost for the 
compressor reduces significantly with these new design parameters.  
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A Preliminary Design Review of the Target Helium Cooling Concept Design has been performed. The result of 
the review was that the review committee endorsed the preliminary system design and with a few 
recommendations proposed that the system is ready to be progressed to its final design phase.  

Regarding the Wheel and the Shaft these subsystems of the Target Station is close up to the Preliminary Design 
Review. The concept design of the Spallation Material is ready and also the concept design of the Wheel. The 
shaft is however undergoing redesign and optimization to better satisfy requirements on shielding performance 
and prevention of neutron streaming. The Driving Unit and the Sealing, connecting the Helium Cooling System 
to the rotating Shaft, also needs minor clarification of the design concept. 

3.  In-Kind 

The construction of the ESS in Lund is strongly based on In-Kind contributions from member states. During 
2014 In-Kind collaboration meetings have been performed. Institute within ESS member states were invited and 
the different work scopes presented. Regarding the Target Helium Cooling System and the Target Wheel and 
Shaft, the goal is to have an In-Kind Collaboration Agreement ready before the end of 2014. 
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Abstract. Moderator performance studies were conducted to scope out conceptual target-
moderator-reflector configurations for a second SNS target station (STS) for providing long-
wavelength pulsed neutron beams with prime peak brightness. STS was assumed to receive 
467 kW proton beam power at 1.3 GeV proton energy in short-pulse structure (<1 us pulse 
length) at 10 Hz repetition rate into a stationary compact solid tungsten target with a flat proton 
beam of 30 cm2 footprint. Coupled cylindrical supercritical para-hydrogen moderators with 
ambient water pre-moderators with three neutron extraction ports were investigated for neutron 
scattering instruments needing peak intensity beams; box-shaped decoupled centrally poisoned 
para-hydrogen moderators were investigated for high-resolution instruments. We optimized the 
configurations of coupled and decoupled moderators with the square viewed areas ranging 
from the standard-size 10x10 cm2  down to  the smallest size of 2x2 cm2 viewed areas to arrive 
at optimized cold neutron pulse peak brightness using MCNPX imbedded into global optimizer 
framework. With this body of information and a requirement to feed a suite of 19 STS 
candidate instruments we tailored a STS moderator suite to feed a suite of 19 candidate STS 
instruments consisting of a flat 3cm high coupled cylindrical para-hydrogen moderator, a box-
type coupled para-hydrogen moderator with 5x5 cm2 cross sectional area and 10 cm depth, and 
a decoupled moderator unit with a cold para-hydrogen side and an ambient water side. For the 
coupled cold moderators, gains in peak brightness of a factor of 11-13 were demonstrated 
comparing to the first target station coupled moderators operated at 2 MW and 50 Hz; for the 
decoupled moderators the STS gains in peak brightness were a factor of 3-4.  

1.  Introduction 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory is pursuing conceptual design work on a second target station (STS) 
with the goal to supplement its suite of instruments with complementary capabilities as outlined in the 
STS Technical Design Report [1]. The second target station is seen as an opportunity to address next-
generation science challenges. Profiting from the technological progress in neutron optics 
developments and to adapt to the requirements of smaller samples, longer length-scales of structures 
and investigation of dynamic systems, our goal is to design instrumentation that exceeds the 
capabilities of present day instrumentation by orders of magnitude and opens the door to new science. 
Improvements of the instrumentation are to be harvested from the optimizing the source (target/ 
moderator/ reflector) through optics to detectors. The gains achievable by the source are discussed in 
this paper.  

Earlier efforts of STS investigated the long-pulse option utilizing every third pulse of the SNS 
accelerator system circumventing the accumulator ring arriving at about 1MW beam power at 20 Hz 
repetition rate and 1 ms pulse length [2]. Considering the inferiority of such a source in comparison 
with ESS operated at 5 MW, and learning about the successes of the highly optimized ISIS TS2 [3] 
operated in the short-pulse mode, encouraged us to explore in more depth the STS short-pulse option. 
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2.  Target Station Concepts 
The source performance derives from the right material choices of target, moderators and reflector [4] 
and their tight coupling and the beam parameters. Building on the existing SNS accelerator that 
already has shown its ability to deliver a 1.4 MW proton beam at 1 GeV proton energy, 60 Hz 
repetition rate and 0.7 μs pulse length, we foresee a build-out of the accelerator system to 2.8 MW and 
1.3 GeV beam energy. Every sixth pulse is in a pulse-stealing mode routed to STS, which hence would 
operator at 467 kW and 10 Hz repetition rate. The lower power will allow us to inject the beam into 
the target at a beam footprint area of 30 cm2. The remainder of the pulses would drive the first target 
station (FTS) at 50 Hz repetition rate in a 60 Hz time structure. We also assume here that FTS is 
limited to 2MW power.  

Building on the expertise of spallation source technologies tested and proven in facilities at IPNS, 
ISIS, Lujan Center, SNS and JPARC, we choose a heavy-water cooled stacked plate tungsten target as 
spallation target because of the superior material density and the resulting large neutron yield in a very 
compact neutron production zone. For coupled cold moderators, para-hydrogen pre-moderated with 
light water is the prime choice for highest-intensity cold beam generation at a mega-watt facility [5]. 
Also for a decoupled moderator, para-hydrogen is a good choice. Liquid carbon-hydrates suffer from 
polymerization and subsequent clogging up of supply piping and do not offer better performance. 
Solid carbon hydrates (mesithylene, methane) are in use at IBR2, loose their advantage of the higher 
hydrogen density when used in the pelletized from. In the solid monolithic form as in use at ISIS TS2, 
the moderator would have to be regenerated at least 10 times more frequently to avoid the violent 
release of accumulated energy caused by the radiation-induced breaking of molecular bonds. 

For a reflector, the unanimous pick is beryllium, a good moderator of its own right and a material 
with good thermal and mechanical properties. 

3.  Moderator Performance Studies 
The increasing complexity of materials being studied at photon and neutron sources are being 
synthesized in elaborate procedures, which result in a reduction of available sample masses and sizes 
for scattering experiments. Striving for unchanged instrument resolution, the neutrons from a given 
fixed source size cannot be focused down to a smaller sample without degradation of the experiment 
and are of no use in the experiment. As has been pointed out by Zhao [6] and Carpenter [7], the source 
size and instrument optics has to be matched to the sample size. On the other side, the neutron 
brightness varies greatly across the viewed moderator face dependent on the wavelength range, 
moderator choice but also dependent on target/moderator geometry as demonstrated by Lu [8] for the 
SNS FTS moderators. These findings were actually exploited by the instruments EQSANS [9] and 
NSE [10] and with limited moderator view to align their optics off-moderator-center to utilize higher 
moderator brightness and hence gain fluxes at sample of factors of 1.5. If instruments are not utilizing 
the full view of the moderator, the moderator size can be reduced with gains of moderator brightness 
(to be shown), but also result in a lower hydrogen inventory, in a smaller integral cryogenic heat load 
and consequently reduced construction and operations cost. 

While we were exploring these options for a short-pulse system for coupled and decoupled 
moderators, ESS did likewise for the long-pulse target station and indeed published interesting 
findings of gains that match in broad terms our results [11].  

Details of our principal work, optimization studies of moderators on compact tungsten targets, 
surrounded by beryllium reflector, involve MCNPX [12] as the tool to assess moderator performance 
and are described in an extensive report [13] and in a publication in preparation [14]. 

Without going into detail here, the findings are summarized as follows. 
For cylindrical coupled para-hydrogen moderators with light water pre-moderator and neutron 

extraction at three ports of a given square-sized neutron extraction ports, the moderator dimensions, 
pre-moderator dimensions, proton beam and consequently target height at a given proton beam 
footprint of 30 cm2 (flat beam distribution), and moderator position with regard to target nose were 
optimized with respect to a figure-of-merit emphasizing peak brightness below 5 meV of neutron 
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energy. Moderators with viewed areas ranging from 10x10 cm2 to 2x2 cm2 were investigated. For the 
resulting optimized configurations extended moderator performance assessments were conducted, the 
results of which are shown in figure 1 for peak brightness and figure 2 for brightness integrated over 
one pulse. The analyses for FTS and STS assumed equal energy pulses, however, the proton energies 
assumed 1 GeV for FTS and 1.3 GeV for STS.  

The STS moderator with viewed area 10x10 cm2 closest matches the FTS moderators, which all 
have viewed areas of 10 cm width and 12 cm height. In the cold neutron range below 10 meV the 
pulse-integrated and peak pulse gains of the STS moderator are 7 and 5. A factor of four of the STS 
gains for the coupled moderator can be attributed to moving the moderator at the prime neutron 
production zone of the target and by having a moderator depth optimized to para-hydrogen. In contrast, 
the FTS coupled moderators are located downstream of the decoupled moderators at a distance from 
the prime neutron production and were dimensioned to 5 cm depth to make them fairly insensitive to 
ortho-para fluctuations of the uncatalized hydrogen loop. With these choices, the FTS coupled 
moderators suffered greatly in performance as comparisons to the JPARC coupled moderator as 
indicated in Ref. [15]. The gains above four are to be attributed to the target choice, compacter proton-
beam footprint and better target/moderator coupling. Additional gains of a factor of 2.5 and 3 in pulse-
integrated and peak brightness, respectively, are to be had over the STS configuration with 10x10 cm2 
viewed area. It is worth mentioning that with the selection of the peak-brightness FOM, the moderator 
radius reduced from 7.6 cm for the 10x10 cm2 viewed area to 3.7 cm for the 2x2cm2 while the pre-
moderator thickness increased from 1.5 cm to 2.8 cm. For a selection of a FOM favoring the pulse-
integrated brightness the optimal moderator dimensions would certainly have resulted in larger radii 
and somewhat higher pulse-integral brightness values closer to what we found in the long-pulse 
studies [2].  

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Peak brightness gains over the FTS coupled moderator based 
on equal power pulses. 
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In a similar way, decoupled para-hydrogen moderator studies were conducted. The studied 
decoupled moderators were box-type moderator volumes, viewed from two opposite sides, centrally 
poisoned by gadolinium and decoupled from the beryllium reflector by cadmium layers around the 
not-viewed aluminum vessel walls and the square-sized neutron extraction ports. The optimization 
tuned the moderator dimensions, proton beam height at fixed proton beam area of 30 cm2, and the 
moderator position with regard to the target nose. As the FOM, we used the neutron intensity below 
10 meV energy within a pulse time window of energy-dependent width equivalent to the emission 
time FWHM value of the pulse of the FTS decoupled hydrogen moderator [8] and penalized by the 
neutron intensity outside of the time-window. Better-converged calculations were performed for the 
optimized configurations for each setting of viewed area. The moderator depths of 4.4 cm thickness 
obtained from the optimizations for all viewed area settings produced FWHM pulse widths that were 
somewhat narrower than that of the FTS moderator. For this reason the moderator thickness was 
increased to 5 cm for the production calculations, which arrived at better FWHM matches. The gains 
of peak brightness over the FTS decoupled hydrogen moderator [8] are shown in figure 3. Gains of a 
factor of 2.6 are obtained for cold neutrons for the STS moderator with 10x10 cm2 viewed area. It 
seems that the overall smaller decoupled moderators benefit more from the small-footprint target and 
proton beam. The gains grow to a factor of 5 for the small STS version with 2x2 cm2 viewed area, 
hence by almost a factor of 2 over the STS 10x10 cm2 configuration. 

 

Figure 2.  Pulse-integrated brightness gains over the FTS coupled 
moderator based on equal-energy pulses.
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4.  Matching STS Instrument Needs to Moderators 
These model simulations described in section 3 indicate that significant gains of neutron performance 
are to be had at STS over FTS. In parallel to these studies, an STS candidate instrument suite of 19 
instruments was developed. The instrument developers requested the preferred type of moderator 
(coupled/decoupled), neutron spectrum (cold/thermal) and the viewed area size as summarized in 
Table 1. As only three to four moderators can be realized at a target station, choices of moderators and 
moderator characteristics have to be made. From Table 1 we conclude that the moderator with highest 
request is a coupled cold moderator with viewed area of 3x3 cm2. Configuring the cylindrical para-
hydrogen moderator with two viewed ports of 3x3 cm2 and one port with 3x6 cm2 (height x width), we 
still can maintain the flat moderator design and serve 11 instruments. In addition a larger–area coupled 
cold moderator is requested and essential to two instruments, which requires a second cold coupled 
moderator. Decoupled moderators of various sizes and with thermal and cold characteristics that are 
best met by a back-to-back para-hydrogen/ambient water decoupled moderator of viewed areas of 7x7 
cm2. 

Table 1.  Moderator characteristics as requested by the proposed STS instrument suite. 

Moderator type View port size (cm) Requested Assigned 

Cold coupled 10x10 1 0 

Cold coupled 5x5 4 3 

Cold coupled 3x3 7 7 

Cold coupled 3x6 0 2 

Cold decoupled 7x7 3 4 

Cold decoupled 5x5 1 0 

Thermal-cold decoupled 7x7 2 3 

Thermal-cold decoupled 3x3 1 0 

Figure 3.  Peak brightness gain factors over the FTS decoupled 
moderator based on equal power pulses.
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5.  First Try STS Moderator Suite 
A first effort was undertaken to cast the thoughts of the previous chapter into a moderator suite for a 
technical design report (TDR). In this design depicted in figure 4 the target structure was refined by a 
19 tungsten plate structure, which resulted from thermal heat removal considerations. The cylindrical 
para-hydrogen moderator was placed at the bottom of the target (B), a box-type coupled para-
hydrogen moderator at the top upstream position (TU) with 5x5 cm2 viewed area, and a decoupled 
moderator unit consisting of ambient water and decoupled para-hydrogen moderators at the top 
downstream position (TD) each with 7x7 cm2 viewed area. To arrive at optimal positions and 
dimensions, the bottom moderator was optimized first, followed by the coupled cold moderator in the 
top-upstream position, both using the peak cold brightness FOM mentioned above. Before putting our 
attention to the decoupled moderator unit, the sensitivity of the performance of the TU moderator with 
regard to displacement in upstream direction was assessed with the finding that a 3 cm shift cost only 
5% of performance reduction. After applying the TU moderator shift, the decoupled TD moderator 
unit was optimized using the decoupled moderator FOM tailored to the FTS decoupled cold hydrogen 
and ambient water moderators, respectively. Naturally the optimizer moved the moderator as close as 
possible to the prime neutron production zone without interfering with the TU moderator.  

 

 

 
 

Again a final analysis was undertaken to arrive at fully converged moderator performance data. 
Results of peak brightness spectra are shown in figures 5 and 6 for the coupled and decoupled 
moderators, respectively. We were pleased to see that the TDR moderator performance held up to the 
promises of the single-moderator studies. The cylindrical para-hydrogen moderator saw only a single 
digit percentage loss mainly by adding the detailing of the target structures including cooling channels. 
The TU cold coupled moderator with 5x5 cm2 viewed area increased its peak brightness by 10% over 
the single moderator studies despite the 5% loss from shifting it upstream, mostly because its shape 
was converted from a cylindrical to a box-type moderator with tighter coupling to the pre-moderator. 
The decoupled para-hydrogen moderator suffered only a 25% loss over the single-moderator results. 
 

Figure 4.  Arrangement of three moderators in wing 
configuration around the STS tungsten target. 
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6.  Conclusions 
Despite adopting conservative, but proven choices for the material and design of the 
target/moderator/reflector assembly, an attractive target/moderator/reflector configuration is found. 
Optimization of moderator and premoderator dimensions, and moderator positions with regard to the 
target result in a configuration with a small proton beam footprint and tightly coupled target moderator 
with promising STS moderator performance. Brightness increases of a factor of 2-3 by downsizing the 
moderator viewed areas from 10x10 cm2 to 2x2 cm2 were demonstrated both for coupled and 
decoupled moderators. Gain factors on peak brightness of a factor of 13 were shown for STS at 467 
kW beam power at 10 Hz compared to FTS operated at 2 MW and 50 Hz for a 3 cm high para-
hydrogen cylindrical moderator. The gain factors for the STS decoupled moderators are 3 and 4 for the 
cold and thermal moderators, respectively. In this round of analyses, the optimizations were driven by 
crude empirical quantities based on peak brightness metrics. Ultimately, we are striving to refine the 
optimization strategies to involve instrument specific metrics to arrive at moderators that perfectly 
tailored to the instruments’ needs. 
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Figure 5. STS-TDR peak brightness of the coupled cold moderators 
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Abstract. The current, still evolving status of the design and the optimization work for the
moderator configuration for the European Spallation Source is described. The moderator design
has been strongly driven by the low-dimensional moderator concept recently proposed for use in
spallation neutron sources or reactors. Quasi-two dimensional, disc- or tube-shaped moderators,
can provide strong brightness increase (factor of 3 or more) with respect to volume para-H2

moderators, which constitute the reference, state-of-the-art technology for high-intensity coupled
moderators. In the design process other, more conventional, principles were also considered,
such as the importance of moderator positioning, of the premoderator, and beam extraction
considerations.

Different design and configuration options are evaluated and compared with the reference
volume moderator configuration described in the ESS Technical Design Report.

1. Introduction
The European Spallation Source (ESS), which entered the construction phase in 2013 in Lund,
Sweden, aims at starting operations and delivering the first neutrons in 2019 [1]. At 5MW time-
average power, and 125MW peak power (to be achieved by 2022), ESS will be the most powerful
neutron source in the world for neutron scattering studies of condensed matter. Neutrons will
be produced by a 2GeV proton beam impinging on a target made of tungsten. ESS will be the
first high-power long pulse source [2], the pulse length of the beam will be of 2.86ms, with 14Hz
repetition rate.

A key for a highly performing neutron source is the optimisation of the configuration of
the target, moderator and reflector assembly [3]. The use of tungsten as spallation material
will ensure a high neutron yield per incoming proton; the high density of tungsten favours
the production of neutrons in a small volume, increasing the probability that neutrons will
eventually be slowed down by the moderators placed next to the target. The presence of a
reflector surrounding the moderators is essential to increase the slow-neutron intensity from the
moderators. For a long pulse facility such as ESS, the recommended cold moderator type is a
coupled, pure para-H2 moderator [4], because it delivers the highest brightness per proton. The
coupling between moderator and reflector (i.e. the absence of any neutron absorbing material
to shape the pulse length) guarantees the highest peak flux from the moderator surface; pulses
are shaped in time by choppers placed in the beam lines.

An extensive effort from the ESS neutronic team has been carried out to design high-
brightness moderators; the current, still evolving status of the work is described in this paper.

3.2.11
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2. The baseline of the Technical Design Report
In April 2013 the ESS Technical Design Report (TDR) was issued[1]. The TDR design was
based on the best available state-of-the-art technology, which for high intensity moderators is
the J-PARC coupled volume para-H2 moderator [4]. In the TDR baseline configuration [1],
there are two volume moderators filled with pure para-H2. The MCNPX model shown in Fig. 1
reproduces the engineering design developed during the target station design update phase. The
moderators have a diameter of 16 cm and a height of 13 cm, see Fig. 1. The moderators are
surrounded by light water premoderators (except for the cold neutron extraction window), of
which the most important part, from the neutronic point of view, is the layer between target
and moderator, which is 2 cm thick. The window surface on the cold moderators for beam
extraction is of 12 × 12 cm2. On the sides of the cold moderators, thermal moderators are
placed for bispectral beam extraction. The openings in the reflector for beam extraction are of
60◦, with two openings per moderator, as shown in the figure. More information is available in
Ref. [5].

The absolute brightness was calculated at a distance of 10m from the moderators, using
collimators to view only the moderator surfaces. The calculated peak cold brightness is a factor
of 75 larger that in ILL yellow book [6] at 4 Å, a factor of 60 larger at 6 Å, and a factor of 65
larger at 10 Å.

This paper describes the work carried out after the TDR was issued, in an attempt to improve
the neutronic performance of the ESS moderators beyond best established practice.

Figure 1. MCNPX[7, 8] geometry of the reference TDR moderator configuration.

3. Low-dimensional moderators
Much of the work was based on the concept of low-dimensional moderators for increased
brightness, which are explained in details in Refs.[9, 10]. The basic principles of low-dimensional
moderators is explained by the single-collision model [10]: the mean free path of thermal neutrons
in para-H2 is of about 1 cm, while is of about 11 cm for cold neutrons. Assuming that one
collision only is needed to bring a thermal neutron to the cold regime, it is shown that the
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moderator brigthness is increased for quasi two dimensional (flat) or quasi one-dimensional
(tube) moderators. The brightness distribution map in the moderator face is shown in Fig. 2 for
a 10 cm and a 1.5 cm tall moderator, showing the presence of regions of higher brightness in the
tall moderator, while a flat moderator essentially has a single hot spot of neutron emission. In
order to work, it is required that the moderators are filled with close to pure para-H2; this can
be achieved in high-power facilities by use of catalyzers.

The resulting brightness as a function of moderator height is shown in Fig. 3. Note that
brigthness increase corresponds to a decrease in total neutron emission (red curve) as well as of
the total heat load in the moderator. Therefore a high intensity moderator is not the brightest
one; however, it is worth noting that, for the cylindrical shape used for the calculations in Fig. 3,
already for 3 cm thickness the total neutron emission is about 80% of the maximum reached at
10 cm.

Figure 2. Top: Calculated brightness map from volume moderator (left) and flat moderator
(right). Bottom: Brightness distribution along the moderator height for volume and flat
moderator.

3.1. Other design principles
- Perturbation effect: in addition to the moderator shape effects, a brigthness increase is
observed in low-dimensional moderators by the simple fact that being more compact, less
reflector materials is removed around the moderators for beam extraction.

- Premoderator: the importance of the premoderator is well established and premoderators
are widely used for cold neutron sources. The premoderator gives a spectral shaping,
bringing neutron energies down from 1 MeV range to thermal. We have found that this
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plays a crucial role not only for the cold moderator, but also for the thermal one (in which
case the thermal moderator can be considered more as a scatterer than a moderator). As a
result, we found that an extended premoderator, with dimensions practically equal to the
Be reflector, and thickness of about 3 cm, gives a substantial gain in both thermal and cold
moderator brightness.

- Position optimization: even though in a coupled moderator many of the neutrons reaching
the moderator have been scattered by the inner reflector, we found that the positioning of
the moderators close to the neutron production hotspot is quite important for brightness
optimization. Additionally, it may be advantageous to place the thermal moderator above
the target hotspot, rather than the cold moderator, because the thermal moderator is more
compact, making it possible to place both thermal and cold moderators very close to the
hotspot.

- Extraction optimization: a single moderator will not necessarily be able to serve the
whole ESS instrument suite. However, we have found that in some cases this is possible;
this is the case for the 3 cm pancake; if two moderators are installed, the ability to
serve all the instruments by one or the other moderator is an advantage for maximum
availability/flexibility.

Figure 3. The integral cold brightness (0 < E < 20 meV) increases with decreasing height
of the flat moderator (blue curve). On the contrary, the total number of emitted neutrons
(brightness multiplied by the viewed area of the emitting surface) increases (red curve) with
increasing moderator height, as well as the heat load (green curve).

4. The pancake moderator
The pancake design makes use of most of the concepts and findings described above. The
resulting model is shown in Figure 4. The important features of this design are the following:
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- 3 cm tall, 20 cm diameter cylindrical vessel containing pure para-H2; the viewed surface
can be up to 3 cm (Height) × 20 cm (Width), even though usually neutrons are extracted
from a window 3 cm (H) × 6 cm (W). The choice of the diameter is considered a good
balance between cold and thermal brightness, in the sense that it gives near maximum cold
performance, while allowing a higher thermal brightness since the water wings are moved
a bit closer to the neutron hotspot (Fig. 5).

- Neutron extraction for 2 × 120◦ angular openings.

- Water wings on the side of the cold moderator, for thermal neutron extraction. The viewed
surface can be up to 3 cm (H) × 12 cm (W), or even more, even though usually neutrons
are extracted from a window 3 cm (H) × 6 cm (W) or smaller.

- Extended premoderator between target and cold and thermal moderators, making use
of findings described in section 5, for increased thermal brightness, with the additional
advantage of reduction of the amount of Be close to the target.

Figure 4. Reference geometry for the pancake configuration. See explanation in the text.

The pancake moderator is designed for increased cold brightness. The cold brightness is
on average a factor of 2.4 the brightness delivered by the TDR moderators. For extraction
of thermal neutrons, the thermal brightness is a factor of 1.5 the TDR. Thermal neutrons are
extracted from the sides of the cold moderator. The thermal brightness can be increased by
bringing the water closer to the neutron hotspot, but this can be obtained only at the expense
of reduced cold brightness.

5. The second moderator
The pancake moderator brings not only an increased performance with respect to the TDR
design, mainly in the cold brightness, and partially also in the thermal brightness, but also
the fact that a flat moderator can serve the whole ESS instrument suite covering 2 × 120◦

beam extraction sector. This gives the opportunity to use the slot for the second moderator
(the bottom moderator) to add flexibility to the facility. In other words, a second moderator
can be used to supplement top pancake with either: i) a larger emission surface, resulting in a
high intensity moderator, or ii) a moderator with a different overall wavelength spectrum, i.e.
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Figure 5. Integrated cold and thermal brightness for a pancake moderator, and heat load on
the cryogenic parts (structure and hydrogen), as a function of the moderator diameter. The
model (see Fig. (4)) includes some structure and pipes.

with increased thermal brightness with respect to the cold brightness, or iii) a combination of
both things. The increased emission surface was discussed thoroughly. Essentially the gain in
intensity with the moderator height is a balance between reduced brightness and increased area,
and is seen in Figure 3; calculations for a 6 cm tall cold moderator were performed; its brightness
is reduced with respect to the 3 cm pancake by about a factor of 1.5. Effort was particularly
focussed on designing a moderator that would improve the thermal component of the spectrum.

6. The Optimized Thermal (OT) moderator
For maximum performance, the moderator should be placed near the hot spot of neutron
production in the spallation target. In tungsten, because of its high-density, this is an area
extended only a few cm starting about 10 cm from the target edge. The effect is mitigated by
the presence of the Be reflector, however it is significant: the effect on vertical placement was
calculated to be of about 3%/cm, while for horizontal placement is of about 1-2%/cm.

The thermal brightness can be improved if a moderator is specifically designed to improve
this part of the spectrum. It was found that brightness of the thermal moderator increases if
a water layer, approximately 3 cm thick, is placed between target and moderator, in a similar
way to what happens to the top pancake (Fig. 6). The combination of optimal placement of the
moderator with respect to the neutron production hot spot, and of the presence of this water
layer, is found to give an increase up to a factor of 1.7 with respect to the brightness of the
top pancake, for the same moderator height. The cold moderator next to the water moderator,
shown in Fig. 6 is similar to a tube moderator and will provide high cold brightness; however
it is highly directional and its brightness will decrease with the angle of beam extraction with
respect to the tube axis.
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Figure 6. Geometry with a pancake 3 cm top moderator, and an optimized thermal moderator
(3 cm tall) on bottom. Left: side view showing the 3 cm water layer between target and
moderators. Right: top view showing the thermal moderator (light blue) and the cold moderator
(dark blue), surrounded by the beryllium reflector (green).

7. Results and next steps
In Fig. 7 calculated wavelength spectra for the TDR, pancake and OT moderators are shown.
Flat moderators offer a clear brightness increase with respect to the original TDR design based
on volume moderators. Cylindrical pancake moderators are excellent cold moderators with a
brightness about 2.5 times higher than the TDR moderators. The increase in thermal brightness
is however limited, only a factor of 1.5: the thermal brightness remains the weak part of this
moderator configuration. It is important to note that the TDR design suffers also from this
drawback, as the peak thermal brightness is only a factor of 7 higher than the ILL yellow book,
as opposed to the cold brightness which is 60 to 75 times higher than the yellow book. In an
attempt to increase the thermal brightness we have developed the Optimized Thermal design.
The OT is capable of delivering a thermal brightness higher than the pancake for a bigger
emission surface. This increase is due to both optimal positioning of the water moderator (close
to the neutron production hotspot) and to the optimal use of the extended premoderator (3 cm
water layer between target and moderator). In order to deliver a good cold brightness, the OT
has a cold tube moderator of its side. The resulting thermal-cold performance is enhanced (there
is also come increase in cold brightness compared to the pancake). However, it is limited to a
sector of about 60◦, because of the strong directionality of the cold moderator, which means
that this optimized thermal moderator must be used in conjunction with a top moderator.

The combination of a top pancake and an OT at the bottom, is a valid possibility for ESS.
However, other possibilities are currently under consideration, and different designs are on the
table exploting the design approach developed in the last two years and discussed in this paper.
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Figure 7. Calculated wavelength spectra from TDR, pancake (PC) and Optimized Thermal
(OT) configurations. See explanation in the text.
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Abstract. At spallation and reactor cold neutron sources, neutrons are cooled by moderators.
At high power neutron sources, such as the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-
PARC), European Spallation Source (ESS) and the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) only few
moderator materials are practical, due to the high radiation environment near the moderator
and cooling demands. One of the very popular materials, used at J-PARC and planed for ESS,
is the spin singlet state of H2, para-hydrogen. This study assesses the non-Maxwellian neutron
spectral structure achieved in para-hydrogen moderators, which is due to the complexity of
the inelastic scattering cross section below 50 meV. The analytical description of a thermalized
spectrum with slowing down components are discussed, then a formula is developed which is a
good description of this non-equilibrium para-hydrogen neutron spectrum.

These analytical descriptions are fitted to the thermal and cold neutron spectra expected
at the European Spallation Source according to the baseline configuration, as described in the
Technical Design Report (TDR). The results of the fits have been implemented in McStas 2.0
and is used throughout the ESS instrumentation community. Though not shown here it is worth
noting that the spectra for different heights of moderators in the more recent ESS geometry
have also been fitted to this para-hydrogen spectrum model, the fits have been implemented
and released in McStas 2.1.

1. Introduction
According to the TDR (see [1]) the European Spallation Source (ESS) will produce neutrons by
spallation, driven by a 5 MW, 2.5 GeV proton beam impacting on a massive rotating tungsten
target wheel. The target will be surrounded by a moderator reflector system, where the neutrons
will be thermalized in an ambient temperature light water moderator and cooled further in a
20 K cylinder of liquid para-hydrogen. The moderators will be surrounded by an inner reflector
made from beryllium, which in turn is surrounded by an outer reflector made of steel, as shown
in Figure 1.

Neutron production and moderation is simulated via the Monte Carlo method using
MCNPX [2]. From these simulations it is possible to predict the expected brightness spectrum,
as shown in Figure 2.

The spectral brightnesses from the cold and thermal moderators are plotted in Figure 2.
The figure also shows the overall brightness expectation from bispectral extraction, which
is calculated from the cold and thermal spectrum respectively taking into account expected
transmission and reflection factors [3].

3.2.12
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Figure 1: Target-Moderator-Reflector system, the TDR MCNPX model [1].

Supercritical para-hydrogen is a favourite material for high cold neutron brightness at high
power sources. However, as the para-hydrogen cross section drops off with two orders of
magnitude around 15 meV neutrons are emitted prior to thermalizing. Due to this complexity of
the inelastic scattering cross section below 15 meV the resulting spectrum cannot be described
by a simple Maxwellian distribution.

The goal of this study is to provide a model for the cold spectrum from the para-hydrogen
moderator; additionally, an analytical description of the thermal and slowing down components
of an ordinary neutron spectrum will be discussed. In this study these analytical descriptions
will be fitted to the simulated spectrum from the ESS baseline design [1], while in [4] the same
function have, with great success, been fitted to the expected cold brightness from different
heights of flat moderators [5].

2. Model
In this section analytical expression describing the wavelength distribution of the thermal and
cold ESS neutron spectrum will be constructed from parts. In the end these constructed
functions will be fitted to the wavelength spectrum obtained from simulations.

2.1. Slowing down
As neutrons are slowing down, at wavelengths (λ) below the thermal energy of the medium
(λ < 0.5 Å) some of them will be emitted from the moderator. In this region the distribution is
expected to fall off inversely proportional to the wavelength.

This is understood by looking at the flux as a function of lethargy, φ(u) (u ∝ log( 1
E ) ∝ log λ2),

which is well known to be a flat distribution at epithermal energies. From this one can easily
derive the flux as a function of wavelength: φ(λ) = φ(u− > λ)dudλ = k du

dλ ∝ 1
λ . As brightness is

proportional to the flux it follows that the epithermal brightness is also proportional to 1
λ .

When the neutron energy approaches the energy of the medium, the 1
λ term should disappear.

Historically (1+eα(λ−λcf ))−1 has been used, where λcf and α are the parameters controlling the
position and rate of the cut-off. By introducing an intensity parameter ISD one can write the
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Figure 2: Expected peak brightness for cold, thermal and bi-spectral extraction, for the ESS,
baseline configuration [1]. The peak brightness is calculated for the operational parameters
described in the TDR: 2.5 GeV proton kinetic energy, average macro-pulse current of 50 mA,
macro-pulse length of 2.857 ms, corresponding to a peak power of 125 MW and energy per pulse
of 357 kJ.

full slowing down function SD as a function of wavelength:

SD(λ) = ISD
1

λ

1

1 + eα(λ−λcf )
(1)

2.2. Thermalization
At low energy the neutrons will begin to equilibrate around the thermal energy of the moderating
medium and the thermal spectrum can be described by a Maxwellian (M):

M(λ) =
2k2Th

T 2λ5
e−

kTh
Tλ2 (2)

Where kTh = 2π2h̄2

mnkB
≈ 949 KÅ

2
and T is the temperature. It is well known that at low energy

the cross section increases with speed, hence it also increases with wavelength. As this increase
is mainly due to absorption longer wavelength neutrons have lower probability of survival in
a moderator, this results in a suppression of long wavelength neutrons. The most common
approach is to increase the temperature parameter T of the model above that of the system.
Another way of modelling this is by increasing the power of the wavelength, i.e. λ−5 → λ−(5+χ),
where χ is often in the order of 0-1. However, in this study only the temperature increase was
adopted while the later correction (the χ part) was neglected.

The full thermal moderator wavelength spectrum (STh) can now be assembled from the above
pieces:

STh(λ) = ITh
2k2Th

T 2λ5
e−

kTh
Tλ2 + ISD

1

λ

1

1 + eα(λ−λcf )
(3)
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Figure 3: Expected ESS peak brightness from thermal moderator (linear left, logarithmic right),
fitted to Eq. 3, parameters are shown in Table 1. The SD part is plotted in purple in the
background.

where ITh is the intensity of the thermal Maxwellian. This model (Eq. 3) have been fitted to
the simulated brightness spectrum of the thermal moderator, shown in Figure 3. The obtained
parameters are shown in Table 1.

Parameter Value
ITh 4.35915× 1014 cm－2sr－1s－1
ISD 7.48017× 1013 cm－2sr－1s－1
T 325 K

α 2.5 Å
－1

λcf 0.88 Å

Table 1: Parameters used in Figure 3; only ITh, ISD are fitted, the remaining parameters are
fixed to the values obtained in an earlier study [6].

2.3. Para-hydrogen
The cold moderator consists of 20 K pure para-hydrogen. The neutron scattering cross section
drops off (with almost two orders of magnitude) near the excitation energy of the ortho (triplet)
spin-state (para is the singlet state), around 15 meV. A s a result para-hydrogen becomes
transparent (or translucent; cold neutrons mean free path is 10 cm to 15 cm, which is very
long compared to the mean free path of a few mm for thermal neutrons) to neutrons with
wavelengths longer than 2.32 Å. It should be noted that this happens before the neutrons are
at thermal equilibrium (i.e. 15 meV corresponds to 174 K), hence the cold spectrum can not
be described b y a Maxwellian. This is confirmed by looking at Figure 4, which amongst other
things includes a fit o f a Maxwellian to the distribution. This transparency also results in a
number of geometrical effects, some of which can be found in [7] . Due to this anisotropy it is
worth mentioning that the spectrum fitted in this study is the neutron spectrum observed at
the center of one of the four 60◦extraction windows, directly in front of the cold para-hydrogen
moderator.
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Figure 4: Expected ESS cold peak brightness (linear left, logarithmic right), fitted to Eq. 4 with
parameters as shown in Table 2. The slowing down part is shown in purple and a Maxwellian
fit is shown in red. Note that the Maxwellian description is inadequate both near the peak of
the distribution (∼3 Å) and at long wavelengths (λ > 7 Å).

Thermal neutrons entering the cold para-hydrogen will very quickly (most often in a single
scatter) be cooled below this 15 meV threshold energy and be transmitted from the moderator.
This means that the spectrum from a para-hydrogen, at wavelengths above 2.3 Å will look like
the spectrum of an inelastic down scatter, which on the tail can be fairly well described by an
exponential.

But para-hydrogen is not fully transparent; in fact cold neutrons have 10 cm to 15 cm mean
free path, which means that a few neutrons will re-scatter, even below the 15.2 meV limit. These
neutrons mainly scatter on the intermolecular para-hydrogen spin state which has much lower
scattering cross-section and a energy around 5 meV. These second scatters can be modelled by
a second exponential with lower intensity and slower decay rate.

In summary, the tail of the para-hydrogen spectrum can be written as: (I1e
−α1λ + I2e

−α2λ),
where I1 and I2 are intensities of the first and the second scatter respectively and α1, α2 are the
decay rates of the primary and secondary scatter exponential respectively. Note that I1 >> I2
and α1 >> α2.

The two exponentials should only exist at energies larger than the transparency energy,
around 15 meV, this can be described by a function growing from 0 to 1 fast enough, i.e. faster

than the two exponentials fall off. A good description of this turns out to be: (1+ eαl(λ−λl))
− 1

γ ,
where γ and αl governs the rate at which the transparency sets in and λl govern the position.

The full ESS para-hydrogen cold spectrum model (Scold) becomes:

Scold(λ) =

1

(1 + eαl(λ−λl))
1
γ

(I1e
−α1λ + I2e

−α2λ)

+ ISD
1

λ

1

1 + eαSD(λ−λSD)

(4)

where ISD, αSD and λSD are the intensity, the cut off rate and cut off position of the slowing
down function (similar to the one from the thermal spectrum). αl and γ govern the rate and
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Parameter Value
ISD 7.22356× 1013 cm−2s−1sr−1

αSD 0.9 Å
−1

λSD 2.444 Å

αl −6.71404 Å
−1

λl 2.42099 Å
γ 2

I1 1.2634× 1015 cm−2sr−1s−1Å
−1

α1 0.617494 Å
−1

I2 2.01876× 1013 cm−2sr−1s−1Å
−1

α2 0.2237 Å
－1

Table 2: Parameters from the fit shown in Figure 4. Note thatλSD , α SD have been taken
from [6].

structure of the region where the transparency sets in and λl relates to the position (λl should be
in the order of 2.3 Å). Figure 4 shows a fit of Eq. 4 to the expected cold spectrum, which reveals
the parameters shown in Table 2. Note that the fit uses γ = 2 corresponding to a square root,
which is descriptive for a large bulk moderator as the one investigated in this study. However,
further studies have shown that for more advanced moderator designs, e.g. the flat moderators
described in [5], a square root is an inadequate description.

3. Conclusion
A fit of expected ESS baseline, thermal and cold, neutron spectra have been carried out.
While the thermal spectrum fits nicely to a Maxwellian, it has been shown that the common
Maxwellian description of the para-hydrogen neutron spectrum is inadequate. Therefore a new
formula (Eq. 4) has been developed, which fits the simulated ESS para-hydrogen spectrum very
accurately in the range from 0.01 Å to 20 Å. The results of the fits have been implemented in
McStas 2.0 and is used throughout the ESS instrumentation community.
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Abstract. Following the successful validation of the current ISIS target station 1 (TS-1)
neutronics model, the objective of this work is to re-assess the target, reflector and moderators
(TRAM) assembly of the ISIS TS-1 to determine the possible improvements available by
replacing these components. The goal is to deliver an upgrade model which improves the
scientific output from all neutron beamlines, provides the largest collective gain, keep the
instruments pulse time characteristics within the limits provided by instrument scientists, and
can be built with minimum risk. A number of the MCNPX models of the TS-1 future TRAM
assembly have been prepared by ISIS neutronics team. The new models have been optimized
as part of the CombLayer package allowing extensive parametric and component selection
without compromising the detailed engineering requirement. The upgrade models have been
benchmarked against a baseline TS-1 model taking into account flux and time distribution of
all existing TS-1 instruments. The best model shows that significant benefits can be achieved
without modification to existing instruments, making the upgrade a low risk project.

1. Introduction
The Target Station 1 (TS-1) at ISIS operates very successfully for almost three decades.
However, with the knowledge and computational tools now available it is widely believed that
the neutronic output, efficiency and reliability of the TS-1 can be significantly improved. This
was the reason to start a feasibility study of the potential TS-1 upgrade. Within the scope of
the project, the proton beam delivered to the target is planed to be as it currently is: 800 MeV
protons, beam current1 of 180 µA and approximately double Gaussian profile with σx = σy =
1.8 cm. The repetition rate is 50 Hz but every fifth pulse is delivered to the Target Station 2.
Because re-configuration of the instruments (and the corresponding beamlines) is not a likely
option, the project has been focused on re-assessing the TS-1 target, reflector and moderator
(TRAM) assembly. In reviewing the risks, the TS-1 upgrade project has been defined as a
reasonably conservative, driven by the fact that TS-1 is already operating, and compromising
existing performance of the instrument suite in either flux or availability needs to be negligible
[1].

The procedure for neutronics part of the project was, as a first, to create a robust, detailed
neutronics model of the current TS1 (baseline) with idea to validate the neutronics reliability
after review of simulation results and comparison with experimental results. The next step
was to establish and then maintain a number of simulation models of the TS-1 zone which
includes future TRAM assembly and current void vessel, beamlines, bulk shielding, etc. The

1 There is a possibility to increase the beam current to 200 µA.

3.2.13
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CombLayer tool [2] has been used for construction and optimisation of all these models (ultra-
rapid prototype models, detailed models that establish beamline performance and selected
high specification models for specialized types of calculations). The new models have been
benchmarked against a baseline TS-1 model taking into account flux and time distribution of
all existing TS-1 instruments. The main results of this neutronics study and TS-1 upgrade
optimisation are presented in the following sections.

2. Current ISIS TS-1 model

The cross-sections of the TS-1 TRAM assembly are shown in Figure 1. The target consists of
tantalum cladded tungsten plates. There is 12 tungsten plates with different thicknesses: 1.1,
1.1, 1.2, 1.35, 1.5, 1.8, 2.1, 2.6, 3.4, 4.0, 4.6 and 4.6 cm. The height of the tungsten plates is 4.0
cm and the width is 5.25 cm. The thickness of tantalum cladding is 0.2 cm. Target pressure
vessel is made of stainless steel and the target is cooled with heavy water. The water channels
width is 0.2 cm.

Figure 1. MCNPX model of current ISIS Target Station 1 TRAM assembly.

The reflector is made of beryllium rods cooled with heavy water (packing fraction = 90:10
by volume). The reflector size is: 83 cm (height) x 52 cm (width) x 70 cm (thickness).

Currently there are four moderators at the TS-1. Two water moderators operating at room
temperature are located above the target (see Figure 1). The first water moderator has two
poison (gadolinium) layers, the second one has a single poison layer. These two moderators
are identical in size: 12 cm (height) x 12.5 cm (width) x 4.5 cm (thickness). The poison
layer thickness is 0.005 cm. Below the target there are liquid hydrogen moderator and the
liquid methane moderator (see Figure 1). Hydrogen moderator operates at 20 K with assumed
composition: 80% para-hydrogen : 20% ortho-hydrogen. The hydrogen moderator size is: 12 cm
(height) x 11 cm (width) x 8 cm (thickness). Liquid methane moderator operates at 110 K, and
it is centrally poisoned with a single, 0.005 cm thick, gadolinium layer. The methane moderator
size is: 11.5 cm (height) x 12 cm (width) x 4.5 cm (thickness). The neutron flightlines are lined
with, 0.65 cm thick, boral layers. The same material is used as the moderators decoupler.

These four moderators serve 17 beamlines at ISIS target station 1 (see Figures 2 and 3) and
provide neutrons for the experiments in the fields of spectroscopy (MAPS, MARI, MERLIN),
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molecular spectroscopy (IRIS, OSIRIS, TOSCA, VESUVIO), large scale structures (CRISP,
SURF, LOQ), diffraction (HRPD, SXD, POLARIS, GEM, PEARL), disordered materials
(SANDALS), etc. These different instruments have different priorities that have to be fulfilled.
For example POLARIS, TOSCA, GEM, HRPD and PEARL are sensitive to pulse width while
MAPS, VESUVIO, SXD, MERLIN, SURF, CRISP, LOQ and IRIS can accept ”relaxed” pulse
width if this is a condition to have bigger flux gain. All these requests, of course, constrain the
neutronics optimisation.

Figure 2. MCNPX model of current ISIS
Target Station 1: The beamlines for water
moderators.

Figure 3. MCNPX model of current ISIS
Target Station 1: The beamlines for cold
moderators.

The CombLayer tool has been used to build MCNPX [3] model of the Target Station 1. Next
step was to calculate neutron spectrum (for each beamline) using a point detector placed 10 m
down each flight path, viewing the corresponding moderator through the modeled collimation
within the bulk shield. It can be seen in Figures 2 and 3 that the model of the beamlines
shutter inserts is very detailed. This is necessary not only for comparison with experimental
data but also to allow accurate comparison with the upgrade model because the beamlines will
remain the same. The CEM03 physics model [4] and ENDF/B-VII cross-section library [5] have
been used in these simulations. In addition to this, the McStas [6, 7] input files have been
prepared to help instrument scientists to trace down neutrons to the sample/detector positions
and to compare the obtained results with experimental data. Very nice agreement between
TS1 Baseline model results and experiments has been found (see [8] for more details). The
comparison with the experiments helped also to resolve some issues in the knowledge of the
current TS-1 performance2.

3. The TS-1 upgrade models

The neutronics part of the TS-1 upgrade project has been driven by the idea to get a gain
through a combination of (relatively) small changes in the TS-1 TRAM rather than through
a single dramatic change in concept which could increase the project risk level. A number of

2 For example, the para-hydrogen/ortho-hydrogen ratio in the hydrogen moderator has been estimated by
matching the shape of the experimental time-of-flight data from the OSIRIS instrument [8].
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TS-1 upgrade models have been produced using the CombLayer tool and for each model the
performance is compared with the baseline model (over full TS-1 instrument suite).

Figure 4. MCNPX model of the proposed TRAM assembly for ISIS Target Station 1.

The neutron flux ratios are calculated by taking the same tally point for each instrument and
placing the different model (upgrade and baseline) in the void vessel and dividing the integrated
flux. The pulse time shapes were also analysed and compared with the corresponding baseline
results. The cross-sections of the final TS-1 upgrade model is shown in Figure 4 and the list of
changes can be summarized as follows:

3.1. Target and reflector

The new target design is similar to current, operating TS-1 target. The main differences are
that the target cross section is changed to be cylindrical (with core radius of 4.9 cm) and
that target housing material is changed from stainless steel to tantalum (thickness of tantalum
pressure vessel is 0.3 cm). The target is still based on tantalum-clad tungsten plates with 0.2 cm
thick water (D2O) channels between them. Tantalum cladding thickness remains 0.2 cm. The
thicknesses and the number of plates have been optimised for three different beam currents: 180
(default), 240 and 300 µA. It is shown that number of plates increases with increasing beam
current from 8 at 180 µA, to 10 at 240 µA and finally to 12 plates at 300 µA [9]. For the
default beam current the thicknesses of eight tungsten plates are: 1, 1.1, 1.3, 1.6, 2.1, 2.8, 4.7
and 16.4 cm. The change of the reflector is based on replacing the stainless steel vessel filled
with beryllium rods to a solid, edge-cooled beryllium structure. A new reflector has a cylindrical
shape of 45 cm in radius and it is 70 cm high.

3.2. Cryogenic moderators

Hydrogen moderator is now a composite moderator, it has a liquid hydrogen layer backed with
a water layer which serve as a pre-moderator. The liquid hydrogen part of this composite
moderator operates at 20 K, with assumed para-ortho hydrogen composition of 80 : 20 to match
a baseline model. Its size is 13.8 cm (height) x 14.2 cm (width) x 4 cm (thickness). The thickness
of water (pre-)moderator is 1.5 cm and it operates at room temperature.

The gain factors for instruments looking at the hydrogen (composite) moderator are shown
in Figure 5. The composite moderator makes gains due to the mixed LH+H2O design. It is
well known that looking into the pre-moderator of a hydrogen moderator increases the flux and
this is exploited here. However, because the pulse width has to be matched, the amount of
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pre-moderator has been limited, so effectively it was a study of the optimal place to put the
pre-moderator.
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Figure 5. Gain factors for the north side beamlines/instruments.
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Figure 6. Gain factors for the south side beamlines/instruments.

The ratio of the pulse shape widths (’full width at half maximum’ - FWHM’s) for upgrade and
baseline design of cryogenic moderators is shown in Figure 7 for different beamlines/instruments.
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It can be seen that a significant portion of the gain in the case of a new hydrogen moderator is
obtained by relaxing the pulse width by ∼ 25% in the wavelength region of interest (around 6
Å). Additionally, non-negligible gains have been obtained due to the history, where originally,
only two instruments were going to look at the hydrogen moderator. This is corrected here by
putting the moderator in a better position for all those that view it.

Figure 7. The ratio of the pulse shape widths
(FWHM’s) for upgrade and baseline design of
cryogenic moderators.

Figure 8. The ratio of the pulse shape widths
(FWHM’s) for upgrade and baseline design of
water moderators.

Liquid methane moderator is practically identical in shape and size to the baseline methane
moderator (11 cm (height) x 14 cm (width) x 4 cm (thickness)). It operates at 110 K and
has a single poison (Gd) layer. However, the significant difference is that there is a 1 cm thick
ambient water pre-moderator between target and liquid methane moderator. The gain factors
for instruments looking at the methane moderator are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The methane
moderator makes gains because of slightly better target position, the relaxation of the pulse
widths for ∼ 10% in the useful wavelength ranges (see Figure 7), and use of solid beryllium
reflector and pre-moderator. Also, two cryogenic moderators have been moved closer to the
target hot spot, allowing them to be (partially) pre-moderators to each other. In addition to
these, boral liners and decouplers have been replaced with cadmium and the decouplers around
the perimeter of all the moderators have been completely removed.

3.3. Water moderator

Two water moderators in current TS-1 configuration have been replaced with a single water
moderator, operating at room temperature. The moderator height is 12.6 cm and width is 35.2
cm. The thickness of the water layer on south side is 4 cm and the moderator has 2 cm thick
hole in the middle to partially control pulse width at south side. The instruments looking at
this side of the water moderator (MAPS, SXD, MERLIN) are ready to significantly relax the
pulse widths (illustrated in Figure 8) in exchange for bigger gains shown in Figure 6.

A single poison (Gd) layer has been added on the north side and the optimal thickness of the
water layer on this side has been found to be 1.5 cm. The POLARIS and TOSCA instruments
request that pulse widths should not be relaxed for more than ∼ 25% (see Figure 8) resulted in
the gain factors shown in Figure 5.
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4. Conclusions
The aim of this study was to determine possible improvements of ISIS target station 1 by re-
configuring the target, reflector and moderators assembly. Following the successful validation
of the current TS-1 neutronics model, a number of the MCNPX models of the TS-1 future
TRAM assembly has been prepared using the CombLayer tool. The neutronic output has been
optimised across the existing TS-1 (and foreseeable future) instrumentation to produce the
largest collective performance gain.

During the optimisation process, instrument scientists have been considered as the ’owners’
of a performance metric for the neutronic output of their beamline and it is their metric which
allowed ISIS neutronics team to perform optimisation of the upgrade models. For example, as
one of the initial requests, most of the instrument scientists preferred to see no or limited pulse
broadening within their respective useful wavelength ranges. Keeping all these constraints and
requests in mind, significant gains are predicted through a combination of proposed changes
(described in Section 3). Together, these changes lead to average flux gain of 3.4. It should be
noted that some of the gain is a result of reduction of the amount of poisoning and decoupling
while about an average factor of 2.2 (as seen by the epithermal gain) is purely due to re-
configuration of the TS-1 TRAM.

The next step within the TS-1 upgrade project is to create and critically review a robust
engineering analysis of the potential gains and risks involved in the upgrade scenario. It is
expected that results of this process will change the gain factors. However, proposed neutronics
model of the upgraded TS-1 TRAM contains sufficient engineering reality (cooling channels,
clearance gaps, shutter inserts, etc.) to allow reasonably accurate prediction.
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Abstract. Following the successful completion of the second target station (TS2) Phase 1 
project at ISIS in July 2009, the phase 2 project was initiated. This phase of the project is to 
deliver 4 new instruments. The design of 2 of these beam lines require modifications to be 
made to the TS2 reflector; a direct view of the target for ChipIR and widening the view of the 
coupled moderator’s grooved face for the LARMOR instrument. In addition to these changes 
other beneficial modifications were identified and included in the new design. The modified 
reflector will be installation in the ISIS’ long operational shutdown in 2014. This paper will 
provide greater detail of the changes made and report on the progress of the installation and 
commissioning. 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

1.1.1. Target Station 2. Operation since 2009, Target station 2 (TS2) typically takes a 40mA proton 
beam (800Mev) at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The new target station produces extremely bright beams 
of low-energy neutrons enabling the ISIS science programme to expand in the key research areas of 
soft matter, advanced materials and bio-science. 

1.1.2. Target Station 2 Reflector. TS2 represents a step forward in technology when compared to 
target station 1 (TS1) which first took beam in December 1984. One such area of advance was the 
design of the reflector. In TS1, the reflector is made up of beryllium rods (coated with ‘Berylcoat D’) 
housed in external stainless steel vessels that form the various parts of the full assembly. For TS2, the 
reflector is made from solid beryllium blocks plated in Nickel. This significantly increased the volume 
fraction of beryllium surrounding the target.  

Another key change was the reduction in power deposited on the target and in the reflector 
(approximately 4kW), which meant the TS2 reflector could be cooled using light water flowing 
through water-cooling pads attached to the extremities of the reflector, as shown in Figure 1.  

More fundamentally, operational experience from TS1 led to the reflector design incorporating a 
system that allowed much greater access to the target and moderators for maintenance and exchange, 
vastly reducing the time need to perform these operations. Figure 1 also demonstrates this ‘splitting’ 
ability. 

3.2.15
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Figure 1. Labelled TS2 reflector in its ‘split’ state exposing the target and moderator positions 

1.1.3. Target Station 2 Instruments. There are seven neutron instruments (see Figure 2) that are 
currently operational and producing research papers. In 2011, funding was made available to build 
four new instruments together with the necessary advanced changes to the target reflector system. 
These four phase II instruments (also shown in Figure 2) are currently in various stages of construction 
and commissioning. The instruments are: 

¥ Chipir - A strategic facility for the aerospace and computing industries for fast neutron 
testing of electronics 

¥ Zoom - Small-angle scattering instrument with polarisation for advanced materials, 
magnetism, environmental science, pharmacy and healthcare 

¥ Larmor - Advanced techniques instrument for polymer science, bio-materials and food 
science 

¥ Imat - Neutron imaging and materials testing for power generation, civil engineering, 
transportation and aerospace 
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Figure 2. A schematic layout of Target Station 2 (TS2) showing the instrument suite including the 
phase 2 instruments and highlighting the Larmor and ChipIR beam lines. 

 

2. Motivations to Change 

2.1 Introduction 
As with any project of this nature that proposes significant and costly changes, and which involves the 
disposal of activated components, there needs to be strong justification for doing it. The motivations 
for the changes made as part of RAMP2 (2nd reflector and moderator project) are broadly split into 3 
sub categories, each dealt with individually below. Although the operational improvements and 
provision for future moderator development are worthy reasons to change, it is acknowledge that on 
their own they would have been insufficient to justify the cost outlay and risk to operations of the 
facility. It required the 2 phase II instruments in order to make the whole package of changes a viable 
project. Once the decision was made to change then it was prudent to try and make the other changes 
at the same time. 

2.2 Phase II Instruments 
In order to perform to their design specifications, two of the phase II instruments, Larmor and ChipIR, 
proposed changes to the reflector assembly. The changes required for Larmor were a consequence of 
the selected beam line position; the instrument selected the E6 port, which was designed to allow a 
view of either the upper or lower moderators. This meant that the flight line groove cut in the reflector 
for viewing the moderator would have to be widened. ChipIR being a unique instrument on ISIS 
required a completely different spectrum of neutrons in order to achieve its science and this required 
the instrument to have a view of target, so that it may extract the fast neutrons needed. 

 
 

East Side 

West Side 
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2.3 Future Moderator Development 
As with the initial operation of any large scientific facility, the first five years of TS2 operations 
provided some unexpected insight, into its operational characteristics, in particular issues were 
experienced with the running of solid methane in the moderators. As an outcome and as part of the 
continued investment and development in the facility a programme was initiated to look into 
development of the current and future moderator concepts, both to improve operational running and 
potentially improve scientific output. This development and potential changes may result in changes in 
moderator geometry, orientation or both, plus possibly other more radical adjustments. With beryllium 
being a difficult and expensive material to work with and dispose of, it is far from ideal to have to 
discard large volumes of viable material should it need to be replaced. To gain the greatest possible 
flexibility with the minimum impact (loss of beryllium surrounding the moderators) on the existing 
instruments, the idea of exchangeable sections and ‘buckets’ was employed. 

2.4 Operational Experience 
Following initial 5 years of operation and the successful running of the day one instruments the 
operational experience gained from the running of the new target station highlighted some areas of 
potential improvement for the reflector assembly. It was also accepted that during the construction of 
original reflector assembly, in order to meet tight and challenging project deadlines, concessions were 
made in the design and construction. 

 
One such concession was made on the original specification for the nickel-plating of the beryllium 
blocks, set at 50μm. At the time Materion had an issue with plating on one of the large blocks having 
cracked, so they were allowed dispensation to use ~20μm plating thickness instead. During 
commissioning of the target station water leaks were experienced in the void vessel, leading to a sub-
optimal atmosphere and operational experience showed that running under these conditions that the 
reduced plating thickness was not enough. All new blocks for RAMP2 meet the 50μm specification.  
 
Another such concession was made on the thickness of the cadmium decoupler for the lining of the 
flight-line grooves in the reflector. Due to space constraints and difficulties in manufacturing, it was 
not possible to achieve the 1.2mm thickness specified by the ISIS neutronics team, with 1mm being 
the thickest achievable. This was rectified in the design of RAMP2.  
 
The original design of the reflector assembly was based around relatively large blocks of beryllium 
and there was a minor concern that should work have to be done on these in the hot cell, then they 
were towards to the upper limits of available space within the hot cell for several operations. This was 
previously decided to be an acceptable risk because of the low frequency for such work, however 
when the possibility came up for the reduction in size for many of the blocks as part of the project, the 
reduction in risk was also a supporting motivation to change. 

3. Details of the Changes Made 

3.1 Changes for ChipIR 

ChipIR occupies the W1 beam port on the west side of TS2. To achieve the necessary spectrum of 
high energy neutrons it requires for its operation the RAMP2 reflector was designed to incorporate a 
direct line of sight to the target as shown by figure 3. Unlike any other beam line on ISIS ChipIR looks 
at a piece of beryllium sitting just above the target, rather than at a moderator. As can be seen from 
figure 3, this necessitated the design of a specially machined block featuring a smooth cylindrical 
bore, into the west half of the RAMP2 assembly. It is designed in such away that it could be removed 
and replaced in the future, maintaining a high level of flexibility and allowing for change in such 
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unlikely circumstances that the bore in the reflector for ChipIR has a greater impact on the other beam 
lines than predicted. 

 
 

Figure 3. A section view through the west half of the reflector showing the 
modification made for the ChipIR beam line. 

3.2 Changes for Larmor 

As previously mentioned Larmor selected the E6 beam port and when this was originally installed as 
part of the construction of TS2 it was built with windows on the void vessel and ‘torpedo tubes’ such 
that a beam line on this port would be able to choose whether it viewed the upper (decoupled) or lower 
(coupled) moderators. Larmor selected to view the coupled moderator and this required the widening 
of the groove in the reflector from 53° to 64.4°. It also meant that the cooling pad and water piping 
that was located in that area needed to be modified as well, easily seen in Figure 4. The rerouting of 
the water piping also had the added advantage of reducing the backgrounds for the instruments facing 
the lower east section of the reflector assembly.  

3.3 Changes for future moderator development 

The basics behind the changes made in order to add flexibility to the reflector assembly for future 
moderator development and other geometry changes (such a flight line grooves), was to design in 
exchangeable sub-assemblies. The ‘buckets’ sitting closely around the moderators allow for 
dimensional and orientation changes to the moderators and on the west side there is a removable 
section for which will allow changes such as widening the groove for the lower couple moderator, as 
was done for Larmor (see above). The removable assemblies allow a much smaller amount of 
beryllium to be exchanged, saving time, cost and money both in the manufacture of a new piece and in 
the disposal of the old piece. 
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Figure 4. A CAD model view of the east half of the reflector 
showing the modification made for the ChipIR beam line. 

3.4 Operational improvements 

The original TS2 reflector featured over ten different sizes of beryllium fixings, each specialised for a 
specific application within the assembly. In addition, due to the relatively low ductility of the 
beryllium bolts (when compared to standard engineering materials) the bolting philosophy was to fix 
each block to the next thus keeping bolt lengths relatively short and reducing the risk of several blocks 
being stuck together in the event of a beryllium bolt shearing. In the new design the opportunity was 
taken to modify the whole fixing methodology. Firstly, the overall number of bolt sizes was reduced 
down to three (short, medium and long), thus reducing the remote tooling requirements and making it 
far easier and quicker to visually identify specific bolt types. Secondly, the way in which the assembly 
was fixed together was changed with long through bolts being used in the corners to connect through 
all the outer blocks, again reducing the total number of bolting operations required. These bolts are 
made from nimonic 80A due to more desirable mechanical properties and the beryllium bolts that 
were kept for use in more ‘neutroncially sensitive’ areas had their design changed to make use of the 
fact the beryllium is relatively brittle. The redesign added an intentional weak area just below the head 
of the bolt so that should the bolt fail it would do so at this location and thus always allow the two 
blocks bolted together to be separated. 
The opportunity was taken to rectify nickel- and cadmium decoupler thicknesses.  In addition, a 
coupled moderator also been changed as part of the work with the unused solid methane section 
having been removed from the internals because of operational issues and with scientists having been 
able to adapt to using the flux and spectrum from Liquid H2 section of the moderator. 

4. Build-up, testing and installation 

Materion (formerly Brush Wellman) was selected as the supplier for the beryllium, with a British 
company, GSI Exotec, selected as a sub-contractor for the machining and plated of the individual 
blocks that make up the reflector assembly. This meant that the near net shaped beryllium blocks were 
shipped from the USA to the UK where they machined and plated. To ensure that the specified plating 
thickness was achieved for all pieces, a reference piece of accurately known prior geometry was plated 
with each batch and then measured to confirm the depth of nickel achieved. Unfortunately as a 
consequence of Materion being the main contractor and export regulations, all the finished blocks had 
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to be shipped back to the USA so that they could finally be sent back as the finished assembly. This 
meant additional time and expense.  

The beryllium components were received on site 9 months before the date set for installation, thus 
allowing time for assembly, alignment and characterisation work. A replica supporting frame also had 
to be designed and built, to have the most representative conditions possible. An advantage to having 
such a frame is that it can also be used for training and testing purposes in the future. Time and care 
was taken to perform as much preparation for the installation outside of the remote handling cell. 

5. Summary 
   To summarise, since its initial conception in 2009, the RAMP2 project has designed several 
important changes to the ISIS TS2 reflector assembly, in order for it to continue to best serve the 
operation of the facility for many years to come. The main changes made are listed below: 
 

¥ Widening of the coupled moderator groove and associated changes to the water cooling pad 
and coupled rerouting of the water pipework for the Larmor instrument;  

¥ A bore into the reflector to allow a specific fast neutron flux into the ChipIR instrument; 
¥ Replaceable ‘buckets’ around the coupled and decoupled moderators to allow for potential 

future changes and moderator development; 
¥ Improvements to the mechanical fixings within the reflector; 
¥ Corrections to out of specification thicknesses for some nickel plating and cadmium 

decoupler. 

The RAMP2 reflector assembly was successfully installed in the 2014/2015 long shutdown and as of 
writing this paper, is currently going through final checks before target operations commence again in 
early 2015. 
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Abstract. Additive manufacturing (also known as rapid prototyping or 3D printing) techniques 
are increasing in popularity for several key reasons; greater freedom in possible geometry, 
reduced time of manufacture and connected to these are potential cost savings. ISIS has begun 
an investigation into the suitability of the various available techniques for the manufacture of 
neutron moderator vessels, in order to see if it can exploit these advantages. 

It is however understood that additive manufacturing is by no means a perfect technique and 
part of the investigations will be to try and better understand how some of the disadvantages of 
the technique affect its potential application within the spallation neutron environment. Some 
of the main disadvantages commonly listed are; the grades of materials available/suitable for 
the process are limited, virtually no pre-existing material data from radiation environments, 
lower quality surface finish (directly from the manufacturing process), less familiarity with 
residual stresses in the material and questions over whether tight tolerances and consistent 
material thicknesses be achieved? 

The work has been divided into two streams; one which utilises small samples to evaluate and 
compare different manufacturing and post-treatment techniques, the other that performs tests 
on a full-size representative moderator vessel. The complete programme of testing shall 
include the following tests; fundamental ‘neutronic transparency’, room temperature vacuum 
leak test, cold shock (using LN2) and subsequent room temperature leak test, pressure cycling, 
a burst test, welding suitability and material data testing.  

The investigations being conducted at ISIS are very much in the early stages and looking at 
fairly fundamental questions. Answering these will clearly guide the decision whether is it 
worth continuing with further investigation and development or if the currently available 
techniques do not produce materials that are suitable for use as moderator vessels. 

This paper will present and discuss testing methodologies and results from planned tests in 
2014. 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Additive Manufacturing 
  Recent years have seen the rise in popularity and number of applications of additive manufacturing 
(AM) techniques, which differs from traditional manufacturing techniques because material is added 
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as oppose to being removed by the process. The range of technologies and techniques covered by this 
term are also referred to as 3D printing, rapid prototyping or rapid manufacturing. The techniques first 
came to prominence by producing products in a range of plastics but since its conception there has 
been a desire to develop the techniques to be applicable with metals. They are now a wide range of 
companies offering production services and manufacturing equipment in this field. AM offers several 
potential benefits when compared to conventional subtractive manufacturing techniques and these are: 
 

¥ Greater freedom in possible geometry 
¥ Reduced time of manufacture 
¥ Potential cost savings 
¥ Can be produced directly from CAD data 

1.1.1 Metal Manufacturing Techniques. There are several AM techniques available for the 
production of metal components, although following some research and a preliminary tender 
exercise, the selection was reduced to two main techniques. These were selective laser melting 
(SLM) and direct metal laser sintering (DMLS). The key difference between these two fairly similar 
techniques is that in SLM, the material is fully melted rather than sintered, allowing different 
properties (crystal structure, porosity, and so on). Both techniques work by building up fine layers of 
material (in the form of a powder) that uses a laser to fuse the powder grains together (see figure 1). 
Once one layer is complete, the excess powder is removed and a new layer is applied. This process is 
repeated until the required geometry is achieved. As the technique builds components layer by layer, 
it allows highly complex and intricate geometry to be produced. The term additive manufacture 
stems from the fact that material is added and not removed as with conventional machining. AM 
techniques offer several potential benefits when compared to the standard conventional production 
techniques; greater freedom in possible geometry, potentially reduced manufacture time, potential 
cost savings and components can be produced directly from CAD data. These are benefits that 
clearly would interest to any designers of moderator vessels, but particularly of interest is the 
additional freedom in available geometry and the novel concepts this may allow.  

Figure 1. A schematic showing the principle 
behind AM techniques for the production of metal 

components [1] 

 
It is however understood that AM techniques are by no means a perfect solution and part of the 
investigations carried out by the team at the ISIS were to try and better understand how some of the 
disadvantages of the techniques affect its potential application within the spallation neutron 
environment. Some of the main disadvantages that cause concern for moderator designers are; the 
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grades of materials currently commercially available as well as suitable for AM process are limited, 
there is virtually no pre-existing material data from radiation environments to base lifetime 
calculations or irradiation damage effect estimations on, AM techniques produce a lower quality 
surface finish (directly from the manufacturing process) when compared to machining, there is less 
familiarity with residual stresses in the material and there are questions over whether the tight 
dimensional or geometric tolerances and consistent material thicknesses often required by the design 
of moderators, can be achieved. 

1.2 ISIS moderator vessels 
The ISIS facility operates two target stations with a total of six moderators (excluding pre-
moderators). As these moderators are optimised for a variety of scientific requirements they vary in 
geometry, size and moderating material. Target station 1 (TS1) currently features four neutron 
moderators; one liquid hydrogen (LH2), one liquid methane (LCH4) and two poisoned ambient water 
moderators. They are arranged in the configuration shown in figure 2, below. They are positioned 
above and below the TS1 target and serves a varied suite of neutron instruments. Target station 2 
(TS2) operates with 2 moderators; a decoupled solid methane and a coupled liquid hydrogen 
moderator. These are again arranged above (decoupled) and below (coupled) the target. 
ISIS has an on-going programme looking at improving operational and scientific performance of the 
current moderators and developing the ‘next generation’ of moderators for the facility. One of the 
driving factors in looking at AM techniques for the potential production of moderators vessels was to 
give the ISIS neutronics team greater geometrical freedom for their moderator concepts.  
 

Figure 2. Showing the layout of the ISIS TS1 moderators  
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2. Assessing the suitability of additive manufacturing 
   The aim of the initial part of the investigation was to try and develop understanding of components 
made via AM techniques, to address some of the disadvantages listed in the introduction and to try and 
provide answers to some basic fundamental questions, namely, can we produce a vacuum leak tight 
vessel, can it withstand working pressures seen at ISIS and are the neutronic transmission and 
scattering characteristics of these components acceptable? 
    Two ‘streams’ of testing were pursued in parallel; one focussed more on mechanical performance 
and property testing and the other with a neutronic behaviour focus. These two testing streams are 
discussed in more detail in the paragraphs below. 

2.1 Mechanical property testing 
The first part of the investigation was a basic proof of technology test by having a full-scale TS2 
decoupled moderator vessel (including pipe connections) manufactured (see figure 3) using an AM 
technique, in this case, SLS. With this successfully achieved a test procedure was drawn up. The 
procedure laid out the basic tests to be carried out and covered leak checks, pressure cycling, cold 
shock followed by a room temperature leak test, a burst test, weld tests on the samples machined out 
of the vessel following the burst test and mechanical property testing also carried out from sample 
taken from the ruptured vessel. 

Figure 3. Additive manufactured (AM) TS2 decoupled moderator can with strain 
gauges applied, before cyclic pressure testing.
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2.2  Neutronic testing  
The focus of this part of the investigation was to assess the impact, if any, of the variations between 
aluminium vessels made by conventional techniques and those made by AM techniques. Some of the 
postulated differences might arise from; the material grades readily available for use with AM 
processes, different internal stresses generated from the manufacturing and post treatment processes 
the orientation of the metals grains and crystallite sizes. 
A series of simple geometry samples were manufactured using both major AM techniques for metal, 
SLS and DMLS. Coupled with this were two variations in temperatures at which these techniques 
were carried out, two different post-manufacture heat treatments and two post-production surface 
treatments. The full list of samples and the processes applied to them is shown in Table 1. Included in 
the test were two samples of conventionally machined aluminium 5083 grade to act as a reference to 
the current material used at ISIS for the moderator vessels. The samples were provided in individual, 
marked bags to ensure some element of a ‘blind test’. It is worth noting that compared to all the AM 
samples the conventional aluminium samples were very easy to spot, even by an untrained eye. 
The samples measuring 20 x 20 x 4 mm were then put onto the LOQ instrument at ISIS, allowing 
small angle neutron scattering (SANS) measurements to be taken. 
 

an anneal

an anneal

Table 1. A Table listing the information on the different AM specimens tested as part of the neutronic 
tests 
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3.  Results 
The aim of the initial part of the investigation was to try and provide answers to the questions of 
‘neutronic transparency’ and mechanical viability. 

3.1 Mechanical property testing results 
A TS2 decoupled moderator vessel was successfully manufactured in aluminium using an AM 
technique (see figure 3) in 2012. The vessel has since been leak tested at room temperature with a 
mass-spectrometer to 5x10-8 mbar.litres/s, before it was subjected to a ‘cold shock’ test (submersion in 
liquid nitrogen). The leak test was then repeated, with identical results. This shows that despite some 
initial reservations, the AM technique was able to produce and acceptably leak tight vessel.  

The vessel was twice cycled from atmosphere up to 6 bar(a) and while strain readings were taken from 
two strain-gauge rosettes; one positioned in the centre of one of the large faces and one positioned in 
the centre of a smaller side face. These data gained was used to calculate a maximum principal at the 
centre of the larger face (worst case) of 91MPa. 

3.2 Neutronic testing results 
It was felt that the easiest way to demonstrate clearly the observed differences between the various test 
specimens was to use the graph shown in figure 4 below. 

 
Figure 4. A graph showing the difference in small angle scattering between a 
representative selection of additive manufactured specimens and the standard 

machined aluminium reference specimens. 
 
The graph illustrates that the AM specimens are significantly less ‘transparent’ to neutrons when 
compared to the two machine aluminium specimens. It is postulated that at least some of the observed 
difference may be down to composition differences between the AlSi10Mg grade used for the AM 
specimens and the Al5083 grade used for the machined specimens. Another postulated cause is the 
difference in inter-granular spacing and grain size.  
Due to the log scale on the y-axis, it also shows that there is enough variation between the various 
specimens, to warrant further investigation (sample G can be seen to clearly sit below the lines of the 
other selected specimens displayed on the graph). In addition, with the postulated link to grain size 
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being a potential contributing factor and there being several available techniques for altering grain size 
in the AM specimens (both larger and smaller) the team is optimistic that further improvements can be 
made. 

4. Future work 

4.1 Correlating finite element analysis results to empirical pressure testing data 
   In order to provide a high level of confidence in future simulation results, a finite element analysis 
(FEA) model has been created and work is continuing to ensure this is robust and fully mesh 
independent. The model is being benchmarked against the measured data gained from the repeated 
pressure testing. It was decided to finish this modelling work before carrying out a burst test on the 
full moderator can, in case additional pressure testing could provide useful secondary results. 

4.2 AM vessel burst test 
It is planned for the team to carry out a recorded (using high-speed cameras) and instrumented burst 
test on the AM vessel. This will provide insight into the mode and position of any failures as well as 
the total pressure required to burst the vessel. This information can be compared with similar results 
from similar previous tests carried on moderator vessels produced via conventional methods. 

4.3 Post-burst test mechanical testing 
Once the vessel has been burst, then samples will be machined out of the remaining material and used 
for a variety of mechanical property (e.g tensile testing) and welding tests. Again these results can be 
compared back to know references. The break will also expose the structure and how it fractures 
(either brittle or ductile). 

4.4 Continuation of neutronic behavior characterization and viability testing 
At the time of writing, ISIS, is currently in a planned long operational shutdown. Therefore there is no 
current access to beam time in order to carry out further SANS testing. It is planned that when the 
facility is running again that the observed, if only slight, differences between the two AM techniques 
that was shown by the first round of testing , will investigated further. It is also a potential that 
samples could be tested on ENGIN-X to look into possible correlations between internal stresses and 
neutron transparency. There is also the potential to develop the AM techniques to work with more 
standard engineering grades of aluminium, such as Al5083 and Al6061. 

5. Conclusions 
It is clear that there are some strong benefits offered by AM techniques that could be exploited by 
moderator vessel designers. What our initial investigations have shown can be roughly concluded as 
follows: 

¥ Initial indications (leak tightness and max. principle stress) show technology is mechanically 
viable 

¥ The effect of the manufacturing process on neutronic performance and suitability for radiation 
environments is yet to be fully understood – work on-going 

There is much still to learn in this interesting and rapid developing field. ISIS is very open to joint 
projects and collaborations, so if you are interested then please feel free to contact the author. 
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Abstract. Subject of the present report is the investigation of the feasibility of using helium as 
tracer gas for leak detection for a water system in close vicinity to a cryogenic surface.  

In order to minimize the heat load to the hydrogen moderator, a vacuum isolation is necessary. 
This is achieved by adding a second vessel that surrounds the cold moderator. Due to excessive 
nuclear heating the second container wall has to be actively cooled. This cooling can be 
realized by the water used as a premoderator. A leak in any of the vessels must be possible to 
detect by the machine protection system and the target safety system, in order to take 
appropriate action to prevent further unacceptable consequences. The following scenarios are 
possible: In case of a big crack in one of the two vessels the vacuum would collapse and thus 
the situation would be detected. For capillary cracks in the moderator vessel small amounts of 
hydrogen will flow into the vacuum gap and vaporize. These hydrogen molecules can be 
detected at the vacuum pump. However, for capillary cracks in the vacuum wall small amounts 
of water would flow into the vacuum gap. The water would vaporize first and then freeze out 
as soon as it gets in contact with the cold surface of the liquid hydrogen moderator vessel. 
Thus, a layer of ice can build up until it forms a thermal bridge. In this case, the vacuum would 
not collapse and no detectable gas will reach the vacuum pump. Such a crack can therefore 
remain undetected. In order to handle the last mentioned case the basic idea is to mix the water 
of the premoderators with small amounts of helium. Thus, the helium and water mixture may 
be used simultaneously as a premoderator, as a coolant and as a leak detection mechanism. The 
ongoing studies will show whether it is feasible to inject helium into the water system, that 
helium will not freeze out together with the water and that it will find its way to the detection 
system at the vacuum pump. 

 

1. Introduction 
In the present report, some incident scenarios for the cold LH2 moderator system are considered and 
measures to remedy the situation are discussed. This consideration has focused on the pressure vessel 
of the cold source and possible leakage of the used fluids due to assumed cracks in the structure 
material. Such incidents can only be controlled sufficiently, if they are detected as soon as possible. 
Fig 1 shows a simplified horizontal section through the cold Moderator vessel including vacuum 
insulation and thermal Moderator. 
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Figure 1. Simplified sectional view of the cold and thermal Moderator 

 
We assume that the insulation vacuum is permanently pumped. At the vacuum pump measuring 
devices are installed which allows the detection of H2 and He. A distinction is made between the 
following four incidents: 
 
1 Large cracks in the inner vessel wall (cold Moderator): 

A large amount of hydrogen flows into the vacuum gap. The vacuum collapses. This can be 
detected at the vacuum pump. Measures can be taken. 

2 Large cracks in the vacuum wall (inner wall of the thermal Moderator): 
A large amount of water flows into the vacuum gap. The vacuum collapses. This can be detected 
at the vacuum pump. Measures can be taken. 

3 Hairline cracks in the vessel wall (cold Moderator): 
Small amounts of hydrogen flows into the vacuum gap and evaporate. The hydrogen molecules 
can be detected at the vacuum pump. Measures can be taken. 

4 Hairline cracks in the vacuum wall (inner wall of the thermal Moderator): 
Small amounts of water flows into the vacuum gap. The water evaporates and freezes at contact 
with the cold surface of the Moderator. It forms a layer of ice, potentially building a thermal 
bridge. The vacuum does not collapses and no detectible gas can be found at the vacuum pump. 
Accordingly, measures cannot be taken. 
 

Since incident four cannot be controlled without additional measures, in the following, a solution for 
this purpose is investigated. The basic idea is: Adding a gas to the water of the thermal Moderator up 
to the solubility limit and use it as a leak detection gas. The gas should not condense or freeze out 
while in contact with the cold moderator surface (20 K), so that it can be detected at the vacuum 
pump. The only gas fulfilling this requirement this is helium, because it is the only substance that 
remains a gas at the present conditions. The disadvantage is that helium has the lowest solubility of all 
gases (at 20°C and 1 bar are 1.5 mg helium in 1 kg water soluble). Therefore, first it should be 
demonstrated that the helium can be reliably and homogeneously dissolved in the water. In a second 
step, it has to be shown that the helium actually reaches the measuring device or if it is probably 
trapped by the water that freezes on the cold surface. 
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2. Measurement setup 

Figures 2 and 3 are showing the test setup: 
 

 
Figure 2. He leak detection test setup, left isometric CAD view, right CAD sectional view 

 

Figure 3. He-leak detection test setup during pre-assembly of the module 

 
To simplify the test setup a liquid nitrogen filled, insulated Aluminium vessel is used as a substitute 
for the Moderator. The H2O-He loop and the liquid nitrogen vessel are connected leaving a space to be 
pumped down simulating the 5 mm vacuum gap. The resulting space is constantly evacuated and 
monitored for helium gas. The rectangular channel with flowing H2O -He mixture is equipped with an 
adjustable valve, which can be operated from outside the channel by a rotary knob. Cracks of various 
sizes (50 microns to 250 microns) are simulate by micro drilled holes in the glass wall between H2O-
He and vacuum. When the valve is open, a portion of the H2O -He mixture enters the vacuum space. 
To observe the behaviour of the water vapour and ice formation, the thermal Moderator loop is 
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equipped with quartz glass windows on all four sides. The window between the vacuum chamber and 
the fluid loop includes a recess for the interchangeable "cracks" that were laser cut into small quartz 
glass plates (see fig. 4). 
 

 
Figure 4. Microscope picture of one of the "cracks" (50…250 μm) 

 
A mobile He injector provided by the company DELU AG is used to inject the helium. Originally, this 
system was developed for leak detection of underground supply lines. Helium can then be detected 
above ground helping to determine the location of the leak and thus reduce the amount of necessary 
excavations. With this system, the helium can be permanently injected and measured up to the 
solubility in water. 
 
The mixture was circulated in a closed loop under a slight overpressure. The helium was injected in a 
bypass. Figure 5 shows the assembled test setup. 
 

 

Figure 5. He- leak detection test setup with helium injector (provided by DELU AG)  
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3. Experimental results 

The first test was performed without cold surface, i.e. the nitrogen vessel was not filled. Helium was 
injected up to the solubility limit in the water. After the valve is opened briefly, the mixture entered 
into a vacuum gap. The water is evaporated (see fig. 6) and helium could be reproducibly detected at 
the vacuum pump. This experiment was performed three times. 
 

 
Figure 6. Incoming water helium solution evaporates due to the vacuum. Helium frees itself from 

the solution and can be measured 

 
 
In the second test, the nitrogen vessel was filled with liquid nitrogen and cooled down to about 77 K. 
Helium was injected up to the solubility limit in the water. Then, the valve was opened again shortly 
for a few seconds. The mixture entered the vacuum chamber, the water froze immediately on the cold 
surface and the helium was again detected reproducibly at the vacuum pump (see fig. 7). This 
experiment was also repeated three times. 
 

 
Figure 7. On the cold surface of the "moderator" frozen water. Helium diffuses through the ice and 

can be measured 
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In the third and last set of experiments, the nitrogen vessel was filled and cooled down. This time plain 
water was used instead of a H2O-He mixture. The valve remained permanently open during this 
experiment. Water entered into the vacuum gap forming a large ice layer on the cold surface. After 
some time the ice bridged the entire 5 mm vacuum gap and consequently the leak was blocked 
(sealed) by the formed ice. Surprisingly this did not lead to a destruction of the glass wall from the 
vacuum side towards the water. After the leak was self-sealed by the freezing water, helium was 
injected into the water loop. Soon after this, helium was detected at the vacuum pump. This 
experiment showed impressively that, first, forming ice do lead to building a thermal bridge but did 
not lead to immediate destruction of the structure. Second, the helium was able to diffuse through the 
watertight ice block still allowing detection of the crack. 
 
For conclusion figure 8 shows the so-called "soda pop" effect. As soon as the system pressure is 
reduced, the solubility of the helium is also decreased. Thereby helium gas bubbles are forming in the 
water. This is a sign for the water to be well saturated with helium. As soon as the system pressure 
increases again, the injector automatically feeds helium back into the water up to the solubility limit. 
 

 
Figure 8. Helium fog (detection gas) results from pressure reduction 

 
 
 
 
4. Summary & Outlook 
The report showed that a leak detection system with the used components is possible in principle for 
using in the ESS facility. For secure and automated operation, it is however, necessary to make some 
modifications of the Helium injector used. For that, the manufacturer of the injector (DELU AG) is 
ready to cooperate. The following modifications are necessary for ESS: 
 

• automation of the system, currently an operator directly at the system is necessary 
• scaling of the injector, depending on the water pressure and loop volume 
• definition of the circuit implementation, in the main loop or in a bypass (bypass takes longer but 

has lower pressure loss) 
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Engineering developments of the ESS Moderator and 
Reflector systems 

Daniel Lyngh, Rikard Linander 
European Spallation Source, P.O Box 176, SE-221 00 Lund, Sweden 

daniel.lyngh@esss.se 

Abstract. The on-going project for construction of the European Spallation Source (ESS), the 
5 MW long-pulsed neutron research facility in Lund, Sweden, has entered the phase in which 
design work and development are focused on realising solutions that shall satisfy well-defined 
requirements. The Target Station, which converts the pulsed proton beam delivered by the 
linear accelerator to cold and thermal neutron beams tailored for neutron science applications, 
consists of several systems. Each of these elements offers unique design challenges for the 
engineering teams both in terms of providing the necessary primary function and in satisfying 
complex requirements for physical and functional interfaces between systems. 
The Moderator and Reflector systems are a central part of the ESS and directly impact the 
overall performance of the facility. These are defined as the plug holding the neutron 
moderators and reflectors as well as the associated cryogenic fluid and refrigeration systems. 
The recent development of the neutronic design of flat moderators and their application and 
use by the neutron scattering systems has called for a re-engineering of the moderator and 
reflector systems for the ESS. In addition, this novel moderator concept has a major impact on 
the layout of the monolith and the remote handling procedures. 
This paper presents the ESS Moderator and Reflector systems from the engineering 
perspective. Different aspects of the moderator concept chosen for ESS are addressed, focusing 
on the latest progress of the development work. 

1.  General description Target Station 
The function of the target station is to convert the intense proton beam from the accelerator into a 
number of intense neutron beams. This conversion is achieved by the interplay of a number of basic 
functions. In the heavy metal target the impinging proton beam radiation from the accelerator is 
converted via the spallation process into fast neutrons as the useful product, while generating a large 
amount of heat, radioactive isotopes and prompt radiation as unavoidable by-products. The moderator-
reflector assembly surrounding the target transforms the fast neutrons emitted by the target into slow 
neutrons, which are the final form of useful radiation provided by the neutron source, while further 
radioactive waste is produced by the absorption of neutrons by various target structures. (Here, “fast” 
means neutrons with velocities in the range of 10% of the velocity of light and “slow” means 
velocities comparable to the speed of sound.) These two neutronically active systems are surrounded 
by a radiation shielding system of approximately 7000 tons of steel, in order to contain the extreme 
level of highly penetrating gamma and fast neutron radiation created in the target and its vicinity. The 
beam extraction system provides intense slow neutron beams through beam guides, which traverse the 
target shielding. These neutron beam guides are accessible at the surface of the shielding, for delivery 
to and use at the neutron-scattering instruments facing the beam ports at variable distances. The proton 
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beam window separates the high vacuum in the accelerator from the atmospheric-pressure inert helium 
gas inside a large container vessel, in which all of these systems are housed. They form, together with 
the tight container, the target monolith, which takes the shape of an 11 m diameter and 8 m high 
cylinder. 

At ESS, the proton beam will deliver 5 MW power in the form of kinetic energy. About 10% of 
this energy is converted to mass through the nuclear reactions in the spallation process that produces 
neutrons, other nuclear fragments, isotopes and gamma radiation. The energy of these particles makes 
up the remaining 90% of the proton beam energy, and it is almost all deposited within a distance of 1 
m from the site of proton beam impact in the target. Different cooling circuits in the target monolith 
remove this large amount of heat from the target itself (3 MW), from the moderator-reflector assembly 
(1.2 MW) and from the monolith shielding (0.3 MW). The proton beam window is directly heated by 
the traversing beam and requires cooling of about 6 kW, though this value is strongly dependent on 
window design details. 

Radiation damage and fatigue limit the lifetime of the three most strongly affected systems: the 
target, the reflector-moderator assembly and the proton beam window. All of these systems will need 
to be changed multiple times during the lifetime of the facility, with frequencies ranging between 6 
months and 5 years, as conservatively estimated on the basis of available experience at spallation 
sources. The removed used components represent a considerable amount of radioactive waste. The 
other part of the radioactive waste consists of gases, volatiles and airborne particles, which will be 
continuously captured by a variety of efficient filters and traps. 

 

Figure 1 Monolith with Moderator & Reflector Assembly Inside 
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2.  IMPROVEMENTS ON MODERATOR & REFLECTOR ASSEMBLIES 

2.1.  Flat Moderator Design 
The ESS Target station has, as a result of the promising development and implementation of the Flat 
Moderator design, developed an engineering solution to handle the novel design significantly. 

 The size of the liquid hydrogen moderator is according to the current conceptual optimization at a 
height of 3 cm and diameter of approximately 24 cm. The cold moderator is enclosed within a vacuum 
chamber for insulation and placed above a flat 3 cm thick water disc acting as thermal moderator. The 
disc is connected to the water wings pointing out angular against the beam lines horizontally adjacent 
to the cold moderator allowing the instruments to align their view both the cold liquid hydrogen 
moderator as the well as the thermal water wings. Outside of the liquid hydrogen moderator sits a 
second thermal moderator flushed with water, see figure 2. 

 Both the outer thermal moderator and the liquid hydrogen cold moderator are designed with a 
serial flow pattern to allow even gradual temperature deposition through the tanks.  

 The reflector surrounding the moderator assembly is filled with beryllium blocks enclosed in the 
aluminium tank continuously flushed with cooling water. 

 In the concept design it is anticipated that all shells, tanks and components will be manufactured 
out of Al 6061-T6. 

 

Figure 2 Flat moderator design concept 

2.2.  Moderator & Reflector Plug 
Engineering development of the concept design has aimed towards a design of a plug that can 
assemble and hold a typical moderator and reflector assembly within the defined envelope, ensure a 
managed pipe-routing and the possibility to handle installation and removal of the plugs in/out of the 
monolith operational position in an effective and controlled way. Calculations have shown that a size 
of 70 cm for the assembly of the moderators and reflectors should be adequate still allowing changes 
in the detailed moderator design up to a level that could be reasonable to expect coming out of the 
development and experience that will be collected during commissioning and initial operations. Based 
on those calculations a plug was developed that could fit different combinations of moderators and 
reflectors of different designs and materials within this defined envelope. The plug concept thereby 
allows for changes in moderator type from a flat design to tube design or other moderator geometries.  

 The plug’s design and support structure allows viewing of moderators up to 120 degrees in two 
directions, see figure 3, however certain moderator designs performs better with narrower viewing 
slots. 

 ESS has with the engineering design the possibility to further develop and update the moderator as 
neutron science progresses and new innovations are discovered without having to do major 
modifications of the target station. Thereby being prepared to without extensive modifications allow 
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implementation of new ground-breaking developments to continue to improve performance of the 
neutron source. 

 

Figure 3 The lower MR assembly (left) and indicated possible viewing angles (right) for neutron 
science instruments 
 

2.3.  Moderator and Reflector Plug Configuration 
An assembly concept design has been developed to include the new moderator and plug concept with 
the purpose of, being able to in a controlled and smart way of install and remove the moderator plugs, 
while allowing the surrounding structure and target wheel to remain in place to a large degree. The 
sequence of operation for replacing the moderator plugs permits exchanging them more often than the 
other adjacent components as the moderators will most likely be expected to have a shorter lifespan.  

 The two plugs can be introduced or removed independently from each other, see figure 4, by 
rotating the individual pipe and bracket holding each plug before attaching a custom lifting fixture that 
will take it of the support pipe and up into the transport cask for transfer to the hot cell. As the plugs 
are independently supported this allows for different exchange periods for each of the moderators 
enabling plugs with completely different designs i.e. lifetimes. 

 

Figure 4 Configuration of the moderator and reflector plugs relative the target 

2.4.  MR Plug Handling System 
The illustrations in figure 5 show the sequence of removing both moderators while keeping the target 
wheel and surround structure in place. Each of the MR Plugs is attached to a rotating support-pipe, the 
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two support-pipes, one for each MR plug, are supported on each other and together on a stiff axis that 
has its foundation into the monolith foundation. 

Shielding blocks will need to be removed to let each of the plugs to be rotated from operational 
position into service position, and then lifted up. Pipes are permanently connected to each of the plugs 
and belong to the plug assembly. As the plugs are introduced or removed the pipe-bundle must be 
practically handled simultaneously with the plugs and when being installed connected to the 
supporting structure to prevent vibrations.  

 

Figure 5 Handling sequence of removing both moderators 

2.5.  In-Kind Contribution 
The construction of the ESS in Lund is strongly based on In-Kind contributions from member states. 
During 2014 several In-Kind collaboration meetings have been performed. Institutes within ESS 
member states were invited and the different work scopes presented. It is planned to reach an 
agreement with a European institute for taking the responsibility for the final design and delivery of 
several parts of the described system during first half of 2015. 
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Operational Experience on Utilities and Remote Handling on 
ISIS 

David Haynes 
Target Operation Group, ISIS Facility, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory 

David.Haynes@stfc.ac.uk 

Abstract. The ISIS Facility at RAL has been producing neutrons for science from the 
original Target Station (TS1 – 40/50Hz) since 1984.  The second, lower power, low-
repetition-rate Target Station (TS2 – 10Hz) came on line in 2008.  Although the two 
Target Stations are different in many ways they do both have the same basic layout 
and the same main components:  

 a moveable target, reflector and moderator (TRAM) assembly in which the 
neutrons are produced, 

 a Remote Handling Cell (RHC) located behind the TRAM for maintenance and 
repair operations,  

 a Target Services Area (TSA) located behind the RHC containing cooling plant 
and cryogenic coldboxes. 

 
In each Target Station neutrons are produced when the proton beam from the ISIS 
accelerator hits a tungsten target positioned in a helium filled void vessel. Water 
cooling channels remove the heat generated in the target via the cooling plant located 
in the TSA.  Moderators (ambient water, liquid CH4, liquid H2, solid CH4) slow down 
the neutrons escaping from the target and these moderators are surrounded by water-
cooled beryllium reflectors which scatter neutrons back into the moderators.  In 
operation, all TRAM components become highly radioactive.  The complete TRAM 
assembly (along with cooling plant, cryogenic systems and shielding plugs) is rolled 
back to withdraw the TRAM from the void vessel into the RHC for maintenance.    
The RHCs have a pair of master/slave manipulators on each side, an overhead crane 
which is remotely controlled, and all RHC operations are viewed through shielding 
windows and video cameras with zoom and focus capability.  This presentation will 
highlight the many routine procedures such as target and moderator changes carried 
out over the life of ISIS, as well as more complex and unusual work such as complete 
reflector replacements, void vessel door seal changes, water filtration and numerous 
unscheduled repairs. 
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1. Layout and features of ISIS Target Stations. 
The ISIS buildings and layout of TS1 and 2 can be seen in the aerial view in Figure 1. The ISIS 
70Mev injector, synchrotron ring and building R55 (TS1) and R80 (TS2) are shown and give a clear 
indication of the ISIS layout. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1 – ISIS Facility with TS1 & 2 Experimental Halls 
 
The basic layout of the ISIS Target Stations is shown in Figure 2 – TS1 and 2 layouts are both the 

same.  In each case there is a proton beam extracted from the ISIS accelerator and the beam is focused 
onto a Tungsten target which sits in a helium filled void vessel inside the target blockhouse and shutter 
array. 

Neutrons produced by spallation from the target material are reflected and moderated and then pass 
through windows in the void vessel (nine on each side) to instruments on the ISIS beamlines. 

Behind the target is a moveable shielded train with a Remote Handling Cell (RHC). There is then a 
secondary shield plug and then a Target Services Area (TSA) containing target cooling plant and 
cryogenic coldboxes for moderators, plus other equipment necessary for target operation. This 
arrangement allows the Target, Reflector and Moderator (TRAM) assembly to be moved back from 
the operating position into the maintenance position for replacement of various components using the 
manipulator arms in the RHC. 

This basic layout and method of operation is exactly the same for TS1 and TS2. 
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Figure 2 – Layout of ISIS Target Stations 

 
ISIS TS1 has been in operation since 1985 and is currently operating with a target made up of 12 

tungsten plates clad with a thin layer of tantalum.  The ISIS Accelerator produces a 50Hz beam – 
40Hz goes to TS1 and every fifth pulse from the accelerator is directed to TS2 (10Hz operation).  
Figure 3 shows ISIS TS1 target withdrawn into the RHC for maintenance. 

 

 
Figure 3 – TS1 TRAM Assembly in RHC 
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The TS1 target is cooled with D2O.  A bulk flow of 500 litres per minute is spilt between three 
cooling channels with more flow directed to the front target plates than to those at the rear.  TS1 has 
four moderators, two containing H2O at ambient temperature, one containing liquid CH4 at 100K and 
one containing liquid H2 at 20K.  The TS1 reflector is made up of stainless steel boxes containing 
beryllium rods and these rods are also cooled with D2O. 

 
 
ISIS TS2 has been operating since 2008.  The TS2 target is a solid cylinder of tungsten, clad with a 

thin layer of tantalum and this target is cooled with H2O.  A flow of 90 liters per minute is split 
between two flow channels, both of which flow along the outside of the target body and across the 
front face where the beam hits the target.  TS2 has two moderators, one containing liquid H2 at 20K 
and one containing solid CH4 at 45K.  Both of these moderators are fitted with ambient water pre-
moderators which sit inside the solid beryllium reflector.  This reflector is edge cooled using H2O via 
aluminium cooling pads clamped to the sides of each reflector half.  Figure 4 shows the layout of the 
TS2 TRAM in the RHC with the reflector opened and rolled forward for maintenance. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 – ISIS TS2 TRAM in maintenance position 

2. A Typical Remote Handling Operation on ISIS – Removal of  TS1 Target 
TS1 tungsten target life is typically five years of ISIS operation.  After this time the target is removed 
from service and stored in the ISIS Active Handling Facility (R40) prior to final disposal to Sellafield 
in Cumbria.   
 

To place the target into storage it is necessary to prepare the RHC and other equipment for target 
removal, seal and package the target in-cell, place the packaged target into a storage flask and finally 
transport the flask and target to ISIS Building R40 for storage prior to final disposal.  Figure 5 shows 
the TS1 service tunnel layout for removal of active components from the RHC. 
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Figure 5 – TS1 Service Tunnel Layout 
 

2.1 Preparation of Storage Flask. 
A flask is prepared in R40 and is preloaded with a disposal can and flange assembly ready to be fitted 
to the target.  The whole flask assembly is lowered onto a powered trolley in the underground service 
tunnel running parallel with TS1 RHC. 

After positioning, the outer closure flange of the flask is removed and the flask is then transported 
into the cross tunnel to position it underneath the service hatch in the floor of the RHC.  All operations 
are controlled from the TS1 Manipulator Rooms either side of the RHC. 

The floor hatch is opened and the main shield plug is lifted into the RHC using the installed crane 
(see Figure 6 overleaf).  After the shield plug has been positioned in the RHC the crane is removed 
and connected to an electrically driven grab mechanism that will connect with the target disposal 
flange.  This will allow the active target package to be remotely handled for storage at ISIS and later 
for final disposal at Sellafield. 

Figure 7 overleaf shows the grab mechanism attached to the target disposal flange and the 
flange/disposal can assembly being lifted into the RHC.  After the assembly has been lifted in the 
RHC floor hatch is closed and the TRAM is withdrawn into the RHC for target removal. 
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Figure 6 – Storage flask shield plug being lifted into RHC 

 

 
 

Figure 7 – Target disposal can being lifted into RHC 
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2.2 Removal of Target 
Figure 8 below shows the TS1 target in the RHC being prepared for removal.  The top section of 
reflector (complete with water moderators) has been rolled forward to expose the target.  In the 
foreground of the picture is the handling frame which is used to remove and handle the target. 

 

 
 

Figure 8 – ISIS TS1 Target in RHC viewed through Zinc Bromide shield window 
 
The handling frame is lifted into position and connected to the body of the target.  At this stage all 

D2O in the target cooling circuits is drained and blown down into a holding tank in the service tunnel 
under the target station.  The large flange at the rear of the target serves as a mechanical fixing to 
support and position the target but also seals the water connections for the cooling water for the target 
plates and casing circuits. 

Figure 9 overleaf shows the target being lifted clear of the back door after all the bolts in this 
sealing flange have been released and the target umbilical connector (carrying thermocouple 
connections) has been disconnected. 
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Figure 9 – Target being lifted clear of lower reflector 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10 – Mounting flange view after target has been lifted away 
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2.3 Packaging Target in Preparation for Removal from RHC. 
After removal the target is lifted to the north side of the RHC and placed into a rollover frame.  This 
mechanism rotates the target into the vertical plane so that the disposal flange can be fitted.  Figure 11 
below shows the disposal flange being lowered onto the target (with seal in place) and figure 12 shows 
the nuts being tightened to clamp the flange onto the target.  The flange serves a dual purpose; it seals 
the target in case of any Tritium release during storage and also provides a means of handling the 
target which is compatible with the Sellafield handling system. 

 
Figure 11 – Target disposal flange being lowered into place 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 12 – Disposal flange being bolted to target 
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Figure 13 – Target being lifted across RHC to disposal can 
 

In Figure 13 the target can be seen hanging vertically from the electric grab mechanism on the RHC 
crane.  The target is being lifted across to the south side of the RHC toward the disposal can which can 
be seen in the foreground of this picture. 
 
The target engages in slots the disposal can, is turned and locked in place by means of four locking 
bolts on the side of the disposal flange (see figure 14). 
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Figure 14 – Disposal flange engaging in slots in Disposal Can 
 

2.4 Removal of Target from RHC. 
After the target has been locked into the disposal can the floor hatch is opened and the complete 
assembly is lowered into the storage flask waiting in the cross tunnel under the RHC – see figure 15 
below. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 15 (left) shows target in Disposal Can being lowered into storage flask & Figure 16 (right) 
shows loaded flask being checked for external radiation dose 
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Once the target is landed in the flask the electric grab mechanism is opened and lifted back into the 
RHC, leaving the target in the flask.  The electric grab is removed from the crane inside the RHC and 
the crane is connected to the flask shield plug.  This shield plug is then lowered out of the hatch and 
placed on top of the target inside the flask.  The crane is withdrawn, the hatch closed and then the flask 
is checked for external radiation dose and contamination. 
 

 

2.5 Transportation of target to ISIS Storage Facility 
After external dose rates and contamination levels have been assessed the flask can be removed from 
the cross tunnel ready for transportation to R40. 
The closure flange is fitted to the flask and then the flask is lifted out of the service tunnel using the 
R55 main hall crane.  The total weight of the loaded flask is approximately 9.1 Tonnes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 17(Left) – Loaded flask being lifted clear of services tunnel & Figure 18 (Right) – Flask being 
transported to R40 for short term storage 
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Figure 19 – ISIS Target Transport Flask prepared for transportation to Sellafield 
 

Figure 19 shows the target finally packaged in the ISIS Target Transport Flask.  This flask is a fully 
licensed and registered Type B package for use on road and rail transport.  This flask is used to 
transport spent targets from ISIS to final disposal at the Intermediate Level Beta/Gamma Waste Store 
(ILBGWS) at Sellafield. 
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Abstract. The European Spallation Source (ESS), Lund, Sweden will be a 5MW long pulsed 
neutron research facility with planned commissioning in 2019. Connected to the target station 
building, a hot cell facility will deal with the large, heavy and complex radioactive components 
as they reach their lifetime limit after service in the neutron research facility. The hot cell will 
be unique in its design for this specific reason. A special precondition for ESS, being a green 
field facility, is that there is neither a heritage nor any logistical constraints, which is often the 
case for existing facilities. The ESS will be operational for around 40 years once commissioned 
and the hot cell facility will be operative during the complete operational phase of ESS as well 
as being an important facility during the decommissioning phase of the ESS. This requires the 
design to have a very high degree of flexibility in order to adapt to changes of target station 
component designs as well as changes of the functional requirements for the hot cells 
themselves. 

1. Introduction 
The design of the Active Cells comprising the hot cell facility of the European Spallation Source ESS 
AB is in a crucial phase of preliminary design with a planned preliminary design review in mid 
December 2014. The layout and logistics of the Active Cells is intended to be able to treat and process 
spent radioactive components mainly derived from the ESS target station operation. The Active Cells 
facility is scheduled to be operational during the lifetime of the ESS (including decommissioning) and 
consideration of a flexible and versatile design is therefor crucial in order to fulfil the scheduled tasks, 
also taking into account that most spent components coming from the ESS operation will most likely 
be experiencing design updates during the ESS operation. Furthermore, the operation of the Active 
Cells should have little or no impact on the neutron scattering reliability and availability. 

The main purpose of the treatment of the radioactive spent components is to meet the Waste 
Acceptance Criteria (WAC) as specified by transport, interim storage and/or final repository. As of 
today, the WAC is not yet known and that will have an influence on the layout and design of the 
Active Cells as well as on its systems and equipment. 

This paper will discuss the current plans for the design of the ESS Active Cells facility and how 
this design take into account the uncertainties of the requirements. This also includes some degree of 
novelty to the design and layout both in order to be able to meet future or changed requirements once 
operational but also to try to address other issues when dealing with hot cells and remote handling. 
The later is also important due to that the ESS is a green field facility and do not rely on any heritage 
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from previous operation, this imply that the green field facility design and construction could be both a 
risk and an opportunity for the manufacturing of the Active Cells facility. 

 
 
2. Currently planned Active Cells layout and design 
In order to fulfil the requirements on receiving the spent radioactive components from the target 
operation as well as to treat these components to fulfil the WAC for shipping and receiving storage 
facility, the layout and structure of the Active Cells has been developed into 5 main areas. The process
cell where the spent components are received, treated and loaded into waste baskets, the maintenance
cell that functions as the logistical hub for transport of waste container as well as a location for hands 
on maintenance on the Active Cells equipment, the storage pits where waste baskets can be stored 
prior to offsite shipment, the transfer area where offsite shipment containers are loaded with waste 
baskets prior to shipping and the technical galleries from where all in-cell operations are performed 
and the Human Machine Interface (HMI) is located. The currently planned main features of the layout 
are shown in Figure 1 and the layout is further explained beneath. The inside dimensions of the hot 
side of the cells are roughly (30x12x15) meters (LxWxH). 
 

 
Figure 1. The Active Cells layout.  

 

2.1. Process Cell 
This part of the Active Cells has an interface to the high bay above where the radioactive spent 
components are loaded though a floor valve. The components are loaded to a centre position and then, 
depending on what component it is, moved to a certain pre-dedicated position for process and 
treatment. The treatment could be cutting and dismantling in order to separate materials and activation 
to ease and minimize risk of not fulfilling WAC for shipment and receiving facility. The waste is 
loaded into dedicated wastebaskets. The other structural interface is through an intra bay door that 
separates the process cell and the maintenance cell; here components, equipment and wastebaskets can 
be transported back and forth between the cells. 

 

Process cell

 

Maintenance cell

Storage pitsTransfer area Technical galleries 

Top View 
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2.2. Maintenance Cell 
The maintenance cell is dedicated for logistics of the wastebaskets transported from the process cell, 
either the baskets are loaded into a storage pit or through the transfer area into a shipment container. In 
the maintenance cell, personnel have access through an airlock to do maintenance on process and 
maintenance cell equipment and tools. The human access will be subjected to some preconditions as 
for example that the access will be done in pressure suits, the storage pit lids are in place and the intra 
bay door is closed.  

2.3. Storage Pits 
The storage pits are situated beneath the maintenance cell floor connected to the maintenance cell via 
hatches. The purpose of the storage pits is to provide an interim storage of waste until shipment is 
possible. Depending on the filling degrees, maximum weights, activity, etcetera of the wastebaskets, 
the storage capacity volume will hold at least 15 years of target station radioactive waste. 

2.4. Transfer Area 
The physical connection to offsite shipment is done through the transfer area with the possibility to 
transport shipment casks inside a confined area for direct top loading of wastebaskets from the storage 
pits (through the maintenance cell). The transfer area is designed as an airlock and the design should 
allow different sizes of shipment containers to be loaded. 

2.5. Technical Galleries 
All regular operations within the cells are performed from the technical galleries where a control board 
is located as well as the through wall operating equipment such as the Master Slave Manipulators 
(MSM). The technical galleries also house the possibility for locating smaller Post Irradiation 
Examination (PIE) cells. 
 
3. The Active Cells novel design concept 
For the Active Cells to be able to meet the expected performance and lifetime with many expected 
updates in target components as well as changes in the WAC and updates in operations in general, the 
design of the cells has a high focus on versatility and operational flexibility. One of the most 
constraining parts of a classical hot cell operation or remote handling in general is the location and 
performance of the HMI. For a hot cell, classically the operator would have been placed in the 
technical galleries in front of a shielded glass window with two manipulator arms to work with inside 
the cell. The drawbacks of this setup are limited view angles, high demands on in-cell lights, operator 
fatigue and low utilization of the manipulator arms. The ESS Active Cells is addressing these issues in 
a concept called the novel design and the concepts are further described below. 

3.1. The Human Machine Interface 
If the in-cell operation as well as the through wall operations is done from a central control table, the 
operator HMI is moved from the face of the wall to the control table. A sketch of how this interface 
could look like can be seen in Figure 2. This implies two things, first that the MSM´s are driven by 
motors instead of operator physical force and the second thing is that the operation is performed via a 
video feed instead of a direct view of the operation.  

The motorized MSM depicted in Figure 3 is a commercial product with a tested performance with 
a very good feedback from operators on technical, operational and cost perspectives [1]. Since the 
physical extension with the motorized arm is not bound by the reachability of the operator, as a 
synergy, the motorized arm now has a possibility to also reach upwards. This is of course beneficial 
considering the size of the Active Cells. 

Pursuing the placement of the operator in front of a control board, the operation inside the cells will 
now be done with joysticks and controls that should utilize a haptic behaviour to get the most realistic 
behaviour of the controls as possible. Furthermore the operation is done via cameras. 
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Figure 2. Sketch of a control board for running 
and controlling the in-cell operations. 
 

 

Figure 3. Difference between the manual and motorized master-slave manipulators. 

3.2. Visualization
Expanding the thought on placing the operator in front of a camera feed of the cell interiors with a 
joystick controlling the equipment that incorporates a haptic feedback, the need for the shielding 
windows are no longer obvious. However there might be occasions where a window is needed and 
thus the project plans on incorporating at least the embedded frames for some window in the process 
cell and some in the maintenance cell. Excluding the windows from the day-to-day operation, the 
requirements on the in-cell lights is reduced significantly and there might be opportunities to use 
standard LED street lights for the operation.  

The camera system will be the main visualization system for observing the operations and this now 
puts some stringent requirements on the camera system and how this system will be used. The novel 
concept will utilize a set of through wall plug cameras and in-cell cameras mounted on equipment and 
other structures. The video feed will be processed through a computer and integrated with CAD 
models in order for the operator to use a virtual camera position with a convenient viewing position. 
The viewing system is thus utilizing augmented reality [2] as a tool for the operator to get a clear view 
of the process inside the cells. 

3.3. Master Slave Manipulator layout 
The classical setup of a hot cell workstation is designed with two MSM’s in front of a shielding 
window. By this setup, the working volume of the MSM’s are very much overlapping which of course 

Classical HMI Planned HMI
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could be both beneficial and inadequate depending on the operation that is performed. By shifting the 
HMI from the walls to the control board, there are no longer any need for placing the MSM’s in a 
suitable position for the operator (in terms of height and distance between them). Working volume and 
overlaps, penetration heights etcetera could now be optimized for the planned work for each arm. By 
including a grid of plugged penetrations, the arms could then be moved to a suitable position to 
accommodate the changed needs including a high degree of flexibility of the future operations of the 
Active Cells. The difference between the working volumes of a normal hot cell set up of manipulator 
arms and the suggested motorized arms are displayed in Figure 4. 

The penetrations used by the MSM’s should be developed so that all equipment that will be routed 
through the walls of the cells has the same size. If so, the operation could chose if there should be a 
camera or a MSM or any other utility routed in a specific penetration position.  
 

   

Figure 4. Top picture are describing the 
working volumes of a classical MSM set up 
and the bottom picture is a suggestion of 
spreading the arms out along the length of 
the wall, optimizing the working volume. 
 

3.4. Mock-up testing of operation 
By implementing the systems, functions and designs discussed in the sub-chapters above, placing the 
operator in front of a control board utilizing haptic controls and augmented reality, the mock-up 
testing of most operations could be performed in the same environment as the live operation. The 
operator will use the same controls but do the operation in a mirrored virtual reality environment 
instead of the actual in-cell reality.  
 
4. Target Wheel dismantling 
The wheel function and design is described in [3]. The size, weight and difference in activity of the 
different materials require the wheel to be dismantled prior to offsite shipment. The aim of the 
dismantling is to separate tungsten from stainless steel and to separate low active parts like the top of 
the shaft from the highly activated parts like the beam entrance window. The currently chosen method 
for dismantling is dry cutting utilizing a high-speed circular saw mounted on the wall. The wheel 
assembly is positioned on a rotating table and the saw has another 4 degrees of freedom making the 
cutting as flexible as possible. The saw is shown in Figure 5 where the first top part of the shaft is cut 
of and removed by the in-cell crane. The size and foremost the height of the target wheel assembly has 
a large impact on the total size of the hot parts of the Active Cells. 
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Figure 5. Detail of the target wheel disassembly. The 
wall mounted saw in orange and the wheel assembly in 
grey. The first top piece of the shaft is cut and lifted by 
the in-cell crane. 
 

 
5. Waste logistics 
Since the WAC is not yet determined and agreed with the stakeholders, the design of the Active Cells 
as well as the planning of the logistics for the waste should be flexible enough to accommodate a 
variety of offsite shipment containers. The waste should also be separated and sorted in a way so that 
the risk for having to re-pack and re-distribute the waste once the WAC is known should be minimized. 
By introducing the philosophies of flexibility to the design, the logistics will also be adoptable to 
future changes in the chain of transportation.  

Once the WAC is known a detailed BAT (Best Available Technique) analysis will be performed 
that will set the parameters for the shipment. The offsite shipment itself will be under ADR-S [4] 
regulations. 

The reference system used as the design basis is the currently used and adopted system used by 
some of the Swedish NPP’s. An approximate number of 200 containers within this system are 
deployed as of today for radioactive waste storage. Depending on activity, the containers can be built 
with 50, 100, 150 or 200 mm wall thickness (steel). 

The loading of the interim wastebaskets into the shipment container is done in the transfer area, 
Figure 6. This area has a connection to the transport hall where truck access is possible. The interim 
wastebaskets, Figure 7, are filled in the process cell and used for the interim storage in the storage pits. 
These baskets go through decontamination on the outer surfaces in order to avoid contamination of the 
inside of the shipment containers. 
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Figure 6. Waste shipment container in blue 
transported on rails from the transfer area to the 
transport hall for truck loading. 
 

Figure 7. Detail of the waste shipment 
container (blue), one side omitted. The 
yellow wastebaskets are used as interim 
storage baskets that are eventually loaded 
inside the shipment container. 

6. Conclusions 
A lot of effort is currently focused at concluding on the layout and geometry of the Active Cells 
structural parts. Since some of the functional requirements are still unknown, the design effort is 
focused on including flexibility and versatility to an as large extent as possible. This is one of the 
reasons to why the “novel design concept” is presented as part of the solution for the design since this 
concept will make it possible to adopt the cells to future known and unknown modes of processes and 
operations. The flexibility and versatility is also adopted for the shipment of waste where the 
interfaces are developed in such a fashion that they can accommodate a large range of shipment 
containers.   
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Abstract. The proton beam window for the European Spallation Source ESS will separate the 
1 bar monolith helium atmosphere and the accelerator vacuum. In medium power spallation 
sources like ISIS, SINQ or the SNS source in Oak Ridge, cylindrical or spherical double 
walled water cooled windows are used, but during the design of the beam window for the 
spallation source SNS it became obvious, that this concept is already pushed to its limits at a 
beam power of 1.4 MW. A novel design concept called pan-pipe design was proposed for the 
ESS-PBW, which is optimized for high coolant pressures – as helium is the designated coolant 
for the PBW at ESS - and the typical pressure difference of 1 bar over the window. In the 
present study the detailed thermo-mechanical design of the PBW made of aluminium is shown. 
The main focus of the investigations was set on fatigue loading due to mechanical and cyclic 
thermal loads and on an optimized flexible interface between the PBW and its massive frame. 

 

1. Introduction 

The ESS proton beam window will separate the 1 bar monolith helium atmosphere and the accelerator 
vacuum. In 2003 a novel design concept called pan-pipe design was proposed for the PBW for higher 
beam powers [1]. This design was optimized for high coolant pressures and the typical pressure 
difference of 1 bar over the window. Due to the interim stop of the ESS-project in 2003 only very 
rough investigations were shown in [1], which were now adapted to the current ESS conditions – e.g. 
helium as designated coolant medium and new proton beam parameters - and further particularized for 
this report. 
 

This report concentrates on thermo-mechanical stresses and fatigue due to normal operation 
conditions. Off-normal loads were only considered with respect to the thermal layout so far (cp. 
chapter 3). In a next step all possible load cases - including faulty conditions - and their impact on the 
life-time of the PBW have to be investigated in detail. 
 
                       
4   To whom any correspondence should be addressed. 
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2. Pan Pipe Design 
The pan-pipe design is shown in Figure 1. Basic drivers for the design of the beam window are 

 cooling: window material is subjected to volumetric energy deposition by the proton beam and 
by scattered neutrons from the surroundings and the target 

 mechanical strength: mechanical loads imposed on the window material are the coolant 
pressure and the pressure difference between the helium atmosphere and the accelerator 
vacuum 

 radiation damage: basically driving the life time and thus the handling frequency 
 defocusing: proton beam will be scattered by the window material 

 
Al6061-T6 [2] was chosen as the preferred material for the window because of its low density, 

which guaranties a good transmissibility for protons and a moderate heat deposition, and its good 
mechanical properties. On the other hand this choice limits the maximum temperature to 
approximately 100 °C, because at higher temperatures (>130 °C) the material will lose its tempered 
state in a long term and consequently its strength. 
 

 
Figure 1. Pan-pipe design: The window itself consists of 33 pipes, each 6mm in diameter, and a 

flexible interface to the massive aluminium frame. At present manufacturing and welding tests are 
carried out at Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH, ZEA-1 (bottom right figures) 

 
The current design focuses on minimizing the wall thickness to be cooled by using an array of 

small pipes – 33 in total - connected to each other. The single pipes with an outer diameter of 6 mm 
and a wall thickness of only 0.3 mm are suitable to resist the high coolant pressure of 10 bar, that will 
lead to circumference stress in the pipe walls, and the pressure difference of 1 bar between the 
monolith helium atmosphere and the accelerator vacuum, that will lead to bending stresses in the 
PBW. The clamping of the PBW in its massive frame is flexible in vertical direction to allow the pipes 
to thermally expand in longitudinal direction. Moreover the tilting effect at both ends of the pipes due 
to the deflection of the PBW is compensated by the flexible clamping. Thus the stresses in the PBW 
within the beam footprint could be reduced significantly and the zone of maximum thermo-mechanical 
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stressing could be transferred to the flexible interface. This is important since radiation damage will 
degrade ductility and fatigue resistivity of the material within the beam– which is still a point that has 
to be investigated carefully in the near future. 

 
The flexible interface of the PBW is built into a massive aluminum block containing the cooling 

connections (cp. Figure 1). The central borehole in the massive aluminum frame is the helium inlet 
and the helium will leave the configuration through the two boreholes on the side. In order to 
distribute the helium flow to all single pipes and to collect it again after having passed the window, 
manifolds are foreseen above and below the PBW. 
 

Manufacturing of the window will be performed by machining the outer contour of the pipes from 
a solid block of aluminum, followed by drilling holes of a diameter of 5.4 mm leaving a wall thickness 
of 0.3 mm. Thus there is no need for using joining techniques like brazing or welding in the zone 
suffering most from proton beam radiation. Figure 1 shows a first proof-of-manufacturing window 
from the year 2003 to analyse to tolerances regarding the wall thickness and a current test weld of a 
prototypic window in its massive frame. 

 
3. Thermal layout 
In order to determine thermal stresses for the whole PBW configuration a detailed CFD 
(Computational Fluid Dynamics) model was set up in ANSYS CFX [3], which includes all relevant 
solid parts as well as the coolant passages of the configuration. The thermal-hydraulic calculations on 
the PBW were performed for the reference mass flow rate of 0.2 kg/s, a helium inlet temperature of 
20 °C and a parabolic heat deposition profile (cp. Figure 2, left side). The peak value of the applied 
time-averaged heat deposition profile is 0.5 kW/cm³, which is a conservative value for the nominal 
beam. The half width of the beam footprint is 80 mm and the half height is 30 mm [4]. Outside the 
beam footprint a heat deposition distribution which decreases with the distance to the beam axis to the 
second power and which results in a maximum power density of about 1 W/cm³ in the massive frame 
of the PBW is considered (cp. Figure 2, right side). The power density during the pulse is determined 
by the time averaged values scaled by 1/f/tpulse = 1/14 s-1/2.86 ms  25, while in between the pulses 
no thermal load is considered. 

 

 
Figure 2. Time averaged heat deposition profiles within (left) and outside of beam footprint (right) 
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Turbulence is modelled by using the k-SST model [5]. For aluminum constant material properties 
according to [6] were used, while for helium pressure and temperature dependent values according to 
the formulas given in [7] and [8] were used. 

 
The results of the thermal hydraulic calculation with respect to the coolant flow and the 

temperatures in the PBW are shown in Figure 3, left hand side. The maximum temperature after a 
pulse is about 65 °C for nominal loading conditions. The temperature increment in the centre of the 
beam window due to the pulsed operation is about 14 °C. For off-normal conditions, which are given 
by a slightly focused beam footprint of 140 mm x 50 mm and a maximum beam shift of 6 mm [4], the 
maximum temperature can go up to 80 °C (not shown in Figure 3).  

In case of a beam trip it takes only about half a second till the structural material of the PBW is 
cooled down to coolant temperature again (cp. Figure 3, right hand side). Thus even for short beam 
trips (< 1 s) a full beam trip stress cycle has to be considered in the fatigue analysis. 

 

 
Figure 3. Results of thermal-hydraulic calculation 

 
4. Thermo-mechanical layout 
The thermo-mechanical simulations were performed with ANSYS Workbench [9], using the imported 
fluid pressure and temperature distribution from the CFD calculation. Moreover the pressure 
difference of 1 bar over the window was applied to the mechanical model. 
 

The clamping of the massive frame of the PBW is considered by simplified boundary conditions. 
On the one hand the surfaces on the sides of the massive frame are fixed in x- and y-direction and are 
not allowed to rotate about the z-axis, while they can still deform. This is realized by so called ‘remote 
displacements’ with a ‘deformable’ behaviour. These boundary conditions simulate the lateral 
guidance of the frame. Moreover for both sealing grooves of the frame rotation about the x-axis was 
suppressed and a rigid behaviour was used for the corresponding ‘remote displacements’, in order to 
consider the stiffness of the connected flanges. More precise boundary conditions will be investigated 
later on, when the detailed design of the frame and its surrounding is fixed. Anyway, the expected 
impact on the results for the PWB is small. 

 

y 
x 

z 
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With respect to the applied temperatures three different cases were investigated, which are 
necessary to assess the fatigue limit:  

 thermal state prior to a pulse,  
 thermal state after a pulse and  
 uniform coolant temperature after a beam trip. 

 
The single pipes of the PBW are well designed to withstand the coolant pressure of 10 bar and the 

bending due to the pressure difference of 1 bar between the helium atmosphere in the monolith and the 
accelerator vacuum, what can easily be shown by analytical formulas for bending and pressurized 
pipes. The main optimization task was to design the flexible interface between the single pipes and the 
stiff frame, which is on the one hand flexible enough to reduce local stresses due to the clamping of 
the pipes and to compensate the thermal expansion of the PBW and which is on the other hand stiff 
enough to bear the mechanical loads. Moreover the design mustn’t be too complex in order to 
guarantee easy manufacturing. In Figure 4 deformations for the PBW and its flexible interface are 
shown just due to the pressure loads (left side) and due to the additional thermal expansion of the 
PBW after a pulse (right side). An amplification factor due to the short-time heating up of the PBW 
during the pulse is not considered and can be neglected since the period time of the first eigenmode at 
3800 Hz is one order of magnitude shorter than the pulse time. 

 

 
Figure 4. Deflection of the PBW; left side: just due to pressure loads; right side: due to thermal and 

pressure loads 

 
In Figure 5 the stress distribution (equivalent stress) is shown for the global model – again just due 

to pressure loads (left side) and due to the additional thermal expansion of the PBW after a pulse (right 
side). It is obvious that within the single pipes of the PBW the primary stresses due to the pressure are 
far below the allowable stress of Sm = 87 MPa [10], while due to the thermal loads and the resulting 
lateral thermal expansion the single pipes will be additionally stresses by an ovalization. This will lead 
to stresses in the pipe walls of about 65 MPa (Figure 5, right side). But even this value is far below the 
allowable primary membrane and even more below the allowable membrane plus bending stress of 
1.5 Sm = 130.5 MPa [10].  

 
The maximum stress will occur in the flexible interface between the window and its massive frame. 

Here a refined sub-model was used to precisely resolve notch stresses for the following fatigue 
analysis. The maximum stress in the flexible interface arises if the maximum temperature after a pulse 
is applied. Again, the maximum value of 98 MPa in Point A (shown in Figure 6) is even below the 
allowable primary membrane plus bending stress. Without thermal loads Point B is highly stressed due 
to the deflection of the PBW and the resulting tilting in the flexible interface. Here the maximum 
stress is less than 86 MPa. It is also obvious that for those two points the stress state will change 
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significantly with the thermal load. As a consequence these two points are of special interest for the 
fatigue analysis, particularly because the dominant stress component in y-direction is a tensile stress. 

 
For point C of the flexible interface significant cyclic stresses will also occur for pulsed operation 

and beam trips, but here the dominant stress component is pressure which is less critical with respect 
to a complete failure due to crack initiation. 

 
For point D the calculated equivalent stress is in the range of the maximum bending stress of the 

flexible interface, but here the stress state does not depend so much on the thermal load. Therefore this 
point is non-critical with respect to fatigue. 

 

 
Figure 5. Stresses (equivalent) in the PBW; left side: just due to pressure loads; right side: due to 

thermal and pressure loads 

 

 
Figure 6. Local stresses (equivalent) for the refined sub-model   

 

E
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For the fatigue analysis two load cycles are considered. Regarding the pulsed operation the two 
stress states prior to a pulse and after a pulse are compared and corresponding mean stresses and stress 
amplitudes were determined. For beam trips the stress states after a pulse and after cool-down are 
compared.  

 
With respect to the pulsed operation 242 days of operation per year have to be considered [11], 

which results in about 3·108 stress cycles if the PBW is replaced only once a year - according to [11] 
this is the final goal, while changing the PBW twice a year is the current specification. The number of 
expected beam trips per year is about 29000 according to [11]. 

 
The fatigue analysis is based on the FKM design rule [6] using a safety factor of 1.6 for the 

components endurance strength. The results are shown in Table 1. In general the degree of utilization 
for the flexible interface is larger for the considered 29000 beam trips than for the pulsed operation. 
The maximum degree of utilization occurs for point B (cp. Figure 6) and is 27.4 % due to the pulsed 
operation and 51.5 % due to beam trips. The sum of both values is well below 100 %. 

 
For point E (cp. Figure 5) the resulting degree of utilization is 42.5% and therefore much lower 

than for the flexible interface. But one has to take into account, that this point is located within the 
beam footprint and is exposed to a higher radiation damage, which is up to now not considered in the 
analysis. 

 
Table 1. Resulting degree of utilization with respect to fatigue according to the FKM design rules 

Point A B C D E 

degree of utilization [%] 

pulsed operation 25.6 27.4 19.5 5.9 21.6 

beam trips 45.3 51.5 45.9 16.8 20.9 

total 70.9 78.9 65.4 22.7 42.5 

 
5. Summary & Outlook 
The ESS proton beam window was designed to withstand thermal loads due to a 5 MW proton beam 
and mechanical loads due to the necessary coolant pressure and the pressure difference over the 
window of 1 bar. In the present report it was shown, that the foreseen helium cooling at 10 bar 
pressure using a mass flow rate of 0.2 kg/s is sufficient to keep the aluminum temperature well below 
the maximum design temperature of 100 °C for normal and even for off-normal beam conditions. 
 

The thermo-mechanical analyses have shown that the flexible interface between the PBW and its 
massive frame is well designed to compensate thermal strains in the thin-walled pipes of the PBW. 
Due to the flexible interface the maximum stress within the thin pipes of the PBW could be reduced to 
a maximum value of about 65 MPa for normal beam conditions. The stresses in the flexible interface 
are higher, but this region is not directly hit by the proton beam and moreover the wall thickness here 
is considerably higher than the thickness of the pipes of the PBW. All stresses are well below the 
allowable stresses. 
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With respect to fatigue the analysis were made according to the FKM design rules. The most 
relevant zones are located in the flexible interface. Here the maximum total degree of utilization is 
about 80 %, considering one year of operation. Less critical are the thin-walled pipes of the PBW. 
Here the total degree of utilization is about 43 %, not considering a possible radiation induced 
decrease of the endurance strength here. 

 
At present manufacturing and welding tests are carried out for the PBW and its frame at the Central 

Institute for Engineering, Electronics and Analytics in Jülich. In these tests welding parameters are 
optimized to get a vacuum-tight connection between the PBW and its massive frame and to improve 
the quality of this connection. 

 
For the next step with respect to the PBW design a thin coating of the PBW, which will be used for 

beam-diagnostics, has to be specified and considered in the calculations. Moreover faulty conditions 
have to be investigated in order to assess measures that are needed to safely handle such conditions. 
Here the most important aspects are how quick faulty conditions have to be detected and how fast the 
beam has to be switched off to prevent the PBW from complete failure.  

 
Once the design of the PBW and its frame is completed, the calculations have to be adapted and 

finally the fatigue analysis has to be carried out according to MCC-MR, considering radiation damage 
of the material. 
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Abstract. An accelerator system of Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) 
operated since May 2008 for neutron experiments. The accelerator system consists Linac, 
Rapid Cycling synchrotron (RCS) and Main Ring. The original design of RCS injection energy 
is 400 MeV, but first operation was started by 181 MeV for budget reason. New acceleration 
cavities were installed in J-PARC linac summer shutdown of 2013, and user operation to 
Material and Life science Facility (MLF) by the injection energy of 400 MeV was started from 
February 2014. Owing to the beam commissioning of 400MeV injection energy, the amount of 
the beam loss was enough small and we established 300 kW continuous operation. In this 
paper, we report the present status and future plan of J-PARC linac and RCS. 

1. Introduction 
The Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) is facilities for the various physical 

experiments. The J-PARC facilities were constructed in the Tokai site of the Japan Atomic Energy 
Agency (JAEA). The accelerator complex consists of a 400 MeV linac, a 3 GeV Rapid-Cycling 
Synchrotron (RCS), and a Main Ring synchrotron (MR)[1]. RCS delivers 3 GeV, high power proton 
beam to the MLF, and MR delivers 30 GeV proton beams to Neutrino target and Hadron Experimental 
hall. The beam commissioning of the linac started in November 2006[2][3][4]. Construction of 
another accelerators and experimental facilities were continued afterwards, the RCS started to deliver 
proton beam to the MLF in May 2008[5]. The user operation for MLF started in December 2008[6], 
and the beam power was gradually increased. However, the great east earthquake caused many serious 
damages to all J-PARC facilities in March 2011. We completed the recovery work in only nine 
months and restarted user operation[7]. After the earthquake, we smoothly increased the output power 
and the user operation of 300 kW power was started at the end of 2012[12]. However, it was necessary 
to improve the linac and RCS to achieve more output power. Then, the acceleration energy of the linac 
was raised to 400MeV by installing a new acceleration cavity in the summer of 2013. The injection 
system of the RCS has also been increased simultaneously for 400MeV injection. In addition, the front 
end is replaced in the summer of 2014 to increase the beam current of 50 mA. 

2. Linac energy upgrade in 2013 
In order to increase the output power of RCS, the acceleration energy of the linac was increased 

from 181 MeV to 400 MeV at the first setout. This energy upgrade aims to mitigate the effect of the 
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space charge in RCS injection process and to reduce the beam loss. Therefore, the ACS (Annular-ring 
Coupled Structure) cavity was developed[9][10]. 25 ACS modules have been fabricated in total. 21 
modules are used to acceleration, and rest 4 are used for debuncher. The ACS cavities were installed 
in the summer shutdown period of 2013[11]. Figure 1 shows the linac accelerator tunnel after 
installation of ACS cavities. 
 

 
Figure 1. The linac accelerator tunnel after installation of ACS cavities. 

 
Aftre installation of ACS cavities, we started the high-power conditioning of the ACS cavities. 

Figure 2 shows a typical conditioning history of ACS cavity. In the conditioning sequence, we put 
short pulse RF (50 us) up to 2 MW at first. After that we put longer pulse RF (600 us) up to 2MW. 
The average conditioning time for one ACS cavity is 149h. The detail conditioning sequence is written 
in the reference[12]. 
 

 
Figure 2. Typical conditioning history of ACS cavity. 

 
A beam commissioning with new ACS cavities are carried out from December 2013 to January 

2014. After the commissioning, we achieved acceleration energy of 400 MeV on January 17[13]. Then 
we started user operation at the acceleration energy of 400MeV, but we need more study time in order 
to clear next issues. The first issue is a halo formation in the ACS section. This halo brings about the 
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beam loss in the RCS. Proper matching is needed by help of new additional longitudinal monitors. The 
other issue is higher radioactivity at some points of ACS section.  

3. Accelerator improvements in summer shutdown 2014 
In summer shutdown period of 2014, we improved many accelerator components of linac and RCS. 

Here we introduce some major improvements. 

3.1. Linac
The most important improvement is replacement of the front-end system for higher peak current. 

Figure 3 shows a test bench of new front end system. 
 

 

Figure 3. Test bench of the new front end. 
 

The front-end system consists of new ion source, RFQ-III and some parts of the MEBT1. The old 
ion source used a filament to produce the ion plasma and it did not need Cs. On the other hand, new 
system adopts the Cs seeded RF-driven system[14]. RFQ-III is optimized for the beam current of 50 
mA[15].  

The rf-driven Hˉ ion source and RFQ-III were tested in a test bench, which was constructed in the 
J-PARC linac building. We checked various parameters of the test bench[16], and we tried long-term 
continuous operation of this system[17]. Figure 4 shows a test result of long-term operation. Finally, 
we achieved 683 hrs. (about 1 month) continuous operation. However, discharge of the RFQ 
frequently occurred during long-term operation test. Thus we decided to install additional pump in 
actual beam line and keep conditioning as possible.  
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Figure 4. Result of the long-term operation test. 

 
From the results of the first 400MeV beam commissioning, the linac beam had much halo than the 

lower acceleration energy(181 MeV) operation. In order to improve this condition, we need a beam 
monitor which can measure the longitudinal shape of the beam. Bunch Shape Monitor (BSM) was 
installed once for this purpose, but it was replaced due to its high outgas rate[13][18]. Therefore we 
bake BSM to improve its vacuum property and will install it again in summer 2014. 
 

3.2. RCS
In RCS, a malfunction occurred to  the  power supply of the injection bump magnet that had been 

reinforced for 400MeV injection. The flattop region of the shift bump current had a slope due to the 
defect of the power supply system. This induced the beam orbit shift during injection. Figure 5 shows 
the magnetic field pattern defect of the shift bump magnet, and the orbit shift due to the defect is 
shown in figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 5. The magnetic field pattern of the shift 
bump magnet. When it's normal, the magnetic field 
during injection period has to be flat. However, it 
has a slope and decreases 9.17 % during injection 
period. 

Figure 6. Orbit shift due to the defect of the 
shift bump field. Four shift bump magnets are 
excited the one power supply, and these 
magnetic fields make the injection and 
circulating orbit merge. Due to the slope of the 
magnetic field pattern, the injection and 
circulating beam are separated each other. 
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So far, we compensated this orbit shift by the other magnets(PBH1-4,PSTR1-2). Figure 7 shows 
the current waveforms of the injection magnets for compensation, and the injection orbit before and 
after correction are sown in figure 8. 

 

 

Figure 7 The current waveforms of the 
injection magnets for orbit correction. 

Figure 8 The injection orbit before and after correction.

 
We also improved the halo scraper system of Linac - 3 GeV RCS Bema Transport (L3BT) line. 

Previous results[19] showed the scraper system was able to remove the halo of injection beam, and the 
beam loss in the RCS was reduced. However, the frame of old scraper is too small and the radiation 
shield of the dump is not enough for continuous operation. We renovated the halo scraper of L3BT 
line and the dump line for scraped beam. 

4. Conclusions and future plan 
To achieve the 1 MW output power, the improvements of J-PARC linac and RCS were carried out. 

As a result, the linac energy was successfully upgraded to 400 MeV with the new ACS system. So far, 
achieved beam power in user operation is 300 kW for MLF users. The new front-end system will 
operate to increase the peak current from 30 mA to 50 mA, and the RCS will try to high power 
demonstration of 1 MW-equivalent beam in Autumn 2014. After that, if possible, we will gradually 
increase a delivered beam power from 300 kW. Finally, we plan to deliver the design beam power of 1 
MW by middle of 2015. But there are some issues to achieve stable 1 MW operation. In the linac, we 
need to reduce the beam halo and decrease beam loss at ACS section. In the RCS, a countermeasure of 
the activation at the charge-exchange foil chamber is required. We will clear these issues by the beam 
commissioning and hardware improvements. 
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Abstract. The European Spallation Source (ESS) linear accelerator will deliver a 5 MW,
low-emittance 2 GeV proton beam directly to the target station at a rate of 14 Hz. The target
is composed of helium-cooled plates of tungsten housed within a rotating wheel 2.5 meters in
diameter. To limit power density, a transport line expands the proton beam to centimeter scale
and rasters the expanded beam across the target surface. This technique produces a reasonably
uniform current density that allows a service life of five years for the rotating tungsten target
and six months for the upstream Proton Beam Window. Conversely, the low emittance of the
beam allows an errant spot size small enough to damage target station components within a
single 2.86 ms pulse. A suite of instrumentation systems located within the target monolith
and further upstream in the transport line will detect errant conditions in both the beam and
target. Instrumentation dedicated to monitoring target properties such as helium coolant flow,
target balance and motion will be located on the downstream side of the target away from
the incoming proton beam. Proton beam density, position, current, and halo properties will be
monitored upstream of the target. Precise synchronization of the beam pulse and target rotation
will also be done using beam arrival measurements. Detection of errant conditions will trigger
the suppression of beam production via the Beam Interlock System within the ESS Machine
Protection System. This paper will introduce the primary causes of damaging beam properties
and describe the measurement techniques that will detect them on a time scale sufficiently fast
to mitigate component damage.

1. Introduction
The ESS facility will integrate a 5 MW target station with a proton linear accelerator that
produces 2.86 ms long pulses of 2 GeV protons. At full power, each pulse has a peak current
of 62.5 mA and occurs at a repetition rate of 14 Hz. Beam transport from the accelerator to
the target is depicted in figure 1. Upon inspection, the two distinct regions become apparent:

the accelerator region upstream of the beam waist (marked CO in the figure1), and the target

region downstream of the waist. They are separated by a 2 m thick neutron shield wall that
surrounds the beam waist and isolates the accelerator from the target. The two regions also have
two unique rulebooks. In the accelerator, the design is driven by the requirement to accelerate
and transport the beam with a loss of less than 1 W/m. This low loss requires a very low
emittance beam inside of a relatively large aperture, and results in low activation that allows
hands-on maintenance. Downstream, the target station must absorb both this primary beam
and also the unmoderated spallation products. This requires a dramatically expanded beam
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Figure 1: The transverse beam sizes along the beam delivery line from the accelerator to the
target (far right edge of plot) at maximum raster amplitudes. The location and polarity of 6
DC quadrupoles are represented by black boxes.

passing through the target monolith’s relatively tight shielded aperture. Here, maintenance is
performed by remote handling.

The accelerator-to-target (A2T) line on the left side of figure 1 acts as the beam delivery
system, transforming the small, bright proton beam from the ESS linac into a beam acceptable
for the target components. Table 1 lists the nominal parameters of the beam at the target and at
the Proton Beam Window located about 4 m upstream of the target. Within the target station,
cooling systems and features like the rotating target wheel allow it to accept the full 5 MW
beam. To achieve a neutron production run of several months between major maintenance
periods, the beam delivery and target systems must all function correctly. With many target
components operating near their engineering limits, instrumentation must detect target system
malfunctions and errant beam conditions before damage occurs, and the machine protection
system must promptly suppress proton beam production.

2. Beam Delivery
The A2T line must meet several requirements:

• Match the linac beam to the macroscopic beam size required at the target.

• Keep the beam edges contained while defocusing the beam at the target.

• Reduce the local time-averaged beam intensity at the Proton Beam Window and target.

• Facilitate a Neutron Shield Wall (NSW) that allows efficient transmission of the primary
beam yet presents a narrow aperture to the neutrons backstreaming from the target. All
magnets should preferably be located upstream of this wall.
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Figure 2: Simulated raster pattern and consequent intensity distribution at the target following
a full cycle of the Lissajous-pattern with the beam parameters in Table 1.

The requirements above are met by a transverse beam raster system that relies on a combination
of DC and fast AC magnetic elements to moderately expand the linac beam and sweep it rapidly
across the target.

2.1. The AC Optics
As described in [1, 2], the ESS will incorporate a raster system that sweeps the accelerator
beamlet in a transverse pattern across the target surface. This technique lowers the time-
averaged beam intensity while containing the beam within a defined rectangular footprint. A
2D mesh of interwoven sweep trajectories is generated through a Lissajous-like pattern. Such
a pattern is defined by a frequency ratio fx/fy and phase φxy of two non-harmonic triangular
sweep waveforms. The waveforms are applied to two sets of AC raster scanning magnets (RSMs)
operating in the two transverse directions. By choosing very non-harmonic raster frequencies,
e.g. fx/fy = 113/83, the patterns can reach almost limitless complexity, cf. figure 2a. The
resulting sweep pattern will of course be convoluted with the beamlet profile. The uniformity of
the resulting distribution will depend on the spacing between the respective sweeps relative to
the beamlet size. A fine mesh would also to a large extent smear the beam profile, thus leaving
the effective distribution more insensitive to the details of the beamlet profile.

To introduce the necessary oscillating beam displacements near the target, the raster system
is foreseen to consist of 8 colinear raster scanning magnets (RSMs), two sets of 4 acting in the
respective transverse planes. The RSMs in a set should ideally be synchronized and share the
same field amplitude, but each of the 4 in a set are independent modules, thus eliminating some
single points of failure. To avoid the need for active cooling of magnets and power supplies, the
raster system is foreseen to be operated at a duty cycle of only 5%, appropriately more than the
4% beam pulse duty cycle (2.86 ms at 14 Hz).
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Table 1: Beam parameters, horizontal (H) and vertical (V), at the Proton BeamWindow (PBW)
and the target

Parameter Unit Location H V

RMS beam size mm CO 0.14 0.64
mm PBW 10.7 4.10
mm target 13.5 5.05

Max. displacement mm PBW 47.1 15.8
(rastering) mm target 59.5 20.0
fw kHz — 39.55 29.05

Avg. current density µA/cm2 PBW 84

µA/cm2 target 53

Footprint: 99.0% mm target 160 60
99.9% mm target 180 64

2.2. The DC Optics
To facilitate a small-aperture Neutron Shield Wall (NSW), the DC optics provides more than
the means to set the size of the beamlet that is rastered across the target. By design, the AC
displacements neutralize at a crossover point (CO) between the final magnetic elements and the
target. By also setting a very small beam size at the CO, this is an ideal location for the NSW.
This scheme requires a minimum of 6 DC quadrupoles. The location of the DC quadrupoles
and 8 RSMs can be inspected in figure 1.

The final quadrupole doublet, downstream of the RSMs, neutralizes the raster displacements
at the CO by imposing a transverse phase advance of 180◦ between the common raster magnet
action point (AP) and the CO. Assuming the nominal optics, the CO thus becomes a pivot
point of the oscillating raster motion. The first 4 quadrupoles of the A2T constitute a matching
section that provides a minimum beam size at the CO while setting the � cm2 beamlet size on
the target. Assuming the parameters of table 1, a simulation of the intensity distribution at
the target following each 2.86 ms beam pulse is shown in figure 2b. The distribution contains a
relatively large uniform central region and respects the marked footprint, enclosing ≥ 99.0% of
the beam.

A snapshot of the beam optics, while the raster actions are at maximum amplitudes, is visible
in figure 1. It is quite clear that the displacements are considerable compared to the 1-RMS
beam sizes, especially downstream of the CO. Apart from providing the CO condition, the final
quadrupole doublet also magnifies the angular deflection in the horizontal plane, thus balancing
the amplitude setpoint of the RSMs acting in the two directions despite the � 3 : 1 amplitude
ratio required, cf. table 1.

3. Instrumentation
Three classes of instrumentation will be deployed to detect errant conditions:

(i) Beam delivery system instrumentation.

(ii) Target system instrumentation

(iii) Proton beam instrumentation
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Subsection 3.1 briefly describes the instrumentation that will monitor the beam delivery magnets.
In subsections 3.2 and 3.3, target and proton beam instrumentation receive a more detailed
treatment. All of these systems can interface to the machine protection system (described in
Section 4) in order to suppress beam production upon detection of errant conditions.

3.1. Beam Delivery System Instrumentation
Instrumentation will monitor the AC and DC magnet systems that determine the beam delivery
optics. Being critical components, each raster scanning magnet will contain a Bdot loop which
will directly monitor the derivative of the triangular magnetic field waveform. Under nominal
conditions, the observed signal is a square waveform that occurs during the entire 2.86 ms
duration of the beam pulse. Each of the raster magnets will be monitored independently. The
current and voltage of the DC magnet circuits will be monitored and a window comparator will
be used to detect deviation from the nominal set points. The monitored and interlocked magnets
include all eight raster scanning magnets, the six quadrupoles, and four 2D dipole correctors.

3.2. Target System Instrumentation
The ESS target is a volume of tungsten contained in a wheel-like steel structure, cf. figure 3,
that is rotating to spread the heat deposition and radiation damage. It is continuously cooled
by pressurized helium circulated through a long shaft. On top of the shaft there is a drive and
bearing unit that rotates the target wheel synchronized with the impinging pulsed proton beam.
The integrity and lifetime of the target wheel as well as sufficient reliability and availability of
the drive and bearing system depends on maintaining the operating conditions within specified
ranges. Pressure and temperature surges, vibrations, deficient cooling flow, and misalignment
may lead to failure or unavailability of the system. Therefore, extensive instrumentation will be
deployed to monitor the performance and condition of the wheel and give relevant input to the
machine protection system. Additional instrumentation will monitor other major components
within the target station and with moderate response time, could detect the impact of persistent
errant beams.

3.2.1. Target wheel rotation and helium coolant flow The two most important parameters
to assure are the stable and precise rotation of the wheel and a sufficient mass flow of the
helium coolant. Failure to maintain these conditions may lead to overheating of the wheel with
subsequent structural damage or lifetime reduction.

The rotation of the wheel, nominally 25.5 RPM, will be monitored by instrumentation located
on the target drive unit. Rotary encoders and magneto resistive sensors are envisaged to be
mounted on the motor unit and the target wheel shaft. Other means of measuring the wheel
rotation, if redundancy is required, may utilize the optical path to the target wheel disc that
the target monitoring plug provides. This target monitoring plug is located downstream of the
wheel.

The nominal mass flow of the helium coolant is set to 3 kg/s with an inlet temperature of
approximately 40 degrees celsius. The cooling system will be equipped with several sensors for
monitoring the helium flow rate, inlet and outlet temperature, pressure level and other important
process parameters. Some of those measurement points will be dedicated to machine protection.

3.2.2. Condition monitoring of the target wheel unit In order to achieve expected availability
and reliability for the target wheel unit, it is essential to understand condition of the system
and its individual parts. Early indications when operating parameters begin to divert from their
nominal values are needed for good planning of preventive maintenance. Flow rate, pressure and
temperature measurements in the primary target cooling system will be monitored and recorded
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Figure 3: Conceptual rendering of the target monolith. Incoming proton beam (orange) from
the left passes though the Proton Beam Window (not shown), then through the proton beam
instrumentation plug (gray) and between the upper and lower moderator plugs (brown and
yellow) before reaching the target wheel (purple). The wheel shaft (gray) extends approximately
5 m up to the drive and bearing unit, which also contains the pipe connections to the target
primary cooling system. The target monitoring plug (gray) is located downstream of the target
wheel. The inset on the left depicts the devices contained in the proton beam instrumentation
plug.

in order to discover deviations from nominal operating conditions. That system is also proposed
to contain a radioisotope sampling for early detection of unexpected release of volatile isotopes
that could indicate damage of the spallation material.

The target wheel unit will, in addition to sensors measuring the rotation, be equipped with
vibration and balance monitors as well as conventional motor and bearing condition monitors.
For example, it is important to keep track of the degradation trends of bearings in order to plan
for replacement at the right time.

The target monitoring plug, located downstream of the target wheel, will provide the
possibility to use techniques like Laser Doppler Vibrometer, infrared temperature measurement
and visible imaging for detection of vibrations, wobbling, mechanical misalignment,
deformations, and thermal hotspots.

3.3. Proton Beam Instrumentation
In the target monolith and upstream, a suite of instrumentation will characterize the proton
beam delivered to the target. This suite is based on concepts presented in [4]. The measurements
will include the beam current, beamlet position, beam current density distribution, and the beam
halo approaching the aperture.

3.3.1. Beam Current Monitors The beam current will be measured in A2T by two redundant
Beam Current Monitor (BCM) systems based on the AC Current Transformers [3]. After
digital filtering, these devices will provide a time resolution of about 1 µs and an amplitude
precision of about 1 mA. In the context of target protection, these systems provide several
indirect functions. The BCM data helps to verify that the peak current and the average power
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are within the operating envelope approved for the target station. Imaging and grid systems
normalize their data to BCM measurements so that intensity and fluence on target components
can be accurately determined. Finally, the BCM provides pulse time-of-arrival information to
support synchronization of the rotating target wheel.

3.3.2. Target Beam Position Monitor In addition to several traditional beam position monitors
(BPM) in the A2T line, a BPM in the target monolith will monitor the beamlet position as it
moves transversely during the pulse. The speed of this transverse motion exceeds 10 mm/µs
and the position monitor must measure with a precision of a few mm. Therefore, the sample
rate will exceed 1 MSa/s.

The beamline device will consist of electrodes as well as radiation tolerant coaxial cables
and feedthroughs that bring the 352 MHz signals to the exterior of the monolith, where the
signals will be processed. As depicted by figure 3, this electrode resides within the proton beam
instrumentation plug. The aperture exceeds 200 mm horizontally, and thus considerable design
effort will have to be expended to optimize performance. In particular, the signal to noise ratio
at the 352 MHz bunching frequency will have to be high enough to ensure millimeter resolution
over an approximate 1 MHz bandwidth, even with bunches that have lengthened during their
>200 m drift from the linac.

The BPM electronics will first measure the position of the beamlet versus time within the
pulse. To provide the interlock function, these measurements can be compared to reference
waveforms. With further processing and an assumed beamlet size, an estimated map of the
current density or other figures of merit can be synthesized and directly compared with the
target requirements. The system will detect errant conditions within the pulse.

3.3.3. Imaging Systems Two imaging systems will measure the 2D current density distribution
at the Proton BeamWindow and at the surface of the target wheel. They will measure variations
of the peak density to a precision of about 10% with a spatial resolution of about 1 mm.
Position of the centroid will also be determined with a precision of about 1 mm. To achieve this
performance, the systems will average over an entire pulse.

Figure 3 shows the location of the first mirrors, with one looking upstream at the Proton
Beam Window and one looking downstream at the target. The primary components of the
reflective optical systems reside within the proton beam instrumentation plug. The images are
transported to the top of the monolith and then out to an area hospitable to cameras and other
electronics. The source of these images is light produced as the protons pass through luminescent
coatings on the window and target. Although it possesses a luminescent lifetime of a few ms,
a coating of thermal-sprayed alumina doped with Chromium meets the requirement to measure
individual pulses. Other technologies will be explored with the goal of providing intra-pulse
measurements.

3.3.4. Grid System The grid system will consist of one multiwire grid assembly located in the
target monolith. Two locations are under consideration: in the Proton Beam Window assembly
and in the proton beam instrumentation plug. In the first location, the grid assembly would be
located in vacuum just upstream of the window, while in the second location, depicted in figure
3, the grid assembly will be immersed in Helium at about atmospheric pressure. The device will
measure the horizontal and vertical projections of the beam current density such that changes
of 20 percent with respect to nominal peak density can be accurately determined. The grid’s
wire spacing is driven by the spatial resolution requirement of a few mm in either dimension,
leading to a density of about a few wires per cm. The system will be interfaced to the beam
interlock system so that beam can be interrupted within the pulse if the current density exceeds
a programmable threshold. The goal is to make this determination in less than 100 µs.
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Figure 4: Overview of of the Machine Protection System

3.3.5. Aperture Monitors Aperture monitors consist of fixed sensors surrounding the apertures
of the Proton Beam Window and the proton beam instrumentation plug. In addition, moveable
sensors will reside close to the upstream aperture of the neutron shield wall. The fixed units
in the monolith will ensure that less than 0.1% of the total beam current resides outside the
defined footprint. Sensors on the moveable unit will be set far outside of the beam core, but
close enough to detect the result of deviations from nominal DC optics.

The baseline concept for the sensor is a thermocouple array that can detect errant conditions
after many pulses. To achieve faster response, a complementary technique that measures current
induced by the charged particle shower will also be deployed. At the shield wall, the background
should be low enough to enable the additional method of direct shower detection. Measurements
within the pulse should be achievable.

4. Machine Protection System
Figure 4 shows the three layers of protection applied to the ESS target station. At the lowest
integrity level, the control system provides a rich set of diagnostic data to operators. A subset
of this data can trigger alarms, in many cases allowing operators to make corrections before the
machine protection system trips. At the top of the figure, the target safety system provides the
highest integrity level but only interrupts beam production under the most dire circumstances
for the purpose of protecting the public. The machine protection system occupies the middle
layer, providing an integrity level consistent with its mission of protecting hardware components
for the purpose of achieving the availability goals of the ESS facility [5].

The lower portion of figure 4 shows the signal flow of the beam interlock system as it relates
to target protection. Here, signals from the three types of instrumentation described above
(green in the figure) reach back to two devices (red in the figure) to suppress beam production.
After the errant condition is detected near the target station, the signal propagates though the
interlock system, first interrupting the beam pulse with the transverse chopper at 3.5 MeV, and
also stopping the rest of the pulse with slower devices upstream. About 4 µs of beam remains
in the accelerator and this is still delivered to the target area. The total time from detection to
the last proton arriving at the target is under 20 µs. The errant conditions that can cause this
to occur are described in the next section.
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(a) Full raster system failure: unrastered
beamlet.
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(b) Beamlet size decrease: a RMS size of 0.3 mm
is assumed in both transverse directions.
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(c) Raster pattern reduction: fx/fy = 1.
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(d) Beamlet size increase: a 50% increase in RMS
sizes is assumed.

Figure 5: Simulation results similar to Fig. 2b but including beam delivery system failures that
result in errant beam conditions.

5. Errant Conditions
Before permitting beam on target, the instrumentation described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 must
collectively indicate that the beam delivery system and the target station are ready for the
intended operational mode. This mode defines the allowed equipment state and the envelope
of beam parameters, from the very restrictive set that may be used for low power verification
up to the full pulse length, peak current, and repetition rate of 5 MW operations. During
operations, this instrumentation suite can interrupt production upon detection of an equipment
state inconsistent with the operational mode.

Having described the intended operation of the A2T line, it is evident that several conditions
need to be met in order to deliver the nominal beam to the target. Any upstream quadrupole
failing to deliver the intended integrated gradient will affect the beamlet size on the target. Due
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Table 2: Events leading to errant beam conditions, with methods to detect the condition within
the pulse (Intra-Pulse) and after averaging over one or more pulses (Avg.)

Event Cause Unmitigated Effect Detection

RSM full failure, ×1 Power supply failure,
misconfiguration

Jmax increases by
×1.33

Intra-pulse: BPM,
grid, Bdot; Avg:
imaging

RSM full failure, ×8 As above, RSM and
beam pulse
synchronization

Jmax increases by
×10

As above, but BCM
with Bdot

Beam on target is
displaced

DC correctors,
misaligned input
beam,
misconfiguration

Beam losses along
the monolith beam
duct

Intra-pulse: BPM,
aperture; Avg:
imaging, target

Beamlet size on
target too small

Quadrupole failure
(power supply,
misconfiguration)

Intensity edges and
peaks in beam
distribution, � ×2

Intra-pulse: grid,
aperture(NSW);
Avg: imaging

Final quad. doublet
failure

Power supply failure,
misconfiguration

Beamlet misfocused,
raster ampl. changes

Intra-pulse: BPMs,
grid, aperture; Avg:
target, imaging

Beam energy
deficiency

RF errors or cavity
trips

As above, vertical
displacement

As above

Raster pattern
reduction

Misconfiguration Intensity increase:
footprint not
exploited

Intra-pulse: BPM,
grid; Avg: imaging

to the raster approach, the time-averaged beam distribution is fairly insensitive to such a change.
Contrarily, if the final doublet is not performing as intended, the beam centroids will oscillate at
the CO and the beamlet size and raster pattern will be affected at the target. These cases, and
the examples that follow should first be detected by beam delivery instrumentation. Should this
fail, the beam instrumentation will detect the result of the delivery system problem (errant beam
parameters), and if that fails, then a subset of target instrumentation might detect the result of
the persisting errant beam (usually power deposition where it should not be). Figure 5 shows
a few examples of how the time-averaged beam distribution responds to failures to provide the
proper beamlet and raster system parameters. Table 2 contains a list of selected failure events
and how they will be detected, both within the pulse (Intra-pulse) and after averaging over one
or more pulses (Avg.).

Compared to the unrastered beamlet, the raster system reduces the time-averaged peak
current density by more than an order of magnitude. A complete raster system failure, shown
in figure 5a, is thus believed to be the most detrimental single error. Since the RSM system
and beam are pulsed, this failure could originate not only from configuration or hardware issues
in the RSM system, but also from a desynchronization of the pulsed beam and RSM system.
Total failure would first be detected by the Bdot probes alone. Bdot signals combined with BCM
readings would catch the desynchronization case. In the target station, the BPM and grid would
detect the unrastered beam within the pulse, while the imaging systems would detect the density
increase after the pulse completes. In this example, as in most, the target instrumentation would
probably not play a role unless the condition persisted long enough to cause damage.

The rastered distribution could benefit (in terms of reduced peak intensity and sharper edge)
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from reducing the beamlet dimensions. This would however increase the static beamlet power
density, which might damage the Proton Beam Window or the target wheel within one pulse in
case of full failure of all 8 RSMs. Figure 5b shows the result of delivering the smallest beamlet
size realistically producible. With the smaller beamlet dimensions, high-intensity edges and
corner peaks become severely pronounced as a result of the finite raster waveform bandwidth,
i.e. turning time. As long as the RSM system is operational, the local intensity would increase by
a factor � 2. It is unlikely to minimize the beamlet dimensions on target without simultaneously
increasing the beam size considerably in the upstream quadrupoles. Therefore, movable aperture
monitors should be able to detect such an error. In addition, the grid and the imaging systems
could directly observe any significant local density increases.

The complex Lissajous-like raster pattern is easily generated by maintaining a close-to-
irrational ratio of raster frequencies. This pattern can be severely reduced in complexity if
fx/fy unintentionally changes and approaches an integer. Figure 5c depicts the worst case
where fx/fy = 1, possibly due to a configuration error, resulting in a single diagonal raster
line. Again, the failure leads to a local intensity increase by a factor � 2. Since a configuration
error is the most likely cause, the delivery system instrumentation would not catch the issue,
and detection would depend upon the collection of beam instrumentation devices that observed
example 5a.

In the final failure mode example, shown in figure 5d, the beamlet dimensions are 50% larger
than the respective nominal values. The peak intensity of the rastered distribution is not affected
significantly, but the beam spreads outside the nominal footprint regions. During the pulse, the
aperture monitors would provide the most sensitivity to this condition, followed by the grid. The
imaging systems may detect it after a single pulse, and much later, the target instrumentation
may detect elevated temperatures in some components near the aperture.

6. Outlook
As the design of the ESS target station and A2T transport line proceeds, development of the
machine protection strategy will continue in parallel. A number of events that could cause
errant beams have already been considered and this has informed the design of the relevant
instrumentation systems. Many more cases remain to be analyzed, including some more
insidious than those presented here, and this analysis will result in further refinement of the
instrumentation suite. Although the harsh environment of the target station presents a major
challenge to the design of reliable instrumentation, the planned redundant and diverse systems
should provide appropriate inputs to the beam interlock system, and therefore help to achieve
the performance goals of the ESS facility.
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Abstract. The Japan Spallation Neutron Source of the Japanese Proton Accelerator Research 
Complex generates a high-power proton beam (up to 1 MW) for collision with a mercury target. 
With increasing beam power, the target damage becomes increasingly serious. For the high-
power short-pulse spallation neutron source, the damage inflicted by the proton beam on the 
target vessel containing a liquid metal target such as mercury is proportional to the fourth 
power of the peak intensity of the proton beam. Reducing the peak current density at the target 
is vital for constant beam operation. To this end, we developed nonlinear beam optics based on 
octupole magnets. However, to obtain a completely flat beam distribution, higher-order 
magnets are required. We found that a significantly flat beam distribution can be obtained by 
reducing the magnetic field of the octupole magnet. Calculations indicate that, by introducing 
octupole magnets, the peak current density can be reduced by 30%. 

1.  Introduction 

The Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) [1] (shown in Fig. 1) now includes a MW-
class pulsed neutron source that was installed in the Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility 
(MLF) of the Japan Spallation Neutron Source (JSNS) [2] and the Muon Science Facility [3]. Since 
2008, this source has produced a high-power proton beam of 300 kW. To produce a neutron source, a 
3 GeV proton beam collides with a mercury target, and to produce a muon source, the 3 GeV proton 
beam collides with a 20-mm-thick carbon graphite target. To efficiently use the proton beam for 
particle production, both targets are aligned in a cascade scheme, with the graphite target placed 33 m 
upstream of the neutron target. For both sources, the 3 GeV proton beam is delivered from a rapid 
cycling synchrotron (RCS) to the targets by the 3NBT (3 GeV RCS to Neutron facility Beam 
Transport）[4–6]. Before injection into the RCS, the proton beam is accelerated up to 0.4 GeV by a 
LINAC. The beam is accumulated in two short bunches and accelerated up to 3 GeV in the RCS. The 
extracted 3 GeV proton beam, with a 150 ns bunch width and a spacing of 600 ns, is transferred to the 
muon production target and the spallation neutron source.  
Recently, pitting damage became evident in the mercury target container [7], and the extent of the 
damage is proportional to the fourth power of the peak current density of the proton beam [8]. After 

3.4.6
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operating the beam at high power, significant pitting damage was observed at the spent mercury target 
vessel at JSNS and at the Spallation Neutron Source in Oak Ridge National Laboratory [9, 10]. Using 
linear optics (i.e., quadrupole magnets) for beam transport, the peak current density can be reduced by 
expanding the beam at the target. However, beam expansion increases heat in the vicinity of the target, 
where shielding and the neutron reflector are located. Therefore, the peak current density is limited by 
the heat induced in the vicinity of the target. At the JSNS, the minimum peak current density is 
expected to be 9 A/cm2, which gives a thermal energy density at the target of 14 J/cc/pulse [11]. 
Because the pitting damage goes as the fourth power of the peak density, scanning the beam with a 
deflecting magnetic field will not mitigate the pitting damage.  
To reduce the peak current density while conserving the integrated beam current, the beam profile 
should be flat. To obtain a flat beam profile, beam rastering, which uses pulsed magnets to create a flat 
time-averaged profile at the target, is a possible method. However, rastering does not help mitigate 
pitting damage to the target vessel. For a uniformly shaped beam, pitting damage per pulse to the 
target vessel is given by D1 in the following equation: 

,       (1) 

where S1, C, and t are the beam cross-sectional area at the target, the beam charge per pulse, and the 
irradiation time, respectively. For beam rastering, pitting damage is described by 

,       (2) 

where S2 and P are the beam cross-sectional area for rastering and the beam-position probability, 
respectively. To obtain a flat time-averaged beam profile over S1, P is given by 

.        (3) 

Using Eq. (2), pitting damage for beam rastering can be described by 
.     (4) 

With beam rastering, damage D2 is proportional to the third power of the ratio of the total beam cross-
sectional area to the beam cross-sectional area of each pulse. Therefore, beam rastering cannot 
sufficiently mitigate pitting damage at the mercury target vessel. 
In this paper, we describe a system of nonlinear beam optics and discuss the side effects involved with 
such a system, such as misalignment of the beam at the target. To reduce the peak current density, we 
developed a beam-flattening system based on nonlinear beam optics.  

2.  Design of nonlinear beam optics 

The 3 GeV proton beam extracted from the RCS is well described by a simple Gaussian [6]. With 
ordinary (i.e., linear) beam optics, the beam shape remains a Gaussian at all positions along the beam 
path. Using nonlinear optics, the beam particles located at the beam periphery are deflected toward the 
beam center, which flattens the beam distribution. To obtain a flat distribution in both the horizontal 
and vertical directions, two octupole magnets are required. These octupole magnets can be placed 
anywhere upstream of the target except where the phase advance between the magnets and the 
mercury target is an integer multiple of π. Because the targets have been irradiated by the proton 
beam for 5 years, the radiation dose around the targets is too high to place a magnet there. Therefore, 
the two octupole magnets (OCT1, OCT2) were placed upstream of the muon target, as shown in Fig. 2. 

2.1.  Octupole Magnetic Field 
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Starting with a beam that has a Gaussian distribution in transverse phase space, the multipole magnetic 
fields are given by [12]  

���� � �����!
�������!

�������
����������

�
� ����								�� � �� �� ��� �    (5) 

to obtain a flat beam distribution at the target. In Eq. (5), K’
2n is the integrated strength of the 2n-pole 

multipole magnet, with the magnet assumed to be a thin lens for simplicity. The quantity  is the root 
mean square (rms) of the transverse emittance ( mm mrad),  is the beta function (m) at the octupole 
magnet, and  is the phase advance between the octupole magnet and the target. Using Eq. (5), the 
required octupole magnetic field is 

��� � ���� �������.       (6) 

In Eq. (5), magnetic field orders greater than octupole are required to obtain a completely flat 
distribution. Without a dodecapole magnetic field in Eq. (5), the beam distribution is not flat but is 
peaked at the edge of the beam [12, 13]. Note that such edge peaks can be easily eliminated at low-
energy accelerator facilities using a beam collimator. For a high-power, medium-energy accelerator 
facility such as the JSNS, the edge peak cannot be easily eliminated. The principle of beam flattening 
systems is to bend the beam from the edge of the beam toward the center using high-order magnetic 
fields. At the center of the target, the peak intensity of the beam does not change significantly upon 
using high-order magnetic fields. Bending the beam toward the center of the beam with high-order 
magnetic fields causes the beam intensity to increase in the tail part of the beam. Therefore, the 
intensity of the edge peak can be reduced by decreasing the strength of the high-order magnetic fields, 
although the edge shape blurs. 
We now consider the case in which the beam has a uniform distribution in transverse phase space. For 
this, the octupole field required is [14] 

���� � ���� � �2��� ����⁄ ,       (7) 

where K’’
8 is the octupole field required to obtain a beam with uniform distribution in phase space. In 

Eq. (7), the distribution in real space cannot be completely flat but, by averaging Eqs. (6) and (7), is 
expected to evolve into a flat distribution with the edge peak suppressed:  

�� � ���� � ����� 2⁄ .        (8) 

Using the octupole magnetic field K8 given by Eq. (8), a flat beam distribution can be obtained, as 
shown in Fig. 3. Although the distribution shown in Fig. 3 is not completely flat and the edge is not 
sharper than that obtained by Eq. (5), the edge peak can still be well suppressed. 

3.  Beam Flattening System at JSNS 

The beam optics for an entire beam transport line is shown in Fig. 4, which shows the beta and 
dispersion functions from the RCS to the mercury target. To achieve a flat beam distribution, the 
octupole field must be proportional to the inverse square of the beta functions described in Eqs. (2) 
and (3). Because of the high momentum of the present beam, a large octupole field is difficult to attain. 
To obtain a flat beam distribution with an octupole magnet having a realistic K, the beam width at the 
octupole magnet is expanded to a large  value. The physical aperture of the quadrupole magnets was 
fixed at 300 mm; therefore, we set the physical aperture of the octupole magnets to 300 mm. For linear 
beam optics, the admittance of the beam is designed to be 324  mm mrad, which is given by the beam 
collimator placed at the RCS. A recent study of the RCS [15] shows that the transverse emittance will 
be reduced to as little as 250 π mm mrad. Therefore, the beam admittance at the octupole magnet 
must be 250  mm mrad and  is set to 200 m at the octupole magnets. 
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3.1.  Octupole magnets 

Based on the optics design, the two pieces of the octupole magnet shown in Fig. 5 were fabricated. 
The design magnetic field gradient is 800 T/m3 and the magnet has a bore diameter of 0.3 m and is 0.6 
m long in the direction of the pole. We used a Hall probe to measure the magnetic field gradient and 
confirmed that the magnetic field was consistent with the design value. During actual beam operation, 
beam centering at the octupole is important. To center the beam, a beam position monitor (BPM) was 
installed in each magnet. The octupole magnets were installed in the beam transport system in the 
autumn of 2013. With the octupole magnets excited, the beam profile was measured in front of the 
mercury target. 

4.  Result and discussion 

4.1.  Calculation of beam profile 

To calculate the beam profile at the neutron source, we used the DECAY-TURTLE [16] code revised 
by the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) [17]. With the modification implemented by the PSI, beam 
transport calculations include octupole magnetic fields and beam scattering from the carbon target. 

4.2.  Comparison with experimental results 

Figure 6 shows preliminary results of the measured beam profile with (black) and without (cyan) 
excitation of the octupole magnets. These results for the beam profile were obtained by a multiwire 
profile monitor (MWPM) placed at the proton beam window, 1.8 m upstream of the mercury target. 
For simplicity, the muon production target was placed outside the beam. The results of the calculation 
with and without excitation of the octupole magnets are also shown in Fig. 6 (lines). The calculation 
results are consistent with the experiment results both with and without excitation of the octupole 
magnets. Figure 6 also compares the profile with the muon target and the octupole field. We observed 
that the calculated beam distribution is more Gaussian than the measured beam distribution, which 
might be due to an excessive prediction of the scattering effect in the calculation. By accounting for 
this phenomenon, the calculation should provide a conservative peak density. 

4.3.  Effect of misaligned magnets 

In actual beam operation, a misaligned magnet causes beam divergence. A survey has shown that the 
floor of the beamline facility settled unevenly after an earthquake and the water table underlying the 
tunnel shifted; therefore, we cannot avoid beam divergence. In this section, we discuss the effect of 
misalignment on the beam profile based on the beam optics shown in Fig. 4. To simplify the 
calculation, the beam profile is calculated without beam scattering at the muon target.  
To identify the alignment tolerance of the octupole magnet, the beam profile at the target is calculated 
with the beam position offset at the octupole magnet. Without shifting the beam at the octupole 
magnet, the beam distribution is flat. For a horizontal offset of 2 mm in the beam position at the 
octupole magnet, the beam shape has a peak at the beam edge where the intensity increases by 
approximately 8%, as shown in Fig. 7. At the mercury target, the peak at the edge causes greater 
damage than the peak at the center. The maximum increase in intensity at the edge is considered to be 
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approximately 4%. Therefore, the allowable beam shift at the octupole magnet is approximately 1 mm. 
To adjust the beam position at the octupole magnet, BPMs will be installed. By installing BPMs and 
additional steering magnets, the beam position can be statically centered at the octupole magnets. In 
each beam shot, a fluctuation in horizontal position occurs because of the instability of the kicker 
magnet at the RCS. However, the instability for each shot is less than 1 mm so that the edge peak does 
not cause difficulties. 
To calculate the tilting tolerance of the octupole magnet, we considered the case of 0.5 mrad. We 
observed that the tilting error does not influence the beam shape. Because the precision of the angular 
position of the octupole magnet is less than 0.2 mrad, tilt misalignment is not a problem. Downstream 
of the octupole magnets, six pieces of the quadrupole magnets were positioned around the muon 
production target. To obtain the required accuracy for the position of the downstream magnets, beam 
profiles were calculated for the quadrupole magnets with the beam offset. We found that misalignment 
of the quadrupole magnets caused the beam position to oscillate because of betatron oscillation. Thus, 
misalignment of the quadrupole magnets does not influence the beam shape, and the flat beam 
distribution at the target is preserved. Because the beam position at the target can be adjusted easily 
using the steering magnets, misalignment of the quadrupole magnets downstream of the octupole 
magnets is not an issue for beam flattening. 

4.4.  Effect of beam scattering at muon production target 

To minimize the peak density and obtain a flat beam distribution at the neutron production target, we 
studied the effect of beam scattering from the muon target. For the octupole magnets in use, the beam 
distribution in horizontal phase space, before it penetrates the carbon target (for muon production), is 
shown in Fig. 8. We observed that the octupole magnetic field generates an arm-shaped distribution in 
phase space. The beam particles in the arm region play an important role in beam flattening at the 
mercury target. Figure 9 shows the beam distribution after it passes the carbon target. The beam 
divergence, which is plotted on the vertical axis of Fig. 9, is widely spread by the scattering so that the 
beam distribution becomes similar to a Gaussian. To maintain a flat distribution, this increase in beam 
divergence due to scattering should be suppressed. Therefore, to obtain a flat distribution, the beam 
should be focused at the muon production target to increase the beam divergence at the target. 

5.  Conclusion 

To reduce the peak current density of the beam at the target, we developed a beam transport system 
that uses nonlinear beam optics (i.e., octupole magnets). The results of calculations show that the 
beam can be flattened using optics with a large beta function at the octupole magnets and by ensuring 
an appropriate phase advance between the octupole magnets and the mercury target. Furthermore, we 
studied how magnet misalignment affects the beam profile. With the beam offset at the octupole 
magnet, the beam density becomes large at the target edge. The acceptable offset of the beam at the 
octupole magnet is approximately 1 mm, which is a feasible precision for the present beam operation. 
The results of simulations show that the alignment error of quadrupole magnets located downstream of 
the octupole magnets does not influence the shape of the beam at the target. To reduce a severe 
increase in the beam emittance because of the scattering from the muon production target, the beam is 
focused at the muon production target to obtain a large beam divergence. Calculations that consider 
beam scattering from the muon production target indicate that the peak current density can be reduced 
by approximately 30% from the peak density without the nonlinear beam optics.  
Octupole magnets have already been installed in the proton transport line, and the calculated beam 
profile is consistent with the beam profile obtained with octupole magnets in place. Note that the 
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present nonlinear optics system represents the first attempt to install such a system in a MW-class 
hadron accelerator.  
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Figure 1:  Plan of rapid cycling synchrotron (RCS) at the Materials and Life Science Experimental 
Facility at J-PARC. 
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Figure 2:  Plan of octupole magnets for beam expander system, which is to be placed upstream of 
muon production target 

Figure 3:  Flat beam distribution at the mercury target expanded by octupole magnets. Beam scattering 
from the muon production target is ignored. 
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Figure 4: Beam optics and beta function for beam expander consisting of octupole magnets.  

Figure 5: Fabricated octupole magnet with magnetic field gradient of 800 T/m3.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Beam profile in (a) horizontal and (b) vertical directions obtained by the MWPM (dots) 
compared with calculation by DECAY-TURTLE (lines) without octupole magnet excitation (black), 
with octupole magnet excitation (cyan), and with octupole magnet excitation and irradiation of muon 
production target (red). 
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Horizontal beam profile at mercury target for 2 mm horizontal beam offset at octupole 
magnet (OCT2). (a) Vertical beam profile, (b) horizontal beam profile. 
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Figure 8:  Transverse phase space distribution in horizontal direction for beam injected into muon 
production target. 

Figure 9:  Transverse phase space distribution in horizontal direction for beam scattered from muon 
production target 
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Abstract.
Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin is launching a high magnetic field facility for neutron scattering.

Its two main components are the High Field Magnet, a 26 T hybrid magnet built specially for
neutron scattering applications, and a dedicated Extreme Environment Diffractometer. The
magnet is now in the final stage of commissioning and will be installed at the instrument in the
near future. The neutron instrument itself has been in operation (without the magnet) for some
time as a general purpose time-of-flight diffractometer. As the magnet will be permanently
installed on EXED, the instrument capabilities have been expanded to include small angle
scattering (Low-Q) and direct time-of-flight Spectroscopy. The elastic modes of operation have
already been implemented whereas the inelastic one is under construction. In this paper we give
an overview of the HFM-EXED facility with the main emphasis on its neutron scattering part.

1. Introduction
In order to gain a thorough understanding of the properties of modern functional materials,
diverse characterization techniques must be employed. Among them is the material response
to external perturbations such as temperature, pressure or magnetic field. In this respect, the
combination of a microscopic probe such as neutrons and non-ambient sample environment
conditions contributes considerably to the understanding of the physics and chemistry of new
materials, and their functionality. Even more crucially, neutron scattering serves as one of the
tools to unravel the details of fundamental physical phenomena and thus plays a significant role
in understanding the laws of nature in general. Very often such investigations are performed
under extremely non-ambient conditions. For instance, magnetic fields in the range of 30 T have
led to the discovery of unexpected phenomena of fundamental importance, such as the Quantum
Hall Effect and the Fractional Quantum Hall Effect [1, 2].

While different characterization techniques (e.g. measurements of static bulk properties,
optical spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance and electron spin resonance) benefit from the
availability of magnetic fields of the order of tens of teslas, and up to one hundred tesla in pulsed
regime, the existing neutron facilities do not have the capacity to access fields of a comparable

3.5.33.5.3
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magnitude. This is an obvious drawback as the microscopic details of magnetic correlations in
time and space can be uncovered only by means of neutron scattering.

The Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB) has always stayed in the forefront of the neutron
scattering under extreme conditions. It still holds the world record of 17.4 T DC field combined
with neutron experiments at its BERII research reactor. Now, an ambitious project of extending
this range significantly beyond 26 T is close to completion. The High Field Magnet (HFM) and
a dedicated Extreme Environment Diffractometer (EXED) are two counterparts of the new high
magnetic field facility for neutron scattering. With HFM-EXED, the HZB ensures its leading
position in researching the most topical issues in physics, chemistry, and material science. These
include unconventional superconductors, heavy Fermions, quantum and molecular magnets, low-
dimensional systems, frustrated and topological systems, multifunctional materials and others.
In this contribution we describe briefly the HFM and focus on the neutron-scattering capabilities
of the facility.

2. High Field Magnet
The HFM is a “first of its kind” hybrid magnet system that is capable of producing fields
above 26 T, making it by far the strongest DC field available for neutron scattering experiments
worldwide. It has been built in collaboration with the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory
(Tallahassee, Florida). The magnet is designed as a series connected hybrid system. With the aid
of resistive insert coils, which are mounted in the room-temperature bore of a superconducting
solenoid, fields between 26 and 32 T can be obtained for the cooling power of the resistive coil
4–8 MW [3]. In the initial stage of its operation the HFM will use 4 MW power, producing
fields of about 26 T. To operate the hybrid system a complex technical infrastructure is required.
It includes a 20 kA power supply for both coils connected in the series, a helium refrigerator
for cooling the superconducting coil and a water cooling system for the resistive coil. The
commissioning of the magnet, which is now close to completion, shows good results and the
achieved Bmax of about 26.3 T is in perfect agreement with the expectations.

The scattering space of the magnet is rather simple as shown in Fig. 1a. It is a solenoid
with 30◦ conical openings at both ends, envisaged for neutron scattering, and a 50 mm room-
temperature bore. The neutrons enter the magnet through one of the cones and their scattering
is limited by the angular dimensions of both cones. In other words, only forward and backward
scattering directions are accessible. Rotation of the magnet around its vertical axis allows to
achieve a scattering angle as high as 2θ=30◦ (150◦ in backscattering), however, the vertical
acceptance approaches zero for 2θ → 2θmax.

In order to perform experiments at low temperatures, a special 3He/4He cryostat which is
inserted into one of the magnet cones has been developed and is currently being tested. The
cryostat should allow experiments with temperatures down to 0.5 K, with sample cross-section
up to ≈13×13 mm2. The details of the magnet and its sample cryostat are presented in a
separate contribution of this meeting.

3. Extreme Environment Diffractometer
In order to compensate for the angular limitations imposed by the magnet, EXED uses a
polychromatic (time-of-flight (TOF)) technique. A sketch of the instrument is given in Fig. 1b
and details of the instrument design can be found in Refs. [4, 5]. Access to a wide neutron-
wavelength band is achieved by means of a multispectral extraction system [6]. This system feeds
neutrons from the thermal and cold moderators into the same neutron guide. The supermirror
guide itself is essentially straight (100×60 mm2 cross section) with a kink designed to remove
neutrons with λ < 0.7 Å. The last 7.5 m of the guide are elliptically converging down to
50×30 mm2, focusing the beam onto the sample located about 75 m from the neutron source.
This focusing section is displayed in Fig. 2a. The m-values of the supermirrors vary across the
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a) b)

Figure 1. a) Scattering geometry of the HFM. The picture shows the magnet cross section
with the room temperature bore and the sample (black square), the magnet cones for neutron
scattering access and the resistive coils. b) Schematic layout of EXED. The neutron source is
composed of thermal (red) and cold (cyan) moderators. The bi-spectral extraction system feeds
the thermal and cold neutrons into a single guide (blue solid line); the choppers FC, CH1-CH5
(red dots) constitute the currently existing chopper system. Angular sizes of their windows
together with the distances from the source are also given. After the implementation of the
inelastic mode (see below in the text), there will be a new focusing guide (magenta solid line)
and a monochromatising double-disc chopper CH6 (magenta dot). The detector positions are
indicated by green solid lines, and the magnet coils are outlined in gray.

guide reaching m = 3 for the extraction and focusing sections, while m = 1.5 for the straight
parts [4, 5]. The resulting neutron spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 2b. It has a maximum around
3 Å, a cutoff at 0.7 Å and a shoulder below 2 Å. The latter two represent the effect of the kink
and the thermal source contribution, respectively.

The instrument chopper system is complex. EXED is equipped with a Fermi chopper (FC),
a double disc (CH1) and four single disc (CH2-CH5) choppers (Fig. 1b) [4, 5]. The first two are
pulse generating choppers for high or medium/low resolution applications, respectively. They
can provide a primary time resolution covering about 3 orders of magnitude (from μs to ms
range). The other four choppers ensure there is no frame-overlap and define the wavelength
band. Since the effective frequency of the whole chopper system is variable from 5 up to 120
Hz, the instrument operation becomes very flexible, ranging from a broad wavelength band (up
to 14.4 Å) down to a short one (0.6 Å).

The entire instrument sample area is built out of nonmagnetic materials. There are four
detector banks which are positioned in a way reflecting the geometry of the magnet: two in
forward and two in backward scattering direction. Each detector bank is equipped with 48
position sensitive 3He detector tubes with 1/2”-diameter. The effective length of the tubes is
0.9 m with 1% position resolution, resulting in 19200 detector pixels. Each of them produces a
dataset of intensity vs. time.

The data acquisition system on EXED is event-recording-based, with precise timing and
integration of external trigger sources. The external signals come from the choppers, the beam
monitor in front of the sample and (optionally) the sample environment, containing information
e.g. about the current sample temperature or magnetic field. The processing of the data is a two-
step process. In the first step, a specially developed eGraph software identifies the opening time
of the first chopper and, based on that, calculates TOF using the neutron detection time. After
that it selects the appropriate neutron events and bins them in TOF and position coordinates
and, finally, allows visualizing the data. In the second step, the software package Mantid is used
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a) b)

Figure 2. a) Geometries (in the horizontal plane) of the existing diffraction guide and the new
double funnel guide. The position and size of the sample are indicated by a vertical black line.
The position of the monochromatising CH6 in the inelastic guide is marked by a vertical red
line. b) Neutron wavelength spectra at the sample position as simulated using VITESS neutron
ray-tracing software package [7]. The plot compares the data obtained using the diffraction guide
(dashed blue line) with the one expected for the double funnel guide.

for further data manipulation, reduction and analysis [8].
For a limited period of time EXED was available for internal and external users as a general-

purpose TOF diffractometer combined with standard HZB sample environment. With the HFM
installation, it will be transformed into a high field facility for neutron scattering. A special
feature of this facility will be its multi-purpose operation. Indeed, because of the magnet size
and complex operational infrastructure, the HFM cannot be transferred to other instruments like
the standard superconducting magnets. As a result, to match the scientific case, the functionality
of EXED has been extended. The existing Diffraction mode of operation is complemented by
small angle (Low-Q) and Spectroscopy modes.

4. Modes of HFM-EXED operation
In this section we briefly describe the foreseen modes of EXED operation. They include the
Diffraction and the Low-Q, both already implemented, as well as the Spectroscopy, which is
currently under construction.

4.1. Diffraction
Since EXED had been designed as a diffractometer, the Diffraction is the most natural mode
of the HFM-EXED operation. In this regime, HFM-EXED offers a broad range of applications
ranging from high resolution to medium and low resolution (high flux) powder and single crystal
diffraction in high magnetic fields. Some examples of powder diffraction experiments, performed
on EXED during its initial operation, can be found in Refs. [9, 10, 11, 12]. One has to stress the
high flexibility of the Diffraction mode as a general feature of a chopper instrument. It allows
almost continuous relaxation of resolution (resulting in a corresponding flux gain) and selection
of the wavelength band as requested by the experiment. This is extremely important as the
HFM does not offer much flexibility in the secondary instrument. The main characteristics of
the Diffraction mode are collected in Table 1.
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Table 1. The main characteristics of HFM-EXED facility

Parameter Diffraction Low-Q Spectroscopy

Wavelength range 0.7 - 15 Å 4 - 18 Å 1.8 - 7 Å
Angular range 5◦ - 30◦, 150◦ - 170◦ < 10◦ < 30◦

Q-range 0.1 < Q < 12 Å−1 Q � 0.01 Å−1 Q < 1.8 Å−1

Resolution ΔQ/Q > 10−3 ΔQ/Q < 0.1 ΔE/E � 10−2

From the experimental point of view, the magnet angular constraints are not a serious issue
for randomly oriented powders or single crystals isotropic with respect to the magnetic field
direction. The TOF method combined with the 15◦ magnet rotation enables gapless coverage
of momentum transfer Q-range from about 0.1 up to 12 Å−1. A proper combination of the field
orientation and the choice of wavelength range allows bringing reflections of interest into forward-
or backscattering banks. The former are important for the observation of magnetic scattering
while the latter are mainly used for the nuclear scattering. For anisotropic systems, however, the
magnet angular constraints become an issue as the field orientation along a given crystallographic
direction is then the main defining factor for the accessible range in the reciprocal space. It
turns out that in the forward scattering banks the accessible scattering range will be mainly
perpendicular to the field, while in the backscattering it is along the field (see Fig. 3 and
explanations below).

As the restricted geometry of the instrument implies the importance of careful experiment
planning, a software tool, EXEQ (EXED (E,q)-range calculator), has been created to assist
the users of HFM-EXED in finding the optimal sample orientation [13]. The software uses pre-
defined information about the neutron wavelength spectrum, detector geometry and positions
and obstacles limiting the scattering angle. The user input defines the sample unit cell, sample
orientation, instrument wavelength band and the desired wavelength resolution. The main
output of EXEQ are the reciprocal space coverage maps as shown in Fig. 3. They illustrate the
extent of the reciprocal space, in the units of sample Miller indices (h, k, l), that can be accessed
using the given set of instrument parameters. The intensity reflects the actual instrument
spectrum, multiplied by the duty cycle of the chopper system at the current resolution and
bandwidth settings.

4.2. Low-Q
In order to enable the investigation of matter in the nanoscale range, such as the vortex state in
type-II superconductors as a function of external magnetic fields, a special Low-Q setup had been
built (Qmin ≈ 10−2 Å−1). It comprises a pin-hole collimation section with variable apertures
which replaces the last 5.5 m of the focusing guide. Two EXED detector banks are positioned
at 6 m away from the sample and cover an in-plane angular range of about 2θ = -4.5–1.5◦ and
2.5–8.5◦. A He-filled detector chamber in front of the detectors is used to suppress air scattering.
The entire chopper system can run at a low frequency (5-10 Hz) as the wavelength resolution
requirements in small angle scattering experiments may be relaxed. The wavelength band is
typically centered at λ > 4 Å. The main characteristics of the Low-Q mode are given in Table 1.

The Low-Q mode was commissioned using a silver behenate powder sample, and flux-line
lattice measurements on a Nb single crystal. Both confirm its feasibility and are in a good
agreement with published data [14, 15].
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Figure 3. The instrument Q-coverage in Diffraction mode. The (h0l)-map is calculated with
EXEQ for an ”artificial” sample aligned with its a-axis parallel to the field and the c-axis
perpendicular to the field in the equatorial plane, with the magnet rotated by 14◦ with respect
to the incident beam. The wavelength band was set to 0.7–7.9 Å and the wavelength resolution
to δλ/λ=0.1%. The detector panels located in forward (backward) scattering direction are
grouped in the left (right) plot. The coverage of each detector panel is delimited by a blue solid
contour line. The gray areas with a dashed-line contour in each plot correspond to the part of
a detector panel that is shadowed by either the magnet cone, beam stop or guide housing.

4.3. Spectroscopy
The Spectroscopy mode will add a very important component to the scientific portfolio of HFM-
EXED: It will allow studying dynamics of materials with magnetic degrees of freedom in high
magnetic fields. For the purpose of performing inelastic experiments, EXED will operate as
a direct TOF spectrometer. Here, a pulsed monochromatic neutron beam impinges onto the
sample and TOF is used to analyze the change in the energy of the scattered neutrons. This is
the most efficient way of performing inelastic experiments when taking into account the geometry
and constraints of the magnet. Limited sample size inside the HFM and weak inelastic scattering
cross sections imply the necessity to optimize for signal strength and low background conditions.
The former will be achieved by enhancing the flux at the sample using a novel focusing guide,
while the latter will be provided by means of a shielded and evacuated detector chamber. Below
we briefly describe four main components of the Spectroscopy mode: i) an evacuated detector
chamber for forward scattering with a built-in ii) 3He detector array, and iii) a new focusing
guide section that accommodates iv) a monochromatising double disc chopper.

The detector chamber will be connected directly to the forward-scattering cone of the magnet,
and rotated together with the magnet. The chamber rotation will be limited to -2◦...+15◦. The
inner side of the chamber will be shielded with Cadmium-absorber, and the outer one will be
covered with polyethylene and Boron-absorber. After evacuation, the chamber will provide
almost window-free flight path from the sample to the detector. The latter is based on the IN5
(ILL) multi-tube design and being built in collaboration with the ILL (Grenoble). The detector
modules with 0.75”-diameter position-sensitive tubes will cover the entire available 30◦ angle in-
and out-of-plane at 4.5 m away from the sample.

A distinct feature of the design of inelastic mode is the rather slow (120-240 Hz)
monochromatising chopper (CH6 in Fig 1b) supported by conventional ceramic ball bearings
and positioned relatively far from the sample, at 2.45 m. These are the consequences of high
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stray magnetic fields close to the sample. As a result of the chopper speed limitations, it became
necessary to reduce the size of the chopper window significantly. While the energy resolution
is defined by the opening times of the first and last chopper and the corresponding chopper
distances to the detector, the neutron flux depends also on the neutron transport system [16].
Therefore, the shape of the guide has been adjusted to the chopper windows and the sample
size. For this we use a double funnel guide concept, first implemented at LET spectrometer at
ISIS [17, 18]. Contrary to the LET design, however, the EXED guide does not expand after
the chopper position, but is even further compressed because of the sample size limitations. As
a result, the m values for the new guide reach 4.5. The new guide is visualized in Fig. 2a. In
comparison with the existing diffraction guide the new guide provides over 60% integral intensity
gain as can be derived from Fig. 2b.

The overall performance of the Spectrometer has been simulated using VITESS neutron ray-
tracing software package and will be published elsewhere [7, 19]. Some results of the simulations
including energy resolution and corresponding neutron flux for 5 Å wavelength (incident energy
3.3 meV) are summarized in Table 2. For comparison, the table comprises the relevant measured
data from the ILL, FRM-II and NIST reactor-based disc chopper spectrometers.

After completion, the Spectroscopy mode will enable energy-resolved measurements over a
limited Q-range (<1.8 Å−1) with an energy resolution of a few percent and incident energy
below 25 meV (Table 1). Planning of inelastic experiments, which is even more crucial than
that of the elastic ones, will be covered by the inelastic version of EXEQ. It is being prepared
and will be released in a due time.

Table 2. The expected performance of EXED Spectroscopy mode compared to existing neutron
TOF spectrometers. The EXED data are simulated for 5 Å wavelength. The remaining data are
the resolution and flux of the IN5 (ILL), TOFTOF (FRM-II) and DCS (NIST) spectrometers,
measured with the same wavelength. Two different values of flux and energy resolution in case
of TOFTOF, DCS and EXED correspond to their low and high resolution modes defined by use
of different chopper windows.

Instrument name Instrument setting Flux (n/s/cm2) Energy resolution (μeV)

EXED High flux 2.03×105 170
High resolution 1.29×104 58

IN5 (ILL) [20] 6.83×105 100
TOFTOF (FRM-II) [21] High flux 1×105 102

High resolution 8×103 52
DCS (NIST) [22, 23] High flux 2.6×104 115

High resolution 6.7×103 55

5. Conclusions
HFM-EXED is a unique facility for neutron scattering in high magnetic fields. It will be the only
instrument in the world where elastic (Diffraction and Low-Q) and inelastic neutron scattering
experiments can be combined with steady-state magnetic fields as high as 26 T. The main
characteristics of HFM-EXED operation modes are summarized in Table 1. The facility is open
for accepting user proposals. The first experiments will start with the elastic modes and will be
complemented by the inelastic one in the near future.
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Abstract. We have recently completed construction of a thermal neutron Laue diffractometer 
in the experimental hall of the BER-II reactor at HZB in Berlin.  The Fast Acquisition Laue 
Camera for Neutrons (FALCON) receives a direct stream of neutrons with a low gamma 
radiation count.  Whilst other neutron sources report that guides containing multiple 
instruments interfere with the intensity and quality of the neutron beam reaching end positions, 
FALCON will benefit from a beam that does not pass through any objects upstream.  A 
uniquely-designed shutter and beam definer deliver a highly focused neutron beam to the 
instrument with <1° divergence.  The instrument comprises two scintillator plate detectors 
coupled to four iCCD cameras each.  The neutron beam passes through the detector units 
enabling one detector to be placed in the backscattering position and the second detector in the 
transmission position.  The image-intensified CCDs are capable of obtaining 20-bit digitization 
Laue images in under ten seconds and variable sample table and detector positions allow a full 
range of sample environments to be utilised.  Simulations using McStas and the HZB in-house 
software, VITESS, show the expected resolution of our diffractometer.  FALCON is currently 
in the commissioning phase and should be available to users in 2015. 

1.  Introduction 
The neutron instrument suite at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin had never included a Laue 
diffractometer, however, as of 2014, the Fast Acquisition Laue Camera for Neutrons (FALCON) has 
completed its construction phase.  In this paper we describe the design process and decisions taken to 
produce the instrument and present some simulations of expected performance.  Neutron Laue 
diffraction is commonly thought of as only being useful for the orientation of single-crystal samples.  
However, as has been shown by instruments at reactor sources such as VIVALDI [1], LADI [2] and 
KOALA [3] and at pulsed sources such as SXD [4] and SENJU [5], a wealth of science has been 
performed using this method. 

Using the method of Laue diffraction a measurement of a large area of reciprocal space can be 
captured in a single image.  The resulting Bragg reflections can be analysed to generate information 
about the structure of a sample through a phase change, for example, or to show additional reflections 
arising from the magnetic lattice.  In particular, the studies of protein crystallography [6, 7] benefit 
greatly from analysis of Laue diffraction data, whilst the flux and intensity requirements for high-
pressure studies using restricted-view high-pressure cells also benefit from the Laue method [8, 9]. 

3.5.43.5.4
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The ‘white’ beam necessary for the Laue technique allows samples of a very small size (relative to 
those normally required for neutron scattering measurements) to be measured whereby crystals 
typically 1mm3 in size are sufficient for high-quality data to be obtained. 

 

2.  Instrument Concept 
The FALCON project was to be realized within three years and using a budget of just 300,000€.  This 
small budget immediately affected the choice of detectors – arguably the most critical component of 
the instrument – and therefore the option of 3He detectors was disregarded.  Photonic Science had 
already supplied reliable and effective scintillator detectors to ILL for instruments such as Orient 
Express[10] and CYCLOPS [11].  Similar instruments for the orienting of crystals are used at other 
neutron sources, with JOEY [12] being open for user service.   

Our intention is to perform hard condensed matter studies using FALCON; for example to 
investigate structural phase changes of perovskites under high pressure, and so we opted for a thermal 
beam profile with a peak at ~1.4Å.  The Laue instrument was then planned for construction in the 
experimental hall of the BER-II reactor where instruments have a typically short beam path to the 
reactor core.  Many of the high-pressure cells in use within the neutron scattering community have a 
narrow entrance hole for neutrons to enter, such as the Paris-Edinburgh cell [13], and so we wanted to 
ensure as high a flux as possible. 

As a Laue instrument uses a polychromatic beam, such instruments must be built at the end of a 
beamtube or guide.  Typically, such an instrument does not have sole use of such a beamtube, and as 
has been shown by measurements on the H22 guide at the ILL [14] monochromators from other 
instruments severely hamper the quality of the beam profile arriving at the end position.  It is possible 
to use the neutron beam that has passed through a monochromator further upstream, however, this 
guarantees that the wavelength associated with that monochromator will be excluded from the 
polychromatic beam profile and would result in the loss of sets of Bragg reflections from the Laue 
pattern. 

At HZB the instrument suite is being down-sized due to the imminent closure of the reactor in 
2019.  Therefore we were able to choose a beamtube for FALCON formerly housing two 
monochromator-style instruments which have been subsequently decommissioned.  With both 
monochromators out of the beam, and an exit port just 8m from the reactor core, we have a high-flux 
neutron beam at the sample. 

2.1.  Beam profile 
In order to provide a suitable beam profile for high-pressure studies, we utilised the pinhole principle.  
An 8m beamtube with height 90mm has a divergence of 0.64°, however, this must be collimated to 
provide a safe working beam of approximately 10mm in diameter.  In order to match the divergence of 
the beamtube, we designed a well-shielded beam collimator that would simultaneously deliver a 
pinhole beam to the sample, and provide a shutter mechanism for opening and closing the beam.  
Further details of the mechanism have been reported elsewhere [15]. 

The exit hole using our in-house designed collimator is 16mm in diameter.  This beam then travels 
through 5cm of air and through the centre of the first detector, impacting the sample approximately 
50cm downstream diverging slightly due to the 20mm exit hole in the detector box.  Simulations with 
VITESS [16] show a beam profile at the sample consistent with a thermal profile and is illustrated in 
figure 1. 

Such a beam profile at the sample ensures that we can maintain our expected resolution of ~200µm 
whilst operating in 2x2 binning mode.  This mode is most often used as it provides a good signal-noise 
ratio. 
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Figure 1.  VITESS simulations of FALCON beam at shielding exit hole and at 

backscattering detector exit hole. 
 

2.2.  Detectors 
Essential for the Laue technique is to have a detector to collect backscattering reflections as these are 
the strongest and most easily treatable reflections.  Neutron image plate detectors such as VIVALDI 
and KOALA consist of almost 360° detector plates along the vertical axis whilst SXD and SENJU 
have a configuration of several small detectors placed in a spherical arrangement around the sample to 
capture as many reflections as possible.  With our limited budget we opted for two scintillator plates; 
one to be fixed in the backscattering position, with another free to rotate about ω.  In this way, a full 
map of reciprocal space can be generated with a few ‘snapshots’ at pre-determined positions around 
the sample. 

Photonic Science [17] provided us with two detector boxes containing a 40x40cm scintillator plate 
of 6Li:ZnS:Ag coupled to four image-intensified CCDs (iCCD) each.  In order to preserve the 
integrated chips within the cameras, each camera is placed at 90° with respect to the incoming beam.  
A mirror then placed at 45° to the beam direction, directs the created photons towards the image 
intensifier in order to protect the cameras from further degradation. 

In keeping with the direct geometry of the instrument, the detector boxes designed by Photonic 
Science incorporate a steel tube which passes through the exact centre of the box to transport the 
neutrons directly to the sample.  This then appears as a black hole in the centre of a FALCON image 
[18]. 

3.  KOALA Data  
During beamtime at the OPAL reactor operated by ANSTO, we measured Cu2ZnSnS4 samples [19] to 
investigate the site defects in these solar cell absorber materials [20].  Data from Laue diffractometer 
image plates has a resolution of ~100µm showing clear and distinguishable Bragg reflections, as 
shown in figure 2. 

Whilst the scientific findings of this experiment are reported elsewhere [21], this data serves as a 
reference dataset for the commissioning of FALCON.  The exact same samples measured using 
KOALA will be measured on FALCON, and in this manner we can calibrate our detectors and 
geometry algorithms correctly.  
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Figure 2.  Example of Laue data obtained using KOALA (ANSTO) on a single-
crystal sample of Cu2ZnSnS4. 

 

4.  Simulation results  
The European Spallation Source (ESS) [22] is currently in the design phase and therefore extensive 
use is made of the simulation programme McStas, a monte carlo ray-tracing software for simulating 
neutron beams and scattering of particles through interactions [23].  One of the particularly useful 
features of this programme is a library of software for simulating existing neutron instruments at 
neutron sources around the world.  With a minimum of experience a researcher can use McStas to 
simulate the results of a neutron scattering event with a sample of their choice on any instrument.  To 
this end we have generated the code for simulating FALCON in McStas. 
 
4.1  McStas simulations 
Incorporating all the elements of the instrument, including the correct dimensions of the upstream 
elements e.g. shutter, collimators, FALCON has been simulated using McStas as illustrated in figure 
3.   
 

 
Figure 3.  McStas ray-tracing simulation of FALCON from reactor core to 
sample. 
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In order to perform a simulation using the FALCON code, one must first download the McStas 
software, and then select FALCON within the drop-down menu as shown in figure 4. 

 
 

 

Figure 4.  McStas drop-down 
menu showing location of 
FALCON simulation code. 

 

5.  Conclusion 
Construction of FALCON is complete and in 2015 this Laue diffractometer will enter the 
commissioning phase.  Simulations of the beam profile have been performed using VITESS whilst the 
instrument code for simulating neutron scattering from a given sample has been generated in McStas.  
FALCON will enter user service once commissioning is complete. 
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Abstract. Construction of the Energy-Resolved Neutron Imaging System (RADEN) has 
started in 2012 at the beam line of BL22 in the Materials & Life Science Experimental Facility 
(MLF) of J-PARC. This is the first instrument dedicated to the pulsed neutron imaging 
experiments in the world. The primary purpose of this instrument is to perform the energy-
resolved neutron imaging experiments effectively utilizing the pulsed neutron nature. 
Therefore, this instrument is designed to cover a broad energy range at the same time: not only 
cold neutrons up to 8.8 Å with a good wavelength resolution of 0.20% but also high energy 
neutrons with the energy of several tens keV. In addition, this instrument is intended to 
perform a state-of-the-art neutron radiography and tomography experiments in Japan. Hence, 
the maximum beam size of 300 mm square, and the highest L/D value of 7500 are provided.  

1.  Introduction 
Neutron imaging is a very fundamental technique to visualize the internal structure of objects, and is 
regarded as an indispensable non-destructive inspection especially in the field of industry. Recently, a 
new neutron imaging technique, which utilizes neutron energy dependent transmission, called 
“energy-resolved neutron imaging”, becomes a very attractive technique because of its capability not 
only to visualize but also to quantify the physical or chemical quantities with spatial resolution [1]. 
Therefore, this technique is expected to provide a chance for the neutron imaging to develop into a 
new scientific method, which is not a simple inspection of intra-structure of objects but a 
characterization of many properties inside objects with spatial resolution. Owing to recent 
developments, several imaging techniques regarding it are performed, i.e. Bragg edge imaging for 
crystallographic information [2], resonance absorption imaging for elemental composition and thermal 
information [3], and polarized neutron imaging for magnetic field information [4]. Conducting these 
imaging experiments, usage of the pulsed neutron beam brings several advantages due to its pulsed 
nature compared to those using monochromatic neutron beam from continuous sources. For example, 
at first, it is possible to measure the energy dependent phenomena efficiently by means of Time-of-
Flight (TOF) method. Second, energy or wavelength resolution is intrinsically fine in the case of using 
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the short-pulsed neutron source, which is better than 1 %. Then, wide energy range neutrons from 
epithermal to cold neutrons are available simultaneously. So far, the low intensity of pulsed neutron 
beam from the low-power spallation neutron sources has set a limitation to the application of this 
imaging technique. However the construction of MW-class spallation neutron sources at J-PARC and 
SNS makes a change of such situation.   

In Japan, technical developments of the pulsed neutron imaging have been intensively done using 
small accelerator driven neutron source at Hokkaido University (HUNS) and the pulsed neutron 
facility (Materials and Life science experimental Facility, MLF) in J-PARC. And also, in the Japanese 
pulsed neutron imaging project, a new beam line dedicated to the pulsed neutron imaging, named 
"RADEN" has proposed so as to make the pulsed neutron imaging technique operational phase, and its 
construction has started from 2012 at the beam line of BL22 of MLF. The main purpose of this 
instrument is, of course, fully performing the energy-resolved neutron imaging experiments by 
effectively utilizing the pulsed neutron's nature as a pioneering facility for the pulsed neutron imaging. 
In addition, it also has a role for the state-of-the-art neutron imaging instrument in Japan with 
sufficient neutron flux, selectable L/D values up to several thousands, and monochromatic neutron 
imaging capability, which has a comparable performance with those at world's several tens MW-class 
reactor sources. In this paper, we report the final design of the instrument and discuss the expected 
performance. 

2.  Beam line design 
At first, we mention the requirements for the instrument, which has been discussed as the initial stage 
of the instrument design in our previous report [5, 6]. The necessary performance for each energy-
resolved neutron imaging technique was considered in terms of the wavelength resolution and the 
wavelength/energy coverage. On the other hand, concerning the conventional neutron radiography and 
tomography experiments, another aspect, such as available beam flux, size and L/D value, which is 
directly coupled with the accessible spatial resolution, becomes important. Then, the minimum 
wavelength resolution of 0.2% and high energy neutrons with the energy of up to several tens of keV 
were settled based on the requirements from Bragg-edge and resonance absorption imaging techniques. 
In addition, because availability of longer wavelength neutrons is preferable to conduct experiments 
using neutron’s optical properties, wavelength range was expanded into around 9 Å within the first 
frame. These requirements is achieved by viewing a decoupled moderator which possesses balanced 
performance of the pulse width and the neutron intensity as well among three types of hydrogen 
moderators of J-PARC MLF, and by setting two sample positions. At the near sample position located 
at the distance of 18 m from the source, a high time averaged beam flux less than 9.8 x 107 n/sec/cm2 
and coverage of a broad wavelength range are expected, while a large beam size up to 300 mm square 
and fine wavelength resolution of 0.2% are done at the far sample position of 23 m.  

The resulting beam line layout of RADEN is shown in Figure 1 and the expected parameters are 
summarized in Table 1.   

 

 
Figure 1. Layout of RADEN instrument. 
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Table 1. Basic parameters of RADEN. 
Beam line BL22 
Moderator type Supercritical hydrogen decoupled moderator 

Sample position 18 m 23 m 

Beam Size < 221 x 221 mm2 < 300 x 300 mm2 

L/D ratio 180 ~ 5000 230 ~ 7500 

Wavelength resolution (cold) 0.26% 0.20% 

Energy resolution (epithermal) 1.6% 1.2% 

Longest wavelength (first frame) 8.8 Å 6.9 Å 

2.1 Shielding design 
At first, the shielding is one of the essential components of this instrument. To conduct neutron 
imaging experiments, handling large objects and arranging the experimental setup freely are quite 
important. Therefore, designing the shielding as thin as possible is quite important to secure a wide 
experimental area. However, as RADEN utilizes most biggest beam and sample size in the MLF and 
high-energy neutrons, massive shield is necessary to attenuate radiation outside of the shielding 
efficiently. To design and optimize the shielding structure, we have performed dose rate calculation 
and evaluated its performance using PHITS code [7] (Figure 2). As the results, the shielding wall was 
decided to consist of 4 layers, i.e., boron included mortar, polyethylene, steel and concrete from the 
inside. Moreover, because the neutron imaging detectors are put in the direct beam line, scattered 
neutrons and radiated gamma ray from the beam stop directly irradiate detectors from the rear and 
cause a huge background. To suppress such background, the beam stop was placed as far as possible 
from the detector position. Two heavy doors, which are driven electrically, are used to intercept the 
radiation at the gateway, while most of the instruments adopt a labyrinth structure with a light door 
without any shielding performance. This is because accessibility to the experimental area takes 
precedence for RADEN. 

 

 
Figure 2. Typical calculation result of the dose rate using PHITS code. The sum of neutron and 

gamma ray doses is shown. 

2.2 Optical devices 
In the upstream of the experimental area, several optical devices are installed as shown in Figure 3. 
The optical devices of RADEN are divided into two groups. One is beam collimation and shaping 
device group and another is energy selection device one. The former group is composed of a shutter, 
rotary collimators and slits. In addition, this beam line is equipped with a light shutter, named blocker, 
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to suppress undesired sample activation. To make the beam size at the sample position enlarged, an 
aperture is needed to be placed as close as possible to the source. Then, the existing heavy shutter was 
replaced into new one with three collimator insertion devices, whose hole sizes are 100 mm x 100 mm, 
50 mm- φ and 26 mm-φ. Using these collimators, beam size ranging from 100 x 100 mm2 to 300 x 300 
mm2 will be achieved at the far sample position (23 m away from the neutron source), and the smallest 
L/D value producing highest neutron flux is provided. Inside the preposition shield, two rotary 
collimators with 4 aperture slots are installed (Figure 4 (a)). The front rotary collimator is used to 
make higher L/D value for high spatial resolution experiments by small apertures, and the rear one is 
to limit the beam size as adequate to the object size. Because RADEN uses high energy neutrons with 
the energy of over keV, these collimators are made of thick steel and polyethylene and have an artifice 
to reduce neutron reflection at the inner wall of them.  

The latter optics group is composed of filters, a double disk low-speed chopper and a T0 chopper 
(Figure 4 (b), (c)). Five kinds of filters, that is, Bi (25 mm, 25mm, 50 mm), Pb (25 mm, 50 mm), Cd (1 
mm), acrylic resin (5 mm), and borosilicate glass (2 mm), are placed in front of the first rotary 
collimator. Bi and Pb filters are used for gamma ray attenuation especially in the case of resonance 
absorption imaging experiment, at which the T0 chopper is stopped to access high energy range. Cd 
filter is also used in resonance absorption experiments to cut off thermal and cold neutrons. The 
acrylic resin and the borosilicate glass are for neutron intensity attenuation. The double disk chopper, 
which can be operated in 25 Hz and 12.5 Hz, defines the available wavelength range in one frame. 
Changing the opening angle by adjusting the delay of each disk properly enable us to suit the 
bandwidth at different sample position. The quasi-monochromatic neutron beam with the wavelength 
resolution of around 10% can be served when the opening angle is adjusted to smallest value. The T0 
chopper is installed to eliminate the prompt neutron pulse and flush gamma ray produced at the 
instance of neutron generation. This chopper has one heavy hammer made of Inconel alloy, which 
rotates synchronized with the accelerator, and the hammer only comes in the beam at T = 0. By means 
of the T0 chopper, the neutron background caused by the fast neutrons decreases effectively. 
 

 
Figure 3. Arrangement of optical devices for beam shaping inside the preposition shield. 

 

 
Figure 4. Photographs of some optical devices. (a) Rotary collimator, (b) Disk chopper, and (c) T0 

chopper. 
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2.3 Sample environment 
Inside the measurement area, there installed some stages for sample mounting and detector. And also, 
exchangers for optional equipment are settled (Figure 5). Three sample stages are prepared for 
mounting and positioning the sample, and their topmost movable axis are rotational considering the 
computerized tomography experiment. Basic specifications of each sample stages are shown in table 2. 
They are remotely controlled from outside of the shielding using the device control software. The top 
table of each stage conforms to the MLF standard for sample environment so as to mount various 
devices such as a cryostat, an electromagnet, a furnace, and so on. Especially the large sample stage 
placed at the distance of 23 m from the neutron source is designed to equip with mechanical test 
devices developed at the engineering materials diffractometer TAKUMI [8] for Bragg edge imaging 
experiments.  

The medium sample stage sits on the optical bench located at the near sample position. When the 
medium sample stage is removed, optical tables for the polarized neutron experiment or other 
experiments using special devices can be slide into the beam position by an automated exchanger. The 
small rotation stage for CT measurements is available by putting on the top of those sample stages. 
Flight tubes, which are filled with He gas and inner walls are covered with neutron absorber, are 
placed in the gap of beam line to suppress the possible neutron beam attenuation due to the air 
scattering. In front of the near sample position, there is a lift to exchange the flight tube and the 
equipment for the polarization analysis. With this lift, we can easily switch the setup from the 
unpolarized neutron beam to the polarized one.  

Optionally RADEN is equipped with the apparatuses for neutron diffraction measurements 
composed of 3He position sensitive detector tubes and a soller collimator complementary to the Bragg 
edge imaging and for gamma ray detector to support precise analysis of the resonance absorption. 
 

 
Figure 5. Arrangement of stages and exchangers in the measurement area. 

 
Table 2. Specifications of sample stages. 

Stage Position 
Movable axis 

Max. load Table size  
θ X, Y, Z RX, RY 

Large L=23m ±173° ±300 mm - 1.0 ton 700 mm-φ / 750 mm x 750 mm 

Medium L=18m ±175° ±100 mm ±5 ° 600 kg 300 mm-φ / 700 mm-φ 

Small Portable 360° - ±5 ° 10 kg 150 mm-φ 

 

2.4 Detectors 
To conduct the energy resolved neutron imaging using pulsed neutrons, precise TOF information is 
essential and the neutron detectors required to have fine time resolution. The counting type imaging 
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detector is promising owing to their sub micro second time resolution while their spatial resolution is 
relatively course. Then, we selected three candidates, that is, µNID detector [9], GEM detector [10] 
and pixel detector composed of pieces of small Li glass scintillators and a multi-anode photo 
multiplier. On the other hand, regarding the conventional neutron imaging fine spatial resolution is 
desirable. Hence, a cooled CCD camera system with a 6LiF/ZnS scintillator screen and a CMOS 
camera combined with neutron image intensifier are prepared together with the counting type 
detectors. 

3.  Conclusion 
We have been constructing the energy-resolved neutron imaging system RADEN from 2012 at the 
beam line of BL22 in J-PARC MLF. Because this is designed to utilize the good nature of the short-
pulsed neutron beam, every energy-resolved neutron imaging experiment becomes possible with fine 
energy resolution. And also it has an important role as the state-of-the-art neutron radiography and 
tomography instrument in Japan. It was designed to satisfy the requirements from both of these 
imaging techniques and several devices have been installed. In Nov. 2014, the first neutron beam was 
delivered to this beam line and the commissioning study started after that. We are going to start user 
programs from 2015. 
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Abstract. Recent issues of a cold-neutron disk-chopper spectrometer AMATERAS are 
reported. Five years have been passed since we had the first neutron beam on AMATERAS. 
The user program is running steadily since after the visiting of the first user in 2009. In parallel 
to that, machine studies and commissioning works to improve spectrometer performance have 
been continuously done. Effort has been done on fixing the beam-transport problem, which 
causes the serious intensity loss at the sample position. After replacing 8.6 m section of super 
mirror and re-doing the mirror alignment, a part of intensity has been recovered, while still 
some of problems are remained. We also spent effort on reducing background caused by 
several sources. Study on the background sources and implementation of countermeasures are 
progress. 

1. Introduction 
AMATERAS (Figs. 1 and 2) is a cold-neutron multi 
disk-chopper spectrometer at Materials and Life 
Science Experimental Facility (MLF) at J-PARC. By 
using a pulse shaping chopper and owing to the high 
peak intensity from a coupled moderator source at 
MLF, AMATERAS is designed to realize high 
intensity and fine and flexible energy resolution 
measurements in quasielastic and inelastic neutron 
scattering experiments from cold to thermal neutron 
energy region [1, 2]. The spectrometer has had the first 
neutron beam in May 2009 and had the first user in 
December 2009. In parallel to the user program, 
machine study and technical works to maintain and to 
improve spectrometer performance have been 
continuously done. Since the last ICANS meeting held 
in 2012, replacement of a defected parts (a disk of one 
of high-speed disk choppers, a gas-leaked detector tube 
and other electronic parts in DAQ system), upgrading and improving of spectrometer components, 

 
Figure 1. Recent photo of AMATERAS.
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development of data analysis 
method and commissioning of N2 
beam monitors, newly introduced 
sample environments (an 
oscillating radial collimator, a 
furnace, cryostats, a 7T 
cryomagnet (one of MLF common 
accessories) and so on) have been 
done. Especially, we have done 
refurbishment of the beam 
transport section to solve an issue 
of a serious intensity loss at the 
sample position. Also, there is 
progress in the work of reduction 
of background, which is caused by several sources in the case of AMATERAS.  

2. Refurbishment of the beam transport 

2.1. Overview of AMATERAS beam transport and its issues 
The beam transport of AMATERAS is described in Fig. 3 [2]. The beam transport consists from 
m=3.0 and 3.8 super mirrors. The horizontal geometry has curved section (R = 2,000 m) between 7.2 
m and 26.8 m from the source [1, 2, 4]. 
The vertical geometry is combination a 
straight section, an elliptical section, 
and a transition section between the 
straight and elliptical parts [1, 2, 3, 5]. 
Actually, the beam transport is 
combination consists of 28 tubes of 
straight and linear-tapered super mirror 
guides (Fig. 4 (a)). One or two tubes 
(each length is 0.35 ~ 2.0 m, typically 
1.0 m) are set in a stainless steel 
vacuum jacket (Fig. 4 (b)). After 
aligning each tube in jackets by using 
push pins and adjusting screws, all 
jackets were set into supporting flames 
(Fig. 4 (c)), which have adjusting 
mechanisms for the jackets. The 
jackets were connected with formed 

3m

140deg.

40deg.

0m 13.7m7.1m 9m2.3m 28.4m 30m 34m14.2m

23deg.

16deg.

Source

Sample DetectorsHigh-speed disk choppers
Slow disk choppers

Top view

Side view

4.3m

Shutter section

Figure 2. Schematic view of AMATERAS. Cited from Ref. [3].

 
Figure 3. Schematic view of beam transport of AMATERAS
(horizontal (upper panel) and vertical (lower panel)
geometries). Cited from Ref. [2]. 

Figure 4. (a) Super mirror guides, (b) a guide jacket and (c) a support flame of AMATERAS.
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bellows after alignment (Fig. 5). 
In very early stage of the spectrometer 

commissioning, we realized that the neutron flux 
at the sample position is less than the expected 
value estimated from Monte-Carlo (MC) 
simulation [2]. There are three possibilities of 
sources of this problem, i) problems in the mirror 
aliment, ii) problems in the performance of super 
mirrors and/or iii) problems in our Monte-Carlo 
simulations. Soon after realizing poor 
performance of the intensity, we inspected the 
alignment of mirrors at a part (9.4 m ~ 13.4 m 
from the source) of the beam transport and found 
one of vacuum jackets rotated unexpectedly in 
the horizontal plane. Also, degrees of rolling of 
sections were deviated from values which were recorded in the installation. These evidences indicated 
that the mirrors were moved from original positions.  

Another plausible source of the intensity loss was performance of super mirrors. In 2012, we were 
reported that borofloat-glass substrate super mirrors used in AMATERAS could have poor 
performance. In the AMATERAS's case, because of poor pre-treatment of glass surface, the 
reflectivity could be less than 40%, which was expected more than 80% in the specification document. 
AMATERAS uses suspected mirrors in the sections at 18.2 m and after from the source. Unfortunately, 
we did not inspect these parts of mirrors, because time schedule of construction was too tight when we 
installed them. To examine this possibility, we replaced 1.3 m section of tubes at the most downstream 
position, which we can easily access to, with well characterized mirrors (m=3.6, reflectivity is 65% or 
more). We found the intensity gain of about intensity gain of 5% which is small at the long wave 
length region and is large at the short wave length region. That observation is consistent if the original 
mirror of the reflectivity was 40%. 

2.2. Refurbishment of AMATERAS beam transport 
From the evidences described in 2.1, we decided to carry out a major refurbishment of the beam 
transport of AMATERAS. The refurbishment plan contained i) replacement of all borofloat glass 
super mirrors and ii) re-alignment of all beam transport at downstream of a biological shielding. Also, 
iii) we remade the supporting flames increasing thickness of steel plates to make them firmer, and 
replaced formed bellows between jackets with more soft welding bellows to reduce the tension 
between jackets. These are counter measure against unexpected moving of mirrors. 

We purchased new mirrors in JFY 2012 from Mirrotron Ltd. Fabrication of new support flames 
and bellows were done consequently. Replacement and re-alignment of mirrors were carried out in 
long shut down 
period of J-
PARC in 2013. 
In July 2013, 
we removed 
the top and side 
of beam line 
shielding. 
Alignment of 
the beam line 
using new 
mirrors, new 
support flames 

Figure 5. A connection between two jackets. 

  
Figure 6. Re-alignment work at AMATERAS. 
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and new bellows was done in November 2013 
(Fig. 6, 7). After the refurbishment, positions 
of vacuum jackets were measuring by using a 
laser tracker and were recorded. 

2.3. Results and remaining problems 
After the large refurbishment, in February 
2014, we checked the neutron flux at the 
sample position by measuring incoherent 
scattering from vanadium and by measuring 
inelastic and quasielastic scatterings from 
several samples, which were measured on 
AMATERAS before. We observed substantial 
increase of the intensity. At long wavelength 
region, intensity after refurbishment was 20% 
higher than that of before and, at higher energy 
region, it became almost twice (Fig. 8). The 
absolute intensity at the sample position, 
however, is still lower than the MC simulation 
results, which may imply that we should more 
seriously consider the 3rd possibility, i.e. the 
validity of our MC simulation calculations 
done before the construction. Another 
remaining problem is that we found the drop of 
the intensity very recently. We are afraid that 
jackets or mirrors in them may be moving. We 
are watching the intensity change of 
AMATERA carefully and are planning to open 
the beam line shielding in the next shut down 
to check the alignment.  

3. Backgroun issues 

3.1. Background at AMATERAS 
Background (noise) is always critical to 
inelastic spectrometers. 
Reducing background is 
one of the highest priority 
issues of me as it is in the 
case of usual 
spectrometers. To 
minimize the background, 
AMATERAS i) employs a 
curved section in the beam 
transport to eliminate -
ray and fast neutrons from 
the source, ii) void of 
inside of the beam line 
shielding is minimized by 
putting concreate blocks, 
steel plates and 

Figure 7. A photo of the same part shown in Fig. 5
taken from the opposite side after the refurbishment.
One can see that designs of support flames and a
bellows have been changed. 
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Figure 9. Energy dependences of Q-integrated (0.5 < Q < 1.5 Å-1) 
intensities from magnetic powder sample. Results at three different 
temperatures are shown together with the data measured when J-PARC 
accelerators were stopped (solid line).  

w/o accelerators 
operation
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polytrimethylene blocks, 
iii) the inside of the 
shielding of the hatch 
which accommodates a 
scattering chamber is 
covered with B4C 
contained (25wt%) precast 
concrete (t = 35 mm) and 
iv) the inside of the 
scattering chamber is 
covered with Cd plates (t = 
0.5 mm). As results of 
these efforts, current 
background level (except that from samples) in the experiments on AMATERAS is 30 Count h-1PSD-

1m-1, which is time independent. One of examples is shown in Fig. 9. We are also suffered from 
another type background. It happens within short time range and simultaneously illuminates all pixels 
of detectors. As results, flat and Q-independent false inelastic signals are observed (Fig. 10). 

3.2. Time-independent background 
One can see in Fig. 9 that the time-independent background counts at AMATERAS do not depend on 
whether the accelerators are in operation or not. The evidence implies origins of these counts are 
suspected to be electric noise of DAQ system and/or from environment radiations. By increasing the 
lower-level discrimination (LLD) (Fig. 11) or decreasing applying high-voltage (HV), we confirmed 
that the time-independent background. However, we are cautious about changing DAQ parameters, 
since changing the LLD higher than the optimized level causes decrease of the counter efficiency and 
decreasing HV causes decrease of the counting rate. About the environmental radiation background, 
most of parts come from the floor under the scattering chamber (Fig. 11(b)). As a series of tests, we 
put polytrimethylene and boracic acid bags under the scattering chamber. We found boron contain 
material is effective to reduce the background. Therefore, now we are preparing B4C tiles to cover the 
floor of under the scattering chamber. 

3.3. Short-time background 
About short-time background, by analysing time-of-flight and flight path length we spotted the source 
of false signals. We converted the observed times of false signals into the flight path lengths from the 
source. These positions correspond to the position of a Cd window, B4C beam narrowers and the 
sample position. We suspect that neutrons arrived at these positions emit -ray, which travels speed of 
light and causes noise to 3He counters. There are so many Cd plates and B4C near and around 
AMATERAS beam line. We are planning to replace those which possibly have direct neutron beam 
with other materials, for example, 6Li. 

 
Figure 11. Intensity maps processed using (a) normal LLD and (b) 195% higher LLD. Measurement 
was done when J-PARC accelerators were stopped. The scale is counts/hour. 
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4. Summary 
A cold-neutron disk-chopper 
spectrometer AMATERAS is running 
steadily since its starting operation in 
2009. We are continuously working 
on improving and upgrading the 
spectrometer. Recently, we have been 
worked on improving the beam-
transport performance and reducing 
background, which need our further 
efforts. 

Although there are remaining 
items to be improved, the user 
program on AMATERAS is running 
successfully since after the visiting of 
the first user in December, 2009. 
Until June, 2014, 61 proposals have been carried out, which have resulted more than 20 papers, 5 
theses and nearly a hundred of presentations at scientific meetings. Among of them, unique data 
analysis methods fully utilize unique futures of AMATERAS were developed [6]. Recently two press 
releases were issued on studies on biology [7] and magnetism [8]. In December 2014, AMATERAS 
had an interim assessment by neutron instruments review committee of MLF, J-PARC, which all 
instruments at MLF are obliged to have after 5 years their operations. AMATERAS had positive 
assessment, and committee recommended continuing AMATERAS project for next 5 years. 

We are continuing to spend effort to improve performance of AMATERAS to produce further 
scientific results from this spectrometer. 
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Figure 12. Time-of-flights of false signals are converted 
into the flight distances ( L = (flight path length from the 
source) -30 m).
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Abstract. It is well known that multiple Bragg reflections (MBR) realized in a bent-perfect 
crystal (BPC) slab can provide a monochromatic beam of excellent resolution parameters. The 
sets of different lattice planes participated in MBR effects that are mutually in dispersive 
diffraction geometry behave differently in comparison with the case of perfect nondeformed or 
mosaic crystals. Due to the elastic bending – homogeneous deformation - the kinematical 
approach can be applied in this MBR process. The homogeneous elastic deformation can 
enormously strengthen the MBR effects which can be then investigated even at small pulsed 
neutron sources. In this way, by using neutron diffraction and the TOF method carried out at 
the Hokkaido Linac neutron source many strong MBR reflections accompanying forbidden 
Si(222) of Si(002) ones can be observed.  The advantage of the TOF method consists in the 
fact that not only primary MBR reflections related to the basic forbidden reflections could be 
observed but also their non-negligible higher orders which could be easily separated in the 
time-of-flight spectra. 

1. Introduction 
Using a conception of the reciprocal lattice space,  MBR effects occur whenever two or more 
reciprocal lattice vectors lie on the surface of Ewald sphere simultaneously [1-4]. It means that a 
primary crystal lattice represented by a scattering vector g1 is oriented with respect to the incident 
beam in such a way that more than one set of planes are simultaneously operative for a given 
wavelength (see figure 1). One of them may be described as an operative secondary reflection 
represented by a scattering vector g2. In fact there can be several secondary reflections. However, it 
follows from the crystal symmetry that when a secondary reflection fulfils the Bragg condition 
simultaneously with the primary one, there exists automatically the tertiary reflection represented by 
g3 = g1 – g2 (see figure 2), which is co-operative with the secondary one. The vector sum g2+g3 then 
represents a double diffracted beam which has the same direction as the one that could have been 
reflected by the particular primary set of planes represented by the scattering vector g1 (g1= g2+g3). 
Thus, the MBR effects can result in a so called Aufhellung when reducing the intensity of a strong 
primary reflection or Umweganregung when increasing the intensity of a weak primary reflection. In 
the extreme case of the Umweganregung a positive diffraction intensity simulation of forbidden 
primary reflection can appear. Since the Renninger's first observation of the MBR-peaks many 
theoretical and experimental investigations of the generally n-beam cases mostly related to X-ray 
diffraction have been published (see e.g. [4]; in this book many related references can be found). 

3.5.83.5.8
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Concerning neutrons, relatively small MR-effects were observed in mosaic crystals [5-9]. Contrary 
to X-rays, in the case of perfect single crystals the flux of thermal neutrons at present neutron 
sources is usually not sufficient for the observation of such small dynamical diffraction effects. 
However, the situation is quite different in the case of neutron diffraction by elastically deformed 
perfect crystals [10-17]. In the related papers there is described an observation of a large 
strengthening of the MBR intensity of the monochromatic beam by ultrasonic vibrations and later by 
cylindrical bending. In this paper we show that the strenthening of the MBR effects by cylindrical 
bending is so strong that the effects can be effectively studied by the TOF method even at Linac 
based small neutron source (Hokkaido University, Sapporo). 
             
2. Experimental details 
For bringing more reciprocal lattice points on the Ewald sphere and the investigation of multiple 
reflection effects two methods are usually used:  
a. Method of azimuthal rotation of the crystal lattice around the scattering vector of the primary 
reflection for a fixed  neutron (X-ray) wavelength (e.g. [16,17]).  
b. Method of θ−2θD scan in the white beam for a fixed azimuthal angle (e.g. [14,15]). θ  is the Bragg 
angle related to the primary reflection and 2θD is the scattering angle at which a point detector is set. 

k g g0 2 3+ +
k g0 1+

k0
1

3

2

r r1 2= r3

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a two-step 
multiple Bragg reflection simulating a primary 
reflection. The numbers 1,2 and 3 represent the 
primary, secondary and tertiary reflection planes, 
respectively.   
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of a 
two-step multiple Bragg reflection 
simulating a primary reflection in 
reciprocal space. 
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Figure 3. Three Si slabs of different 
cut were used in the experimental TOF 
investigation of chosen MBR effects.    
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Figure 4. Schematic drawing of the 
experimental setting. 
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However, if the polychromatic incident 
beam is impinging on the crystal which 
fulfils a MBR-condition for some primary 
reflection and the neutron wavelength λ, the 
related MBR-effect can be overlapped by 
the ones related to higher orders of λ /n (n is 
integer). It should be pointed out that the 
higher orders could be either allowed higher 
orders of primary reflections or higher 
orders of MBR-effects. For example, if the 
Si(222) crystal (forbidden reflection) is set 
in the Bragg reflection    and also some other 
reciprocal points are on the Ewald sphere 
together with the <222> one (which is one 
of our experimental cases), the obtained 
possible neutron diffraction signal may 

consist of individual contributions coming from the allowed reflections Si(111), Si(333), 
Si(444) etc. as well as from MBR-effects accompanying Si(111), Si(222), Si(333), Si(444), 
etc.  The symmetric transmission geometry has appeared to be the easiest diffraction 
geometry for MBR studies in the elastically deformed (cylindrically bent) perfect crystals 
where mutual orientation of the scattrering vector g with respect to the deformation vector u 
plays an enormous role in the reflectivity properties of the deformed crystal. According to e.g. 
ref. 18 and 19 the integrated reflectivity of a deformed crystal is a function of the scalar 
product (g·u) which may be zero for both forbidden and its higher order reflections, i.e. 
(g1·u)=0, ((g1/n)·u))=0. It means that the corresponding integrated reflectivities are 
independent of the deformation represented by the displacement of atoms u [20,21]. This is 
also valid for our chosen case of the cylindrical bending and symmetric transmission 
geometry. On the other hand  (g2·u) = – (g3·u) need not be zero and the deformation can bring 
about a large increase of the MBR-effect keeping the integrated reflectivity related to the 
primary reflection and higher order primary reflections constant at the value of the perfect 
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Figure 5. Part of the θ−2θD scan carried out by 
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parallel to (110) and set for (222) reflections. 
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crystal. Therefore, for the investigation of the MBR- effects by the TOF method three Si slabs 
of different cut but all set in the symmetric transmission diffraction geometry were used (see 
figures 3 and 4). Several rather strong MBR effects already known from the earlier diffraction 
measurements carried out by the θ−2θD scanning in the white beam for a fixed azimuthal 
angle φ=0o  have been chosen for these TOF studies. Parts of the related θ−2θD scans taken 
from ref. [14,15] where the chosen MBR effects for the TOF measurements are marked by 
arrows are shown in figures 5-7.  
 
3. TOF experimental results  

For indexing of the MBR-effects accompanying allowed or forbidden reflections we refer to 
the calculation procedures introduced e.g. in the papers [17,22,23]. Figures 8-10 show the 
calculated parts of the azimuth-Bragg angle relationships for the basic 222 and 002 primary 
reflections of the diamond structure and the chosen experimental points related to the MBR 
peaks labeled by arrows (see figures 5-7) are marked by circles. The indexes of individual 
lines in figures 8-10 correspond to the secondary reflections which can bring about the MBR effect 

with respect to the chosen primary reflection. The 
cooperative tertiary reflection can be simply 
calculated from the substraction of the indexes of 
the primary and secondary reflections as (hp-hs, kp-
ks, lp-ls)=(ht,kt,lt) (see figure 2). 
The TOF experimental investigations were carried 
out on the linac based small accelerator cold 
neutron source at the Hokkaido University in 
Sapporo. By using the performance schematically 
shown in figure 4 and the flight path of about 7 m 
the TOF spectra were collected at the marked 
points (see figures 5-10) related to three chosen Si 
slabs of different cut. The following figures 11-17 
display the obtained TOF spectra. In principle, in 
the case of the first two crystal slabs one could 
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expect to see Si(111) reflections as well as the related possible MBR effects. As no such reflections 
were observed, for a better visibility of other effects at shorter neutron wavelengths only parts of the 
spectra ending at the channel number 600 (from possible 1024) are displayed. Moreover, it is known 
that the shorter neutron wavelength the higher the density of reciprocal points in the reciprocal space. 
Consequently, also the number of  of pairs of  secondary/tertiary reflections increases.  

 

Therefore, in the present case, indexing of higher order MBR-effects was not calculated but only the 
expected neutron wavelengths (λ/n) are marked.  The inspection of the figures 11-17 reveals the 
following effects. In all cases of figures 11-15 the forbidden Si(222) reflection is simulated by strong 
MBR effects and also accompanied by higher order MBR effects. However, the second order MBR 
effect is very weak in figure 13 and it is missing in figure 15. As the Si(444) reflection is allowed, it 
also means that its contribution due to the symmetric transmission geometry is very small which 
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Figure 11. TOF spectrum taken with the bent 
crystal slab (R=8 m) of the thickness of 3.7 mm 
set for forbidden Si(222) reflection at θ=30o (see 
figures 5 and 8).    
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set for forbidden Si(222) reflection at θ=44.4o 
(see figures 5 and 8).    
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Figure 13. TOF spectrum taken with the bent 
crystal slab (R=10 m) of the thickness of 4.1 
mm set for forbidden Si(222) reflection at 
θ=41o (see figures 6 and 9).    
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corresponds to a perfect nondeformed crystal 
(see the text in the former paragraph).  On the 
other hand in the case of searching the MBR 
effect with respect to the forbidden Si(002) 
reflection, none was observed. But second 
orders MBR effects accompanying allowed 
Si(004) reflection are very strong. 
 
4. Summary 

On the basis of the obtained experimental 
results it can be stated that the MBR-effects 
could be considerably strengthened by elastic 
deformation and  can be investigated by the 
TOF method even at small accelerator based 
neutron sources. TOF spectra allow us to 
distinguish contributions of higher orders from 
the first order. Thanks to homogeneous elastic 
deformation of the perfect single crystal the 
double diffraction process can be simply 

assumed as a diffraction by a bicrystal system consisting of two different (deformed) single crystals 
mutually in the dispersive setting.  As has been already tested at the steady state sources, the double 
diffracted beam is highly monochromatic and highly collimated. The double diffracted beam may have 
the cross-section of several square centimetres. Strong MBR effects can be used e.g. in high resolution 
neutron diffractometry, in neutron radiography, for precise determination of the neutron wavelength an 
thus for a possible spectroscopic characterisation of  neutron sources. On the other hand, MBR effects 
can bring about severe limitations in precise structural investigations, namely when elastically 
deformed crystals are used as samples.    
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Abstract. A joint project between KEK and Tohoku University was initiated with the aim
of future construction of a polarized neutron spectrometer at the Materials and Life Science
Experimental Facility (MLF), J-PARC and research program for functional magnetic materials
in 2009. Our principal concept is to achieve higher-energy polarization analysis of inelastic
scattering beyond a reactor-based neutron source. We target the energy range up to E =
40 meV with using SEOP for polarizer and bender supermirror as an analyzer of m = 5 to 5.5
as the first step. In the second step, we focus on higher energy experiments (0 meV < E <
100 meV) with a large change of its layout. The basic shield designing has been completed and
shielding capability of radiation was assessed. Also, the designs of the beam transport section
using m = 4 supermirror guide tubes are completed. In order to achieve a high flux polarized
neutron experiment, we plan to adopt cross correlation method. R&D of the correlation chopper
is now under way.

1. Introduction
The success of the chopper spectrometer MARI applied to materials science at the ISIS neutron
facility [1], has highlighted the importance of the so-called chopper spectrometers to neutron
beam line instruments. At the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC), the
Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility (MLF) is a newly constructed world leading
pulse neutron experimental facility, where three chopper-type spectrometers are now part of
the research program. One of the remaining technical issues that should be realized in MLF
is the use of a polarization neutron technique with a pulsed neutron beam. Although the
polarized neutron technique has been developed and used for many years, the application of
the time-of-flight (TOF) method has only been realized in recent years. In particular, with
regard to the inelastic spectrometer, the polarized neutron technique finds limited practical use
in wide scattering angle instruments. Some of elastic neutron instruments such as a small angle
scattering instrument, a reflectometer, a single crystal di↵ractometer and an imaging instrument
plan to use polarized neutron technique option but is not planned for the instruments dedicating
the inelastic scattering yet. In the light of recent discoveries in material science, many of the
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observed complex phenomena are largely due to the entangled physical degrees of freedom of
spins, charges, orbitals, and even lattice vibration. In neutron scattering experiments, the
varying dependence of momentum, energy, and temperature can be interpreted by these of
degrees of freedoms. However, a unique, e↵ective, and direct way to observe these properties
separately is via the polarization analysis. Thus, the polarized neutron experiments are quite
significant for material science particularly for research on magnetism, hydrogen materials, and
strongly correlated electron systems with multiple physical degrees of freedom.

A joint project between the Institute of Materials Structure Science (IMSS), KEK and the
Institute of Material Research (IMR) of Tohoku University under the aegis of KEK Inter-
University Research Program was initiated with the aim of future construction of the forthcoming
spectrometer which enables us the inelastic polarization analysis and research program for
functional magnetic materials. The project has been launched in 2009 starting as an S-type
project with financial support from the KENS neutron facility. After the budget was successfully
sanctioned and obtained for the project, actual construction has begun in 2013.

Our principal concept is to achieve higher-energy polarization analysis of inelastic scattering
beyond a reactor-based neutron source. The suite of inelastic spectrometers involving an inverted
geometry spectrometer and a spin-echo instrument in MLF can cover a relatively wide area in
momentum (Q) and energy (E) space with various Q and E resolutions. Slow dynamics in
soft matter to electron band excitation are targeted in the wide dynamical range of 10−9 eV
 E 2⇥100 eV. For detailed dynamical studies of advanced material science, polarization
analysis is an inevitable technique in addition to the wide Q-E coverage. Hence, we propose a
chopper-type polarized neutron spectrometer POLANO which enables us to carry out inelastic
experiments with reasonable intensity for research of dynamical properties in materials.

2. Geometrical Condition

Figure 1. Schematic view of POLANO spectrometer

Schematic view of POLANO spectrometer is depicted in Fig. 1 and the instrumental
parameters of POLANO were listed in Table 1 [2]-[4]. Some parameters were revised from
Ref. [2]. Ei and ki denote incident neutron energy and wave number of incident neutron,
respectively in the table. The design features of POLANO are compactness with reasonably
wide sample space design, higher neutron flux, higher neutron energy polarization up to
100⇠150 meV, and medium resolution. The geometrical lengths were chosen as L1 = 17.5 m
(moderator-sample distance), L2 = 2.0 m (sample-detector distance), and L3 = 1.85 m (Fermi
chopper-sample distance). We used a slightly shorter distance in L2 from Ref. [2], but the energy
and momentum resolution are not significantly a↵ected.
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Table 1. Basic instrumental parameters in POLANO
Parameters
beam port beam line 23 (BL23)
moderator H2 decoupled
L1 (moderator-sample distance) 17.5 m
L2 (sample-detector distance) 2.0 m
L3 (Fermi chopper-sample distance) 1.85 m
energy resolution ∆E/Ei 3⇠5% at elastic position
momentum resolution ∆Q/ki 1⇠2%
sample size 20 ⇥ 20 mm
detector angle (horizontal) 3◦ ⇠120◦

detector angle (vertical) -7◦ ⇠7◦

3. Shielding
The shielding design was evaluated based on  and neutron ray tracing by using the Monte Carlo
PHITS code. Figure 2 shows an example of the calculated  and neutron dose distribution about
the designed beam line and main shielding. The POLANO is viewing a decoupled moderator
that is one of three types of hydrogen moderators (coupled, decoupled and poisoned), and the
view of the moderator is 10 cm square of cross section. A radiation dosage of less than 6.25 µSv/h
of surface dose was achieved with concrete, steel and boric acid as shielding materials.

Figure 2. Typical calculated result of ray tracing Monte Carlo simulation. The sum of the
-ray and neutron doses is mapped as a contour plot for both of top view (a) and side view (b).
The neutron source is beam line BL23 viewing decoupled moderator of the MLF.

In certain parts of the shielding in the vicinity of the sample space, stainless steel was used
as a non-magnetic material in order to make possible the conduction of high-magnetic field
experiments. Two entrances are located at the back of the instrument and at the top of the
shielding (roof) with personnel protection system (PPS) on each entrance. The PPS is the safety
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inter lock system involving shutter controller, emergency stopping system and door controller.
The top entrance hatch is massive concrete shielding of 26 ton is electronically controlled its
opening and closing by sliding on the rail.

4. Beam Transport
The 23rd beam line, where POLANO is installed, is viewing decoupled moderator with a
known pulse width of ∆tm=a/

p
Ei with a=2.5 for decoupled moderator. After moderator

neutrons are transported by m = 4 supermirror guide tubes optimized for 110⇠120 meV neutron
intensity [2, 3] with a McStas simulation [5, 6]. An elliptical guide optimized section by section
(section length = 50 cm) can yield a neutron flux of 3.9⇥105 [n/(sec·meV·cm2·MW)], which is
almost comparable with a coupled moderator beam line at E ⇠100 meV. The finally designed
view of the guide tube is illustrated in Fig. 3. We tested several neutron energies to be optimized,
namely, the range of 20-30 meV, 60-70 meV and 110-120 meV. Additionally, the evaluated
neutron flux is plotted in Fig 4 as a function of neutron energy. Since the focusing guide

Figure 3. Evaluated guide tube cross section optimized for neutron energies 20-30 meV (light
blue symbol), for 60-70 meV (blue symbol) and 110-120 meV (black symbol). Cited from Ref. [3]

tubes a↵ect beam divergence, we estimate the beam profile as well. Figure 5 shows the intensity
distribution at L = 16.435 m from the moderator, where a SEOP 3He filter cell will be placed.
The beam width at the 3He filter has a full width of 8 cm at the bottom, and 4 cm at the
half height. In the early stage, 3He cells with a diameter of 5 cm will be used because the 3He
polarizing technique has already been established for 5 cm cells. Since cells with a diameter of
10 cm have now been developed, the beam exiting the polarizer will be almost fully polarized
in the final stage.

Figure 6 depicts the neutron beam flux observed in an area of 2 ⇥ 2 cm2 after the beam
passed through a Fermi chopper rotating at frequencies at 200, 400 and 600 Hz. The dimensions
of the Fermi chopper are rotor diameter D=80 mm, slit width d = 2 mm, and curvature radius
r = 450 mm with a transmission efficiency of 0.8 as shown in Fig 7. Since POLANO is aimed at
the incident neutron energy range up to Ei = 100 meV, the evaluated intensity and resolution
below 100 meV are reasonable for the polarization analysis experiments. Further, to estimate
the energy resolution, a vanadium cylinder with outer radius of 12.5 mm inner radius of 12 mm
and height of 4 cm was set at the sample position. An energy resolution of 4⇠5% can be obtained
below 100 meV with the integrated intensity over 1 ⇥ 105 [1/s/cm2] at the sample position for
an accelerator power of 1 MW as shown in Fig. 6(b).
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Figure 4. Simulated results of the e↵ect of guide tubes by McStas. The m = 4 mirror is used to
optimize for several neutron energies. 20-30 meV (light blue symbol), 60-70 meV (blue symbol)
and 110-120 meV (black symbol) from Ref. [3].

Figure 5. Neutron flux distribution at the 3He SEOP cell position.

5. Mechanical Choppers
Below the exit of a biological shield, several types of choppers are placed. T0 chopper is the
first chopper to eliminate fast and epithermal neutrons with a massive metal blade rotating with
a maximum speed of 100 Hz. This is originally developed as a MLF standard [7]. The blade
is made of Inconel X750, which is known for having high strength without using radiological
elements with long lives such as cobalt. Though the weight of the blade is over 120 kg, at 100 Hz
of rotating speed, less than ±5 µs of jitter (phase control accuracy) was achieved.
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Figure 6. (a) Neutron intensity and (b) energy resolution estimation by McStas.
monochromatized beam obtained by a Fermi chopper rotating at 200, 400, 600 Hz is used.
Cited from Ref. [4].

In order to avoid the frame overlap of a 25 Hz proton (neutron) pulse in MLF, a slow rotating
disk chopper will be installed in the beam line. Two disk choppers synchronized with neutron
pulse are placed at L = 7.5 and 13.9 m. A Fermi chopper will be used for monochromatizing the
incoming neutron energy. It is the same type of Fermi chopper developed for High Resolution
Chopper spectrometer in MLF [8], which has a 600 Hz maximum speed with 0.3 µs jitter enabling
high resolution and transmission experiments.

For more e↵ective measurements, we adopt the cross correlation method that utilizes multiple
wavelengths of neutrons for one inelastic measurement. Hence, we have intensity gains of a factor
of ten or higher in principle. A special type of disk chopper (correlation chopper) is required
to realize this correlation method. The disk diameter is ideally over 1000 mm with a rotational
speed of 350 Hz. Additionally, 255 (2N -1) open and close sequences are required to be on the
disk [9]. These conditions are mechanically quite difficult to realize because the maximum stress
evaluated is almost 4000 MPa at the edge of the rotating disk. Totally new designing of the disks
is now under way with carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) materials to realize a mechanically
rotating correlation chopper.

6. Vacuum chamber and detectors
A vacuum chamber is to be installed at the sample-detector section to avoid air scattering and
to ensure evacuated insulation for the refrigerator. Figure 8 shows the design of the vacuum
chamber. To ensure flexible use of the sample space, the chamber is designed to be detachable,
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Figure 7. (a) The rotor of Fermi chopper installed in POLANO. (b) Slit package

and it is composed of three parts. The sample chamber is the first chamber, in which the
sample is placed and the sample environments are set. The second is a connecting chamber that
connects the sample chamber and scattering chamber. Both the sample and scattering chambers
are sealed by thin (t=1.5/2.0 mm) aluminum windows, and the chambers are completely isolated
from air. Certain magnetic devices such as the spin flipper (positioned after the sample) will
be installed in this section. The third is the scattering chamber wherein the suite of analyzer
mirror and detectors are placed. In addition, B4C vanes and liners are planned to be installed
in the chamber [4].

At the end of the scattering chamber, position sensitive detectors (PSDs) are to be installed
on the inside of the chamber. For energy range of the POLANO, large pressure of 3He gas is not
required to achieve reasonable detector efficiency. Therefore, we adopted the use of a 10 atm gas
pressure PSD with 600 mm e↵ective length and 3/4 inches of diameter. An efficiency of about
70% is expected for 100 meV neutrons. The PSDs are arranged in three layers in the vacuum
chamber. The horizontal scattering angle (detector angle) ranges from -30◦ to 130◦, and the
range is ±25◦ along the vertical direction. At first, only horizontal (center) layers are to be fully
installed for polarization analysis experiments. The detectable vertical angle is ±8◦.

Figure 8. (a) Top view drawing of the vacuum chamber. Neutron beam is injected from lift
along red arrow. (b) View of the manufactured vacuum chamber from the front.
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7. Polarization Devices
The polarizer, analyzer, and other magnetic devices installed in the POLANO are currently
under development [10, 11]. As the polarizer, a cylindrical 3He spin filter (HeSF) based on the
spin-exchange optical pumping (SEOP) technique will be used to polarize neutrons in the wide
energy range. During the experiments, the HeSF is operated in the on-beam mode to maintain
3He polarization. A HeSF with a diameter of 3 cm will be installed in the POLANO in the
spring of 2015. HeSF systems with larger diameters (5 to7 cm) are now under development. We
have already succeeded in preparing a GE180 cell with a diameter of 10 cm.

One of the serious technical issues a↵ecting POLANO is the choice of a spin analyzer with a
large solid angle. Since the technology concerning polarized 3He in GE180 glass cells with ”large
solid angles” is not currently available in Japan, a phased approach needs to be adopted for the
spin analyzer to be used in POLANO. In the first stage, a 5.5 Qc supermirror bender analyzer
with a covered scattering angle of about 18◦ will be installed on a rotatable stand around the
sample because it is most practical in the thermal neutron range. The distance between the
sample and the aperture of the supermirror will be 850 mm. The 5.5 Qc supermirror can cover
up to Ef ⇠ 40 meV, corresponding to an energy excitation range of 50 to 60 meV. This energy
range is of great scientific interest, corresponding to phenomena such as spin-lattice couplings
in multiferroic systems, geometrical spin frustration systems, and multipole orderings in rare
earth compounds. On the other hand, since we have installed a focusing guide tube between
the moderator and the Fermi chopper to obtain high flux at the sample position, it is necessary
to ensure matching of the angular divergence of the focusing guide tubes and analyzer.

We also keep developing dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) system. As neutron-proton
scattering length of the triplet channel is much smaller than that of the singlet channel [12],
the neutron beam transmitted through a polarized proton target gets polarized. A brute force
way to polarize sufficient number of protons in the target is applying strong external magnetic
field to it and cooling it down to low temperature. However, even if we cool it down to 1 K and
apply external magnetic field of 5 T to it, the thermal equilibrium Boltzmann polarization of
the protons is less than 1% and the target cannot be used as a practical neutron polarizer. To
highly polarize proton spins, we can use the dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) method. In the
above mentioned situation, although the polarization of protons is less than 1%, that of unpaired-
electrons is nearly equal to unity as the magnetic moment of electron is much larger than that
of proton. To test the enhancement of the proton polarization by this method for several target
materials that contain protons and unpaired-electrons and estimate their performance as neutron
polarizers, we are preparing instruments for DNP of proton spins.

To cool a target down and apply external magnetic field to it, we use the cryostat that was
used by Crabb [13]. The 4He evaporation refrigerator can cool the target down to 1 K and
the split coil superconducting magnet can apply the magnetic field of 5 T. To measure the
enhancement of the proton polarization, we prepared instruments, which are used in studies of
continuous wave nuclear magnetic resonance (CW NMR) spectroscopy. Our system uses a coil
that acts as a transmitter of the radio wave that is irradiated to the target and a receiver of
the radio wave generated by the target material. When the energy di↵erence between the two
proton spin states due to the static magnetic field is equal to the photon energy of the radio
wave generated by the coil, the radio wave is absorbed and the amplitude of the reflected voltage
from the coil decreases. As this signal depends on the polarization of the protons and the radio
wave frequency [14], we can estimate the polarization enhancement by measuring the radio wave
frequency dependence on the reflected voltages. To test the CW NMR system, we installed a
Teflon sheet, which contains fluorine nucleus whose magnetic moment is 6% smaller than that
of proton. We scanned the radio wave frequency over the range around the Larmor frequency
of fluorine and observed a clear signal at the expected frequency as shown in Fig 9.
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Figure 9. Observed NMR signal of Teflon sheets.
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Figure 5. Relations between sample area and SDD when samples are made into rings.
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Abstract. With existing neutron choppers, the width of produced neutron pulses is coupled 
with the size of the rapidly rotating parts: the higher the linear speed at the chopper periphery, 
the shorter the produced neutron pulses. Indeed, choppers with a large diameter are in fact 
necessary. However, serious problems may occur when chopper disks are installed close to the 
neutron source (target) as this may result in a conflict with the shielding of neighbouring 
beams.         
 Here we describe a new type of chopper that is free from such limitations. It employs a 
circular band made of a flexible material transparent for neutrons and coated with a neutron 
absorber for exception of a few small parts serving as neutron windows. The band is driven by 
a motor with a controllable rotation frequency, allowing for the control of the linear speed of 
the band; indeed the neutron pulse width is decoupled from the source repetition rate. This kind 
of flexibility, which allows for the in-situ adjustment of the chopper parameters, cannot be 
provided by disk or Fermi choppers.    
 Moreover, an increase of the beam height does not influence the chopper construction, 
whereas for disk choppers, an increase in the diameter of the disk is necessary. Thanks to this 
flexibility and the arbitrary length of the band, the position of the motor and related electronic 
components also becomes arbitrary, so that they can be placed away from the neutron guide, in 
the “radiation-free” area. This prolongs their lifetime and offers an easy access to them during 
the source operation.          

1. Introduction 
Traditional neutron choppers are rotating disks coated with a neutron absorbing material fully 

absorbing neutrons. Neutron beam can only penetrate the disk through narrow stripes (neutron 
windows) that are either free from the absorbing coating or cuts in the disk body. 

The frequency of the produced neutron pulses fpulse  is defined by the rotation frequency of the 
disk fdisk and the number of neutron windows on it:  

                        
1   To whom any correspondence should be addressed. 
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fpulse  = nfdisk           (1) 
 

When used at pulsed neutron sources, disk choppers provide the time shaping of neutron 
pulses by moving a small chopper disk window of size Sw  across the beam of the size Sbeam with a high 
speed vchopper. The width of the neutron pulse (FWHM) is given 

 

       τ =
Sbeam
2 + Sw

2

vchopper
                      (2)  

 
where vchopper = 2π fdiskR is the linear speed at the peripheree of the chopper disk of radius R, so that  

     τ =
Sbeam
2 + Sw

2

2π fdiskR
                       (3)  

 
For the pulse shaping choppers, the rotation frequency of the chopper disk is equal to the repetition 
frequency of the pulsed source and the only free parameter to tune τ is the chopper radius R. 
Therefore, to achieve small τ at low repetition rates, e.g. for 10-15 Hz, R should be rather large. 

Indeed, the duration of the neutron pulses 
produced by a disk chopper is coupled with 
its size: the shorter should be the neutron 
pulse, the higher should be the linear speed at 
the chopper periphery and the larger should 
be the size of the disk. Moreover, the 
required size of choppers can be even larger 
in the case if they should be used to interrupt 
the beams propagating in the neutron guides 
of a large cross-section, particularly around 
the centre of elliptic focusing neutron guides, 
where the cross-section of those can 
approach 30cm.  
 
However, a possible size of chopper disks is 
limited. Beside mechanical constrains that 
may be imposed on large disks, serious 
problems may arise when chopper disks 

should be installed so close to the target, that they may conflict with neighbouring beams (Fig. 1). For 
example, for the 5.5o beam separation thought for the ESS, the distance between neutron beams at the 
face of the biological shielding (6m from the target) is only 56cm. This does not only impose a limit 
on the chopper size, but also causes serious problems with an access to choppers during the operation 
of the source without interruptions of the operation of the neighboring instruments.  
 
Therefore, there is a serious problem in the use of pulse shaping choppers to be placed close to the 
target. Another problem related to the use of the disk choppers is that the chopper motors and related 
electronics will be positioned rather close to the neutron beam at the beginning of neutron tract, where 
they can be heavily irradiated by high-energy gammas and fast neutrons, that may significantly reduce 
their lifetime.    

 
Here we are suggesting principally a different kind of neutron chopper that doesn’t employ the rotating 
disk and therefore is free from limitations discussed above. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Positioning of a large chopper disk in a 
neutron guide system and a possible place conflict 
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2. Band neutron chopper 
 
In the suggested neutron chopper a flexible band coated by a neutron absorbing material is used instead 
of the disk. The band forms the closed ring that is moved across the neutron beam (Fig. 2). A few places 
on the band are not coated with the absorbing layer and are functioning as neutron windows. This band 
is moving across the neutron beam (e.g. across the neutron guide) blocking the neuron beam all the time 
beside short time intervals when the neutron beam is crossed by a neutron window – this is how the 
chopping of the neutron beam is achieved. 
 
In more details, the ring can be made for example of thin carbon fibre film (about 0.5mm), which is 
flexible in horizontal direction and transparent for neutrons (similar fibres, however even much thicker, 
are used in commercial disk choppers produced by ASTRIUM). The surface of the band is both side 
coated by a thin polymer film containing a strong neutron absorbing material (e.g. made of 10B or Gd 
with the thickness of a few mm; alternatively, the neutron absorbing material can be embedded in the 
band), so that the band is completely opaque for the neutron beam. A few places on the band are not 
coated with absorbing layer and are functioning as neutron windows. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Principle of band neutron chopper 

 
To provide short neutron pulses with reduced speed of the band, two neutron windows on two bands 
moving in opposite directions are used, so that each of them is blocking a half of the width of the 
neutron beam (Fig.3).  

 
The opening time for the each half of the beam is given as w/vband, where w is the width of the neutron 
beam and vband is the speed of the band. If the width of neutron windows is equal to the beam width, 
then the closing time is equal to the opening time, so that the full width of the neutron pulse is Δτ = 
w/vband  (Fig. 4).   

 
Fig. 3. The use of two oppositely moving bands for interruption of neutron beams 
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The band is driven by a motor (Fig. 5) and guided into the break in the neutron guide by a set of rollers. 
There are two different operation modes: (i) with a constant rotating speed; or (ii) with controlled and 
reversible rotating speed (e.g. DC-motor). In the mode (i) the distance l between neutron windows and 
speed of the band should be equal to the repetion time between neutron pulses  
 

                             (4)  
 
In the mode (ii), one can regulate the the band speed, e.g. to reduce the band speed to  during the 
“closed” phase of the chopper, thus increasing T (see Eq.(3)), and then to increase the band speed (up to 
maximal) just before neutron windows enter the neutron beam to get a necessary pulse width   

τ = w vband
(2)  (Fig. 6).  Thus, the neutron pulse width Δτ is decoupled from the period T of neutron 

pulses (or from the repetition rate of a pulsed source).  Such a flexibility allowing for the “on-line” 
adjustment of chopper parameters can not principally be provided neither by disk nor Fermi choppers. 
      Another big advantage of the band chopper is that thanks to the flexibility and an arbitrary length of 
the band, the position of the motor and electronic components also becomes arbitrary, so that they can 
be placed at a practically arbitrary distance from the neutron beam in a “radiation-free” area (Fig. 6). 

T = l / vband

vband
(1)

 
 

Fig. 4. Time diagram of neutron pulse 

 
 

Fig. 5. The neutron band chopper: closed band is used for moving “sub-
bands” with the same speed but in oppposite directions.  
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       This has twofold positive consequences: first, the lifetime of motor and electronic components will 
be prolonged as they will not be heavily irradiated and, second, this will allow for the avoidance of the 
service or replacement of the failing parts of neutron choppers placed in areas with a very high 

radioactive level. The latter becomes especially critical for a neutron facility in the case of “a high 
density” of neutron beams  (e.g. separated by 50, as planned at the ESS) and a large number of choppers 
simultaneously used at many instruments. Even a small failure rate, say 1% per cycle, will result in the 
failure of two choppers from all installed at 22 instruments means an average failure of one chopper 
each two cycles. If heavy shutters are used, access to a failed chopper will require the closing of shutters 
for at least two or even four instruments. However, in the case of the use of light shutters that only block 
thermal/cold neutrons, the forbidden for the access area around such a beam will be spread over much 
more instruments. Indeed, the access to the failed component will require the shut down of a large 
number of instruments or even the source as a whole – neither of these approaches is hardly an 
alternative to leave the failed instrument unusable for the whole operation cycle.  
 

 
Possible operation modes of the band chopper are shown in Fig. 8. If the band is moving with a constant 
speed in one direction (Fig. 8a), then the operation is similar to one for standard disk choppers, however 
the discussed above flexibility of the positioning of the motor makes it attractive in the case of taught 
space conditions. If the band is moving in one direction, however with a variable speed (Fig. 8b), the 

 
 

Fig. 6. Time diagram for band chopper with adjustable speed  vband. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Neutron band chopper with remotely positioned  motor  (and electronic components) 
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pulse width and repetition rate are decoupled. The same can be achieved by the oscillatory motion of the 
band in opposite directions (Fig. 8c). 
 
3. Conclusions 
 

In this article we describe a new kind of neutron chopper – the band chopper. For the 
interruption of a neutron beam a flexible band coated with a sufficiently strong neutron absorber is used. 
In contrast to the currently used disk choppers, the linear speed of the band is not coupled with the 
chopper radius that should be rather large for slow rotation frequencies required for low repetition rate 
pulsed sources: the size of chopper disks may be limited because of the place conflict with neighbouring 
neutron guides. 

  
Moreover, because of the flexibility and an arbitrary length of the band, motor and related 

electronic components can be positioned in a “radiation-free” area outside of the biological shielding of 
the neutron beams. This will both prolong the lifetime of electronic components and allow for their 
service or exchange even during the operation of the source: the problem that becomes critical in the 
case of a dense neutron beams’ arrangement, when access to failed components will require the shut 
down of a significant number of neighboring instruments. 

From the engineering point of view, an advantage of the band chopper is that all mechanical 
components can be standardized, so that the choppers for different neutron beams will differ only by the 
band (height and size/position of neutron windows). 
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Fig. 8.  Possible operation modes of the band chopper. 
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Abstract. A TOF-Laue single crystal neutron diffractometer at the BL18 of MLF/J-PARC, 
SENJU, was designed for precise crystal and magnetic structure analyses under extreme 
environments such as low-temperature, high-pressure and high-magnetic field. On-beam test 
measurements of 4K cryostat, high-pressure cell and vertical-field superconducting magnet 
were carried out to evaluate the background from each device. All devices worked as planned 
and single crystal neutron diffraction measurements under extreme conditions on SENJU were 
successfully achieved. 

1.  Introduction 
SENJU is a time-of-flight (TOF) Laue single crystal neutron diffractometer which was launched in 
March 2012 at the BL18 of MLF/J-PARC. SENJU was designed for crystal and magnetic structure 
analyses of inorganic/organic crystalline materials with small single crystal less than 1.0 mm3 in 
volume [1,2]. To achieve the purpose, SENJU has 37 scintillation area detectors [3] to measure many 
Bragg reflections simultaneously as shown in figure 1 and use relatively short wavelength incident 
neutron (λ > 0.4 Å) to cover wide range of reciprocal space. SENJU was also designed for 
measurement under extreme conditions such as low-temperature, high-pressure and high-magnetic 
field [1,2]. Single crystal neutron diffraction measurement under extreme condition is an important 
analytical technique in the field of materials science because this technique is one of the best way to 
obtain the precise crystal and magnetic structures of many materials which shows interesting 
properties such as magnetism, superconductivity or ferroelectricity under various extreme conditions. 
Many single crystal diffractometers which have wide area detectors, for example, SXD [4] at ISIS, 
VIVALDI [5] and CYCLOPS [6] at ILL, KOALA [7] at ANSTO have a flange at the top of the 
sample chamber to accept various types of sample environment devices. SENJU also has a vacuum 
sample chamber with the MLF standard size flange to accept various types of sample environment 
devices which are developed and used in MLF to achieve various types of extreme conditions.  
Some test measurements in the commissioning phase showed that 0.4~4.4 Å wavelength incident 
neutrons are available as the 1st frame and 4.6~8.8 Å as the 2nd frame, estimated neutron intensity at 
the sample position with 1MW accelerator power is 0.6 x 106 n·s-1·mm-2 in the standard mode and 1.3 
x 106 n·s-1·mm-2 in the focused mode (with a insertion focusing guide). In addition, the measurements 
with empty vacuum sample chamber showed that the background is 1/1000 lower than the neutron 

3.5.143.5.14
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scattering from a φ5 mm V-Ni null alloy [2]. Figure 2 shows a typical diffraction image at SENJU, a 
TOF Laue neutron diffraction image of a φ2 mm size ruby single crystal.  
After the initial commissioning of SENJU, commissioning and test measurements of three sample 
environment devices, 4K cryostat with 2-axes goniometer, piston cylinder type high-pressure cell and 
vertical-field superconducting magnet were conducted to check the operation and to evaluate the 
background from the devices and S/N ratio of diffraction spots when a sample crystal was mounted on 
the devices. This paper describes the results of commissioning and on-beam test measurements of 
those sample devices. 

Figure 1. Schematic view of SENJU. 
 

 

Figure 2. A typical diffraction image at SENJU, a TOF Laue neutron diffraction image of a φ2 
mm size ruby single crystal. 

2.  Commissioning and on-beam test measurements of sample devices 

2.1.  4K cryostat with 2-axes goniometer 
4K cryostat is one of the most important sample environment devices for diffraction measurements of 
materials science. In usual low temperature experiment with 4-circle single crystal neutron 
diffractometer, a cryostat is mounted on a large goniometer equipped with ω, χ and φ axes to rotate the 
sample crystal to access to arbitrary points in the reciprocal space. However, because SENJU has no 
space to set a large goniometer at the sample position, we developed a new piezo-based low 
temperature 2-axes fixed-χ goniometer system [8]. Figure 3 shows the photograph of the goniometer 
at the cold-head of a closed-cycle cryostat. This goniometer has two piezo rotating devices (ω, φ) and 
a fixed-χ arm to change the crystal orientation under vacuum and low temperature condition. Because 
of the poor thermal conductivity of the piezo rotators, additional copper mesh wires were attached 
between the cold-head and the χ arm, and the χ arm and the sample holder (XY-stage) as heat paths. 
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The result of a cooling test showed that the lowest temperature at the sample position was 3.8 K and 
the cooling time from room temperature to the lowest was 4.5 hours as shown in figure 4. Two piezo 
rotators, attocube systems AG ANR240/RES for the ω axis and ANR220v/RES for the φ axis, stably 
work even in the lowest temperature. An on-beam test measurement of this cryostat showed that there 
was no additional background from the cryostat except weak powder diffractions from two cylindrical 
radiation shields in the vacuum chamber in which four 5 μm thickness Al foils are on the direct beam 
path.  

 

Figure 3. Photograph of the 2-axes 
goniometer at the cold-head of the 
cryostat. 

Figure 4. Cooling curves of the 4 K cryostat of 
SENJU. Red dots show the temperature change of 
the sample position. 

 

Figure 5. (h0l) plane of the diffraction from 
MnF2 at 4.3 K. Yellow circles indicate pure 
magnetic reflections. 

 
To confirm the performance of the cryostat, we carried out a structure analysis of the low-temperature 
phase of a MnF2 single crystal, which shows paramagnetic – antiferromagnetic phase transition at 75 
K [9]. The reported space group is P42/mmm and cell parameters are a = b = 4.87 Å and c = 3.30 Å. 2 
x 2 x 2 mm MnF2 single crystal was mounted on the XY-stage at the top of the goniometer and 
temperature of the cold-head was set to 4.0 K. Finally, the temperature gauge at the XY-stage in the 
figure 3 indicated 4.3 K. In the diffraction measurement, neutron exposure time was 10 hours. Figure 5 
shows an observed diffraction image of the reciprocal space, (h0l) plane. Many pure magnetic 
reflections of the antiferromagnetic phase (white circles) were observed. Powder pattern from the 
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cryostat is very weak comparing to the Bragg peaks from the sample crystal. In this measurement, 
2048 reflections including 51 pure magnetic reflections (I > 3σ(I)) were observed. After the 
refinement of the 14 structure parameters including magnetic structure parameters, final R value was 
5.28% (I > 3σ(I)) and obtained magnetic moment of Mn was μ(Mn) = 4.7(1) μB. Those were 
acceptable values. This result indicates that the cryostat has enough cooling capacity and the neutron 
scattering from the cryostat rarely disturbs the structure analysis. 

2.2.  High-pressure piston-cylinder cell 
Varying pressure is sometimes very important to explore new properties of a functional material. A 
compact piston-cylinder type high-pressure cell, which has an ideal geometry because the apparatus 
has a wide opening accessible direction for incoming and scattered neutrons, made from copper-
beryllium alloy (< 2 GPa) was tested on SENJU. A taurine single crystal with 1.5 x 1.5 x 1.5 mm size 
was enclosed in the pressure cell together with deuterated glycerol and pressurized up to 1 GPa. 
Accelerator power was 300 kW and the exposure time was 6 hours. Even through the intensity of 
neutrons scattered from the pressure cell was relatively high, many distinct Bragg reflections from the 
taurine crystal were observed as shown in figure 6. The result shows that this piston-cylinder cell can 
be used as one of the high-pressure environments of SENJU. 

Figure 6. A neutron Laue image and a TOF profile of the taurine crystal in the piston-cylinder 
type high-pressure cell measured at SENJU. 

2.3.  Vertical-field superconducting magnet 
Magnetic field is an important sample environment in researches of magnetism. To realise a neutron 
scattering experiment in magnetic field, a vertical-field magnet was developed as a MLF standard 
sample environment device. The first test of the magnet showed that the maximum magnetic field was 
6.85 T and minimum temperature was 50 mK respectively. Then, the magnet was set in the vacuum 
chamber of SENJU without sample and exposed to neutron beam at room temperature to check the 
background from the magnet. Figure 7(a) shows a diffraction image of all detectors. Whereas the 
upper and the lower detectors were hidden by the magnet as expected, all the equatorial plane 
detectors and the bottom detector are available for diffraction measurement with the magnet. Figure 
7(b) shows the 1st frame (0.4~4.4 Å) time-of-flight neutron spectrum of one of the highest angle 
detectors from the magnet. As expected, many Bragg peaks from the magnet were observed. On the 
other hand, as shown in figure 7(c), there is no Bragg peak from the magnet in the spectrum of the 2nd 
frame (4.4~8.8 Å), important wavelength region for measurements of magnetic reflections in the field 
of materials science.  
A test measurement of the magnet with a sample crystal was also carried out. A single crystal of 
CeCoGe3 [10] with 3.0 x 1.5 x 1.5 mm size was set in the magnet. Measurement temperature was 1.5 
K, magnetic field was 0.5 T, accelerator power was 300 kW and neutron exposure time was 2.5 hours. 
The diffraction image and a TOF profile in figure 8 shows that Bragg peaks of the sample crystal were 
much higher than the peaks of Al from the magnet even in the 1st frame. 
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Figure 7. Neutron scattering from the magnet measured at SENJU. (a) Scattering image of the 
area detectors. (b) The 1st frame (0.4 – 4.4 Å) TOF profile of the detector enclosed by the dashed 
line. (c) The 2nd frame (4.6 – 8.8 Å) TOF profile of the detector enclosed by the dashed line. 

 

 

Figure 8. A neutron Laue image 
and a TOF profile of the 
CeCoGe3 crystal in the magnet 
measured at SENJU. 
 

 

3.  Summary 
Commissioning and on-beam test measurements of the devices at SENJU showed that the all three 
devices worked as planned on SENJU. The 4 K cryostat has enough cooling capacity and the powder 
pattern from the cryostat rarely disturbed the structure analysis. In cases of the magnet and high-
pressure cell, powder patterns from the devices were observed but Bragg peaks from the samples were 
clearly observed. Those results indicate that the main purpose of SENJU, crystal and magnetic 
structure analyses of inorganic/organic crystalline materials under extreme conditions, was 
successfully achieved. The devices described in this paper are available for the general user program at 
SENJU. In near future, we will develop new collimators for the magnet and the high-pressure cell to 
reduce the powder patterns and improve the quality of diffraction data. 
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Abstract. In order to apply the 3He neutron spin filter (NSF) to experiments at an intense 
pulsed neutron experimental facility such as the J-PARC, it is important to make the system 
stable, useful and easy to setup and operate, because the system is located inside a radiation 
shield for high energy gamma ray and neutrons. In this study, we have developed compact 
laser optics with a volume holographic grating (VHG) element for a spin-exchange optical 
pumping (SEOP) system, and composed an in-situ SEOP 3He-NSF. The details of the setup 
and its performance are reported. 

1. Introduction 
We have been developing a 3He neutron spin filter (NSF) for efficient utilization of pulsed neutrons, 
since the 3He NSF is effective for neutrons in the wide energy range. The 3He NSF is effective 
especially for neutrons with energy higher than several-tens-meV, and can cover a large solid angle 
and polarize neutrons without deflecting them from their original trajectory. In order to apply the 3He 
NSF to experiments at a pulsed neutron experimental facility such as the J-PARC, it is important to 
make the system stable, useful and easy to setup and operate. In this study, we have developed an  in-
situ spin-exchange optical pumping (SEOP) 3He-NSF with a spin flip function for the 3He polarization 
based on the adiabatic fast passage (AFP) NMR. 
 

2. A compact laser optics  
We have developed compact laser optics with an air-cooled laser diode array (LDA). The output laser 
power of the air-cooled LDA is about 30 - 40 W, which is much lower than that of a water-cooled one. 
However,  it is enough to polarize 3He gas within a small-sized cell [1]. The laser spectrum of the 
LDA is broader than the absorption line width of Rb [2]. Thus, we employed a volume holographic 
grating (VHG) element to compose an external cavity laser (ECL) to sharpen the laser spectrum to 
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match it to the Rb absorption line [3] (Fig. 1). The developed laser optics are shown in Fig. 2. The 
LDA is cooled with a Peltier device and a fan (Fig. 2). Collimating and shaping lenses and a λ/4 wave 
plate were assembled in a box (Fig. 2). Therefore, the circularly polarized laser is extracted from the 
box. We have measured the final laser power, and it was found that the total laser power loss was 
20 % in the setup.  
    The measured laser spectra with and without the feedback are shown in Fig. 3. The laser spectrum 
was narrowed to be a FWHM of 0.35 nm by the feedback, which is 16 % of the original spectrum 
width without the feedback (Fig. 3). The specification value of the spectrum width of the VHG 
element is 0.14 nm. The observed spectrum width obtained with the feedback was about 2.5 times that 
of the specification value of the VHG. This may be due to a mis-alignment of the optical components 
such as the so-called "smile" of the LDA (The "smile" is defined as the bending of the line of emitters 
of the LDA [4, 5]). 
 

 
 

Figure 1. A schematic layout of the external cavity laser with a VHG element. 

 
 

Figure 2. The cross sectional view of the developed laser optics. 
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3. An In-Situ SEOP 3He NSF   
We have composed a setup for the in-situ SEOP 3He NSF with the developed laser optics (Fig. 4(a)). 
Our previous in-situ SEOP setup with the ECL in Littrow configuration is also shown in Fig. 4(b). The 
new setup has a simpler structure and is easier to set up and operate, because most of the optical 
components are integrated in the box for the developed laser optics (Figs. 2, 4(a)). 
    3He gas with a gas quantity of 11 atm-cm is contained in a GE-180 glass cell with a size of 34 mmφ 
x 52 mm-L. The cell is located in an Al-oven which is set inside the solenoid coil (Fig. 5). The oven is 
equipped with RF and pick-up coils for AFP-NMR (Fig. 5). The polarity of 3He can be π-flipped by 
the AFP-NMR. The AFP-NMR signal is proportional to the polarization degree of 3He, P3He, which 
can be measured by it [6].  

 

  
Figure 3. The measured laser spectra with and without feedback to narrow the spectrum. 

  
Figure 4. (a) The in-situ SEOP 3He-NSF with the developed laser optics, and (b) the previous setup 

with the Littrow ECL. 
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    Fig. 6 shows the time evolution of the AFP-NMR signal after we start the laser irradiation to 
polarize 3He spin. The polarization build-up time constant was 10 h, and we have achieved P3He = 70% 
which is high enough for practical applications. 
    By flipping the polarity of the 3He polarization, the polarity of the generated polarized neutron beam 
is alternated. Therefore, a flipping system for the 3He spin functions as a neutron spin flipper. By the 
AFP-NMR, polarity of the 3He polarization can be π-flipped. In the case of the in-situ SEOP 3He-NSF, 
polarity of the circularly-polarized laser for the SEOP must be flipped to keep the absolute 
polarization of the 3He spin. To change the polarity of the laser, a half-wavelength plate was installed. 
The rotation angle of the half-wavelength plate was optimized, and a polarization of 98% was obtained 
for the circularly-polarized laser. The 3He polarization reached 70% and was confirmed to be stable for 
over a week. 

 
Figure 5. 3He gas in a GE-180 glass cell is located in the Al-oven. 

  
Figure 6. The time evolution of the NMR signal, which is proportional to P3He, after the laser 

irradiation is started. 
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4. Demonstration  
A demonstration of the 3He-NSF was performed at the neutron reflectometer SHARAKU (BL17) at J-
PARC MLF. The in-situ SEOP 3He-NSF was located at 1200 mm downstream of the sample, and used 
as a neutron spin analyzer. A 2d-PSD was placed after the 3He-NSF. A guide coil was set between the 
sample and the 3He-NSF for the adiabatic neutron spin transport. We performed polarized neutron 
reflection measurements from a Fe/Cr multilayered thin film with the giant magneto-resistance effect 
[7]. By flipping the spin polarity of incident and reflected neutrons, we measured intensity 
distributions of (+, +), (-, -), (+, -) and (-, +) reflectivities. The first sign in the pair indicates spin 
polarity of incident polarized neutrons and the second that of reflected ones. Figure 7 shows the 
reflectivity distributions measured with the applied field of 200 Oe. Off-specular reflections around 
Qz=0.08Å-1 were clearly measured in the cases of (+, -) and (-, +). This indicates the existence of the 
antiferromagnetic correlations which align perpendicular to the applied field direction. The obtained 
data were well consistent with the results of Ref. [7]. 
 

  
Figure 7. The obtained intensity distributions of the polarized neutron reflectivity from the Fe/Cr 

thin multi-layers. 
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5. Conclusion  
We have developed compact laser optics with the VHG element for the in-situ SEOP 3He NSF. We 
used an ECL to narrow the width of the laser spectrum to match it to the width of the Rb absorption 
line with a laser power loss of 20 %. We have composed the in-situ SEOP 3He NSF with the 
developed laser optics and achieved the P3He of 70 %. The AFP-NMR was integrated into the setup to 
control the polarity of 3He spin and measure P3He. The AFP-NMR and the half-wavelength plate for 
the the circularly-polarized laser were integrated into the setup to control the polarity of 3He spin of 
the in-situ SEOP system. The spin flip function for the polarized neutrons were demonstrated by the 
polarization analysis experiment at the polarized neutron reflectometer SHARAKU (BL17). 
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Abstract. Two phenomena were recently observed: efficient diffuse reflection of very cold
neutrons (VCN) from nano-structured matter for any angle of neutron incidence to the matter
surface, and also quasi-specular reflection of cold neutrons (CN) from nano-structured matter
for small angles of neutron incidence to the matter surface. In both cases, powder of diamond
nanoparticles was used as nano-structured matter, and the measured reflection probabilities by
far exceeded the values known for alternative reflectors. Both these phenomena are already
used in neutron experiments and for building neutron sources. In the present theoretical work,
we consider an option of further increasing the efficiency of nano-structured reflectors due to
replacing spherical nanoparticles by nanorods. We showed that VCN albedo from powder of
randomly oriented nanorods is lower than their albedo from powder of nanospheres of equal
diameter. However albedo of VCN and quasi-specular reflection of CN from powder of long
nanorods oriented parallel to the powder surface exceed those for powder of nanospheres of
equal diameter.

1. Introduction

Efficient neutron reflectors are needed in experiments as well as for building neutron sources.
For ultracold neutrons (UCN) [1-3] (E < u ≈ 10−7 eV), neutron optical potential of matter u
is nearly the ideal reflector, which provides the probability of specular reflection close to unity,
at any temperature of matter and at any incidence angle. Neutrons of higher energy E also can
be totally specularly reflected from mirrors but only at small grazing angles, smaller than some
critical angle θc ≈ √

u/E different for different materials. To increase the critical angle, say,
n times, supermirrors M(n) are produced, which are multi-layers composed of bilayers of two
substances with different optical potentials. The thickness of bilayers are gradually changing
from one bilayer to the next one according to some law [4]. In this way the best mirror M(6.7)
was produced in Japan [5]. It contains 4000 bilayers. Such a supermirror, which though provides
almost 20% reflectivity at θ = θc, nevertheless gives not only specular, but also large fraction of
nonspecular diffuse reflection. It happens because of large interlayer roughnesses appearing as
a result of incommensurability of layer thicknesses and interatomic distances. It is possible to
overcome this defect by using periodic chains of bilayers as reported in [6]. This algorithm had
not yet been technologically realized.

Until recently, efficient reflectors of neutrons with the energy of up to 10−2(3) eV had not
been known. At the energy of ∼ 10−2 eV, neutron wavelength is comparable with inter-atomic
distances thus effects of elastic diffraction and diffuse reflection in respectively ordered and
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disordered matter appear. At even larger energies, inelastic processes, which provide moderation
and reflection of neutrons in nuclear reactors [7], prevail.

Two phenomena were observed recently: efficient diffuse reflection of very cold neutrons
(VCN) from nano-structured matter for any angle of neutron incidence to the matter surface,
and also quasi-specular reflection of cold neutrons (CN) from nano-structured matter for small
angles of neutron incidence to the matter surface [8-15]. In both cases, powder of diamond
nanoparticles was used as nano-structured matter, and the measured reflection probabilities by
far exceeded the values for known alternative reflectors. Both these phenomena are already
used in neutron experiments and for building neutron sources. In the present theoretical work,
we consider an option of further increasing the efficiency of nano-structured reflectors replacing
spherical nanoparticles by nanorods. To be specific, we choose two values of neutron velocity:
1) 50 m/s, as nano-structured reflectors are very efficient at this neutron velocity, and 2) 450
m/s, as, on one hand, the efficiency of nano-structured reflectors made of nanospheres rapidly
decreases at this neutron velocity and, on another hand, such reflectors are highly requested,
for instance, for increasing UCN density in UCN sources based on superfluid helium [16, 17],
used in particular for the GRANIT spectrometer [18], aiming at studies of/with quantum states
of neutrons in gravitational and centrifugal potentials [19, 20], [21-23]. If optical potential of a
nanorod material is much smaller than neutron kinetic energy and if neutron scattering cross
section is much smaller than geometrical cross section of the nanorod then the amplitude of
neutron scattering can be calculated in perturbation theory. These approximations are valid for
all cases of interest in the present work. In this case, the amplitude F (q, l) of neutron scattering
at a nanorod with a radius ρ and a length 2a with an axis along the unit vector l equals:

F (q, l) = N0b

∫

V
d3r exp(iq · r) = N0b

a∫

−a

dz

ρ∫

0

ρ′dρ′
2π∫

0

dφ exp(iqlz + iqρρ
′ cos φ) =

4πN0b

ql
sin(qla)

ρ∫

0

ρ′dρ′J0(qρρ
′) = u0aρ2sinc(qla)

J1(qρρ)
qρρ

, (1)

where sinc(x)=sin(x)/x, u0 = 4πN0b is potential of neutron interaction with the nanorod matter
divided by a factor h̄2/2m (m is the neutron mass, h̄ is the reduced Planck constant), N0 is
the number of atoms in the unit volume of the nanorod, b is the length of neutron coherent
scattering on a nucleus of the nanorod matter, q = k0 − k is the transferred momentum, k0, k

are momenta of the neutron before and after scattering, ql = q · l, qρ =
√

q2 − q2

l , J0(x) and
J1(x) are Bessel functions; and we also used the following expressions:

J0(x) =
∫

2π

0

dφ

2π
exp(ix cos φ),

∫ x

0

x′dx′J0(x′) = xJ1(x).

In this work we consider neutron scattering on diamond nanorods. The potential of
interaction of a neutron with a nanorod matter is always assumed to be equal to 300 neV,
as it is for neutron scattering at crystal diamond. This approximation is valid in the first order
for nanospheres [24] as well as for nanorods [25], because their densities are close to the density
of bulk diamond, and their shells are not very thick [26, 27], [28]. However, more accurate but
also more bulky descriptions will be required for concrete reflector realizations. The refection is
understood here as albedo, i.e. the probability of neutron reflection integrated over all backward
angles. We will calculate albedo following works [29-31], and will remind below briefly the
calculation method.
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2. Method of albedo calculation

First we will define notations. A neutron moving along a solid angle Ω with the polar axis
along the internal normal to the matter surface is defined by the state vector |Ω〉. An angular
distribution P (Ω) will be characterized by the state vector:

|P 〉 =
∫

4π
P (Ω)dΩ|Ω〉. (2)

The norm of this state NP =
∫
4π P (Ω)dΩ is calculated by means of multiplication of eq. (2)

from the left by a meter

|m〉 =
∫

4π
dΩ|Ω〉,

using a natural relation 〈Ω||Ω′〉 = δ(Ω−Ω′). In particular, isotropic distribution of incident and
reflected neutrons corresponds to the state

|Pis〉 =
∫

2π

| cos θ|
π

dΩ|Ω〉. (3)

Its norm is unity.
A scatterer, which transforms a neutron state |Ω′〉 to a state |Ω〉 with a probability w(Ω ← Ω′),

is described by means of an operator

Ŵ =
∫

4π
|Ω〉w(Ω ← Ω′)〈Ω′|dΩdΩ′.

A neutron from a state (2) is scattered into the state:

|P ′〉 = Ŵ |P ′〉 =
∫

4π
|Ω〉w(Ω ← Ω′)P (Ω′)dΩdΩ′ =

∫

4π
P ′(Ω)|Ω〉dΩ,

where
P ′(Ω) =

∫

4π
w(Ω ← Ω′)P (Ω′)dΩ′.

In order to calculate albedo RD from a layer of powder with a finite thickness D, one first
calculates albedo R∞ from an infinitely thick layer. For this purpose, one splits a layer of small
thickness ξ from the infinite one; scattering on this layer is calculated using perturbation theory,
and it is presented in a form of a reflection ρ̂ξ and a transmission τ̂ ξ operators. In order to find
the operator R̂∞ of reflection from an infinitely thick layer for incident neutrons in a state |Ω0〉,
one has to know their distribution |Xξ〉 = X̂ξ|Ω0〉 behind the thin layer. For the operator X̂ξ

one could write a self-consisting equation

X̂ξ = τ̂ ξ + ρ̂ξR̂∞X̂ξ, (4)

which shows that X̂ξ is constructed from the transmission through the layer τ̂ ξ and from the
contribution of X̂ξ itself, because a neutron behind the layer ξ is reflected from the infinite layer
then is reflected ones again from a layer ξ, and returned to the infinitely thick layer, where the
state |Xξ〉 is formed together with the part characterized by the transmission τ̂ ξ.

If we know X̂ξ , we can write an equation for R̂∞:

R̂∞ = ρ̂ξ + τ̂ ξR̂∞X̂ξ. (5)
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From (4) it follows

X̂ξ =
(
Î − ρ̂ξR̂∞

)−1

τ̂ ξ, (6)

where Î =
∫
4π |Ω〉〈Ω|dΩ is a unit operator. Substituting of (6) into eq. (5) gives

R̂∞ = ρ̂ξ + τ̂ ξR̂∞
(
Î − ρ̂ξR̂∞

)−1

τ̂ ξ. (7)

Operators ρ̂ξ and τ̂ ξ are related to macroscopic scattering cross sections:

ρ̂ξ = ξΣ̂b, τ̂ ξ = Î + ξΣ̂f − ξΣtŜ, (8)

where

Σ̂b =
∫

n·Ω<0

dΩ
∫

n·Ω′>0

|Ω〉Σs(Ω ← Ω′)
dΩ′

cos θ′
〈Ω′| =

∫

n·Ω>0

dΩ
∫

n·Ω′<0

|Ω〉Σs(Ω ← Ω′)
dΩ′

cos θ′
〈Ω′| (9)

the operator of back scattering from the left or from the right,

Σ̂f =
∫

n·Ω>0

dΩ
∫

n·Ω′>0

|Ω〉Σs(Ω ← Ω′)
dΩ′

cos θ′
〈Ω′| =

∫

n·Ω<0

dΩ
∫

n·Ω′<0

|Ω〉Σs(Ω ← Ω′)
dΩ′

cos θ′
〈Ω′|

(10)
is the operator of forward scattering from the left or right, Σs(Ω ← Ω′) is the differential
macroscopic scattering cross section, Σt = Σs + Σa is the total macroscopic cross section,
consisting of the integral scattering Σs and absorption Σa cross sections, and

Ŝ =
∫

2π

|Ω〉 dΩ
cos θ

〈Ω| (11)

is an operator, which takes into account that the number of scatterers along the neutron path
increases with increasing of the incidence angle.

At small value of ξ eq. (7) can be linearized and reduced to

R̂∞Σ̂bR̂∞ +
(
Σ̂f − ΣtŜ

)
R̂∞ + R̂∞

(
Σ̂f − ΣtŜ

)
+ Σ̂b = 0. (12)

We suppose that the distribution of reflected neutrons is isotropic, and represent the solution of
(12) in the form

R̂∞ = R∞
∫

n·Ω<0

|Ω〉 | cos θ|
π

dΩ
∫

n·Ω′>0

dΩ′〈Ω′| = R∞|Pis〉〈m|. (13)

Substitute it in (12) and multiply (12) from the left by 〈m| and from the right by |Pis〉. Then
we get

R2

∞Σb + 2R∞(Σf − Σt) + Σb = 0, (14)

where

Σb =
∫

n·Ω<0

dΩ
∫

n·Ω′>0

Σs(Ω ← Ω′)
dΩ′

2π
=

∫

n·Ω>0

dΩ
∫

n·Ω′<0

Σs(Ω ← Ω′)
dΩ′

2π
, (15)

Σf =
∫

n·Ω>0

dΩ
∫

n·Ω′>0

Σs(Ω ← Ω′)
dΩ′

2π
=

∫

n·Ω<0

dΩ
∫

n·Ω′<0

Σs(Ω ← Ω′)
dΩ′

2π
(16)
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are macroscopic cross sections of backward and forward scattering. Since Σt = Σs + Σa =
Σb + Σf + Σa, then solution of eq. (12) can be represented in the form

R∞ =
√

Σa + 2Σb −
√

Σa√
Σa + 2Σb +

√
Σa

=
√

1 + 2Σb/Σa − 1√
1 + 2Σb/Σa + 1

. (17)

In order to calculate albedo from a wall of a finite thickness, one has to know a law of
attenuation of neutron intensity in the matter. It follows from eq. (6). After linearization of it
at small ξ, substitution of (13) and multiplication from left by 〈m| and from the right by |Pis〉
one gets

〈m|X̂ξ|Pis〉 = 1 − ξ/L ≈ exp(−ξ/L),

where
1/L = 2

√
Σa + 2Σb

√
Σa = 2Σa

√
1 + 2Σb/Σa. (18)

Thus X̂z at a depth z can be represented as

X̂z = |Pis〉 exp(−z/L)〈m|. (19)

For calculating reflection R̂D and transmission T̂ D from/through a layer of a thickness D
we use eq-s. (4), (5) splitting a layer of a finite thickness D from the semiinfinite one. The
equations then look:

X̂D = T̂ D + R̂DR̂∞X̂D, R̂∞ = R̂D + T̂ DR̂∞X̂D. (20)

They can be resolved with respect to R̂D and T̂ D for known X̂D and R̂∞. Assuming
R̂D = RD|Pis〉〈m|, we get

RD = R∞
1 − exp(−2D/L)

1 − R2∞ exp(−2D/L)
. (21)

It follows from (17) and (18) that in order to calculate RD, which will be named below as
simply R, one has to get macroscopic cross sections Σb and Σa, which are averaged over angles
differential cross sections.

3. Calculation of macroscopic cross sections

From the scattering amplitude (1), one could calculate a differential cross section

dσ(q, l)/dΩ = |F (q, l)|2 = |u0|2a2ρ4sinc2(qla)

∣∣∣∣∣
J1(qρρ)

qρρ

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (22)

Consider an angular distribution of scattered neutrons. The polar axis is directed along the wave
vector k0 of the incidence wave, and the axis is in the plane of vectors (k0, l) perpendicular to
k0. where l is a unit vector along the rod axis. Then k0 · l = k cos θ0 and

ql = q · l = k(cos θ0 − cos θ0 cos θ0 − sin θ sin θ0 cos φ), (23)

where θ, φ are the angles of the vector k of the scattered wave. Eq. (22) can be integrated over
angle φ. Taking into account the symmetry of eq. (23), we get

d

d cos θ
σ(θ, θ0) = |u0|2a2ρ4

∫ π

0

2dφ sinc2(qla)

∣∣∣∣∣
J1(qρρ)

qρρ

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (24)
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After multiplication of the differential cross section (24) by a number of nanorods N1 in the unit
volume, we get the macroscopic differential scattering cross section Σ:

Σ(θ, θ0) = N1

d

d cos θ
σ(θ, θ0) = A

∫ π

0

2dφ sinc2(qla)

∣∣∣∣∣
J1(qρρ)

qρρ

∣∣∣∣∣
2

, (25)

where
A = γ|u0|2aρ2/2π,

and the value γ = N1V1 = N12πρ2a characterizes a fraction of volume occupied by nanorod
matter. In the following we will assume γ = 0.1. In order to describe precisely some concrete
neutron nanorod reflectors we will need a more accurate model. The dimension of the coefficient
A is 1/cm, and its value depends of nanorod parameters. In order to compare neutron cross
sections for different nanorods, we introduce a convenient common dimensional coefficient

A0 = γ|u0|2ρ3

0
/2π. (26)

If nanorod radius is ρ0 = 10 nm, then A0 = 3.4 µm−1 (for diamond 1/
√

u0 = 8.27 nm). The
macroscopic cross section of neutron scattering (25) can be represented in the following form:

Σ(θ, θ0) = 2A0

ρ3

β

∫ π

0

dφ sinc2(qlα)

∣∣∣∣∣
J1(qραβ)

qραβ

∣∣∣∣∣
2

, (27)

with dimensionless parameters q = q/k, α = ak, β = ρ/a, ρ = ρ/ρ0. The macroscopic differential
cross section Σ(θ, θ0) of scattering of a neutron on powder of nanorods, in units 2A0ρ

3/β, is shown
in Fig. 1 (a = 1000 nm) and in Fig. 2 (a = 10 nm), as a function of the neutron scattering
angle θ provided the neutron incidence angle θ0 equals 0, π/4 and π/2, the nanorod radius =
0=10 nm, and for the neutron velocity v = 450 m/s.

Figure 1. Dimensionless differential cross section Σ(θ, θ0) of the neutron scattering on nanorods
as a function of the neutron scattering angle θ and the neutron incidence angle θ0. The angles
are measured relative to the nanorod axis, v = 450 m/s, a = 1000 nm.

Angles are given in radians. Cross sections of neutron scattering on nanorods with the half-
length equals radius a = ρ are approximately equal to the cross section of neutron scattering
on spherical nanoparticles of equal radius, therefore we will use in the following for simplicity
the same analytical expressions for qualitative comparison of results for long nanorods and
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Figure 2. The same as in Fig. 1, but for the nanorod half-length of a = ρ = 10 nm.

for spherical nanoparticles. The average angle of neutron scattering on nanoparticles is equal
approximately to the ratio of neutron wavelength to nanoparticle size. Thus, neutrons scatter
on long nanorods to smaller angles (Fig. 1) then they scatter on short nanorods (Fig. 2).
And the cross sections of neutron scattering to the zero angles are equal to each other as well
as to π/2. It is interesting to note some increase of cross sections for backscattering, which
is particularly visible for nanorods. It is useful to consider separately the cases of chaotic
and ordered orientation of long nanorods in reflectors. In section 4 we consider the reflection
of isotropic VCN flux from a reflector built of chaotically oriented nanorods; in section 5 we
analyze the reflection of CN from a reflector built of nanorods with the axis parallel to the
reflector surface while they are isotropically oriented over the azimuth angle.

4. Cross section of backward neutron scattering on chaotically oriented nanorods

To find scattering of neutrons on isotropically distributed nanorods one can average (22) over
directions l for a given vector q, which is chosen as a polar axis. In that case ql = q cos θl and
qρ = q sin θl, and one should average (22) over angle θl of nanorod orientation. After averaging
and multiplication by particle density N1 we get in units A0ρ

3/β:

〈dΣs(q, l, α, β)/dΩ〉 =
∫

1

0

dx sinc2(xqα)

∣∣∣∣∣
J1(

√
1 − x2qαβ)√

1 − x2qαβ

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (28)

In order to calculate the neutron albedo from powder of nanorods, we should know the cross
section of backward scattering relative to the normal to the powder surface. We define the
normal to surface to be the polar axis directed towards matter. Then the q for backward
scattered neutrons is

q =
√

2(1 + cos θ cos θ0 − sin θ sin θ0 cos φ), (29)

where θ and φ are the scattered neutron angles, and axis is in the incidence plane. We denote
y = cos θ cos θ0 = sin θ sin θ0 cos φ, integrate over dΩ = dφd cos θ, average over directions θ0 of
incidence neutrons, and present this expression in the form

Σs(α, β) =
∫

1

−1

dyδ(y − cos θ cos θ0 + sin θ sin θ0 cos φ)dΩd cos θ0S(y, α, β), (30)
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Figure 3. Dimensionless macroscopic cross section of neutron backward scattering Σb(α, β)/β
on powder of long nanorods (Σbl(v)) with the half-length of a = 1000 nm and on powder of
short nanorods (Σbs(v)) with the half-length of a = 10 nm. In both cases, the nanorod radius
equals ρ = 10 nm.

where

S(y, α, β) =
∫

1

0

dx sinc2(x
√

2(1 + y)α)

∣∣∣∣∣
J1(

√
1 − x2

√
2(1 + y)αβ)√

1 − x2
√

2(1 + y)αβ

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (31)

After integration of eq. (30) over dφ we get

Σb(α, β) =
∫

1

−1

dyI(y)S(y, α, β), (32)

where

I(y) =
∫

1

0

d cos θ

∫
1

0

d cos θ0

Θ(sin2 θ sin2 θ0 > (cos θ cos θ0 − y)2)
sin2 θ sin2 θ0 − (cos θ cos θ0 − y)2

, (33)

and Θ is the step-function, which is equal to 1 provided inequality in its argument, and is equal
zero otherwise. Function I(y) is calculated in (A4). It is equal to

I(y) = πΘ(y > 0) − arctan

(√
1 − y2

y

)
. (34)

Fig. 3 shows the dimensionless macroscopic cross section Σb(α, β) of neutron scattering as a
function of its velocity v for powder of nanorods with the half-length a = 1000 nm, and a = 10
nm.

5. Absorption cross section
The total cross section is defined by the imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude (1):

�(F (q, l))q=0 = u′′
0
aρ2/2 = N0kσl(k)aρ2/2, (35)

and it actually describes absorption, as scattering in the perturbation theory is not included in
this expression. The macroscopic cross section of absorption is equal:

Σa(k) =
4π

k
N1�(F (q, l))q=0 =

4π

2k
N1N0kσl(k)aρ2 =

γu2

0
ρ3

0

2π

kT σl(kT )
2kbu0ρ3

0

= A0

Cρ

αβ
, (36)
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where
C =

kT σl(kT )
2bu0ρ2

0

=
σl(kT )

2bkT (u0/k2

T )ρ2

0

. (37)

T denotes the ambient temperature, ρ0 = 10 nm, b = 6.65 fm, and u0/k2

T = Ec/ET = 12×10−6.
In the following, we will consider two cases of particular interest:

(i) Nanoparticles at a so small temperature that neutron heating in powder can be neglected,
and also neutron cooling would even increase albedo. Also hydrogen in powder is substituted
by deuterium, and neutron absorption in deuterium can be neglected. It is the case of
most efficient reflector, which could be built using the principle considered in the present
article. In this case, absorption cross section is attributed to one carbon atom; it is equal
σl(kT ) = 0.0035 bn, and C = C0 = 6.28 × 10−7.

(ii) Nanoparticles at the ambient temperature, with a realistic admixture of hydrogen. As
nanopowder reflectors are most efficient for small neutron energy compared to the ambient
temperature (energy), then inelastic neutron scattering is equivalent to neutron loss. And
inelastic scattering is governed by a relatively small admixture of hydrogen in powder. As
shown in [32], the minimum admixture of hydrogen atoms, which can be achieved by means
of heating and degassing of powder, corresponds to the following composition C12.4+0.2H,
and the total cross section of neutron scattering on the atom of residual hydrogen at the
ambient temperature, measured for neutrons with the wavelength of 4.4 Å, equals 108 ± 2
bn. In this case, the efficient cross section per one atom of the composition is σl(kT ) = 3.56
bn. Thus the most pessimistic estimation gives C = Ca = 5.2× 10−4. Neutron albedo from
an infinitely thick layer of nanorods is equal [25-27] (17):

R∞(α, β, ρ, C) =
√

1 + Q(α, β, ρ, C) − 1√
1 + Q(α, β, ρ, C) + 1

, (38)

where
Q(α, β, ρ, C) =

2Σb

Σa
=

2
C

Σb(α, β)
αβ

ρ
. (39)

Calculations of neutron albedo from an infinitely thick layer of nanorods, as a function of the
velocity v of incidence neutrons for long (a = 1000 nm) and short (a = 10 nm) nanorods, show
that neutron albedo from nano-structured powder for the neutron velocity of v = 400 m/s is
significantly larger than the coefficient of neutron reflection 5 × 10−9 from continuous matter.

Besides the reflection from infinite matter, albedo is characterized also by the exponential
attenuation in matter exp(−x/L), i.. by the attenuation length (18):

1/L = 2
√

Σa + 2Σb

√
Σa = 2Σa

√
1 + Q(α, β, ρ, C) = L−1

0
(C)κ−1(α, β, ρ, C). (40)

Substitution of (36) gives

L−1

0
(C) = 2CA0, κ(α, β, ρ, C) =

αβ

ρ
√

1 + Q(α, β, ρ, C)
. (41)

Consider now the neutron reflection from a layer of nanopowder with a finite thickness d.
Albedo from such a layer is defined by formula:

R(d, α, β, ρ, C) = R∞(α, β, ρ, C)
1 − exp(−2d/L(α, β, ρ, C))

1 − R2∞(α, β, ρ, C) exp(−2d/L(α, β, ρ, C))
. (42)

Fig. 4 shows dependence R(v) for the nanopowder thickness of d = 3 cm for long and short
nanorods with the neutron loss coefficients C0 and Ca. The figure shows that the neutron albedo
from a sufficiently thin layer of nanoparticles is higher by 6-7 orders of magnitude than neutron
reflection from continuous matter.
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Figure 4. Albedo from powder of nanorods of length: 1, 3) a = 10 nm; 2, 4) a = 1000 nm;
with absorption parameter C equal to 1. 2) C0; 3, 4) Ca. In all cases, the nanorod radius equals
ρ = 10 nm. It is seen that quasi spherical nanorods reflect better than long ones.

6. Axes of nanorods are oriented parallel to the interface

Now consider the case when nanorods are oriented parallel to the powder surface. We define the
polar axis along the normal to the interface directed towards matter, and axis in the incidence
plane then:

ql = sin θ0 cos χ − sin θ cos(φ − χ), (43)

where χ is the azimuth angle of the nanorod orientation, and θ, φ are scattering angles. Then

qρ =
√

2(1 + cos θ cos θ0 − sin θ sin θ0 cos φ) − (sin θ0 cos χ − sin θ cos(φ − χ))2. (44)

After averaging over nanorod orientation, integrating over backward scattering angles, and
averaging over angular distribution of incident neutrons, we get

Σb(α, β, ρ) =
∫

1

0

dx

∫
1

0

dyΣb,θ(x, y, α, β, ρ), (45)

where

Σb,θ(x, y, α, β, ρ) =
ρ3

β

∫
2π

0

dφ

∫
2π

0

dχ

2π
sinc2(αql(x, y, α, β))

∣∣∣∣∣
J1(αβ qρ(x, y, α, β))

αβ qρ(x, y, α, β)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (46)

Numerical integration of (46) shows the macroscopic cross section of neutron backward
scattering as a function of x = cos θ for given values of y = cos θ0. This dependence for
long nanorods (β = 0.01) at ρ = 1, the neutron velocity v = 450 m/s and two values of cosine
of the incident angle y = 0, 3 and y = 0, 8 is shown in fig. 5. One can see the peaks in the
vicinity of cos θ = cos θ0, which correspond to quasi-specular reflection. For isotropic distribution
of nanorods the quasi specular reflection will possibly appears only after introduction of an
interference between the waves scattered on different grains.

Integration in (45) and substitution into albedo formulas gives the results shown in fig. 6.
Here we show neutron albedo from a layer with the thickness of 3 cm as a function of the
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Figure 5. Dependence Σbθ(cos θ0, cos θ, α, β, ρ) on cos θ at 1) cos θ0 = 0.3; 2) cos θ0 = 0.8 – for
long nanorods: β = 0.01, ρ = 10 nm and for v = 450 m/s.

neutron speed v, m/s; the layer consists of long and short nanorods oriented along the interface
but isotropically with respect to the azimuth around the interface normal. Albedo is calculated
for small and large content of hydrogen. It is seen that albedo from long nanorods is higher than
that from short quasi spherical ones. The results of calculations are in good agreement with the
experimental observations for v in the range 50-150 m/s [11].

Figure 6. . Albedo Rd(v) from powder layer of thickness d = 3 cm composed of: 1, 3) long
(a = 1000 nm) and 2,4) short (a = 10 nm) nanorods with the radius ρ = 10 nm; for two loss
coefficients 1, 2) C = C0 = 6.28 × 10−7 and C = Ca = 5.2 × 10−4 as a function of neutron
velocity v, m/s.

7. A problem of accounting for the real angular distribution

We have assumed above that albedo is calculated for the isotropic distribution of reflected and
incident neutrons. How would change the results, if one does not keep these assumptions? In
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order to answer this question, one has to solve eq. (12) in its general form. It is an extremely
complex problem involving a non-linear integral equation. It can be simplified, provided a
natural assumption that all functions depend only on cosines of incidence and reflected angles.
Then the integral equation can be reduced by discretization to an algebraic matrix equation of
the second order of the form

ẐÂẐ + B̂Ẑ + ẐĈ + D̂ = 0. (47)

However solving such a quadratic matrix algebraic equation also is a complex problem. In fact, a
quadratic matrix equation for the matrix N×N is equivalent in the general case to a polynomial
equation with the power 2N2. And even, if one calculates numerically all its roots, there will
stay a problem of choosing a proper set of roots. However it is possible to shed light on a role
of scattering anisotropy by suggesting solution of eq. (12) not in the purely isotropic form (13),
but as a combination of isotropic and specular distributions as shown in (47),

R̂∞ = R∞
∫

nΩ<0

|Ω〉 | cos θ|
π

dΩ
∫

nΩ>0

dΩ′〈Ω′| +
∫

nΩ<0

dΩ|Ω〉nΩ<0f(Ω)〈Ω|nΩ>0, (48)

where the specular part is presented by the diagonal term. This option will be considered in
another work.

8. Conclusion

In the present theoretical work we considered a possibility to increase efficiency of nano-
structured reflectors of slow neutrons by means of substituting spherical nanoparticles by
nanorods. We show that albedo of VCN from powder of disordered nanorods is smaller than the
albedo from powder of nanospheres. However, albedo of VCN and quasi-specular reflection of
CN from powder of nanorods oriented parallel to the reflector surface exceed respective values
for powder of nanospheres.
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Appendix A. Calculation of the integral (19)

Denote cos θ = v, cos θ0 = u. Then integral (19) is presented in the form

I(y) =
∫

1

0

du

∫
1

0

dv
Θ(1 − u2 − v2 + u2v2 > y2 − 2yuv)

1 − u2 − v2 + u2v2 − y2 + 2yuv
=

∫
1

0

duI1(u, y), (A.1)

where integral I1(u, y), after variable substitution x = (v − uy)/sqrt1 − u2sqrt1 − y2 is reduced
to

I1(u, y) =

x2(u,y)∫

−x1(u,y)

dx
Θ(x2 < 1)√

1 − x2
=

π

2

(
1 + Θ

(
u >

√
1 − y2

) |y|
y

)
+

+arcsin(x1(u, y))Θ
(

u <
√

1 − y2

)
. (A.2)

Limits of integration in (2) are

x1(u, y) =
uy√

(1 − u2)(1 − y2)
, x2(u, y) =

1 − uy√
(1 − u2)(1 − y2)

. (A.3)
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Modulus of these limits have to be smaller than unity, but x2(u, y) > 1 for any values of u and
y, therefore the upper limit, due to the inequality in the integral, has to be replaced by unity.
The lower limit, |x1(u, y)| ≤ 1, only when u ≤ u1(y) =

√
1 − y2. If u > u1(y) =

√
1 − y2, then

modulus of the lower limit has to exceed unit and thus the lower limit should be replaced by
-1 or +1, which depends on the sign of y. Accounting for all these conditions leads to (A2).
Substitution of (2) into (1) and integration by parts of the term containing arcsin provides the
final result:

I(y) =
∫

1

0

duI1(u, y) =
π

2

[
1 + (1 +

√
1 − y2)

y

|y|
]

+
√

1 − y2)
y

|y|
π

2
−

−
∫ √

1−y2

0

yudu

(1 − u2)
√

1 − u2 − y2
= πΘ(y > 0) − arctan

(√
1 − y2

y

)
. (A.4)
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Abstract. Development of position-sensitive scintillator detectors at the J-PARC/MLF is 
briefly reviewed. This paper focuses on the detectors particularly using wavelength shifting 
fiber technology. Recent R&D works including a time-of-flight neutron imager and those for 
alternative to helium-3 gas detectors are also presented. 

1. Introduction 
Position-sensitive neutron detectors have been intensively developed for neutron scattering 
instruments for decades. Particularly those detectors with scintillation technology have been 
acknowledged indispensable for pulsed neutron diffraction instruments. Many of superior position-
sensitive scintillation detectors have been developed at ISIS detector group. They have carefully 
tailored and optimized the detector performances depending on the purposes, providing the state-of-
the-art detectors to their neutron instruments [1].  

The development of position-sensitive scintillator detectors for J-PARC was initiated in the late 
‘90s. An emerging WLS fiber technology seemed suitable at the time to design for detectors with 
various characteristics adjusted to the neutron scattering instruments in the MLF of the J-PARC. 
Although it had not yet convinced whether a WLS fiber technology could meet a high requirement in 
terms of gamma-ray insensitivity Dr. Katagiri took a decisive step to challenge in developing 
scintillator detectors using wavelength-shifting (WLS) fibers. 

In this paper we briefly review the two-dimensional detectors developed using WLS fibers for 
neutron scattering instruments, iBIX and SENJU, in the J-PARC/MLF. In addition we introduce a 
progress in scintillator phosphor development. Finally recent works including the time-of-flight 
neutron imager and the detector for alternative to helium-3 gas detectors are presented. 

2. Wavelength-shifting fiber based scintillation detector 

2.1. iBIX detector 
The iBIX is a single crystal diffractometer for biomolecular crystallographic study. The two-
dimensional detector for iBIX (called iBIX detector, hereafter) was our first WLS-fiber-based 
scintillation detector developed in the J-PARC/MLF. The specifications required to the detector were 
quite challenge at the time. Bragg peak intensities on the detector in the instrument had been expected 
very low hence the detector had to have a high detection efficiency, more than 50% for thermal 
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neutrons whilst maintaining acceptable gamma-ray sensitivity to the order of 10-6. The detector also 
had to be designed compact with modularity to enable multiple detectors tiled around the sample. Each 
detector should have the least neutron-insensitive area over the detector face to increase packing rate. 
Moreover a severe peak separation in space demanded a detector to have a spatial resolution of less 
than 1 mm. No such detector had been ever commercially available except paying unacceptably low 
detector efficiency.  
 

 

 

 
Figure 1. A prototype detector for iBIX instrument.  Figure 2. A collimated beam 

measured with the iBIX detector. 
 

The WLS fibre technology has been intensively used in high energy physics experiments. There for 
gamma-ray or x-ray detection a single scintillator screen is usually sandwiched with WLS fibre 
ribbons from the top and bottom in favour of light collection. In order to make it suitable to neutron 
detection new detector head structure was introduced, where two 10B-doped ZnS scintillator screens 
actually sandwich the crossed WLS fibres arrays [2]. By doing so a number of the scintillator screens 
became double ensuring a high neutron capture rate, thus for detection efficiency.  

Figure 1 shows a prototype detector produced in 2008. The physical size is almost identical to the 
one installed in the iBIX. The detector has a neutron-sensitive area of 133 × 133 mm2, making a filling 
factor to 69% over the detector face [3]. Each WLS fiber connects one of the pixels in a multi-anode 
PMT. Detector electronics: 256 × 2 channels of amplifier and discriminator cards and the signal 
processing module, are placed behind the detector head so that to make the detector compact and 
modular. The detector operates in a photon counting method. 

The detector head is made with packed 1/2-mm diameter WLS fibre ribbons. This makes the 
detector pixel size small enough to measure precise structure of Bragg peaks. Figure 2 shows a 
measured beam profile when a neutron beam was collimated with 1-mm diameter incident to the 
detector. The detector measured the collimated beam 0.95±0.03 mm in full width at half maximum, 
reproduced the beam profile very well. This result indicated that the detector has a spatial resolution 
less than 1 mm and it is close to the pixel size of 0.5 mm. The achieved spatial resolution is nearly 
approaching to the “light spread limit”, which is calculated including light scattering within the 
scintillator and the fibre arrays [4]. 

2.2. SENJU detector 
We have developed a two-dimensional detector that has larger area than the iBIX detector for SENJU 
in the J-PARC [5]. The SENJU is also a single crystal diffractometer that sees one of the poisoned 
moderators in the J-PARC/MLF. The SENJU required a large area and a large number of detector 
modules for scanning a wide range of reciprocal space in one measurement. The major differences 
from the iBIX detector are: a large neutron-detective area with a moderate spatial resolution, a count 
rate capability up to 50 kcps, and a tolerance to leakage magnetic field up to 200G. Figure 3 shows a 
schematic view of the neutron-detecting head. We have made following changes in the detector head: 
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add the air gap deliberately between the WLS fibres instead of packing to each other, spliced the WLS 
fiber to the clear fiber which is bent backward with a radius of 3 mm to minimize the dead area.  

 
The dual scintillator screens are maintained similar to the iBIX detector. With this design the detector 
becomes to have a large coverage at an affordable cost, high detection efficiency and minimized 
neutron-insensitive area. 
Figure 4 shows detector system of SENJU(showing only one detector module). The detector module 

is designed to have a neutron-sensitive area of 256 × 256 mm2 with a 4-mm spatial resolution. One 
signal processing & encoder electronics can handle four detector modules, which saves a lot with 
detector electronics. The neutron event data are recorded in list mode for post data processing.  

2.3. R&D for Scintillator phosphor 
We have developed the new ZnS phosphor intensively to decrease its afterglow to ensure a count rate 
capability of the detector. With the commercial ZnS scintillator the afterglow lasts for a few tens of 

 

 

 
Figure 3. A schematic view of 
detecting head of SENJU detector. 

 Figure 4. Detector system of SENJU [5]. 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Comparison of the averaged 
waveforms of neutron-induced signals [6]. 

 Figure 6. Normalized count rate of the SENJU 
detector implemented with a commercial 
product (ZnS/6LiF) and the developed 
scintillator (ZnS/10B2O3) [6]. 
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microseconds, which kills a count rate capability of the detector significantly with our signal 
processing method.  
Figure 5 shows averaged neutron-induced signal waveforms of the commercial products (ZnS/6LiF 

produced by AST Co. Ltd) and our scintillator made with new ZnS phosphor (ZnS/10B2O3) [6]. The 
both signals had similar primary decay time constant of ~60 ns, but our scintillator exhibited much 
lower afterglow than the commercial product (The afterglow decreased about one thirds compared to 
the commercial product.) Note that the averaged signal exhibited similar pulse height at the beginning 
part, indicating that the new scintillator would not decrease detector efficiency much with a proper 
signal processing although a total amount of detected photons became less compared to the 
commercial product. 

Figure 6 shows the normalized count rates of the SENJU detector implemented with the commercial 
scintillator and the new ZnS/10B2O3 scintillator screen. The count rate of the detector was divided by 
the count measured by a detector monitoring the incident neutrons (a 3He detector with a detection 
efficiency of ~10-4 for thermal neutrons), with the resultant normalized ratio facilitating comparisons 
with the theoretical calculations. With the commercial scintillator the detector suffered a lot with 
multicounting at more than count rate of 5kcps, resulting in the significant deviation from the theory. 
It was clearly shown that the count rate follows nearly to the theoretical calculation up to 30 kcps with 
the new scintillator, extending our count rate capability by a factor six compared to the one with the 
commercial product. 

2.4. Detectors installed in the beam lines 
Figure 7 shows the photograph of the detectors in the iBIX. 30 detector modules have been installed in 
the detector banks by the end of 2013. Figure 8 shows a view of the SENJU at present. The detector 
banks have fully populated with the detector modules by the end of 2013. Total 37 detectors cover 
30% of the solid angles around the sample [7]. 
 
 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Photograph of the iBIX.  Figure 8. Photograph of the SENJU. 

 

3. Time-of-flight neutron imager with WLS fiber technology 
Apart from beam line detectors we have been working detector R&D that could be useful or may have 
some possibilities for future neutron scattering instruments. Development of a time-of-flight neutron 
imager is one of such activities. It has been acknowledged that neutron radiography or neutron 
tomography is a powerful non-destructive technique to visualize an object what is not seen with other 
radiations such as by x-rays. We tried to see a possibility of making such detector using WLS fibre 
technology. Particularly the detector that can meet the requirements both in a spatial resolution less 
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than 100 m and low gamma-ray sensitivity is a challenge over the conventional detectors such as 
CCD, MSGD, 6Li-loaded glass scintillator. So far neutron-sensitive micro-channel plate detector 
offers promising prospects in terms of a spatial resolution and count rate but it is hard to have a 
capability of rejecting gamma-ray to the level of 10-7 in principle.  

Figure 9 shows a schematic view of a detector head of the proposed neutron time-of-flight imager 
[8]. The detector is comprised of a thin scintillator screen, a light image magnifier made of a fiber 
optic taper, and WLS fiber arrays. The idea is that the magnified neutron(light) image by a factor of 
3.1 is measured with the light sensors with a fine pixel size. For this purpose the dedicated WLS fibers 
with a diameter of 100 m were produced, which is the smallest ever made as a WLS fibre as far as 
we acknowledge. In combination with the proper image magnifier the effective size of the detector 
pixel becomes 34×34 m2. 

Figure 10 shows a measured beam profile covered with a Cd mask on the detector face. The 
detector exhibited a spatial resolution of 68 m in FWHM, which is the best achieved ever with this 
type of detector. The detector also exhibited a gamma-ray sensitivity of less than 10-7 thanks to the 
thin thickness of the ZnS screen and the less amounts of WLS fibers.  

 

4.  Detectors as alternative to helium-3 gas based PSDs 
Recent world-wide shortage of 3He gas has accelerated the development of neutron detector 
technologies that could be alternative to conventional 3He-gas-based detectors. We have been working 
on the scintillation neutron detectors that could be used for inelastic neutron scattering instruments in 

 

 

 
Figure 9. A schematic view of the WLS 
fiber detector with a sub 100-m spatial 
resolution [8]. 

 Figure 10. Fitting result to beam edge profile 
measured with Cd mask on the detector face [8]. 

 
Figure 11. Photograph showing (a) front and (b) rear view of the prototype detector [9]. 
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future under the frame work of international collaboration on neutron detectors. Two lines of 
development works are underway at the J-PARC/MLF. One is a SENJU type detector which is aimed 
at installing outside of a vacuum tank and the other is the scintillator WLS fibre coil detector called 
SFC detector which is aimed at installing inside a vacuum tank. 

4.1. SENJU type detector  
The SENJU type detector follows almost similar to the detector structure with the SENJU detector. A 
pitch of the WLS fibres is 5 mm, in contrast to 4 mm in the original detector, which increases the 
neutron-sensitive area of the detector by a factor of 1.56. The pixel size can be made larger (i.e. 20 × 
20 mm2) to decrease a number of electronics while keeping the size of detector pixel small enough for 
inelastic neutron scattering instruments. This can be done by reading out four WLS fibres as potting 
into one PMT channel which ensures reasonable light-collection efficiency with great flexibility in 
pixel size. Figure 11 shows a photograph of the prototype detector. The detector is designed to have a 
neutron-sensitive area of 320 × 320 mm2

.
 The detector is designed to be compact and light weighted 

with a physical size of 360 × 360 × 200 mm3. The weight of the detector is 11.6 kg. All of the detector 
electronics—including PMTs, the amplifier/discriminator card, the high-voltage card and the signal 
processing/encoder card—are made dedicated for this detector and installed behind the neutron-
detecting head. 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 12. Count projection measured with 
a prototype detector.    

 Figure 13. Neutron count versus 60Co 
gamma-ray sensitivity [9].  

 
Figure 12 shows count projection along x-direction. The count uniformity was evaluated as about 

15% (SD) by Gaussian fitting, which would be acceptable for most neutron-scattering experiments 
(the scintillator screens that have a size of 256 × 256 mm2 are temporarily implemented at present). 
Figure 13 shows the detector metrics, with the neutron count (detection efficiency) plotted versus the 
60Co gamma-ray sensitivity. The data measured with the original detector are included for comparison. 
At the 60Co gamma-ray sensitivity of 10–6 (the normal operating condition), the prototype detector 
exhibited 20% larger neutron counts than the original detector, with a calibrated detection efficiency 
of about 40% for thermal neutrons. Increasing the area of the detector would be the future task 
together with lowering the intrinsic background rate. 

4.2. Scintillator WLS fiber coil detector 
The idea of the scintillator WLS fiber coil detector is to make the detector element with a rolled WLS 
fibre coil sandwiched with the rolled cylindrical scintillator screens[10]. With these elements the 
detector can be made tubular shape and long that would make it much easy to be installed in the 
vacuum tank. Since the incidence neutron experiences four layers of scintillation screens the detector 
has a potential to have high detection efficiency, which is similar to that of the 6-bar 1-inch diameter 
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3He gas PSD. Moreover the detector is pixelated, so the detector can operate at much higher global 
count rate per tube than the conventional 3He gas PSD. 
  Figure 14 shows the demonstrator detector that has 64-elements and a 1-inch diameter He gas-based 
PSD for comparison.  The element size of the SFC detector is made 22 × 20 mm to fit in the 1-inch 
diameter Aluminium tube (although the present diameter of the demonstrator detector tube is 30 mm 
due to a ready availability). Clear fibres from each coil elements penetrate through the tube centre to 
the multianode-PMTs which are placed at one end of the tube. At present the detector exhibited 
detection efficiency of 35-45% for thermal neutrons with an acceptable gamma sensitivity and 
multicount rate. This can be improved by optimizing the fiber coil structure and minimizing the light 
loss at the splicing parts between the WLS and clear fiber.  

Figure 15 shows normalized beam profiles with a Cd mask measured using the 252Cf source. A 
cylindrical piece of rolled Cd with a thickness of 0.7 mm and a length of 225 mm covered the left, 
centre and right areas of the detector. The detector reproduced the profile of the masked beam very 
well: the detector measured the masked area as ~220 mm (10.5 pixels) at full width at half maximum 
for all the masked positions, demonstrating the capability of the one-dimensional position sensitivity 
of the detector. 
 
 
 

 

Figure 15. Normalized beam profiles with a Cd mask 
measured using the 252Cf source [10]. 

5. Summary 
We have intensively developed position-sensitive scintillation neutron detectors by using WLS fiber 
technology. The WLS fiber technologies add great flexibility to detector designs and the detector 
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structure has been optimized for iBIX and SENJU. New scintillator material that can improve a count 
rate capability of the detector has been developed and its feasibility demonstrated. Further detector 
development for alternative to 3He gas PSDs will continue for future.  
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Abstract. A novel type of thermal neutron detector based on the gas electron multiplier (GEM) 
technology is presented in the framework of the research and development activity on the 3He 
replacement for neutron detection. The device relies on a series of boron-coated alumina sheets 
placed perpendicularly to the incident neutron beam direction. The detector, named side-on 
GEM (S-GEM), was tested (in a prototypal version) on beam at the TRIGA reactor of the 
ENEA-Casaccia Research Centre (Italy), ISIS spallation neutron source (UK) and at the High 
Flux Isotope Reactor at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (US) to assess its performance. The 
obtained results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed detector configuration to 
achieve a good spatial resolution and, in the perspective, higher thermal neutron efficiency, 
comparable to 3He tubes typically used for diagnostic in nuclear reactors. The main issues to be 
addressed to reach the goal, mostly related to boron coating procedures and characterization, 
are also pointed out. 

 

1.  Introduction 
 
The global shortage of 3He for neutron detection purposes triggered an intense and interesting research 
and development activity worldwide to find out effective solutions. Different approaches have been 
proposed so far such as the use of boron or lithium fluoride loaded detectors [1–6]. Although reactions 
producing charged particles in the final state are widely investigated, also thermal neutron radiative 
capture has been recently used [5,7,8]. In this paper, a particular gaseous detector, namely the gas 
electron multiplier (GEM) [9], is described. In particular, a triple GEM device [10,11] was equipped 
with a sequence of alumina sheets, coated by boron films on both wide surfaces, acting as neutron–
charged-particle converters. The detector window is made on the frames of the GEM foils, so that the 
neutron beam can impinge laterally (that is, perpendicularly to the wider surface) onto the detector 
rather than frontally, as typically happens in other applications [12,13]. The device, conceived and 
assembled at the Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN-Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati) and 
named as side-on GEM (S-GEM) [14], was tested at the TRIGA reactor (ENEA-Casaccia Research 
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Centre, Italy), ISIS spallation source (UK) and High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) (Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory, US) [15,16]. Previously to experimental tests, a series of Monte Carlo 
simulations, thoroughly described and discussed in Ref. [14] were performed using two different 
codes for a thorough description of the physics underlying the detector's operation and as a mandatory 
validation step for other simulations of more complex detector's architectures that should lead to 
define a more efficient device. 
 

2.  Experimental setups and measurements 
The S-GEM detector structure is shown in figures 1 and 2.  
 

 
Figure 1: Schematic of a S-GEM detector 

 

 
Figure 2: Picture of an assembled S-GEM 

 
In the S-GEM configuration, the neutron beam impinges perpendicularly to the wider alumina sheets, 
that is parallel (rather than perpendicular) to the cathode contrarily to the typical configuration applied 
in almost all GEM-based detectors applications. When a neutron is absorbed in the 10B layer, an alpha 
particle and a 7Li ion are produced following the reactions n+10B4He+7Li (Q=2.8 MeV, BR=7%) or 
n+10B4He+7Li+γ(478 keV) (Q=2.3 MeV, BR=93%). The secondary ions ionize the Ar/CO2 gas 
mixture (70%/30%) in the drift region of the detector thus producing electrons that, moving under the 
influence of the electric field in this region, reach the three GEM foils. In this region they are further 
proportionally multiplied in cascade, inducing a detectable signal in the pad-based readout. The first S-
GEM prototype designed was made of two sets of five 40x10x1 mm3 glass sheets arranged in  the 
same detector: a borated set and not borated one in order to check, under localized irradiation, the 
difference between the two sets (the reader is referred to Ref [14] for more details). The readout was 
composed of 128 pads 3x6 mm2 organized in a matrix of 16x8. 10B coating was obtained by means of 
electron beam evaporation techniques. Located on the external side, there is the readout electronics 
consisting of a set of eight CARIOCA chip cards and a FPGA mother board, the details being 
described in ref. [12].  
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The upgraded version of the S-GEM was made with the readout pads arrangement chosen in such a 
way to achieve a better spatial resolution along the beam direction. The cathode is an aluminium plate, 
that on the internal side facing the gas mounts 16 borated alumina sheets in half of the active volume 
of the drift region and one borated alumina sheet on the other half side. Each sheet is 50 mm long, 10 
mm high and 400 μm thick while the drift region is 12 mm high, so that the sheets do not touch the 
first GEM foil. A 10×1 cm2 area 0.5 mm thickness of epoxy glass window was obtained on the lateral 
side of the drift region and parallel to the borated sheets.  
Both the detectors film depositions were carried out at the ENEA-Frascati Research Centre (Italy) 
using a vacuum chamber equipped with a multi-crucible Thermionics 3 kW electron beam system with 
4 kV of electron acceleration voltage and 750 mA of maximum current. Boron tablets of 0.5 inches 
diameter were used as source for evaporation using boron metal powder enriched in 10B (isotopic 10B > 
97 at%, Eagle Picher Technologies, LLc). Five glass substrates were disposed side by side on a 
rotating sample holder in such a way that both surfaces could be subsequently exposed to the 
evaporation source and substrates could be completely coated during the same coating process. Film 
growth rate was monitored by a quartz crystal controller and fixed at 0.2–0.3 nm/s by tuning the 
electron beam current. The distance between the evaporation source and sample holder was 12.5 cm. 
In this configuration, the film thickness uniformity over the whole deposition area 40x50 mm2 is 
greater than 90%. Each surface was coated with 300 nm 10B film. Although the optimized thickness 
may be in the order of about 1 μm, this thickness was chosen to achieve a low intrinsic efficiency for a 
single sheet, as the detector was to be used on the direct neutron beam in a condition similar to a beam 
monitor. Films as thick as 680 nm were successfully deposited on a single surface exhibiting good 
adherence and stability against aging (no delamination occurred within 2–3 months).  

 
2.1 TRIGA measurements 
The first prototype S-GEM with glass sheets was tested at the TRIGA reactor operating at the ENEA-
Casaccia Research Centre (Italy) [17]. The reactor can be operated at different powers, from a few 
Watt to 1 MW, with a neutron flux of about 2x106 n/cm2/s (at the maximum power) featuring a 
Maxwellian spectrum peaked 25 meV and a FWHM of about 70 meV, as shown in figure 3.  
 

 
Figure 3: Neutrons spectral fluence of the TRIGA reactor along the thermal extraction line  

  
By running at different powers (and thus at different neutron fluxes) the detector response was 
investigated in terms of detector's count rate as a function of the incident neutron rate from the beam 
line. Figure 4 shows S-GEM counts and reactor power (from a few Watt to 1 MW) as a function of 
time and the correlation between the S-GEM count rate and the neutrons rate provided by the reactor 
along the extraction port chosen for the measurements. A good linearity over 6 orders of magnitude is 
found and the slope of the fitting line, that provides an estimation of the detection efficiency, results to 
be 4.8(5)%.  
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Figure 4: (left) Normalized S-GEM counts (red) and TRIGA power (black) as a function of time; 

(right) S-GEM counts vs neutron rate (correlation plot). The linear fit provides detector’s efficiency.  
 
 

2.2 ISIS measurements 
The same detector tested at the TRIGA reactor was also tested at the ISIS spallation neutron source 
[18] at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (UK) using the ROTAX beam line [19]. This instrument is 
a neutron diffractometer, mostly used for magnetic neutron scattering and cultural heritages studies 
using neutron diffraction [20,21]. At present, it is used as a test beam line for detector development 
[22,23]. ROTAX is downstream of the PRISMA beam line and it is in the line of view of a solid 
methane moderator at T~95 K. The primary flight path (from moderator to the sample position) is 
L0≈15 m. A T0 chopper blocks the beam when the protons hit the target thus blocking out a large 
component of the fast neutrons and gammas, while the use of the neutron guides in the front end of the 
PRISMA beam line ensures an enhanced thermal neutron intensity at the sample position. The neutron 
spectrum is peaked at about 10 meV and features a high energy tail up to multi-MeV energies [24]. 
The measurement was performed by placing the S-GEM in the incident neutron beam at a distance of 
about 16 m from the moderator and recording neutron counts by using a time window of 1 ms and 
delaying it with respect to the ISIS clock in steps of 1 ms from 0 to 19 ms (i.e. the whole time frame of 
ISIS beam lines). The detector was biased at a voltage of about 870 V, that is at a gain to ensure an 
almost complete rejection of the gamma background (see figure 5 and refer to Ref. [11]), composed of 
different contributions and always occurring in a neutron beam line and [25,26].  
 

 
Figure 5: S-GEM counting rate as a function of total GEM bias for different irradiation conditions 

 
The detector results insensitive to the 478 keV gamma rays coming from the radiative thermal neutron 
capture in boron. The reconstructed time spectrum (corresponding to the incident neutron spectrum in 
the time-of-flight domain) is shown in Fig. 6 and compared to the same spectrum measured by the 
ROTAX incident neutron beam monitor (a Li-glass scintillation detector) operating with the standard 
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Data Acquisition Electronics used at ISIS. The two spectra were normalized with respect to the peak at 
6 ms of the S-GEM spectrum for a more clear shape comparison. The two trends are very similar and 
show a peak at about 6 ms and then a rapid falling edge starting at 2 ms. The peak at 6 ms is the peak 
of the Maxwell–Boltzmann component of the neutron spectrum induced by the effect of the moderator 
while the rapid decrease below 2 ms is due to the combined effect of the T0 chopper operating on 
ROTAX, and used to cut away from the beam the high-energy neutrons components and the gamma 
flash from the target, and the decreasing efficiency of the monitor and S_GEM with increasing neutron 
velocity (both 6Li and 10B absorption cross section decrease as 1/v, v being the neutron velocity).  
 

 
Figure 6: Comparison between the time of flight neutron spectrum recorded by the Li-glass neutron 

beam monitor of ROTAX and that recorded by the S-GEM (see text for details). 
 
Another measurement was performed on ROTAX by placing two close spaced (about 5 mm distance) 
cadmium sheets, 1 mm thickness and about 10x1 cm2 area. The two sheets were placed in front of the 
entrance window of the S-GEM in such a way to intercept the incident neutron beam and absorb 
thermal neutrons impinging onto the Cd surface. Indeed, 1 mm natural Cd provides a very high (close 
to 100%) absorption efficiency for neutrons with energy up to about 400 meV (cadmium cut-off).  
Figure 7 shows the 2D intensity plots and the corresponding contour plots relative to the 
measurements with and without the cadmium sheets in front of the S-GEM. In the right panel, counts 
are registered in the region between the two absorbing Cd sheets. It is to be stressed that in both cases 
shown in Fig. 7, the signals from gamma-rays (both environmental as well as from neutron radiative 
capture in 10B and Cd) do not contribute thanks to the high rejection capability of the detector at the 
used operational bias. This further measurement is a clear demonstration that the S-GEM detector is 
sensitive to thermal neutron with a spatial resolution related to the pad's dimension. 
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Figure 7:  2D Intensity profiles recorded through the S-GEM, obtained by 

using two cadmium sheets in front of the detector 
 
 
 
2.3 HFIR measurements 
The S-GEM detector mounting 16 borated alumina sheets was characterized at the CG1A beam line at 
the HFIR facility, a nuclear research reactor located at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL, Oak 
Ridge, Tennessee, US). HFIR operates at 85 MW power and is one of the highest-flux reactor-based 
sources of neutrons for condensed-matter research in the United States. CG1A is a detector test station 
providing 4.2 Å neutrons at an estimated flux of 2×106 n cm−2. The neutron beam used for the 
measurements extended on an irradiation area of 5×5 cm2 and had an angular divergence lower than 
one degree, making it extremely useful to characterize resolution, uniformity, distortion and 
performance with a high neutron flux. The HFIR neutron spectrum, shown in figure 8, features a 
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution peaked at = 4.23 Å (E ∼ 4.57 meV) with a Full Width at Half-
Maximum (FWHM) of about 0.11 Å.  

 

 
Figure 8: HFIR neutron spectrum as a function of wavelength. 

 
This spectrum is measured using the time-of-flight analysis. This is accomplished by using a pinhole 
neutron chopper operating at about 100 Hz and a 3He detector approximately 1.5 m from the chopper. 
The main goals of the experimental tests were to evaluate linearity and accuracy in beam positioning 
and to measure the detector efficiency. For beam intensity tests, the experimental set-up is sketched in 
figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Schematic of the experimental setup for the S-GEM measurements at HFIR reactor 

 
A 2 mm thick borated aluminium mask was placed at a distance of about 2m from the source to 
provide an almost complete absorption of about 99.7% neutrons over the whole spectrum shown in fig. 
8. The mask features a 2.5 mm diameter hole to provide a collimated beam for positioning tests 
described below. Beyond the screen there was the S-GEM detector mounted on a mobile support so 
that it could be displaced along the horizontal direction parallel to the window. During the beam 
positioning tests the detector was moved in steps of 10 mm (with an accuracy of better than 10 μm) 
scanning in such a way the whole window by the small-hole beam. Then, to make efficiency 
measurements, an 3He tube (1 cm in diameter and 30 cm long with 10 bar pressure) was placed in 
front of the S-GEM detector providing an efficiency close to 1 at the neutron spectrum peak. During 
the S-GEM measurements the 3He detector was moved away, while during the measurements with the 
3He tube the GEM detector was not recorded. The S-GEM measurements were performed in two 
different positions with respect to the beam passing through the mask hole, in order to irradiate the 16-
sheets region and the single-sheet one. To evaluate the overall background sensitivity of both 3He and 
GEM detectors, the measurements were done also with the mask hole closed. The S-GEM was 
operated with a biasing voltage of 870V, corresponding to a gain of about 180, that allows an effective 
lowering of the gamma sensitivity  as already shown in other experimental tests [11,14]. The 3He tube 
used a PDT model 20A preamplifier and was biased at about 1200 V. The TTL output of the PDT 
preamplifier is input into an ORTEC 974 counter and the count rate is the average value over a 100 s 
counting time. The efficiency of the 3He tube has been verified using a second 3He tube operating 
under similar conditions with a different PZT amplifier. Dead time loss is not significant in the 3He 
detector below 1E+4 counts s−1. During the detector position scan, a sequence of 3D beam profiles like 
those shown in figure 10(a) was measured. The 2D beam profile [figure 10(b)] was obtained by 
summing all the counts on the four pads along the X-axis. A Gaussian function was used to fit these 
profiles: their central value provides a measure of the beam positions. Figure 10(c) shows the intensity 
profiles along the X-direction (neutron beam axis) for the four pads rows. The S-GEM detector 
worked using an internal trigger and registered the number of counts over a time window of 1 s after 
each trigger. 
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Figure 10: (a) 3D beam profiles measured during the detector position scan over the active window; 
(b) a beam profile on the Y section, obtained summing all the counts on the pads along X-direction; 
(c) beam profiles obtained on the 32 Y pads on  each of the four pads sectors along the X direction. 

 
The Gaussian fit shows an increase in the FWHM of the beam profile, along the neutron flight path 
inside the detector, of about 25% between the first and the last pads sector. This is most likely due to a 
small divergence of the beam. A position resolution of 770±80 m is found [27]. In figure 11, the 3D 
plots represent the cumulative counts distribution on each pad obtained by summing the counts for 
each trigger. Analysing these distributions, it is possible to calculate the mean of the counts number 
and its uncertainty for the two beam configurations.  
 

χ2/ndf          40.62 / 5
Constant   794.4±30.1
Mean        47.05±0.05
Sigma       1.622±0.038

χ2/ndf          32.86 / 6
Constant   494.2±24.6
Mean        47.23±0.06
Sigma       1.688±0.055

χ2/ndf          11.48 / 5
Constant   257.9±17.4
Mean        47.39±0.09
Sigma       1.839±0.080

χ2/ndf          8.199 / 3
Constant   139.9±11.6
Mean        48.03±0.14
Sigma       2.044±0.106
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Figure 11: (upper panel) 3D plot of the total counts distribution in the S-GEM in the open pencil 

beam configuration and histogram of the total counts distribution in the S-GEM, obtained summing 
over the whole set of acquisition triggers of the measurement. (Lower panel) the same kind of plots of 
the the upper panel but for the closed pencil beam configuration, i.e. background measurements. 
 
 
Table 1 reports the calculated values of the efficiency S/B ratio for S-GEM and 3He tube. The 
background counts in the S-GEM are mostly due to environmental neutrons (almost an isotropic 
components and a directional one due to neutron beam, passing through the mask) as the gamma 
sensitivity at the chosen operation bias is almost null. The higher background sensitivity of the 3He 
tube, as compared to the S-GEM, is primarily due to the incomplete shielding of 30 cm long tube to 
background neutrons. The absolute S-GEM efficiency was calculated as 

 
 

HeBCKG-3He3He

BCKG-GEMGEM
GEM-S

3/C . C
/C-C 


 CS
      (1) 

In relation (1), CGEM and CGEM-BCKG are the overall counts and the background counts in the S-GEM, 
respectively, while 3HeC  and C3He-BCKG are the same quantities for the 3He tube; 

He3 is the 3He tube 
absolute efficiency (99%) and CS is the cluster size. This last value is a statistical parameter taking 
into account the possibility for a neutron to fire more than one single pad in the S-GEM detector. 
Estimation of cluster size has been obtained carrying out measurements with small integration times (< 
20 μs) and very low intensity beams. The estimated value at 870 V is CS=1.34 ± 0.02. The evaluated 
absolute efficiency at 5.1 meV of the S-GEM on the 16-sheets region is 31% ± 1%, while for the 
single-sheet region it is found to be (2.8 ± 0.5)%.  
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Table 1: Signal and background counts for S-GEM and 3He tube detectors and measured values of signal-to-
background ratio and efficiency, the efficiency of 3He tube being known by measurements performed previously  

 S-GEM 3He Tube 

Overall mean counts [s-1] 1863 6011 

Background mean counts [s-1] 21 1586 

Signal/Background 87.7 2.8 

Efficiency [%] 31 99 

Single sheet efficiency [%] 2.8  

 
 

3.  Conclusions and perspectives 
A new configuration of a GEM-based neutron detector named Side-on GEM (S-GEM) was tested and 
characterized on beam at the TRIGA reactor (ENEA Casaccia), ISIS spallation neutron source 
(Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK) and the HFIR reactor (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, US), 
respectively. Two different prototypes were tested: a first detector made of a series of glass sheets 
borated on both sides, the 10B layer being 300 nm, and filled by Ar/CO2 mixture, a second one with 16 
alumina sheets borated with 1 m 10B. The tests at the TRIGA reactor provided a first experimental 
determination of the detector efficiency and of its dynamic range in the present configuration, over an 
extended interval of neutron flux. The experimental tests at ISIS showed the effectiveness of the S-
GEM in detecting thermal neutrons, producing the main features of the neutron spectrum in a 
comparable way with respect to the standard neutron beam monitor used on the beam line. The HFIR 
tests have shown an improved efficiency and improved spatial resolution thanks to an optimized pads 
layout, also pointing out important issues to be addressed on boron deposition. In perspective, the 
devices can be made more efficient by a controlled deposition procedure and new tests are envisaged  
both on the reactors and time of flight neutron sources. 
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Abstract. Recent advances in WLSF detector technology at ISIS are presented here. Cost 
reduction strategies, such as a transition from single anode to multi-anode PMTs and optically 
isolated scintillator elements to continuous scintillator sheets, will be discussed. Advantages 
and current disadvantages of WLSF detector technology will also be discussed. Thermal 
neutron detection efficiencies of approximately 65% with corresponding gamma sensitivities 
on the order of 10-7 are shown. Pixel to pixel variation of less than ±6% has been achieved for 
linear and 2D position sensitive detectors. These properties make WLSF detectors viable for a 
variety of applications at ISIS. 
 

 
1. Introduction 
 
Scintillation detectors using ZnS:Ag/6LiF are currently used in a number of facilities such as J-PARC 
[1], [2], SNS [3] and ISIS. At the ISIS pulsed neutron and muon scattering facility, these scintillation 
detectors have been employed for more than two decades and service approximately half of the 
instruments [4]. The current generation of ZnS:Ag/6LiF detectors on ISIS are optically coupled to 
photomultiplier tubes (PMT) with clear optical fibres [4]. New instruments will, however, require 
larger area or finer resolution detectors which render clear optical fibres obsolete due to high costs 
and manufacturing difficulties. J-PARC and SNS have ZnS:Ag/6LiF detectors operational that are 
using wavelength shifting fibre (WLSF) instead of clear optical fibres and are considerably cheaper to 
produce with reduced manufacturing complications. ISIS is therefore also developing WLSF based 
ZnS:Ag/6LiF detectors. 

ISIS, along with other facilities, is developing WLSF detector technology to suit a variety of 
instruments. IMAT is the first ISIS instrument planning on using WLSF detectors on a large scale [5]. 
Modifications to the IMAT detector design have made WLSF detectors useful for a broad range of 
neutron scattering applications including current reflectometers and future single crystal 
diffractometers. 

Details of neutron scattering applications at ISIS suitable to WLSF detector technology are 
described below. Developments in WLSF detector technology for a broad range of applications are 
discussed in terms of instrument specifications. 
 
2. Detector requirements for new and upgraded instruments 
 
ZnS:Ag/6LiF scintillator detectors on ISIS have generally serviced low rate (<5 kHz local peak rate) 
powder diffractometers, like ENGIN-X, POLARIS, GEM, HRPD and PEARL. Some of these powder 
diffractometers will soon be due for upgrades which will include larger area coverage. Reflectometers 

3.6.5
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like CRISP and SURF on TS1 operate with clear fibre coupled scintillator limiting the position 
resolution of the detector to 1.2mm and are thus due for upgraded detectors.  

New instruments like IMAT, which is currently under construction, and LMX, which is proposed 
for a future phase of TS2, are good candidates for WLSF detectors because of their unique 
requirements. Future prospects of WLSF detectors on ISIS also include large inelastic spectrometers. 
These spectrometers are usually equipped with 3He detectors, but 3He has become rare and expensive 
[6], [7]. Instruments suited to WLSF detectors and their detector requirements are described below. 
 
2.1 IMAT 
 
IMAT is an imaging and diffraction instrument for materials science utilizing a new technique called 
tomography driven diffraction [8]. The diffraction detector suite will include the ability for strain and 
texture analysis. In order for the instrument to operate efficiently, there must be high angular coverage 
with detector pixilation for texture analysis. Diffraction banks are proposed to cover a total of 18m2

 
with detector banks at 2theta positions of 20, 45, 90, 125 and 155 degrees. The secondary flight path 
of the 90 degree bank will be 2 m [5]. The detector array will require 2 dimensional positioning to 
facilitate texture analysis. Each detector will consist of pixels 4mm x 100mm with minimal dead 
space to provide d-spacing resolution ∆d/d = 0.7% at 90 degrees. The detector will need to cope with 
approximately 10 kHz local peak rate. 
 
2.2  Linear reflectometers – CRISP 
 
CRISP was the first neutron reflectometer on ISIS and is designed to study interfacial phenomena 
with the ability to perform polarized neutron reflectometry [9], [10]. Currently, a clear optical fibre 
coded ZnS:Ag detector with 260mm linear coverage is used to detect off-specular reflections. Clear 
optical fibre coupling limits the position resolution of the detector to 1.2mm and is reported to limit 
the rate capability of the instrument. Future experiments will likely require 0.5mm linear position 
resolution with a factor of 10 improvement in the current count rate capability of 1.5kHz per detector 
pixel. Off-specular reflectivity also requires elimination of ghosting artefacts which exist in the 
current detector. 
 
2.3 2D reflectometers – Surf, Inter, PolRef and OffSpec 
 
The current suite of reflectometers is operated with linear position sensitive detectors (PolRef, 
OffSpec and Inter) similar to that on CRISP described above. Surf utilizes a small 2D clear fibre 
coupled ZnS:Ag/6LiF detector [11]. In some cases, users need to have horizontal as well as vertical 
position sensitivity which requires rotation of the detector by 90 degrees and a second data set. 2D 
detectors would greatly simplify the process as well as add to the scientific merit of some 
experiments. The 2D detectors would be required to maintain similar 1.2mm position resolution. As 
with a linear reflectometer detector, count rate improvements of over a factor of 10 are desired while 
maintaining a high degree of pixel to pixel uniformity. 
 
2.4 LMX 
 
LMX is a proposed high flux single crystal diffractometer which will be used for large molecular 
crystallography [12]. Single crystal diffraction requires 2 dimensional detectors. Small proposed 
secondary flight paths between 0.25m – 0.75m require the detector to have a maximum position 
resolution of 1mm x 1mm (0.5mm x 0.5mm is preferable) and be insensitive to parallax errors.  
 
2.5 Inelastic spectrometers 
 
Current inelastic neutron spectrometers like LET on TS-2 cover large areas (up to 40m2) and use 
resistive wire 3He tubes [13]. Due to very limited supply of 3He, the amount of 3He required for such 
detectors is now too large to be considered in future inelastic spectrometers. Detector requirements for 
future inelastic spectrometers would be similar to LET, i.e. a coarse 2 dimensional position resolution 
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(20mm x 20mm) with neutron detection efficiency better than 80% at 1.8Å, low intrinsic background 
and insensitivity to gamma (around 10-7). 
 
3. Wavelength shifting fibre detector variations 
 
Wavelength shifting fibre coupled ZnS:Ag/6LiF detectors offer significant advantages in cost savings, 
ease of assembly and are ideally suited to provide fine position resolution requirements. Development 
has been focused on maintaining high detection efficiencies and reliability. These detectors are 
described below. 
 
3.1 Linear Position Sensitive Detectors – Diffractometers and reflectometers 
 
Two styles of linear WLSF detectors have been developed, one has complete optical isolation (called 
the isolated linear detector) and another is a low-cost solution without optical isolation (called the 
continuous linear detector). Photographs of the two detector types are shown in Figure 1. The isolated 
linear detector was developed as a solution to general powder diffractometers with the guarantee of 
complete optical isolation in the scintillator-fibre head. Constraining the light to a single detector pixel 
prevents misplacement of neutron events (known as ghosts) and multi-counts due to light spread 
across the detector. 

 
Figure 1. Photographs of the isolated linear detector (a.) and the continuous linear detector (b.). 

 The isolated linear detector was constructed with 2 mm wide and 200 mm long pixels. Each pixel 
consisted of two 1mm diameter wavelength shifting fibres sandwiched between two 0.46 mm thick 
ZnS:Ag/6LiF scintillator (AST [14] 2:1 scintillator) strips and wrapped in thin aluminium foil. Two 
scintillator strips were used to increase neutron absorption efficiency compared to a single sheet. A 
dual coincidence fibre code was used to eliminate PMT noise events and decrease the number of 
PMTs used to read out the detector. The fibres were coded such that four scintillator elements were 
viewed by a single pixel of a Hamamatsu H8711 16 channel multi-anode PMT (MA-PMT). A 
Photograph of the detector is shown in figure 1a. Figure 2 shows the neutron detection efficiency of 
the isolated linear detector as a function of wavelength compared to that of a 6 bar 3He detector 
measured at Reactor Institute Delft (RID). The isolated linear detector was 65% efficient at 1.8Å, has 
2mm position resolution, 16 kHz maximum local count rate capability and 3x10-7 gamma sensitivity. 
A detailed study of the isolated linear detector at RID can be found elsewhere [15]. 
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Figure 2. (Left) Time-of-flight neutron spectra as detected by a 6 bar, 25.4mm 3He tube (red line) and 
isolated linear detector (black line) and the ratio between the two (blue line). (Right) Calculated 
efficiency as a function of wavelength for the 3He tube and the isolated linear detector. 

An isolated detector is relatively difficult to assemble due to cutting the scintillator and wrapping 
individual scintillator elements. It is also practically impossible to build a detector with less than 2mm 
position resolution with the optically isolated pixel concept. Constructing a detector with single, 
continuous, sheets of ZnS:Ag/6LiF solves these issues.  

The continuous linear detector (pictured in figure 1b) was constructed to suit the CRISP 
reflectometer needs. The detector consisted of parallel rows of 768 fibres that were 0.5mm in 
diameter.  The fibres were sandwiched between two single sheets of 406mm x 66mm x 0.46mm AST 
2:1 scintillator which were placed so their inside surfaces were in contact with the fibres.  Fibres were 
coded into 24, 16-channel, MA-PMTs.  Every other pixel of the PMT was used (called the active 
PMT pixel) to eliminate cross-talk between PMT channels. Each active PMT pixel was coupled to 
one end of 8 fibres.  A dual coincidence fibre code was optimized to minimize the possibility of 
ghosting and optimize global count rate capability.  

Ghosting occurs as a result of scintillation light from one neutron overlapping in time with 
afterglow of another neutron interacting in a different location in the detector. Despite limiting 
ghosting with the chosen fibre code, light spread in the scintillator-fibre head increases the chances of 
ghosting. A signal processing algorithm was developed to eliminate ghosting artefacts. The algorithm 
resulted in at least a factor of 10 reduction in ghosts with only a 15% decrease in neutron detection 
efficiency (from 65% to 56% at 1.8Å). Details of the ghost reduction algorithm are beyond the scope 
of this paper. Position resolution was determined to be 0.7mm which considerably better than the 
1.2mm position resolution of the detectors used on CRISP. It is believed that light spread coupled 
with a simple position determination algorithm broadens the peaks beyond the fibre pitch. 
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Figure 3. Position spectrum of the continuous linear detector measured on the CRISP beamline with a 
super mirror sample depicting results of the ghost removal processing algorithm. 
3.2 IMAT detector options 
 
IMAT requires 4mm resolution in 2 theta and coarse 100mm resolution in the azimuthal direction. 
Rectangular pixel sizes needed for IMAT led to three possible geometries as shown in Figure 4. In the 
first geometry, WLS fibres were divided by reflective slats defining the pixel dimensions to be 4mm x 
100mm. Reflective slats were used to prevent excessive light spread. Two continuous sheets of 
0.46mm thick AST 2:1 scintillator were fixed in contact with the slats. A small amount of scintillation 
light is still able to spread into the adjacent pixel because of light scattering in the scintillator (called 
scintillator cross-talk). This effect was minor and was eliminated by a cross-talk reduction algorithm 
in the electronics. In this solution, the fibres were sharply bent at 2.5mm radius to allow stacking in 
the (coarse) azimuthal direction with minimum dead space. Two fibres were spaced evenly in each 
detector pixel to decrease the number of fibres and therefore decrease the amount of labour needed to 
produce the detector. Spacing of the fibres resulted in less light collection but maintained overall 
neutron detection efficiency at the operating discriminator level (200mV). The black curve in figure 5 
shows the normalized count-rate of this solution as a function of discrimination level.  
 

 
Figure 4. Photographs of the IMAT detector options. (a.) Is a continuous flat scintillator sheet with 
2.5mm bend radius fibres, (b.) is a zoomed in photo of the venetian scintillators and (c.) is the fibre 
support grid for the crossed-fibre detector. 
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Figure 5. Plot of the area and time normalized counts as a function of discriminator level for the three 
IMAT detector options, measured with a 241AmBe source. This plot shows the relative efficiencies 
and light collection of each detector. 
The second solution (pictured in Figure 4b) again used a linear array of sharply bent fibres but has 
scintillators that are individually cut and angled at 72 degrees relative to the neutron’s angle of 
incidence (called a Venetian geometry). The Venetian geometry was chosen to increase the neutron 
absorption efficiency by virtue of longer path lengths of the neutron through the scintillator. Each 
scintillator had a reflector attached to the back of it and the entire active area was covered in 
Aluminium foil to prevent light spread into adjacent detector pixels. The overall pixel size was 4mm x 
100mm. The fibres were coded into 38mm single anode PMTs. As in the continuous scintillator 
detector, the linear detectors are stacked to provide azimuthal position sensitivity.  

Figure 6 is a plot of the efficiency as a function of wavelength for the Venetian geometry relative 
to the flat geometry detector. There is a 15% increase in efficiency at 1.8Å which is attributed to the 
increased path length in the scintillator. There is as much as a 40% increase in efficiency at long 
wavelengths which is a result of the ability of light to escape the scintillator and efficiently collected 
by the fibres. Long wavelength neutrons are absorbed at the surface of the scintillator resulting in 
scintillation occurring at the surface. In the flat geometry, scintillation light is scattered through the 
bulk of the opaque scintillator. These events have the least amount of light collected and are the most 
difficult to detect. In the Venetian geometry, low energy neutrons are absorbed at the surface nearest 
the fibres making those events the brightest and thus easiest to detect.  
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Figure 6.  Relative efficiency of the Venetian geometry compared to the continuous flat scintillator 
detector option for IMAT. 

The third solution is a 2-dimensional crossed fibre detector pictured in Figure 4c. The 2theta plane 
is coded into 4mm pixels and the azimuthal direction is coarsely coded into 20mm pixels making a 
single pixel 4mm x 20mm. The crossed-fibre support was constructed such that each detector pixel 
was optically isolated by a thin wall coated with reflective paint. Two continuous sheets of 0.46mm 
thick AST 2:1 scintillator were placed on the top and bottom of the fibre support. Fibres were coded 
into 16-channel MA-PMTs. Different pixel sizes can be obtained by either different fibre coding or 
re-binning the data to make larger pixels. 4-fold fibre coding coincidence was used in order to reduce 
the number of PMTs needed. 

As seen in Figure 5, the crossed-fibre approach suffers from reduced efficiency due to 4 fold 
coincidence. Efficiency is reduced by approximately 30%. This reduction in efficiency is likely a 
convolution of effects from the 4-fold coincidence and optical cross-talk in the MA-PMTs. When the 
PMTs in each plane of fibres were summed to simulate 2-fold coincidence, the efficiency is the same 
as isolated linear detector (or approximately 65% at 1.8Å). This demonstrates that neutrons are being 
absorbed, but not detected with 4-fold coincidence. 

 
3.3 2D fine resolution – reflectometers and LMX 
 
A unique 3-layer crossed-fibre detector (pictured in figure 7) was developed as a solution to suit the 
needs of single crystal diffractometers and reflectometers. 1mm diameter WLS fibres were placed on 
a 1mm pitch. Top and bottom layers contained 60ppm of dye allowing partial transmission of light to 
the middle layer. The middle layer was highly absorbing, with a dye content of 300ppm. Top and 
bottom layers were read out separately and provide horizontal position information while the middle 
layer provides vertical position information. 3 fibre layers allowed for scintillators to be placed on 
both the top and bottom of the fibre support system while helping to reduce light spread in the 
scintillator-fibre cavity.  

 Fibre ends were coded in 4-fold coincidence into six 16 channel MA-PMTs. 4-fold coincidence 
coding allowed for 16384 pixels (128x128 pixels) to be readout by 96 PMT channels with 8 fibre ends 
coupled to each PMT pixel. In the first instance, only one quadrant of the detector could be read out 
due to limitations on the number of available electronics channels. No fundamental problems prevent 
readout of the entire detector. 
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Figure 7 .  Photograph of the 2 D fine resolution detector concept.  

 4-fold coincidence coding reduced the efficiency of the detector from the nominal 65% at 1.8Å to 
approximately 40%, as in the IMAT crossed-fibre detector. Light spread from the scintillator to the 
second layer of fibres also complicates positioning algorithms causing events to be rejected. Signal 
processing and position reconstruction algorithms are currently under development to improve event 
recognition and increase efficiency.   

 An image of the position reconstruction of a Cd mask as well as the position resolution are shown 
in Figure 8. Full-width at half maximum gives the position resolution to be 1.2mm. Light spread in 
the scintillator likely causes a small ambiguity in positioning causing slight broadening beyond the 
1mm fibre pitch.  1.2 mm spatial resolution is sufficient for an instrument like LMX. Resolution could 
be further improved by using smaller diameter fibres and more sophisticated positioning algorithms. 

 
Figure 8. (Left) 2D position reconstruction of a Cd mask on top of the detector and (right) Gaussian 
fit of the counts in the middle layer of the detector behind a mask of 0.7mm diameter showing 
position resolution of 1.2mm. 

3.4 2D coarse resolution – inelastic spectrometers 
 
A coarse 2D detector, shown in Figure 9, was built with pixel sizes similar to that of resistive wire 
3He tubes. An optically isolating, plastic fibre support grid was printed with 20mm x 20mm pixels 
arranged in an 8x8 array (160mm x 160mm overall active area). The fibre grid had guide holes on a 
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5mm pitch. The WLS fibres were placed in the grid in orthogonal planes to provide 2D position 
information. Two continuous sheets of 0.46mm thick 2:1 AST ZnS:Ag/6LiF scintillators on 
aluminium backing plates were placed directly on the grid facing the fibres. Fibres in each row and 
column of detector pixels were coupled to separate pixels on a MA-PMT providing a 2 fold 
coincidence for every detector pixel. 64 pixels were read out by a single 16 channel MA-PMT. 

 
Figure 9 .  Photographs of the 2 D coarse resolution concept and fibre support grid. 

Neutron detection efficiency of the 2-fold coarse resolution 2D detector was 65% at 1.8Å, the 
same as the theoretically expected detection efficiency, despite having a large fibre pitch. Figure 10 
shows the efficiency and light collection of the coarse 2D detector relative to the isolated linear 
detector. Light collection is lower than the isolated linear detector due to the large fibre pitch. 
Reduced counts for the detector with a standard position reconstruction algorithm (black curve) at low 
discriminator values are a result of light cross-talk, mainly on the MA-PMT. The red curve in figure 
10 demonstrates that light cross-talk is eliminated by a cross-talk reduction algorithm in signal 
processing.  

 
Figure 10. Plot of the area and time normalised counts as a function of discriminator level for the 
coarse 2D detector showing light collection and efficiency compared to the isolated linear detector 
measured with a 241AmBe source. 
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One problem with the current coarse 2D detector is the inherent sensitivity to background 
radiation. Currently, 3He detectors have background count rates of approximately 0.1 counts per hour 
per cm2, whereas the (2-fold coincidence) scintillator detector is approximately a factor of 30 worse 
than that.  In general, 4-fold coincidence detectors have a lower background rate than 2-fold 
coincidence detectors. The sensitivity to background radiation of the coarse 2D detector therefore 
might be improved by using a 4-fold coincidence read out, provided that acceptable detection 
efficiency can be achieved.   
 
4. Conclusions 
 
Current WLSF detectors have shown exceptional performance in terms of efficiency, position 
resolution and gamma sensitivity. There are now WLSF detector options for general powder 
diffraction, the IMAT 90 degree bank, 1D and 2D reflectometry, single crystal diffraction and 
inelastic spectroscopy. There are still challenges to overcome in order to take full advantage of some 
instruments. Reflectometers could be more effective if the rate capability of the detectors was 
increased. The background of WLSF detectors needs to be reduced for inelastic spectroscopy. 
Research and development is ongoing to address these issues. Despite these challenges, wavelength 
shifting fibre detector technology is versatile and ideally suited to many applications. 
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Appendix A. Evaluation procedures 
 
All detectors undergo the same initial evaluation procedure to ascertain relative thermal neutron 
detection efficiency, pixel to pixel uniformity and light collection capability. After initial evaluation 
has been performed, detector requirement specific tests are performed on a beam line at ISIS. Beam 
line tests are performed to verify position resolution, rate capability, ghosting, wavelength dependent 
neutron detection efficiency and uniformity.  

 Initial evaluations are performed by irradiating the detector with neutrons from a water moderated 
241AmBe source. Moderated 241AmBe is a broad spectrum neutron source with median energy at 
25meV and a significant, but undetermined, contribution of fast neutrons. Every detector was placed 
approximately 30cm from the face of the moderator such that the main flux was perpendicular to the 
face of the detector. It has been established that at this position, using a 200mV discrimination level, a 
count-rate of 40 counts/sec/cm2 for a detector with two continuous sheets of 0.46mm thick 2:1 AST 
ZnS:Ag/6LiF scintillators corresponds to a detection efficiency of 65% for 1.8Å neutrons. 

 The ALF and CRISP instruments on ISIS were used to evaluate wavelength dependent efficiency, 
position resolution, rate capability and ghosting. EMMA is a new instrument on ISIS and was used to 
investigate positioning accuracy of the detector. ALF is a general purpose TOF instrument used for 
crystal alignment and detector testing. ALF views the 95K methane moderator and has a wavelength 
range of 0.6Å – 5.2 Å. Detectors can be placed either in the beam or in scattering. The CRISP TOF 
reflectometer [9], [10] was operated in un-polarized mode with a wavelength range of 0.5Å to 12Å 
with the T-Zero chopper running at 25 Hz. Beam slits on CRISP allowed for easy control of the beam 
size and flux on the detector. EMMA is the new equipment, materials and mechanics analyzer built in 
place of the previously decommissioned HET chopper spectrometer. EMMA has a dedicated detector 
testing blockhouse with the option of operating as a chopper spectrometer. EMMA views the room 
temperature water moderator providing wavelength range from 0.2Å to 3Å. 

 All detectors were purpose built to address different needs and as such were subject to different 
test conditions. Specific test conditions were not described in detail because more details will be 
elaborated on in future publications. 
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Abstract. A 2012 model 6Li time analyzer neutron detector (LiTA12) system has been 
developed as a high-count-rate neutron detector. An exclusive function with a center-of-gravity 
calculation, which not only prevents over-counting due to cross-talk, but also obtains fine 
position resolution, has been included in this version. This device can detect neutrons with a 3 
mm position resolution in a detection area of 49 × 49 mm2, and is arranged as a 16 × 16 matrix 
with a detection efficiency of approximately 40% of that of a 3He detector. A maximum count 
rate of 50 million counts per second (Mcps) was obtained. In addition, the center-of-gravity 
pixel size obtained is 0.4 mm, although the actual pixel size is 3 mm. 

1. Introduction 
Neutron scattering experiments are indispensable for the structural analysis of various condensed 
matter and in the development of advanced materials. Therefore, large-scale experimental facilities 
where these experiments can be performed are being constructed globally. However, the efficiency of 
existing neutron detectors is sub-optimal owing to the difficulties involved in direct neutron detection. 
A 3He gas detector, which is the most frequently used apparatus, is also the best neutron detector 
available; however, it has a low count rate and low position resolution. A neutron scintillator detector 
is one of the solutions for overcoming these drawbacks. 
A data acquisition (DAQ) group at the Neutron Science Laboratory (KENS) in the High-Energy 
Accelerator Research Organization (KEK) has developed various other types of detector systems. This 
group was established to develop DAQ electronics and software for experimental spectrometers used 
at the Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility (MLF) in the Japan Proton Accelerator 
Research Complex (J-PARC). For instance, this group developed the neutron encode-module with 
network (NEUNET) system [1] for 3He gas detectors, which is the de-facto standard in J-PARC/MLF. 
This system is used in more than half of the experimental spectrometers at this facility and can control 
thousands of 3He gas detectors. 
The same group also developed a 6Li time analyzer (LiTA) system [2] as a high-count-rate and high-
efficiency detector, which is still used in a small number of experimental spectrometers. However, the 
LiTA system is large and unstable. Therefore, a 2012 model LiTA (LiTA12) system [3, 4] has been 
developed. This report outlines the improvements to this system, and presents a newly added exclusive 
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function with a center-of-gravity calculation that not only prevents cross-talk between pixels, but also 
obtains fine position resolution. Although the real pixel size is 3 mm, the obtained center-of-gravity 
pixel size is 0.4 mm. 

2. LiTA12 system 

2.1. Basic design specifications 
The LiTA12 system has a high-count-rate function and an exclusive function. The high-count-rate 
function is usually used in high-intensity neutron environments in the histogram mode. The exclusive 
function prevents multi-counting of cross-talk, allowing use as a no-cut scintillator, and generates 
event data to calculate the center-of-gravity. 
The LiTA12 system consists of a LiTA detector, an amplifier, and four LiTA12 Versa Module Europa 
(VME) modules. Figure 1 shows the main components of the LiTA12 system with a no-cut scintillator 
detector for the exclusive function. The LiTA detector uses the multi-anode-type photo-multiplier tube 
(MA-PMT, Hamamatsu Photonics K.K.: H9500 series), which has a 49 × 49 mm2 detection area, 
arranged as a 16 × 16 matrix of a two-dimensional (2D) detector with a 3.04-mm pitch. For the high-
count-rate function, 256 pixelated 6Li glass scintillators, 2.1 × 2.1 × 1 mm3 in size, corresponding to 
each anode, are used. With respect to the exclusive function, a no-cut scintillator of dimensions 50 × 
50 mm2 is used, which is installed on the MA-PMT, as shown in Figure 1. The amplifier consists of 
eight 32-channel boards, and it amplifies the signals of the 256-pixel data. 
The LiTA12-VME has four LiTA12-ADC boards with 16 analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), and 
each module can convert 64 pixels to digital data. Therefore, 256 pixel data is converted by four 
LiTA12-VME modules. 

Figure 1. Block diagram of the LiTA12 system with a no-cut 
scintillator detector for the exclusive function. 

2.2. High-count-rate function  
The high-count-rate function is used in high-intensity neutron environments. It is easy to acquire a 
high count rate with simple composition for every pixel, provided that there is no cross-talk between 
pixels. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the high-count-rate function process. 
Each ADC board controls large high-speed storage in the histogram mode, and is capable of 
accumulating complete histogram data for every pixel. In order to access the large storage at high 
speed, the board has two static RAMs that can be accessed independently. Because first-in, first-out 
(FIFO) memories are equipped with several data flow joints, the data are accumulated without loss. 
The histogram mode creates two types of histograms: a time-analyzing histogram, and a pulse-height-
analyzing histogram. The time-analyzing histogram has 16,384 channels for each pixel in the memory 
IC, and the time resolution of the histogram can be set from 40 ns to 1.3 ms with a step of 20 ns. The 
pulse-height-analyzing histogram has 512 channels for each pixel in the internal memory of the field-
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programmable gate array (FPGA) on the board. The VME module controls the Gbit-SiTCP in order to 
read data from the ADC boards and write it to an external PC at any time [5]. 
In this function, neutrons with 3 mm position resolution can be detected in a detection area of 49 × 49 
mm2, and it is arranged as a 16 × 16 matrix with an efficiency of approximately 40% of that of a 3He 
detector; a maximum count rate of up to 50 million counts per second (Mcps) was obtained. 

Figure 2. Block diagram of the high-count-rate function. 

2.3. Exclusive functions 
The exclusive function with the center-of-gravity calculation has been integrated by changing the 
FPGA program without changing the hardware. Because it is difficult to perform the center-of-gravity 
calculation in the FPGA, it is calculated by the control-PC in event mode. 
All neutrons are obtained by comparing a cluster of adjacent pixels. For each comparison period, the 
signal strength of all pixels is compared to that of the adjacent pixels. When the signal strength of all 
pixel is greater than those of all adjacent pixels, the cluster is regarded as the neutron data, and the 
data from the largest pixel and the eight adjacent pixels are sent to the PC as event data. Figure 3 
illustrates a principle of the exclusive function. 
In order to compare every pixel to the adjacent pixels, the pixel data must be allocated to the actual 2D 
pixel arrangement of the MA-PMT. Because the detector requires four VME modules, they must be 
connected to each other by extended cables. Therefore, the VME module collects pixel data from the 
four ADC boards and the two neighboring VME modules contain pixels adjacent to the edge pixels of 
this module. 

Figure 3. Principle of the exclusive function. 

2.4. Event mode 
The high-count-rate and exclusive functions generate event data in the event mode without a change of 
hardware. The event data, which are basically 64 bits, allow off-line analyses. The high-count-rate 
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function and the exclusive function without the center-of-gravity calculation consist of a header (8 
bits), a time-of-flight (TOF) (24 bits), a pixel number (14 bits), a pulse height (10 bits), and reserved 
bits (8 bits). The exclusive function with the center-of-gravity calculation consists of two headers (16 
bits), a TOF (24 bits), a pixel number (6 bits), nine pulse height data (81 bits), and a reserved bit (1 
bit), which is sent as two event data. 

3. Experimental data 

3.1. Exclusive functions with the center-of-gravity calculation 
The exclusive function with the center-of-gravity calculation was tested at BL16 at MLF in J-PARC. 
Figure 4 shows the data of the function. Figure 4(a) is a “KENS” character of Cd on the front of the 
6Li glass scintillator detector with dimensions of 50 × 50 ×1.0 mm3; (b) is a 2D graph as a 16 × 16 
pixel (real data size, 3 mm), and it is difficult to read the characters; (c) is a 2D graph as a 128 × 128 
pixel with the center-of-gravity calculation (eight times position-resolution, 0.4 mm), and the 
characters are easy to read, but there is a significant amount of noise; (d) is a 2D graph as a 128 × 128 
pixel with the center-of-gravity calculation that is compensated by the data without the Cd character,
and the characters are visible with high accuracy. Shadows of two tapes that include hydrogen are seen. 
In addition, because a maximum count rate of up to approximately 3 Mcps was obtained, the count 
rate achieved by the exclusive function with the center-of-gravity is suitably high. 

Figure 4. (a) Cd “KENS” character, (b) 2D graphs as a 16 × 16 pixel, (c) 
those as a 128 × 128 pixel, (d) those as a 128 × 128 pixel compensated by the 
data without the Cd character. 

4. Conclusion 
In this study, a new exclusive function was developed with a center-of-gravity calculation for the 
LiTA12 system, which obtains fine position resolution compared to the actual position resolution. 
Although the real pixel size is 3 mm, the obtained center-of-gravity pixel size is 0.4 mm. This new 
function is useful for high position-resolution experiments involving a high-intensity neutron source, 
such as those performed at J-PARC. 
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Abstract. We are developing a new neutron source at Tokai campus of University of Tokyo. In 
order to measure high precision nuclear data using this system, the neutron detector should 
have a large neutron cross section and fast decaying time. An inorganic scintillator Ce:LiCAF 
has a great characteristic in time resolution. However, an electron Linac emits intense gamma-
rays, and this is an important issue for precise neutron measurement. There are two methods of 
discriminating between neutrons and gamma-rays. The first is the method using a difference of 
the spatial range of secondary particles. The ranges of the secondary particles of neutron are 
shorter than that of gamma-rays. The calculated results of Geant4 show the crystal thickness 
must be less than 5 mm for discrimination. However, the crystal size should be larger than 1 
mm x 1 mm to keep reasonable signal-to-noise ratio. The improvement of discrimination due 
to the change of the size is confirmed by experiment. The other is the method which uses a 
difference of the light decaying time. The rising time of the signal of gamma-rays is shorter 
than that of neutrons. By using two shaping amplifiers having different time constants, the 
signal of gamma-rays can be eliminated.  

 

1.  Introduction 

A short pulsed X-Band electron Linac based neutron source has been under development as an 
incoming neutron source of a research reactor Yayoi in Tokai campus. After the decommissioning of 
the Yayoi reactor, we have decided to install the Linac in the core space of the reactor. Schematic 
drawing of allocation of the Linac to the Yayoi area is shown in Figure 1[1]. Because of the 
compactness of the X-Band Linac, we can move it in the reactor. Accelerated electron collides with 
the neutron target, and because of the generation of the bremsstrahlung X-ray, photon neutron reaction 
is occurred. Generated neutron are irradiated with the measurement sample and detected by the 
neutron detector. High precision nuclear data can be obtained by this new neutron source. In order to 
measure high precision nuclear data, the neutron detector should have a large neutron reaction cross 
section and fast decay time. 10B or 3He gaseous detector has a large neutron reaction cross section and 
low gamma-ray sensitivity, but due to the slow rise time of those detectors, they are not able to be 
used in high precision Time of Flight (TOF) measurement. On the other hand, inorganic neutron 
scintillators have a great characteristic in timing resolution. Especially, the light decay time of 
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inorganic scintillator Ce:LiCAF is about 40 ns, and that is superior to other neutron scintillators [2]. 
However, an electron Linac driven neutron source emits intense gamma-ray, and gamma-ray 
sensitivity of inorganic scintillators would be an issue for precise neutron measurement.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Allocation of the Linac to Yayoi area (from Reference 1) 
 

2.  Discriminating between neutron and gamma-ray 
 
There are two methods of discriminating between neutron and gamma-ray. One is a method using the 
difference of the range of the secondary particles. When Ce:LiCAF crystal is irradiated with neutron, 
6Li absorb neutron and emits charged particles, such as alpha-particle and triton. These secondary 
particles are absorbed in the crystal and they excite the crystal and emit photons. When it is irradiated 
with gamma-ray, the secondary particle would be electrons. The range of alpha-particle and triton are 
10 µm orders of magnitude, however, that of electron is 1 mm order [3]. Therefore, by controlling the 
Ce:LiCAF crystal size that alpha-particle and triton will be absorbed but electron will be not, the 
discrimination ability will be improved.  

The other is a method which uses the difference of the light decay time of scintillator. The rise time 
of the signal caused by neutron is slower than that of the signal caused by gamma-ray [4]. A signal 
whose rise time is slow will be attenuated more than a fast signal by electronic circuits that have small 
time constant. Therefore, when two electronic circuits are prepared and one has a small time constant 
and the other has a big one, the signal caused by neutron is only counted by selecting the signal which 
has small pulse height in small time constant electronic circuit and big in big time constant electronic 
circuit. A signal caused by gamma-ray is big in two electronic circuits. 
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3.  Change of the size of the scintillator 
 

Using Geant4 Monte Carlo simulation code, energy deposition of neutron and gamma-ray in the 
Ce:LiCAF are calculated. Figure 2 shows the result that the size of square measure of the crystal is 
fixed at 10 mm × 10 mm and the thickness is changed from 0.5mm to 20mm. When the thickness of 
the crystal is changed from 0.5 mm to 5 mm, the detection rate of neutron is changed in proportion to 
the thickness. In the range of the 5-20 mm thickness, which of gamma-ray is also changed in 
proportion to the thickness, but in the range of 1-5 mm thickness, the detection rate is extremely 
decreased, from 1.55×10-2 to 1.35 × 10-4. Figure 3 shows the result that the thickness of the crystal is 
fixed at 2 mm and the size of square measure is changed from 2 mm × 2 mm to 20 mm × 20 mm. 
The change of the detection rate of neutron is only 36%, from 1.22 ×10-3 to 1.57 × 10-3, but 20 mm 
× 20 mm crystal detect gamma-ray about four times as much as 2 mm × 2 mm crystal, from 6.00 ×
10-4 to 2.64 × 10-3. So if the sizes of crystal become small, the number of the gamma-ray signal in 
neutron signal become small, but if the size of square measure become small, the number of irradiating 
neutron become small, and measuring time become long. In order to keep the measuring time short, 
and discriminate gamma-ray, the size of square measure should be large, and the thickness should be 
smaller than 5 mm. The simulation result was confirmed by neutron/gamma-ray measurement 
experiment by pulse height analysis using Multi Channel Analyzer.  Figure 4 shows the result of the 
experiment that 2 mm × 2 mm × 2 mm crystal and 10 mm× 10 mm × 2 mm crystal is irradiated by 
neutron and gamma-ray. Radiation sources of neutron and gamma-ray are 60Co and 252Cf.The γ-ray 
signal level of 2 × 2 mm crystal is lower than that of 10 × 10 mm crystal, so the small crystal has a 
better discriminating characteristic, and this result agrees with the result of numerical simulation. 
 
 

 
            Figure 2. Change of detection rate following 

            the change of the thickness of crystal 
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           Figure 3. Change of detection rate following  

           the change of the size of the crystal 

 
 

 

Figure 4. Change of gamma-ray signal level following the  

square measure of crystal 

4.  Change of the time constant of the electronic circuit 
 
The rise time of the signals which are caused by neutron and gamma-ray were obtained by 
measurement experiment, the former is about 300 ns, and the latter is about 450 ns. In order to use the 
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difference of these rise times and discriminate them, an electronic circuit which has a small time 
constant and attenuates the neutron signal more intensely than gamma-ray signal is needed. Figure 5 
shows the principle of the discriminating electronic circuit. If input signal is gamma-ray signal, the 
signal is large in both small time constant circuit and large time constant circuit, but NOT circuit is 
connected to the big time constant circuit, so AND circuit outputs negative signal. If input signal is 
neutron signal, the signal become small in small time constant circuit and the signal cannot exceed the 
threshold of the comparator, so NOT circuit outputs a signal and AND circuit outputs too. Finally, 
only neutron signal is counted. 

To realize this system, the small time constant electronic circuit must attenuate the neutron signal 
more extremely than the gamma-ray signal. Using 5 ns time constant electron circuit, neutron signal 
become about 12% smaller than gamma-ray signal.  

 
 

Figure 5. Composition of the discriminating electronic circuit 
 
 

5.  Conclusion 
 
The neutron gamma discrimination method with the inorganic scintillator Ce:LiCAF is researched for 
high precision nuclear data measurement. In order to discriminate neutron and gamma-ray, the crystal 
size should be small. As a result of the numerical simulation, when the crystal thickness is shrunken 
from 1 mm to 0.5 mm, about 85 % of gamma-ray effect is eliminated. In order to get the same result, 
the crystal size must be shrunken from 20 mm x 20 mm to 2 mm x 2mm (83 % gamma-ray effect is 
eliminated), however, then the number of irradiated neutron is decreased to 1/100, so the measurement 
time become longer. So crystal thickness should be shrunken for the discrimination and it should be 
less than 5 mm.  

Discrimination method using the difference of the rising time of each signal is researched. As the 
result of simulation, using two electron circuits that have large and small time constants, each signal 
level of neutron and gamma-ray is changed selectively. However, using the electron circuit that have a 
much smaller time constant than the rising time, the change of signal level is only 12 %. It is needed to 
research more suitable time constant and the composition of the electron circuit to achieve larger 
change of signal level. Using these methods, we plan to obtain precise nuclear data by X-Band 
electron Linac based neutron source at Tokai campus.  
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Abstract. At HZB a dedicated facility for neutron scattering at extreme magnetic fields and 
low temperatures is close to completion, the new High Field Magnet (HFM) on the Extreme 
Environment Diffractometer (EXED). To open up higher fields to neutron research HZB 
follows a new approach with completely different magnet technology. The aim is the 
construction of a multi purpose instrument which offers diffraction experiments as well as 
small angle neutron scattering and inelastic scattering. It is projected according to the special 
geometric constraints of analysing samples in a high field magnet. The potential scientific 
impact of the HFM-EXED facility is extraordinarily high. Key scientific questions, from 
unraveling competing interactions in high-TC superconductors to the chirality of the molecules 
of life, are eagerly awaiting answers by using the combination of high magnetic fields and 
neutron scattering. 

1.  Introduction 
Research in high magnetic fields in connection with elastic and inelastic neutron scattering provides a 
unique experimental tool to further improve our understanding of matter, and paves the way for the 
discovery of entirely new phenomena, and, subsequently, to the development of future technologies in 
general. However, to combine both techniques is challenging. Geometrical limitations imposed on the 
system due to the necessity to have sufficient angular access for the incoming and scattered neutron 
beam together with budgetary, energy, technological, and other practical constraints (such as the duty 
cycle and lifetime of pulse-field coils) usually lead to much lower maximum field strengths of magnets 
used for neutron research as compared to magnets used in specialized high-field facilities.  

Up to now, technology that is based on superconducting coils such as Nb3Sn led to portable magnet 
units limited to about 17 T capable of being used at different diffraction and/or scattering instruments 
that in turn can be optimized for a particular type of neutron diffraction/scattering technique. Any 
further increase of the magnetic field requires a significant modification of the technology. Besides the 
possibility of using high-temperature superconductor coils (high Tc’s) such as YBCO tapes the only 
two other technologies are resistive magnets or pulsed magnets. While, at reactor sources, the latter 
can utilize only a negligible fraction of the neutrons that are available in the experiment, the former 
magnets require an enormous investment in infrastructure, especially in power and cooling systems. 
These enormous needs for electrical power can be reduced by a combination of a resistive insert with 
superconducting outsert leading, however, to an even higher degree of overall complexity. This way of 
producing higher magnetic fields has been selected at HZB. The resulting unique series-connected 
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hybrid horizontal magnet with medium-wide angular access for scattered beams, is very heavy and not 
transferable to another instrument. Yet, a whole spectrum of scientific problems is expected to be 
tackled with such a magnet. This is enabled by the multipurpose neutron scattering instrument EXED 
on which the magnet will be situated that combines diffraction, inelastic scattering, and medium-small 
angle diffraction techniques.  

2. Description of the facility
HZB, in collaboration with the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, Tallahassee, FL, USA, is 
currently finalizing a project that combines a dedicated neutron scattering instrument (EXED) with a 
horizontal solenoid magnet with tapered cones (HFM) [1].  

Figure 1. Neutron scattering facilities at HZB with hybrid magnet on instrument EXED 

The magnet utilizes series-connected hybrid (resistive insert and superconducting outsert) technology 
and is capable of producing 25-31 T, depending on the power supplied to the resistive coils which can 
be between 4.0 and 8.0 MW.  

2.1.  Extreme environment diffractometer EXED 
The EXED instrument is currently a time-of-flight (TOF) instrument optimized for medium-SANS 
and diffraction under restricted geometrical conditions. An upgrade to increase its signal-to-noise ratio 
and to implement inelastic scattering capabilities is planned. This unique experimental setup will play 
a major role in high-field neutron diffraction and spectroscopy. It will also strengthen the leading 
position of HZB in magnetic field neutron scattering as it will offer by far the highest steady magnetic 
field for neutron research.  

EXED is optimized for conducting powder and single-crystal experiments in restricted angular 
environments such as under the conditions of HFM, which has 30 neutron access in forward and 
backward scattering. Until the installation of the magnet, EXED complements HZB’s diffraction-
instrument suite by providing measurement characteristics typical for pulsed instruments e.g. high 
resolution in backscattering (d/d  10-3) and large dynamic range (0.4 - >100 Å). Variable 
wavelength resolution and wavelength band combined with 4 moveable detector banks make the 
instrument very flexible and continuously adjustable to the requirements of a particular problem. In its 
current configuration the instrument has no angular restrictions and is used with all types of standard 
sample environment available at HZB as well as user equipment.
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As the design of HFM was further clarified it became clear that the EXED instrument has to cope 
with the complexity of the whole magnet project that comprises an extended infrastructure. This led to 
plans for an upgrade of EXED. In addition to improving the diffraction performance (signal-to-noise 
ratio and full angular coverage), it is especially important to complement the instrument portfolio by 
inelastic capabilities in the form of a direct time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer. The upgrade will 
include four main components:

 an evacuated detector chamber for forward scattering with built-in
 3He detector array covering 30 in- and out- of plane and positioned 4.5 m away from the 

sample, and
 a new focusing guide section that accommodates  
 a monochromating chopper assembly.  

Figure 2. Hybrid magnet and new detector chamber 

Limited sample size inside HFM and weak inelastic scattering cross sections imply the need for 
optimization for signal strength and low background conditions. The former is achieved by enhancing 
the flux at the sample using a novel focusing guide while the latter is provided by means of a shielded 
and evacuated detector chamber. After completion, the upgraded EXED will enable energy-resolved 
measurements over a limited Q-range < 3.25/ (Å-1) in addition to the existing elastic capabilities. 

It is foreseen that all magnet and infrastructure tests will be finalized during the second half of 
2014. At the end of this period, the magnet will be installed at the EXED instrument and instrument 
commissioning will be performed. According to current plans, the first friendly-user experiments 
could be performed in the second quarter of 2015.  

The first experiments will use only the diffraction and small-angle capabilities of EXED. The INS 
option upgrade is in the phase of preparation and should be implemented in 2015/2016, so that the first 
INS user experiments could be performed in 2016.  

2.2.  Hybrid magnet 
The new hybrid magnet, a 'first of its kind system' with horizontal field orientation, designed and 
constructed in collaboration with NHMFL, will not only allow for novel experiments, it will be at the 
forefront of development in magnet technology for neutron scattering experiments. With a set 
consisting of a superconducting cable-in-conduit coil and different resistive coils of conical shape at 
both ends of the system, maximum fields between 25 T - 31 T will be possible with cooling power 
between 4 MW - 8 MW for the resistive part.  
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A sectional view of the magnet system is pictured in Fig. 3. The primary technical parameters are 
provided in Table 1. 

 

 
Figure 3. Hybrid magnet system

Table 1. Magnet specification data

Hybrid Magnet Operating Parameters

Central field 26 T
Power resistive coil 4 MW / 8 MW
B resist.
4 MW / 8 MW 13 T / 18 T
B supercond. 13 T
Warm bore (center) 50 mm
Scattering angle 30°
Operating current 20 kA
Ramp time 30 min
System height ~ 5 m
Total weight ~ 25 t
Cold mass ~ 6 t 

 

The resistive coils in the center have a conically shaped inner diameter to conform to the bore. It is 
series connected to a single superconducting coil with Nb3Sn CICC conductor. The entire magnet 
system has the bore horizontal so it can align with the neutron beam axis. In addition, the magnet 
system will sit on an instrument table so it can rotate +/- 15° for exposure of samples to the neutron 
beam. 

All cryogenic and electrical utilities port through an upper “turret” for interface with the technical
utilities. The thermal shields are cooled via the helium refrigerator at nominally 40 K. 

A large part of the functional requirements of the cryostat stem from the electromagnetic 
interactions between the superconducting and resistive coils. Features are designed to accommodate 
potential axial and radial misalignments and axially offsetting fault forces created from a fast shut 
down of the resistive coils. 

For the first project phase a continuous 3He cryostat combined with a closed cycle precooling 
cryostat is planned for sample cooling. The sample cryostat is a separate independent unit which has to 
be inserted into the magnet cone. 

Another option is to remove the inner coil altogether and keep just the superconducting outsert, 
which would provide a field of 13T over a large warm bore of almost 0.5m diameter at almost zero 
electrical cost. This feature of the magnet is truly unique. No other magnet has such a large available 
space. It should be mentioned that the large warm bore of HFM would allow complex sample 
environments. Usually only 1 or 2 sample environments are used together during any particular 
measurement e.g. temperature and magnetic field. Here the large available space allows magnetic 
fields of 13T to be used simultaneously with temperature, pressure, electric field, laser light, etc. Of 
particular importance are Paris-Edinburgh pressure cells. The higher pressure cells are too bulky to be 
placed inside available magnets preventing the combination of field with pressures above ~2.5GPa. 
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Uniquely this magnet is able to accommodate the larger Paris Edinburgh cells allowing pressures of up 
to 30 GPa with 13T magnetic fields at low or high temperatures.  

Another task of the project HFM-EXED, is the design, construction, and installation of the 
technical infrastructure for safe and reliable operation of the magnet system during user service. The 
construction, installation, commissioning and test activities of the building for the three big 
infrastructure components needed for magnet operation, high-pressure water cooling for the resistive 
coil, 4 K helium cooling of the superconducting coil and 20 kA power supply were complete by end 
2013.

The installations of a control system for the operation of the magnet along with the technical 
infrastructure and the neutron instrument EXED were finished.  

3.  Magnet system assembly 
The system assembly was an international achievement with the cold mass being completed at the 
NHMFL in the USA, cryostat to cold mass interfaces made at Criotec Impianti in Italy, and final 
assembly at the HZB in Germany.  

Fabrication of the superconducting cable-in-conduit coil and cold-mass assembly was completed at 
the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory. The cold mass then was transported to Criotec Impianti 
in Italy where Paschen and leak tests were conducted as part of acceptance qualifications and the 
major components of the cryostat were assembled around it. Subsequently, the coil with cryostat was 
transported to the “magnet assembly and test hall” at the HZB for the final assembly. After rotation to 
have the magnet axis horizontal, the remaining assembly tasks including all cryogenic and electrical 
utilities were completed.  
 

Figure 4. Cold mass Figure 5. Assembly of 
vacuum container around 
cold mass

Figure 6. Rotation of magnet to 
orient magnet axis horizontal

 

 
 

The fabrication of the resistive coil was completed at NHMFL in January 2014. The installation in 
the room temperature bore of the magnet cryostat was completed by end May 2014 as the last step of 
system installation. 

4.  Magnet commissioning and test 
After completion of the last assembly task the system was connected to all infrastructure facilities and 
to the data acquisition and control systems and the testing was started with the resistive coil alone. 

All operating data (coil stress and cooling performance) were in agreement with our expectations. 
On June 23 the full field of 13.1 T at 20 kA and 4 MW was attained for the first time.  
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The next step was the connection of the superconducting coil to the He refrigerator via the flexible 
transfer lines and the cool down of the 6 t cold mass to 4 K. The base temperature was reached on 
August 8. Since then the full hybrid system commissioning was performed. At first a complete check 
of all interfaces and data acquisition systems of the central control system was executed. The checks 
of the system safety include the interlocks of all peripheral systems for the operation of the power 
supply and the adjustment and fine tuning of the coil protection systems for the resistive and 
superconducting coils. With increasing system current the performance data have to be verified and 
for each limit overrun of operating data the emergency shutdown procedures have to be tested. The 
impact on the operation of all system components for the magnet and the technical infrastructure needs 
to be checked.  

 

Figure 7. Series-connected hybrid magnet under test 

 

 
 
 
On 16 October 2014 the full field of the hybrid system of 26.28 T at the maximum design current 

of 20 kA was reached for the first time. The system operates stable within the calculated operational 
parameters.  

To conclude, the HFM-EXED facility is a unique combination of a hybrid magnet dedicated to and 
optimised for neutron scattering offering the highest static magnetic fields for neutron science in the 
world. The field is much higher than those available elsewhere and will remain so for years. 
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Abstract. TAKUMI, the engineering materials diffractometer in the MLF of J-PARC, has 
developed two unique SE devices working with functions of low temperature, load and strain: 
a 100 K cooling system for loading experiment and a cryogenic loading machine. The 100 K 
cooling system for loading experiment is a compact vacuum chamber equipped with loading 
specimen jigs, and can  mount the standard loading machine of TAKUMI. The specimen jigs 
can be set in a temperature range of 77 K to 473 K by controlling the liquid nitrogen flow and 
heater power. The industrial superconducting materials society, however, requires a loading 
machine working at a superconducting temperature such below 10 K. The cryogenic loading 
machine has been developed for this purpose. This machine is designed to able to cool down 
sample area together with the load frame, and a 4 K GM cooler is chosen as the core of cooling 
system. This machine can be used for tensile test at temperatures down to 7 K and at loads up 
to 50 kN.  

1. Introduction 
TAKUMI [1] is a time of flight (TOF) neutron diffractometer in the MLF of J-PARC [2], which is 
dedicated for engineering sciences. TAKUMI covers evaluation of strains or stresses inside 
engineering components, evaluation of microstructural evolutions during deformations and/or thermal 
processes, during manufacturing and/or during service, crystallographic investigation of small regions 
in engineering materials, and texture analysis. In the commissioning, the performances of TAKUMI 
were confirmed as follows. The best resolution Δd/d of 0.17% was achieved by collimating the 
incident beam (high resolution mode) [3]. The d-range at a single frame bandwidth, i.e. standard 
operation, was 0.05 nm – 0.27 nm [3]. This range is the optimum range for engineering materials like 
steels, aluminum alloys, and so on. The neutron incident flux measured using the Au foil at the sample 
position was the same with that simulated using the McStas [4] with TAKUMI optics configuration.  
The neutron incident fluxes (simulated at 1 MW operation) at the sample position for the high 
intensity and high resolution modes are 4.8 × 107 cm2 s-1 and 2.2 × 107 cm2 s-1, respectively. TAKUMI 
adopts an event data recording method, which enables data reduction during or after the measurement 
with manipulating detector position, TOF binning, collection time, and so on [5]. Figure 1 shows the 
current situation of TAKUMI. 
 
To make TAKUMI productive in basic engineering sciences and applications, development of various 
sample environment (SE) devices is an important issue. TAKUMI has developed many various SE 
devices and opened them to support the user programs. The SE devices and its specifications are listed 
in Table 1. Many of them have been already used in various experiments producing many publications. 
                        
1   To whom any correspondence should be addressed. 
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Figure 1. Current situation of TAKUMI. 

 
Table 1. Sample environment devices in TAKUMI 

 Specifications Status Publication examples 
used each SE 

Radial collimators Gauge widths: 5 mm, 2 mm, 1 mm 
Pair per each 

Ready [6], [7] 

Standard loading 
machine 

Gear-type 
Ten. 50 kN, Comp. 30 kN 
Load, displ. or strain control 

Ready [8], [9] 

Furnace system for high 
temp loading 

Added to standard loading machine 
Halogen lamp furnace 
Temperature up to 1273 K 
Vacuum or inert gas 

Ready [10] 

100 K cooling system for 
loading experiment 

Added to standard loading machine 
Liquid nitrogen flow + heater 
Temp range: 80 K – 473 K 

Ready [11] 

Cryogenic loading 
machine 

Gear-type with GM cooler 
Temperature down to 6 K 
Tension 50 kN 
Load, displ. or strain control 

Ready [12] 

Fatigue machine Hydraulic driving 
Tension-compression up to 50 kN 
Repetition up to 30 Hz 

Under 
commissi
oning 

 

High temp. loading 
machine for small 
specimen 

Gear-type 
Tension-compression up to 25 kN 
Temperature up to 873 K 
Inert gas 

Under 
commissi
oning 

 

Dilatometer Halogen lamp furnace 
Temperature up to 1273 K 
Vacuum or inert gas 

Ready [13], [14] 

Eulerian cradle Texture measurement or 3-axial stress 
measurement 

Ready [15] 

Gandolfi camera Powder diffractions of textured 
samples 

Ready [16] 

 
These SE devices make TAKUMI not only as the neutron engineering diffractometer with high 
accuracy and high efficiency, but also covering a wide application area. A new SE device, so-called 
thermec-mastor, that was developed in a collaboration with the Elements Strategy Initiative for 
Structure Materials (ESISM) at Kyoto University, is also under commissioning. This SE device 
enables a rapid heating, a rapid cooling and a rapid deformation under vacuum or inert gas condition, 
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i.e., a simulation of thermo-mechanical treatment. This device will be also opened for general users 
when it is ready. In the present report, the designs of the 100 K cooling system for loading experiment 
and cryogenic loading machine, and the research examples used these devices will be briefly 
introduced. 

2. 100 K cooling system for loading 
Studies on the mechanisms of strengthening behaviors and/or functions of engineering materials are 
not enough only at room temperature (RT). Deformation studies at low and high temperatures give us 
much useful information to understand the basic properties of materials, and also to confirm the 
stabilities at conditions in uses. In TAKUMI, the deformation studies at high temperatures up to 1273 
K can be conducted using the standard loading machine combined with a furnace system, but 
deformation studies at temperatures close to 273 K need a different type of device. Moreover, many 
engineering materials are used or show their functions mainly in a temperature range of 100 K - 423 K. 
There are many types of cooling systems for providing low temperatures, which apply the liquid 
nitrogen, the liquid helium or the Gifford-McMahon (GM) cooler. TAKUMI paid attention on a 
cooling system for high-pressure studies [17], because this system was able to cool down the sample 
temperature quickly and the time needed to change the sample was relatively short. This system 
applied the liquid nitrogen flow to cool anvils in a Paris-Edinburgh high-pressure cell.  
 

 

 

 standard'loading'
machine
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(100'L)'

Transfer'tube

 
Figure 2. Illustration of 100 K cooling 
chamber for loading experiment. 

 Figure 3. The 100 K cooling system for loading 
experiment mounted the standard loading 
machine. 

 
Figure 2 shows the design of compact vacuum chamber for low temperature loading experiment. The 
jigs can mount the standard loading machine. Thermal isolators are put in between the jigs and grips to 
shut off the heat input from the outside. The grips are covered by jackets for cooling and heating. The 
jackets are connected to the liquid nitrogen dewar using transfer tubes, and also to the diaphragm 
pumps using pipes via the gas-flow controllers. The pipes between the chambers and controllers are 
equipped with heaters to vaporize the liquid nitrogen. Resistant heaters are also put in the jacket to 
control the temperature and to heat the specimen above RT. The gas-flow controllers and the power of 
resistant heaters are further controlled using single loop controllers (SDC35, Azbil Corp.). The 
temperature controls are done on the jacket, while the temperatures in the specimen are only 
monitored. The temperatures in the jackets can be controlled from 77 K to 473 K. The procedure of 
changing specimen is simple (less than 3.6 ks) and time needed to reach the coolest temperature is 
short (less than 3.6 ks). 
 
As the first trial using this system, transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP) behavior in commercial 
JIS-SUS304 steel was investigated. Tensile loading experiments were conducted at three different 
temperatures, 295 K, 213 K and 113 K. The tensile tests were conducted in a step-load controlling 
manner with 300 s holding in the elastic region, and in a continuous manner (without any pause) with 
a constant crosshead speed at an initial strain rate of about 1.0×10-5s-1 in the plastic region. Meanwhile, 
the neutron diffraction measurement was performed continuously without any pause during tensile test. 
Figure 4 shows the nominal stress strain curves of SUS304 obtained from tensile loading tests at 
different temperatures. The tensile strength increases with the decreasing of loading test temperature. 
In loading tests at low temperatures (213 or 113 K), the tensile stresses decrease or are kept constant at  
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3. Cryogenic loading machine 
Engineering studies of industrial superconducting composites using neutron diffraction need 
deformation tests at temperatures much lower than 100 K, because the expression of superconductivity 
mostly requires ultra-low temperatures. The presence of strains in the superconducting phases in 
industrial superconducting materials like Nb3Sn composites is well known to affect the 
superconducting properties [19], and therefore to understand the internal strains is very important, 
particularly under its use conditions (less than 10 K). To answer this requirement, the cryogenic 
loading machine was developed in TAKUMI. ENGIN-X at ISIS has developed a cryogenic chamber 
for in situ neutron diffraction measurements during deformation tests at low temperatures [20]. The 
lowest temperature that can be realized by this device was about 30 K, though two GM coolers were 
used. This device was used by mounting on the standard loading machine of ENGIN-X, which is 
similar to the 100 K cooling system for loading experiment, described above. Therefore, a different 
design should be developed to achieve temperatures below 10 K. 
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Figure 6. Cryogenic loading machine developed at TAKUMI. 

 
The principle of designing a cryogenic system having a very low achieving temperature, is to 
maximize the coefficient of performance. It can be changed thinking as minimizing the temperature 
difference between the high temperature and low temperature sides to minimize the heat input. A 
design that includes the loading frame to be evacuated and cooled, was decided to be manufactured 
after a heat calculation. Figure 6 shows the current situation of cryogenic loading machine. It is shown 
that, a GM cooler is applied in this system. The GM cooler (SRDK-415D-W71C, Sumitomo Heavy 
Industries, Ltd.), which has two stages of cooling cycles, is used. The GM stage of 4.2 K (1.5 W) is 
used to cool the sample area, and the GM stage of 50 K (35 W) to cool the load frame. The loading jig 
mounts a driving part located outside of the chamber that works up to 50 kN. A load cell with vacuum 
specification is put in between the loading jig and driving part. 
 
To confirm the cooling performance, a specimen of SUS304 was set in the system and a cooling test at 
the maximum power of the GM cooler was performed. The neutron diffraction measurement was 
conducted at the same time. Figure 7 shows the temperature change with respect to the time. The grips 
achieve 15 K within the first 9 ks. The temperatures are then gradually decreased for the next 28.8 ks, 
where the lowest temperature is 7 K. The diffraction patterns were analysed using Z-Rietveld software 
[21] to refine the lattice constants (a). The thermal strains during cooling were subsequently calculated 
using the expression (a – a0)/a0, where a0 represents the lattice constant at RT and at un-deformed state. 
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The coefficients of thermal expansion estimated from the thermal strains were similar to that reported 
in [22]. The in situ neutron diffraction during tensile test in the elastic region at 7 K was subsequently 
performed, and the lattice strains were found to be the same with those measured by the extensometer 
put on the specimen [13]. The temperature range of 7 K – 200 K (at the grips) can be controlled in this 
system.  
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Figure 7. The 
cooling performance 
of the cryogenic 
loading machine; the 
temperature change 
as a function of 
time. 

 
Figure 8 shows the lattice strains in Nb3Sn phase measured from in situ neutron diffraction 
measurements during tensile tests of Rutherford Nb3Sn cables at RT and at about 10 K (low 
temperature: LT). Lattice strains were analysed in different (hkl). The lattice strains in as-reacted (AR) 
Nb3Sn Rutherford cable for the axial (longitudinal) direction at RT (RT) and at un-deformed state (so-
called thermal strain), is compressive. The values of thermal strains become larger by cooling to LT, 
but the lattice strain responses to the applied stress are similar regardless of the temperature. 
Meanwhile, the lattice strains in the Rutherford Nb3Sn cable after a pre-bend treatment (PB) for the 
axial direction at RT and at un-deformed state, are relaxed to be close to zero. The changes of thermal 
strains due to cooling to LT in PB cable are small, and the lattice strain responses are also smaller than 
those in AR cables. The smaller thermal strains and smaller lattice strain responses to the applied 
stress are expected to improve the superconducting properties of the Rutherford Nb3Sn cable during its 
use in magnet applications.  
 

 

Figure 8. Lattice 
strains measured during 
tensile deformation of 
Rutherford Nb3Sn 
cables. Lattice strains 
were analysed in 
different (hkl). 
AR: As-Reacted, PB: 
Pre-Bent treatment, 
RT: RT, LT: low 
temperature about 10 K 
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4. Summary 
TAKUMI is a neutron engineering diffractometer with high accuracy and high efficiency. Various 
kinds of sample environment devices are very important to cover wide engineering sciences. Two 
different types of cryogenic loading devices that cover different temperature ranges have been 
developed. (i) 100 K low temperature system for loading experiment: uses liquid nitrogen flow; only 
the sample area is cooled; the temperature range is 77 K – 473 K (in the specimen grips or the jackets); 
the procedure of changing specimen is simple; and the time needed to reach the coolest temperature is 
short (less than 3.6 ks). (ii) Cryogenic loading machine: uses GM cooler; the load frame is also 
evacuated and cooled; and the temperature range is 7 K – 200 K (at the specimen grips). Both devices 
are ready to be used to support user programs at TAKUMI. 
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Abstract. This paper offers a conceptual outline regarding the application of industrial robots 
for automated sample positioning activities at the ISIS Neutron & Muon source, located at the 
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in the UK. Drivers for a change in the approach to traditional 
component positioning tasks are highlighted, from which the concept of applying an industrial 
robot platform for neutron camera positioning at the Imaging and Materials Science & 
Engineering (IMAT) instrument, automation of sample changes for top loading closed cycle 
refrigerators and the automation of sample changing and positioning for texture measurements 
on powder diffraction instruments is discussed. 

1.  Introduction 
 
The ISIS neutron & muon source located at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in the UK. ISIS 
operates two targets stations, 30 beamline instruments with over 1800 domestic and international users 
per year. The facility comprises of a 70MeV LINAC feeding a dual harmonic proton accelerator, 
producing 200uA 800MeV protons to two independent targets. Proton extraction is such that TS1 
operates at 40Hz and TS2 at 10Hz repetition rates, producing 128kW and 32kW respective target 
power. 

ISIS has a total of 26 neutron and 4 muon instruments covering diffraction, spectroscopy, 
reflectometry and SANS techniques. On completion of the TS2 Phase-II construction project an 
additional four instruments will increase the SANS and reflectometry instrument suite with ZOOM[1] 
and LARMOR[2] whilst adding neutron chip irradiation with CHIPIR[3] and neutron imaging with 
IMAT[4]. 

2.  Triggers for future development of sample positioning and manipulation systems 

2.1.  Increasing Experimental Throughput 

Regardless of the measurement technique, a gain in neutron flux and associated reduction in 
measurement period is the primary driver for automating sample changes and sample positioning, to 
remove or reduce preparatory bottlenecks, reduce strain on human resource or streamline instrument 
operation. 

ISIS target station one target is currently moving towards a future target and moderator upgrade 
which is estimated to increase the neutron flux by an average gain factor 3.4 across the instrument 
suite. [5] Coupling a source upgrade with beamline equipment upgrades such as the addition of 

3.7.3
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modern neutron guides enables instruments to see potential neutron flux gain increases by an order of 
magnitude. [6] 

A range of sample changers are currently used at ISIS to enable automation of sample changing 
tasks on select beamlines on both the first and second target stations. Typically diffraction and small 
angle neutron scattering measurements have the capacity for the highest experimental throughput with 
measurements durations as low as 15 minutes. Reflectometry measurements can be similar in period 
but experimental throughput is restricted by the sample alignment process. Spectrometry 
measurements require much greater periods to get useful data, for simple experiments where sample 
signature data is the primary requirement, such as with express access, the minimum measurement 
durations is around five hours. 

The GEM[7] and POLARIS[8] high intensity diffraction beamlines at the first target station use a 
20 position carousel sample changer, shown in figure 1, for automated measurements at room 
temperature, at atmospheric pressure, with samples contained in standard vanadium cans. Currently 
measurement durations are as low as 30 minutes, providing automated sample changes over a 
minimum 10 hour period. Looking to the future with higher neutron fluxes, both GEM and POLARIS 
will experience measurement durations in the 10 minute range at which point the current capacity of 
the existing sample changer limits its value and a new type of sample changer must to be developed to 
meet this high throughput future. 

 

 

Figure 1: 20 Position Carousel Sample Changer 
 

2.2.  Beamline Access Routes 

Express access to instruments is an important part of the range of ISIS access routes enabling a 
comparably simple route for users to quantify the value in neutron techniques. [9] ISIS is exploring the 
value and practicalities of a range of facility access models. In this context if there is significant 
growth in express access this could erode the value of existing sample changers to a level where 
changer capacity will not cover automation through an express period. 

2.3.  Widening Technical Capabilities 

Measurements at cryogenic temperatures and texture measurements are two types of measurement that 
currently have the potential for associated short measurement durations but are not currently catered 
for by the existing set of sample changers at ISIS. Texture measurements can be completed in the 
carousel style sample changer if the changer is lifted out of the instrument and rotated, however this 
methodology deviates from automated instrument operation. 
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3.  Industrial Robots vs. Traditional Sample Positioners 

 

Traditionally the solution to sample positioning has been the in house development of bespoke motion 
systems. This methodology produces systems that vary significantly with little scope for shared 
deployment across beamlines.  Consequentially development costs and commissioning times are 
amplified and varying levels of support and maintenance are required. As previously described the 
inflexibility of the traditional sample changer model means that step changes in beamline neutronic 
performance, such as instrument or source upgrades requires settling with non-optimal operation or 
complete redesigns. 

With this in mind a major advantage of applying an industrial robot system is the flexibility of 
motion and subsequent increased scope in motion solutions that can be delivered. Hardware costs can 
be up to an order of magnitude lower in comparison to in house designs. Industrial robot system 
operation is also reliable with mean time between failure rates generally around 80,000 hours with low 
associated maintenance frequencies. [10] 

Figures 2 and 3 show two common types of industrial robot. SCARA robots are commonly used 
for high throughput pick and place whereas the 6 axis robotic arms are used where a greater degree of 
flexibility is required for component or tool positioning tasks. Repeatability of the robot end effector is 
a key factor of a robot system and repeatability in the order of 100m is not uncommon with many off 
the shelf systems. Positional accuracy is not so easily defined and is dependent on many factors 
including robot pose, payload weight, end effector working volume, joint paths, operating 
environment, robot manufacturing quality and the kinematic model referenced by the robot controller. 
For these reasons robot manufacturers do not freely quote positional accuracies which can be as high 
as 15mm in some cases. [11] 

 

  

Figure 2: SCARA Robot Schematic Figure 3: 6 Axis Robot Arm Schematic 
 
Improving the kinematic model of a robot provides a generic approach to improving positional 

accuracy of industrial robots. Many robot manufacturers can provide an absolute robot which is 
shipped with a calibrated kinematic model specific to the robot arm. The calibration process utilises a 
laser tracker system to plot the errors between the standard kinematic model and the robot end effector 
over a number of points through the working volume. The kinematic model is then adjusted to take 
account of the difference. The level of improvement in positional accuracy provided by robot 
calibration is not standard across the board but can increase absolute positional accuracy in the 120m 
region for a robot working in a restricted 0.4m3 volume with a 1.3kg payload. [12] 

4.  Conceptual Applications for Industrial Robotics at ISIS 

4.1.  Camera Positioning System 

IMAT (Imaging and Materials Science & Engineering) is a neutron imaging and diffraction instrument 
for materials science, materials processing and engineering being constructed as part of the ISIS 
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second target station phase-II project. The special features of the instrument will be energy-selective 
neutron imaging and the combination of neutron imaging and neutron diffraction. It is expected that 
IMAT will start operating in September 2015. [4]  
Neutron imaging measurements on IMAT will require different neutron cameras to be positioned 
accurately beyond the sample. Imaging requirements define the automation of neutron camera 
selection and positioning. Integrating this requirement on an instrument with wide detector coverage, 
as shown in figure 4, dictates the need for imaging equipment to be completely removed from the 
sample area. These needs could not be adequately met through traditional positioning systems. 
 

 
 

Figure 4: 3D representation of the IMAT blockhouse 
 
A 6 axis robot arm provides the level of kinematic flexibility required to meet the motion 
requirements, however to ensure a high quality of measurement there is a requirement for the robot 
arm to hold a neutron camera with positional stability better than 40m for periods up to an hour. The 
working volume constraints require the robot arm to hold pose, reaching out in the order of 2m from 
the base with up to a 70kg payload.  A feasibility study was performed showing that, without 
application specific robot calibration or positional tracking feedback, typical repeatability with a 70kg 
load was in the order of 70m with drift in the order of 10m to 150m over a 30 minute period. [12] 
This drift envelope can be significantly reduced to sub 10m by employing a peripheral laser tracking 
device as a positional sensor to enable closed loop control of the robot end effector. 

4.2.  Cryogenic Sample Changer 

A similar approach to automated sample changes on x-ray diffraction beamlines can be adapted to 
neutron sources; applying an industrial robot to move samples between a precooled sample rack and a 
closed cycle refrigerator (CCR). A novel approach has been developed to position vanadium cans in a 
CCR without the need to use the traditional method of mounting sample and associated thermometry 
wiring on sample stick mechanics. The addition of baffles and thermometry to the sample can and the 
inclusion of a positioning seat in the CCR insert are the only modifications required. Figure 5 shows 
vanadium can including thermometry contact PCB and baffles. Figure 6 shows the fixed sample seat 
ready for mounting in a CCR insert complete with sprung contacts to complete the temperature 
sensing circuit. 
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Figure 5: Sample Can with Integrated Baffles Figure 6: Insert seat showing sprung contacts 
 

By ensuring that the sample can baffle dimensions are similar in diameter to the CCR insert a 
controlled flow of gas through the insert produces enough pressure to move the vanadium can through 
the insert. Offline experimentation has proven that this method provides robust control of sample 
position and robust, repeatable connections have been made for sample thermometry as the can is 
seated in the operating position.  

Sample precooling is an essential component of an automated cryogenic sample changer for high 
throughput experiments. In general precooling samples to liquid nitrogen temperature halves the total 
time to cool a sample to 4K. An important aspect of automating cold samples changes is to ensure that 
there is no ice deposition on the sample can or inside associated sample environment during the 
movement and positioning of the sample can. 

For a CCR the greatest risk of ice deposition in the insert is during entry and egress of the sample 
into the insert volume. This is can be managed by isolating the insert volume from the outside 
environment via an automated gate valve and controlling the flow of exchange gas through the insert 
volume during a sample change. For the sample can the greatest risk of ice deposition is during the 
pick and place task between the precooled location and the CCR. By integrating pipework onto the 
robot arm end effector, adequate control of precooled gas flow across the sample during the pick and 
place task can ensure that the sample can is kept in a dry cold environment. 

4.3.  Ambient Sample Changer 

The principles outlined in the cryogenic sample changer concept can be applied to provide 
improvements to the existing carousel sample changer used for powder diffraction by providing scope 
for increased sample capacity. Enabling operation in a vacuum environment; reducing background 
scatter. The capability to monitor sample temperature and the possibility to control sample temperature 
by filling the insert with cooled or heated exchange gas. 

4.4.  Automated Texture Measurements 

6 axis articulated arms have the kinematic freedom, using the axis convention provided in figure 7, to 
move a sample through 360° in φ, χ and . Both φ and  can be mapped to a single revolute axis; J1 
and J6 respectively using the convention shown in figure 3.  To ensure that χ is kept perpendicular to φ 
throughout the range of motion, χ is potentially a composite motion of axis J2 through to J5. 

Controlling from a calibrated kinematic model of the robot can provide positional accuracy better 
than 500m with rotational resolution of 1◦ from a single axis making a 6 axis arm an ideal candidate 
for texture measurements on powder samples where the neutron beam size is larger than the sample 
size. 
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Figure 7: Eulerian Cradle Schematic 
 

The operating environment required for texture measurements produces greater challenges. 
Mounting the sample to the end of a robot arm requires the robot to operate inside an evacuated 
volume in the instrument tank during a measurement. Robot operation in a vacuum is possible with 
minor modification to a robot arm to ensure that pressure differentials across robot joints are managed 
and heat from motor operation is dissipated into a peripheral heat sink. [12] 

The physical constraints dictated by the working volume are a significant concern as the range of 
robot motion and pose required for a texture measurement may, if unconstrained, need an operating 
volume greater than the physical constraints of the instrument tank, posing a significant hazard to 
damaging the instrument, robot arm or sample can. DENSO produces one of the smallest 6 axis robot 
arms on the market with a radial reach of just 430mm [13] This small robot still exceeds the extents of 
most instrument tank working volumes at ISIS. Parasitic scattering and detector shadowing by the 
robot arm as it moves inside the working volume is also a concern, having a detrimental effect on the 
quality of the measurement. 

Many robot manufacturers provide 3D environments as part of robotic motion design environments 
enabling the design to simulate control programs, mapping the path and pose of the robot arm and 
identifying potential collisions. Integrating 3D models of the instrument infrastructure into the 3D 
design environment provides a precise indication to the extent of the physical constraints posed by 
tank apertures and the position of the robot arm referenced to instrument detector positions allowing 
working volumes to be constrained and robot arm motion and position refined. Parasitic scatter can 
also be reduced by employing classic material shielding methods, with an emphasis on ensuring that 
the additional weight does not have detrimental impact on positional accuracies. 

With respect to automating sample changes with texture measurements mounting the 6 axis arm in 
an evacuated volume has the major drawback of isolating the arm from the sample rack. The 
application of two robotic arms in cooperative motion is a viable solution with one robot performing a 
pick and place task outside of the instrument tank, passing the sample through an air lock to the 
second robot performing the sample positioning task in the instrument tank. 

5.  Challenges for Industrial Robot Application 

 
As previously highlighted industrial robots currently have the capabilities to meet the positioning and 
working environment requirements of a range of applications at ISIS. To truly capitalise on the 
flexible, standardised, robust motion system that a 6 axis robot provides is to apply a standard robot 
platform to a range of applications. Taking sample changing as an example, there is a wide variety of 
in house designed sample changers at ISIS used for a particular type of sample can on a particular 
beamline. Amalgamating these to a single entity which has the flexibility to be deployed across many 
beamlines for many different types of samples and environments is a valuable goal. However, the 
greatest barrier to realising this is the variation in working volumes around the instrument sample 
areas. 
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Figure 8 highlights the diverse range of sample areas at ISIS. Deploying a standard robot cell at 
each of these locations is not trivial, it can be seen that there is a varying amount of area for deploying 
the robot system and it’s peripheral components and the final position the robot arm must deliver the 
sample to ranges from deep wells as seen in WISH, to moderate heights on sample positioners, 
LARMOR. 

One viable option is to design a standard robot cell which is incorporated with instrument specific 
mechanics defining the location of the robot arm and associated equipment. Using modern ‘teach by 
hand’ robot arms [14] in conjunction with mechanical reference dowels could provide a flexible and 
user friendly method for managing the variation in equipment position across the beamlines, with 
robot automated control tasks being defined as a standard and remaining unchanged at each location. 

 

    

Figure 8: ISIS Instrument sample areas. From left to right: LARMOR, NIMROD, POLARIS, WISH. 

6.  CONCLUSIONS 
 
It is clear that industrial robots can provide a low cost, reliable and flexible platform to develop 
solution to automate a variety of sample and beamline equipment positioning tasks. The series of 
revolute joins that makes up a robot provides essentially open loop control of the end effector which 
limits the robots positional accuracy, however there are well established methods to improve 
positional accuracies to the extent that they meet the requirements for sample changing and component 
positioning tasks. 

The traditional methodology of designing one off sample changers and associated control systems 
in house for a specific beamlines is resource heavy, expensive and  complicates operational support 
and equipment maintenance. Using a robotic arm as a generic standard to develop from is very 
attractive proposition; however the differing working environments found across beamlines makes this 
difficult in practical terms and further work is required to understand the management of these 
differences in detail. 
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Present status of sample environment at J-PARC MLF
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2CROSS TOKAI, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1106, Japan.
3KEK, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0801, Japan

Abstract. In Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility (MLF) of J-PARC, a Sample 
Environment (SE) team has been officially organized in a newly established section, Technology 
Development Section, with succeeding the previous ad hoc SE team. We, the SE team, are 
proceeding with the SE standardization in MLF, and working on operation of so-called beamline 
(BL)-common SE equipment. We currently have a vertical-field superconducting cryomagnet, a
3He-4He dilution refrigerator insert, a top-loading 4He cryostat and a high-temperature furnace 
as the BL-common SE equipment. In order to maintain them and to prepare for users’
experiments, two SE areas are equipped in the experimental halls, though their spaces are still
not enough. Much larger workshop for long-time commissioning, a sample synthesis room and 
sample characterization rooms will be soon prepared in a new building under construction. We 
also contribute to safety improvement as the members of the MLF equipment safety committee.

1. Introduction
Sample environment (SE) is one of indispensable components to perform the neutron scattering 

experiment. Various environments, such as high and low temperatures, magnetic field and high pressure, 
are required by users depending on their research fields. Japanese neutron facilities have had a culture 
that each instrument individually prepares its SE equipment, where instrument scientists are responsible 
not only for their instruments but for SE and researchers operate the equipment for their experiment. 
However, such environments should be supported by facility-wide activities. In the Materials and Life 
Science Experimental Facility (MLF) in Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC), the 
original SE team was organized as “SE task” in 2004, which is about four years before the first neutron 
beam of MLF. Members of this task were scientists working at MLF, and had discussed the strategy in 
our facility and standardization of SE based on their experience of neutron experiments as a user or 
instrument scientist. This team was reorganized as the “SE team” in 2009, almost concomitantly with 
an opening of the user program. Then two engineers joined, and had discussed a guideline of the SE 

1 2-4 Shirakata-Shirane, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan
E-mail: aso.tomokazu@jaea.go.jp
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standardization of SE, taking over the previous SE task, and the support system in SE. This SE team 
was a so-called interim team, and each member had another responsibility, though it was an advantage 
that the members could respond to users’ requests immediately. As shown in Fig. 1, the number of 
proposals and users are increasing year by year. Then the variety of the required SE should also increase. 
Therefore, it is necessary to respond users’ requests effectively and to establish the user support system.

Figure 1. Number of proposals and users in MLF.

Figure 2. Organization of the MLF division.

In April 2013, the Materials and Life Science Division at J-PARC Center has established a new 
section, Technology Development Section, for the purpose of technical support of common equipment 
and development, operation and maintenance of common devices. The Technology Development 
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Section have four groups, Computer Environment Group, Radiation Safety Group, Technical Support 
Group and Sample Environment Technology Group as shown in Fig. 2. Then the SE team was officially 
organized in the Sample Environment Technology Group. The newly organized SE team consists of 
staff members from JAEA, KEK and CROSS so as to be able to support any beamlines (BL’s) across 
the boundaries of institutes, no matter if it is a public BL or not. The new SE team aims to manage the
overall SE in MLF, which is the first attempt in Japanese neutron scattering experimental facilities. Here 
we can take comprehensively safety measures on the whole equipment in MLF. In this team, we aim to 
establish a proper system composed of several professional sub-groups such as cryogenics and magnets, 
high temperature, high pressure, soft matter, and so on.

2. SE equipment
2.1 Standardization of SE in MLF

As mentioned above, we aim to prepare the SE equipment which is used commonly at each BL. 
Then we need to consider some compatibility among the instruments. We have discussed 
standardization of SE in MLF to provide a so-called “SE protocol”, on the basis of the experience in 
practical experiments and by investigating the situation of other facilities, since the original SE team 
was organized. Each BL is enabled to use such BL-common SE equipment by referring to this guideline 
for designing the instrument. This results in sharing of technology, reducing costs and efficiency of
experiments.

Table 1. Representative items in the SE protocol.
Items Specification, Type, etc.

Dimensions for a 
vacuum scattering 
chamber

- Flange size: 200φ, 400φ and 800φ in accordance with JIS
- 1000φ as an option flange.
- Flange to beam center: 600 mm

PCD  and size of 
bolts on a goniometer

- PCD: 650 mm (large equipment) / 260 mm (small equipment)
- Size of the bolts: M12 (large equipment) / M10 (small equipment)
- Goniometer to beam center:
                       350 mm (large equipment) / 210 mm (small equipment)

Standard closed-cycle 
refrigerator

- Cold head: RDK-415D (Sumitomo)
- Compressor: F-50L (water-cooled)

Temperature 
controllers and
censors

- Controllers: LakeShore 340 and 350
- Censor (T > 1.5 K, under zero magnetic field): Si diode censor
- Censor (T > 1.5 K, under magnetic field): Cernox censor

Sample cells

- Bottom of the cold tail to beam center: 50mm
- Dimensions at attachment: M4 x 8 screws, PCD 44 mm position
- Dimensions at attachment (room temperature, 1 atm):
                                                   M6 x 1 screw for powder samples

Pulse motor controller PM16C-04XD(L) (16ch, Tsujicon)

The representative items in this protocol are listed in Table 1. For the instruments having a vacuum 
scattering chamber, such as the total diffractometer and chopper spectrometer, were recommended to 
refer to the standard dimensions of the flange shown in Table 1. An optional flange of 1000φ is expected 
to be used for additional devices such as a radial collimator and polarizer. A symmetric line including 
two bolts should be located on the neutron beam. For the instruments having a goniometer, such as the 
small-angle scattering instrument, PCD and size of the bolts to set the SE equipment on the goniometer 
are standardized for two kinds of equipment, large and small ones, as shown Table 1. Cryomagnets and 
some cryostats and furnaces are classified in the large equipment, while other compact systems are 
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classified in the small equipment. The instruments can use any BL-common SE equipment designed 
based on these two kinds of dimensions by preparing an appropriate adapter. The standard closed-cycle 
refrigerator (CCR) is available for the measurement at temperatures above ~4 K. Some instruments have 
a top-loading type of this CCR, and other have a bottom-loading type. The insert of the top-loading type 
CCR is not standardized at present. The recommended compressor, F-50, is a water-cooling type. The 
SE team possesses not only its spare but air-cooling type compressors (CSA-71A), so that one can carry 
out test operation of the CCR even in the period when the cooling water is not supplied. The standard 
temperature controller has been decided to be LakeShore 340. However, we currently recommend 
LakeShore 350 as a new standard because manufacturing LakeShore 340 has already been stopped. 
Dimension around the sample cell is standardized by entirely referring to that at the Research Reactor 
JRR-3, since some users relatively use the reactor (JRR-3) and spallation source (MLF). To control the 
rotary stage on the SE equipment, the SE team recommends to introduce a pulse motor controller listed 
in Table 1 (Tsujicon), which can be controlled on a software for data taking. Note that we have also 
discussed other items such as coupling for cooling water and helium recovery lines and data logger

Table 2.  Typical SE equipment prepared by each BL. 
BL SE equipment

BL01 4K top-loading cryostat, high-temp. insert
BL02 Top-loading cryofurnace
BL03 Gas-flow cryostat
BL04 Auto sample changer

BL08 4K cryostat, 1K cryostat, 10K top-loading cryostat, V-furnace,
Auto sample changer

BL09
10-700K top-loading hot stage, 4K top-loading cryostat,
1000K furnace, Auto sample changer for installing V-Ni holder, 
Auto sample changer for in-situ measurement, Storage battery cell

BL10 Goniometer (5-axes)

BL11 Multi-anvil press (500 t x 6 axes), Paris Edinburgh press (200 t),
Palm cubic press (100 t), Low-temperature press (100 t)

BL12 4K cryostat, 6K cryostat, 3He cryostat, 14T vertical-field magnet
BL14 4K bottom-loading cryostat, Top-loading cryofurnace

BL15
Auto sample changer, Loading machine, 10T vertical-field magnet,
4T horizontal-field magnet
Laser furnace, 4K bottom-loading cryostat, Air core electromagnet,

BL16 Auto sample changer, High-temperature cell, Low-temperature cell,
Humidity controlled cell 

BL17 Electromagnet, 4K cryocooler
BL18 4K cryostat, 2-axis goniometer, 1-axis goniometer, High-pressure cell

BL19

Loading machine, Furnace system for high temperature loading,
Dilatometer, Cryogenic loading machine, Eurelian cradle, 
Gandolfi goniometer + heater, Fatigue machine, 
High temperature loading machine for small sample,
100K cooling chamber for loading experiment

BL20 Auto sample changer, 30 sample changer, V-furnace, 
Atmosphere furnace, Cryofurnace with sample changer, Goniometer

BL21
Auto sample changer, in-situ meas, V foil heater, Cryofurnace,
Impedance measurement system, Temperature-controlled sample changer,
2 dimensional element spectroscopy system
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In MLF, some SE equipment, which is dedicated for an instrument, strongly required by users or 
used frequently as a standard one, has been managed and operated by the instrument staff at each BL. 
Representative SE equipment prepared at BL’s is shown in Table 2. Some of them are designed based 
on the SE protocol, in order to enable us to use them even at another instrument. On the other hand, the 
SE team has introduced and managed the BL-common SE equipment, which may not be frequently used 
but is necessary. At present, we possess four pieces of the BL-common SE equipment, which are in 
operation or under commissioning: a vertical-field superconducting cryomagnet, a 3He-4He dilution 
refrigerator insert, a top-loading-type 4He cryostat and a high-temperature furnace with an Nb heater. 
We have managed them and support their operation during users’ experiments. Note that we plan to 
introduce other equipment in response to users’ demands in the future.

Figure 3. BL-common SE equipment managed by the SE team. (a) Vertical-field superconducting 
cryomagnet, (b) 3He-4He dilution refrigerator insert, (c) top-loading-type 4He cryostat and (d) High-

temperature furnace with a Nb heater.

Figure 3(a) shows the vertical-field superconducting cryomagnet (Scientific Magnetics). This 
equipment has an asymmetric-coil pair so that it can be used even in the polarized neutron experiment, 
and its maximum magnetic field is 7 T. The magnet coils are coated with B4C, which is a neutron 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

2.2 SE equipment 
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absorber. The magnet was designed supposing that an open angle in the vertical direction is ±10º for 20 
mm of the sample height. In the horizontal direction, the magnet has 30º of a blind angle for pipes and 
wires, the direction of which was determined by investigating the detector positions at most instruments. 
The system has a liquid helium bath without any re-condense system. The sample stick is rotated
approximately 180º, and is cooled down to 1.5 K. This cryomagnet can be set both on a vacuum 
scattering chamber with the 800φ flange and on a goniometer. As the system has aluminum windows, 
it is suitable for the single-crystal diffractometers, chopper spectrometer, small-angle neutron scattering 
(SANS) instrument etc. rather than the powder diffractometer. On-beam commissioning works have 
been carried out at cold-neutron disk-chopper spectrometer, AMATERAS (BL14), polarized neutron 
reflectometer, SHARAKU (BL17) and extreme environment single crystal neutron diffractometer, 
SENJU (BL18) [1].

Other than the conventional sample stick, a 3He-4He dilution refrigerator insert (Taiyo-Nippon 
Sanso co.), shown in Fig. 3(b), can be also set into the cryomagnet. The lowest temperature is below 
100 mK, and we have achieved 50 mK with no sample during the first test operation. The inner diameter 
of the sample space is 40 mm, and the distance from the bottom surface of the cold head to the beam 
center is 40 mm, which is shorter than the standard value in MLF. This insert is currently under
commissioning. In order to use this dilution refrigerator insert in the measurement under zero magnetic 
field, we have prepared a top-loading-type 4He cryostat, which was manufactured by Suzuki Shokan co. 
(Fig. 3(c)). This cryostat is a wet system having liquid helium and nitrogen baths, and has a rotary stage 
of the insert. Temperature range is from 2K to the room temperature. As the system also has aluminum 
tails and windows as well as the cryomagnet. The system has a 400φ flange to be set on the vacuum 
scattering chamber, and also can be set onto a goniometer as the small-size equipment. This equipment 
is still under commissioning.

Figure 4. High-temperature furnace after the improvements.

Figure 3(d) shows a high-temperature furnace with a niobium heater, manufactured by AS 
Scientific Products. The maximum operating temperature is 1600 ºC in a vacuum and 1300 ºC in an 
argon gas. The sample stick can be rotated. The heater part and surrounding radiation shields are made 
of niobium, which is known to make up few background due to incoherent scattering. Therefore, this 
furnace is mainly used at quasielastic and inelastic scattering instruments. However, the elastic 
scattering from many niobium foils on the direct beam causes serious background in the nonzero region 
of energy transfer because the flight paths for neutrons scattered at a niobium foils are slightly shorter 

Control panel 
for vacuum pump Electric

distribution board

Modification for experiment 
under Ar gas experiment
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or longer than that for neutrons scattered at the sample. Thus, an oscillating radial collimator have been 
developed by some instruments to be used together with the furnace [2]. This equipment is now in 
operation and has ever been used for the experiments at AMATERAS (BL14) and small and wide angle 
neutron scattering instrument, TAIKAN (BL15). We note that some improvements have been made by 
the SE team, as shown in Fig. 4. A control panel for vacuum pumps and an electric distribution board 
were installed for users’ convenience and safety. A gas inlet line was equipped in order to conduct a 
high-temperature experiment under argon atmosphere. Taking into account the heating up of the outer 
case of the furnace, we decided on a rule that an experiment under argon atmosphere must be performed 
below 1300 ºC.

3. Infrastructure for SE
It is essential to keep the infrastructure, which is a so-called “SE area”, to prepare the SE 

equipment for users’ experiments and to maintain its performance inside or near the experimental hall. 
There was no such an area when the MLF started operation. We prepared the SE areas in the 1st and 
2nd experimental halls in MLF in a few recent years (Fig.5). Although the experimental hall was already 
occupied by instruments and their cabins, we could prepare the SE area with a space of ~30 m2 in the 
1st experimental hall. On the other hand, there was less space in the 2nd experimental hall. We can use 
a space of ~20 m2 as the SE area in the 2nd experimental hall for the duration of the beam operation, 
while its area is reduced to half so that the rest area is used for other purposes for the construction works 
during the shutdown period.  Utilities such as the power supply,  cooling water line, compressed air line, 
helium gas recovery line and the exhaust line have been introduced in both SE areas, and then we started
the commissioning and maintenance of the SE equipment, repair and replacement of parts, and so on. 
Taking into account that the number of the SE equipment increases in near future, the current SE areas 
in the experimental halls are definitely insufficient. Thus we need to discuss a solution to expand the 
area, though there is no available space inside the both experimental halls.

Figure 5. Working areas related to SE in the MLF building and the new building.
A new building for the MLF user support, which is being constructed near the MLF building, is 

about to be completed in the end of March 2015. This building is used for the things related to the user 
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support, such as sample preparation, data analysis, development and maintenance of devices, and so on. 
As far as SE is concerned, it is planned to prepare an SE and chopper workshop, which is dedicated for 
maintenance of the SE equipment and choppers, a sample synthesis room, sample characterization 
rooms for various research field and a chemical laboratory on the first floor, as shown in Fig. 5. In the 
SE and chopper workshop, long-term commissioning and maintenance of the SE equipment will be 
carried out. In addition, the development of the new SE equipment will also be conducted here. This 
room is shared with the chopper development group, which works on development and commissioning 
of choppers. In the sample synthesis room, users can prepare the samples before bringing them into
MLF. In the characterization rooms, various measurements, such as structure analysis and magnetic 
susceptibility, specific-heat and adsorption measurements, can be performed before the experiment.

 
4. Safety

Figure 6 shows the safety examination system for users’ equipment and devices in MLF. Some of 
us (W.K., T.O., Y.S. and K.A.) are the regular members and one of us (Y.Y.) is a cooperative member 
of the MLF equipment safety committee, and we contribute to the improvement on the safety 
environment at MLF. This system is also applied for the SE equipment and devices, including those 
prepared by the BL groups. The safety examination is conducted by the committee, and the equipment 
is allowed to be used at MLF, on the basis of the result.

Figure 6. Safety examination system for users’ equipment and devices at the MLF

The SE team contributes to the improvement on safety related to the SE equipment at MLF. Here 
we show the safety measures on the top-loading-type cryostat we took as an example. The top-loading-
type cryostat generally contains a risk caused by inappropriate setting of a sample stick. Namely, the air 
could be inhaled inside the sample space continuously from a small leakage at the O-ring to be 
condensed there, when the sample stick is cooled down. As the result, the sample stick may be ejected 
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suddenly when changing the sample, due to rapid evaporation of the accidentally condensed air. In fact, 
MLF has ever experienced this incident during a user’s experiment. Responding to this problem, we 
have taken the following steps to prevent such incidents, and have strongly recommended each BL that 
possesses a top-loading cryostat irrespective of whether the system is wet or dry to take these safety 
measures.

The safety measures taken on the top-loading cryostat at MLF are displayed in Fig. 7. Firstly, we
modified the sample stick to have an open end and added a relief valve on the tube just below the top 
flange so that the excess pressure is released through the end hole, the relief valve on the center stick 
and the original relief valve on the cryostat even when the bottom baffle of the sample space is sealed 
by an ice block. As a further step, we applied “D-cuts” to the baffles to prevent for a baffle to be sealed 
entirely by ice. In addition, especially for the inserts with no hollow tubes such as dilution refrigerator, 
a short detachable stainless wire is necessarily connected to the cryostat and its insert when the insert is 
pulled up for the sample exchange, to avoid ejection of the insert. It is also recommended to adopt the 
O-ring with a center ring to place the O-ring surely.

Figure 7. The recommended safety measures for top-loading cryostat.

5. Summary
The SE team has been officially organized in the Technology Development Section newly 

established in MLF. We are working on management and operation of BL-common SE equipment and 
development of SE devices. The SE team has discussed standardization of SE in MLF since the previous 
SE team was organized, based on our experience in practical experiments and by investigating the
situation of other facilities. This guideline is recommended to be referred by each instrument. We have 
prepared some pieces of the versatile BL-common SE equipment, which are a vertical-field 
superconducting cryomagnet, dilution refrigerator insert, 4He cryostat and high-temperature furnace.
They are now in operation or under commissioning. The SE areas were prepared in the 1st and 2nd 
experimental halls, and have been used for short-term commissioning on the SE equipment and 
preparation of it for users’ experiments. We will also equip more areas related to SE, such as the SE
workshop and sample preparation room, in the new building for user support. Furthermore, some of us 
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contribute to the improvement on safety environment in MLF as the members of the MLF equipment 
safety committee. Then we take comprehensively safety measures even on the user’s carry-in devices 
and BL-dedicated SE equipment in MLF. We note that we have just started preparation of some new 
environments as follows. Responding to users’ request, we have just started preparing high pressure 
system, aiming to finally develop low-temperature and high-pressure environment for inelastic neutron 
scattering. We are also planning to generalize the pulsed magnet system for neutron scattering, which 
H. Nojiri and co-workers have developed at Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) in Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory and MLF [3], by cooperating with them, in order to introduce it for the general users.
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Abstract. Helium vessel is one of important equipments in target station of CSNS, which 
maintains an inert environment （helium at a slight positive pressure）around the moderators, 
provides credited confinement functions, and provides access ports for the proton beam, 20 
neutron beams and the target. Helium vessel components should be designed to last more than 
40 full power years. Water cooling has been arranged in sections of helium vessel to remove the 
heat deposited by a 500kW beam. This paper describes the thermal analysis and thermal-solid 
coupling analysis which is performed to optimize structural design. 

1.  Introduction 
CSNS is designed to accelerate proton beam pulses to 1.6GeV kinetic energy at 25Hz repetition rate, 
striking a solid metal target to produce spallation neutrons. The accelerator is designed to deliver a beam 
power of 100KW with the upgrade capability to 500kW by raising the linac output energy and increasing 
the beam intensity. Figure 1 shows a pictorial view of CSNS. 

 
Figure 1. Pictorial view of CSNS 

2.  Overview  
The functions of helium vessel system are to maintain an inert environment (helium at a slight positive 
pressure) around the moderators, provide a locating surface and structural support for target and 
proton beam window assembly, support the reflector plug, provide containment in the event of a 
failure of the target, moderators and reflector plug, and provide access for cooling water to reflector 
plug and moderators and access for liquid hydrogen line to moderators. 

3.8.1
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Helium vessel system components should be for 500kW beam power based on a proton beam energy of 
1.6GeV and an average beam current on target of 312.5 uA. Non-replaceable components should have 
a design basis lifetime of 40 years, while replaceable components should be designed for maximum life 
within engineering and budget constraints. The mean design requirements are following. 

 Inert atmosphere: Vessel should provides an inert atmosphere in the event of a hydrogen leak 
from the moderatos and containment of activated cooling water in the event of a water leak from 
the target or the reflector. 

 Structural: Helium vessel system should be designed to carry the combined stresses due to 
coolant pressure, dead-weight loads, thermal effects, and seismic events. 

 Thermohydraulic: The cooling water system must remove the heat deposited by a 500kW beam. 
 Mechanical: The vessel should provide access ports for proton beam, neutron beams and target. 

The vessel should provide feedthrough ports for the reflector and moderators piping and 
connections for vessel utilities. The vessel upper head should allow for replacement of the 
reflector plugs. 

 Remote maintenance: The vessel and neutron beam window should facilitate the use of remote 
handling equipments used to service the neutron beam window and reflector plugs. 

 Seismic: All components should be designed such that the safety functions are maintained 
during a seismic event up to the 7 degree seismic intensity. 

 Instrument and control: Systems will procure the sensors required to measure pressure, 
temperature and flow, and will provide mounts and taps as required for each instrument at 
locations throughout the system. 

 Decommissioning: System should be designed for disassembly and decommissioning. 
 Materials: Material for all structural components should be 316L & 304L austenitic stainless 

steel. 
 Design standard: Vessel should be designed and fabricated according to China national standard 

JB4732-1995 (The Steel Pressure Vessel-Design by Analysis code). 

2.2  Lay out 
Helium vessel system (shown in Figure 2) is a vertical cylindrical geometry. It provides access for 
installing and removing the reflector assemblies vertically through the core vessel top opening, and for 
installing the target through horizontal ports in the core vessel. The whole system includes the core 
vessel, the support skirt, the outer reflector, and utility piping inside the core vessel (i.e., vacuum, helium, 
cooling piping). 

 
Figure 2. Helium vessel system layout 

3.  Detail design 

3.1 The core vessel 
As shown in Figure 3, the core vessel is made up of three components, the chimney assembly, the center 
section and the lower vessel that are welded together. 
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Figure 3. Helium vessel main parts 

The chimney is a S30403 step-shaped cylinder structure with a nominal diameter of 2100/2280 mm 
and a height of 4350 mm. The nominal wall thickness is 50 mm. 

The center section is jacket structure with a nominal diameter of 2900 mm and a height of 1400 mm. 
The nominal wall thickness is 50 mm. The jacket encloses the water-cooled shielding with holes 
machined for cooling water. The center section contains the proton beam interface, the target interface, 
and the neutron beam lines. The center section shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. Lower core vessel 

Proton beam window (PBW) separates the helium or rough vacuum environment inside the vessel 
from the high vacuum inside the proton beam line. The proton beam window will be replaced 
periodically because of accumulated material damage caused by proton fluence. To facilitate 
replacement of this intensely heated and irradiated structure, pneumatic (inert gas) seals and a vertical 
assembly and removal path are incorporated into the design. To minimize scattering losses, the window 
will be located outside the lower vessel, approximately 1890 mm from the center. The window will be 
located within a housing which also contains the proton beam diagnostics as shown in Figure 5. The 
sealing surfaces are inside the housing attached to the core vessel. The shelf, flange, and rectangular 
tube extension should be cooled by light water because of the heat generated by scatter from PBW. The 
cooling passage is produced by drill and plug. Small shelf is extended from the box for remote vacuum 
seal clamp to RTBT tube. The housing will support 5 tons load from PBW assembly. 

  
Figure 5. Proton beam port Figure 6. Target box 
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Target will be inserted into a target box are showed Figure 6. Inside surface of the box provides a 
mating surface for target inflatable seal, required surface roughness of Ra 0.2um. 

Helium vessel has 20 neutron beam lines, eleven above the target, eight below the target and high 
energy neutron beam. The neutron beam slots which view the decouple moderators will be lined with 
decoupler material which is cadmium with thickness of 1mm. Neutron beam port windows with seals 
will be bolted to the flanges shown in Figure 7. These windows have the shape of a convex spherical 
surface (thickness 1.5mm, Al 6061). Double racetrack seals made of close-wound helical spring and 
aluminum jacket are used for seal. These windows are expected to have a long lifetime based on the 
experience of existing spallation facilities. So the design of the neutron beam windows will facilitate the 
remote handling. 

  
Figure 7. Neutron beam window Figure 8. Drain line 

The lower vessel is composed of lower cylinder and ellipse head. The collection volume attached to 
the lower vessel is designed to contain any water that might spill into the core vessel in the event of a 
failure of the target or reflector. 

The drain line is allowed to remove any liquids spilled into the helium vessel. As shown in Figure 8, 
the drain line terminates in drain tank designed to accommodate the maximum feasible spillage of 
cooling water inventory. The drain line is a DN80 single wall pipe sloped down to the drain tank 
(hydraulic slope 2%), which is welded to core vessel when assembly. Ultrasonic and penetrant 
inspection must be performed after welding on site. Procurement initiated on the drain line so that 
section embedded in concrete will be available during building construction. 

3.2 Support skirt 
The support skirt with a nominal wall thickness of 150mm supports the core vessel and all vessel internal 
components independently from the external shielding, shown in Figure 9. The support skirt is tied into 
the foundation mat by studs threaded into the base plate embedded in the concrete. These studs bear 
shear and overturning moment created in a seismic event. A stainless steel layer is built on the upper 
surface of the support skirt by surfacing welding in order to prevent the interface between support skirt 
made of carbon steel and vessel made of stainless steel from corrosion. 

 
Figure 9. Support skirt roundness correction 
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3.3 The outer reflector 
The outer reflector plugs consist of top shielding, upper outer reflector plug, middle outer reflector plug 
and lower outer reflector plug. As shown in Figure 10, the outer reflector plugs with steps to prevent 
radiation streaming surrounds the inner plug. 

The lower outer plug must be cooled with light water, while the other outer plugs do not need. The 
lower outer plug made of stainless steel is contained within the lower 1870mm-diameter core vessel and 
slots are cut for the neutron beam lines, the proton beam and the target assembly. The neutron beam 
slots will be lined with decoupler material similar to which in the inner plugs. Neutron decouplers, which 
can keep the pulse width short, are made from 1mm thick cadmium. The size of the proton beam hole 
will be close to that of the nominal beam profile so that, in off-normal cases, stray proton beam energy 
would be absorbed in this plug rather than in the moderators. A supply line within the plug will bring 
the light water to the bottom, and the return flow to the top will cool the stainless shielding. The weight 
of the outer plug assembly is 31 tones. It will be supported on a ring resting on the base of the lower 
core vessel. 

The intermediate and upper outer plugs surround the inner plug and slots are cut for the reflector and 
moderator piping (cooling, helium and vacuum). The intermediate and upper outer plugs are made of 
carbon steel with aluminum coating (thickness ≥150 μm). The upper outer plug relies on conduction to 
the actively cooled components. To minimize the number of remote connectors of piping, the 
intermediate and upper outer plugs extend 3960 mm above the target center and all connections are 
located above the plugs. 

  
Figure 10. Outer reflector Figure 11. Remote handling device for neutron 

beam window 

3.4 Remote handling device for neutron beam window 
The neutron beam windows provide the pressure boundary at the inlets of the neutron beam ports. Studs 
in the helium vessel flanges and remotely installed nuts secure the window to the vessel flanges and 
provide the necessary sealing force. The windows are expected to have a long lifetime based on the 
experience of existing spallation facilities. However, design of the neutron beam windows should 
facilitate the remote replacement of this irradiated structure because of accumulated material damage 
caused by neutron fluence. As shown in Figure 11, remote handling device contains two components: 
bodies supporting frames and elevating section which includes hanger, window handling system and 
balancing system. Maintain operation will be performed in the gap between bulk shield interstitial blocks. 

4.  Analysis calculation 

4.1 Thermal calculation 
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In order to study thermal deposition and power-density distribution of helium vessel, the model of target-
moderators-reflectors-core vessel was built by MCNPX, and then calculates thermal deposition and 
power-density distribution of components in helium vessel. The thermal deposition of core vessel 
contains: lower outer reflector plug, center section of helium vessel and some passive-cooling shielding. 
Table 1 shows the thermal deposition of helium vessel and inner components. 

Table 1. Helium vessel thermal deposition 
Components Heat deposition (500kW) Cooling mode 

Lower outer reflector plug 53kW Water-cooling 
Center section of helium vessel 12kW Water-cooling 

Middle and upper outer reflector 179.4W Passive cooling 
Passive-cooling Shielding 203.1W Passive cooling 

Total 65.04kW  
The maximum temperature below 64℃ present to target port tube due to high heat deposition at 

500kW, Figure 12 shows the temperature distribution of center section and lower outer reflector plug 
after water-cooling as input data of thermal-solid coupling analysis. As a whole, the temperature was 
well-distributed and difference in temperature was less than 20℃, the temperature near proton beam 
port should be lower due to proton beam cooling structure. 

 

Figure 12. Temperature distribution of center 
section and lower outer reflector plug after 
water-cooling 

4.2 Structure strength analysis 
FEA analysis was performed using the helium vessel model compromise of shell and solid elements 
imposed appropriate loading according to different working conditions. Analysis criterion were as 
follows: 

 The temperature has been predicted to reach a maximum of 65℃. 
 The allowable design stress intensity for all forms of S30403 is 118MPa for any temperature 

less than 150℃ (JB4732-95). 
 The allowable design stress intensity of Al6061T6 is 68MPa for any temperature less than 100℃ 

(JB4734-2002). 
 The maximum displacement less than 2mm. 
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For integral model three different calculation conditions were considered, such as working condition, 
design condition and maintenance condition. There were four calculation conditions of lower outer 
reflector plug, such as working condition, design condition, maintenance condition and cooling failure 
condition. 

4.2.1 Vessel working conditions structure strength analysis 
Shows Integral model working conditions stress & deflection, for example, FEA analysis was initially 
performed using the full model of the vessel. Applied loads include: 

 0.0025 MPa internal overpressure 
 0.4 MPa pressure in the water jacket 
 Gravity loads of all internal shielding and equipment 
 100 kN inflatable seal force in target port 
 50 kN inflatable seal force in proton beam port 
 5 Tons gravity load on proton beam port 
Restraint: support skirt bottom plane full restraint, shown in Figure 13. 
Conclusions: Figure 13 shows the maximum stress intensity appears on upper support plate groove 

for lower outer reflector plug alignment block, the maximum stress intensity is 47.854MPa. The 
maximum displacement is 0.264 mm in proton beam port. With the proper corner radius to reduce stress 
concentration at this location, the vessel satisfies the requirements of the allowable design stress 
intensity by the pressure vessel code. Vessel deflections are small. 

  

Figure 13. Vessel working condition FEA 
model 

Figure 14. Lower outer reflector plug FEA 
model 

4.2.2 LOPP working conditions thermal-solid coupling analysis 
FEA analysis was initially performed using the model of lower outer reflector plug. Applied loads 
include: 

 0.0025MPa internal overpressure 
 0.5MPa pressure in the water jacket 
 Gravity loads of all internal shielding and equipment 
 shielding equivalent pressure 0.153&11.313MPa 
 the temperature distribution of water-cooling, MAX temperature 62.916℃ 

Restraint: lower outer reflector plug alignment block groove side toroidal restraint and groove plane 
axial restraint, shown in Figure 14. 

Conclusions: Figure 14 shows the maximum stress intensity appears on upper support plate groove 
for lower outer reflector plug alignment block, the maximum stress intensity is 63.014MPa. The 
maximum displacement is 0.878 mm in proton beam port. With the proper corner radius to reduce stress 
concentration at this location, the vessel satisfies the requirements of the allowable design stress 
intensity by the pressure vessel code. Vessel deflections are small. 
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4.3 Anti seismic calculation 
CSNS located in Dong guan City, Guangdong Province where seismic fortification intensity is level 6. 
The helium vessel is defined as important facility, seismic fortification intensity of helium vessel is level 
7. The seismic load will be represented by a 0.2G lateral acceleration (single direction, not vibrating). 
The purpose of this study is to document the stresses and deflections associated with a seismic event, 
FEA analysis was initially performed using the full model of the vessel. Applied loads include: 

 0.1MPa internal overpressure 
 0.6MPa pressure in the water jacket 
 Gravity loads of all internal shielding and equipment 
 100kN inflatable seal force in target port 
 50kN inflatable seal force in proton beam port 
 5Tons gravity load on proton beam port 
 0.2g horizontal acceleration (along target direction) 

Restraint: Support skirt bottom plane full restraint, shown in Figure 15. 
Conclusions: Figure 15 shows the maximum stress intensity is 68.508MPa which appears on support 

skirt pin contact. The maximum displacement is 0.988mm at center of lid. 

 
Figure 15. Vessel anti-seismic FEA model 

5.  Manufacture and installing 

5.1 Manufacture progress 
The helium vessel manufacturing process review was held in Nanjing on January 2013. The review 
content included manufacturing process scheme, quality plan and production schedule. The detailed 
engineering drawings of helium vessel were formally issued on January 2013, and formal processing 
was started. 

5.1.1 Center section 
Cylinder and the lower flange were assembled, fixed support in the cylinder upper opening, and welded 
after the cylinder rolling, welding, and roundness correction. The wall and end-face of the outer and 
inner cylinder were machined by vertical lathe, based on the lower flange surface, adjusting cylinder to 
coincide with the center of the turntable of CNC facing boring lathe, and then indexing to determining 
the location of the fan-shaped and square-shaped hole, boring the holes. Assembling and welding the 
tube blocks, shielding block, the upper flange, etc. Assembling error of all tubes are measured and 
adjusted to the allowable range. Welding deformation is the main factor causing manufacturing errors 
of all tubes. To reduce the welding deformation, fixing support, taking anti-deformation to ensure the 
correct position of each tube. Real-time monitoring the deformations and adjusting 
the welding sequence, lowering welding input and interpass temperature during the manufacturing 
process. Finishing the protons and the target tubes connecting flange, polishing to the requirement with 
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the lower flange surface as the reference plane, Figure 16 & 17 shows center section is under assembling 
and welding. 

  
Figure 16. Center section assembling Figure 17. Center section welding 

The neutron beam tube block consist of upper & lower plates and interval block, reserving machining 
allowance on the upper and lower plate thickness, the side face of outside plate, the interval block 
processed; sandwiching cadmium plate between those plates and stainless steel plate, and then bolting; 
assembling the plates, and inserting the square (114 × 114) mandrel to correct position of each plate, 
bolting and welding, plug welding thread sink hole on the interval block. Machining tube profile, 
positioning face and positioning stepped square hole with inner hole as reference. Inserting the square 
mandrel (H8/e8 fits) to assembling and welding the branch tube and confluence tube; taking anti-
deformation measures to reduce welding deformation, finally finishing the flange face to the requirement. 

5.1.2chimney section  
Chimney section cylinder has been rolled, welded, roundness correction, vibration aging was proceeded, 
and then boring pipe openings according to piping layout design. Figure 18 shows Chimney section in 
assembling. 

 Figure 18. Chimney section welding 

5.1.3 LORP 
Cylinder and the lower flange are assembled, fixed support in the cylinder upper opening, and welded 
after the inside and outside cylinders rolling, welding, roundness correction. The wall and end-face of 
the outer & inner cylinder are machined by vertical lathe. Assembling and welding partially cooling 
plate, and the lower flange, fixing support in the cylinder upper opening to prevent deformation. Based 
on the lower flange face, adjusting cylinder to coincides with the center of the turntable of CNC facing 
boring lathe, and then indexing to determining the location of the fan-shaped and square-shaped hole, 
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boring the holes. Assembling and welding the tubes, cooling plates, the upper flange, etc. Fixing support, 
taking anti-deformation measures to ensure the correct position of each tube. Finishing the outer wall of 
the cylinder, positioning groove and end face by vertical lathe.  

5.2 Installation of support skirt 
Before installation of support skirt, installation error of the base plate was reinspected. Use pins in the 
base plate to positioning the support skirt. Use four screws in the foundation ring of the support skirt to 
adjust the upper surface elevation of the support skirt to 1.1m (error is less than 0.5mm), All installation 
and adjustment were monitored by laser tracker. Installing inner shielding block in the support cylinder, 
then welding drain line. Figure 19 shows support skirt after installation. 

 
Figure19. Support skirt installment 

5.3 Acceptance Testing Requirement 
After completion of installation and prior to commissioning with the proton beam, a series of tests shall 
be performed on the Vessel Systems to insure and demonstrate their readiness for operation. The 
following tests shall be performed as part of acceptance testing: 
 Demonstrate leak tightness of assembled water piping; 
 Demonstrate leak tightness of the core vessel pressure boundary for both vacuum and helium 

environments; 
 Demonstrate ability to install the proton beam window using remote handling equipment; 
 Demonstrate ability to make and break pipe and structural joints required for maintenance of 

equipment; 
 Demonstrate that the coolant flow through the vessel is within design parameters; 
 Demonstrate ability of inflatable seal to seal against the proton beam window box fitting; 
 Demonstrate ability of inflatable seal to seal against target assembly; 
 Demonstrate ability to install the neutron beam window using remote handling equipment; and 
 Demonstrate functionality of core vessel drain system. 

6.  Conclusion 
 The design of helium vessel was reasonable, and met physical requirements. 
 The machining and welding quality are under control in fabrication procedure. 
 The progress of helium vessel meet the requirements of construction schedule 
 The manufacture of helium vessel will be completed in the end of 2014. 
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Abstract. Instrument backgrounds at neutron scattering facilities directly affect the quality
and the efficiency of the scientific measurements that users perform. Part of the background
at pulsed spallation neutron sources is caused by, and time-correlated with, the emission of
high energy particles when the proton beam strikes the spallation target. This prompt pulse
ultimately produces a signal, which can be highly problematic for a subset of instruments and
measurements due to the time-correlated properties, and different to that from reactor sources.
Measurements of this background have been made at both SNS (ORNL, Oak Ridge, TN, USA)
and SINQ (PSI, Villigen, Switzerland). The background levels were generally found to be
low compared to natural background. However, very low intensities of high-energy particles
have been found to be detrimental to instrument performance in some conditions. Given that
instrument performance is typically characterised by S/N, improvements in backgrounds can
both improve instrument performance whilst at the same time delivering significant cost savings.
A systematic holistic approach is suggested in this contribution to increase the effectiveness of
this. Instrument performance should subsequently benefit.

1. Introduction
In this contribution during ICANS XXI, the results of both simulation studies and experimental
surveys trying to verify shielding at a basic level were shown, relating to the consideration
of future instrument shielding at European Spallation Source (ESS) which is currently under
construction in Lund, Sweden [1]. In the spirit of ICANS, this writeup will not concentrate

3.8.2
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on the state of detailed simulations or surveys themselves, as these are better written up in
individual journal contributions when complete, but rather try and give a perspective on how
these important studies might fit together, and to give a few philosophical musings on what
might be the most effective way to do it. It should be noted that these musings should not
be taken as unique, but rather fit into a field of approaches, some of which were also shown at
ICANS [2]. Shielding is very much topical!

In contrast, neutron optics and transport has made great strides during the 90’s and 00’s —
advances in neutron optics [3] being instrumental in this. Very roughly speaking this is about
transporting maximal brilliance transfer of the desired phase space of neutrons to the sample
position. Coupled with this development, and with the coincident rise [4] and democratisation [5]
of computing power, are the now ubiquitous [6] and user-friendly ray-tracing programs such
as McStas [7–9] and Vitess [10–12] which use Monte Carlo techniques [13] to simulate the
thermal and cold neutron transport to have a huge effect on instrument design. These techniques
have become so ingrained, that no proposed instrument design is believed without having been
“verified” using one of these simulations to evaluate ideal performance.

Simply put, these programs are idealistic calculations to optimise phase space transport of
neutrons from source to sample and beyond; this is effectively optimisation of the signal at the
sample. However, most existing instruments performance is better characterised by a figure of
merit related to some function of signal-to-noise (S/N) performance. Often the limiting factor
at the floor of the noise is the instrumental background. As such, background calculations are
now an essential part in the optimisation process, that needs to be done in harmony with the
cold/thermal neutron simulation programs. As will be seen below, it is also not given that signal
optimisation is the same as signal-to-background (S/B) optimisation.

2. Shielding of Backgrounds
Shielding is often seen as a “necessary evil” for the budget of the instrument; needed for
radiological protection purposes, licensing and safety. For spallation sources it adds up to a very
significant fraction of the instrument budget [14–16]. Indeed, more can be spent on shielding
than on neutron optics, which is intriguing given how much Monte-Carlo time is often dedicated
to the optimisation of the guide shape in preference to the optimisation of the shielding. This
is especially true when adding up the effort and cost of fixing poor experimental backgrounds
during instrument operational phases over the lifetime of the facility. Considering shielding
only in the safety context neglects the most important role that shielding has to play in an
instrument’s performance: maximising the S/B ratio.

Shielding is also typically considered locally at a static point - i.e. in this position what
amount of shielding is needed for the present particle fluences. This neglects the synergies from
a holistic approach to its design for an instrument: i.e. rather than taking the radiation field
as given and absolute for an particular instrument design and post-mortem design the shielding
around it; instead the goal should be to try to engineer this radiation field to make it minimal
at the points which are key for instrument performance — normally the detectors and sample
position — and mould the radiation field to allow the quantity (∝ cost) of shielding to be globally
reduced.

In terms of materials utilised, only four are typically considered in neutron scattering:

(i) Concrete. This is taken as a “light hydrogen containing” cheap material, primarily to bulk
to shield gammas and to moderate fast neutrons. Whilst it is just about the cheapest
material 1, surprisingly it is not ideal at either of the other two tasks, and the hydrogen
content of concrete is not so great. Impurities in the concrete also activate readily if the
concrete is allowed to be inadvertently illuminated by strong neutron beams.

1 Except water and earth which are much under-utilised.
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(ii) Steel. This is taken as a “heavy, dense” cheap material to slow and stop fast and high
energy neutrons [17]. Stainless steels activate to the point of being a hazard, whereas mild
steels exhibit regions of neutron transparency in the resonant energy range of 100s keV to
around 1 MeV.

(iii) Plastic. This is a light material that is used to slow fast neutrons (< 20 MeV).

(iv) A boron-containing substance. This is to “mop up” thermal and cold neutrons. Typical
applications are plates of boron carbide, or plastics made with boric acid that combine
absorbing and moderating properties.

Perception of cost and a fear of activation issues leads to the exclusion of many other attractive
materials being considered.

Lastly, shielding is a multidisciplinary problem: a variety of solutions have been found for
several applications. It is therefore apt to ask whether any parts of the solutions found in other
disciplines have a lesson for neutron scattering?

3. Background Sources
One of the most striking pictures illustrating the differences in backgrounds between reactor
and spallation sources can be seen from comparing the frequently shown neutron source energy
distributions. This is shown in figure 1. The difference is significant, with a much longer tail
from spallation sources towards higher energies; almost up to the incident beam energy of the
proton. However, how does this make a difference to the background level?

Figure 1. Neutron emission spectrum from fission compared to spallation, after Shetty [18].

It should be noted that of course spallation sources are not new: therefore measurements
of background at existing sources are important to understand these effects - and just as
importantly how they propagate down to instruments - these cascades are important as it is the
background at the instrument that is most important.

To understand these cascades, it is important to review and understand what can happen to
these background particles.

A prime candidate mechanism in the prompt pulse is the phenomenon of particle showers.
These are the cascades of secondary particles produced by high energy particle interactions with
dense matter. There are two different mechanisms of particle showers: electromagnetic and
hadronic [19]. As shown in figure 2, electromagnetic shower is more localised in a material, while
hadronic shower is more spatially extended. Electromagnetic showers are caused by photons
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and electrons. Electrons create many events in matter by ionisation and bremsstrahlung, and
photons are able to penetrate quite far through material before they lose energy. The second
type, hadronic showers, is caused by hadronic particles (baryons and mesons: protons, neutrons,
pions, kaons, etc) that are made of quarks - and strong nuclear forces are involved into those
interactions. The hadronic showers are characterised by ionisation and interactions between
incident particles and nuclei of the material. Hadronic showers are complex, as many reactions
take place and many different particles are produced, and it is essential to use sophisticated
modelling packages such as Geant4 [20] to understand hadronic showers.

Figure 2. The different character of electromagnetic(gamma) and hadronic showers [19].

Some of the interactions of note can be summarised as follows:

(i) High energy gamma photons (∼ 10 − 50 MeV) readily liberate neutrons via GDR
photonuclear processes [21].

(ii) Inelastic scattering of high energy (100s MeV and GeV) neutrons in shielding produces
secondary hadrons (mostly neutrons).

(iii) Fast neutrons are readily scattered through gaps, light materials, down guide tubes and
pipework. The scattering “reflectivity” of most materials to fast neutrons is between 40
and 60 %.

(iv) The mean free path, and the tenth value (amount of shielding to reduce the fast neutron
flux by a factor of ten) can be quite large at spallation source energies. Typically, 1 metre of
concrete is needed to attenuate a GeV neutron flux by a factor of 10. Where reactors may be
able to shield with a few tens of cm of material, at higher energies these thicknesses can prove
to be insufficient with dramatic results, since these in turn can be readily reflected (point
iii), generate secondary neutrons 10s–100s of metres from the escape point and potentially
inside other instruments (point ii) after they have escaped.

Point i, and particularly point ii above, generate showers that produce neutrons. The primary
and secondary neutrons can travel large distances, and lose energy in the instrument shielding,
generating more secondaries in the process. Because the count rates can be quite low, and
because the primaries are of such high energy compared to thermal neutron energies, it is not
straightforward to measure the primary radiation intensity with most thermal neutron detectors,
making it difficult to identify the primary source. Once the neutrons lose enough energy into
the keV – 1 MeV region, the resonances in steel make steel shielding far less effective. Where
the primaries are escaping seems to vary from facility to facility, so it is important to consider
potential accelerator, accelerator-to-target, target, beamline sources. Moreover, the beamline
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contributions can be from optics shimming/collimation/ “horse-collars”, chopper pits, shielding
stacking, conduits, and beamstops.

Point iii above means that care has to be taken in evaluating gaps in the shielding, and how
the beamline is laid out. Ensuring that primary energetic neutrons escape into bulk shielding,
both around the beamlines and in the beamstops, whilst preventing secondary propagation to
the instruments is critical. This can be in the form of “get lost” tube concepts for beamstops,
and carefully designed pockets of empty space or low density material around the neutron guides
between the heavy collimator blocks.

Hence, effective ‘line of sight’ differs for fast and thermal neutrons and for gammas. The
transport of all three species varies significant for different materials. Even if line of sight is
blocked to the source for visible photons, fast neutrons can scatter through the neutron guide
glass and vacuum system easily, and can propagate further down the curved guide, particularly
if secondary neutrons are emitted. It is important to over-engineer the line of sight criterion.
Therefore ‘line of sight’ becomes a much more mushy and malleable criterion than a simple
geometrical definition.

4. Background Simulation
The ray-tracing programs McStas [7–9] and VITESS [10–12] are frequently-used Monte Carlo [22]
techniques to simulate the thermal and cold neutron transport. They do not however also
simulate instrument backgrounds from fast neutrons or gammas. They must therefore be
combined with additional simulations dedicated to modelling these backgrounds.

The steps needed to optimise shielding are as follows:

(i) Simulation of phase space of interest - i.e. McStas/VITESS simulation of thermal/cold
neutrons. This simulation can partially simulate some background effects, such as multiply-
scattered neutrons or neutrons scattered in ancillary equipment near the sample or
detectors.

(ii) Background simulation using specialised high energy/nuclear tools.

(iii) Normalise these appropriately and sum these to give the S/B for the instrument — typically
the best estimator for a figure of merit for instrument performance.

(iv) Ensure that the critical parts of this simulation are validated. In particular ensure that the
simulation results themselves are both sensible (back of envelope) and cross validated with
a second method.

Background simulations might involve MCNPX, which is a general-purpose Monte Carlo
code that can be used for neutron, photon, electron, or coupled neutron/photon/electron
transport [23,24]. Equally it could use Geant4, which is a C++ toolkit for creating simulations of
the passage of particles through matter and electromagnetic fields, and has areas of application
such as high energy, nuclear and accelerator physics [20], including the detector response to this
background. Another alternative could be PHITS — a general purpose Monte Carlo particle
transport code written in FORTRAN. This code deals with the transport of all types if particles
within the wide energy range up to 100s of GeV. Several nuclear reaction models and nuclear
data libraries are available [25].

Another simulation tool is CombLayer [26], which provides a means of rapidly producing
complex MCNPX geometries, that depend on a long list of ranged variables, whilst at the same
time optimising the MCNPX input to run quickly. It is also intended to help with placement of
tallies, maintaining consistent materials and some variance reduction.

Geant4 is used to perform the simulations within the frame of instrument background studies
and detector physics at ESS. That toolkit is a well-known main simulation engine for high energy
physics applications. Different materials were investigated in order to understand their shielding
properties against high energy particles. The toolkit includes different physics models and
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processes (electromagnetic, hadronic, optical), tracking, hits, large set of geometrical features,
wide energy range.

The physics list recommended for shielding applications in the energy range of interest is
QGSP BERT HP, it is chosen for the shielding studies performed recently. This is the set
of physical processes which describe the interaction of particles with dense matter [20]. The
abbreviation means the following: QGS is for quark-gluon string model, P means precompound,
BERT means that Bertini intra-nuclear cascade model is used [27], and HP states that high
precision neutron tracking model is also included [28].

For ESS, to ensure that such studies are done in a consistent and rigorous fashion, using
known processes, a framework based around Geant4 has been setup precisely for these shielding,
detector and instrument design studies [29,30]. Of particular note is that this includes additions
to Geant4 to ensure that the processes relevant to thermal neutron scattering are implemented
and much better described by the simulation [31,32].

As part of the validation process, the best strategy is to measure and understand observed
backgrounds at extant running spallation sources. Here it is important to have an open honest
dialogue, to be able to learn lessons from existing sources. An extensive measurement program
has been carried out; as the results this far show it is impressive how good the shielding is in
general.

The radiation protection adage “distance, shielding, time” has applications also to
background reduction. The following 2 sections deal with aspects on the “distance” and
“shielding” parts of this adage. Utilising the third, “time”, is viable for a reactor source, however
for a pulsed spallation source, it is difficult to utilise this for background minimisation, when the
source pulse defines so much about the temporal features in the background. Combined with
time-of-flight and the distances on the instrument, it defines the background time characteristics.
This often leads to a prompt pulse effect, making sensitive measurements not possible during
this time period, or requiring that measurements use flight times less than the repetition period
of the source. Such deadtimes are less tenable for a long pulse spallation source, such as ESS,
necessitating a greater reduction in background levels.

5. Geometrical Effects
Simple geometrical effects on the radiation fields may be highly important. It is important to
remember how these scale:

• Point sources, such as the sample, beam stop, or a deformity. The radiation field scales as
1/r2 with distance.

• Beamlines. The radiation field scales as 1/r with distance.

• Surfaces, such as the monolith wall or loss along a large area of guide wall. To first order the
radiation field does not scale with distance; it scales slowly based upon boundary conditions
of the surface illuminated and attenuation.

Understanding and engineering such geometries can be used to either reduce the amount of
material needed, or to concentrate losses in particular locations to reduce shielding needs
elsewhere.

Another type of structure is the “get-lost tube” as mentioned previously, which transports
the unused neutrons after the sample away from the detectors, before dealing with them in an
appropriately designed beamstop system. This has proven to be highly useful for background
reduction of neutrons backscattered around the detectors, after passing through the sample.

There is a prescription that the sample should be out of line of sight. But as already
formulated earlier: What does line of sight mean? What is the effective line of sight? Even
more importantly - is line of sight the same for different particle species?
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Figure 3. Simulated photon flux in 7TeV
centre-of-mass pp collisions at nominal luminos-
ity shown for a quadrant of the CMS [35] exper-
iment at the LHC [36], CERN. The simulation
uses the FLUKA code [37]. The coordinate sys-
tem is shown relative to the interaction point for
the pp collisions. From [38].

Figure 4. Same as for figure 3 but
showing neutrons fluxes in the CMS experiment.
From [38]

This concept can be adapted also to try and reduce background from line of sight losses; by
optically removing the signal neutrons from the line of sight, and letting high energy gammas
and fast neutrons go straight into a controlled loss area. By geometrically directing these
background particles to known loss points, scatter and albedo from these losses downstream
towards the sample position can be vastly reduced. In many ways such a geometry for dealing
with different energy and particle species is very much analogous to a synchrotron, where one
particle type (eg electrons) is bent around the ring, whilst the light produced in this curve is
produced in a straight line form the bending point, and off-momentum electrons take a different
(typically tighter) orbit, and so can be cleaned by specific collimination on the inner side of the
ring. All three particle types take a different physical flight path.

When a straight beamline is necessary, it might even be optimal to allow the background to
pass through unhindered. Low pressure gaseous detectors, for example, can be quite insensitive
to fast and epithermal neutrons and gammas [33, 34]; danger arises when material budgets
increase, moderating the neutrons and increasing the interaction probability of gammas. This
would require specific selection of materials to minimise particular materials, in particular
hydrogen containing ones - and local shielding against thermal neutrons around the detectors.
An analogy to this possible approach can also be found in typical high energy physics
experiments, such as those at the LHC. Here the radiation source is point-like — and the
most sensitive detector volumes are very close to the source and on the exterior. To reduce both
background levels and dose to sensitive electronics, the material budget is carefully engineered
to produce a well-understood and manageable radiation flux in all detector components. An
example from the CMS experiment is shown in figures 3 and 4, showing that sensitive components
close in can have fluxes many orders of magnitude below those further out. A similar concept
may help instruments requiring straight beamlines.

It is also the case that for the highest energy particles, there may be a shower. This may
mean that a loss point close to, eg, an instrument cave, a too-thin collimator or a T0 chopper
could easily increase rather than decrease the background. It is therefore important to define
well for what location the background is to be minimised, and design for that location the best
background possible. Typically this means removing loss locations as far from this sensitive
location as possible. This can be simply summarised as “choosing the loss point” for undesired
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particles.

6. Material
As mentioned in section 2, the traditional choice has been to converge on iron and concrete as
shielding materials; typically this is seen as only a civil engineering task. Often this choice is
dictated by the standard concrete block which exists at the facility. With a green-field site, a
greater degree of flexibility exists, and should be investigated whether a less brute force approach
can be applied.

Additionally hydrogen-containing substances are very useful as they moderate fast neutrons.
However, close to guides they may be detrimental, as moderated neutrons scattered back into
the guide may give background effects with a long-tailed time structure, and they are also rather
transparent to the high energy neutrons because of the low density. Care should be taken in
their placement after the first set of choppers so that they are behind a barrier layer of rich
boron material or other good thermal absorber, preventing moderated neutrons from escaping
back out and further lengthening the tail of the pulse. Another risk with hydrogenous materials
that must be mitigated is the hazard of fire. It is important at a green field site to consider
plastics and waxes early so that the building systems can cope with the potential fire load.

The ESS is now concentrating effort into the shielding properties of numerous different
materials, such as specialised concrete, laminated materials, tungsten and copper-based
solutions [39]. The last ones include, for example, copper guides [40], or copper alloys such
as brass. Copper has been demonstrated at high energy physics labs in multiple roles. It has
superior shielding properties compared to iron and mild steels, due to the resonances in the
total neutron cross section. This is shown in figures 5 and 6. On the figure the simulated energy

Figure 5. Energy spectrum of spallation
neutrons attenuated by the 50 cm block of
iron. Number of neutrons as a function of
energy is shown.

Figure 6. Energy spectrum of spallation
neutrons attenuated by the 50 cm block of
copper. Number of neutrons as a function
of energy is shown.

spectra of neutrons that came through the 50 cm blocks of those two materials are shown;
spectrum used for the simulation was the ESS spallation spectrum.

Copper-based solutions deep inside key shielding areas are consequently seen to be attractive
avenue of further research in reaching our background goals. The aim is to use most appropriate
and efficient dense material in the areas where moderating of the fast neutrons is essential for
background suppression; shapes and volumes of shielding materials are also under investigation.
A global cost-benefit study of materials and material combinations for key parts of the
instrument shielding and guide bunker is well underway at ESS.
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The integration of the neutron optics with the shielding strategy is crucial for a synergistic,
high performance system. Neutron guides are typically made of glass and surrounded at some
distance by a vacuum tube: these are easy streaming paths for energetic neutrons as observed on
CNCS at Spallation Neutron Source (ORNL). Therefore, using copper close to guide, or as guide
substrate to ensure that fast neutrons are slowed and stopped in as little material as possible is
a very promising shielding option. On the other hand, the glass guides are excellent escape or
“get lost” points if they are purposely designed with the right bulk shielding geometry behind
them, and interspersed periodically with denser materials.

Recently copper was used in bags as a trial “bricolaged” shielding improvement at CNCS
(shown in figure 7), and this brought a reduction in the prompt pulse background by 25%,
shown in figure 8.

Figure 7. Bags with copper as an
additional shielding at CNCS Figure 8. Background reduction on CNCS

achieved by adding copper in a few key places
on the beamline.

These early tests are very promising, and further reductions are anticipated with more
work. This highlights the great progress that the SNS team members are making in addressing
instrument backgrounds of this kind, which — despite being highly complex issues — do not
necessarily have to involve very expensive solutions if the choice of materials and their locations
can be identified. It should also be contrasted with the effort needed to increase the efficiency
of modern, optimised guide sytstems by 25%.

One more topic to discuss is the activation. Activation is an important issue in the choice
of material, as neutrons activate material easily. This is important to reduce decommissioning
costs, and allow access to locations for maintenance. Here both the desired material and its
impurities should be considered. Steel is in principle good in that aspect, however there are many
cases where unforeseeable impurities have created extreme activation problems on relatively
moderate doses [41,42]. Copper has a reputation for activating greatly; however studies [43] for
the CMS experiment at the LHC showed that over a longer time frame, as the daughter products
were short lived, the activation can be lower than other materials - even lower than aluminium
after several months for the CMS radiation field. Indeed, whilst the shielding performance of
copper at high energy is comparable to stainless steel, the activation of copper is far superior
to stainless steel. It is vital to verify this result with actual simulations for the expected ESS
neutron spectra and radiation field.

Here, the non-functional requirements on manual access and maintenance targets are needed,
in combination with extensive simulation of activation and lifetime, taking particular note of
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measured impurity levels to produce a known predictable result. Doing so avoids much heartache
later.

7. Summary
We have presented a summary of the efforts currently underway in a collaboration between
several laboratories, to address issues in neutron instrument performance. What remains a
priority for the immediate future is a combined, holistic approach involving all of these facets.

Working on the shielding will have a significant effect on the instrument performance; and
is a larger potential source of gain in instrument performance nowadays than optimised optics,
which is frequently around — or beyond — 80% designed brilliance transfer for modern concepts
and technology. Further brilliance transfer gains will become increasingly expensive with smaller
returns in performance, however by more advanced shielding, it is possible to both reduce costs
and to reduce backgrounds. Reduced backgrounds directly improves instrument performance,
as the figure of merit for most instrument design is most closely correlated to functions of S/B.
For many instrument categories, it is possible to imagine an order of magnitude improvement
to existing designs. This is in fact a design goal for the instruments at the ESS.

At first glance, such a strategy might seem to indicate increased total costs, but this is not
the case. An effective system design, placing the materials in the right places, reduces the total
volume of material required and actually reduces the total system cost. This allows greater
investment in other parts of the instrument, such as custom sample environment, and more
expensive and reliable mechanical devices that translate into less maintenance and downtime to
repair faults. These enhance instrument productivity and performance in slightly less tangible
or less directly-visible ways as raw neutron flux gains have in the past, but are significant in the
long term and should not be underestimated.

We have described how the pulsed background is comprised of a complex admixture of fast,
epithermal and thermal neutrons and gammas. Therefore, to achieve the desired performance
gains, a holistic, horizontal and combined approach to the shielding appears to be most sensible,
cutting across both optics and shielding for a new source such as ESS — and is in fact the
strategy for the Neutron Optics and Shielding group [44], taking inspiration from the Paul
Scherrer Institute in Switzerland. But more than this, closely linking the work with the Detector
design and Chopper interface management is absolutely essential. It also cuts across the design
of the instrument suite as a whole, and the way that the integration projects are run at the
facility level. It is not just about “radiation-protection” in fact it is far beyond it; though
radiation safety and personal protection are paramount, typically, the levels of sensitivity of the
instrument are at least an order of magnitude beyond these requirements. This is because the
peak, pulsed background levels are so high compared to the time-averaged background levels
that, by achieving prompt-pulse background objectives at pulsed spallation sources, the safety
objectives should be already exceeded.

All of these aspects take time, patience, thought and above all validation in depth.
Significant synergy now exists between the spallation sources on this topic, and it is to the

benefit of the entire community to exploit this collaboration.
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Abstract. We have developed the standard software framework unified data acquisition and 
device control at the beginning of the Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility (MLF) 
in the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC). The software framework called 
“IROHA” is introduced and used in several instruments at MLF from 2008. In use of the 
software framework for five years, several improvement points as follows were suggested to 
IROHA. They are 1) separation of device control and instrument management (i.e., the roles of 
device control are operation, monitor and logging of devices, the roles of instrument 
management are logging of measurement, authorization and certification), 2) interface of 
experimental database for measurement information and 3) platform-independent user interface.
In this article, we describe the details of the new software framework “IROHA2”.

1. Introduction
Many kinds of the experimental instruments are operated in Materials and Life science experimental 
Facility (MLF), Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) to get scientific research 
results in the neutron and muon science. The instruments are composed of many devices, which are 
the data acquisition system (DAQ), the devices of the beam transportation and the sample environment, 
etc. A lot of users have done various kinds of experiments by using the instrument control system. We
have developed the flexible and scalable software framework unified DAQ and device control while 
construction of the day-one instruments in MLF [1]. The software framework, named “IROHA”, has 
been introduced and used in the several instruments in MLF.
After the operation of IROHA for several years, some improvements are suggested as follow. Because 
the software components of IROHA were tightly coupled, all components, not only software but also 
hardware, in the instrument had to operate correctly. If one component was broken, we had to stop the 
system, remove the trouble component and restart the system. In addition, because the software 
components were not provided the individual user interface, it was necessary that all components 
operate even if we wanted to control only one device.
The various information of measurement is produced by the experiments in MLF. We have developed 
MLF experimental database (MLF EXP-DB) to manage such measurement information [2]. To 
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manage this information efficiently, it is necessary to formalize the information. The role expected of 
IROHA is to connect between the measurement information and MLF EXP-DB.
Recently, people properly use some kinds of information apparatus according to a situation. In this 
case, even if the apparatus is different, a user interface is suitable to be similar i.e., platform-
independent. Thus, it is preferable to be platform-independent in the user interface of the instrument 
control system in MLF.
In 2013, we started to plan the upgrade of IROHA to achieve higher user-friendliness, availability,
flexibility and scalability. We have discussed and designed the improvement points in IROHA. The 
points of upgrade are as follows.

1) Software functions which are proper role-sharing between device control and instrument 
management

2) Interface between measurement information and MLF EXP-DB
3) Platform-independent user interface

In this article, we describe the detail of the new standard control software framework for the 
instrument in MLF, named “IROHA2”.

2. Architecture
The software of the instrument control system in 
MLF is composed of three layers which are the 
user interface layer, the management server 
layer and the control server layer including DAQ 
Middleware [3] (shown in Figure 1). The layer 
of the user interface is the front end of the 
instrument control system. The layer of the 
management server is the management of 
measurements with the configuration of the 
instrument. The layer of the control servers is 
each device control. We have adopted the client-
server model between the layers. The 
communication protocol between the layers is the exchange of messages formatted XML over HTTP.
Because the layers communicate with HTTP, each layer is easily able to be distributed in the network.
We have been able to control DAQ and devices with the single user interface while load balancing.
Thus, we can construct the instrument control system with flexibility and scalability. The scope of the 
control software framework IROHA2” in the instrument control system is the management server and 
the control servers without DAQ Middleware.

3. Upgrade points of IROHA2

3.1. Role sharing of device control and 
instrument management
When we designed IROHA2, we redefined the 
roles of each software component. The roles in
the management server layer are the 
measurement management, which are
measurement run control and logging of 
measurements with the configuration of the 
instrument, authorization and certification of 
users. The roles in the control server layer are 
each device control, such as operation, 
monitoring and logging of the device. In 
IROHA2, we defined the software of the 

 User interface

Management server
Chopper 
control 
server

Motor 
control 
server

Cryogenic 
control 
server

DAQ 
Middleware

XM
L/HTTP

Figure 1. The software architecture of the 
instrument control system in MLF.

  

Figure 2. The deployment diagram of IROHA2.
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management server layer the instrument management server and the control server layer the device 
control server (shown in Figure 2). The instrument management server is the single process in the 
instrument control system and the device control servers exist device by device. Each software 
component is able to run independently and connect each other on demand. We can change the 
configuration of the instrument control system as needed; the devices are able to attached or detached
without stopping the system.

3.2. Interface between measurement information and MLF EXP-DB
We have defined one of the roles of the instrument management server the interface between the 
users’ experimental data and MLF EXP-DB. The instrument management server performs the 
communication between MLF EXP-DB and IROHA2. In the measurement, the instrument 
management server collects and records the experimental meta-data, which includes the DAQ and 
devices’ conditions and the information of the user, the proposal and the samples. We have named the 
experimental meta-data “Run Information”. Run Information is generated by the instrument 
management server in every measurement. MLF EXP-DB automatically searches, registers and 
catalogues the Run Information linking the experimental raw data. By using this information, MLF 
EXP-DB can recognize which sample is measured, who obtains the experimental data in which 
proposal.

3.3. Platform-independent user interface
A web interface is one of the most popular user interfaces in the world. Nowadays, the equipment 
accessing to web is not only the computer but also the mobile device, such as the tablet terminal and 
the smart phone. Previously, the web contents were necessary to be designed according to each 
equipment respectively, but recently, the single web content designed with so-called “Responsive 
Web” is available for use from any equipment. Therefore, we have adopted the web user interface 
designed with Responsive Web as the platform-independent user interface of IROHA2 to realize user-
friendly interface. The user interfaces of the device control servers and the instrument management 
server are shown in Figure 3. We can maintain the devices, configure the instrument control system 
and run control of measurements on a web browser.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. The Screenshots of the device control server (a) and the instrument 
management server (b).
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4. Implementation
The implementation of IROHA2 is 
shown in Figure 4. As mentioned before, 
IROHA2 has been adopted the client-
server model with XML/HTTP. To 
implement this model, we introduce 
Bottle [4] with Python. Python is one of 
the most popular script languages in the 
programming languages. In the neutron 
science community, Python is the most 
familiar script language. Python has the 
default module processing XML file. 
The web framework, Bottle, is one of 
the simple web frameworks for Python.
Because Bottle can be used as a single 
file module, we have been able to easily 
implement the client-server model with XML/HTTP written in Python with Bottle.
A web interface is primitively written in HTML. However, it is difficult to make the platform-
independent web interface with HTML from scratch. We have adopted BOOTSTRAP [5] to realize 
the platform-independent web interface designed “Responsive Web”. BOOTSTRAP is one of the most 
popular frameworks for Responsive Web. We have made the user interface of the device control 
servers and the instrument management server by BOOTSTRAP.

5. Conclusion and Future plan
We have upgraded our control software framework (IROHA2) which is user-friend, available, flexible
and scalable. By using IROHA2, we will be easily able to do experiments, configure the instrument 
control system and maintain the devices in the instruments on a web browser. We will develop 
automatic measurement software called the sequence management server and introduce it into 
IROHA2. When the software will have developed, we will introduce IROHA2 into the instrument 
control system in MLF.
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Abstract. The European Spallation Source (ESS) in Lund, Sweden is just entering the 
construction phase with 3 neutron instruments having started in its design concept phase in 
2014. As a collaboration of 17 European countries the majority of hardware devices for 
neutron instrumentation will be provided in-kind. This presents numerous technical and 
organisational challenges for the construction and the integration of the instruments into the 
facility wide infrastructure; notably the EPICS control network with standardised hardware 
interfaces and the facilities absolute timing system. Additionally the new generation of pulsed 
source requires a new complexity and flexibility of instrumentation to fully exploit its 
opportunities. In this contribution we present a strategy for the modularity of the instrument 
hardware with well-defined standardized functionality and control & data interfaces integrating 
into EPICS and the facilities timing system. It allows for in-kind contribution of dedicated 
modules for each instrument (horizontal approach) as well as of whole instruments (vertical 
approach). Key point of the strategy is the time stamping of all readings from the instruments 
control electronics extending the event mode data acquisition from neutron events to all 
metadata. This gives the control software the flexibility necessary to adapt the functionality of 
the instruments to the demands of each single experiment. We present the advantages of that 
approach for operation and diagnostics and discuss additional hardware requirements 
necessary. 

1. Introduction 
The European Spallation Source (ESS) is designed as a long pulse neutron source with the maximum 
overall flux as its main objective. Integrated flux levels will be much higher than existing facilities and 
the geographical layout will comprise instruments of 160m and longer spanning over 3 instruments 
halls. At the same time the instruments for these kinds of sources need to be more flexible and 
complex with up to 20 choppers along the beam line. All this presents operational challenges that are 
best addressed with a good mixture of techniques from existing neutron facilities and other disciplines 
like x-ray experiments, fundamental physics or industrial applications. Advanced grounding concepts, 
high rate data acquisition, flexible experimental setup, advanced remote diagnostics tools, pre-emptive 
maintenance are a few keywords for that. 

                        
5   To whom any correspondence should be addressed. 
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At the same time the ESS project represents also an organisational challenge with most of the 
instruments hardware provided in-kind by the 17 European partner countries. Integration of these 
contributions either as single instruments components or complete instruments into the ESS 
infrastructure is only possible with a flexible and modular instrument control system. This also 
supports clear definitions of functionalities and interfaces of the modules. We will present our ideas of 
such a system addressing technical, operational and organisational challenges of the future ESS. 

2. ESS control infrastructure 

2.1. EPICS control system (ICS) 
ESS will use EPICS as a global control system for instruments, machine (accelerator, target), central 
infrastructure and part of conventional facilities. It acts as a horizontal device layer for data exchange 
between the different parts of the facility although for instrument control and operation the main signal 
flow will be vertically between the instruments hardware below and the user interfaces on top of the 
layer (figure 1). All ESS hardware links to the EPICS layer by means of standardised input/output 
systems (control boxes). The Integrated Controls System Division (ICS) will provide control boxes, 
EPICS network and hardware driver all over the facility. This ensures a high degree of standardisation 
and synergy within ESS. 
 

 
Figure 1. ESS facility wide control system layers (blue: software, 
rose: hardware). 

2.2. User interface (DMSC) 
All user interface scripts/GUIs as part of the software layers on top of EPICS are provided by the Data 
Management and Software Centre (DMSC). The entire control loop of the experiment including 
scientific calculations, coordinate transformations, sequencing, local experiment monitoring, and all 
user interface is handled within this layers. This includes data acquisition and data reduction for 
monitoring purposes as well. The DMSC software interfaces to EPICS and for large data volumes 
directly with the instruments hardware. 

It should be noted that nothing is configured locally ‘on the instrument’. This makes the DMSC 
interface the only access for the instruments users; there is nothing like a local monitoring at the 
instrument. The only local systems are for expert diagnostics and commissioning. The instrument 
cannot perform normally (even in a limited fashion) without DMSC supervision. 

2.3. Timing network and signals (ICS) 
ESS is using a centralised absolute timing system that is provided by ICS [1]. A generator is 
distributing the clock of a master oscillator and the absolute facility time to a number of timing 
receivers through a dedicated optical fibre network. A transport layer solution presented by Micro 
Research Finland [2] is envisaged as technical solution. Per default a timing receiver is present in 
every control box and thus makes the functionality available to all hardware connected to EPICS. 
Delay times in the network are compensated in steps of 11.357ns (equals 2.4m fibre length) once the 
exact position of the receiver and thus the length of the fibre are fixed. 
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Timestamps are global, across the entire facility, although the resolution of the time stamp used can 
be optimised in each instance; the highest resolution is 11.357ns. Coordinated synchronous strobes are 
available at the timing receiver interface (figure 2) to facilitate coordinated synchronous control across 
instrument subsystems. So, for example, instrument run control can be coordinated to any required 
precision. Signals include 88.0525Mhz master clock, custom clocks in fractions of the master, 14Hz 
master pulse, and any custom pulses in multiples and fractions of 14 Hz; all synchronised with jitter 
requirements as low as 1ns and possibly delayed to the master pulse in multiples of 113,57ns.  

 
Figure 2. Set of synchronous strobe signals available at the timing receiver interface. 

3. Instrument control and readout concept 

3.1. Modular concept 
The control and readout model that has been envisaged for ESS instruments is modular, where an 
instrument is made up from a number of independent subsystems (“modules”) that do not interact with 
each other, but only centrally through the EPICS and DMSC interfaces. Each module simply takes 
care of it’s own responsibilities, collecting data (which can be neutron or meta data) or controlling 
some physical configuration of the instrument (motion control, chopper speed and phase, magnets, 
etc.) or often both. These systems present the data in the natural form for the module – data is time-
stamped, but the significance of the timing cannot be realised until the data is combined at the DMSC. 
Similarly, detector data is formatted in the natural units of the detector (channel number etc.) rather 
than physical units (e.g. position) so that the local readout systems do not have to change when an 
instrument is reconfigured. 
  

 
Figure 3. Topology of the modular instrument control concept for a 160m long Neutron 

Scattering Instrument at ESS. (CB = Control Box, BDI = Bulk Data Interface). 
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3.2. Topology (figure 3) 
Backbone of the ESS instrument control is the EPICS and Timing network of the ICS with the control 
boxes as interface points (orange). Physically there will be one EPICS subnet per instrument with 
connectivity to the whole facility. All instruments subsystems (different colours according to 
functionality) link to these boxes and could be clustered in electrically isolated groups following the 
geographical layout of the instrument in the different instrument halls. The user interface of the DMSC 
(brown) is connecting to the EPICS layer via a data gateway. Modules with larger volumes of data like 
detector electronics or fast sample environment require a dedicated link to a DMSC aggregator node 
called a bulk data interface (BDI, violet, figure 3). The red boxes #1 to 3 indicate engineering user 
interfaces on the different layers for diagnostics purposes. 

3.3. Design principles 
Every control process that can be done (or has to be done) locally in one of the modules will be done 
locally, every signal that needs to be related to data from other modules has to be time stamped and 
sent to the DMSC user interface. That gives clear functionalities and clear interfaces for single 
modules, easy to specify and to bring in as in-kind contributions or from external suppliers. All 
modules are linked together by the instrument control/data acquisition software of the DMSC (via the 
EPICS layer); it’s a crucial part of the instrument and will be tailored to the needs of each instrument. 
It gives the flexibility necessary to adapt the same hardware to each of the ESS instruments and to 
future instrument upgrades: the hardware is done once and prepared for all future (hi-level) 
functionalities.  

However care must be taken about the latency in collecting the data from all modules together to 
allow the formation of a full ‘frame’ of neutron data being presented to the user for monitoring 
purposes. We will address this by introducing a maximum tolerated ‘latency budget‘ as a design 
requirement for the whole instrument control system. 

4. Module interfaces and functionalities 
Each control module basically has two or three interface types to the upper device layers: Timing, 
command interface and – if necessary- an interface for larger volumes of data (figure 4). 
 

  
Figure 4. Interfaces and time stamping functionality for a motion control module (left) and a 

detector electronics module (right). 

4.1. Command and meta data interface 
The command interface connects through the control box to the EPICS network and is able to transfer 
smaller volumes of instruments metadata through this channel as well. This data is bridged via 
gateway to the DMSC user interface ‘off instrument‘. Currently the data rate is limited to about 1kB/s 
but improvements of data rates in later versions of EPICS (version 4) will be considered. Physically 
this command/meta data connection is mostly a serial interface like RS232 or Ethernet with latencies 
between 20 and 100 ms. 
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4.2. Time stamping 
Following the modular control concept described in section 3 it is mandatory to timestamp all 
instruments data. This could easily be done by the timing receiver in the control box but is limited in 
precision by the latency of the connection between the modular control unit and the control box. For 
higher precision it is necessary to transfer the absolute time information from the control box to the 
control electronics of the module (or transfer the whole timing receiver). In figure 4 we describe two 
ideas of synchronising internal timing clocks in control modules with the absolute time of the timing 
receiver. Either a pulse from the control box is synchronising a timer in the control unit (motion 
control, left) or a strobe is sent from the control module to the control box and time stamped there 
(detector electronics, right). In both cases the absolute time of the event is sent to the module via the 
command interface where it can be related to the internal time of the module. Within the control 
module the absolute time information can be transferred further by means of real time field busses 
(e.g. ETHERCAT). 

4.3. Detector readout and bulk data interface (BDI) 
The readout electronics for detectors will be based on FPGAs that will perform data collection and 
transmission, and necessary (i.e. unavoidable) data reduction or matching. Although ESS has a high 
flux, the data rates are small compared to particle physics or radio astronomy and we are not too 
constrained by bandwidth concerns. We anticipate operating the BDI links at 10Gb/sec, but 40Gb/sec 
links are already readily available and affordable. To generalise, we expect to include basic back-
ground suppression in firmware, and cross data flagging to ensure all relevant data is output, but 
processing such as cluster centroid finding or time based data matching would be performed in 
software. 

5. Advanced use cases in neutron instrumentation 

5.1. Taking neutron data on the fly  
Extending the event mode data acquisition from neutron data to motor positions is addressing the 
requirements for a ‘scanning on the fly‘ in the most flexible way. Neutron data can be related to freely 
configurable motor position ranges; a binning that might be adapted after the experiment according to 
analytical or statistical needs. Even higher grades of automation are possible with this setup where the 
speed of an instrument movement is determined on the fly by the count rate and the desired statistics. 
At the same time the sampling rate of the motor position data is determined by the wanted precision in 
space and the given speed. Introducing synchronised movements with non-linear relations between 
axes even makes something like fully automated constant energy scans with neutron data on the fly 
feasible. 

5.2. Stroboscopic mode in sample environment  
Once the time stamping procedure is implemented in the instruments subsystems no further hardware 
development is necessary to introduce new time relation between neutron data and processes running 
on the instrument (e.g. in sample environment). Software development can be done ‘off instrument‘ 
and it is easier to experiment with alternative processing schemes in parallel. At the same time 
processes can be synchronised to the 14Hz proton pulse if required by the scope of the experiment. 
Stroboscopic experiments are easy to set up as the properties of the process and the neutron data 
depend on exact the same time structure and therefor could be easily related.  

5.3. Flexible chopper veto  
Time stamping the TDC signal of all choppers allows for a flexible handling of the veto condition for 
data acquisition. Per default all experimental data is acquired and grouped/sorted in different quality 
classes according the value of the corresponding TDC signal. The user can decide after the experiment 
which ‘quality‘ of data he includes in his experimental analysis. This might save usable data that 
otherwise would be lost due to strict veto conditions. 

5.4. Diagnostics of beam transport and chopper systems  
Advanced diagnostics is a key requirement of ESS instrumentation. We envisage placing a neutron 
beam monitor behind each chopper group to monitor the neutron flux. By time stamping the monitor 
events the level and the time structure of the neutron flux at the different positions of the beam line 
can be related to the time structure of the corresponding choppers TDC signals. Results can be 
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presented on an ‘oscilloscope style‘ diagnostics screen or on a time-distant diagram like figure 5. At 
the same time the properties of the beam transport system can be analysed and monitored by 
comparing the neutron flux at the corresponding opening times of the choppers (as indicated in figure 
5 for the brown 2.5 - 3.97Å range). 
 

 
Figure 5. Time-distance (x-y) diagram of a wave frame multiplication chopper unit. 

6. Conclusion 
With the proposed modular instrument control concept we address the demanding challenges for ESS 
instrumentation. Instrument subsystems are simpler - easier to specify and easier to maintain. With 
clear defined functionalities and interfaces they are easy to bring in as in-kind contributions or from 
external suppliers. The proposed concept fits exactly in the topology of the ESS wide control 
infrastructure thus profiting from standardisation and maximising synergies within the whole ESS 
project. 

In some cases the concept of an extended event mode data acquisition represents additional 
hardware requirements e.g. for time stamping or data transfer. Data rate and latency requirements have 
to be addresses carefully in the design phase. But once the hardware is standardised and in place the 
subsystems are prepared for the majority of the future functional and operational upgrades. The 
functionality of the whole system depends solely on the DMSC user interface software that might start 
with simple standard applications, introducing gradually more demanding functionalities in future 
upgrades. 

Already now the concept is supporting advanced use cases for experiments and diagnostics like on-
the-fly scans, stroboscopic data acquisition or advanced neutron beam diagnostics. A lot more will 
follow in the future once the ESS has started commissioning and user operation. 
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Abstract. Neutron diffraction imaging for a SUS430 plate (=25.0 mm, t=7.4 mm) embedded 
in a copper block sample (=50.0 mm and t=20.0 mm) has been tested at the high-intensity 
total diffractometer NOVA in J-PARC, the High-Resolution Powder Diffractometer HRPD and 
the diffractometer for Residual Stress Analysis RESA in JRR-3. The results are also compared 
with that measured at the Thermal Neutron Radiography Facility TNRF in JRR-3.  

1.  Introduction 
The radiography is a technique to visualize inside of a material by radioactive ray transmission 
variation nondestructively. In the case of large metallic alloys such as bronze sculptures [1,2], a white 
neutron beam is very powerful because of the high transmittance and the high total flux. On the other 
hand, by using a monochromatic neutron beam, refraction contrast and ultra-small angle scattering 
property can be imaged, although the neutron flux is strongly reduced [3, 4]. Neutron phase imaging is 
a very sensitive method due to the refractive index contrast of a material. Polarized neutron imaging 
enables us to observe distribution of magnetic flux or magnetization of a material [5]. Neutron 
diffraction measurement is also a very powerful tool to observe crystal structure, lattice strain, phase 
ratio in a mixed sample, and so on. Its imaging can be a powerful tool to observe crystal structure 
distribution in a material. Energy-dispersive Bragg-edge imaging is one of the neutron diffraction 
imaging methods [2]. The other is a simple neutron diffraction imaging. As for x-ray diffraction 
imaging, heterogeneous materials were studied in a voxel size of 2.3×2.3×1.6 μm [6]. This small 
volume is achieved due to high intensity x-ray beam at synchrotron radiation facility (ESRF). In 
comparison with the synchrotron x-ray beam, neutron beam is still much weaker, but has a high 
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transmission capability. In addition, diffraction intensity of the highest intensity total diffractometer 
NOVA (BL-21) at the Materials and Life Science Facility (MLF) in J-PARC increases year by year 
[7]. We have checked the feasibility of diffraction imaging at various diffractometers, HRPD and 
RESA, at a continuous neutron source reactor, JRR-3 by measuring a test sample, a copper block with 
a SUS430 plate, in addition to at NOVA in J-PARC/MLF.  

2.  Experimental methods 
The test sample composed of three pieces, as shown in Fig. 1. It was a copper block with a cylindrical 
cavity where a SUS430 plate was inserted. Copper atom has 11.81 barn in the total neutron cross 
section, while SUS430 with about 83 at% iron and about 17 % chromium has about 12.8 barn [8].  

Neutron radiography was carried out at the Thermal Neutron Radiography Facility (TNRF) 
installed at 7R beam port in JRR-3 in Japan, where the average neutron flux was about 1.5 x 108 
n/cm2/sec. A radiography photo was taken for 4 sec. Neutron diffraction measurements were carried 
out at the Diffractometer for the Residual Stress Analysis (RESA) at T2-1 and the High Resolution 
Powder Diffractometer (HRPD) at 1G in JRR-3. The neutron fluxes for both diffractometers were 
about 1 x 105 n/cm2/sec. The incident neutron wave lengths were 0.2073 nm and 0.1823 nm for RESA 
and HRPD, respectively. At the RESA, the sample was measured by 2=0.1 deg. step with silts of 
W2 x H15 mm2 before and after the sample for 100 and 220 sec at each step on copper and SUS430, 
respectively. At the HRPD, the sample was measured by 64 3He detectors with 2=0.05 deg. step for 
130 sec with a slit of W4 x H10 mm2 only before the sample. The collimation was Open (35’)-40’-
Sample-6’.  

Neutron diffraction imaging of the test sample was performed with 3x3 mm2 resolution for about 4 
days at high-intensity total diffractometer NOVA in J-PARC at 205-280 kW. The pulse peak neutron 
flux at the sample position of NOVA was about 1.0 x 107 n/cm2/sec at 300 kW. For this measurement, 
the test sample is set on an aluminum rod fixed by a male screw of M4 on another copper bottom cap. 
So the aluminum rod has a female screw to fix it. A goniometer with 4 remote (x, y, , RX) and 1 
manual (RZ) axes made by Meysho Kiko Co. was set at NOVA. Each measurement was carried out 
based on the neutron beam monitor count of NOVA (4.7M counts ~ 30 sec at 300 kW). Three natural 
sintered B4C slits with 5 mm thickness were used to cut direct neutron beam to the sample, while the 
spectrometer slits were fully open. First one had a 20x20 mm2 square hole. Second one narrowed the 
beam down to 3 mm vertically. Third one narrowed it down to 3 mm horizontally. The sample table on 
a goniometer was shifted horizontally and vertically by each 3 mm in 57x33 mm2 (maximum 100x100 
mm2) normal to the beam. The sample table is rotated by 10 degrees step. Minimum scattered neutron 
transmission in this sample is 0.08% at=1.805 Å. Here we ignored this large neutron absorption in 
all cases for comparison. Diffraction data were taken only from left side of 90 degree banks 
(2=72~108 degrees) to the moderator of NOVA. In this configuration, Debye-Sherrer ring of a 
sample is covered by about 20%. In other words, diffracted intensity in the area is integrated, 
regardless of the crystallinity of the irradiated sample. Time in time of flight diffraction patterns was 
converted to d-value. Diffraction intensities in a specified d-range were mapped in an image as a photo 
by our original program “Neudift” [9], after subtracting the background automatically in addition to a 
simple absorption correction. The obtained photos were enlarged by MicroAVS. 
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Figure 1. Used test sample pieces. From left, a copper block (=50.0 
mm, t=20.0 mm) with a cylindrical cavity (=25.1 mm, d=14.5 mm), 

where a SUS430 plate (=25.0 mm, t=7.4 mm) was inserted, and capped 
by a copper plate (=25.0 mm, t=6.5 mm). 

 

3.  Results and Discussion 
Figure 2 shows a side view of the test sample by neutron radiography measured at TNRF. The material 
difference between copper and SUS430 cannot be distinguished in the side view by the attenuation 
contrast regardless of the thickness. The opening gap with 0.6 mm width is weakly visible. This kind 
of difficulty can be overcome by using a diffraction technique, which is very sensitive to the structure. 
For example, copper has a face-centered cubic (FCC) structure with a lattice parameter of 3.6149 Å, 
while SUS430 has a body-centered cubic (BCC) structure with a=2.803 Å. Because of this structural 
difference, they were easily detected by the neutron diffraction patterns measured at HRPD, as shown 
in Fig. 3. Depending on the scattering area determined by incident and final neutron beams, the 
diffraction pattern changed drastically. At the reactor source, the neutron flux at the sample position is 
reduced by 3 orders of magnitudes, since only monochromatic neutron beam is used for the neutron 
diffraction. In this sense, the measuring time for the diffraction imaging may be increased by 3 orders 
of magnitudes.  

 

Figure 2. Radiography image for the packed sample of 3 pieces in Figure 1. 
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Figure 3. Neutron diffraction patterns of the test sample measured at 

HRPD from 1.5 mm to 21.5 mm by 4 mm step sliding along the gray axis 
in the inset. The diffraction pattern is shifted by 2 degrees and 50 counts 

each with increasing the sliding. Inset: Incident and final neutron 
wavevectors, ki and kf, are shown by black arrows with beam widths 

relative to the sample size. Positional scanning was carried out by sliding 
the black parallelogram scattering volume along the gray axis.  

  

 
Figure 4. 3-dimentional neutron positional diffraction patterns of the test 
sample measured at RESA. The diffraction area was scanned by 0.5 or 1 
mm step from 1 to 18 mm along the gray axis in the inset of (a). (a) 220 

reflection for the FCC copper block. (b) 211 reflection for the BCC 
SUS430 plate. Inset: Incident and final neutron wavevectors, ki and kf, are 

shown by black arrows with beam widths relative to the sample size. 
Positional scanning was carried out by sliding the black parallelogram 

scattering volume along the gray axis. 
 

 Based on these results, we performed line structure scanning at RESA with narrow slits, which 
restricted the gauge volume as shown in the inset of Fig. 4(a). Two reflections of 220 for FCC copper 
and 211 for BCC SUS430 were measured at this diffractometer. The former reflection appeared at 
2=108.4 degrees, while the latter peak was at 2=124.2 degrees as shown in Fig. 4. Since their 
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diffraction peaks have similar 2angles, the observed gauge volumes are the almost same to each 
other. The intensity weakly varies due to the possible large grain sizes of two materials. As shown in 
Fig. 4, the diffraction imaging clearly exhibited the positions of two materials, which contrasts to the 
photo in Fig. 2.  

Figure 5 shows the side view of SUS430 plate in the copper block obtained by using high-intensity 
total diffractometer NOVA in J-PARC/MLF. The copper block and the aluminium rod weakly appear 
in the figure. Neutron absorption effect is corrected by a simple linear equation as a function of path 
length in the sample along x, which is normal to the direct beam direction z. This approximation 
corresponds to a limit of small absorption coefficient along x, but neglects the path along the incident 
beam. Event recording data were converted to d-dependent diffraction intensity table with an interval 
of d=0.01 Å.  Integrated Bragg peak intensity at each pixel was obtained by simple summation of the 
intensities in the range of  d=0.05 Å after subtracting both neighboring sides of diffraction intensities 
with the width of d=0.02 Å as a background. This intensity estimation method produces negative 
values on both sides of a positive peak due to the concave curve, which were regarded to be zero. 
Once 2D diffraction imaging is achieved, the tomography may be achieved with a set of various 
rotated data by using an existing tomography program.  
 

 

Figure 5. Neutron diffraction image of d~1.15 Å peak, corresponding to 
211 reflection of the BCC SUS430 measured at NOVA.  

 
Let us discuss the measuring efficiencies of diffraction imaging at various diffractometers. If we 

use slits with W x H before and T x H after the sample at the scattering angle 2, the measuring gauge 
volume Vg is WHT/sin2. Here, we will define one Pixel Imaging Efficiency, PIE, which is defined 
simply to be Bragg peak intensity integrated by-2 scan (counts/sec)/measuring time (sec)/gauge 
volume (mm3).   

In the experiment of RESA as shown in Fig. 4, Vg is 60-63 mm3 depending on the scattering angle 
2. Maximum integrated intensity of 220 reflection peak for the copper block with Vg of 63.2 mm3 
was 1448.1 counts/100 sec, while that of 211 reflection intensity for the SUS430 with Vg of 60.0 mm3 
was 1003.0 counts/100 sec. The background intensity was about 6-9 counts/100 sec.  PIEs of RESA 
for copper 220 and SUS430 211 reflection peaks were 0.229 and 0.167, respectively.  
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As for the HRPD case with T=15 mm, maximum integrated intensity of 220 reflection peak for the 
copper block was 10426.2 counts/130 sec for Vg of 600.1 mm3, while that of 211 reflection peak for 
the SUS430 was 4138.3 counts/130 sec for Vg of 613.4 mm3. PIEs of HRPD for copper 220 and 
SUS430 211 reflection peaks were 0.134 and 0.052, respectively. The background intensity was about 
23-39 counts/130 sec. 

In the case of NOVA at J-PARC/MLF, maximum integrated intensity of 220 reflection peak for the 
copper block was 11646.8 counts/30 sec for Vg of 450 mm3, while that of 211 reflection peak of the 
SUS430 was 772.3 counts/30 sec for Vg of 225 mm3. PIEs of NOVA for copper 220 and SUS430 211 
reflection peaks were 0.863 and 0.114, respectively. Under the long gauge volume conditions, these 
PIEs have large disadvantage of nearly one order of magnitude even in the former case in comparison 
with other diffractometers. Especially, in the latter case, the PIE value is strongly reduced due to the 
horizontal sample geometry. The background intensity was 30-44 counts/30 sec in these 
measurements. 

As a result, all PIEs for these three diffractometers are comparable to each other for one measuring 
point at a d-value, although NOVA has several times higher efficiency than others. It should be noted 
that the multi-detector and time-of-flight instrument such as NOVA gives us a diffraction pattern in a 
wide Q-range all at once. This can further extend additional efficiency of wide-Q range measurement, 
resulting in an important merit even in comparison with that of high-intensity synchrotron x-ray 
diffractometers. 

For a diffractomer monochromated by highly ordered pyrolytic graphite, the incident neutron flux 
is strongly reduced from the white neutron beam. Alternative way to get high intensity would be to use 
broad neutron spectrum at the sacrifice of the Q-resolution in the diffraction measurement to specialize 
the diffractometer for the diffraction imaging.  

Here, we showed the efficiency of neutron diffraction imaging at various diffractometers. By using 
multi-detector system, the efficiency for a wide-Q range measurement can be dramatically improved 
even at the same diffractometer. Neutron lens can also increase the efficiency. In addition to the 
reciprocal space measurement, we may measure the atomic pair distribution function (PDF), in other 
word, real space measurement analysis, in the small area, which enables us to study phase separation, 
decomposition of amorphous or inhomogeneous liquid materials, for example.  

Anyway, these nondestructive analyses would be very helpful for studying the inside of industrial 
materials with many phases. Among the various quantum beams, the neutron is a unique beam for the 
high penetration and the high sensitivity for light elements and magnetic moments. Intense pulse 
neutron sources such as J-PARC/MLF may provide us a chance to explore new type of imaging fields. 
In our previous study, crystal structures in an ammonite fossil were studied as an example by the 
neutron diffraction imaging method at NOVA in J-PARC [10]. 

4.  Summary 
The measuring efficiencies of diffraction imaging at various diffractometers are studied by using a 
simple test sample. Obtained efficiencies were comparable to each other for one measuring point. But 
time-of-flight measurement can multiply the efficiency significantly due to the time-of-flight method 
with a wide Q-range. Existing diffractometers such as RESA can be used for this scanning down to the 
sub-mm resolution. In order to reduce the diffraction volume, multi-detectors, neutron optics, and 
special monochromator with low Q-resolution are to be equipped. In addition, high intensity neutron 
source is inevitable. Possible new fields to be explored by this diffraction imaging were also discussed. 
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Abstract. Standardized means of experiments description and of operations sequence control,
which do not require editing system components, when experiment is changed, are proposed.

1. Introduction
A new structure of distributed software for experiments automation system (EAS) for series of
research works in neutron spectrometry was developed. Every particular experiment contains
a list of data recording conditions, and a method of data recording and processing. Upon
completion of the experimental data analysis a new research plan with change of experimental
procedures usually occurs. As a rule the new experiment requires hardware and software
changes. Modification of each EAS, as was mentioned in [1], requires a work of a team of
several programmers for about 6 months. The known ideologist of the Code Gear of the Borland
Software firm David Intersymon notes that such a long development time is associated with the
lack of an adequate strategy for code reuse of existing programs [2]. Therefore, to shorten the
new experiments preparation time one must be able to use existing software components. A
goal of this paper is to show some methods, which help to make unified components and to use
existing components without their modification when experiment conditions are changed. The
main question when creating a unified program is how to link individual components without
their modification at such changes.

2. Linking components in software of EAS
At usual static linking the needed information (such as network addresses of interacting
components and information about interfaces) is somehow fixed before the start of the EAS. The
static linking is robust and allows faster execution of interaction and communication between
system components. However a failure of one of the components during the EAS operation
in this case leads as a rule to loss of efficiency of the entire system, and even small changes
in the experimental procedure require modification of several components. The static linking
significantly complicates the reuse of components in EAS without their modification. This defect
is absent in dynamical linking, because necessary information to ensure the interoperability of
components is produced during the EAS operation itself. Therefore the dynamical linking for
EAS development has the advantage in the case of systems with frequently variable functions.

3.9.4
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The dynamical linking uses network technologies, and the most popular of them were analyzed
in [3,4]. As a result of this analysis a special version of a mediator program DiCME (Distributed
Components Messaging Environment) for dynamical linking of components was developed. The
mediator DiCME provides basic technological support for EAS software and has the following
key features:

(i) automatic search and linking of components;

(ii) asynchronous mechanism for remote execution of procedures;

(iii) transmission of information to multiple processes simultaneously;

(iv) processing of all interactions of components of EAS with the same means;

(v) independence of the access to the components procedures upon the network address of the
computer.

3. Possibilities of the components unification
If the experimental procedure requires new equipment not provided in advance, it becomes
necessary to change the composition of the components used and to edit the sequence of
operations in the experiment. There are two traditional methods of an experiment control:

(i) usage of a fixed group of procedures written in a programming language, where each
procedure implements a specific method of the experiment, and required parameters are
set via a dialog box, or are obtained from a data file;

(ii) usage of an interpreter in EAS composition and preparing an experiment control program
(script) in the form of a list of calls of external routines, and values of the parameters.

In both methods, in fact, the program of the operations sequence control in the experiment
includes a list of procedures calls, which results in a rigid components coupling. Practice shows
that error rate in written scripts can reach 70%, and the adjustment of EAS software, which
uses scripts and configuration files can take up to two days [5]. Substantial simplification was
proposed in [6,7], but these studies do not solve the general problem of scripts - the problem
of components linking. To solve the problem of unification and to develop a dynamical method
of components linking, when the experimental technique changes, an analysis of the functional
composition and of characteristics of the EAS software components was made. Based on this
analysis the following features were found [8]:

• dynamical linking of components for remote procedures execution is necessary only for the
main functions: management of conditions for registration, conversion and archiving of
experimental data;

• the result of a remote procedure must contain 1) a mandatory shutdown signal, addressed
to the caller (the experiment managing program or the user interface) and 2) detailed
information (list of registered data, description of the managed object state, a diagnostic
message , etc.) addressable to auxiliary functions;

• implementation of auxiliary functions (data visualization, feedback, etc.) requires a special
method for connecting components, taking into account the spontaneous nature of requests
for such operations and the independence of the basic functions (in normal conditions) upon
the results of operations of the auxiliary functions.

Having in mind these features, it is proposed in the given paper to exclude the procedure
calls from the experiment description and to separate the experiment managing tool from the
description of the experimental procedure. The proposed method of the experiment management
is as follows:
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Figure 1. The structure of the PSJ file for an experiment

• experiment managing program completes two abstract processes (conditions formation and
data registration) and by default assumes that the data registration goes after the formation
of the conditions. The program dictates the conditions for the data registration in an
experiment description file;

• specification of these abstract processes (for example, the composition of the components
used) is performed dynamically using the file with conditions of data registration created
by a subsystem of experiment description.

4. The subsystem of the experiment description
To describe the methodology and compose experiment description file information about the
devices and components working with them (devices passports) is required. Detection system
and the data input controller for the spectrometer are fixed. A set of components performing data
input, conversion and archiving, are usually combined into a data acquisition (DAQ) subsystem,
and call of this subsystem can be performed by default after the formation of the data registration
conditions. Subsystem describing experimental procedure includes a database (DB) and two
interactive programs: 1) the one used by programmers for producing passports of devices and
components, managing the data registration conditions; 2) and the other one, PSJ (Preparation
of Single Job), used by experimenters.

4.1. The program for devices passports
compilation creates and stores in the DB the documentation: devices description in the JSON
format. Documentation includes: the name of the controller and a list of devices connected to
it; the type of the component working with the controller, its unique identifier (GUID), used
for addressing component, and descriptions of parameters. Parameters composition (application
protocol) is defined by the component developer.

4.2. The PSJ program
uses the list of available devices (and components) from the database. From this database, the
user selects in a dialogue the desired components in his experiment and makes a list of devices
that in the process of the experiment will determine the data registration conditions. For each
device in the list one can specify a list of consecutive values of the used control parameter.
The result of this work is PSJ-file with a table describing the desired states in the experiment
hardware system. In each state, a data exposition is performed. The structure of the PSJ file
for an experiment is shown in Fig.1.
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Figure 2. The user interface for PSJ file preparation

A distinctive feature of the method proposed in this paper from those used in other systems
is that the PSJ program produces a list of data registration conditions instead of the actions
described in the form of a procedure calls list in a script file or hard-coded procedures.
Description of the experimental technique uses only experimenter’s terminology: names of the
spectrometer components, angular positions, etc. The program automatically composes PSJ file
with components identifiers (GUID) in the JSON format. A user interface of the job preparing
program is shown in Fig.2.

5. An experiment management with a mediator DiCME and PSJ files
Fig.3 shows the interaction of the experiment management program (EMP) and mediator
DiCME in basic operations of the EAS software. The PSJ file comes to the EMP entry. EMP
selects the consecutive description of the system state (list of the data registration conditions)
and sends a description of each condition to the mediator DiCME. Description of the condition
carries information about the component (GUID) sufficient for its search and linking to EMP,
and also a list of parameters. DiCME finds the needed component and passes to it a message
describing the condition containing the list of parameters. EMP functions as a dispatcher of
the components used. The choice and call of needed procedures that implements the required
data registration conditions is performed in the components that drive the hardware, based on
the interpretation of the referred to them conditions descriptions. For example, to manage the
position of the polarizer condition description in JSON format looks as follows:

device:”polarizer”, parameter:”angle”, value: ”30 grad”
Each component, which receives a message from EMP should return to EMP signal (DONE/

ERROR) of the operation completion. After receiving of such signals from all the devices listed
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Figure 3. Scheme of interaction of EMP and mediator DiCME in implementing the basic tasks
of the EAS

in the description of the desired EAS state, the EMP starts DAQ subsystem. Completion signal
of the data acquisition allows the EMP to switch to processing of the next state in the job
description file. Using dynamic linking method [4], contrary to the CORBA etc. technologies,
one does not need preparatory dialogue between the components to configure remote execution
procedure. The described linking method does not limit the development of the experimental
procedure, and its changes do not affect the EMP and inter-component communication mediator
DiCME, because the EMP and DiCME are transparent to the parameters lists.

The most significant features of auxiliary operations are as follows:

• spontaneous nature of information about events and the ability to postpone its treatment;

• a necessity to transmit information to multiple processes, the composition of which,
generally speaking, is not known to the source of information and can be changed by EAS
user during the EAS software working.

To link the auxiliary components a version of the ”subscription” algorithm is used. In this
algorithm the component-consumer once declares interest in a particular type of information.
Then a special component (Event Manager, a part of DiCME) caters for all ”signed” with the
the interested information, when it appears. A schematic diagram of a mediator DiCME serving
auxiliary operations in EAS is shown in Fig.4.

As a result, the implementation of auxiliary operations through DiCME allows a user to
dynamically arrange the system with the necessary auxiliary functions simply by running on
any computer of local network of the desired component.

6. Experiment management program
The method of constructing a unified EMP and the assignment to the experiment is described
above in detail. The practice of precise measurements requires some additions. Fig.5 shows a
diagram of the management program in the high precision measurements. The diagram shows
that many hours of exposure in each state (”States control cycle” in fig. 5) of the experimental
setup is divided (”Statistics accumulation cycle” in fig. 5) into several (usually identical) shorter
runs, the results of which can be summed. Due to this, comparison of the data in separate files,
obtained under same conditions, permits to detect possible drift of background, of detector
efficiency and other effects, and filter out incorrect data.

This EMP protocols the job: program remembers the last command, the number of the
last completed state of the system (executed jobs line), and some other data, and uses it to
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Figure 4. Scheme of the event manager and mediator DiCME serving auxiliary operations.

automatically generate file names. This means that at failures it is possible to restart the
system. After restart it will continue to work starting with the last unfinished state. Local
menu provides several debug modes.

7. Key findings
The subsystem which describes the experimental technique forms the information base for
components dynamic linking algorithms, for specifying the functional composition of the
processes performed by the experiment management program, and for automatic integration
of components into the EAS software. This subsystem significantly reduces the software
adjustment for a new experiment and facilitates the work of the experimenter, which is a key
element, because it made possible to transfer the EAS software to experimenters themselves
to manipulate it, when the experiment is changed. Model of EMP performing two abstract
processes (formation of data registration conditions and data registration), is appropriate for
different experiments and in other systems. Proposed EAS software is a problem-oriented
distributed software package of applied programs, including managing components for the
package (means of interoperability of components and experiment management program) and
the standardized application components. Subsystem of experimental technique descriptions
provides a language for package management. The proposed structure can be used in other areas

Figure 5. Scheme of the experiment management program for long measurements.
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of human activity, for example, for technology processes automation. The approach presented
here was applied to the development of EAS software for spectrometers used in experiments on
neutron sources IBR-2 and IREN at JINR [9-11].
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Abstract. Neutron scattering measurements have been carried out for 6Li/7Li and 14N/15N 
isotopically substituted aqueous *Li*NO3 solutions in D2O using the high intensity total 
scattering spectrometer NOVA installed in J-PARC. In the present study, concentration of the 
solute was extended to the very dilute region at 1 mol% LiNO3, and information on the 
hydration structure of Li+ and NO3

- was successfully deduced. In the aqueous 1 mol% LiNO3 
solution, it has been found that Li+ is surrounded by 6.0 ± 0.2 water molecules with the nearest 
neighbour Li+…O distance of 2.00 ± 0.02 Å.  The hydration number of NO3

- in aqueous 1 
mol% LiNO3 solution is determined to be 6 ± 2 with the intermolecular distance between N 
atom and the nearest neighbour D (D2O) atom of 3.0 ± 0.1 Å.  Concentration dependence of 
hydration parameters for these ions is discussed. 

1. Introduction 
Isotopic substitution method is one of the most promising applications in the structural 

investigations of non-crystalline materials using neutron total scattering experiments. The 
environmental structure around isotopically substituted atom can be extracted by taking subtraction of 
scattering cross sections observed for samples with different isotopic compositions [1]. A drawback of 
this technique might be the difficulty in obtaining sufficient S/N ratio of subtracted intensity data. In 
order to keep favourable statistical accuracy in the subtracted intensity, the use of high intensity 
incident neutron beam is indispensable. 

In the present paper, we report results of neutron scattering measurements on 6Li/7Li and 14N/15N 
substituted aqueous *Li*NO3 solutions in D2O using the NOVA spectrometer installed in J-PARC. In 
the present study, concentration of the solute was extended to the very dilute region at 1 mol% LiNO3 
and information on the hydration structure of Li+ and NO3

- was successfully deduced. In the present 
analysis, the re-normalization procedure for the observed scattering cross sections was applied 
employing the least squares fitting analysis of intramolecular interference terms for D2O and NO3

- in 
order to confirm the absolute amplitude of observed difference function. 
 
 
 

                       
*To whom any correspondence should be addressed. 

3.9.5
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2. Experimental and Data Analysis 
6Li- and 7Li-enriched lithium nitrate was prepared by reacting 6Li2CO3 (95.6% 6Li) and 7LiOH.H2O 

(99.94% 7Li) with slightly excess amount of concentrated H14NO3 (99.6% 14N, natural abundance) and 
H15NO3 (88.9% 15N) aqueous solutions. The dehydration of the product solution was achieved by 
heating at 180 ºC under vacuum more than a day.  The weighted amount of enriched anhydrous 
*Li*NO3 was dissolved into D2O (99.9 % D, Aldrich Chemical Co.) to prepare 1, 5 and 10 mol% 
*Li*NO3 solutions with different 6Li/7Li and 14N/15N isotopic compositions. Average coherent 
scattering lengths of Li and N atoms in sample solutions used in this study are summarized in Table 1. 
The sample solution was introduced into a thin-walled cylindrical vanadium cell (6.0 mm in inner 
diameter and 0.1 mm in thickness) and sealed by an Indium-seal. 

 
 Table 1. Average coherent scattering lengths of Li and N atoms. 

Sample bLi/10-12cm bN/10-12cm 
(6Li14NO3)0.1(D2O)0.9 0.182 0.936 
(7Li14NO3)0.1(D2O)0.9 -0.222 0.936 
(7Li15NO3)0.1(D2O)0.9 -0.222 0.677 
(6Li14NO3)0.05(D2O)0.95 0.182 0.936 
(7Li14NO3)0.05(D2O)0.95 -0.222 0.936 
(7Li15NO3)0.05(D2O)0.95 -0.222 0.677 
(6Li14NO3)0.01(D2O)0.99 0.182 0.936 
(7Li14NO3)0.01(D2O)0.99 -0.222 0.936 
(7Li15NO3)0.01(D2O)0.99 -0.222 0.677 

 
Neutron diffraction measurements were carried out at 25 ºC using the NOVA spectrometer [2] 

installed at BL21 of the MLF pulsed neutron source in the J-PARC, Tokai, Japan.  Incident proton 
beam power of proton accelerator was 160 kW in measurements for 5 and 10 mol% *Li*NO3 solutions, 
and 220 kW for 1 mol% *Li*NO3 solutions, respectively.  Scattered neutrons (neutron wave band of 
0.1 ≤ λ ≤ 8.7 Å) were detected by ca. 900 of 20 atm 3He position sensitive proportional counters (1/2 
inch ϕ, 800 mm in active length with 5 mm in positional resolution) installed at 20º (13.1 – 27.9º), 45º 
(33.6 – 54.9º), 90º (72.7 – 107.4º) and back scattering (136.5 – 169.0º) detector banks.  Data 
accumulation time was ca. 4 h for each sample.  Measurements were made in advance for 6 mm ϕ 
vanadium rod, empty cell and instrumental background. 

Observed scattering intensities for the sample were corrected for instrumental background, 
absorption of sample and cell [3], multiple [4] and incoherent scatterings.  The coherent scattering 
lengths, scattering and absorption cross sections for the constituent nuclei were referred to those 
tabulated by Sears [5].  The wavelength dependence of the total cross sections for H and D nuclei was 
estimated from the observed total cross sections for H2O and D2O, respectively [6].  The inelasticity 
correction for the observed self-scattering term was applied by the use of the observed self-scattering 
intensities from the liquid null-H2O [7]. 

The first-order difference function X(Q), X = Li and N, is derived from the numerical difference 
between scattering cross sections observed for two solutions that are identical except for the scattering 
lengths of Li or N atoms [1].  The X(Q) normalized for a stoichiometric unit, (*Li*NO3)x(D2O)1-x, can 
be written as a linear combination of partial structure factors, aXj(Q), involving contributions from the 
X-j pair: 
 

X(Q) = ΣAXj[aXj(Q) - 1].                                                                                                     (1) 
 
The weighting of the structure factor can be written as AXj = 2cXcjΔbXbj ( for j ≠ X) and  AXj = 

cX
2(bX

2 – bX’
2) (for j = X), where cj and bj denote the number in the stoichiometric unit and the 

coherent scattering length of j atom, respectively. Since the weighting factors, AXO and AXD are much 
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larger than others in the present experimental condition, the observed X(Q) is dominated by the short-
range X-D2O interaction. The observed X(Q) from forward angle detector pixels located at 13.1 ≤ 2θ 
≤ 54.9º agree well within the statistical uncertainties, they were combined at the Q-interval of 0.1 Å-1 
and used for subsequent analyses. The distribution function around X atom, GX(r), is obtained from 
the Fourier transform of X(Q): 

                                                         Qmax 

GX(r) = 1 + (ΣAXj)-1(2π2r)-1 QX(Q) sin(Qr) dQ 

                                                         0 
                       = [ΣAXj gXj(r)] (ΣAXj)-1,                                                                                                    (2) 
 
where,  denotes the number density of the sample. The upper limit of the integral was set to be 20 Å-1 
in the present study. 

Structural parameters concerning the hydration shell of X were obtained through the least squares 
fitting procedure applying the following model function [8-10]: 

 
X

model(Q) = Σ 2cXnXαbαΔbX exp(-lXα
2Q2/2)sin(QrXα)/(QrXα) 

                                + 4π (ΣAXj) exp(-l0
2Q2/2)[Qr0cos(Qr0) – sin(Qr0)]Q-3 + γ,                                   (3) 

 
where, nLiα is the coordination number of α atom around X.  Sort-range parameters lXα and rXα denote 
the root-mean-square amplitude and internuclear distance of the X…α pair, respectively.  The long-
range parameter, r0, means the distance beyond which the continuous distribution of atoms around X 
can be assumed. The parameter, l0, describes the sharpness of the boundary at r0.  A constant, γ, was 
introduced to adjust the center of the interference oscillation, which is effective for improving the fit. 
Structural parameters nXα, lXα, rXα, l0, r0 and γ are determined from the least squares fit to the observed 
X(Q). The fitting procedure was performed in the range of 0.1 ≤ Q ≤ 20.0 Å-1 with the SALS program 
[11], assuming that the statistical uncertainties distribute uniformly. In the least squares fitting 
calculation, the Marquardt method was employed.  The dynamical bi-weight method was used for 
weight adjustment of the observed data [11].  
  In order to check reliability of the data correction and normalization procedures employed in the 

present study, the least squares fitting analysis was first carried out for the observed total interference 
term before taking the first-order difference. Since intermolecular interference term diminishes much 
faster than intramolecular one with increasing Q-value, interference amplitude observed in sufficiently 
high-Q region can be regarded as the intramolecular interference contribution. In the present analysis, 
the theoretical intramolecular interference term, iintra(Q), was evaluated by the sum of intramolecular 
interference terms for D2O, iD2O

intra(Q), and NO3
-, iNO3-intra(Q), molecules as follows: 

 
iintra(Q) = β[(1-x) iD2O

intra(Q) + x iNO3-intra(Q)],                                                                     (4) 
 
where 
 

 iD2O
intra(Q) = 4bObDexp(-lOD

2Q2/2)sin(QrOD)/(QrOD) 
                           + 2bD

2exp(-lDD
2Q2/2)sin(QrDD)/(QrDD),                                                         (5) 

and  
 

       iNO3-intra(Q) = 6 bNbOexp(-lNO
2Q2/2)sin(QrNO)/(QrNO) 

                                          + 6bO
2exp(-lOO

2Q2/2)sin(QrOO)/(QrOO).                                                        (6) 
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β denotes the overall renormalization factor which indicates appropriateness of the data correction and 
normalization procedures employed.  In the fitting procedure, intramolecular parameters for D2O 
molecule, lOD, rOD, lDD and rDD, as well as the factor β were treated as independent parameters.  Since 
contribution from the intramolecular interference term for NO3

- should be relatively small, 
intramolecular parameters for NO3

- were fixed to the literature values (lNO = 0.045 Å, rNO = 1.252 Å, 
lOO = 0.065 Å,  and rOO = 2.169 Å) [12-14].  The least squares fitting analysis was performed in the 
range of 10 ≤ Q ≤ 40 Å-1 with the SALS program [11]. 
 
3. Results and Discussion 

 Before evaluation of the first-order difference function, the least squares fitting analysis was carried 
out for the observed total interference function to check the absolute interference amplitude of each 
sample solution using equation (4). To avoid large inelasticity effect on the observed scattering 
intensity, scattering cross sections obtained from forward angle detector banks (13.1 – 54.9º) were 
combined at the Q-interval of 0.1 Å-1 and used for the least squares fitting analysis. A satisfactory fit 
was obtained in the range of 10 ≤ Q ≤ 40 Å-1. The value of renormalization factor, β, for each solution 
is very close to the unity within the experimental uncertainties ( β = 0.96(2) – 1.01(3) ), implying that 
data correction and normalization procedures have been adequately carried out in the present study 
and the absolute value of the difference function should be reliable. The present value of 
intramolecular O-D distance within D2O (rOD = 0.970 - 0.976 Å) is somewhat slightly small when 
compared with that reported for pure liquid water (0.983(8) Å [15], 0.983(5) Å [16], 0.987(5) Å [17]).  
The present values of r.m.s. amplitudes for the intramolecular O-D and D-D interactions (lOD = 0.058 - 
0.061 Å and lDD = 0.117 – 0.14 Å) are in good agreement with those for pure liquid water (lOD = 
0.067(8) Å and lDD = 0.12(4) Å [16]). 

The first order difference function, Li(Q), observed for 1, 5 and 10 mol% Li14NO3 solutions is 
represented in Figure. 1. The distribution function around Li+, GLi(r), was obtained from the Fourier 
transform of the observed Li(Q) as depicted in Figure. 2.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1. First-order difference function, 
ΔLi(Q), observed for 1, 5 and 10 mol% 
*Li14NO3 heavy water solutions (dots). The 
best fit of the calculated ΔLi(Q) is indicated by 
a solid line. 

 

Figure 2.  Distribution function around Li+, 
GLi(r), observed for 1, 5 and 10 mol% 
*Li14NO3 heavy water solutions (dots). The 
Fourier transform of the best fit of 
calculated ΔLi(Q) is indicated by a solid 
line. Short- and long-range contributions 
are denoted by a broken- and dotted lines, 
respectively. 
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Dominant short range peaks appearing at around 2 and 2.6 Å in the present GLi(r), are assigned to 
the nearest neighbour Li+…O and Li+…D interactions, respectively [18-24]. In the fitting procedure, the 
structural parameter, nLiD, was fixed to 2nLiO during the present least squares fitting procedure. The 
second coordination sphere of Li+ was treated as a single interaction with the coherent neutron 
scattering length in equation (3), bα, being bO + 2bD. The long-range random distribution of atoms was 
taken into account in the analysis, which is important to improve the fit in the low-Q region. As 
described in Figure. 1, the observed Li(Q) for each solution is satisfactorily reproduced by the 
calculated model function in the whole Q-range observed. Final results of independent parameters are 
listed in Table 2.   

 
Table 2. Results of the least-squares refinement of the observed Li(Q)a. 

x interaction i…j rij/Å lij/Å nij

0.1 Li+…D2O(I) Li+…O 1.969(8) 0.117(9) 4.12(6) 
  Li+…D 2.58(1) 0.187(7) [6.24]b 
 Li+…D2O(II) Li+…D2O 4.4(1) 0.68(2) 14(4) 
   r0/Å l0/Å  
 Long-range  5.2(3) 0.8(3)  
0.05 Li+…D2O(I) Li+…O 1.957(4) 0.113(5) 5.18(3) 
  Li+…D 2.564(5) 0.204(4) [10.36]b 
 Li+…D2O(II) Li+…D2O 4.5(1) 0.563(9) 14(5) 
   r0/Å l0/Å  
 Long-range  5.2(4) 0.6(4)  
0.01 Li+…D2O(I) Li+…O 2.00(2) 0.10(3) 6.0(2) 
  Li+…D 2.55(4) 0.18(2) [12.0]b 
 Li+…D2O(II) Li+…D2O 4.6(5) 0.54(4) 15(3) 
   r0/Å l0/Å  
 Long-range  5.4(2) 0.5(1)  
a Estimated standard deviations are given in parentheses. 
b Fixed at the value 2nLiO. 

 
The present value of rLiO, for 5 and 10 mol% LiNO3 solutions is in good agreement with that 

obtained in previous neutron diffraction studies [18-22], while, the value,  rLiO = 2.00(2) Å determined 
for 1 mol% LiNO3 solution is slightly larger than those obtained for more concentrated solutions. The 
present values of the nearest neighbor Li+…D distance, 2.55(4), 2.564(5) and 2.58(1) Å observed for 1, 
5 and 10 mol% LiNO3 solutions agree well with those reported previously [18-22]. The present results 
of nLiO for LiNO3 solutions indicate that the concentration dependence of the hydration number of Li+ 
is actually present. Previous neutron diffraction studies for aqueous LiCl [18,19] and LiBr [20] 
solutions suggested that hydration number of Li+ varies with solute concentration.  

Difference functions, ΔN(Q), observed for 1, 5 and 10 mol% 7Li*NO3 solutions are indicated in 
Figure 3. Interference features extended to higher-Q region are clearly observed. The distribution 
functions around N atom within NO3

- are depicted in Figure 4. Dominant first peak located at r = 1.25 
Å is obviously assigned to intramolecular N-O interaction within the NO3

-. A broad peak appearing at 
r ~ 3 Å is attributable to the nearest neighbour N…D1 (D2O) interaction, which has been found for 
concentrated aqueous NaNO3 solution [13]. The nearest neighbour N…O (D2O) and N…D2 (D2O) 
interactions are certainly involved in the r-range r =  3 ~ 4 Å in the present GN(r) functions.  
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  Hydration parameters of NO3

- were determined through the least squares fitting analysis of the 
observed ΔN(Q). In the fitting procedure, the intramolecular N-O, the intermolecular first nearest 
neighbour N…D2O(I) and the second nearest neighbour N…D2O(II) interactions were taken into 
account for short-range interactions. In the fitting procedure, intramolecular parameter nNO was fixed 
to 3 considering the intramolecular structure of NO3

-. For the first nearest neighbour N…D2O(I) 
interaction, structural parameters rNO, lNO and a bond angle N-O…Dw1 were  treated as independent 
parameters. The second nearest neighbour N…D2O(II) interaction was treated as a single interaction 
with the coherent scattering length bα, being bO + 2bD. The long-range random distribution of atoms 
was involved in the model function. The refinement for the observed ΔN(Q) was carried out in the 
range with 1.0 ≤ Q ≤ 20.0 Å-1.  

Table 3. Results of the least-squares refinement of the observed N(Q)a. 

x interaction i…j rij/Å lij/Å nij

0.1 Intramolecular N-O 1.254(1) 0.050(1) [3.0] b 
 N…D2O(I) N…Dw1 2.90(2) 0.261(2) 4.4(3) 
  N-O…Dw1 136.9(2)   
 N…D2O(II) N…D2O 4.16(2) 0.48(2) 8.8(5) 
   r0/Å l0/Å  
 Long-range  4.92(2) 0.64(2)  
0.05 Intramolecular N-O 1.253(1) 0.070(1) [3.0]  
 N…D2O(I) N…Dw1 2.85(4) 0.329(3) 5.2(7) 
  N-O…Dw1 142(4)   
 N…D2O(II) N…D2O 4.25(2) 0.55(5) 9(1) 
   r0/Å l0/Å  
 Long-range  4.95(4) 0.55(4)  

 

Figure 3. First-order difference function, 
ΔN(Q), observed for 1, 5 and 10 mol% 
7Li*NO3 heavy water solutions (dots). The 
best fit of the calculated ΔN(Q) is indicated by 
a solid line. 

 

Figure 4.  Distribution function around N 
atom, GN(r), observed for 1, 5 and 10 mol% 
7Li*NO3 heavy water solutions (dots). The 
Fourier transform of the best fit ΔN(Q) is 
indicated by a solid line. Short- and long-
range contributions are denoted by a broken- 
and dotted lines, respectively. 

0.01 Intramolecular N-O 1.250(1) 0.054(1) [3.0] b

 b 

 N…D2O(I) N…Dw1 3.0(1) 0.198(2) 6(2)

 

  N-O…Dw1 129(11)   
 N…D2O(II) N…D2O 4.2(3) 0.5(3) 6(3)

 

   r0/Å l0/Å  
 Long-range  4.5(1) 0.68(9)  
a Estimated standard deviations are given in parentheses. 
b Fixed. 

b
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The present value of intramolecular N-O distance agrees well with that observed in aqueous NaNO3 
solution [13] and molten LiNO3 [12]. The nearest neighbour N…Dw1 distance was obtained to be 3.0(1), 
2.85(4) and 2.90(2) Å for 1, 5 and 10 mol% LiNO3 solutions. These values agree well with the value 
2.8 Å reported for aqueous 10 mol% NaNO3 solution [13]. The hydration number of NO3

- is found to 
change from 4.4 in the 10 mol% LiNO3 solution to 6 in the 1 mol% LiNO3 solution. 
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Abstract programming interface for MCTAL files

Nicolò Borghi, Konstantin Batkov

European Spallation Source, Tunavägen 24, 223 63, Lund, Sweden

E-mail: konstantin.batkov@esss.se

Abstract. MCNPX allows to save its calculation results in the MCTAL files and plot them by
means of the MCPLOT utility. We have developed an implementation of abstract programming
interface (API) to read MCTAL files. This API allows to extract data from the MCTAL files for
further analysis and, if necessary, save it in any desired format. As an example, a converter
from MCTAL to ROOT format is presented.

1. Introduction
The current work aims to provide a convenient mechanism to extract data from the MCNPX [1]
output files in the MCTAL format. This mechanism is implemented as an abstract programming
interface (API) developed in the Python language. It provides a set of classes to read MCTAL files
and extract data from them in a fully automatic way. This possibility is essential for extensive
MCNPX calculations, where one needs to analyse results of numerous runs.

The API manual and examples can be found on the project home page:
https://code.google.com/p/mc-tools

Interfacing with the mctal API does not require complex coding. It is as simple as importing
the module, making an instance of the MCTAL class and calling the Read() method to get a
list of all the tallies in the mctal file:

from mctal import MCTAL

m = MCTAL(mctalFileName)

tallies = m.Read() # get list of tallies from a mctal file

for f in tallies:

... # do your analysis here

2. ROOT converter
From our point of view, a big inconvenience of the standard MCPLOT utility is lack of ability to
analyse data.

The ROOT framework [2, 3] developed at CERN is a tool to perform statistical data analysis.
We use it in our everyday studies, therefore as an example of application of this API, we have
developed a converter from the MCTAL format into the ROOT format.
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[kbat@jasper ]$ mctal2root -h

usage: mctal2root [-h] [-v] mctal_file [root_file]

A mctal to ROOT conversion script.

positional arguments:

mctal_file the name of the mctal file to be converted

root_file the name of the output ROOT file

optional arguments:

-h, --help show this help message and exit

-v, --verbose explain what is being done

3. An example
Let’s convert a MCTAL file into the ROOT format:

[kbat@jasper ]$ mctal2root mctal

ROOT file saved to: mctal.root

[kbat@jasper ]$ ls -l mctal*

-rw -r----- 1 kbat 126510 mctal

-rw -r----- 1 kbat 21893 mctal.root

Note the size difference due to ASCII to binary conversion and the ROOT internal compression.
The ROOT file contains 4 objects which correspond to the MCNPX tallies:

[kbat@jasper ]$ root mctal.root

root [1] .ls

TFile ** mctal.root

TFile* mctal.root

KEY: THnSparseT <TArrayF > f6;1

KEY: THnSparseT <TArrayF > f15;1

KEY: THnSparseT <TArrayF > f25;1

KEY: THnSparseT <TArrayF > f35;1

Repeating the MCTAL file structure, the ROOT data is saved as a 8-dimensional histogram
THnSparse:

root [1] f5 ->Print("a")

THnSparseT <TArrayF > (*0 x2eb0250 ): "f5" ""

8 dimensions , 1.0054e+06 entries in 1005402 filled bins

axis 0 "f": 1 bins (0..1) , variable bin sizes

axis 1 "d": 1 bins (0..1) , variable bin sizes

axis 2 "u": 1 bins (0..50006) , variable bin sizes

axis 3 "s": 1 bins (0..1) , variable bin sizes

axis 4 "m": 1 bins (0..1) , variable bin sizes

axis 5 "c": 1 bins (0..1) , variable bin sizes

axis 6 "e": 201 bins (0..3000) , variable bin sizes

axis 7 "t": 5002 bins (0..1e+37), variable bin sizes

This histogram can be analysed and visualised by making use of standard ROOT techniques.
For instance, let’s plot the time spectrum:
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Figure 1. Examples of a histogram depicted with mcplot (left) and ROOT (right)

root [2] TH1 *h = f5 ->Projection (7) // axis 7 corresponds to

// time

root [2] h->Scale(1, "width") // divide the bins by their

// width

root [3] h->Draw() // draw the histogram

The resulting distribution is shown in black in the right pad of Fig. 1.
Let’s plot the time spectrum for the cold neutrons only (energy below 5meV):

f15 ->GetAxis (6)-> SetRangeUser (0, 5E-9) // select the energy range

TH1 *hc = f15 ->Projection (7)

hc ->SetLineColor(kBlue) // set the histogram color

hc ->Scale(1, "width")

hc ->Draw("hist ,same") // draw at the same pad

The resulting spectrum is shown in blue in the right pad of Fig. 1.
ROOT allows to perform any kind of data analysis with these objects. Refer to the

http://root.cern.ch website for details.

4. Supported and unsupported features
The code has been extensively used during last year by several persons, and we currently believe
that is can handle all mctal records except the following ones:

• KCODE data;

• Tallies with perturbation records (produced by the pert card).

These features are not implemented just because the authors never use them, but if necessary
they can be supported by the code in the future.
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5. Conclusions
• We have developed an API to provide a convenient access to the information stored in the
MCTAL files.

• Based on this API we have developed a tool to convert the MCTAL files into the ROOT file
format.

• These tools simplify the visualisation and analysis of the results obtained with MCNPX.

6. See also
The MCTAL API and the ROOT converter are the parts of a larger project called mc-tools:
https://code.google.com/p/mc-tools. This project includes several other Monte Carlo tools
listed below:

• Converter of wssa files into the ROOT format;

• Converter of ANGEL files (standard PHITS output) into the ROOT format;

• A tool to animate 3D geometry in PHITS.
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Abstract. The stroboscopic data reduction technique for pulsed neutron diffraction was used in 
order to investigate the behaviours of the crystal lattice and the ferroelectric domains of the 
piezoelectric material in the multilayer-type piezoelectric actuator under a cyclic electric field. 
The division of neutron intensity data based on the condition of external fields recorded as 
event data can be performed by this technique. The peak shift and the intensity variations 
depending on the strength of the field were successfully observed in the divided diffraction 
patterns. The microscopic deformation estimated from the lattice strain and the domain 
switching agreed with the macroscopic behaviour of the actuator. The usefulness of the 
technique for the study of responses of materials to cyclic electric fields was demonstrated. 

1. Introduction 
Recently, time-resolved in-situ measurement is attracting great interest in order to observe transient 
phenomena of materials under external fields. Event-recording system of Materials and Life science 
experimental facility (MLF) at J-PARC has an advantage for time-resolved measurements, because of 
“event” characteristic of the data. For this purpose, new techniques for the measurement and the data 
reduction were developed and tried to adopt for the evaluation of the steel during the deformation [1]. 
Here, the responses of the crystal structure and the crystal lattice of piezoelectric materials to a cyclic 
electric field were chosen as the target to be investigated using this technique. Since piezoelectric 
materials are used in a variety of devices including sensor, actuator and the others, they are one of the 
important materials to be investigated. Generally, the performance of the materials is expressed by the 
parameter which shows the macroscopic deformation called piezoelectric d parameter. On the other 
hand, piezoelectric effect originates from the microscopic phenomena that are lattice strains, domain 
switching and ionic displacements. To understand the macroscopic characteristics of the material, the 
microscopic characteristics should be investigated in detail. The responses of these characteristics to 
the applied electric fields and mechanical stresses of lead zirconate titanate (PZT)-based and other 
types of piezoelectric ceramics or single crystals were evaluated using in-situ neutron and X-ray 
diffraction experiments [2, 3, 4]. 
In this study, the first trial of application of the event-recoding technique to the neutron diffraction 
experiment in MLF to investigate the behaviour of the material under the electric field was performed. 
The microscopic responses of the PZT-based piezoelectric material in a multilayer-type actuator under 
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driving by a cyclic electric field were investigated using the engineering neutron diffractometer 
TAKUMI at BL19 of MLF at J-PARC. The obtained data were reduced to the field-condition-resolved 
(time-resolved) diffraction patterns with the specific field conditions. The lattice strain and the domain 
characteristics of the material in each condition are investigated. 
 
2. Experimental 
A commercially obtained multilayer piezoelectric actuator (PSt150, Piezomechanik GmbH) shown in 
figure 1 was used as the sample for the neutron diffraction measurement. The schismatic drawing of 
the experiment is shown in the figure 2. The sample was mounted horizontally on the sample stage of 
TAKUMI with the axial (layer stacking) direction to be 45° to the incident neutron beam. The neutron 
diffraction intensities in the directions of parallel and perpendicular to the applied electric field were 
measured simultaneously by ±90° detector banks. The gauge volume for the measurement was 
restricted to be 2×2×8 mm3 by the beam slit and the radial collimators. High-resolution mode that has 
the resolution Δd/d of 0.2 % was used for the measurement. 
The sinusoidal wave signal with the frequency of 0.5 Hz from a function generator (33210A, Agilent 
Technologies Inc.) was amplified to the voltage of 0 ~ 130 V by a high-voltage amplifier (HEPOT-
5B20, MATSUSADA Precision Inc.) and applied to the sample. The signal applying to the sample 
during the measurement was recorded as event data by a TrigNET [5] module and DAQ-middleware 
[6] together with neutron diffraction intensity and T0 event which is a sync signal with generation of a 
neutron pulse. A TrigNET module has two types of analog-to-digital converter (ADC) inputs, high-
speed and low-speed. Here, a low-speed ADC input was used for recording the signal. In the 
experiment, the diffraction intensity was collected in 12 hours, and the accelerator power of J-PARC 
was 300 kW. 
Referring to the signal event data, collected neutron event data, which has the information about the 
detected position on the detectors and the time-of-flight from the neutron source, was divided by the 
voltage condition of every 10 V in the range from 0 V to 130 V and converted to the diffraction 
patterns using the software Utsusemi [7] and Emaki [8] developed based on Manyo-library [9]. Note 
that very flexible data reduction based on various analog or digital signals and time can be done by 
using these module and software after the measurement. Further, the condition window for the data 
division can be set freely. The diffraction patterns were analysed using the software Z-Rietveld [10] in 
order to refine the peak positions, the lattice parameters and the integrated intensities of the peaks. 
 

 
Figure 1. A multilayer 
piezoelectric actuator. A 
strain gauge is stuck on 
the side of the actuator in 
order to measure the 
macroscopic strain. 

 
Figure 2. The schismatic drawing of the experimental setting. 
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3. Results and Discussions 
All of diffraction peaks in the diffraction pattern 
without the field were characterized by the 
tetragonal unit cell with the space group of 
P4mm and the lattice parameters were refined to 
be a = 4.0251(1) Å and c = 4.0481(1) Å. These 
are close to the parameters of PZT that has a 
perovskite-type crystal structure. Figure 3 
shows the peak profiles of 111, 200 and 002 
reflections measured at axial direction of the 
actuator. The gradual peak shift and intensity 
variation depending on the electric field can be 
seen. The shift of 111 peak on the larger d side 
means an increasing of the lattice spacing by the 
applied electric field, and is a so-called inverse-
piezoelectric effect. The decreasing of the 
intensity of 200 reflection and opposite 
variation in that of 002 reflection indicate the 
increase of the domains of which c-axis lies to 
the direction of the applied field. Both of these 
phenomena cause macroscopic elongation in 
this direction, and are agree with the nature of 
the actuator well. Thus the evolution of 
diffraction patterns is consistent with the 
macroscopic nature such as strain and electric 
field. 
The electric field dependence of the lattice 
spacing of (111), (200) and (002) planes are 
shown in figure 4 (a).  Although all the spacing 
increases with the rise of the field, there is 
crystal orientation dependence in the inclination. 
The deformation in [111] direction was larger 
than other directions, and its value was 0.09% at 
the field of 125 V in the present sample. The 
integrated intensities of 200 and 002 reflections 
in the axial direction at the various fields were 
obtained and the ratio of these two reflections 
was plotted in figure 4 (b). The ratio of I002/I200 
increased from 1.4 to 3.1 with the rise of the 
field by 90° domain switching. The deformation 
caused by this switching in the axial direction at 
125 V is estimated from the variation of the 
volume fractions of the a-axis and the c-axis 
domains and the lattice parameters to be 0.09%. 
The macroscopic deformation of the actuator 
measured by a strain gauge was about 0.1 % at 
125 V. The actuator consists of a polycrystalline 
material and includes various orientations of 
crystal grains. Because the behaviors of both the 
lattice strain and the domain switching have 
crystal orientation dependence, the contribution 

 
Figure 3. The diffraction peak profiles of (a) 111, 
(b) 200 and 002 reflections in the axial direction. 

 
Figure 4. The electric field dependencies of 
(a) the strain in [111], [200] and [002] directions,  
(b) the intensity ratio of I002/I200 and (c) the 
macroscopic strain. 
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of the microscopic deformation to the macroscopic one would be evaluated more precisely by 
adopting multi-peak analyses. 
The measurement and the data reduction techniques which are used in the present study select and 
summed up the neutron events in the particular condition. Therefore, faster phenomena can be also 
observed if it has cyclic nature. On the other hand, the present data reduction is dividing data based on 
only the strength of the electric field, and it isn't classified whether the field is rising or declining. 
Because the hysteresis loop was found in the electric field-strain curve shown in figure 4 (c), the state 
of the materials may be different in these two situations. The data reduction based on the more 
complex condition should be done as the next step. 
 
4. Summary 
The behaviours of the lattice and the domain in the piezoelectric material under the electric field were 
investigated using event recording technique developed for time-resolved neutron diffraction 
experiment in MLF. Neutron diffraction intensities from the piezoelectric actuator were collected 
together with the waveform signal of the applied electric field as event data. The measurement and the 
data reduction were successfully finished and the stroboscopic diffraction patterns based on the 
strength of the field were obtained. The microscopic deformation which was estimated from the lattice 
strain and the domain switching of the material agreed with the macroscopic strain of the actuator. 
Further development of the measurement and the data handling techniques is in progress in order to 
analyse the behaviour more precisely. The extensive study of responses of materials to dynamical 
external fields is expected by applying the technique to neutron scattering experiments for various 
dielectric materials, ionic conductors and other materials which reply to an electric field. 
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Abstract. LENS produced its first neutrons almost 10 years ago and has now entered a steady 
state of operations with particular focus on the educational and instrumentation innovation 
aspects of its mission. Key elements in the facility’s success over the last decade have been the 
alignment of its mission with the objectives of a number of major neutron sources and its 
ability to educate and train students in ways that are difficult to implement at major facilities. 
In this paper, we summarise some of the recently installed improvements to the facility, 
describe some recent scientific activities, and look back at some of its significant 
accomplishments over the last 10 years. 

1. Introduction 
 
LENS is a Compact Accelerator-driven Neutron Source (CANS) based on (p,nX)Be reactions 
involving a 13 MeV proton beam and a 1.1mm thick beryllium target. It normally operates at a beam 
power of 3 to 4 kW with a 20 Hz repetition rate, but the repetition rate and pulse width can be varied 
to suit particular experiments [1,2]. The facility operates on the campus of Indiana University and is 
supported by a portion of the indirect funds generated by research grants associated with the facility. 
Therefore, it does not serve as a traditional user facility, but rather concentrates on providing unique 
educational and instrumentation innovation opportunities while also facilitating materials research.  
The facility has three conventional neutron instruments (SANS, SESAME, and a neutron 
radiography/tomography station), a developmental beam line used for studies of moderator 
performance and testing novel detector ideas (the Moderator Imaging Station, or MIS), and a station 
for irradiating electronics with fast neutrons (Neutron Radiation Effects Facility, or NREF). Over the 
last decade, 10 students have received their PhD for work associated with LENS (some during 
construction and some using the neutron beams at the facility) and seven more are currently pursuing 
their PhD, 10 post-doctoral fellows have worked with LENS, and another 10 undergraduate students 
have conducted research at the facility. 
 
The facility ran for an average of roughly 1500 hr/yr over the past couple of years. Something under 
10% of this time was devoted to operation of the fast-neutron target station.  Roughly 25% of the 
operation time on the cold-neutron target station is devoted to experiments on the performance of 
novel moderator designs (in collaboration with researchers from SNS, LANL, ESS and ISIS) and the 
remaining time devoted to normal operations for research with the SANS, SESAME and MIS 

                       
1   To whom any correspondence should be addressed. 
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instruments.  In the upcoming years, we expect to see an expansion of operations on the fast-neutron 
target as we will ramp up both our radiation effects and radiography activities.  
  
The floor plan of the facility is shown in figure 1. The facility’s two target stations are the circular 
features at the end of the proton beamlines leading away from the accelerator (which appears at the 
lower left in figure 1). The upper target station houses a 1-cm thick solid methane moderator operating 
at 6K and feeds the SANS, SESAME and MIS instruments with cold neutrons [2]. The lower target 
station in figure 1 feeds the radiography instrument and a station for irradiating electronics with 
neutrons at a rate of up to 2x1010n/(cm2·s) (1 MeV equivalent flux for small samples right next to the 
target). This second target station has a room-temperature polyethylene moderator that may be covered 
with Cd (to allow a difference measurement that is sensitive to only thermal neutrons), or removed 
completely (to study the effects of fast neutrons).  

 
 

 

Figure 1. Floor plan of the LENS facility in 2014. Recent additions to the facility 
include improvements to the DUT assembly, and upgrades to the radiography 
facility (both on the lower, fast neutron, target station) and the installation of an in-
situ polarized 3He analyser and new detector on the SEAME instrument on the 
(upper) cold neutron target station.  

 

2. Recent facility activities 
Over the last two years, we have introduced some improvements to a number of the instruments at 
LENS. The SESAME (Spin-Echo Scattering Angle Measurement) instrument was fitted with an on-
line pumped 3He polarization analyser and an array of 16 linear position sensitive detectors to replace 
the supermirror analyser and multi-PMT position-sensitive detector that were previously used on this 
instrument. We have discovered that the complicated correlation between neutron phase space and 
polarization analysing power of the supermirror analysers causes issues with the interpretation of 
SESAME data, so installation of the 3He analyser was a major step forward for this instrument [3]. 
The instrument has also supported the development of several generations of magnetic Wollaston 
prisms, which are presently used to effect the spin encoding at the heart of the instrument’s operation. 
This included a novel water-cooled triangular prism design with only two layers of Al wire in the 
beam path for each prism, in order to maximize the transmission of the devices. We also discovered 
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that the polarization loss in these wire-wound devices is very sensitive to the precise geometry of 
neighbouring sheets (in particular, it was important that the individual wires in the current sheets that 
define the common hypotenuse of neighbouring triangular coils shown in figure 2 interdigitate rather 
than lining up directly each other to reduce polarization losses [4]).   
 
 

 
Figure 2. This schematic shows the basic operation of the SESAME instrument in SESANS mode. 
The triangular regions are magnetic prisms (grey for fields in the positive z direction, and white in the 
negative z direction). Each pair of triangles forms a magnetic Wollaston prism. The instrument starts 
with a /2 flip to place the neutron spin in the x-y plane, and the prisms act as birefringent media for 
the up and down components of the neutron spin. These components are separated spatially by the first 
pair of Wollaston prisms (through refraction at the common hypotenuse of each triangle pair), and 
recombined by the second pair. Any difference in the integrated scattering length density of the sample 
over the length defined by this separation distance will show up as a change in the neutron polarization 
when measured at the end of the instrument [3,4,5]. 
 
 
The Neutron Radiation Effects Facility was modified two years ago in order to increase the size of the 
electronics boards that can be irradiated by providing vertical access to the target area for the Device 
Under Test (DUT) through a dumb-waiter system. We are presently adding new diagnostics to provide 
better real-time monitoring of the dose delivered to the parts as well. As a part of this more recent 
project, we are also upgrading the radiography facility to enhance its fast-neutron imaging capability 
by providing line-of-sight to the target from the imaging instrument’s fluorescent screen.  In the 
coming years, we anticipate an increase in the activity for both the irradiation and radiography stations 
at LENS through increased interactions with a regional base of users with interests in these areas. We 
note that the current standards for radiation effects testing specifically mention use of reactors which 
may no longer available for such testing within a decade or less [6], so this could be another area 
where small  sources such as LENS could have a significant impact. 

3. Operational Experience 

Over the last several years, the performance of our RF system has improved considerably [7]. Three 
years ago we completed the transition from legacy switch tubes in our klystron control circuitry to 
modern Y-847B tubes from CPI. Prior to this change, the RF systems would typically trip several 
times per week (up to a few times per day). Even after the installation of the new switch tubes, the 
system continued to trip more often than we would like, but most recently  our RF reliability has 
steadily increased to the point where it is no longer a significant issue (it is now common to go several 
days or even a week without RF trips interfering with operation). In addition to the installation of the 
new tubes, key elements of this transition have been the decision to run the high-voltage tanks with 
heaters to raise the oil temperature to about 35°C, and the slight re-working of some of the connections 
in those tanks. Collaborations with the RF group at Los Alamos have proved most helpful in 
addressing these issues. 

For reasons that we do not yet understand, target lifetime has become a major operational issue within 
the last year. When we changed target design to the current 1.2 mm thick circular target from our 
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original 4mm thick rectangular version in 2010 [8], we initially found it necessary to change targets 
only after the target’s O-rings providing the seal between the target cooling system and the vacuum 
failed due to accumulated radiation damage. This typically resulted in a routine where we would 
change an intact target at something like 80 to 100 kW-days of accumulated beam. More recently, 
although the target design itself has not changed, the targets themselves have started to exhibit 
cracking after accumulate beam of from 1 to 70 kW-days of operation, and in typical operation these 
cracks have most often been the feature that limits the time between target exchanges. This is a 
continuing problem, and our present thinking is that it will have to be address by going over to a 
composite target design similar to that developed for the Riken Accelerator-driven Neutron Source 
(RANS) [9]. In this design, the Be target material is backed by a layer of Vanadium or Niobium, 
which acts as a sink for the protons. 
 
4. Research Activities 
 
The majority of the research conducted at LENS over the last few years has been associated with the 
development of new neutron instrumentation. The relative ease with which the LENS TMR may be 
reconfigured has led to the development of a program in experimental neutronics that has been active 
for more than six years. The most recent projects in this area have included several experiments 
investigating the convoluted moderator concept originally put forward by Stuart Ansell of ISIS [10], 
and most recently an experiment on a single-crystal reflector/filter.  In this same general area, we have 
measured the neutron total cross section of a number of potential neutronic materials (methane, D2O 
etc.), and have demonstrated that our SANS instrument, with suitable small and temporary 
modifications, can be used to measure neutron transmission in samples from below 0.1meV to above 
1eV with a single accelerator setting (typically 10Hz with a 0.15ms pulse width). Our neutronics 
experiments have been conducted in collaboration with researchers from the SNS, ESS, ISIS and 
LANSCE neutron facilities, and this activity demonstrates the important role that CANS facilities are 
able to play in supporting the international scattering facilities. Over the last two years we have also 
conducted a number of experiments to provide preliminary data on samples to be measured later at one 
of the major facilities, which is another example of synergistic interactions among these two different 
types of facilities [11]. 
 
Our SANS instrument has recently provided published data on micelle structures [12] and several 
more SANS studies are in preparation at this time. We see this activity increasing over the next two 
years. As discussed above, changes to the analyser and detector have been crucial to bringing the 
SESAME instrument into useful service, and we have now demonstrated measurements at spin-echo 
lengths up to 1 micron with this instrument [3,4,5].  Even with its earlier detector and analyser, 
however, the SESAME instrument has provided the polarized neutron optical bench that was crucial to 
the second major instrumentation development program at our facility. In constructing the SESAME 
instrument, several refinements have been made to the devices through which the neutron spatial 
position or momentum can be encoded in the neutron spin state. This started with the development of 
novel coil winding patterns in conventional magnetic prisms in order to minimize the material seen by 
neutrons as they pass through the instrument [4], but it has also included increased current capacity (to 
extend the instrument’s range) and the development of novel techniques for alignment of such 
instruments [5]. 
 
Over the last several years, the SESAME instrument has supported the development of a number of 
devices for manipulating neutron spins using magnetic fields confined to precise geometries using 
high-Tc superconducting YBCO films deposited on sapphire substrates as Meissner screens [13]. One 
of the key challenges in developing spin-echo instrumentation is minimizing the impact of Larmor 
aberrations on the final spin state of the neutrons as they pass through the instrument. The use of 
symmetry in the design of the instrument can cancel many of these aberrations, but the use of 
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Meissner screens to precisely define the magnetic field geometry helps to minimize the aberrations 
associated with each element. Another advantage of these YBCO on sapphire films is that they 
introduce negligible absorption or small angle scattering, and this maximizes the transmission of the 
neutron beam through the devices [14]. The high transition temperature of the films allows us to use 
inexpensive cryocoolers and relatively straight-forward cryogenic engineering in the design of the 
devices. By using YBCO tapes to produce the magnetic fields, we have been able to construct a simple 
device for Spherical Neutron Polarimetry. [15]. A number of other similar spin-manipulation devices 
have also been developed on this instrument, and these are discussed in more detail in other 
publications [13-17].  We have also found that the design of these components is aided enormously 
through the use of modern magnetic field simulation codes, provided the code is equipped to handle 
superconducting components.   
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
Over the last ten years, LENS has demonstrated the traditional role of small university-based neutron 
facilities (education, instrumentation development and materials research) can be fulfilled with an 
accelerator-based source design. We have demonstrated a number of novel neutronic concepts and 
established important research programs in neutronics and novel instrumentation. We look forward to 
continuing these activities into the coming decade. 
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Abstract. The construction of the European Spallation has recently started in Lund, Sweden.
In addition to the neutron scattering instruments the ESS is designed to serve, the construction
of a new spallation source opens up new possibilities for fundamental physics experiments. In
this paper some of the possibilities for in-pile experiments are discussed, i.e. experiments that
impacts the target-moderator-reflector systems and that can best be constructed if they are
considered already in the design phase of a new facility. The main focus of the work reported
here is put on possible changes to the baseline target-moderator-reflector design that would
allow for ultra cold neutron production and extraction. For completeness, the paper also discuss
possible discovery physics experiments that are presently being studied in the framework of ESS.
In parallel to the topics discussed here, work is ongoing investigating the scientific potential for
in-beam fundamental physics experiments at the ESS.

1. Introduction
In this paper several possibilities for fundamental physics at the ESS are discussed. First, and in
greatest detail, the concept of a through-going beam-tube is discussed (Section 2). The impact
on existing cold/thermal beam-lines is quantified and the heat-load of a candidate ultra cold
neutron (UCN) moderator placed in the through-going tube is calculated. Aiming at providing
an overview of ongoing efforts, other novel ideas for UCN moderators are briefly presented in
Section 3: A voluminous liquid D2 moderator, an in-pile solid D2 as well a satellite methane
moderator.
Finally in Section 4 the possibilities of discovery physics at the ESS are discussed, in particular
the searches for neutron-anti-neutron oscillations and dark photons.

2. Through-going tube
The possibilities for installing a UCN moderator at the ESS strongly depend on the layout of
the target-moderator-reflector. In figure 1 the central parts of the target-moderator-reflector
are shown according to the baseline design of the Technical Design Report [1]. In this scenario,
voluminous para-hydrogen moderators (two cylinders of 16 cm diameter, 13 cm high) are situated
on each side of the target, and thus close to the spallation hot-spot. The introduction of a UCN
moderator would have to stay clear of the two existing moderators - for example by placing it
in a through-going tube underneath the lower para-hydrogen moderator. As the main focus of

3.10.2
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the ESS facility is that of providing cold and thermal neutrons, it is essential when evaluating
possible changes to the baseline design to monitor the performance impact on the cold/thermal
neutrons available at the instrument beam-lines. Therefore, a study was carried out monitoring
the flux available for UCN moderation versus the impact on neutron flux in the cold/thermal
beam-lines - for different vertical positions of the through-going tube.

Figure 1. Vertical (left) and horizontal (right) cross section of the target-moderator-reflector
geometry in the Technical Design Report [1].

2.1. Simulation setup
Based on the baseline MCNPX[2, 3] model used for the neutronics calculations of the ESS
Technical Design Report (TDR)[1], a 25 cm×25 cm tube is defined. To best avoid the dominantly
forward directed high energy shower particles from the proton beam impacting the target wheel,
while obtaining maximal thermal flux, the tube is centered around and parallel to the x-
axis (ie. perpendicular to the proton beam). The tube is centered at z = 0 while the y
coordinate (the ’depth’ under the proton beam) is left free and various possibilities are studied:
y ∈ [−47.5;−62.5] cm (central in tube)1. Figure 2 shows an example in which the void volume
(the UCN through-going tube) replaces parts of the beryllium inner reflector (red), but more
severely impacts the outer reflector (orange).

To measure the possible impact on cold/thermal beam lines, eight representative point
detectors are placed in the beam-ports at the boundary of the Target-Moderator-Reflector(TMR)
plug, corresponding to the blue stars on the lower right insert of figure 2.

2.2. Results
Comparing flux ratios between modified (i.e. including UCN tube) and baseline design, in
the three energy bins (cold, intermediate and thermal) show that regardless of the position of
through-going tube, the upper beam-lines are unaffected.

1 The coordinate system used at the ESS is right-handed, with the protons travelling along the z-axis, impacting
the target in the origin. The y-axis is positive upwards (i.e. opposite gravity).
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Figure 2. Geometry of the target, moderator and reflector showing the UCN through-going
tube (white areas in upper and lower left-hand inserts) placed at y = -47.5 cm (central),
corresponding to the topmost of the studied geometries. The blue stars in the lower right-hand
insert shows the position of the lower point detectors. Note that the xz -plane (lower right-hand
insert) is cut at y = -18 cm, wherefore the UCN tube is not visible.

y position [cm] Flux [n/s/cm2] Heat-load [W/cm3]

-47.5 2.4 ×1013 0.20
-55.0 1.3 ×1013 0.11
-62.5 2.9 ×1012 0.06

Table 1. Flux and heat-load at different y-positions (central) of the through-going tube.

Furthermore, the impact does not fluctuate significantly between the four lower tally
positions: Therefore the response of all lower tallies are collapsed to one average for each position
of the through-going tube.
Finally, the relation between the impact in terms of relative decrease in available cold/thermal

flux at the cold/thermal instruments versus the (central) flux available for UCN production is
shown in figure 3. It can be concluded that in the baseline configuration of the ESS TMR, a
through-going tube can be introduced with insignificant impact on the cold/thermal beam-
lines. In the through-going tube a flux of up to 2 ×1013 n/cm2/s can be reached. The
results are summarised in table 1, along with the heat-load results based on inserting a dummy
16cm×16cm×16cm para-hydrogen central in the tube.
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Figure 3. Relation between cold, intermediate and thermal flux in the lower cold/thermal
beam-lines versus the flux available for UCN, central in the through-going tube. The black curve
shows the average between the cold, intermediate and thermal curves. Each point corresponds
to a specific vertical position of the through-going tube.

Heat-load Flux [0-5]meV Flux [5-20]meV Flux [20-100]meV
[mW/cm3] [n/cm2/s] [n/cm2/s] [n/cm2/s]

2.5 3.8 1012 9.0 1012 1.8 1012

2.3. 4He UCN moderator according to Golub’s design
Taking into account Carnot efficiency of cooling at cryogenic temperatures as would be required
for a UCN moderator, the heat-loads of table 1 are problematic. Inspired from work of Golub and
collaborators [4] that faced similar difficulties, the design shown in figure 4 is considered. Here,
bismuth’s ability to shield against gammas and filter neutrons is exploited. The corresponding
heat-load and flux in the cryogenic volume is shown in table 2.
In [5] Golub and co-authors provide a scheme, for calculating maximum UCN production in a
4He moderator, given an incoming cold/thermal spectrum and integrated flux. Inserting the
values of table 2 and the observed spectrum, one arrives at a total maximal UCN production
rate in 30 cm ×30 cm ×30 cm 4He to be 1.5·108 UCN/s. It should be stressed that this is the
maximum production rate, and it does not take into account any of the challenges confronted
when attempting to store, extract or handle the UCN’s. In addition, the design discussed here
does not allow for two cold/thermal moderators at ESS is therefore not a viable option for
ESS. Once the layout of the cold and thermal moderators have been decided, the study of the
possibility to add a UCN moderator, will need to be revisited.

3. Other ideas for UCN moderators
3.1. Voluminous D2 moderator
To facilitate experiments depending on the total number of neutrons in a sizable beam, the
option of a voluminous D2 moderator, in a large cross-section extraction guide is discussed and

Table 2. Heat-load on cryogenic 4He and integrated cold/intermediate/thermal flux for the
ESS implementation of Golub’s UCN design discussed in the text, and shown in figure 4. The
results are obtained from a MCNPX simulation - the relative statistical uncertainties are ~0.1%.

× × ×
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Figure 4. Possible design of an in-pile 4He moderator at ESS - inspired from Golub [4].

its neutronic performance has been investigated. Under the assumption, that the scattering
instruments at the ESS are served by a single moderator above the target, the performance of a
25 cm×25 cm×20.6 cm rectangular D2 moderator placed in a through-going beam-tube under
the target has been studied. The results of this feasibility study show that at least 3-4 times cold
neutron beam intensity could be accomplished with respect to what would be available from a
TDR configuration (figure 1). For details, the reader is referred to [6].

3.2. Satellite 4He moderator
In figure 5(left) the 4He satellite is sketched as suggested by E. Lychagin and collaborators.

The basic idea is to move the UCN moderator to a distance where the heating is manageable.
When this is combined with the exclusive use of low neutron capture materials, a very high
UCN density can be achieved even at a significant distance to the spallation target . The viewed
surface of the cold (or thermal) moderator, and thus the size of the moderator, is a limiting
parameter. For more details see [7].

3.3. D2 pump
In this design, proposed by V. Nesvizhevsky, some of the characteristics of the 2 GeV long
pulse proton driver at the ESS are exploited. An ultra-cold (few K) solid deuterium moderator
(∼1 cm thick) is installed close to the spallation target, and is fed by a large liquid deuterium
moderator.
During the duration of the pulse: 2.5 ms, the UCN will move ∼ 0.5 cm (at ∼ 4 m/s), thus filling
the halo in front of the D2. During the time between pulses, a membrane slowly push the UCN
back away from the D2, after which it rapidly moves back to the D2, ready for the next pulse.
The configuration is sketched in figure 5(right) - for details see [8].

4. Potential for discovery physics at ESS
The lack of discoveries at accelerators exploring the high energy frontier strengthens the
motivation search of new physics elsewhere. The unprecedented proton beam power of 5 MW
expected at the ESS pose unique possibilities to search for new physics, including the searches
for nn̄ oscillations and Dark Photons briefly discussed below.
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Figure 5. Sketches of the Satellite 4He moderator (left) and D2 pump (right) as referred to in
the text.

4.1. Search for nn̄ oscillations
Deviations from baryon number conservation have not been observed, but yet the Universe
consists of baryons rather than anti-baryons. It is an intriguing question, to explain how the
asymmetry came to be. Also, to explain that neutrinos are light, interactions with lepton
number violation with ∆L=2 are needed. If quarks and leptons are unified at some scale,
∆L = 2 ⇔ ∆B = 2, ie. nn̄ oscillations could then be a consequence of GUT theories for neutrino
masses. If neutrons can oscillate to anti-neutrons, the probability would be proportional to the
flight time squared, so an experiment to search for nn̄ oscillations would aim for highest possible
flight time, which would require an intense cold neutrons beam and good vacuum. To observe the
anti-neutrons, and annihilation target (film) is needed and it should be surrounded by detectors
in a magnetic field to track the produced charged pions and calorimeters to perform energy
measurement of the neutron pions. By this approach the invariant mass of the annihilating
particle can be reconstructed offline and background can be severely suppressed. Since this
would be a discovery type of experiment background suppression is essential since any presence
of background at all would reduce the sensitivity. The present limit: τ > 0.87×108 s was set by
ILL experiment [9], using an approach according to lines ideas suggested here. However, partly
due to the fact that the the experiment was built at an existing facility it suffered from a number
of constraints - some of which can be avoided by planning the experiment while the facility is
being designed. Presently an nn̄ collaboration being formed with the intention to propose a nn̄
experiment at ESS. Initial calculations suggest that the sensitivity could be at least two orders
of magnitude better that what was reached at the ILL experiment.

4.2. Search for Dark Photons
The expectation that ESS will set a world record in beam power makes it an excellent place to
look for new physics that couples to Standard Model particles, but is suppressed, and therefore
escaped detection at colliders due to a low production rate. Examples include dark matter
candidates such as dark photons [11] - particles coupling (slightly) to photons in the presence
of matter. If such particles would exist they could possibly be produced in the harsh radiation
environment of the ESS target. Once produced, they could escape through the shielding. By
placing a calorimeter along the proton beam direction downstream from the target (on the
backside of the shielding) one could search for dark photons converted back to photons in (or
immediately before) the calorimeter. Such particles would appear as a excess of events (a peak)
in the observed spectrum, corresponding to the given dark photon mass. Dark photons has been
searched for using similar approaches in the past - the present limits are based on samples up
to 1019 protons on target are shown in figure 6.

At ESS 1023 protons on target is expected yearly - a feasibility study investigating the ESS
sensitivity for dark photon search is foreseen.
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Figure 6. Present limits of of dark photon searches in the parameter space of the coupling
strength, χ and dark photon mass mγ′ . The figure is due to S. Andreas [10].
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Abstract. Some influence of the surface structure on the coupling of neutrons with moderating 
material is well established, e.g. reentrant holes or –grooves are employed at different facilities 
to enhance the flux of neutrons emanating from moderators. For increasing performance, 
hitherto emphasis and effort has mainly been focused on amplifying useful neutron flux by 
optimizing the output-side of moderators. Recent preliminary numerical studies have indicated 
that similar structuring as established for boosting the flux at the output-side of a moderator 
might also be beneficial at the input-side by first letting the neutrons better enter the moderator 
volume. Experiments will be reported on a series of measurements illuminating several cubes 
of polyethylene with surface structuring in the thermal neutron beam of the NEUTRA facility 
at PSI, SINQ. With the new dual-detector set-up at NEUTRA, both the transmission through, 
as well as the reflection from the cube can be measured for different alignments and 
orientations. Demonstrating good agreement between calculations and measurements while 
verifying the above predictions for this mock-up geometry can be taken as a starting point for 
investigating more representative conditions. Whether significant improvements over simple-
shaped moderator geometries can be achieved in realistic settings needs to be scrutinized by 
taking all relevant boundary conditions into consideration.  

1.  Introduction 
Neutrons in spallation sources are set free with energies much higher than suitable for using them as 
probes in diverse instruments. Their energy has to be reduced, i.e. they are thermalized or cooled to 
even lower energies by means of moderators. There is a long tradition in optimizing these moderators, 
because it is of interest for any instrument to obtain a maximum signal-to-noise ratio for any given 
input power. Thus, it is proven and well established at many sources that certain geometrical structures 
enhance the neutron output from moderators. Still, the efficiencies of the diverse stages between the 
spallation reaction and the collection of appropriately moderated neutrons leaving the moderators are 
disappointingly low.  

The simple idea proposed recently was that anything, which enhances the coupling of a neutron 
field on the output side of a moderator, might also be helpful when employed on its input-side.        

Very preliminary simulations indicated some effects of structures like grooves or holes; they can 
improve the filling of the moderator material to start with and thus subsequently boost the neutron flux 
out of that material. Details and references are given in reference [1]. This paper further investigates 
these ideas. Recently, benchmark experiments on toy-geometries have been begun, work is still 
ongoing. First results of measurements at PSI´s NEUTRA radiography station at the spallation neutron 
source SINQ have been obtained and are reported here.  
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2.  Experimental set-up 

2.1.  The NEUTRA facility  

 

Figure 1.  The NEUTRA radiography station at PSI´s SINQ spallation neutron source, 
http://www.psi.ch/sinq/neutra. 
 
The radiography station NEUTRA (see figure 1) usually works with thermal neutrons (see figure 4). It 
features a high degree of flexibility concerning possible experimental set-ups [2]. For the 
measurements on the mock-up moderator specimens the middle position has been used, marked 
“Sample setup” in figure 1. There, an almost parallel beam of thermal neutrons was available, and 
detectors for thermal neutrons based on 6Li doped ZnS have been used. Both, image acquisition with 
CCD cameras and imaging plates have been employed. Exposure times were 5-6 seconds and 60 
seconds for experiments with thermal and “fast” input, respectively.  

2.2.  Specimens and configurations 
 
Standard neutron radiographs with the detector behind the samples as well as images perpendicular to 
the neutron beam, i.e., sideways at 90o, with the detector area aligned parallel to the incoming neutron 
beam, have been taken for many different configurations. 

Specimens consisted of diversely structured Polyethylene (POLY) cubes with a side-length of 2 cm 
and distinguished by diverse structures (see figure 2). These (surface) features included six evenly 
distributed grooves extending over a third of the extension of a cube, 20 drillings of the same depth on 
a side and a through-hole of 5 mm diameter. For comparison, full cubes were also included in the 
sample ‘towers’. In order to be able to separate them in the images, the different POLY cubes were 
separated by layers of POLY containing the strong neutron absorber material boron carbide. 
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Figure 2.  Example of specimen with differently structured POLY cubes of 20 mm side length, separated by 
neutron absorbing material.  
 
Various specimens were rather uniformly illuminated by the incoming neutron beam as indicated by 
the arrow on the right hand side in figure 1. Many radiographs have been taken with two towers 
present at the same time. Side-ways measurements were taken with only one specimen present at a 
time (see figure 3).  
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.  Examples for configurations with two (left) and one (right) specimen. In standard radiography set-ups 
(left) the detector (scintillator and CCD camera) is behind the samples and the neutrons illuminate the two 
columns simultaneously. With the detector sideways (right) only one column could be investigated at a time. 
Some of the measurements with one column included detectors both behind and on the side. The single column 
(right) is mirrored in the detector behind it and in an imaging plate at the side. From these optical reflections by 
plane surfaces an assessment concerning the alignment (e.g. tilt) of the columns can be drawn.     
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2.3.  Spectra 
 
Both, thermal and epi-thermal neutrons have been employed. The latter have been obtained by closing 
a light instrumental shutter containing layers of cadmium and boron carbide to filter out the dominant 
thermal fraction of the neutron beam. Thus, some “fast” contribution remained. In an attempt to 
coarsely characterize the achievable fast flux, numerical simulations with MCNPX were performed 
(see figure 4).  

 
 

Figure 4.  A “fast” neutron beam has been obtained by letting the standard thermal beam arriving from the left 
hand side pass through a light shutter (left). Extending the measured thermal part of the spectrum by an 1/E 
contribution, the effect of the shutter has been simulated (right). The thermal fraction in the remaining flux was 
found to be suppressed by several orders of magnitude.  
 
 
Whereas a high intensity neutron-flux of about 1.2 107 n/cm2/sec was available for experiments with 
the original thermal neutron beam, the signal was low for the set-up with “fast” neutrons. With 
standard thermal input, signal-to-noise was more than satisfactory for exposure times of 5 or 6 
seconds. On the other hand, with the “fast” input, 60 seconds of exposure were necessary, and even 
then contributions of several sources of noise marred the obtained pictures. Dark current in the CCD 
detectors was suppressed by cooling. Additionally, it was attempted to calibrate the measurements and 
take care of fixed pattern noise stemming from the granulation of the used scintillator plates during 
image analysis and evaluation. 

 

3.  Results 
During several experimental campaigns a large number of measurements have been performed, both, 
with thermal and with “fast” neutrons´ input, in diverse set-ups. Initial radiographs were recorded with 
two specimens present at the same time. The underlying assumption, i.e., that they would not “disturb” 
each other, was proven wrong immediately.   

3.1.  Measurements in standard radiography mode 
 
Comparing images obtained in standard radiography alignment for thermal versus “fast” input 
neutrons, general similarities and some differences can be noted. All results reported here have been 
obtained in the “NEAR” condition, i.e., with a distance between columns and detectors of about 5 mm. 
More results recorded for larger distances up to 6 cm (“FAR”) have been taken but not yet analyzed.  
 
As a general remark, the here presented images were enhanced for best visibility, numerical values 
and profiles are as measured and normalized making use of the full depth (16 bit) resolution of the 
measured data. All plots are with arbitrary, relative units.  
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Figure 5.  Radiography with thermal neutron beam (left); profiles along the specified lines and over an area, 
respectively, are given (right). Red dotted lines do not indicate any modelling, they are just meant to guide the 
eye. Most prominent, large amounts of scattering are visible: in the center between the two columns higher levels 
are detected than towards the rims at the sides (profiles 1 and 3). The modulation in the image thus is not just 
produced by “simple” attenuation. Comparing full cubes with grooved ones, it is found that the reduction of 
scattering material due to the grooves by 15 % results in an observed enhancement of the throughput by more 
than 50 %. Features at the front yield rather similar effects for the through-going neutrons as the same features at 
the rear side. For each individual cube, more neutrons come from the center than from the periphery (profile 2). 

 
It seems important to note that a strong background is observed with one or two POLY-towers in the 
beam. This diffuse background leads to a global “curvature” of the measured overall neutron 
distribution and is especially visible in the case of two specimens. This unstructured background adds 
to all detected more local features; the “empty” field between two specimens actually shows the 
highest measured neutron intensity. Here, it is only hypothesised that the diffuse component stems 
from the overlay of neutrons scattered from the individual cubes with the distribution of the re-emitted 
neutrons from the sides of the cubes following a Lambert law. This can nicely explain the local 
curvature seen for single cubes with a prominent peaking of the scattered intensity in the center of the 
surface facing the detector.   
From this it becomes clear that the obtained images cannot simply be interpreted as attenuation-based 
radiographs. There is strong scattering and a Lambert-Beer law is not applicable in this conditions. 
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Figure 6.  Radiography with “fast” neutron beam (left); profiles along the specified lines and over an area, 
respectively, are given (right). Compared to the configuration of figure 5, the left hand column had been turned 
by 90o. Although the signal-to-noise is worse, the findings are similar to the ones obtained with the thermal 
neutron beam (figure 5). Scattering is clearly observed; the image is brighter between the specimens than along 
the sides (the shadow on the far right has been produced by a thin strip of gadolinium for tests). A peculiar 
observation is resulting from the through-hole close to the top of the right column (profile 1): this hole obviously 
works as an “entry-hole” and also as an “exit-hole” with the total effect of boosting the thermal flux behind it to 
a higher value than in the empty field in the center of the image.  

 

 

Figure 7.  Radiography with “fast” neutrons; further analysis of the image presented in figure 6. Analysis of a 
profile over an area extending along the center of the left hand column hints at effects attributable to the 
structuring; from left to right (bottom to top in figure 6): full cube’s reference response (a) indicated also by the 
dotted line; vertical grooves facing to the other column and “depleted” thermal flux passing through (b); 
horizontal grooves facing to the side and “depleted” thermal flux passing through (c); drillings facing the “fast” 
incoming neutron beam (i.e., “entry holes”) leading to an enhancement of thermalized neutrons leaving from the 
rear side of that cube (d).  
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3.2.  Sideways measurements 
 
In an incremental stepwise approach, given first hints concerning the effectiveness of the implemented 
structures obtained in standard radiography alignment, more measurements have been performed 
looking especially for neutrons scattered 90o to the side with respect to the incoming neutron beam.  
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8.  Sideways image for thermal neutrons’ input (left); 3-D visualisation and set-up (right). The red arrows 
indicate the direction of the incident neutron beam. Some inadvertent “leaning” of the sample-column is 
documented in the photograph. The bright corners of the image are an artefact caused by the normalization 
procedure. The dominant fraction of the neutrons impinging on the sample is “diffusely scattered back” 
(especially visible in the 3-D plot). A well-distinct line of low intensity is observed between backscattered flux 
and neutrons emanating at 90o from the individual cubes. More sideways’ intensity is measured at the position of 
the cube with input-grooves (middle) than for the full cube (bottom).  

 
Figure 9.  Sideways scattering for thermal neutrons’ input; further analysis of the image in figure 8. Profiles 
along the column show significant differences between “reflected” neutrons and flux leaving the cubes at 90o 
sideways; the structuring of the cubes does have an impact (left). In order to compensate for the “leaning” of the 
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sample, ratios between “reflected” and “scattered” fractions are plotted for the individual cubes (right). Most 
noticeable is that the maximum effect is found for grooves on the front facing towards the incoming beam 
(middle position “3” in this orientation of the specimen). Grooves on the opposite rear side reduce the fraction 
scattered at 90o to the side (2), whereas drillings on the side facing the detector (4) and a through-hole running 
along the incoming beam (5) augment it. Scattering from the full cubes (1) here looks very similar to the 
neighbouring sample with rear grooves (2).   
For direct comparison, more results obtained with the same specimen as in figures 8 and 9 are reported 
next; figures 10 and 11 show images obtained in almost identical conditions, but with the specimen 
turned by 180o and with better alignment of the tower, i.e. straight and not “leaning”.  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 10.  Sideways image for thermal neutrons’ input (left); 3-D visualisation and set-up (right). The principal 
findings are the same as in figure 8 above with the same sample turned 180o, i.e., front and rear sides were 
exchanged and here, the drillings pointed away from the detector; straight alignment of the column with respect 
to the detector plane. The most important difference is that by turning the column the positions of cubes with 
grooves facing the incoming beam or the opposite rear side have been swapped and the ratios of the scattered 
fractions changed accordingly as seen in figure 11. Scattering to the side at 90o from the cube featuring entry 
grooves (2) is stronger than from the full cube below (1).  
  

 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 11.  Sideways scattering for thermal neutrons’ input; further analysis of the image in figure 10. Most 
neutrons are scattered 90o to the side from the cube now pointing with grooves towards the incoming neutron 
beam, i.e., with entry-holes, and the “directly reflected flux” there is reduced correspondingly (2).  
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With strongly reduced flux to start with and resulting difficulties with respect to the achievable signal-
to-noise ratio, measurements with a “fast” neutrons’ input proved more difficult than with thermal 
input. Nevertheless, sideways images could be taken with imaging plates and also with the CCD 
camera set-up pivoted 90o to the side. For the configurations with identical input and sample-
conditions but different detectors, the obtained results were qualitatively identical. For their “nicer” 
appearance, here, two experiments employing an imaging plate are presented in figures 12 and 13.  
 

The striking difference between images obtained with thermal and “fast” input, respectively, is the 
lack of a detected fraction, which is “directly reflected back” from the entry surface of the cubes. 
Given the almost exclusive sensitivity of the detectors for thermal neutrons, this matches perfectly 
with expectations, as only multiple scattered and thus moderated neutrons give a signal.   
    

 
 

 

Figure 12.  Thermalized neutrons deflected at 90o to the side for “fast” neutrons´ input (top 
left); intensity distribution in marked area (top right); alignment of the specimen in front of 
the sideways detector, i.e., image plate, (left). The enhanced signal for the cube pointing exit-
drillings towards the detector confirms the well-known effectiveness of structures for 
enhancing the output flux out of a moderator. Enhancement is also seen with the through-
hole in nice correspondence to the observation that it proved effective as an entry-hole (and 
exit-hole) for “fast” input (figure 6).  

 
Rotating the specimen of figure 12 by 90o in clockwise direction turned the exit-drillings into entry-
drillings; results are shown in figure 13. Noticeably, the peak in the detected flux 90o to the side stayed 
at the same position on the detector. Some more effects of the diversely structured cubes are discussed 
below in the caption of figure 13.   
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Figure 13.  Thermalized neutrons deflected 90o to the side for “fast” neutrons´ input (top left); 
intensity distribution in marked area (top right); alignment of the specimen in front of the 
sideways detector, i.e., image plate, (left). The same specimen as in figure 12, just rotated by 
90o. Entry-holes enhance the flux to the side. Comparing entry-grooves (a) to exit-grooves (b), 
the former boost the scattered / moderated fraction to the side whereas the latter reduces it, i.e. 
grooves are directing the emanating neutrons according to expectations, which means 
“draining” away from the detector when facing in the opposite direction. In this setting, the 
through-hole shows a small effect as exit-hole.  

 

3.3.  Preliminary Simulations 
 
In parallel to the measurements, simulations were carried out with MCNPX in an attempt to reproduce 
the experimental findings. To start with, a full cube and one with grooves facing the incident neutron 
flux has been investigated. Both, radiography and sideways detectors have been simulated, and the 
responses to thermal as well as “fast” neutron beams were calculated.  

Just the same as with the experiments, work is still in progress, and the results of the simulations 
as available right now have to be considered preliminary. Nevertheless, similarities and differences 
have already been found between the simulations and measurements and are reported in figures 14 and 
15 below.  

Results so far are only available for local features; in particular, no global effects like the 
measured extended diffuse background in the “empty” field have been investigated.  
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Figure 14.  Radiography with thermal neutron beam, simulation results for a full cube (left) and for a cube 
whose grooves are facing the incoming beam, i.e. entry-grooves (right). The plots are on the same color-coded 
scale. An enhancement of the output flux is clearly visible for a cube with entry grooves (15% less material) 
compared to a full cube; the obtained ratio of 1.54 for the integrated values matches perfectly with the 
experimental results, compare figure 5.  

 

Figure 15.  Simulation results with a sideways detector employing thermal neutrons’ input, for a full cube (left) 
and for a cube with entry-grooves (right); plots are on the same scale. A clear shift of the detected flux in 
forward direction is found for both samples; this could explain the dark line described in figures 8 and 10; 
additional, more detailed simulations are required.  
Simulations indicate a higher total flux 90o to the side for a full cube (left) compared to the one with entry 
grooves (right); this doesn’t match with the measured data which indicate the opposite (see figures 10 and 11).  

One hypothesis currently is that differences in the observed scatterd distributions for different input 
neutron beams might be linked to the conditions employing thermal neutrons, which actually always 
contained some contamination by “fast” neutrons.  
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4.  Discussion and Preliminary Conclusions 

This is work in progress. Not all the measured data have been analyzed yet, and more are to come. The 
same holds true for the simulations. Nevertheless, it seems safe to claim that evidence for an enhanced 
coupling of a neutron field to moderator material due to structuring has been found, both, for the input 
into as for the output out of the moderator. Quite generally, effects for „entry-“ and „exit-“ holes 
appear to be rather similar. Some differences for thermal compared to “fast” neutrons seem to exist.  

When analyzing different measurements, which involved similar set-ups and, in particular, when 
contrasting images recorded with the CCD cameras with data obtained by imaging plates, it can be 
concluded that error bars were sufficiently low not to demolish the principal findings reported here. 
For these first mock-up experiments the aim was to obtain some qualitative results and understanding, 
- enough to continue the effort with refined methods in order to complete the picture and derive 
quantitative results.  

It goes without saying that more work is still needed before it is clear how the here presented 
results can efficiently be used in the design of real moderators; this does not appear to be trivial [3]. 
One principled obstacle in realistic geometries might result from the observed similarity in the effects 
of input- and output- structures; what works as an entry-hole, also works as an exit-hole. With 
neutrons arriving from a target, an entry-hole might not only enhance the filling but at the same time 
also boost the draining of neutrons in this same direction, i.e., the effects observable at the intended 
output surfaces of a moderator might largely cancel.  

4.1.  Next Steps 

As of the writing of this paper (September 2014), in addition to continued work on already recorded 
data, more measurements and simulations are planned. It might, for example, be interesting to measure 
“reflected” / moderated neutrons for “fast” input with a detector, which is dedicated sensitive to epi-
thermal neutrons. Conversely and somehow complimentary to the investigations with thermal and 
“fast” input spectra, the scattering from diversely structured specimens for cold input neutrons could 
give interesting data points.  

Collaborations with partners for some further scrutiny of the reported effects would be most 
welcome, and opportunities for discussion are used as they arise at ICANS XXI and during a 
specialized conference on neutron radiography immediately thereafter [4]. 
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Abstract. High-performance cold neutron moderator for the IBR-2 reactor is manufactured at 
the Frank Laboratory of Neuron Physics and operates in normal mode at present. Material for 
cold moderator is mixture of mesitylene and m-xylene in the form of solid beads with diameter 
of about 3-4mm. These beads are replaced in the moderator’s chamber periodically. 
Uniformity of chamber volume filling is one of the problems of moderator operation. 
Observation of filling process is realized by acquisition of 2D images of moderator on two 
coordinate PSD by the method of “camera-obscura”. Ready-built monitoring system allows 
controlling the level of working medium in chamber of moderator, to measure neutron spectra 
and to control of warming and drain of used mesitylene. At the present time monitoring system 
is installed at 8th channel of IBR-2 reactor, it detects 12- times gain of 6-10Å neutron flux with 
using of new moderator. Also absence of appreciable spectrum degradation was observed. 

1. Introduction 
The unique system of cryogenic neutron moderators is being installed on research pulsed reactor 

IBR-2 at the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research in Dubna at present time [1,2]. Slow, «cold» neutrons 
with wavelength higher than 0.2-0.3 nm is necessary instrument for research of new complicated 
nanostructures by the methods of neutron scattering, including organic materials and biological objects. 
Original design of new of new cryogenic moderator on solid mesitylene with its high parameters will 
provide the leadership of research reactor IBR-2 between worlds pulsed neutron sources. 

High-performance cold neutron moderator for the IBR-2 reactor operates in normal mode at 
present. Material for cold moderator is mixture of mesitylene and m-xylene in the form of solid beads 
with diameter of about 3-4mm. These beads are replaced in the moderator’s chamber periodically. 
Uniformity of chamber volume filling is one of the problems of moderator operation. Observation of 
filling process is realized by acquisition of 2D images of moderator on two coordinate PSD by the 
method of “camera-obscura”. 

 
2. Observation system of CM chamber 

In the process of operation of cryogenic moderator a number of tasks related to the control of the 
moderator chamber occur: 

1. Receive two-dimensional images of the loaded mesitylene to control the filling of the chamber. 
2. Measure the neutron spectrum from the moderator at different temperature of the working 

medium. Record the change of neutron spectrum within the cycle of the reactor (degradation of the 
spectrum). 
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3. Control the process of annealing and drain of the working medium after the cycle of the reactor. 
Control the level of mesitylene and neutron spectrum. 

 
Two-dimensional image of the surface of a moderator is formed on a position-sensitive detector 

when thermal and cold neutrons from the moderator pass through a small (about Ø0.5 mm) horizontal 
slit in cadmium diaphragm [3]. Fig. 1 presents simplified scheme of experiment of control system of 
cold moderator filling with using the method of “camera-obscura”. Two-dimensional image of 
moderator’s surface is formed on position-sensitive detector by transmission of thermal and cold 
neutrons through small (about Ø0,5mm) horizontal slit in cadmium diaphragm. Obtained image gives 
reverse one-dimensional distribution of neutron flux on the surface of moderator in vertical direction. 
The image is averaged out in horizontal direction. Scale of image is determined by distances between 
PSD, diaphragm and moderator. The distances A and B on the Fig.2 are realistic and images come out 
smaller than actual size of moderator (reduction k=A/B≈0,295). The shield of PSD and collimators of 
borated polyethylene (brown color on figure) are used for reduction of background. Vacuum volume 
occupies most part of neutrons’ trajectory and decreases neutron losses in the air. 

 

 
Figure 1. Layout of the experiment with a gap on 8th channel of IBR-2. 

 
Neutron spectrum is measured by time-of-flight method. 
Equipment is installed at 8th channel of IBR-2 reactor, which axis is orthogonal to the face plane 

of moderator. Position-sensitive detector [4] has a working area of 180x180mm. It is placed so that the 
centre of the detector is on the horizontal axis of spectrometer (Fig 2). 

 

 
Figure 2. PSD in shield is installed on 8th channel. 

 

≈
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Figure 3. Correspondence between image and moderator chamber. Rectangle shows the working 

medium of the moderator. The image is obtained with neutrons ≈ = 0.7Å and higher. 
 

The electronic block of data acquisition consists of discriminator, high voltage unit, block of 
delays and power supply, installed in a rack. Signal from rack together with signals of reactor starts 
are transmitted to the PC where they are processed by software DeLiDAQ [5]. 

 
3.  Results 

The obtained two-dimensional image for thermal neutrons is shown in Fig. 3. The figure shows 
the correspondence between image and real moderator chamber. 

On Fig. 3 one can clearly see the level of mesithylene in the chamber. 
2D images and spectra of new cryogenic moderator were obtained in experiments on the beam. 

The gain of cold neutron flux and decrease of thermal neutron flux were determined for temperature of 
mesitylene equal 30K and 100K. 

Control system for chamber of cryogenic moderator with method of “camera-obscura” is created 
and operates in normal mode on IBR-2 at present. 

The first results of operation of cold moderator are described in [6]. Neutron spectra of cryogenic 
moderator were measured at different temperatures of mesithylene (Fig. 4). Addition of cold 
moderator to the water premoderator gives gain-factor of cold neutrons of about 13. 2D images of 
moderator’s working substance were obtained, it allowed to control of filling and draining of chamber. 
 
4.  Conclusion 

The system of control and measuring equipment, designed for cryogenic moderator IBR-2 reactor, 
satisfies all the requirements and is simple to use. All control subsystems are combined in two 
personal computers, so all information about the state of the system is displayed and saved. Access to 
the system of measuring instruments is organized via network. The first working cycles of moderator 
confirmed the reliability and stable operation of the whole control system. 

2D images and spectra of new cryogenic moderator were obtained in experiments on the beam. 
The gain of cold neutron flux and decrease of thermal neutron flux were determined for temperature of 
mesitylene equal 30K and 100K. 

Control system for chamber of cryogenic moderator with method of “camera-obscura” is created 
and operates in normal mode on IBR-2 at present.  

λ
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Figure 4. Neutron spectra obtained from the surface of the cryogenic moderator. 

 
The main results, obtained by using of system: 
 neutron spectra of cryogenic moderator 
 gain-factor of cold neutrons is about 10-12 
 2D images of moderator’s chamber 
 control of filling and draining of chamber. 
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Abstract. The radioactive material leak incident at the Hadron Experimental Facility (HD) in 
J-PARC on May 23, 2013, is briefly introduced. After the incident, the framework of safety 
management and emergency response in J-PARC was reconstructed. As one of the main items 
of the change, introduction of an “Alert” status is described. In addition the resuming process 
of the operation of the Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility (MLF) is mentioned.  

1.  Introduction 
On May 23, 2013, a radioactivity leak incident occurred at the Hadron Experimental Facility (HD). [1] 
The incident caused internal exposures of users and staff, and radioactive release to the environment 
outside the site boundary. In addition, reporting the incident to the authorities concerned was delayed 
significantly, although the event should have been reported to the relevant authorities because of 
deviation from legal regulation. We, J-PARC, were criticized seriously and lost public trust. For the 
reasons, we had to stop the operation of all J-PARC facilities1, including the Materials and Life 
Science Experimental Facility (MLF), indefinitely just after the reporting on the incident. 

For resume of the operation, the relevant authorities urged us to confirm the soundness of facilities 
in terms of radioactivity confinement and to reform the safety organization to enable quick and 
adequate response to abnormal incidents. The results of confirmation and the reformation plan were to 
be reviewed by an external expert panel organized for review of the incident. In addition, for recover 
of the public trust, briefing sessions for neighborhood inhabitant of J-PARC were held several times. 
After having tough days for 8 months, the beam operation for the MLF user program could start on 
February 17, 2014.2 

In this report, we briefly describe the HD incident and the resuming process of the MLF operation. 
In addition, the design concept of the radiation safety measures of MLF, which is requested to explain 
at the external expert panel, is described. 
                                                      
1 The “all J-PARC” includes the accelerator, the Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility (MLF), the 
Hadron Experimental Facility (HD) and the Neutrino Experimental Facility (NU). The accelerator consists of  a 
400 MeV Linac, a 3 GeV Synchrotron and a  50 GeV Synchrotron for protons. 
2 The beam operation of NU also started on May 26, 2014. As for HD, since reformation of the ventilation 
system and  the whole target system were required, the beam operation will be started later. 
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The outline of the HD incident is described in the next section, and how we reconstructed safety 
policy for resuming the J-PARC beam operation is shown in section 3. In section 4, the design concept 
of radiation protection measures in MLF are presented.  

2.  Outline of the incident of the Hadron Experimental Facility 
In HD, beams of secondary particles such as K and  mesons were produced by bombarding a gold 
target with 30 GeV protons provided from the 50 GeV Synchrotron (MR). 3  The proton beam was 
provided by the slow extraction4 method: in the normal operation 31013 protons are slowly extracted 
over 2 sec. 

The user operation was going well until just before noon on May 23, 2013. At 11:55 a.m., an 
abnormally-short proton beam of 5 ms duration was bombarded to the hadron target because of a 
malfunction of the slow beam extraction system. At the incident, 21013 protons which are 2/3 of 
normal case were suddenly extracted in 5 ms. On that occasion, the gold target was partially melted 
owing to very high instantaneous heat input, although the beam operation to HD was stopped by 
interlock system.5 Consequently, radioactive materials generated and accumulated in the gold target 
were released to the experimental hall of HD because the target was not hermetically shielded and 
confinement capability of primary proton beam line was not sufficient. For the radioactive 
contamination of HD hall, the gamma-ray radiation monitors in the experimental hall showed an 
increase to ~4 Sv/h at a maximum, and the staff and users in the experimental hall inhaled the 
airborne radioactivity.6  

In this stage, the radiation monitors in the hall showed that radioactive products originated from the 
hadron target were entirely spread to the hall. However, the data and information were not collected 
and analyzed properly, and nobody recognized what was really happening until the late afternoon. 

Furthermore, ventilation fans7 equipped on the walls of the hadron hall were turned on to validate 
the monitor values, and the radioactive products in the hall were released to the environment outside 
of the radiation controlled area. 

The Regulation Law of Japan requested us to report incidents on radiation matters such as 
radioactivity leakage to the environment and unexpected exposures of radiation workers, etc. In the J-
PARC, the incident was not considered to report at the primary stage because the radioactivity leakage 
was considered only within the radiation controlled area. 

On the next day of May 24, some of the experimenters who worked at the hadron hall at the time of 
the incident were inspected with a whole body counter for internal exposure. As the results, it was 
found that they received significant internal exposure up to 1.7 mSv. In addition, the Nuclear Fuel 
Engineering Laboratories of JAEA, which locates next to the J-PARC site, inquired on increase of 
radiation levels in their monitoring posts at the time of ventilation fan operation. The data log of the 
area monitors of J-PARC also proved to indicate leak of radioactivity to outside of the controlled area 
of HD. On the basis of these facts, J-PARC sent reporting to the relevant authorities on this incident at 
10 p.m. on May 24; one and half days had passed since the primary incident occurred on May 23. Due 
to the considerable delay of reporting, the public trust to J-PARC was degraded seriously. 
                                                      
3 The 50-GeV synchrotron was being operated with acceleration energy of 30 GeV at the incident. 
4 On the other hand, the proton beam was provided to NU by the fast extraction. 
5 The J-PARC interlock system consists of MPS (Machine Protection System) and PPS (Personnel Protection 
System). On the incident, the MPS stop the beam operation with alerting to proton beam loss and overvoltage of 
the electrical power supply for the extraction magnet system. 
6 The total number of personnel working in the radiation controlled area of HD during the incident was 102. As a 
result of the measurements with a whole-body counter, it was found that 34 personnel received detectable 
internal exposure in the range of 0.1-1.7 mSv. 
7 The “ventilation fun” is just a fan without filtering function for radioactive material. Ventilation system with 
filtering function had not been equipped in the hadron hall because this area was assigned as an uncontaminated 
controlled area. 
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Just after the reporting, the beam operation of all J-PARC facilities, including MLF, stopped 
indefinitely. 

3.  Reconstruction of J-PARC safety organization and the MLF management 
After the incident, the minister of MEXT (Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 

Technology) requested us to inspect the soundness of facilities in terms of radioactivity confinement 
and to reform the safety organization to respond to abnormal incidents quickly and adequately. We 
made serious effort to confirm the radiation safety of all facilities other than HD, and to establish a 
new system for emergency response to an abnormal incident.  

The problem of the HD incident was 1) occurrence of the incident, and 2) improper emergency 
response to the incident. The aim of the reformation of the safety organization was to eliminate the 
problems. Three issues, a) unclear responsibility and command line, b) insufficient review capability 
for possible risks, and c) unclear criterion for judgement and actions, were traced to essential ones for 
suppression of recurrence of similar incidents. The J-PARC safety organization was reformed on the 
concept. In addition, cultivation of safety culture and drills for emergency situation was also important 
to support the organization. Various activities and drills were conducted for the purposes.  

The result of inspection for the radioactivity confinement of the MLF is described in the next 
section. In this section, the new emergency-response system is presented in the following. 

Before the HD incident, J-PARC had only one status for response to a serious accident, called 
“Emergency status”. We learned from the HD incident that we should have an intermediate status to 
respond to incident which may be abnormal but is not an apparent accident. In such situation, we 
learned that the important is systematic actions to collect and analyse the information. We introduced 
such one and call it as “Alert status”. The conceptual drawing of the structure of three kinds of risk-
management statuses, “Normal”, “Alert” and “Emergency” is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

                   
Figure 1. The conceptual structure of the new risk management 
system of J-PARC. 

The normal status is one for normal cases and/or minor troubles which can be solved by actions 
within a division or a section. In the normal status, a shift leader8 makes a decision to transition to the 
“Alert” status when the specified incidents related to the interlock system for personnel protection or 
the radiation monitors and so on.  

If the high risk or rare interlock arises and radiation behaves abnormally, the situation needs 
systematic actions over sections and divisions to know what is happening. In the “Alert” status, the 
                                                      
8 Shift teams, consisting of a shift leader and shift staff, are present at the central control room and the MLF 
control room during the beam operation.  
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facility manager or its deputy manager declares the situation, and they are responsible for collecting 
information and analysis of the incident together with the facility staff. 

If they find that the incident is developing or may develop to a real accident, he declares transition 
to the “Emergency” status. In some cases such as fire or an undoubtable real accident, the shift leader 
has to make direct transition from “Normal” to “Emergency” status. In the emergency status, the 
emergency head quarter is set up at the Tokai site to report immediately to the relevant authorities and 
the neighboring local governments. 

The new framework of the emergency response was reviewed at the external panel and explained at 
the briefing sessions for neighbourhood inhabitant. 

In order to put into practice the policy change and to introduce that to the facility management, all 
operation-and-user manuals were fully revised. In addition, emergency drills were conducted several 
times on the basis of new safety framework in MLF.9 The first drill was carried out on September 13, 
and the second one was done on November 15, 2013.10 All MLF staff, including CROSS11 and users, 
participated in the drill.  The outline of the drill scenario was as follows: 
 Radioactive gas products are detected during the beam operation by the radioactivity monitors 

in the hot cell where the circulation system of mercury which contain a huge amount of 
radioactivity has been installed, 

 Declaration of transition to “Alert” status by a shift leader, 
 Collecting and analysis of radiation monitoring data and other information under the direction 

of the facility manager of MLF, 
 Recognizing the mercury leak from the mercury circulation system, 
 Declaration of transition to “Emergency” status by the MLF manager, 
 User evacuation and the radiological survey of their bodies, 
 Taking measures to stop the mercury leakage, 
 Reporting to the proper authorities. 
The drills were accomplished without major problems, and all staff could understand the new 

system through the drills. We could restart, with confidence, the user operation of MLF on February 
17, 2014. 

4.  Safety measures of MLF 
Finally, in this section, we describe the radioactivity-confinement capability of MLF, which is what 

we explain to the relevant authorities and the external expert panel after the HD incident to show the 
soundness of MLF for safety. 

The schematic drawing of the multilayer system for radioactivity confinement of MLF is shown in 
Fig. 2. The mercury target has a double wall structure: the mercury container is covered by the safety 
hull which has channels of primary cooling water. Then even if the mercury container is ruptured 
because of the pressure wave generated by proton beam impingement, radioactive mercury spills can 
be contained in the target vessel.12 In addition, the helium vessel and the confinement of the neutron-
target station also work as barriers for radioactive products release. 
                                                      
9 Prior to the emergency drills, the education on the new emergency-response framework was conducted for all 
staff.  
10 The second drill on November 23 was positioned as one of the final tests for restart of MLF operation. 
Therefore the performance was inspected by the surrounding local government.  
11 “CROSS” is the Comprehensive Research Organization for Science and Society, which was established to 
promote the public access to the neutron beam facility. 
12 The leak monitors of resistance wires are set in the intermediate layer in order to detect the leaked mercury. 
The leak monitors are connected to the interlock system. In addition, the radioactive materials in the intermediate 
layer are always monitored by the radioactivity monitoring system: the detail of the monitoring system was 
presented in the ICANS-XIX held on March 8-12, 2010. See the reference in the following: Y. Kasugai, K. 
Ohtsu and T. Kai, “Monitoring System of Mercury Target Failure Using Radioactivity Measurement”, 
Proceedings of ICANS-XIX (2010). 
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Therefore we could clearly respond to the question on radioactivity confinement as follows: MLF 
has an inherent safety system for preventing release of radioactivity generated in the targets even in 
abnormal incidents. The targets have been set in a multilayer structure with confinement capability of 
radioactivity.  

On the other hand, the mercury circulation located on the hot cell is a single-barrier system: the 
piping wall of the mercury circulation system is just of a single barrier. We presume that there is very 
low possibility for leakage from the piping on the basis of the data on corrosion between flowing 
mercury and stainless steel as the piping material. Nevertheless radioactive materials in the hot cell are 
always monitored during the proton-beam operation in order to detect a small leakage of radioactivity 
and to take measures to stop leakage as soon as possible if the leak of radioactivity is detected. Even if 
the leakage occurs in the hot cell by any chance, the hot cell can be isolated from the external 
environment by stopping the ventilation and closing the air valves equipped in the ventilation duct. 

 
Figure 2. Schematic drawing of the multilayer system for radioactivity 
confinement of the neutron target at MLF. The leakage of the radioactive 
materials originated from the mercury for neutron production is monitored at 
the helium layer in the mercury target, the helium vessel and in the hot cell. 
(The monitoring positions are shown with ⌘ in the figure.)  

 

5.  Summary 
The HD incident on May 23, 2013 and the reconstruction of the J-PARC safety management 

system were reviewed, and the radioactivity-confinement capability of MLF was explained. 
After the incident, all J-PARC staff and users began to carry the safety card shown in Fig. 3 with 

them. We always keep the slogan “Science with Safety” in mind.  
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Figure 3. J-PARC Safety card. On the back side of the card, the 
emergency- call numbers and the map on the evacuation assembly 
spot are given.  

References 
[1] The detailed information on the HD incident can be found on the J-PARC web site. The address 

of the Japanese page is http://j-parc/jp/index.html and that of the English page is http://j-
para.jp/index-e.html  
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Abstract. The 5 MW European Spallation Source (ESS), scheduled to begin operations in 
2019, will be the brightest source of spallation neutrons as yet built. High-energy neutrons are 
produced when the 2 GeV proton beam from the ~600 m long linear accelerator interacts with 
a rotating tungsten target wheel contained within the target monolith. These fast neutrons are 
slowed down by the target moderators and reflector systems to suitable energies for 
experiments and then delivered to over 20 different instruments through beam ports. At such a 
facility, safe operations is of utmost importance, and, as such, requires the implementation of 
several layers of control and safety systems. At the ESS, a comprehensive control system will 
be implemented throughout the facility, including the accelerator, target, and neutron-scattering 
instruments. This integrated control system (ICS) will bring together all segments of the 
machine into a unified structure. The Personnel Safety System (PSS) is one of the core systems 
of ICS, along with the Machine Protection System (MPS) and timing system. The PSS is an 
active safety system that protects workers from radiation, both prompt and residual, stemming 
from operation of the proton accelerator. Protection is achieved by controlling access to 
restricted areas, interrupting beam operation upon the detection of non-nominal conditions, and 
generating alarms via area radiation monitors being interlocked to the proton beam source. The 
system is segmented to facilitate configuration control, support multiple operational modes, 
and address the specific needs of the accelerator, target, and instrument areas. This paper will 
describe the development of the PSS, including the definition of requirements, functional 
specification for each segment, and evaluation of interfaces with other ESS systems. 

1. Integrated Control System Scope  
The Integrated Control System (ICS) at ESS is the control system to monitor and control the proton 
Accelerator, Target Station Systems, Neutron Instruments and Conventional Facility infrastructures. 
ICS will be based on the EPICS control system framework. While the ICS itself is not a safety critical 
system, the ICS organization is also responsible for delivering to the facility not only the personnel 
safety systems (PSS) but also systems related to oxygen deficiency hazards (ODH) and area radiation 
monitoring interlocked to the beam (ARM), and these systems will be safety qualified. 

To understand why ICS has been selected to develop the PSS at ESS some context for the decision 
is required. ESS is a green field laboratory whose purpose is neutron spallation based material 
research. The ESS, an accelerator driven neutron source with an average proton beam power of 5 MW 
is currently under construction in Lund, Sweden and is aiming to be the world’s brightest neutron 
source by the end of the decade. First spallation neutrons should be available in late 2019. An 
organization being built literally from the ground up such as ESS cannot have the Environmental, 
Safety and Health (ESH) personnel in place from early on, providing either the technical requirements 
for personnel safety relative to prompt radiation or the technical means to implement a design to meet 
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such requirements. The ICS organization, on the other hand, will provide integrated control systems 
for the whole facility, and will have the technical means to implement systems ensuring safe access as 
well as providing the processes necessary to enforce safe practices during entry to the technical 
facilities such as the accelerator tunnel, target station systems and neutron instruments. Controls 
organizations such as at SNS, Oak Ridge Laboratory/USA have previously had this same 
responsibility so there is precedence for the ICS organization at ESS to provide the personnel safety 
systems. However, there are areas related to personnel and public safety for which ICS should not be 
responsible, and so a scope definition for ICS personnel safety systems is required.  

The budget and schedule to deliver that scope will be proposed to ESS management in early 2015. 
A team is being hired composed of four engineers and technicians and ICS expects to have completed 
this recruitment by early 2015. Then the work of designing, manufacturing, installing and 
commissioning the PSS at ESS will proceed as quickly as possible given that these systems need to be 
in place very early during ESS installation and commissioning phases as well as at various test stands 
to be built on site.  

 

2. Scope and Requirements for the Personnel Safety System 
The scope of the personnel safety systems for ICS has been identified and approved and will cover the 
following systems: 
 

¥ Accelerator personnel safety system. 
¥ Accelerator oxygen depletion system. 
¥ Accelerator radiation monitoring system. 
¥ Accelerator Test Stand personnel safety system. 
¥ Target personnel safety system. 
¥ Target radiation monitoring system. 
¥ Target maintenance cell personnel safety system. 
¥ Neutron Instrument (LOKI) personnel safety system. 
¥ Neutron Instrument (ODIN) personnel safety system. 
¥ Neutron Instrument (NMX) personnel safety system. 
¥ As soon as the initial design of new neutron instruments begins a new personnel safety system 

will be required. In total there will be 22 neutron instruments. 
 
From the above list there are three critical areas within the facility, which will protect personnel from 
exposure to prompt radiation arising from operations of the proton accelerator and to protect from 
oxygen deficiency hazards and finally to generate beam inter-locked alarms from radiation that might 
exist in restricted technical areas of the facility. 

 
 

3. PSS (Personnel Safety System related to access) 

The ESS Personnel Safety System (PSS) will be designed, manufactured, installed and commissioned 
in accordance with IEC 61508 [1]. 

IEC 61508 is an international standard concerned with functional safety achieved by safety related 
systems that are primarily implemented in Electrical / Electronic and/or Programmable Electronic 
technologies (E/E/PE). The PSS is an example of this and falls within the scope of IEC 61508. This 
standard provides an overall safety lifecycle structure for functional safety systems as detailed in 
figure 1. 
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Figure 1. IEC 61508 Safety Lifecycle 

 
To be able to complete the overall safety requirements, a Hazard and Risk Analysis must be 

undertaken for the ESS Accelerator, Target station and subsequent Neutron Instruments. This will be 
completed in conjunction with the personnel who are aware of all the hazards within each part of the 
facility. 

A decision can then be made on the risks that the PSS will have to reduce, and a safety 
requirements allocation can be formulated. 

To be able to calculate the safety integrity level (SIL) that the PSS will be designed to, all other risk 
reduction methods must be understood. Their level of risk reduction to the overall safety system can 
then be calculated. These external risk reduction methods could include but are not limited to: 
 

¥ Human factors. 
¥ Radiation shielding. 
¥ External non-electrical signs. 
¥ Training. 

 
A detailed quantitative risk analysis using appropriate methods will be carried out, and this will 

enable the calculation of SIL’s for each part of the PSS. The system will then be designed to the 
appropriate SIL. 

The PSS is also governed by the Stral Sakerhets Myndigheten (SSM) (The Swedish Radiation 
Safety Authority) rules on ionizing radiation and will also operate within the ESS safety framework. 
The maximum tolerable risk level will be 10-6 or at H4 level in the SSM terminology.  

The PSS design for the accelerator is in its infancy. Here are the basic principles of the system. The 
PSS system will be designed using Safety PLC’s, Safety relays and also using a trapped key 
philosophy. The Safety PLC and hardware manufacturer has not yet been appointed. 

The function of the ESS PSS is to prevent personnel remaining in or entering the Accelerator, 
Target or Neutron instruments when hazardous conditions exist. This will be achieved by means of 
physical searches supervised by a safety controller, access controlled by mechanical interlocks and the 
facility to request an ESS beam trip or exit the associated areas in the event that a potentially 
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hazardous situation arises. Accordingly, the PSS will be made up of 3 major sub-systems, which are 
described in more detail for the accelerator in the following: 

Sub-System 1 (Safety Controller + I/O): A Safety Controller will monitor and control all safety 
related devices in and associated with the ESS Accelerator. The Safety Controller will facilitate and 
monitor the status of the accelerator search sequences. These searches ensure that no personnel 
remained in the areas of the accelerator tunnel or in other associated PSS controlled areas under 
search; and when complete the safety controller will release the trapped keys on the corresponding 
doors to allow locking of these doors. The Safety Controller will also monitor the safety devices and 
trigger a stop of beam operation if hazardous conditions exist and the access gates to the accelerator 
are opened. The Safety Controller will also provide information on system status and other 
visual/audio status indications. The Safety Controller will interface with the system via I/O Safety 
Modules. 

Sub-System 2 (Trapped Key Units): A variety of trapped key devices will ensure that if hazardous 
conditions exist the gates which provide access into the PSS controlled areas and any protective 
removable shielding cannot be unlocked and various key-controlled permits cannot be issued.  

Sub-System 3 (ESS Beam Trip): The system will provide a means for either authorised workers 
working in the tunnel or Sub-System 1 to request an ESS Beam Trip at any time. A permit is to be 
continuously issued from the PSS during normal operating conditions. Removing this permit 
constitutes requesting an ESS Beam Trip. An ESS Beam Trip will be requested if a Beam Off Button 
(BOB) is pressed or the Safety Controller issues an ESS Beam Trip signal. 

There will be two main access entrances into the accelerator tunnel. Entrance 1 is at the front end 
near to the proton source. This will be the main access. Entrance 2 will be at the transition between the 
high beta elliptical cavities and the HEBT (see figure 3). Personnel will enter a PSS controlled area via 
an entry station. Each entry station will have two gates to ensure that personnel only enter the area 
when conditions are safe (a third door is provided for emergency egress only). A diagram of an entry 
station is shown in Figure 2. A swipe card system will be installed to ensure only authorised and fully 
trained staff can enter the tunnel. 

A Public address system will also announce the status of the PSS system to personnel whilst in the 
tunnel. 

 
 

    
 

Figure 2. Entry Station 
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The accelerator will be divided into seven
 

separate zones see figure 3 for the accelerator tunnel 
zones:

 
 

Zone Equipment in each zone  Zone Length (metres) 

1 Proton source and low energy beam transport (LEBT), 
Radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ) and Medium 
energy beam transport (MEBT). 

30 

2 Drift tube linac (DTL). 23 

3 Spoke Resonators 55 

4 Medium energy Beta cavities 77 

5 High energy Beta cavities 179 

6 High energy beam transport (HEBT) 139 

7 Accelerator to Target (A2T) 100 
 

Table 1. Accelerator Tunnel Zones

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 3. Accelerator Entrances and Tunnel Zones 
 

A fenced gate will separate each of the seven zones allowing for independent search areas. Zones 1 
to 4 will be searched from Entrance 1, and Zone’s 5, 6 and 7 will be searched from Entrance 2. This 
will produce the most efficient way to service and search the tunnel. 

Search and beam off stations will be placed between 10 and 20 metres apart along the full length of 
the tunnel. 
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4. Oxygen Deficiency Hazard (ODH) 
 

The ESS will use superconducting technology for the majority of the LINAC sections in the 
accelerator. The cryogenic system will have a total inventory of approximately 2,000 kg of liquid 
helium in the accelerator tunnel at a temperature of 2 K. Such a large amount of helium inventory in 
the 600 m long tunnel could create a serious hazard to personnel in the event of a release. In order to 
mitigate these hazards a risk analysis will be performed to identify protective features including fixed 
alarms, emergency exhaust fans and special work control procedures for certain operations. The risk 
analysis will be part of the design lifecycle for a permanent mitigation system that will be designated 
the Oxygen Deficiency Hazard (ODH) system. While several systems will be required for the facility 
the following only addresses the system provided for the accelerator tunnel. 

 
 

4.1 Design Lifecycle 
 
The ODH system will be provided by the Protection Systems group in ICS that is also responsible for 
the PSS. While both systems will be designated as safety critical systems there is a basic difference 
between the ODH system and the PSS. The PSS can terminate beam operation and RF production to 
totally eliminate the hazard arising from prompt radiation; the ODH system can only detect and 
mitigate the hazardous condition by alarming personnel and/or triggering a ventilation system. In this 
sense the ODH system is similar to fire and gas detection systems found in industry. The design 
lifecycle is similar to that used by the PSS, but the results of the risk assessment are used to identify 
mitigation strategies. 

The results of the unmitigated risk assessment will be used to define work control processes, 
personnel protective equipment requirements and the ODH system risk reduction requirements 
including safety functions and reliability. When the design is complete, a mitigated risk assessment 
will be performed to ensure that risk reduction targets have been met, and the risks from the cryogenic 
systems are acceptable. 

Excellent work has been performed at CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research, 
Geneva/Switzerland, in this area, and ESS intends to use their work as a basis for the analysis that will 
be performed at ESS. 

 
4.2 Tunnel ODH System 
 
Certain features are planned for the ODH system for the tunnel. Three basic functions are planned: 

¥ Detection 
¥ Area alarms 
¥ Passive or active ventilation 

The ODH system will be controlled by a logic solver that will tie together these functions and also 
provide information to operator displays. 

 
4.2.1 Detection. Releases of inert gases are normally detected by monitoring the oxygen level 

inside the enclosure. A normal oxygen level is 20.9% by volume. Levels below 19.5% generally 
require a response, but physiological effects on healthy persons are minimal at oxygen concentrations 
above 18% (near sea level).  

Oxygen concentration can be detected via several different methods but measurements can be 
perturbed by the presence of helium in the gas mixture. Electrochemical cells have typically been used 
but special sensors are required when helium is present in the gas mixture. When using this type of 
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sensor the instrument output is based on the partial pressure of oxygen. The indicated oxygen level can 
vary based on atmospheric pressure and humidity. As the normal alarm setpoint of 19.5% oxygen is 
very close to the normal value of 20.9% changes in atmospheric conditions as well as instrument drift 
can result in false alarms. 

Ionizing radiation inside the accelerator enclosure will damage electronic components. Since 
oxygen detection devices generally have electronics associated with the sensor unit this precludes the 
use of in-situ oxygen sensors in the tunnel. One solution would consist of a remotely mounted sensor/ 
electronics package with a flow pump to extract an air sample from the tunnel. 

A system under investigation is an oxygen deficiency monitor as manufactured by Oxigraf Inc.[2] 
The sensor uses laser diode technology to monitor oxygen levels that is not affected by helium or 
atmospheric conditions and does not require periodic replacement. The unit can be supplied with a 
high flow sample pump that can obtain a sample measure in 15 to 20 seconds using 30 m of sample 
tubing. Each unit can be used to sample four different locations. 

An important question concerning the sensor placement is the required speed of response. In 
addition to flow sampling lag discussed above there will be a delay in the response of the system based 
on the location of the sensor versus the location of the release. Wider sensor spacing will result in 
slower response times since on average it will take longer for the helium to migrate from the release 
point to the nearest sensor. 

 
4.2.2 Area Alarms. The ODH system will provide audio/ visual evacuation alarms similar to a fire 

alarm system. These alarms will be used to evacuate workers from the accelerator tunnel in the event 
of a release. The visual alarms will use a unique color and will be provided along the entire length of 
the tunnel. The locations of the visual alarms will be coordinated with PSS HMI panels. Visual alarms 
will also be provided at each tunnel entrance to warn workers that an ODH condition exists inside the 
tunnel. A “system OK” light will also be provided at each entrance so workers can determine if the 
ODH system is operating properly prior to entry. 

The tunnel audible alarm inside the tunnel will be provided by the PSS/ ODH public address 
system. The alerting tone provided by the loudspeaker system will be unique to the ODH system. 

 
4.2.3 Passive or Active Ventilation. Conventional Facilities (CF) will provide a smoke removal 

system consisting of five exhaust fans with a capacity of 5 m3/s each. Each fan is tied to a duct leading 
down to the tunnel ceiling. A smoke curtain is installed in the tunnel at the entrance of each duct to 
restrict smoke migration from one area to another. Automatic dampers will be installed on the tunnel 
ceiling to prevent air from being exhausted from the tunnel when the proton beam is operating. 

 The ODH system will be designed to directly control the ceiling mounted dampers independently 
of the CF control system. As the smoke removal fans will not have backdraft dampers helium can be 
passively vented outside the tunnel in the event of a release. The ODH system will monitor the damper 
positions both open and closed and (in conjunction with the PSS) will not allow entry into the tunnel 
unless the dampers are open. 

Depending on the results from the risk analysis, the ODH may also directly control the smoke 
exhaust and makeup air fans to provide active ventilation of the tunnel during a helium release. 

 
4.2.4 Logic Solver. The ODH system will use a safety PLC based logic solver separate from other 

systems such as the PSS. The logic solver will monitor the status of each oxygen monitor, activate 
alarms and activate the exhaust fans and dampers. The logic solver will use distributed input/ output 
devices communicating with the PLC via the PSS safety Ethernet network. The logic solver will be 
integrated with EPICS via a secure firewall to allow remote status display and archiving of system 
data. 
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5. Area Radiation Monitoring (ARM) 

 
There will be radiation monitors placed in appropriate positions through the accelerator klystron 

gallery (actual positions still to be determined)/not in the tunnel as well???. These devices will 
constantly monitor and record radiation levels and will trigger a stop of beam operation if excessive 
levels are measured and pre-defined thresholds are exceeded. Figure 4 shows the approximate 
radiation monitor positions. These will mainly be located at the entrance to the stubs in the Klystron 
Gallery and at the Accelerator tunnel main entrances and emergency exits. 

 
 

 
Figure 4 Approximate radiation monitor positions 

6. Conclusions  

It should be noted that the scope and strategy for each of the ESS Personnel Safety Systems have now 
been outlined and approved, and whilst the design is in the very early stages the philosophy will 
remain the same even if the overall design changes. 
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Abstract. For safe and stable beam operation, the general control system (GCS) of the 
Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility (MLF) comprises several subsystems, such 
as an integral control, interlock, server, network, and timing distribution systems. Since the 
first beam injection in 2008, GCS has operated stably without any serious troubles, even with 
annual upgrades to the target devices for ramping up beam power and annual incremental 
upgrades of the user systems. In recent years, however, it has been significantly improved with 
regard to sustainable long-term operation and maintenance. The monitor and operation system 
of GCS has been upgraded by changing its framework software to improve its potential 
flexibility for maintenance. The interlock system was also modified in accordance with a re-
examination of the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) risk management 
system. This study reports the recent progress of GCS. 

1. Introduction 
 
The Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility (MLF) at the Japan Proton Accelerator 

Research Complex (J-PARC) generates pulsed muon and neutron beams by injecting highly intense 
proton beams supplied from accelerators through the 3-GeV proton beam transport line (3NBT) into 
graphite and mercury targets. Then, it supplies the muon and neutron beams to many user instruments 
placed in two experimental halls of MLF [1]. For safely and efficiently supplying muon and neutron 
beams, a general control system (GCS) operates within MLF. GCS comprises several integrated 
subsystems, such as a controller for the muon and neutron targets, interlock systems for safe 
operations, and shared servers for administering operational data [2, 3, 4]. It is an independent system 
that controls the target stations, including a mercury target and neutron moderators with supercritical 
hydrogen. Although GCS is an independent system, it works closely with the control systems of the 
accelerators and other facilities in J-PARC. 

After the construction of most of GCS subsystems was completed, commissioning for operation and 
control of the entire MLF proceeded stepwise in June, 2007. During a short period before the first 
beam injection, the trial operations, performance tests, and improvements of GCS subsystems were 
executed under restricted conditions. Since the first proton beam injection in May, 2008, GCS has 
been operated safely and stably without any serious troubles. In recent years, however, it has been 
significantly improved with regard to sustainable long-term operation and maintenance. This study 
provides an overview of the recent progress of GCS for MLF in J-PARC. 

 

3.11.4
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2. Overview of GCS in MLF 
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Figure 1. Outline of GCS within MLF in J-PARC. 

 
Fig. 1 shows an outline of GCS within MLF. It comprises several subsystems, such as integral 

control and interlock systems, shared servers, network systems, and a timing distribution system [2, 5]. 
GCS administers three kinds of interlock systems related to beam stop, called the machine, target, and 
personnel protection systems (MPS, TPS, and PPS). The integral control and interlock systems 
comprise personal computers (PCs) and programmable logic controllers (PLCs), such as 
administrative control PCs (ACP), the general control panel (GCP), PPS management panel (PPS-MP), 
and local control panels (LCPs). These systems are connected through duplicate optical networks for 
PLC linking, called the NET-H and FA-link, and duplicate metal cables. They operate the instruments 
in the entire MLF, such as the target trolley, muon rotating target, and mercury circulation systems, by 
the ACP and GCP through the NET-H and approximately 40 LCPs. Moreover, they safely administer 
many instruments and high radiation areas, work closely with the interlock systems of the accelerators 
and other facilities through the Central Control Room (CCR) of J-PARC, stop beam injections if 
necessary, and maintain safety in MLF in emergencies. The shared servers comprise server PCs for 
purposes such as web distribution (WD), data storage (DS), and monitoring cameras. They acquire, 
arrange, store, display, and distribute over 7000 operational data items. Operations for GCS are 
executed by a monitor and operation (MO) system comprising an ACP, PPS operating PC (PPS-PC), 
interlock monitoring PC (IM-PC), DS server, WD server, and others, in a MLF control room (MLF-
CR) located on the third floor of MLF. 

Network systems of GCS comprise a control LAN (C-LAN) and monitoring LAN (M-LAN). The 
C-LAN is a duplicate Ethernet system for controlling the accelerator and facilities within J-PARC 
administered through CCR. M-LAN is used to control approximately 90 monitoring cameras in MLF 
using a camera server. In addition, J-PARC has a network system for general users (JLAN). C-LAN is 
connected to JLAN extending from CCR and goes through a firewall. The WD server distributes 
operational information, such as operational status, beam power, and beam trend, to users through nine 
information displays (IDPs) connected to C-LAN, and users’ PCs connected to JLAN in the form of a 
Web browser. 
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3. Recent progress of GCS in MLF 
 
After the construction of most of GCS subsystems was completed, commissioning for operation and 

control of the entire MLF proceeded stepwise in June, 2007. Fig. 2 shows the time series of 
commissioning on operation and control of the MLF. Since the first beam injection in 2008, GCS has 
been operated as expected without any serious troubles, even with annual upgrades to the target 
systems for ramping up the proton beam power and annual incremental upgrades to the user apparatus. 
It also worked in accordance with its safety design when the Great East Japan Earthquake (GEJE) 
occurred in March, 2011 [5, 6]. In recent years, however, it has been significantly improved with 
regard to sustainable long-term operation and maintenance. The MO system of GCS has been 
upgraded by changing its framework software to improve its potential flexibility in its maintenance [7, 
8]. Moreover, the risk management system for J-PARC was re-examined because of an incident that 
caused radioactive material leakage at J-PARC Hadron Experimental Facility in May 2013, where an 
“Alert” status for examining signs of an abnormal situation was added between the “Normal” and 
“Emergency” statuses. Consequently, the interlock systems of GCS were also improved. 
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Figure 2.  Time series of commissioning on operation and control of the whole MLF. 

3.1. Interlock system 
 
Fig. 3 represents the structure of the interlock systems within GCS as of November, 2014. The 

interlock systems, comprising MPS, TPS, and PPS, play an important role in ensuring the safety of 
personnel and machines [5]. MPS is a system for preventing trouble in important machines due to 
unusual irradiations by prohibiting proton beam injections. In Fig. 3, seven LCPs, which have sensors 
for detecting MPS events, are connected to an MPS controller through metal cables. If MPS sensors 
detect unusual events, MPS signals are collected in each LCP and transmitted to the MPS controller. 
The MPS controller transmits two kinds of beam-stop signals, called “MLF Inhibit” and “MLF MPS” 
to CCR. It transmits “MLF Inhibit” signal at first after receiving MPS signals. Then, proton beam 
injections into MLF are stopped by changing the distribution patterns (which are generated by a 
scheduled timing system of J-PARC) of the proton beam pulses from the accelerators to each facility. 
If the beam pulse is detected during transmission of the “MLF Inhibit” signal, the “MLF MPS” signal 
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for terminating the accelerator operation is transmitted to CCR. Then, the radio-frequency power to 
the linear accelerator (LINAC) is terminated and beam shutters between the ion-source and RFQ (a 
type of LINAC) are closed. 
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Figure 3. Structure of the interlock systems within GCS. 

 
PPS is a system for preventing exposure of personnel to high radiation. In MLF, there are two kinds 

of PPS areas, called the target maintenance (TM) and user PPS areas in Fig. 1. In six TM PPS areas, 
PPS devices, such as door controllers, electric door locks, and door limit switches (LS), are controlled 
by PPS-MP. In 20 neutron and 6 muon user PPS areas, user PPS devices such as beam stopper (BS) 
controllers for operating neutron shutters or muon blockers are administered by user PPS-MP. PPS 
also terminates the proton beam to protect personnel from high radiation during proton beam 
injections. The exclusive PLC in PPS-MP transmits four kinds of signals, called “Target Status,” 
“Safety,” “Emergency,” and “Status,” to CCR for permitting or prohibiting proton beam injections. 
Since the beam stop by PPS requires higher reliability than MPS, not only the beam shutter close but 
also the ion-source termination are included in this procedure.  

TPS is a system for preventing problems related to the mercury target from becoming serious when 
the beam stop operation executed by MPS fails. Since the beam stop by TPS is required to have the 
same reliability as PPS, TPS signals are transmitted to CCR as the “Target Status” after collecting in 
PPS-MP. Then, the beam is terminated by executing the PPS beam stop procedure. In Fig. 3, three 
LCPs for the target trolley, mercury circulation, and primary water circulation systems transmit TPS 
signals.  

IM-PC collects and monitors detailed information about the 128 MPS, 10 TPS, and PPS items 
through the PLC links in a lump. It deals with the information about the MPS of the 3NBT, which 
directly influences the beam operation of MLF, and displays the status related to the risk management 
system. If MPS or TPS events related to mercury leakage are detected, IM-PC and IDPs display the 
“Alert” status, and the MPS controller transmits “MLF MPS” for terminating accelerator operation 
independently of the “MLF Inhibit” transmission.  
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3.2. Upgrade of monitor and operation systems 
 

In Fig. 1, the current MO system, which 
comprises ACP, PPS-PC, servers, and other 
components, was designed on the basis of the 
iFIX- Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 
(SCADA) and iHistorian software systems for 
framework and data storage. Furthermore, it has 
functioned as expected. However, the downside 
was its costly maintenance because of its poor 
flexibility on the operating system (OS) and 
software versions. To improve the maintenance 
flexibility of GCS, we planned a significant 
upgrade of the MO system [7, 8]. According to 
the plan, we considered the schematic of the 
upgraded MO system in 2012, on the basis of the 
condition of the current functions, so as to 
control all LCPs, and acquire, store, and 
distribute operational data in a suitable data 
format. Fig. 4 outlines the schematic of the 
upgraded MO system. In Fig. 4, the following 
components of the MO system were adopted: 
experimental physics and industrial control 
system (EPICS) as framework software, an OPC server as a data input/output module, control system 
studio (CSS) as a user interface window, postgre SQL for the DS server, and web OPI for the WD 
server. Furthermore, we manufactured the prototypes of the upgraded MO system and evaluated its 
actual performance with true data, such as data transmission speed from the PLCs, control functions 
from the user interface windows, storage capability of the DS, and long-term reliability. After 
confirming that it works properly, as designed, we built two full-scale upgraded MO systems in 2013. 
One is the MO system, which controls the devices for the target stations by using more than 130 
operation screens and acquires operational data for about 7000 items every second. The other system 
administers PPS devices using seven screens and acquires data for about 1400 items. They have been 
operated in parallel with the current systems during beam operation and maintenance for over half a 
year, and have been debugged, unlike the current systems, which were replaced in 2014. 

3.3. Safety design in emergency 
 
GCS is designed with regard to safety for various emergencies on the basis of the failsafe concept 

[5]. In Fig. 1, the main components, such as GCP and PPS-MP, optical networks, and metal cables are 
duplicated, and if the devices or cable relating to proton beam injections fail or disconnect, the beam 
stop signals are transmitted to CCR. In a loss of external power supplies, the control functions of GCS 
are maintained by uninterruptible power sources (UPSs) and back-up generators; almost all 
instruments relating to the target stations are automatically shut down according to their interlock 
sequences in emergencies and operational data continue to be stored in the DS server every 5 s. If the 
power supplies for PPS devices around PPS areas are lost, entrance into the area is prohibited by 
mechanically locking the door (although exit from the area is always enabled). In addition, the storage 
function for the data of PPS devices every second has been designed for quickly comprehending the 
actual PPS status. 

On the day of the GEJE, the beam operation of MLF was stopped in the morning and the target 
stations were on standby for the restart of the beam operation in the evening [6]. In MLF, strong 
quakes were detected by the liquid-level and pressure sensors in many circulation systems after about 
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Figure 4. Structure of the upgraded MO systems.
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90 s, and the external power supplies were lost after about 150 s. The control function of GCS was 
kept active by the back-up generators until manual shutdown for about 3 h. Immediately after the 
power loss, the beam stop signals on “Target Status” were transmitted by the shutdown of the mercury 
and primary water circulation systems. All doors of TM areas were mechanically locked. These results 
substantiated the validity of its safety design for emergency accidents [5, 6].  
 
4. Summary  

 
This study explained the outline of GCS for MLF and provided an overview of its recent progress 

with a focus on the MO system, interlock systems, and safety design in an emergency. The MO system 
of GCS was upgraded by changing its framework software to improve its potential flexibility for 
maintenance. The interlock systems were modified based on a re-examination of the J-PARC risk 
management system. With regard to sustainable long-term operation and maintenance, exchange and 
upgrade of various instruments in GCS such as client PCs, servers, PLCs, batteries, and the monitoring 
camera system should be executed carefully at an appropriate time while maintaining its safe and 
stable operation. In fact, the power supplies and batteries within the control panels and PLCs have 
been exchanged stepwise since 2013, a full-scale upgrade of the network systems of GCS was started 
in 2014, and the monitoring camera system will be materially upgraded in a few years. 
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Development of the target safety system for the ESS target 
station  

Linda R Coney1 and Atefeh Sadeghzadeh  
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Abstract. The European Spallation source (ESS) will be a 5 MW neutron spallation research 
facility where an energetic proton beam incident upon a helium-cooled tungsten target is 
converted to neutron beams.  The liquid hydrogen moderator, water moderator, and reflector 
systems within the target monolith slow down the high-energy neutrons, produced through the 
spallation process, to cold and thermal neutrons suitable for use by experiments. Several layers 
of control, protection, and safety systems will be implemented in order to ensure safe operation 
of this advanced facility.  The Target Safety System (TSS) is dedicated to the nuclear safety 
functions of protecting the public from exposure to unsafe levels of radiation and preventing 
the release of radioactive material beyond permissible limits.  It is a safety-rated monitoring 
and control system subject to the highest reliability demands in ESS operation. In the event of 
an abnormal situation, the TSS guarantees that the target station operates within the design 
domain. It is likely that the TSS will trigger and control internal and external mitigation 
functions including termination of proton beam production. This paper will describe the 
development of the TSS, including the definition of requirements utilizing hazard analyses of 
all target station systems, evaluation of interfaces with accelerator and control systems, and 
development of the design logic. 

1. Introduction 
The European Spallation Source (ESS) will be a 5 MW high-power, long-pulse neutron spallation 
research facility.  The ESS linear accelerator produces an energetic proton beam at a repetition rate of 
14 Hz. A series of raster magnets ultimately directs the beam onto a helium-cooled rotating tungsten 
target located in the ESS target monolith, thereby producing high-energy neutrons through the 
spallation process.  Several high-level ESS beam and target parameters are given in table 1.  The 
liquid hydrogen moderator, water moderator, and reflector systems within the monolith surround the 
neutron production area of the target and convert these high-energy neutrons into cold and thermal 
neutrons suitable for use by experiments.  Several layers of control, protection, and safety systems, 
including the Target Safety System (TSS), will be implemented in order to ensure safe operation of 
this advanced facility.  

1.1. Target Station 
The target monolith[1] is designed to convert protons from the accelerator into neutrons of the 
appropriate energy spectrum for use in experiments while providing sufficient shielding to contain 
radioactive by-products produced in the target and to reduce neutron background in the experimental 
hall.  The monolith houses the rotating tungsten target along with several plugs containing the 
moderators and reflectors, proton beam instrumentation, target monitoring equipment, and the proton 
beam window which separates the vacuum environment of the accelerator from the helium 
environment in the monolith. Beam guides within the neutron beam extraction lines transport intense 
thermal and cold neutron beams from the target to each neutron-scattering instrument in the 
                        
1   To whom any correspondence should be addressed. 
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experimental hall. Figure 1 shows a cross section of the target monolith with the location of these 
systems and plugs identified. 
 

Table 1. High-level parameters for the ESS beam and target. 

Beam Parameter Value  Target Parameter Value 
Average Beam Power 5 MW Target material Tungsten 
Macro-pulse length 2.86 ms Target wheel size 2.5 m diameter 
Proton kinetic energy 2 GeV Rotation rate 25.5 rpm 
Pulse repetition rate 14 Hz Estimated lifetime 5-10 years 

   
 
     The 2.5 m diameter target wheel within the monolith consists of 33 helium gas-cooled sectors of 
tungsten. Proton beam pulses from the accelerator are synchronized with the rotation of the target, 
with each sector receiving a rastered beam pulse every 2.4 seconds.  The odd number of sectors 
prevents the beam from inadvertently passing through the helium cooling channels in the event that a 
desynchronized beam pulse impacts the target between sectors.  The tungsten target transforms the 
incoming protons into fast neutrons through spallation, while also producing heat, radioactive isotopes 
and prompt radiation. The estimated operational lifetime of a full target assembly is 5 years.   
 

 
Figure 1. Cross section view of the ESS target station monolith showing the 
layout of important components including the target wheel, moderator and 
reflector plug, instrumentation plugs and neutron beam extraction lines. In 
this view, the proton beam enters the monolith from the left.  

 
     The moderator-reflector assembly surrounds the upstream portion of the target and converts the fast 
neutrons into cold and thermal neutrons. During this process, absorption of neutrons by target 
structures produces radioactive waste. The cold moderators in the monolith contain liquid hydrogen 
and have an estimated operational lifetime of 2-5 years. It is anticipated that it will be necessary to 
replace the moderator assembly more often than the target assembly.   
     Surrounding the target, moderator-reflector plug, and all target components is approximately 7000 
tons of steel radiation shielding designed to contain the highly penetrating gamma and fast neutron 
radiation created in the target. This is complemented by additional concrete shielding to absorb 
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thermal and cold neutrons.  In total, the target monolith is a 10 m high and 11 m diameter cylinder 
located in the ESS target building.   

1.2. Target Station Building  
The target monolith is housed within the target building as shown in figure 2.  In addition to the 
monolith, equipment necessary for target component operation including fluid systems, filtering 
systems, and cooling systems is located in utility rooms. The active cells area, used for handling, 
processing, and storage of activated target components, is also located within the target building. 
Target components, including the wheel assembly and moderator-reflector plug, will be removed from 
the monolith and brought by crane to the processing cell through the high bay. There the equipment 
will be disassembled using remote handling techniques in preparation for local storage in the adjacent 
maintenance cell until such time as the material is ready for transport off site.   
 

 
Figure 2. Side view of the ESS target building monolith showing the location of target station 
equipment including the target monolith, utility rooms housing equipment necessary for target 
component operation, and the high bay running the length of the building.  The active cells area for 
handling of radioactive target components includes the processing cell, maintenance cell, and remote 
handling galleries. In this view, the proton beam enters the target area from the right, either continuing 
at accelerator level to the beam dump or stepping up to monolith level to the target wheel.  
 
     Additionally, figure 2 shows that there are two paths available for the proton beam into the target 
building. The beam can either continue to the beam dump, located at the same elevation as the 
accelerator, for beam studies or it can be raised to target level and continue to the monolith for neutron 
production. Ventilation systems for all areas are also housed in several locations within the building.   
     Putting the entire facility in context, the ESS is being designed and built in Lund, Sweden. This is a 
region with approximately 100,000 inhabitants.  Additionally, there will be 450 – 500 ESS employees 
and roughly 3000 users per year involved with nuclear spallation experiments.  All target station 
systems and the inventory of radioactive material must be taken into consideration from a safety 
perspective to assess possible risks and to evaluate the potential need for safety-related controls.  

2. Target Safety System 
The Target Safety System (TSS) is dedicated to the nuclear safety functions of protecting the public 
and workers from exposure to unsafe levels of radiation and preventing the release of radioactive 
material beyond permissible limits.  It is a safety-rated monitoring and control system subject to the 
highest reliability demands in ESS operation. In the event of an abnormal situation, the TSS 
guarantees that the target station will operate within the design domain.  It is likely that the TSS will 
trigger and control internal and external mitigation functions including termination of proton beam 
production.  The TSS is subject to the highest reliability and quality assurance demands for any 
control system at the ESS, and will be separate from all other control systems.  As a safety-credited 
system, the Target Safety System is an essential component of the licensing process for the ESS.   

2.1. TSS context 
The TSS operates independently alongside other control systems within the target station: the normal 
monitoring and process control, the Machine Protection System (MPS), and the Personnel Safety 
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System (PSS) [2].  At the ESS, all non-safety monitoring and process control for equipment 
throughout the facility will be integrated into one unified control system by the Integrated Control 
System (ICS) division.  A standardized control framework, EPICS (Experimental Physics and 
Industrial Control System) [3], has been chosen for this system.  EPICS has been used at many large-
scale scientific projects world-wide and provides an excellent basis for platform standardization, 
device integration, and control development.  The EPICS system provides control services for several 
modes of operations, monitoring and controls archiving, and data logging for target station equipment.  
     The remaining control systems at the ESS, and specifically, within the target station, have 
specialized scope and requirements for increasing levels of reliability and quality assurance as shown 
in figure 3.  The MPS is designed to protect equipment from damage due to malfunction or errant 
beam loss, thereby protecting the investment in the facility and optimizing machine performance.  The 
PSS is a safety system designed to protect personnel from radiological hazards primarily by 
controlling access to restricted areas. The TSS will limit the transfer of radioactive contamination to 
the public, workers, and the environment and does not depend on elements of any other controls 
system to perform its safety functions.  Additionally, the TSS is the only controls system within the 
ESS that does not fall under the responsibility of the ICS division.   
 

 
Figure 3. Representation of the main safety controls systems 
(Target Safety System and Personnel Safety System) and damage 
prevention controls system (Machine Protection System) showing 
scope of involvement and respective requirements for reliability. 

 
     The MPS is a machine protection system designed to optimize operational efficiency, facility 
availability, and machine reliability. This system will stop the proton beam in the event of equipment 
failures, prevent damage to elements in the accelerator and target, and provide tools for failure tracing 
throughout the machine. As such, it is not a safety-classified system; however, the MPS does 
contribute to the layered approach to safety by triggering alarms and actions, such as performing an 
emergency shutdown of the beam, when target station systems are detected to be operating outside of 
permitted ranges.  The MPS has the capability to shut down the proton beam very quickly (~10 µs) 
and will have a high level of reliability.  In contrast to the TSS, which has no requirement on post-
trigger machine availability, operation of the facility must be possible in the event of any MPS action.  
     The PSS is a safety-classified system designed to protect personnel against unnecessary exposure to 
hazards from the machine, including but not exclusive to radioactivity and electromagnetic radiation.  
PSS systems will be installed throughout the ESS and will control access to restricted areas within the 
accelerator, target station, and instruments.  PSS systems will be concerned with access control, 
radiation monitoring, oxygen deficiency monitoring, and alarm systems.  Protection from radiation 
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generated by the beams will be achieved by shutting down the proton beam upon detection of 
unacceptable conditions. The PSS will monitor doors, locks, and other access points to ensure they 
remain closed during ESS operations.  Entrance to and egress from radiation-controlled areas will be 
managed by the PSS according to classifications defined according to different operational modes of 
the facility.   

2.2. TSS requirements 
As shown in figure 3, the TSS is the safety system subject to the highest reliability requirements 
within the ESS controls system domain.  The TSS guarantees that the target systems operate within the 
design domain, and it will bring the target station into a safe state from a nuclear safety perspective in 
the event of an abnormal event.  This will reduce the risk of harm to workers, the public, and the 
environment.  Requirements for TSS monitoring and actions are currently being analysed.  It is 
anticipated that the TSS will need to be able to perform an emergency shutdown of the proton beam. 
However, actions are not necessarily restricted to beam shutdown. 
     Preliminary top-level design and test requirements for the TSS have been identified and include the 
following: 
 

¥ Single failure criterion, 
¥ Fail-safe principle, 
¥ Emergency power supply coverage for TSS equipment, 
¥ Qualified for extreme operating conditions, including seismic classification for a subset of 

TSS functions, 
¥ Physical separation and fire protection, 
¥ Pre-operational testing, and 
¥ Periodic testing of TSS equipment. 
 

In more detail, there must be no single point of failure vulnerability within the TSS system. This 
implies the use of layers of redundancy, independence, and diversity along with physical separation 
adapted to different potential aggressors.  For each hazardous scenario identified during the hazard 
analysis process, the safe state for the target station must be clearly identified.  TSS actions will 
default to this safe state and actuator commands will be ‘de-energize to trip’ rather than the reverse.  
For example, in the event of a loss of power, TSS actuators will default to the safe position. The nature 
of the emergency power supply coverage for the TSS has yet to be determined. This will depend on 
the time-scale for TSS continued monitoring and actions within all identified hazard scenarios. 
Additionally, in contrast to the MPS, there is no post-trip machine availability requirement for the 
TSS. It is anticipated that a detailed analysis of any scenario involving an action by the TSS would be 
necessary prior to a facility restart.  
     Applying the top-level requirements allows the development of initial design concepts for the TSS 
system.  There will be two independent shutdown mechanisms to stop the proton beam. Shutdown of 
the beam will be accomplished using both the ion source and RFQ (radio-frequency quadrupole) in the 
front end of the accelerator. The TSS will have direct access to these elements.  Priority will be given 
to the TSS over the PSS and/or MPS for control of the shutdown mechanisms in the event that these 
systems also choose to achieve proton beam shutdown using the same accelerator components.  The 
TSS design is based on using highly reliable safety-rated PLCs (programmable logic controller).  
There will be two separate TSS rooms in the target building housing redundant, independent PLC 
systems.  There will be independent paths to each beam shut-off system: one through the accelerator 
tunnel and another through the klystron gallery.  The TSS rooms have been identified in the ESS 
conventional facilities plan, and details of the cable paths from each room to both beam shutdown 
locations are being developed.  The TSS will be separate from other non-safety controls systems and 
equipment, and will require independent cable-trays, UPSs (uninterruptable power supplies), and 
sensors.   
      The overarching philosophy for TSS design development enables the satisfying of safety 
requirements and the protection of workers and the public with a system that is as simple as possible in 
order to achieve a very high level of reliability.  At this time, the shutdown of the proton beam is the 
only specific action identified as a requirement for the TSS. However, additional target-specific 
monitoring and controls actions may be required within systems such as the He cooling for the target 
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wheel, wheel motion, and ventilation for target areas. Detailed requirements for TSS monitoring and 
actions are currently being determined using the Hazard Analysis process. 

3. Hazard Analyses 
Hazard analyses are being performed on all target station systems. This tool is used to understand 
potential hazardous scenarios within the ESS target station and to define necessary mitigations.  
Initially, a qualitative hazard analysis is done for each system under evaluation. This produces design 
recommendations for the target station systems and study recommendations to allow for the 
quantitative evaluation of hazardous scenario consequences.  When analysed from a radiation safety 
perspective, mitigations may include requirements for active controls system intervention. In this way, 
inputs and outputs for the TSS are identified, TSS requirements are defined, and the TSS logic design 
and architecture can be developed.  
     Information from relevant studies and modifications to component design is then fed back into a 
quantitative hazard analysis where a more rigorous analysis can be performed. Given that most target 
station systems are in the preliminary design phase, this iterative process is necessary and 
accommodates evolutions in design and the implementation of recommendations from earlier safety 
analysis.     

3.1. Hazard analysis procedure  
There are many steps required in the hazard analysis procedure. First, the system under analysis is 
defined. This may include the production of drawings or schematics as well as a written description of 
the system including assumptions made for the purpose of the analysis. This also includes the 
definition of boundaries to the system under analysis and the description of relevant interfaces. In this 
way, the hazard analyses can be broken down into smaller; more easily understood systems.  Next, 
hazards relevant to the system under study are identified. These include but are not limited to 
radioactivity, stored energy, explosion, impact such as a load drop, and hazards from the proton beam.  
The effects of rare events including earthquakes, fire, and an airplane crash are also evaluated. 
     Next, for each target station system, initiating events and top events are identified. Top events are 
instances of faults within the system that could produce a hazardous situation.  Initiating events are 
actions, incidents, or occurrences leading to a given top event.  For example, a top event could be the 
leak of air from the processing cell to the galleries. Possible initiating events could include the 
removal of a through-wall manipulator, a seal failure, loss of power to the ventilation system, or the 
erroneous opening of an access point.  For each system, there are likely to be multiple top events 
identified during the hazard analysis.  In order to understand the potential impact of each top event, the 
consequences without mitigation are described.   
     Once the consequences are understood, an unmitigated risk ranking is assigned to each top event. 
This is determined as a function of the probability that the top event will occur and the severity of the 
unmitigated consequences in the event of an occurrence. Figure 4 shows the grid used to determine the 
risk rankings.  Probability of occurrence ranges from H1 to H4 with the probability decreasing by at 
least one order of magnitude for each level.  For the qualitative analysis, the selected probability is 
largely based on expert engineering knowledge for similar systems. The severity is determined based 
on the consequences and differs when performing the analysis from a radiation safety perspective 
compared to other hazards. Table 2 shows the radiation exposure limits for both workers and the 
public as defined in the ESS General Safety Objectives (GSO) and the limits required by the Swedish 
radiation authority (SSM). Limits are listed for each category of event from H1-H4.  If different 
initiating events have different probabilities to occur, the risk ranking for each is evaluated separately. 
If they are of the same order of magnitude, grouping of events can be done.  
     As shown in figure 4, some risk rankings are unacceptable and, therefore, require mitigation. 
Others indicate a recommendation for the reduction of the risk, while the low probability-low severity 
events are tolerable as is and do not require risk reduction. For those events not in the tolerable 
category, the next step in the hazard analysis is to identify applicable mitigations for each top event.  
These could be in the form of design changes or recommendations designed to reduce the probability 
of occurrence or the severity of the resulting consequences.  Associated triggers for active safety 
system intervention can also be included as a mitigating factor to reduce the probability of occurrence.  
In this way, requirements for TSS monitoring and actions are identified.  Once mitigation factors are 
identified, the risk ranking is reassessed, taking into consideration the effect of the mitigations on 
probability and/or severity of occurrence of the top event.  If the risk ranking still does not fall into the 
tolerable range during this re-evaluation, then further mitigation is likely to be necessary. 
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Figure 4. Categories used for determining the risk ranking for top events 
during the hazard analysis process. Probability of occurrence categories 
range from H1-H4 in decreasing probability.

 
  
Table 2. Radiation exposure limits as defined in the ESS safety objectives and those required by the 
Swedish radiation authority (SSM) for different categories of events.   

 From the ESS General Safety Objectives From SSM 
Event likelihood  Worker Limit  

(Effective dose) 
Public Limit 
(Effective dose) 

Public limit 

Normal operation – H1 10 mSv/year 0.05 mSv/year 0.1 mSv 

Incidents – H2 
10-2 < Probability  

20 mSv/event 0.5 mSv/occurrence 1 mSv 

Unanticipated events – H3  
 10-4  < Probability < 10-2 

50 mSv/event 5 mSv/occurrence 10 mSv 

Design basis accident – H4  
 10-6  < Probability < 10-4 

50 mSv/event 20 mSv/occurrence 100 mSv 

   
 

3.2.  Hazard analyses status  
A comprehensive hazard analysis is being done on the ESS target station. Monolith systems under 
evaluation during this process include the cold moderator, water moderator, reflector, monolith, proton 
beam window, and target system. For each of these, the relevant primary fluid systems are also 
evaluated.  In this case, the target system is defined as the wheel, the drive, and the target helium 
cooling system.  Those parts of the target station that are not located within the monolith are also 
evaluated in order to develop a comprehensive safety case. These include the ventilation systems for 
different parts of the target building, intermediate cooling systems, the beam dump, active cells, 
remote handling, and an analysis focused specifically on proton beam-induced events.     
     The initial qualitative hazard analysis has been done for the following systems: water moderator, 
cold moderator, reflector, and target system.  Analysis is in progress for the active cells and ventilation 
systems with remote handling and beam events next in the queue.  The proton beam window (PBW), 
redesigned monolith, active liquid and gaseous storage, and beam dump systems hazard analyses will 
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follow. The first systems involved in the qualitative analysis will soon be revisited with a quantitative 
hazard analysis, incorporating design recommendations and results from the initial studies.  
Documentation will be formalized and updated, events will be grouped as appropriate, and TSS 
requirements will be finalized and logic refined.  The preliminary design review of the TSS logic is 
planned for 2015 with the critical design review of the TSS system in 2016. Manufacturing, 
installation, and commissioning will follow with the goal of producing the first beam on target in 
2019. 

4. Interfaces 
As part of the development of the TSS, interfaces with systems both internal and external to the target 
station must be evaluated and defined.  Interfaces with target station systems are determined by the 
hazard analysis process and may include sensors, actuators, and data monitoring and tracking.  As it is 
necessary for the TSS to shut down the proton beam, there are naturally interfaces with the ion source 
and RFQ in the front end of the accelerator. The TSS group is collaborating with the accelerator group 
to define the interfaces and to optimize the beam shutdown mechanisms.  Other potential interfaces 
between the TSS and the accelerator are under evaluation.  These could include components such as 
the bending magnets that determine whether beam is sent to the target or the beam dump. 
     One of the most urgent interfaces that must be clearly defined is that between the TSS and 
conventional facilities. Construction on the ESS has begun recently, and time is short to identify 
interfaces that impact building design and construction.  Requirements for the TSS rooms including 
cooling needs, intended occupancy, fire prevention, and security access have been defined. 
Additionally, the effort to identify the optimal TSS cable paths from the target building rooms to the 
accelerator front end and cable requirements has intensified.   
     Finally, all interfaces between target systems and ICS systems are being defined.  Figure 5 shows a 
preliminary overview cartoon representation of these interfaces.  As part of this process, interfaces 
between the TSS and other controls systems including the MPS and PSS are being evaluated. The TSS 
will have independent components such as PLCs, sensors, actuators, cables, cable trays, and will not 
have inputs from other controls systems.  However, it is possible that the TSS will send a signal 
verifying that it is functional to the target MPS for incorporation into the beam permit system.  The 
TSS may also send data into EPICS via the ICS control box, thereby enabling the use of the archiving 
tool. Evaluation of these potential interfaces and determination of possible methods for execution 
while maintaining the high reliability level required for the TSS is on-going.  No interfaces between 
the TSS and PSS are foreseen at this time.   

 
 

5. Conclusion 
The process to derive the set of Target Safety System controls has been developed and is well under 
way.  The TSS purpose within the global safety plan is understood as is the division of scope between 
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Figure 5. Overview of interfaces between systems within the target station and building and 
ICS controls systems including standard operations controls within EPICS, MPS, and PSS.   
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it and the other controls systems at the ESS.  Qualitative hazard analyses are being executed in order 
to derive target station system design requirements, identify necessary studies, and determine initial 
TSS requirements.   Further quantitative analyses will be used to refine these requirements, define the 
TSS logic, and build up a description of the TSS architecture where complexity will be minimized in 
order to meet the requirement for a very high level of reliability.  Simultaneously, collaboration 
continues between the target, accelerator, safety, conventional facilities, and ICS groups to ensure that 
proper interface definitions exist for the TSS and to prepare for these interfaces as soon as possible.  
The final Target Safety System design is planned for 2016 with the underlying goal to protect the 
public from exposure to unsafe levels of radiation and prevent the release of radioactive material 
beyond permissible limits. 
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Abstract. The European Spallation Source (ESS) is the European common effort in designing 
and building a next generation large-scale user facility for studies of the structure and 
dynamics of materials. The schematic layout of the ESS facility is based on a linear driver 
(linac) directing proton pulses (5 MW of 2 GeV) of 2.86 ms length at 14 Hz onto a tungsten 
target where neutrons are produced via spallation reactions. Furthermore the neutrons will be 
moderated to thermal and cold energies by water and liquid hydrogen. These thermal and cold 
neutrons will be transported by 22 beamlines to the scattering instruments, mainly used for 
neutron scattering research. This paper reports the status of the waste management plan of the 
ESS facility and the radiological consequences of the discharge of the radioactive gaseous 
waste into the environment. Estimations of types and quantities of waste that the ESS project 
will generate at different stages: commission, operation, and decommissioning were derived 
using: i) Monte Carlo calculations ii) scaling the activity from the operational experience of the 
existing spallation sources. Associated waste treatment/conditioning options and final disposal 
route were further analyzed in order to define the waste type and packet descriptions in 
agreement with Swedish regulations and policy. Particular attention was devoted to the highly 
activated components of the target station and its surroundings. First estimates of the 
radioactive waste water to be produced during ESS operations and solutions for its handling 
will be provided. An overview of the different aspects of the tritium management in ESS 
facility will be given. Finally, the source term for atmospheric releases and the 
radiological assessment of the dose to the critical group will be reported. 

Introduction
The development of the waste management plan is an iterative process based on the actual status of 
the project and consultations with the organizations involved in waste treatment, conditioning, 
transport and disposal, as well as with the regulator. This paper provides a preliminary waste 
management plan based on the actual status of the European Spallation Source (ESS) project [1]. The 
main goals of the ESS waste management plan are: i) to establish the major objectives of the waste 
management process, ii) to provide estimates of the total ESS waste volumes to be generated, iii) to 
identify and categorize the waste streams from the ESS facility according to what the different 
treatment lines can handle and to suitable disposal facilities, iv) to identify, discuss and analyse the 
management of problematic waste; v) to define the main elements of the management of the 
radioactivity on ESS site, vi) to define the treatment/conditioning options appropriate for the waste 
streams and where they will be performed; vii) to define the waste disposal options and assess the 
disposal volumes needed. 
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1 Radioactive waste  

1.1 Radioactive waste streams and amounts 
All radioactive waste from ESS will be handled and disposed of within the Swedish system for 
management of radioactive waste. The waste classification system used within this work is in 
accordance with Swedish policy and practice that define the following waste classes: i) free release 
material; ii) very low level waste (VLLW); iii) SFR-waste: short-lived low- and intermediate level 
waste (SL-ILW); iv) SFL-waste: long-lived low-and intermediate level waste (LL-ILW); v) Heat 
generating waste. Swedish regulatory guidelines [2] were used to classify ESS waste based on 
clearance index approach. The derivation of the waste amounts was based on Monte Carlo calculations 
for high activated replaceable components during operation and decommissioning or on experience 
feedback from other similar facilities. As a first estimate, about 25,000 tons of waste is expected to be 
sent for final disposal from operation and decommissioning. This figure does not consider VLLW that 
may be clearable during the lifetime of the facility or after its final shut-down.  
 

Figure 1. Mass repartition between operation and 
decommissioning waste: generated waste (left) and waste to be 

disposed of (right). 

Figure 2. Mass repartition between categories considering both 
operation and decommissioning waste: generated waste (left) and 

waste to be disposed of (right).
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The figure 1 shows that the major part of the waste will come from decommissioning (about 78%) 
from the waste generated and (about 59%) of the waste to be disposed of. The difference represents 
the amount of waste to be free released on site. 
As shown in the figure 2 the main part of the radioactive waste (about 62%) may be classified as 
VLLW and further cleared and as SFR waste, without requiring deep final disposal. The reported 
values are estimations subjected to evolutions and regular updates. Special consideration was given to 
waste such: beryllium, tritiated water, spent-ion exchange resins, etc.  

1.2 Waste treatment and conditioning options 
A concept for optimized radwaste management of the ESS facility was further developed based on 
experience and lessons learned from nuclear facilities in operation and during decommissioning 
projects in Sweden. The principle flow chart for different ESS waste streams from the waste generated 
to disposal, underlying this concept, is shown in figure 3. 
 

Figure 3. Flow chart for radwaste logistics at the ESS facility 
during operation. 

 
As is shown in the figure the waste streams were divided into risk-based categories. 
Treatment/conditioning solutions compatible with the existing experience (where available) in the 
waste Swedish system were proposed for the identified waste streams. Majority of waste that will not 
be free released on site will be sent for treatment/conditioning in Studsvik company. In the reference 
scenario it is considered that spent ion exchange resins and tritiated water arising during the operation 
of the purification system of the target will be conditioned on-site before shipment. The details of what 
conditioning processes will be used are still subject to studies. 
Careful attention should be given to the ESS waste packages assigned as ILW/SFL type waste because 
the waste acceptance criteria for SFL disposal facility are not yet assessed. The treatment and 
conditioning of this type of waste may be performed in Studsvik according to two potential options: i) 
segmentation and conditioning or ii) melting ILW/encasing ILW in molten LLW. Both potential 
options mentioned above require an initial investment (cost and time) either for upgrading of an 
existing facility (the hot cell or the pond) or for commissioning of a new facility (optimized pond or a 
ILW melting device) in Studsvik. Other potential variant is to use ductile cast iron containers designed 
to meet requirements for on-site storage, transport and disposal. ESS will work closely with Studsvik 
and Swedish disposal operator, SKB, to agree on suitable packages.  
The final state of ESS VLLW waste could be free release. In Sweden the clearance concept was 
recently adopted [2] and a code of practice for clearance procedures was developed [3]. 
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This guideline will be used by ESS to create the routines/instructions for the waste free release, in 
agreement with Swedish regulations. 
As requested by Swedish law in the frame of the ESS waste management plan the Best Available 
Technique (BAT) is being used to determine the optimum logistics for the waste [4]. In this respect 
emphasis was driven towards evaluation of the pros and contras of the options and finding the 
optimum solution for handling of the high activated components of the facility. 
According with Swedish waste management system practice [5] each waste that is transported to final 
disposal shall be described in a waste type description (WTD) document. In this respect the data about 
the optimized waste streams and their treatment/conditioning will later be used to prepare the WTD 
reports for further submittal to the authority for approval. 

1.3 Waste disposal. Assessment of disposal volumes needed. 
Based on the assessment undertaken here a rough estimation of the waste volumes to be disposed of in 
Swedish disposal system has been made. Comparing the estimated values with the capacity of existing 
and planned repositories in Sweden it was found that the ESS waste will take up to 15 % of the 
disposal volume for the Swedish radioactive waste management system. Additionally collaboration 
work with SKB is underway to identify indicator nuclides in order to provide input necessary to 
include ESS waste in the design and safety assessment and make complementary licensing for planned 
disposal facilities. 

1.4 Onsite management of radioactive waste. 
An overview of the waste management on the ESS site is also given with emphasis upon the 
characterization of generated waste and traceability of the waste during the whole process—from the 
dismantling of the components to the final disposal is an important step in waste management.  
ESS intends to use three complementary radiological characterization methods: i) radiation detection, 
ii) direct Monte Carlo calculations and iii) matrix method [6]. 
Waste storage options: hot cell and interim storage facility for radioactive materials are analyzed in 
terms of their capacity requirements and the preliminary data relevant for the waste streams planning. 
In addition, the design principles and good practices that will be followed to minimize the activity and 
the volume of radioactive waste generated from ESS facility operation and maintenance 

2 Emissions and radiological impacts  
The evaluation of the environmental impact of ESS during the design phase, as well as during the 
operation of the facility is a mandatory request of Swedish Nuclear Authority. Therefore the 
radiological consequences from potential radioactive waste discharges arising from ESS were also 
assess. These discharges are in form of gaseous discharges to the atmosphere from a stack, aqueous 
discharges to public sewer and migration of contaminant with the groundwater. Only airborne releases 
are presented in this section. 

2.1 Source term estimates. 
The source term for atmospheric releases can be separated into two distinct release operations:  

 On-line emissions, and  
 Emissions resulting from processing.  

2.1.1 Online emissions 
The continuously venting of the air from the tunnel during operation may be assumed also mainly for 
releasing of the moisture and heat. The ventilation system within the linac tunnel was defined in [7]. 
The table 1 shows the source term derived based on calculations performed in [8] where 1 Watt/m  
beam loss was assumed. The effectiveness of the HEPA filters to be used within the tunnel was taken 
from [9]. 
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Table 1. Source term for airborne release from online operations: contribution from 
the linac tunnel.  

Nuclide 
 

T1/2(s) 
 

Chemical form 
 

Production** in 
the tunnel 
(Bq/year) 

Source Term 
(Bq/year) 
r=5/h 

C-11 1.22E+03 CO, CO2 gas 8.92E+10 8.93E+10 
N-13 5.98E+02 NO2 gas 8.80E+10 8.81E+10 
O-15 1.22E+02 O2 gas 4.92E+10 4.93E+10 
Be-7* 4.60E+06 BeO2 aerosol 2.51E+10 7.56E+06 
H-3 3.89E+08 H2O vapor 1.87E+09 1.87E+09 

Ar41 6.58E+03 Ar gas 1.51E+09 1.51E+09 
P-32* 1.23E+06 PO2 aerosol 4.25E+08 1.28E+05 
P-33* 2.19E+06 PO2 aerosol 9.51E+08 2.86E+05 
S-35* 7.54E+06 SO2 aerosol 2.67E+08 8.01E+04 

* Effectiveness of the HEPA filter of 99.97% 
** Total volume of the tunnel is 11550 m3

On-line emissions through the stack into the atmosphere from the target station are supposed to be 
negligible. This assumption is based on the fact that helium cooling loop of the target is a closed 
circuit. The amount of volatiles removed from the loop depends on their fractional release from the 
tungsten target, which in turn depends sensitively on the target operating temperature and accumulated 
damages. As a conservative assumption for the purpose of assessing environmental impact, in [10] it 
was assumed that all of the volatiles produced in the target are readily released into the helium coolant. 
Using further a conservative assumption of 2% per day leakage rate from the pipes of the loop, the 
release to the environment is given in the table 2. 

Table 2. Source term arising from leakage to the environment by the 
primary helium coolant loop. 
Nuclide Activity in He loop 

(Bq) 
Source Term 
(Bq/year) 

H-3 2.00E+11 8.32E+11 
I-125 9.00E+10 3.74E+8* 
A filter effect with (99.9%) was considered for 125I leaked from the He loo 

2.1.2 Processing emissions 
The main contributions to atmospheric releases arising from processing operations are provided in the 
table 3. The first two rows show data from on-site cementation of tritiated contaminated water.  
This water is a result of the purification loop in the primary target helium and may be generated 
directly from activated cooling water systems.  
The remaining items in the table are resulting from target dismantling. The 125I and 148Gd releases are 
included for reference, despite low release rates. 
Finally, hot cell operations that will cut the target shaft will necessarily generate small releases of 
activated steel as aerosols, along with small amounts of aggregated and activated tungsten dust. The 
amounts of airborne particulates are estimated by the following conservative assumptions: 0.1% of the 
stainless steel in the shaft is cut, and 0.1% of the cut material has a size distribution allowing transport 
as suspended particles.  
These particles will pass through 99.9% efficient HEPA filtration; therefore a release factor of 1E-09 
on the shroud is possible, though unlikely. As resulted from table 2 tritium is a big contributor to 
release and radionuclide inventory at the facility.
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Table 3. Source term for airborne release from processing operations. 
Nuclide Chemical form Activity (Bq) Release Fraction Source Term 
3H H20, gas 6.00E+14 1% 6.00E+12 Bq/y 
125I HI, HIO3 1.00E+08 1% 1.00E+06 Bq/y 
3H gas Wheel:6E14 4.E-5 to 0.1% 2E+9 to 6E+11 Bq/5y 
181W Dust/aerosol Wheel:10E15 4.00E-08 5.00E+07 Bq/5y 
179Ta Dust/aerosol Wheel:8E15 4.00E-08 3.00E+07 Bq/5y 
148Gd Dust/aerosol Wheel:8E11 4.00E-08 3.00E+04 Bq/5y 

2.2 Effective dose assessment 

2.2.1 Dispersion and deposition  
The dispersion was derived applying the standard Gaussian dispersion formula [11]. The main 
parameters and assumptions used are given in [10]. In this study an overall deposition velocity of 
about 5 mm s-1 to outdoor horizontal surfaces was used. The long-term deposition factor on the ground 
is then simply estimated multiplying the dispersion value with that velocity. The calculated dispersion 
and deposition parameter for the ESS reference release point and ESS critical groups are listed in table 
4. In the table HL stands for a hypothetical presence reference population group identified just at the 
border of the land owned by ESS located in the most frequent wind direction. 

Table 4. Topological relations and calculated dispersion and deposition factors for the ESS reference 
release point. 
Air 
release 
point 

Västra Odarslöv farm / HL Östra Torn farm 
Distance  
(m) 

Azimuth 
(°)* 


(s m-3) 


(m-2) 

Distance 
(m) 

Azimuth 
(°)1 


(s m-3) 


(m-2) 

TS edge 
H = 45 m 

660 180/ 
90 (HL) 

2E-5 
(= 50 m, 
 z = 30 m) 

1E-7 330 180 5E-6 
(y  = 30 m, 
z = 20 m) 

2.5E-8 

* Degrees from North 

2.2.2 Dose calculation 
The radio-ecological models, describing the transport, dispersion and accumulation of radioactivity in 
various environmental matrices, were further combined with radiological models transforming an 
external exposure or an intake of radioactivity into the effective dose. The methodology that was 
applied to estimate ingestion dose is based on the ECOSYS model that is implemented in ARGOS 
system. Essentially, the outcome of the NKS PARDNOR project [12] implemented recently in 
ECOSYS system was heavily used for the present estimates. The following exposure pathways were 
assessed for the three age groups of the ESS critical groups: 

 External dose from the contaminated plume during its passage  
 External dose from deposition of airborne contaminants on surfaces  
 External dose from deposition of airborne contaminants on humans  
 Internal exposure due to inhalation of radioactive air (direct from the plume and resuspension); 
 Internal exposure due to ingestion of radionuclides in: green vegetable, root vegetable, fruits, meat, 

leaver and milk from caw, sheep, pork and chicken, milk products. 
The parameters and assumptions used in calculations are provided in [10]. 
The table 5 and table 6 give the estimated annual doses break downed by radionuclide and pathway for 
the local population group living in Vastra Oderslov (the ESS agriculture critical group) and for HL. 
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3. Conclusion 
One of the main outcomes of this report is the descriptions provided on all waste types and the waste 
management considered. The waste amounts reported here are based upon the baseline design of the 
facility [1] whose design now enters a more refined stage. The operation/maintenance plans of the 
facility shall be developed and optimized as well. Therefore the current data are estimations subjected 
to evolutions and regular updates.  
Additionally, this work concludes that all the annual doses to exposed groups as a result of airborne 
discharges into the environment are a small fraction from 50 SV y-1 ESS limit for members of the 
public  
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moderator systems 
  Rikard Linander (ESS) 
 
Thermal hydraulic design of double-walled mercury target vessel 
  Katsuhiro Haga (J-PARC) 
 
Post-irradiation examination of the MEGAPIE target 
  Yong Dai (PSI) 
 
Target station upgrade at LANSCE 
  Michal Mocko (LANL) 
 
 

Sep. 30 (Tue)  Hall A 
Gunter Bauer Memorial 

Chair: Masatoshi Arai 
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Speaker: Jack Carpenter (ANL) 
 
Session  Advances in Coming Facilities (Plenary) 
Chair: Mark Bourke 

 
European Spallation Source construction update 
  Jim Yeck (ESS) 
 
As for advances in CSNS 
  Hesheng Chen (CSNS) 

 
Session  Spectroscopy 

Chair: Robert McGreevy 
Co-chair: Ken Andersen, Kenji Nakajima, Alexander Ioffe 

Overview of spectrometers at Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility, 
J-PARC 
  Kenji Nakajima (J-PARC) 
 
VOR: A wide bandwidth chopper spectrometer at the ESS to explore uncharted 
scientific areas. 
  Pascale Deen (ESS) 
 
T-REX: A time-of-flight reciprocal space explorer for the future ESS source 
  Nicolo Violini (FZJ) 
 
High throughput inelastic neutron scattering, from fiction to reality 
  Timmy Ramirez-Cuesta (ORNL) 

 
Session  Polarization 

Chair: Robert McGreevy 
Co-chair: Ken Andersen, Kenji Nakajima, Alexander Ioffe 

Polarization at pulsed neutron sources 
  Alexander Ioffe (FZJ) 
 
MEOP, SEOP and the deployment of polarised neutron capabilities at ANSTO 
  Wai Tung Hal Lee (ANSTO) 
 
Development of compact laser optics for an in-situ spin-exchange optical 
pumping 3He neutron spin filter 
  Takayuki Oku (J-PARC) 
 
Spin manipulation components using high-Tc superconducting materials 
  David Baxter (LENS) 

 
 
Sep. 30 (Tue)  Room 8 
Session  Accelerator and Beam Transport #1 

Chair: Ken Herwig 
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Co-Chair: Michikazu Kinsho 
J-PARC: The path to 1 MW at J-PARC, including 400 MeV linac improvement, 
RCS improvements, and plans for frontend upgrades 
  Kazami Yamamoto (J-PARC) 
 
SNS: Recent advances in power to routine 1.3 - 1.4 MW operation and future 
plans 
  John Galambos (ONRL/SNS) 
 
ESS: The current ESS beam design and target interface 
  Matts Lindroos (ESS) 
 

Session  Accelerator and Beam Transport #2 
Chair: Ken Herwig 

Co-Chair: Michikazu Kinsho 
Cyclotron-based high power neutron sources - operating experience and future 
outlook 
  Davide Reggiani (PSI) 
 
The path to 2.8 MW operation for the SNS accelerator 
  John Galambos (ORNL/SNS) 
 
Accelerator upgrades for the ISIS facility 
  John Thomason (STFC/RAL/ISIS) 
 
Temporal characteristics of the ESS proton and neutron pulses 
  Tom Shea (ESS) 
 
Instrumentation and machine protection strategy for the ESS target station 
  Tom Shea (ESS) 
 
X/S-band electron linac based neutron sources for advanced nuclear science & 
technology & education 
  Misturu Uesaka (Univ. of Tokyo) 
 
Development of beam shaping system based on non-linear optics at JSNS 
  Shin-ichiro Meigo (J-PARC) 
 
Recent progress of beam commissioning in the J-PARC 3-GeV rapid cycling 
synchrotron 
  Hiroyuki Harada (J-PARC) 
 
Localization of the beam loss caused by the foil scattering for high-intensity 
routine operation in the J-PARC 3-GeV rapid cycling synchrotron 
  Shinichi Kato (Tohoku Univ.) 

 
 
Sep. 30 (Tue)  Room 10 
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Session  Utilities and Remote Handling 
Chair: John Hains 

Co-chair: Masatoshi Futakawa, Rolando Granada, Bertrand Blau 
SINQ utilities and remote handling system: 17 years of operational experience 
  Bertrand Blau (PSI) 
 
Operational experience on utilities and remote handling on ISIS (more than 
two decades of experience) 
  David Haynes (ISIS) 
 
The ESS target station hot cell facility and associated logistics 
  Magnus Gohran (ESS) 
 
Operational experience on utilities and remote handling on J-PARC 
  Hidetaka Kinoshita (J-PARC) 
 

Session  Shielding 
Chair: Gunter Muhrer 

Co-chair: Yoshiaki Kiyanagi 
PHITS code and its application to the JSNS shielding 
  Koji Niita (RIST) 
 
Shielding design of Mo-99 production facility 
  Michal Mocko (LANL) 
 
Shielding design at SNS 
  Franz Gallmeier (ORNL) 
 
Development of helium vessel in CSNS 
  Li Lin (CSNS) 
 
Shielding design of RIKEN accelerator-driven neutron source (RANS) 
  Sheng Wang (RIKEN) 
 
High-energy backgrounds at pulsed neutron sources 
  Nataliia Cherkashyna (ESS) 
 
How much carbon in steel is really needed? 
  Gunter Muhrer (ESS) 
 
 

Oct. 1 (Wed)  Hall A 
Session  Blue Sky Session (Panel discussion) 

Chair: Andrew Taylor 
Dimitri Argyriou (ESS), Jack Carpenter (ANL), Roger Pynn (Indiana Univ.), 
Henrik Rönnow (ETH), Ferenc Mezei (ESS), Masatoshi Arai (J-PARC), Andrew 
Taylor (RAL) 
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Session  New Moderator Concept and Compact Source #1 (Plenary) 
Chair: Dave Baxter 

Co-chair: Michihiro Furusaka 
Compact accelerator driven neutron source 
  Kiyanagi Yoshiaki (Nagoya Univ.) 
 
The pelletized cold neutron moderator at the IBR-2 reactor - The first 
experience of exploitation 
  Sergey Kulikov (JINR) 
 
Low-dimensional high brightness hydrogen moderators 
  Alan Takibayev (ESS) 

 
 
Oct. 2 (Thu)  Hall A 
Session  Moderator 

Chair: John Hains 
Co-chair: Masatoshi Futakawa, Rolando Granada, Bertrand Blau 

Moderator performance characterization, operational experience, and plans at 
JSNS 
  Makoto Teshigawara (J-PARC) 
 
SNS Second Target Station moderator studies 
  Franz Gallmeier (ORNL) 
 
Moderator configuration choice for ESS 
  Konstantin Batkov (ESS) 
 
Moderator optimization studies for ESS 
  Konstantin Batkov (ESS) 
 
Using SSW and ROOT to study advanced brightness features for the ESS 
  Troels Schonfeldt (ESS) 
 
Characterization and benchmarking of the neutron flux at the SINQ  thermal 
beam lines for the SINQ upgrade project 
  Vadim Talanov (PSI) 
 
Neutronics modelling for the ISIS TS1 upgrade 
  Goran P. Skoro (ISIS) 
 
CombLayer: A fast parametric MCNP(X) model contructor 
  Stuart Ansell (ISIS) 
 
ISIS Target Station 2 reflector modifications 
  Stephen D. Gallimore (STFC-RAL-ISIS) 
 
Development of moderators and reflectors for CSNS 
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  Wenting Du (CSNS) 
 
The pelletized cold neutron moderator at the IBR-2 reactor, The first 
experience of exploitation 
  Sergey Kulikov (JINR) 
 
Technological system for controlling and monitoring operation of the cryogenic 
moderator at the IBR-2M reactor 
  Maxim Victorovich Bulavin (JINR) 
 
CAB models for water: New scattering kernels for the interaction of thermal 
neutrons with water 
  J. Rolando Granada (Argentine Atomic Energy Commission) 
 
A new method in assisting moderator study at SNS 
  Wei Lu (ORNL) 
 

Session  Diffraction and Imaging 
Chair: Robert McGreevy 

Co-chair: Ken Andersen, Kenji Nakajima, Alexander Ioffe 
Beamline for European Materials Engineering Research 
  Jochen Fenske (HZB) 
 
HFM-EXED - The high field facility for neutron scattering at HZB 
  Oleksandr Prokhnenko (HZB) 
 
The new single-crystal neutron Laue diffractometer in Berlin 
  Gail Iles (HZB) 
 
ODIN - The future imaging instrument at ESS 
  Markus Strobl (ESS) 
 
The first energy-resolved neutron imaging system in the world - “RADEN” at 
J-PARC MLF 
  Takenao Shinohara (J-PARC) 

 
 
Oct. 2 (Thu)  Room 8 
Session  Data Acquisition and Analysis #1 

Chair: Toshiya Otomo 
Co-chair: Mark Hagen 

Data acquisition for the Spallation Neutron Source 
  Steven M. Hartman (ORNL) 
 
Developments in data acquisition, reduction and analysis at the SNS 
  Garret Granroth (SNS) 
 
Architecture of data analysis and management software at CSNS 
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  J.R. Zhang (CSNS) 
 
Data acquisition and device control software framework in MLF, J-PARC 
  Takeshi Nakatani (J-PARC) 
 
Hardware aspects, modularity and integration of an event mode data 
acquisition and instrument control for the European Spallation Source ESS AB 
  T. Gahl (ESS) 

 
Session  Data Acquisition and Analysis #2 

Chair: Toshiya Otomo 
Co-chair: Mark Hagen 

Transformation of S(Q,E) to G(r,t) with MEM 
  Tatsuya Kikuchi (J-PARC) 
 
The center for accelerating materials modeling from SNS data 
  Stuart Campbell (SNS) 

 
Session  New Moderator Concept and Compact Source 

Chair: Dave Baxter 
Co-chair: Michihiro Furusaka 

Combined neutron moderator for the IBR-2 reactor, Project of moderator with 
continuous change of pellets in the chamber on the basis of the combined 
moderator, Refrigerator 1200 Watt 10K for neutron moderators, Technical 
devise and support for moderators 
  Konstantin Alexandrovich Mukhin (JINR) 
 
An update on the LENS facility for 2014 
  David V. Baxter (LENS) 
 
Fundamental physics possibilities at the European Spallation Source 
  Esben Bryndt Klinkby (ESS) 
 
Novel approach of thermal and fast neutron imaging and data analysis at 
RANS - RIKEN accelerator-driven compact neutron source- 
  Yoshie Otake (RIKEN) 

 
Session  New Moderator Concept and Compact Source (Night session) 

Chair: Dave Baxter 
Co-chair: Michihiro Furusaka 

Convoluted moderators for enhanced slow neutron beam production 
  Erik B. Iverson (ORNL) 
 
Benchmark experiment on "entrygrooves" in moderator / reflector material 
  Knud Thomsen (PSI) 
 
Triphenylmethane as a new moderator material 
  Thomas Huegle (LANL) 
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Oct. 2 (Thu)  Room 9 
Session  Sample Environments #1 

Chair: Zoe Bowden 
Co-chair: Kazuya Aizawa 

Pulsed high magnetic fields for pulsed neutron sources - Recent progress and 
applications - 
  Yasuo Narumi (Tohoku Univ.) 
 
Impact of the cryogen free revolution on operation of ISIS facility 
  Oleg Kirichek (ISIS, STFC) 
 
Neutron scattering in very high magnetic fields - The new hybrid magnet at 
Helmholtz Centre Berlin 
  Peter G Smeibidl (HZB) 
 
10kbar hydrogen intersifier system 
  Christopher Michael Goodway (ISIS, STFC) 

 
Session  Sample Environments #2 

Chair: Zoe Bowden 
Co-chair: Kazuya Aizawa 

Cryogenic loading devices for materials science & engineering studies at 
J-PARC 
  Stefanus Harjo (J-PARC) 
 
Concepts for sample manipulation & automation using robotics at ISIS 
  Matt Rechard North (STFC) 
 
High-pressure and high-temperature neutron experiments using 6-axis 
multi-anvil press, ATSUHIME 
  Asami Sano-Furukawa (J-PARC) 

 
 
Oct. 2 (Thu)  Room 10 
Session  Neutron Optics #1 

Chair: Nigel Rhodes 
Co-chair: Kazuhiko Soyama 

Development of focusing suppermirrors by means of ion beam sputtering and 
ultra-precise figuring techniques 
  Dai Yamazaki (J-PARC) 
 
Conceptual design of a reflective focusing system for a small angle neutron 
scattering instrument 
  Damian Martin Rodriguez (ESS) 
 
Development of a large multiple segment elliptical neutron focusing mirror 
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using metal substrate 
  Shin Takeda (Hokkaido Univ. ) 

 
Session  Neutron Optics #2 

Chair: Nigel Rhodes 
Co-chair:Kazuhiko Soyama 

Neutron optics at BL06 beam line for spin echo (VIN ROSE) 
  Masahiro Hino (Kyoto Univ.) 
 
Development of general guide concepts for the European Spallation Source 
  Carolin Zendler (ESS) 
 
Reflection of slow neutrons from powder of nanorods 
  Vladimir Ignatovich (JINR) 

 
Session  Devices 

Chair: Nigel Rhodes 
Co-chair: Kazuhiko Soyama 

Detector development within the international collaboration on neutron 
detectors 
  Nigel Rhodes (RAL) 
 
Development of position-sensitive scintillator neutron detectors at the 
J-PARC/MLF 
  Tatsuya Nakamura (J-PARC) 
 
Performance of boron lined straw tubes for large area neutron detectors 
  Davide Raspino (RAL) 
 
High quality 10B4C coatings for detection of cold neutrons 
  Gregor Jacek Nowak (HZG) 
 
3He-free triple GEM thermal neutron detector 
  Antonino Pietropaolo (ENEA) 
 
Development and future prospects of wavelength shifting fibre detectors at 
ISIS 
  Garrett Jeff Sykora (RAL) 
 
Development of Ce:LiCAF scintillator system for high precision nuclear data 
measurement using short pulsed X-band electron linac based neutron source 
  Daiki Matsuyama (Tokyo Univ.) 
 
Fast neutron imaging system for nondestructive inspection of large-scale 
concrete structure 
  Yoshichika Seki (RIKEN) 
 
A vision for detectors for the European Spallation Source ESS AB 
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  Richard J Hall-Wilton (ESS) 
 
 
Oct. 3 (Fri)  Hall A 
Workshop Conclusion 
Closing Session 
 
 
 
Poster Session 
Facility Session 

Three years of operational experience with the high intensity ultracold neutron 
source at PSI 
  Bertrand Blau (PSI) 
 
Comparison of observed and calculated ISIS TS1 neutronic response 
  Robert Bewley (ISIS) 
 
New Sorgentina Fusion Source (NSFS) - Experimental facility supporting 
materials research 
  Patrizio Console Camprini (ENEA Brasimone Research Centre) 
 
Benchmarking the neutronic performance of the cold neutron source at 
Australia’s OPAL reactor 
  Weijian Lu (ANSTO) 

 
Target and Moderator Development 

Pressure wave reduction due to gas microbubbles injection in mercury target of 
J-PARC 
  Hiroyuki Kogawa (J-PARC) 
 
In-situ structure integrity evaluation for high-power spallation neutron source 
using a laser Doppler method 
  Tao Wan (J-PARC) 
 
Very high-cycle fatigue behavior in mercury target vessel for high-power pulsed 
spallation neutron source 
  Xiong Zhihong (Ibaraki Univ.) 
 
Status update on the ESS target systems development 
  Rikard Linander (ESS) 
 
An investigation into the suitability of additive manufacture techniques for 
neutron moderator vessels 
  Stephen D. Gallimore (STFC-RAL-ISIS) 
 
The mockup of the decoupled & poisoned hydrogen moderator in CSNS 
  Chunming Hu (CSNS) 
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Brightness measurement of the cold neutron source at SINQ, PSI 
  Tibor Reiss (PSI) 
 
Development of a small accelerator based cold neutron source 
  Chris Franklyn (Necsa) 
 
Measurements of neutron beam performance at the Spallation Neutron Source 
  Erik Iverson (ORNL) 
 
Water helium mixture for use in neutron sources as premoderator, coolant and 
leak detection at the same time 
  Yannick Bessler (FZJ) 
 
Welding processes of high-strength aluminum alloys for using in cold sources 
  Yannick Bessler (FZJ) 
 
Engineering perspective of the ESS moderator and reflector systems 
  Rikard Linander (ESS) 
 
Progress of the Au-In-Cd alloy decoupler development in JSNS 
  Motoki Ooi (JAEA) 
 
Very high-cycle fatigue behavior in mercury target vessel for high-power pulsed 
spallation neutron source 
  Takashi Naoe (J-PARC) 
 
Progress on the design of the target station for the European Spallation Source 
  Eric J. Pitcher (ESS) 
 
Alternative target designs for power upgrade of the TS1 target at the ISIS 
neutron facility 
  Cristian Bungau (Univ. of Huddersfield) 

 
Integrated Interface 

Fast neutron applications at ESS 
  Alberto Milocco (Univ. of Milano-Bicocca) 
 
Thermal hydraulic and thermo-mechanical design of the proton beam window 
for ESS 
  Jorg Wolters (FZJ) 

 
Accelerator and Beam Transport 

Plasma window study for gas target 
  Kun Zhu (Peking Univ.) 
 
Challenges for next generation accelerator-based neutron sources 
  Kevin W. Jones (ORNL) 
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Neutron Instruments 

Chopper system and neutron optics of the beamline for European Materials 
Engineering Research (BEER) at ESS 
  Mustapha Rouijaa (Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht ) 
 
Polarized 3He development at SNS 
  Xin Tong (ORNL) 
 
SIMRES - A simulation tool for development of neutron scattering instruments 
at reactor and spallation sources 
  Jan Saroun (Nuclear Physics Institute ASCR) 
 
Towards the high-sensitive detection of hydrogen based on the proton 
polarization technique in neutron protein crystallography 
  Ichiro Tanaka (Ibaraki Univ.) 
 
Overview of the McStas monte carlo ray-tracing instrument simulation project 
  Peter K Willendrup (DTU Physics) 
 
Instrument developments and neutron Brillouin scattering experiments on 
HRC 
  Shinichi Itoh (KEK) 
 
Recent status of a cold neutron disk chopper spectrometer AMATERAS 
  Kenji Nakajima (J-PARC) 
 
Development of polarized and focused neutron beam at the small and wide 
angle neutron scattering instrument TAIKAN 
  Kazuki Ohishi (CROSS) 
 
TOF studies of multiple Bragg reflections in cylindrically bent prefect crystals 
at small pulsed neutron source 
  Pavol Mikula (Nuclear Physics Institute of the ASCR, v.v.i.) 
 
General purpose powder diffractometer at CSNS 
  Le Kang (IHEP) 
 
High resolution SESANS with time gradient magnetic fields spectrometer: 
Feasibility study for the implementation at long pulsed neutron sources 
  Raul V. Erhan (IFIN-HH) 
 
Multitask approach for neutron beam lines at spallation neutron sources 
  Antonino Pietropaolo (Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche-Istituto dei    
  Sistemi Complessi) 
 
Monte Carlo simulations for the EPSILON and SKAT long flight path 
diffractometers at the IBR-2 pulsed neutron source 
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  Raul Victor Erhan (JINR, Dubna) 
 
Recent progress in the chopper spectrometer 4SEASONS at J-PARC 
  Ryoichi Kajimoto (J-PARC) 
 
Present status of BL19 TAKUMI at J-PARC 
  Stefanus Harjo (J-PARC) 
 
Concept of multi-purpose extreme conditions instrument for the ESS 
  Oleksandr Prokhnenko (Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin) 
 
Progress on POLANO spectrometer for polarized neutron experiment 
  Tetsuya Yokoo (KEK) 
 
MAGIC chopper: theory, simulation, and experimental evaluation 
  Mitsutaka Nakamura (J-PARC) 
 
Design of neutron guide system for high-flux reactor PIK 
  Peter Konik (Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute) 
 
Development of a medium and small angle neutron scattering instrument iANS 
optimized for compact accelerator driven neutron source 
  Toshinori Ishida (Hokkaido Univ.) 
 
Magnetic shield design of in-situ SEOP polarized 3He neutron spin filter for 
high magnetic field sample environment accessories at J-PARC 
  Hiroshi Kira (CROSS) 
 
Neutron diffractometer encompassing protein crystals with large unit cell 
volume at J-PARC 
  Kazuo Kurihara (JAEA) 
 
Using Fermi choppers for spallation source based chopper spectrometers 
  Jorg J Voigt (Forschungszentrum Julich) 
 
Current status of the small and wide angle neutron scattering instrument 
TAIKAN at J-PARC 
  Shin-ichi Takata (J-PARC) 
 
Design of the new SANS instruments on CPHS 
  Huarui Wu (Tsinghua Univ.) 
 
The time-of-flight ultra-small-angle neutron scattering (TOF-USANS) 
instrument at SNS: Commissioning started in August 2014 
  Jack Carpenter (ANL) 
 
Band chopper: a solution for large beams and limited space 
  Alexander Ioffe (Juelich Centre for Neutron Science) 
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Thermal neutron tomography and transmission spectroscopy at RIKEN 
accelerator-driven compact neutron source 
  Masako Yamada (RIKEN) 
 
Multi pulse-shaped incident energy band measurements on the TOF type near 
backscattering spectrometer DNA in J-PARC 
  Kaoru Shibata (J-PARC) 
 
Current status of a TOF-Laue single crystal neutron diffractometer SENJU 
  Takashi Ohhara (J-PARC) 
 
Applications of new neutron beam monitor (nGEM) 
  Hidetoshi Ohshita (KEK) 
 
A radial collimator for a time-of-flight neutron spectrometer 
  Jennifer Lynn Niedziela (ORNL) 

 
Devices 

Development of a flexible neutron supermirror sheet and its application 
  Masahiro Hino (Kyoto Univ.) 
 
Development of an in-situ SEOP 3He neutron spin filter for magnetic imaging 
techniques at J-PARC 
  Hirotoshi Hayashida (CROSS) 
 
A neutron imaging detector based on the muPIC micro-pixel chamber and its 
application to magnetic imaging with polarized, pulsed neutrons at J-PARC 
  Joseph D Parker (CROSS) 
 
Research on a metallic-ellipsoidal mirror for focusing neutron beams 
  Jiang Guo (RIKEN) 
 
Development of a 2012 model for the 6Li time analyzer (LiTA12) detector 
system 
  Setsuo Satoh (KEK) 
 
Development of various shielding devices to suppress background in J-PARC 
  Wataru Kambara (J-PARC) 
 
The estimation of the crystallinity on the silicon wafer surface which was 
coating Gd thin film on the backside, by the double crystal X-ray diffraction 
method 
  Kaoru Shibata (J-PARC) 

 
Sample Environments 

Recent progress in sample environment at CSNS 
  Haitao Hu (Chinese Academy of Sciences) 
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Light irradiation experiments at J-PARC - Installation and demonstration 
  Yoshifumi Sakaguchi (CROSS) 
 
Present status of sample environment at J-PARC MLF 
  Tomokazu Aso (J-PARC) 
 
In-situ scattering experiment under high pressure hydrogen gas by 
high-intensity total diffractometer, NOVA 
  Kazutaka Ikeda (KEK) 

 
Shielding 

A study of the neutron backgrounds at SINQ 
  Douglas David DiJulio (ESS) 

 
Data Acquisition and Analysis 

Mantid data reduction and visualization at SNS and HFIR 
  Peter F Peterson (ORNL) 
 
Neutron diffraction imaging at NOVA (J-PARC) and HRPD, RESA, and TNRF 
(JRR-3) 
  Shinichi Shamoto (JAEA) 
 
Automation of neutron spectrometry experiments using network technologies 
  Vladimir K. Ignatovich (FLNP JINR) 
 
6Li/7Li and 14N/15N isotopic substitution experiments using NOVA spectrometer 
at J-PARC 
  Yasuo Kameda (Yamagata Univ.) 
 
Abstract programming interface for MCTAL files 
  Nicolo Borghi (ESS) 
 
Neutron diffraction study of piezoelectric material under cyclic electric field 
using event recording technique 
  Takuro Kawasaki (JAEA) 
 
The data management and software centre for the ESS 
  Mark Edward Hagen (ESS) 
 
Z-MEM & Z-3D, maximum entropy method and visualization software for 
electron/nuclear density distribution in Z-Code 
  Yoshihisa Ishikawa (J-PARC, IMSS, KEK) 
 
Monte Carlo simulation of the resolution ellipsoid for the SEQUOIA 
spectrometer 
  Garrett E. Granroth (ORNL) 
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Web monitor and prototype analysis at the SNS 
  Garrett E. Granroth (ORNL) 

 
New Moderator Concept and Compact Source 

Control system of filling of chamber for cryogenic moderator of IBR-2 research 
reactor 
  Alexandr Evgenyevich Verhoglyadov (JINR) 
 
Design on target and moderator of X-band compact electron linac neutron 
source for short pulsed neutrons 
  Kazuhiro Tagi (Tokyo Univ.) 
 
Approximate S(a,b) program for H2 containing MOFs and other confined 
systems 
  Stuart Ansell (RAL) 

 
Safety & Operation for High Power Facilities 

Neutron guide activation and handling for the European Spallation Source 
  Zsofia Kokai (ESS) 
 
Studies of magnet activation due to beam losses and back-scattered neutrons 
  Cristian Bungau (Univ. of Huddersfield) 
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Editorial Notes 

There are many things that I'd like to mention about the meeting. I bring up especially, 

excursion and banquet. This ICANS meeting returned to Japan again after 14 years. J-PARC 

hosted this meeting in Mito. We focused on this area's traditional events exposed to Japanese 

local culture. It was a beach seining and a Japanese drum. We also conducted BBQ just after 

beach seining so as to eat the caught fish while it was fresh. The beach seining is a typical 

traditional seine fishing method, which was conducted for over roughly 300 years at this area. 

Recently, it declined due to the development of off-shore fisheries. Currently, it is sometimes 

conducted as experiencing fishing exposed to traditional culture. 

We were most worried about typhoon. As you know, Japan is visited by many typhoons the 

autumn season. It was gambling. Every day, I checked the forecast. Though the typhoon came to 

Japan the day before excursion, the typhoon's course just went astray fortunately. However, 

fisherman could not decide to do the beach seining due to the high wave caused by typhoon 

until right before and I did not know what was going to happen for a while, because it started to 

rain hardly as we approached the coast.  

It was very impressive that so many seagulls gathered around seining, the sunlight was 

leaked through a rift in the clouds and a rainbow was seen for a moment. It was first experience 

even for me. Finally, one small-truckload of fish (mainly sardines, only five salmons) was 

caught. Fisherman was surprised at getting so many fishes in this season. He thought that it was 

due to typhoon, resulting in affecting the 

migration of fish. Fried fresh-sardine was 

served however the demand far outran the 

supply. 

Anyway, the excursion ended a great 

success. If next chance, what do we try? 

 

regards, 

teshi  
 
 

The ICANS-XXI was very well attended with over 200 participants. The weather was almost 

nice, and we could have a huge catch of fishes in the beach seine in the excursion symbolizing 

rich nature of Ibaraki prefecture. Thus, the collaboration meeting was completed abundantly in 
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scientific and technical discussions, weather and foods. Our task was to prepare the proceedings, 

which is appropriate for the successful meeting. About 80 articles were submitted for the 

proceedings. Then, we could edit substantial proceedings for it. Finally, it's an honor for us to 

join the editing talk for the proceedings of the great collaboration meeting ICANS-XXI. 

T. O. 
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国際単位系（SI）

1024 ヨ タ Ｙ 10-1 デ シ d
1021 ゼ タ Ｚ 10-2 セ ン チ c
1018 エ ク サ Ｅ 10-3 ミ リ m
1015 ペ タ Ｐ 10-6 マイクロ µ
1012 テ ラ Ｔ 10-9 ナ ノ n
109 ギ ガ Ｇ 10-12 ピ コ p
106 メ ガ Ｍ 10-15 フェムト f
103 キ ロ ｋ 10-18 ア ト a
102 ヘ ク ト ｈ 10-21 ゼ プ ト z
101 デ カ da 10-24 ヨ ク ト y

表５．SI 接頭語

名称 記号 SI 単位による値

分 min 1 min=60 s
時 h 1 h =60 min=3600 s
日 d 1 d=24 h=86 400 s
度 ° 1°=(π/180) rad
分 ’ 1’=(1/60)°=(π/10 800) rad
秒 ” 1”=(1/60)’=(π/648 000) rad

ヘクタール ha 1 ha=1 hm2=104m2

リットル L，l 1 L=1 l=1 dm3=103cm3=10-3m3

トン t 1 t=103 kg

表６．SIに属さないが、SIと併用される単位

名称 記号 SI 単位で表される数値

電 子 ボ ル ト eV 1 eV=1.602 176 53(14)×10-19J
ダ ル ト ン Da 1 Da=1.660 538 86(28)×10-27kg
統一原子質量単位 u 1 u=1 Da
天 文 単 位 ua 1 ua=1.495 978 706 91(6)×1011m

表７．SIに属さないが、SIと併用される単位で、SI単位で
表される数値が実験的に得られるもの

名称 記号 SI 単位で表される数値

キ ュ リ ー Ci 1 Ci=3.7×1010Bq
レ ン ト ゲ ン R 1 R = 2.58×10-4C/kg
ラ ド rad 1 rad=1cGy=10-2Gy
レ ム rem 1 rem=1 cSv=10-2Sv
ガ ン マ γ 1γ=1 nT=10-9T
フ ェ ル ミ 1フェルミ=1 fm=10-15m
メートル系カラット 1 メートル系カラット = 0.2 g = 2×10-4kg
ト ル Torr 1 Torr = (101 325/760) Pa
標 準 大 気 圧 atm 1 atm = 101 325 Pa

1 cal=4.1858J（｢15℃｣カロリー），4.1868J
（｢IT｣カロリー），4.184J （｢熱化学｣カロリー）

ミ ク ロ ン µ  1 µ =1µm=10-6m

表10．SIに属さないその他の単位の例

カ ロ リ ー cal

(a)SI接頭語は固有の名称と記号を持つ組立単位と組み合わせても使用できる。しかし接頭語を付した単位はもはや
　コヒーレントではない。
(b)ラジアンとステラジアンは数字の１に対する単位の特別な名称で、量についての情報をつたえるために使われる。

　実際には、使用する時には記号rad及びsrが用いられるが、習慣として組立単位としての記号である数字の１は明
　示されない。
(c)測光学ではステラジアンという名称と記号srを単位の表し方の中に、そのまま維持している。

(d)ヘルツは周期現象についてのみ、ベクレルは放射性核種の統計的過程についてのみ使用される。

(e)セルシウス度はケルビンの特別な名称で、セルシウス温度を表すために使用される。セルシウス度とケルビンの

　 単位の大きさは同一である。したがって、温度差や温度間隔を表す数値はどちらの単位で表しても同じである。

(f)放射性核種の放射能（activity referred to a radionuclide）は、しばしば誤った用語で”radioactivity”と記される。

(g)単位シーベルト（PV,2002,70,205）についてはCIPM勧告2（CI-2002）を参照。

（a）量濃度（amount concentration）は臨床化学の分野では物質濃度

　　（substance concentration）ともよばれる。
（b）これらは無次元量あるいは次元１をもつ量であるが、そのこと
 　　を表す単位記号である数字の１は通常は表記しない。

名称 記号
SI 基本単位による

表し方

秒ルカスパ度粘 Pa s m-1 kg s-1

力 の モ ー メ ン ト ニュートンメートル N m m2 kg s-2

表 面 張 力 ニュートン毎メートル N/m kg s-2

角 速 度 ラジアン毎秒 rad/s m m-1 s-1=s-1

角 加 速 度 ラジアン毎秒毎秒 rad/s2 m m-1 s-2=s-2

熱 流 密 度 , 放 射 照 度 ワット毎平方メートル W/m2 kg s-3

熱 容 量 , エ ン ト ロ ピ ー ジュール毎ケルビン J/K m2 kg s-2 K-1

比熱容量，比エントロピー ジュール毎キログラム毎ケルビン J/(kg K) m2 s-2 K-1

比 エ ネ ル ギ ー ジュール毎キログラム J/kg m2 s-2

熱 伝 導 率 ワット毎メートル毎ケルビン W/(m K) m kg s-3 K-1

体 積 エ ネ ル ギ ー ジュール毎立方メートル J/m3 m-1 kg s-2

電 界 の 強 さ ボルト毎メートル V/m m kg s-3 A-1

電 荷 密 度 クーロン毎立方メートル C/m3 m-3 s A
表 面 電 荷 クーロン毎平方メートル C/m2 m-2 s A
電 束 密 度 ， 電 気 変 位 クーロン毎平方メートル C/m2 m-2 s A
誘 電 率 ファラド毎メートル F/m m-3 kg-1 s4 A2

透 磁 率 ヘンリー毎メートル H/m m kg s-2 A-2

モ ル エ ネ ル ギ ー ジュール毎モル J/mol m2 kg s-2 mol-1

モルエントロピー, モル熱容量ジュール毎モル毎ケルビン J/(mol K) m2 kg s-2 K-1 mol-1

照射線量（Ｘ線及びγ線） クーロン毎キログラム C/kg kg-1 s A
吸 収 線 量 率 グレイ毎秒 Gy/s m2 s-3

放 射 強 度 ワット毎ステラジアン W/sr m4 m-2 kg s-3=m2 kg s-3

放 射 輝 度 ワット毎平方メートル毎ステラジアン W/(m2 sr) m2 m-2 kg s-3=kg s-3

酵 素 活 性 濃 度 カタール毎立方メートル kat/m3 m-3 s-1 mol

表４．単位の中に固有の名称と記号を含むSI組立単位の例

組立量
SI 組立単位

名称 記号

面 積 平方メートル m2

体 積 立方メートル m3

速 さ ， 速 度 メートル毎秒 m/s
加 速 度 メートル毎秒毎秒 m/s2

波 数 毎メートル m-1

密 度 ， 質 量 密 度 キログラム毎立方メートル kg/m3

面 積 密 度 キログラム毎平方メートル kg/m2

比 体 積 立方メートル毎キログラム m3/kg
電 流 密 度 アンペア毎平方メートル A/m2

磁 界 の 強 さ アンペア毎メートル A/m
量 濃 度 (a) ， 濃 度 モル毎立方メートル mol/m3

質 量 濃 度 キログラム毎立方メートル kg/m3

輝 度 カンデラ毎平方メートル cd/m2

屈 折 率 (b) （数字の）　１ 1
比 透 磁 率 (b) （数字の）　１ 1

組立量
SI 組立単位

表２．基本単位を用いて表されるSI組立単位の例

名称 記号
他のSI単位による

表し方
SI基本単位による

表し方
平 面 角 ラジアン(ｂ) rad 1（ｂ） m/m
立 体 角 ステラジアン(ｂ) sr(c) 1（ｂ） m2/m2

周 波 数 ヘルツ（ｄ） Hz s-1

ントーュニ力 N m kg s-2

圧 力 , 応 力 パスカル Pa N/m2 m-1 kg s-2

エ ネ ル ギ ー , 仕 事 , 熱 量 ジュール J N m m2 kg s-2

仕 事 率 ， 工 率 ， 放 射 束 ワット W J/s m2 kg s-3

電 荷 , 電 気 量 クーロン A sC
電 位 差 （ 電 圧 ） , 起 電 力 ボルト V W/A m2 kg s-3 A-1

静 電 容 量 ファラド F C/V m-2 kg-1 s4 A2

電 気 抵 抗 オーム Ω V/A m2 kg s-3 A-2

コ ン ダ ク タ ン ス ジーメンス S A/V m-2 kg-1 s3 A2

バーエウ束磁 Wb Vs m2 kg s-2 A-1

磁 束 密 度 テスラ T Wb/m2 kg s-2 A-1

イ ン ダ ク タ ン ス ヘンリー H Wb/A m2 kg s-2 A-2

セ ル シ ウ ス 温 度 セルシウス度(ｅ) ℃ K
ンメール束光 lm cd sr(c) cd

スクル度照 lx lm/m2 m-2 cd
放射性核種の放射能（ ｆ ） ベクレル（ｄ） Bq s-1

吸収線量, 比エネルギー分与,
カーマ

グレイ Gy J/kg m2 s-2

線量当量, 周辺線量当量,
方向性線量当量, 個人線量当量

シーベルト（ｇ） Sv J/kg m2 s-2

酸 素 活 性 カタール kat s-1 mol

表３．固有の名称と記号で表されるSI組立単位
SI 組立単位

組立量

名称 記号 SI 単位で表される数値

バ ー ル bar １bar=0.1MPa=100 kPa=105Pa
水銀柱ミリメートル mmHg １mmHg≈133.322Pa
オングストローム Å １Å=0.1nm=100pm=10-10m
海 里 Ｍ １M=1852m
バ ー ン b １b=100fm2=(10-12cm)  =10-28m22

ノ ッ ト kn １kn=(1852/3600)m/s
ネ ー パ Np
ベ ル Ｂ

デ シ ベ ル dB       

表８．SIに属さないが、SIと併用されるその他の単位

SI単位との数値的な関係は、
　　　　対数量の定義に依存。

名称 記号

長 さ メ ー ト ル m
質 量 キログラム kg
時 間 秒 s
電 流 ア ン ペ ア A
熱力学温度 ケ ル ビ ン K
物 質 量 モ ル mol
光 度 カ ン デ ラ cd

基本量
SI 基本単位

表１．SI 基本単位

名称 記号 SI 単位で表される数値

エ ル グ erg 1 erg=10-7 J
ダ イ ン dyn 1 dyn=10-5N
ポ ア ズ P 1 P=1 dyn s cm-2=0.1Pa s
ス ト ー ク ス St 1 St =1cm2 s-1=10-4m2 s-1

ス チ ル ブ sb 1 sb =1cd cm-2=104cd m-2

フ ォ ト ph 1 ph=1cd sr cm-2 =104lx
ガ ル Gal 1 Gal =1cm s-2=10-2ms-2

マ ク ス ウ エ ル Mx 1 Mx = 1G cm2=10-8Wb
ガ ウ ス G 1 G =1Mx cm-2 =10-4T
エルステッド（ ａ ） Oe 1 Oe　  (103/4π)A m-1

表９．固有の名称をもつCGS組立単位

（a）３元系のCGS単位系とSIでは直接比較できないため、等号「　　 」

　　 は対応関係を示すものである。
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